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PART ONE:

WHITE STAG; RED STAR
Once there was or once there was not a hungry, frightened
Danube-Swabian woman who gave birth to a boy in a forest. The
woman was hungry because she had eaten nothing but stale crusts
of bread for three days; she was frightened because the Russian
soldiers occupying her village showed no signs of wanting to leave.
The woman feared she would give birth in the small, dilapidated
hunting cabin to which she had fled with twenty of her fellow
villagers before the soldiers arrived. The villagers hiding in the cabin
with the pregnant young woman prayed the soldiers would depart
before the labor pains began, but their prayers went unanswered –
the soldiers were still in the village when the contractions started.
The hungry, frightened Danube-Swabian woman began to moan
and wail. To muffle the noise, the young woman’s mother-in-law
placed a rolled up handkerchief into her daughter-in-law’s mouth.
The men stepped outside, taking the children with them. It was a
cold early morning in November. A thin layer of sticky snow
blanketed the forest. The Russian soldiers occupying the village of
Altfreidorf were barely a kilometer away.
“What happens when the baby is born? You can’t slip a
handkerchief into its mouth and tell it to be quiet!” the blacksmith
said as he stood outside with the other villagers. The men around
him nodded, furrowed their brows, and scanned the columns of oak
trees for any sign of the soldiers.
The hours passed slowly. No sound emerged from within the
cabin. Outside, only the grumbling of the villagers’ empty stomachs
and the distant cawing of unseen crows punctured the silence. Then
in the late afternoon, just as the diffused daylight from the overcast
sky began to fade, the cabin door creaked open and Anna Drixler,
the young woman’s mother-in-law, stepped out into the snow wiping
the jackknife she had used to cut the umbilical cord.
“It’s a boy,” she said. “Gertrude has named him Reinhardt.”
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“It’s done? We didn’t hear a thing,” the astonished blacksmith
whispered.
“What can I say? He’s an intelligent lad,” Anna Drixler said. She
folded up the jackknife and slipped it into her apron pocket. “As
soon as he came out, we all told him he had to be quiet, and he
understood.”
The blacksmith smiled and withdrew a flask of pálinka from his
inner coat pocket. He offered it to the new grandmother, but Anna
Drixler politely refused. The blacksmith shrugged, raised the flask
into the air before him as if proposing a toast and then took a quick
drink. He was about to pass the flask to the priest when the sound
of a branch snapping a short distance away made him stop.
Everyone outside the cabin froze and listened. Far away, an angry
crow cawed; then all was quiet again. The villagers remained as
motionless as statues, straining their ears to pinpoint the location of
the snapping branch.
When no further noise came, the villagers’ tense expressions
relaxed, and they began to move once more. As soon as they did,
another branch snapped. The villagers froze again. A few of them
pointed to a tangled copse of oak saplings and elderberry bushes
near the cabin. Before any of them had the chance to discern what
the source of the noise might be, a large stag burst forth from the
brush and came to a halt in the clearing before the cabin.
Had it been a common red deer – the kind the villagers
sometimes saw in the wooded, rolling undulations of the Mecsek
Hills surrounding Altfreidorf – the appearance of the animal would
have been passed off with a chuckle or a shrug, but the stag
standing before them was no common deer. The first thing that
struck the villagers was the enormity of the animal; it was nearly
twice the size of any deer they had ever seen. They were also awed
by the beast’s antlers, which were more intricate, ornate, and
majestic than the finest candelabra that had ever adorned the palace
of any king. But what truly made the stag spectacular was its coat,
which was as white as the snow cloaking the forest floor.
The appearance of the white stag was a magical event for the
villagers; a myth come to life before their eyes. They stared at it
spellbound. Nothing, not even the sight of the entire Red Army
charging toward them led by Stalin himself, could have awed them
as much. The beast looked at the villagers with its large, black eyes
and snorted a series of misty exhalations. After a moment, it shifted
its gaze to the cabin and stared at it for a while as if in a trance.
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Then, without warning, it scraped the snowy ground with its
monstrous left hoof, snorted again, reared up on its hind legs and,
with one terrific bound, leaped back into the thicket, and
disappeared from view.
The villagers outside the cabin remained motionless for several
moments as the diminishing light of the late afternoon darkened the
forest around them.
“I thought those things only existed in fairy tales,” one of the
men finally said, his voice puncturing the otherworldly silence the
white stag had left behind.
“It’s a sign!” the blacksmith said.
“It’s a sign from God!” the priest exclaimed. He snatched the
flask from the blacksmith’s hand, took a long drink, wiped his
mouth with his coat sleeve, and then added, “A blessing! Think of
St. Eustace. Think of St. Hubertus.” He turned to Anna Drixler.
“Your grandson has been blessed!”
Anna Drixler and the other villagers bowed their heads, crossed
themselves, and filed back into the cabin. Once inside they all stared
at the newborn Gertrude cradled in her arms as she lay in the
corner upon one of the cabin’s two beds. The women quickly strung
up a makeshift curtain made of aprons and undershirts tied together
to afford the new mother and child some privacy. After the curtain
was up, Gertrude – weak, exhausted, throbbing from the pain of
her delivery – leaned close to her mother-in-law and asked why the
villagers had all looked at her infant son so oddly. Anna Drixler
described the appearance of the white stag.
“Father Ebner said God has blessed your son.”
Gertrude did not know how to respond. She moved her baby to
her breast and leaned her head on Anna Drixler’s shoulder. In the
end, all she could think to say was, “I’m hungry.”
*
Before sunrise on the following day, two men from the cabin
carefully made their way down to the edge of the forest to survey
the village. They returned a few hours later and informed their
fellow villagers that the Russian soldiers had left Altfreidorf. The
priest insisted upon a divine connection between the white stag’s
appearance and the soldiers’ departure.
“You see! A blessing! A sign from God!” he kept repeating.
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Many of the villagers did not care if the stag’s appearance had
any direct correlation to the soldiers’ departure – they were simply
relieved the soldiers had left. They waited in the cabin for a few
hours out of caution, and then made their way back to Altfreidorf
like a human rivulet trickling down the wooded hillside. Villagers
who had hidden in other parts of the forest also returned.
Happiness reigned for a few brief minutes; perhaps, they thought,
the white stag had blessed them all just as the priest had claimed.
But when they set foot on the village’s only road and listened to the
eerie silence permeating the settlement, they felt their meager joy
disperse into the cold winter air.
Most of the hundred souls who had refused or had been unable
to flee the village were gone. Among the missing was Anna Drixler’s
husband, Johann Drixler, the patriarch of the family, who had
defiantly chosen to remain in the village to protect his house and
property from the soldiers.
“They marched him away. They took them all,” Mrs. Schwartz,
an octogenarian, blind in one eye, lamented. Before she broke down
in tears, she pointed her skeletal finger at the ten elderly villagers
and pack of small children nearby. “They left only us.”
It was true – the soldiers had left the very young and the very
old, but very little else. They had ransacked every house. The cold
cellars were empty; the pantries, pilfered; the wine barrels, drained.
There were no animals left, only semi-frozen pools of blood and
heaps of bone, hide, feathers, and fur. Jewelry, clothing, footwear,
tools, silverware, paintings, and countless other items had
disappeared as well. The most commonly looted items were
timepieces. The villagers settled back into their plundered homes.
Hunger and the sun’s movement across the sky were all that marked
Reinhardt Drixler’s first few weeks of life.
*
Yet the villagers of Altfreidorf, the Drixler women among them,
were stoical in the face of such hardship. It was a time of war. The
world had gone insane. They were not the only ones suffering –
some had suffered more. Complaining improved nothing. All that
mattered was survival.
Gertrude – weak and malnourished – stopped producing breast
milk a week after the soldiers had left. As she fed her infant son one
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day, she was horrified to discover that her breasts were emitting
nothing but blood.
Anna Drixler dabbed the flecks of red from her grandson’s lips
with a handkerchief and frowned.
“At least he’ll have no illusions about life,” she said. Her
expression remained stern as tears gathered in her daughter-in-law’s
eyes. Anna shook her head and made her way toward the front door.
Before she stepped out, she said, “The blacksmith went out
rabbiting this morning. I’ll see if he caught anything.”
Neither woman knew how they and the infant survived the
months that followed. There were funerals in the village nearly every
week. Some died of starvation; others of illness; others from both.
Yet somehow, the Drixlers stayed alive. Reinhardt grew and
developed in a world that had crumbled and fallen apart.
*
One day the villagers learned the Germans had surrendered and
the war had ended. The Danube-Swabians knew they were on the
wrong side of history, but very few suspected that they were on the
cusp of losing everything – their way of life, their settlements, their
culture, their traditions. Everything.
Early one morning when it was still dark, a column of
sputtering, chugging army trucks rattled the villagers from their
beds.
“Hungary does not look kindly upon traitors,” the hatchet-faced
lieutenant said. He stood before the villagers illuminated by the
headlights of the trucks. His voice was as cold as steel and he glared
at the Swabian villagers gathered around him with equally cold and
steely eyes. “We are here to return you to your homeland. You have
one hour to gather your things. One suitcase or bundle per person;
no more.”
“Homeland?” the blacksmith piped from the crowd. “This is our
homeland.”
“Silence, traitor!”
“We have lived here for centuries,” the blacksmith insisted. “We
are Magyar citizens like you.”
The mere notion that the Danube-Swabian villagers were
Hungarian seemed to irritate the lieutenant even more than the ring
of razor burn plaguing his neck. He frowned, scratched his neck,
and narrowed his eyelids until the steely eyes became thin slits. His
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response to the blacksmith was swift and brutal. The blacksmith fell
unconscious to the ground, his forehead split open like the skin of
an overcooked knackwurst, blood gushing from the spot where the
butt of the lieutenant’s rifle had struck him.
“You should be on your knees licking my boots. If you were in
the Bánát right now, you’d all be in a hole with bullets in your
heads,” the lieutenant growled. He slung his rifle over his shoulder,
cleared his throat, and spat on the unconscious blacksmith’s face
before he addressed the villagers again. “You have one hour; no
more.”
An hour later, the villagers gathered outside clutching bulging
suitcases and bundles. The soldiers loaded the villagers up onto the
trucks waiting to take the Danube Swabians to trains headed to
Germany and Austria, places only three of the villagers had ever
seen. When the trucks were full, the soldiers faced a dilemma –
there were more people than there was space for them on the
trucks. Nearly one third of the villagers remained on the road
holding their suitcases.
“We’ll return for the rest of you,” the lieutenant barked after he
climbed into one of the trucks.
One-third of the Swabians of Altfreidorf watched the trucks
containing the other two-thirds of the Swabians of Altfreidorf
rumble away down the road as dawn broke on the horizon.
The Drixlers were among the villagers who remained. Anna
spent the remainder of the day pacing back and forth along a patch
of earth near her suitcase; Gertrude did her best to soothe and
preoccupy her small son. It was dark when the villagers finally
returned to their homes. The next morning, they lugged their
belongings back outside to await the return of the army trucks. The
trucks did not return.
*
The column of army trucks finally lumbered back into the
village a few months later. Upon hearing the roar of the diesel
engines, Anna Drixler assumed the resettlement program had
resumed. She peered out the front window and was puzzled to find
the trucks were carrying people into Altfreidorf. The people, the
villagers later learned, were Szeklers from the east exiled from
Transylvania, and Hungarians from the south fleeing Tito’s forces.
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They looked very much like the Danube Swabians of Altfreidorf –
weak, impoverished, malnourished.
“These people will live here now,” the lieutenant said. “They will
occupy the empty houses. Help them settle in.”
“What about us?” Gertrude Drixler asked. “Are we staying?”
“The resettlement program has been interrupted. You will
remain . . . for now.”
Most of the Danube Swabians of Altfreidorf greeted this news
as a stroke of luck. They would be allowed to stay in their homes
and resume their lives. Over the next few years, their situation did
not improve much, but it did not worsen either. This in itself made
most of them grateful. They believed they had hit bottom and
would sink no further. The only way to go from there was up.
News about the capital eventually trickled into the village – the
communists had overthrown the elected government in Budapest
and had seized control of the country. The political temperature
dropped and a new mandate settled over the nation like a deep frost.
The unremoved Danube Swabians of Altfreidorf quickly
understood that they had not been so lucky after all.
*
“How many people live in this house?” the man in the black
leather coat asked. He had knocked on the door in the middle of
the night, startling everyone from their beds. Outside, there were
more men in leather coats, knocking on doors, startling people from
their beds. The man in the Drixler house was large and barrelchested with a face that reminded Reinhardt of a pig. Of course, the
little boy had never seen a real pig. He had only seen drawings of
pigs. Reinhardt was four. Very thin. Intensely curious.
Before Anna Drixler had opened the door for the large man, she
had looked at Gertrude and had whispered, “It’s the AVO.”
Reinhardt had no idea what an AVO was. He had never seen a
drawing of an AVO.
The AVO man looked at Anna Drixler through eyelids of
pillowed fat. He took out a small notebook, flipped it open, and
placed the tip of his pen on the blank page. “Who lives in this
house?” he asked.
“We do,” Anna said, motioning to herself, Gertrude, and
Reinhardt.
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“Two people,” the man said. He jotted the information down in
his notebook.
“Three,” Anna said.
“I would hardly count the child as one,” the man said. He looked
around disapprovingly at the furniture and the few chattels in the
house. “You live well here, don’t you? Largest house in the village. I
imagine your family owns much land, too. What are two women
going to do with all that land?”
“We will work it the way it has always been worked.”
These words elicited a grim chuckle from the AVO man.
Reinhardt could not understand anything the man or his
grandmother had said. He had not learned much Hungarian and
could only speak or understand German. He glanced up at his
mother and, in German, asked, “What does he want?”
“Tell him to speak Magyar!” the AVO man barked.
“He hasn’t learned, yet,” Gertrude said. “But we will teach him.”
The man in the leather coat scowled. He walked to the opposite
side of the room, stopped before the window, and ran the back of
his hand down the lace curtains.
“Since we are on the subject of teaching and learning, I’m going
to teach you about the spirit of communism. This house has nine
rooms. Nine rooms for two women and a child. That is
superfluous.”
“My husband’s great-grandfather built this house more than a
century-and-a-half ago,” Anna said. “It was full before the war.”
“This house is too large for the two . . . three of you.”
“My husband was born in this house. I bore my own sons in this
house.”
The big man spun around and struck Anna Drixler with the
back of his hand. “Shut up!” he growled. “You will vacate this
house immediately. Take only your most essential personal
belongings. Leave the rest. We are moving people into the village.
Workers with families. They need furniture, bedsheets, pots, pans.”
“This is my house. Not theirs,” Anna said wincing as she pressed
her hand to the cheek the AVO man had hit.
“There is a two-room house at the very end of the road, at the
edge of the forest. That will be yours.”
Anna Drixler knew the house. It had belonged to an alcoholic
smallholder who allowed his family to fall on hard times years
before the war. The house had remained vacant after the family had
been resettled. “That place is barely fit for humans,” she said.
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“It has everything you need. Everyone will get what they need,”
the AVO man said stifling a yawn. “That is the spirit of
communism. That is what you must learn.”
He gave the two women and the small child a contemptuous
look and marched out of the room. Anna Drixler’s hands begin to
quiver, and then slowly, ever so slowly, the matriarch of Drixler
family sank to her knees. Her black skirt ballooned around her
briefly and her eyes dissolved into tears as the last ramparts of her
defensive fortress crumbled to dust.
Anna Drixler never learned the spirit of communism. Later that
afternoon, after they had moved whatever items the AVO permitted
them to carry from their home to the small house at the edge of the
village, she complained of a headache and went to lay down on the
cornhusk-filled bed that had been made hers by force. In the
morning, Gertrude found her dead.
“I don’t like it here,” Reinhardt sobbed once he learned of his
grandmother’s death. He glanced around at his strange
surroundings. “I want to go home.”
“This is your home now,” Gertrude said. She could think of
nothing else to say.
*
The communists arrested the village priest and locked up the
small village church a few weeks after Anna Drixler’s funeral. A few
brave souls dared to ask when the priest would return and when the
church would reopen. The cryptic answer to both questions was –
soon. Not long after that, the communists outlawed the village’s
German name and demanded it be called only by its Magyar name:
Ószabad. They also forbade the speaking, writing, and reading of
German by changing signs and confiscating books. They
encouraged Magyars to inform on their Swabian neighbors if they
heard them speaking German. In an effort to escape persecution,
many Swabian families stopped speaking German altogether and
adopted Hungarian names.
Reinhardt was five when the communists changed the village’s
emblem. For nearly two centuries the emblem had been a crest
depicting a white stag standing between two green hills below a dark
blue sky punctured by the sun on the right and the moon on the
left. A few local party members and some AVO men from Pécs
unveiled Ószabad’s new, updated village emblem during a small
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official ceremony all the villagers were forced to attend. The green
hills, dark sky, sun, and moon remained the same, but the white stag
had been replaced by a massive red star. The party members burst
into applause. Having no real choice in the matter, the villagers
joined in.
Gertrude Drixler applauded along with everyone else, but the
sight of the red star made her nauseous. Later, when she was back
in the two-room peasant house, she rummaged through the dresser
and withdrew two items she had kept hidden away since the end of
the war. The first was a portrait of Charles IV, the last king of
Hungary. The second was an old, but pristine sheet of embroidered
cloth her mother-in-law had made. With Reinhardt looking on, she
hung the portrait and the embroidered cloth defiantly on the wall
next to the ceramic stove in the front room, where she also kept her
wooden crucifix.
“Put your red stars everywhere,” she whispered to every
communist in the country. “But you will never put a red star in here.
Here the white stag still lives.”
Reinhardt did not understand what his mother meant. Still, he
found the white stag on the embroidered cloth next to the stove
intriguing. He asked his mother about the white stag and Gertrude
launched into a long story about two warriors, Hunor and Magor,
searching for a homeland.
“One day, they spotted a white stag and followed it. It led them
to a distant land. They settled down and lived there. After some
time, their ancestors came here to Hungary. Like Hunor and Magor,
the Swabian elders of Altfreidorf claimed they followed a white stag
to this valley after they disembarked from their barges on the
Danube.”
The story captivated Reinhardt. Gertrude continued.
“A white stag appeared the day you were born. It was a blessing.
If you ever see the white stag in the world again, follow it wherever
it leads you. But even if you never see it again, you should always
keep the white stag in your head.” Gertrude leaned forward and
tapped her son gently on the temple with her index finger. “You
mustn’t let anyone put a red star in your head.”
*
As the years passed, Reinhardt developed a keen awareness of
the difference between the red star and the white stag. In the village
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and at school he was in the world of the red star – a place where the
virtues promulgated by Marx, Lenin, Stalin, and Rákosi were
sacrosanct. In the world of the red star Reinhardt learned that a
person’s highest aim was to help build a classless, stateless, godless
utopia. He learned Russian and recited communist poems. However,
when he was at home in the small house or exploring the wooded
hills surrounding the village, Reinhardt was in the world of the
white stag. There he listened to his mother speak of God and family
and tradition. He spoke Hungarian and German and his mother
softly sang folk songs in both languages.
Reinhardt spent hours in the forest searching for the white stag;
despite his best efforts, the magical beast eluded him.
*
Being too young to have experienced any other kind of society,
young Reinhardt did not initially despise communism as vehemently
as his Swabian elders did. Occasionally, he would overhear whispers
of dissent on street corners or in the houses of neighbors, but the
criticisms and complaints did not touch him the way it touched the
older generations. Nevertheless, Reinhardt’s awareness of certain
injustices grew more acute as he became older.
“They took our house away from us, didn’t they?” he asked his
mother when he was seven. He passed the house every day and felt
hollowness in his stomach every time he saw the name Drixler
carved into the stone above the wooden gate.
“Yes. It belongs to the red star now.”
Reinhardt pressed his mother for more details, but she simply
picked up her embroidery and hummed an old Danube Swabian
folk song.
At the age of eight he asked Gertrude why they could not speak
German in public.
“The red star does not allow it,” was the only answer his mother
provided.
*
That summer Reinhardt had the misfortune of encountering
Imre Szabó, a pugnacious thirteen-year-old boy from Budapest who
was staying with his grandparents in Ószabad. Reinhardt crossed
paths with Imre on the outskirts of the village where the older boy
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was trying to pick songbirds out of trees with a slingshot. Imre
demanded to know the smaller boy’s name. Upon hearing it, Imre
looked as if he had just ingested something unpalatable.
“Reinhardt Drixler? What kind of stupid name is that?”
“My name,” was the only response Reinhardt could muster.
“It’s a fascist name,” Imre Szabó spat. He pulled back on his
slingshot and let a stone fly into a nearby oak tree. A second later,
an explosion of startled birds took to the air and flew away. The
larger boy cursed and turned to face Reinhardt. “My old man told
me I’d meet some fascists in this shitty little village.”
Reinhardt did not know what a fascist was. Regardless, he said,
“I’m no fascist.”
“Not a fascist?” Imre said. He crouched down, picked up a
smooth stone from the footpath and placed it in the leather pouch
of the slingshot. “Drixler, huh? Sounds suspiciously like Hitler.”
Reinhardt did not know how to respond to this. He lowered his
gaze and focused on the patch of dusty earth in front of his toes.
“My old man says that any Swabian who keeps their German
name is a fascist traitor.”
“I’m no traitor.”
Imre smirked and said, “Sure. You’re no traitor, but I bet your
whore-of-a-mother slept with every German soldier that passed
through here.”
Insulting mothers was an unforgivable offense. Despite being
almost half the older boy’s size, Reinhardt raised his fists and started
toward Imre. Imre Szabó was ready for him; he aimed the slingshot
and drew it back as far back as it would go.
“I’ll show you what my old man did to fascist traitors up in
Budapest. You’d better run, traitor.”
Reinhardt turned and scrambled toward the village. A few
seconds later, he felt a sharp, stinging pain at the nape of his neck.
A kaleidoscope of color erupted before his eyes, and he skidded
down onto the path, scraping his knees and the palms of his hands.
He heard a terrific burst of laughter as he lay on the ground. He sat
up and rubbed the back of his neck. Another stone whistled past his
left ear. Still disoriented, he clambered to his feet and continued
running toward the village.
*
“He said I had a fascist name and that I was a traitor.”
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Gertrude wrung the water out of the washcloth and pressed it
against the back of Reinhardt’s neck. The spot where the stone had
struck him was swollen and turning the color of an overripe plum.
“You’re not a fascist. Nor are you a traitor.”
“Then why did he say those things?”
“Because he has a red star in his head,” Gertrude said. “And he
thinks every Swabian has a crooked cross in their heads.”
Reinhardt turned around and gave his mother a puzzled look.
“During the war some Germans came into the village and asked
us to put the crooked cross in our heads. Some of the villagers did.
Because of that, many people think all Swabians had crooked
crosses in their heads. But not all of us did.”
“Why didn’t you change our name?” Reinhardt said; his tone
harsh and accusatory.
“It’s your father’s name. It’s all we have left of him. You want to
just give that away?”
Reinhardt fell silent. The only visual image he had of his father
was the wedding photograph Gertrude kept next to her bed. In the
photo, Matthias Drixler looked like an older version of his son –
same serious expression, same angular jaw, same brown hair.
Matthias had gone to the eastern front with the Hungarian army
and had never returned. No official confirmation of his death ever
arrived, but everyone in the village, Gertrude included, assumed the
worst. Still, Gertrude maintained a flicker of hope despite the
passage of time. It was not uncommon for men to suddenly
reappear, trudging out from the vastness of the east, white-haired,
emaciated, but alive, by the grace of God, alive against all the odds!
She often told Reinhardt that one fine morning, there would be a
knock at the door, a knock marking his father’s return. Reinhardt
entertained fantasies from time to time, but as he grew older, he
realized the man in the dark suit was and would forever remain
nothing more than a mere whisper of humanity; a sepia-toned ghost
entombed behind a thin pane of glass. This realization made him
feel even worse than he did whenever he walked past the old Drixler
house.
“If we changed our name, things would be easier,” Reinhardt
insisted, wincing as his mother reapplied the washcloth to his neck.
“When it comes to choosing between right and easy, you must
always choose what is right, regardless of how difficult it makes
things.”
“Most Swabians have changed their names.”
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Gertrude pressed the wet cloth against her son’s neck with so
much force it made him flinch. She said, “If we changed our name,
I would turn my back on tradition. I would hate myself. What would
I have left if I hated myself?”
They never spoke of changing names again; despite this,
Reinhardt secretly wished he had been born with a Magyar name.
His Danube Swabian heritage inspired whispers of contempt deep
within his soul. He kept these feelings to himself, but as the summer
wore on, he forced a wedge between himself and his roots.
Whenever he caught himself thinking in German, he stopped and
switched to Hungarian. Inside the house, he began to speak only
Hungarian to his mother, switching back to German only when
Gertrude scolded him to do so. He had the good fortune of not
crossing paths with Imre Szabó again for the rest of the summer.
*
A short time after the Imre Szabó incident, Reinhardt made a
remarkable discovery in the attic. Accessible only by a rickety
wooden ladder leading up to a small door below the peak of the
thatched roof, the attic became a hideaway, a secret fortress from
where Reinhardt defended the Kingdom of Hungary from the
relentless onslaught of the Ottoman Empire. The cramped, dusty
space was full of objects and items collected, stored, and forgotten
over the course of a century. There were ancient farm tools,
handmade household items, empty barrels, wooden boxes, a few
rotting suitcases. Amidst this refuse, Reinhardt came across three
handsome, lacquered wooden cases clasped shut by brass latches.
He sat down on the floor, opened all three cases and marveled at
the contents.
“They must have belonged to the artist who spent a summer
here when I was a little girl,” Gertrude surmised as she inspected
the cases her son had lugged down from the attic. They contained a
variety of pencils, charcoal, paint brushes, small tubes of paint, and
other art supplies. “I had forgotten all about him. Such a polite
young man. All the older girls were smitten by him. He came down
from Budapest and rented a room in this house. He spent most of
his time in the village or the forest sketching and painting. What was
his name?”
In the case propped open before him, Reinhardt noticed a small,
leatherbound sketchbook. He thumbed through it. It was filled with
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images of familiar places: the brook in the woods behind their
house, the waterfall that cascaded down a step formation of rocks
deeper in the forest, the vineyards in the valley, the village church.
The name Szentvölgyi marked the right hand corner of each
drawing.
“Szentvölgyi! Yes, that’s it. He must have forgotten these here, or
perhaps he could not return to get them.”
“May I use these things?”
“I don’t see why not. I doubt Mr. Szentvölgyi will ever come
back for them.”
Even before the discovery of the cases, drawing had been one
of Reinhardt’s favorite pastimes. In school he consistently received
excellent grades in art. After he found Szentvölgyi’s cases, art
quickly grew into an obsession. Reinhardt devoted the rest of the
summer to developing his artistic skills. He sketched and made small
forays into painting using flat pieces of wood as canvases. He also
spent hours studying a ragged book titled Art of the Ages that he had
discovered in one of the cases. The thick volume became the
gateway to a vast universe of artistic tradition. There were a few
lines in the introduction the artist Szentvölgyi had presumably
underlined with heavy streaks of charcoal:
“Above all else, art is one of humanity’s highest callings – higher than
politics or economics. It marks the total expression of the creativity and freedom
of the human spirit and is also one of the few paths through which mankind
can transcend its earthly circumstances and approach the Divine. This is the
essence that makes art eternal.”
Reinhardt was so engrossed in his newfound passion that he was
barely cognizant of the earthly circumstances of 1956 when, for a
few brief weeks, the red star disappeared from the Hungarian sky.
During this time the inhabitants of Ószabad spent hours parked
before one of the village’s few household radios. There were rumors
some of the men from neighboring villages had made the journey
to Budapest to join in the struggle. A few men from Ószabad
descended upon Pécs to pry red stars from buildings. The locks
were clipped from the church doors in the village. For a few, joyfilled days, the air felt lighter, the world less burdensome – but the
feeling did not last.
It did not take long for the red star to reappear in the Hungarian
sky. The Soviets mercilessly extinguished the uprising with a tempest
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of tank shells. There were arrests followed by executions in the
capital. The people of Ószabad stopped listening to the radio.
Rebels hiding the Mecsek Hills near and around Ózsabad held out
against the communists far longer than anywhere else in Hungary;
nevertheless, even they were eventually defeated. Five men from the
village were whisked away in the middle of the night. Only one ever
returned. The small church was locked up again. The tinge of color
that had graced Gertrude Drixler’s cheeks during the rebellion
quickly drained away. The insurrection had failed; the red star ruled
again. Through it all Reinhardt sketched pictures of white stags
vaulting through the forests of the Mecsek Hills.
“Do you remember what I told you to do if you ever see the
white stag?” Gertrude asked her son one evening a few weeks after
the failed rebellion.
Reinhardt lowered Art of the Ages and turned to his mother.
“Follow it wherever it leads me.”
“That’s right,” she said somberly. “With any luck, it will lead you
out of this God-forsaken country.”
*
It did not take long for Gertrude Drixler to realize her son had a
gift. True, his first attempts were little more than clumsy copies of
masterpieces, but as the months and years passed, Reinhardt’s talent
matured and became infused with his own distinctiveness and
originality. Others also became aware of the young artist’s talent.
András Balogh was the second person in the village to take notice. A
true-believing party member who worked as a petty official in the
local collectivized agriculture industry, Balogh was most famous for
being the only inhabitant of Ószabad to own an automobile. One
afternoon he noticed the budding fourteen-year-old artist sitting
near the church sketching the steeple and the wooded hills in the
background.
“Your talent is impressive,” the party member said as he peered
over the boy’s shoulder. He reached into his jacket pocket, took out
his wallet and withdrew a photograph of his wife. “Can you draw
portraits of people?”
Reinhardt took the photograph, studied the image of the plainlooking woman and nodded.
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Balogh took some money out of his wallet. “My wedding
anniversary is next week. You draw me a nice portrait of my wife
and I’ll pay you twice what I’m holding in my hand.”
The following week Balogh presented the portrait to his wife.
Mrs. Balogh was enthralled. Seeing the effect the portrait had on his
wife, András Balogh quickly commissioned a painted portrait of his
boss Ferenc Horváth, the highest ranked party member in the
region. Balogh gave Reinhardt a black-and-white photograph of
Horváth and described the general aura he wanted the likeness to
project.
“Horváth is a true man of the people. Passionate. Intelligent.
Inspired and driven by the virtues of socialism. A stern father-figure
who continues to make great personal sacrifices for the glory of
Hungary and the socialist cause.”
Gertrude was upset to hear a party member had commissioned
her son to paint a portrait of another party member,
“Be careful around those men,” she warned as she looked at the
photograph of Ferenc Horváth her son had brought home. “Don’t
let them put a red star in your head.”
“I’m just painting a portrait,” Reinhardt assured her.
Reinhardt spent one week on the painting. Balogh presented the
painting to his boss as a birthday gift during an official celebration
within the ministry office. A few days later, Horváth promoted
Balogh to the position of regional supervisor for all of Baranya
County. The morning after his promotion, Balogh visited Reinhardt
and paid the young painter double the fee they had agreed upon.
“I’ll never forget what you did for me. If you want anything,
anything at all, anytime, just let me know. A connection. That’s what
I can be to you. Connections. That’s how communism works.”
The roll of money Balogh had given Reinhardt unsettled
Gertrude. Though she welcomed the unexpected income, its source
troubled her. Her first instinct was to command her son to return
the money and abandon his artistic aspirations altogether. She spent
hours sitting in the kitchen thinking about the matter. Her gaze
alternated between the crucifix, the portrait of Charles IV, and the
white stag. In the end, her eyes settled on the crucifix. It was nearly
dark when a revelation struck her. From the next day onward, she
used a small portion of her meager salary to keep her son supplied
with paper and the occasional canvas for painting. She procured the
canvases from the local furniture upholsterer who hammered them
together whenever the right materials found their way into his
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hands. Soon, Reinhardt’s creations covered every wall in the two
room house.
As the story of Reinhardt’s portrait of Ferenc Horváth
circulated through the Communist Party at the local level, Ószabad’s
schoolteacher, Edina Kálmán, a beefy, middle-aged spinster and
party member whom the Ministry of Education had transplanted to
Ószabad just after the war to ensure the children of Ószabad, the
Swabian children in particular, were imbued with a love and respect
for all things socialist, put aside her personal prejudices regarding
the backwardness of the village and its inhabitants and took it upon
herself to champion the cause of Reinhardt’s advancement in the
arts with the secret hope that by doing so she too would be able to
move up the party ranks and return to her beloved Budapest.
One rainy Saturday in the late fall, Ms. Kálmán paid a
spontaneous visit to the Drixler home to discuss the young artist’s
prospects. Gertrude was stunned by the schoolteacher’s unexpected
appearance, and it took her a few moments to get around to inviting
the woman inside.
“I’m interested in Reinhardt’s future,” Ms. Kálmán said after she
sat down at the kitchen table. “This is his final year of school in
Ószabad. Have you explored his options with him?”
Gertrude gave Ms. Kálmán a direct, knowing look. “His options
are fairly limited. I’m sure I don’t need to explain that to you.”
The remark annoyed the teacher. She looked up from the table
and caught a glimpse of the portrait of Charles IV and the white
stag emblazoned on the embroidered cloth beside the ceramic stove.
Seeing the old emblem of Altfreidorf exacerbated her annoyance.
To soothe herself, she lifted her teacup to her lips and took a sip,
but she found the tea bitter and quickly put the cup and saucer back
on the table. After a deep breath, she shifted slightly in her chair and
continued speaking, employing the slow, patient tone of voice she
usually reserved for her classroom when addressing exceptionally
dim-witted children. “Times are changing, Mrs. Drixler. The Party is
more forgiving now. We are all Hungarian, are we not? More than
that, we are all socialists. Comrades! We must help each other. That
is the purpose of my visit today – I want to help your family.”
The magnanimous declaration elicited a cold stare from
Gertrude. Though her tea was sweet enough, she dropped another
precious sugar cube into her cup and stirred it vigorously with her
spoon. The sound of stainless steel striking porcelain echoed
through the small room.
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“You keep many of Reinhardt’s paintings and drawings on the
walls,” the schoolteacher said.
“Yes, I do. They’re beautiful.”
“You are aware of the portrait he painted of Comrade Horváth
last year? It is hanging on the wall behind the esteemed comrade’s
desk! Your son has a rare talent. It must be nurtured.”
“He nurtures his talent every spare minute he has.”
“Yes . . . he is remarkably good for someone who is self-taught,
but without exposure to the proper channels, I am afraid his
potential might go to waste. That would be a terrible tragedy.”
Gertrude narrowed her eyes. “Why would these proper channels
be interested in my son?”
Edina Kálmán frowned at the woman sitting across from her.
She withdrew a packet of Munkás cigarettes, lit one, and exhaled a
long stream of smoke into the air. Gertrude made no attempt to
provide an ashtray; Ms. Kálmán angrily flicked her ashes into the
teacup before her.
“As I said before, the Party is more forgiving now. After all,
Marx and Engels, the founders of socialism, were German, were
they not?” Gertrude was unmoved by this fact. Ms. Kálmán
continued, “I’ll get right to the point. I would like Reinhardt to
apply to the Academy of Fine Arts in Budapest.” She took another
pull from her cigarette and, in an arrogant tone that she tried to pass
off as indifference, added, “I have connections in Budapest. I might
be able to open some doors.”
The notion of Ms. Kálmán doing favors did not sit well with
Gertrude. “Why would you do that?” she asked.
“The Academy of Fine Arts is the only place where your son’s
talent would flourish. With the proper instruction and training, he
could become a valuable asset, not only for Hungary, but also for
the glorious socialist cause.”
“Ah. I see. And what would he do for a living?”
“Be an artist, of course!” Ms. Kálmán said, exhaling a small puff
of smoke with each word that escaped her mouth.
“Artists often struggle to feed themselves.”
“This is true in exploitative capitalist countries, but in socialism
the artist truly holds a place of prominence. Rumor is your son was
paid quite handsomely for Horváth’s portrait. With the right
connections, he could live very comfortably indeed. The possibilities
are endless for artists who show Reinhardt’s level of talent.”
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Gertrude’s lips tightened. She opened her mouth as if to say
something, but changed her mind and chose to remain silent.
“And above all else, he would be doing something he loved,” Ms.
Kálmán added. “And is that not every parent’s dream?”
Gertrude contemplated the schoolteacher’s words.
“It could be the only chance he gets,” Kálmán said. She crossed
her meaty legs and pulled her stiff, overly-starched skirt back over
her knees. “Let’s be frank. What other opportunities await your son
in the near future? Do you want to see him sweating his life away in
a factory or buried deep within the earth in some mine? Don’t
misunderstand, those are all noble and necessary professions, but
condemning Reinhardt to a life like that, where his talent can find
no viable outlet, why it would be a crime, not only against him, but
also against the entire nation, and the cause of socialism! I, for one,
would find it difficult to live out the remainder of my days knowing
I did not at least attempt to help a comrade’s child, especially one as
gifted as your Reinhardt, reach their full potential.”
The teacher’s words left Gertrude speechless. She stared
miserably into her teacup, then lifted her gaze and watched Kálmán
stub the cigarette end into a saucer.
“Have you spoken to him about this, Ms. Kálmán?”
“I’ve mentioned it to him indirectly on a few occasions.”
“Did he appear interested?”
“What do you think, Mrs. Drixler?”
“What would he need to do?”
“Assemble a portfolio. I could help him. Once that is complete,
we would need to fill out an application. Write a few letters. I would
contact my people in the capital. Pull a few strings. If all goes well,
he may be selected for an interview. If he passes the interview, he’s
in.”
Gertrude took a quick sideways glance at the old town emblem
on the wall. A wave of nausea – similar to the one she experienced
at the unveiling of the red star emblem years before – came over
her. She waited until it passed and then said, “Thank you, Ms.
Kálmán. We are in your debt.”
*
Under the watchful eye of Ms. Kálmán, Reinhardt spent several
months slaving over paintings and drawings for the portfolio he
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would submit as part of his application to the Academy of Fine
Arts in Budapest.
“The essence of socialism must permeate every last detail,” Ms.
Kálmán said. She withdrew a large book from her desk and propped
it open. Examples of socialist-realist art decorated the pages. “You
see here,” she said pointing to an unnatural and idealized painting of
a field with mountains in the background. “You see the pent up
energy beneath the surface? The principals of socialism should be
evident even in the composition of landscapes.”
Reinhardt took the book home and studied it meticulously. He
absorbed the basic rules of socialist art and began sketching out
some rough ideas of his own.
“What are these monstrosities?” Gertrude asked after Reinhardt
had filled the table with sketch after sketch of robust, angular
figures striding through fields of grain or striking grand poses
before factories, shipyards, and train stations.
“Ms. Kálmán said I should idealize the human form and make
every person I draw or paint should look like they had eaten
communism for dinner.”
“Communism for dinner?” Gertrude said incredulously. She
picked up a sketch of a masculine woman wielding a pitchfork. “I
bet this one shits nothing but red stars in the morning.”
A strange blend of shock and amusement fell over Reinhardt; it
was the first time in his life he had heard his mother curse.
“I don’t approve of any of this,” she said as she placed the
sketch back on the table. “It’s all lies.”
“It’s just a style of art.”
“It’s nonsense. If they accept you into this school, they’ll have
you churning out this rubbish day and night until they turn your
brain inside out and make you believe it is true.”
“I don’t believe any of this,” Reinhardt offered, his voice calm as
he gingerly countered his mother’s objections. “I’m drawing these so
I can get into the school.”
“This is a bad idea. I don’t know why I agreed to it. What will
happen to you once you get up there?” Gertrude asked. She turned
her back on Reinhardt and looked at the embroidered cloth
containing the old town emblem. “Do you think they’re going to
just let you do whatever your heart desires?”
“They’re going to teach me how to be an artist.”
“They’re going to teach you how to become one of them.”
“I won’t let them do that.”
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“It is easy to say that now, but once you get up there they’ll
figure out a way to put a red star in your head the same way the
Germans who came to the village during the war succeeded in
putting the crooked cross in the heads of so many. And what good
did that do? Within a few months they rounded up the Jews in Pécs.
Later, it was our turn.”
“I’ll pretend I have a red star in my head. I’ll play along so I can
get what I need, the same way you do, the same way everyone does.”
He paused for a second; Gertrude did not appear to be assuaged.
“What other choice do I have? We all have to make compromises.
And it’s not as bad as it used to be. You’ve said so yourself.”
“Will you be able to sleep at night knowing you’ve created
nothing but lies and absurdities?”
“Will I be able to sleep at night if I don’t become an artist?”
Reinhardt cried. “What will I do if I turn this down? Become a
bricklayer and build garish eyesores for party members or the
proletariat? It doesn’t matter because in the end I’d still be working
for them, building up the world the way they want it built. You’re no
different. Every morning you go out into the fields and vineyards
that used to be ours and you toil to fill the stomachs and fuel the
hearts of true-believers and party members and Russian soldiers.”
Reinhardt paused to regain his composure. He continued, in a softer
voice, “Don’t you see, Mother? We like to think we’re not a part of
it and that hanging a white stag on the wall and keeping our Swabian
names somehow puts us above it all, but it doesn’t. We are all
accomplices. Every last one of us.”
Gertrude became pale as she stared at the white stag in the old
town emblem. Reinhardt shook his head and tried to refocus on his
work. It took him less than a minute to realize he would be unable
to do anymore that day. He dropped his pencil and grabbed his coat.
“I’m going for a walk,” he called back to his mother. “I need to
clear my head.”
*
Shortly after the first tulips emerged from the earth, Reinhardt
received a letter from the Academy of Fine Arts; one summoning
him to the capital for an interview. Ms. Kálmán was ecstatic. For two
weeks, she kept her star-student in Ószabad’s small, one-room
schoolhouse rehearsing for the interview until well into the night.
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On the morning of the interview, Ms. Kálmán insisted Reinhardt
wear his best clothes for his appearance before the selection
committee. Gertrude washed and ironed his jacket, shirt, and pants
until they were immaculate. However, a problem emerged after
Reinhardt put on his clothes – he had outgrown his only good pair
of dress shoes. Since the shoes he wore around the village were old
and completely inappropriate for the suit, Gertrude insisted he
squeeze into the good shoes as best he could.
“It’s only for one day!” she said, holding onto the shoes as her
son jammed and wedged his feet into them. “You see? They fit!”
Reinhardt winced and clenched his teeth as the shoes cut off the
circulation to his toes. “If I wear these, they’ll have to amputate my
feet after I get back,” he complained.
Gertrude frowned and searched for a solution. A moment later,
she donned her headscarf and walked out of the house. She
returned within ten minutes carrying a shiny pair of patent leather
shoes in her right hand.
“They belong to Mr. Schwartz, the butcher,” she said.
The shoes were three sizes larger than Reinhardt’s feet. He put
them on and paced to and fro in the kitchen, grimacing as the shoes
flopped and slapped the floor with every step he took.
“I can’t wear these,” he protested. “They’re far too big! I walk
like a goose in them!”
“It’s either these or the other ones.”
Reinhardt glanced at his own shoes near the chair, recalled the
awful pain they had inflicted, and complained no more about the
hugeness of Mr. Schwartz’s shoes.
“Are you ready?”
The question came from Ms. Kálmán, who had stuck her head in
through the front door. Her face was heavily made up; her hair
sculpted into an odd beehive style held crisp and aloft by an
unimaginable amount of hairspray. “The car is waiting outside! The
train leaves in forty minutes!”
Once they were on the train, Ms. Kálmán informed Reinhardt
she would take him on a whirlwind tour of Budapest in the hours
between the end of the interview and the departure of their return
train in the evening. Having never been to the capital before,
Reinhardt was unsure what he was more excited about – standing
before the selection committee at the academy or seeing the sights
of Budapest for the first time in his life.
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When they arrived to Budapest, the city overwhelmed Reinhardt
as he flopped along the busy boulevard in the oversized shoes. At
one street corner, he lost track of Ms. Kálmán in a crowd, came to a
halt, and spun his head around helplessly like a lost child. The
schoolteacher came back, took hold of his hand, and dragged him
along behind her. They made it to the academy a few minutes early.
Ms. Kálmán gave her pupil a thorough inspection before they
entered the building. She noticed a lock of hair curling up near the
crown of his head, spat onto her fingertips, and smoothed the curl
out with a series of sharp rubs.
“Remember everything I told you,” she said before opening the
heavy door.
An usher guided them to the room where the panel was
conducting the interviews. The selection committee – an odd
mixture of intimidating party members garbed in military regalia,
other stern-looking party members in civilian clothes, and a few
weary professors dressed in ill-fitting suits – sat behind a long,
imposing table perched upon a dais at the far end of a vast room
decorated with ornate Baroque flourishes. Flags of The People’s
Republic of Hungary drooped from vertical masts on either side of
the table. A thick, oppressive cloud of silver-gray cigarette smoke
hung in the air. Reinhardt sat down on one of the collapsible
wooden chairs along the side of the room and waited his turn. Ms.
Kálmán sat in an area on the opposite side of the room reserved for
escorts and guests.
It did not take long for the head of the committee, a stout,
bulldog-headed man whose sweaty, bald scalp glistened even in the
dull light, to call upon Reinhardt. The bulldog-man enunciated
Reinhardt’s name distastefully, making no effort to veil the disgust
he experienced as he forced his lips, tongue, and larynx to emit
sounds his mind considered anathema. A lump formed in Ms.
Kálmán’s throat; the interview had not even started, yet it already
appeared her pupil did not stand a chance. As Reinhardt took his
place before the table, she silently cursed herself for her idealism:
See how they looked when they heard his name? What were you
thinking Edina? You’ll be the laughing stock of the Ministry! You’ll
rot in that awful village until you die!
Unlike Edina Kálmán, Reinhardt was calm and composed. He
succinctly answered the first question the committee put to him. A
few members of the committee nodded in approval. They perused
his portfolio, handing it back and forth along the table while he
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spoke. Ms. Kálmán calmed down considerably after the first
question. The response to the next question was eloquent and
articulate. After ten minutes the committee was smiling in approval
and the schoolteacher sat in her chair beaming as she playfully
imagined herself back in Budapest in a senior level position within
the Ministry of Education. That Reinhardt would gain entrance into
the academy seemed a sure thing – that he would eventually rise and
become a great artist became a very real possibility. She closed her
eyes and pictured the day her student became famous. That would
be the day she would be lauded as the comrade who had inspired a
simple, Swabian peasant boy to become a great artist for the socialist
cause. As these visions of future glory wafted through the teacher’s
head, the committee put their final question to Reinhardt.
“Drixler, my boy,” the bulldog-headed man said. Mysteriously, he
no longer experienced any difficulty pronouncing Reinhardt’s name.
“In terms of truth, which do you believe is the most capable of
expounding the profound truths of life: art or communism?”
Reinhardt pondered the question for a moment before slowly
and methodically replying. “Communism. But as an aspiring artist, I
would hope the combination of communism and art would
ultimately expound the most profound truths about life.”
The committee nodded unanimously. Edina Kálmán smiled and
envisioned herself in a spacious flat in the Buda Hills.
Had Reinhardt left his answer there, he would have gained
acceptance into the academy and his teacher’s longing to return to
Budapest may have become a reality. But the young artist found it
impossible to leave his answer there. Even though it was not in his
best interest to do so, he felt compelled to add something to his
previous statement.
“Of course, as far as truth is concerned, some claim art trumps
communism.”
The additional thirteen words Reinhardt chose to tack onto the
end of his original answer stunned the committee. The temperature
in the vast smoke-filled hall seemed to drop by ten degrees.
Reinhardt immediately realized he had struck a nerve. He scrambled
for a way to salvage the situation. He quickly realized all he needed
to do was negate the notion contained in his previous statement by
adding: but I would claim these individuals do not truly understand the
enlightened foundations upon which communism is built . . . or words to that
effect were all that were required. He opened his mouth. The right
words were there, dripping from the tip of his tongue like honey,
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ready to feed and mollify the agitated, buzzing committee. But for
reasons he could not even begin to comprehend, his brain refused
to let his tongue rattle them off. He closed his mouth, cleared his
throat, looked defiantly at each member of the committee and, to
Ms. Kálmán’s utter horror, recited the underlined passage in
Szentvölgyi’s old copy of Art of the Ages: “Art,” he said in a firm,
steady voice, “is one of humanity’s highest callings - higher than
politics or economics. It marks the total expression of the creativity
and freedom of the human spirit and is also one of the few paths
through which mankind can transcend its earthly circumstances and
approach the Divine. This is the essence that makes art eternal.”
Higher than politics or economics. Freedom. Creativity. Human spirit.
Divine. The words exploded around the committee like bombs,
rendering it shell-shocked. As for Reinhardt, he instantly joined the
ranks of those noble, yet tragic souls who seal their own doom by
fearlessly expressing their true opinions. Put another way, Reinhardt
committed the unforgivable sin of not knowing when to shut up.
Edina Kálmán’s jaw dropped in disbelief and she nearly toppled
from her chair. Only one person appeared to approve of what
Reinhardt had said: the ancient professor at the end of the table
who might have started his tenure at the academy when Hungary
was still part of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. The professor
could not suppress a grin of endorsement after he heard Reinhardt’s
words and, for a brief second, the old man’s eyes sparkled. But
when he glanced down the length of the table and saw the
frowning, disapproving looks, he quickly remembered himself. The
grin vanished, the sparkle faded, and the old man hunched forward
again and assumed the aura of a dying star slowly collapsing in on
itself.
“Thank you, Drixler,” the bulldog-headed man said in an
agitated voice. Reinhardt’s name had suddenly become difficult to
pronounce once again. “That will be all.”
*
“Idiot!” Ms. Kálmán screamed.
The schoolteacher slammed the sliding door of the train cabin
shut and glared at her pupil. Following the failed interview, she
immediately aborted her promise of showing Reinhardt the sights
of Budapest and instead marched him back to the train station
where she exchanged their tickets for ones good on the next
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available train. With new tickets in hand, she called ahead to Pécs
and arranged to have the car meet them earlier than expected. Once
they were on the train, she dropped down on the seat opposite
Reinhardt, lit a cigarette, and spat an angry plume of smoke into her
student’s face. “We never rehearsed that answer!”
“They asked me a question about truth,” Reinhardt mumbled. “I
told them the truth.”
“Truth?” Ms. Kálmán threw back her head and emitted an odd
noise that fell somewhere between a screech and a cackle. “Do you
have any idea what truth is, moron? Truth is whatever the Party tells
us! Nothing more; nothing less.”
“That’s not truth.”
“Aargh, you make me sick!” she cried. She stubbed her cigarette
out in the ashtray and lit another one. “I hope you’re satisfied. You
humiliated me before ministers, professors, party members. I am the
laughing stock of the whole Ministry of Education. I’ll never be
able to show my face in Budapest again! I’m lucky they didn’t arrest
me on the spot!”
“I’m sorry,” Reinhardt said sincerely. “I meant no harm.”
The schoolteacher’s eyes became as wide as dinner plates and
she wagged an accusatory finger. “Sorry? You’re not sorry. You did
this on purpose.” Her tone became muted – conspiratorial. “You
plotted this for months. It’s all part of some sick scheme. Revenge.
The only reason you came to Budapest was to make a fool of me!”
Reinhardt leaned forward and touched Ms. Kálmán’s forearm.
He had meant it as a wordless apology. He hoped it might soothe
her, but the touch of his hand made the teacher recoil in disgust.
The train lurched forward and pulled out of the station. Ms.
Kálmán looked longingly at a few ugly, nondescript buildings as the
train rolled out onto the open tracks. “Well, you have succeeded in
embarrassing me; however, I can wring some satisfaction out of this
awful day, too. It pleases me to know your talent has no future. You
can paint until the flesh falls from your fingers, but you’ll never be a
recognized artist in Hungary. You’ll end up a swineherd like the rest
of your primitive ancestors.”
“I apologize. I could write a letter –”
“Shut up!” She sprang to her feet and yanked open the cabin
door. “I’m sitting elsewhere. The very sight of you makes me sick!
Don’t come after me. And when we’re back in Ószabad, don’t you
dare speak to me. I will never look you in the face or speak another
word to you again for as long as I live!”
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After the train arrived in Pécs, Ms. Kálmán scurried ahead,
located the car waiting to take them back to Ószabad, ducked inside
the back seat, and ordered the driver – some low level clerk who
worked under Ferenc Horváth – to leave without waiting for her
pupil. Reinhardt watched the small Skoda sedan squeal out onto the
road and wondered how he would get home since had no money for
a bus ticket. Seeing no other option, he walked the twenty
kilometers back to Ószabad with Mr. Schwartz’s large shoes
clomping beneath him with every step he took.
It was well past midnight when he finally got home. Gertrude
was anxiously waiting for him in the kitchen.
“They asked me about truth. But when I told them, they all
looked at me as if I had just killed their mothers.”
He sat down in the kitchen and kicked the large shoes from his
feet, relieved to be free of the heavy, bulky boats. Mixed emotions
consumed Gertrude as she listened to her son recount the events of
his day. It saddened her that Reinhardt’s dream of studying art was
dead, yet she was comforted to know he would not spend years in
what, in her mind, amounted to little more than a communist
brainwashing facility. She placed a plate of reheated cabbage stew
with potatoes before him and patted him on the shoulder.
“What am I going to do now?” Reinhardt groaned. “I’m sixteen.
This is my last year in school.”
“You’ll have to enter some sort of trade.”
“I really want to draw and paint. I want my work to hang in
galleries and museums!”
“You could sell a few paintings privately. Perhaps one day when
the communists are gone . . .”
Reinhardt pounded his fist against the table. “Those bastards will
be here forever. No matter. I’ll paint their lies and crimes and hang
them up everywhere for the world to see. I’d rather rot in jail than
live the lies they try to make us believe!” He placed his elbows on
the table and buried his face in the palms of his hands. “What am I
going to do now?”
Gertrude sat down in the empty chair next to her son. Secretly,
she wished there were some way she could thrust open the gates of
the world and set him free. She bit her lower lip and watched
Reinhardt uncover his face.
“Follow the white stag. Perhaps you should leave.”
Reinhardt eyes widened. “But this is my home. I can’t leave!”
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“You are my only son. I want you to stay, but perhaps should
consider going abroad.”
“I don’t want to live anywhere but here.”
“Then you’ll have to learn a trade and paint in your free time.”
“What sort of trade should I learn?”
Gertrude remembered the war and the long days of hunger and
shuddered. “A trade where you can work with food,” she said finally.
“With food? Why?”
“Because you will always have something to eat.”
*
The Institute for Culinary Arts in Pécs accepted Reinhardt into
its pastry chef program a few weeks later. Though he still sketched
occasionally in the evenings and dabbled with a painting or two on
his day off each week, he abandoned his ambitions to become a
famous artist and instead channeled his creative energies into his
new profession. Flour, sugar, and butter replaced charcoal, oil
paints, and watercolors: pencils and paintbrushes gave way to
measuring cups and whisks. The mixing bowl and the oven became
his new canvases and from them he crafted pastries and sweets so
delectable that by the end of his second year in the school, the
instructors all agreed he was their most gifted student they had seen
in over a generation.
In his last year at the culinary institute, the Ministry of the
Interior invited Reinhardt to be the pastry chef at one of their
official state dinners. Reinhardt took full advantage of the
opportunity by extracting a little revenge on the communists for not
allowing him into the Academy of Fine Arts. When no one was
looking, he urinated into the batter and spit into the icing. The
ultimate gratification came at the conclusion of the meal when
several high ranking party members took it upon themselves to
enter the kitchen and shake the hand of the genius who had crafted
the delicious Dobos cakes, Russian cream cakes, and a myriad of
other pastries gracing the dessert table. Reinhardt could barely keep
a straight face as he humbly accepted their praise.
The sweet taste of vindication left him yearning for more, and
he indulged in similar acts of sabotage whenever the opportunity
arose. As glorious as it was to have high ranking party members
unwittingly ingest his urine, saliva, and feces, Reinhardt began to
look for more devastating ways to strike back at the communists for
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all the injustices they had inflicted upon him and his family. He
discovered a more effective way to attack them at about the same
time he discovered the pleasures of women.
Although he was not the handsomest of men, Reinhardt
possessed the kind of reserved charm and nonchalance most
women found alluring. If his personality did not move a woman, he
turned to his artistic talents. Very few women could resist him after
they laid eyes on the sketches he drew of them. And if his artistic
abilities left them cold, he deployed his final weapon – his pastries.
The old cliché of the fastest route to a man’s heart is through the
stomach holds true for most women as well, provided the food
being offered is sweet and laced with chocolate.
Reinhardt honed his powers of seduction and, once he felt
confident enough, he deployed them in a covert guerrilla war against
the Communist Party by bedding the daughters and wives of local
party members. Chasing skirts was an indulgent pleasure in itself;
chasing communist skirts and mercilessly ravaging what lay beneath
them became something sublime. The more wives and daughters he
succeeded in seducing, the more his lust for sex and revenge grew.
After a year, he had trouble thinking about anything else.
His greatest conquest was the wife of Ferenc Horváth. The
chubby, middle-aged woman came into the café where he was
logging apprenticeship hours as part of his studies. She ordered a
piece of krémes and was so delighted by its exquisiteness that she
asked to meet the pastry chef who had made it. Three hours later,
she took Reinhardt to her husband’s ministry office, which had been
deserted by Horváth and his staff who were away on official
business. As Reinhardt ravaged Mrs. Horváth on the minister’s huge
desk, he looked up and saw the portrait of Ferenc Horváth he had
painted years before peering down at him. He smiled and achieved
orgasm within seconds. Seducing Horváth’s wife provided Reinhardt
profound satisfaction, and he carried on the affair with the party
member’s chubby wife for months.
*
Gertrude became aware of her son’s gallivanting quite
accidentally after Mrs. Horváth unexpectedly arrived to the house
on the edge of the forest one afternoon frantically searching for
Reinhardt.
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“It’s very important I speak to him,” the middle-aged woman
said nervously. “Could you please ask him to contact me as soon as
possible?”
The party member’s wife broke down into tears and scurried
back to her automobile before Gertrude could respond. Gertrude
watched the car drive away down the road and frowned.
“She came looking for you. What could she possibly want with
you?” Gertrude said solemnly after Reinhardt came home from his
day at school.
Reinhardt responded with a shrug. “Maybe she wants me to bake
her some cakes for a function.”
“Married women do no visit young men’s home for cakes.”
“What do you want me to say?”
“It’s immoral. She’s married.”
Reinhardt waved his right hand callously.
“She’s married to Horváth. Serves him right.”
Gertrude looked at her son incredulously. “Is this some kind of
game to you?”
“More of a covert war.”
“Wars have innocent victims. The poor woman was distraught.”
“Why do you care? She’s a communist, too.”
“You treat her as if she were a thing. That makes you just as bad
as the communists. You have pulled her into sin.”
“She was in sin before she met me. What they did to us is a sin.
But I don’t care about sin. As far as I’m concerned, there is no such
thing as sin.”
Gertrude shook her head. “It doesn’t matter whether you believe
it or not, a sin is a sin. You should be ashamed of yourself –
running around like a lecher. I didn’t raise you to act in this way.”
“The world is different than when you were young. No one
follows the old morality anymore.”
“You’re using revenge as an excuse to wallow in filth like a pig!
If you want to strike back at the communists, do it through the
talent God gave you! Paint! With every brushstroke you would prove
you are higher than they are.”
“How can I paint? They would throw me in jail if I didn’t paint
what they wanted to see.”
“They’re dragging you down. What you are doing is wrong.”
“There’s that old morality again!”
“What old morality? You are free to do whatever you choose,
but you are not free to think that wrong actions are right actions
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simply because believe them to be. There’s nothing old about that.
It’s timeless. It’s common sense!” Gertrude glanced at the white stag
on the wall. “You’ve shamed me. You have brought shame into this
house. If you don’t right your course, you’ll be damned for all
eternity!”
Reinhardt sighed and stood up from the table. “If it’s any
consolation to you, I broke it off with her today. That’s why she was
upset.”
*
The next day Reinhardt discreetly made arrangements to meet
Mrs. Horváth in a small restaurant on the outskirts of Pécs. Despite
his mother’s objections, his intention was to patch things up with his
lover and carry on the affair for a few more months to complete his
revenge on Ferenc Horváth and the communists.
“I’m pregnant,” Mrs. Horváth announced anxiously after they
sat down.
The revelation raised Reinhardt’s eyebrows; he quickly
abandoned his idea of continuing the affair. “Congratulations to you
and your husband,” he said finally.
“It’s yours.”
“How can you be sure?”
Mrs. Horváth tilted her head to the side and widened her eyelids
in disbelief.
“What are you going to do?” Reinhardt asked.
“I love you,” the middle-aged woman said, her eyes welling with
tears. “I have never loved anyone the way I love you. Let’s escape,
the two of us! Leave everything behind.”
The suggestion made Reinhardt laugh. “I can’t do that and
neither can you.”
A desperate look surfaced in Mrs. Horváth’s eyes. “But . . . the
child . . .”
“Have the child and raise it as if it were your husband’s,”
Reinhardt said blithely. He pictured his offspring infiltrating the
Horváths’ domestic life. The thought brought a smile to his face.
“I can’t do that! He would know it wasn’t his.”
“Then you should think about getting rid of it.”
The desperation in Mrs. Horváth’s face slowly bled into a look
of horror. “But it’s our child . . . we love-”
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“About this love thing,” Reinhardt cut in. “The reason I wanted
to meet with you today is to explain why we can’t see each other
anymore. I have another lover, and I’m very taken by her.” He sliced
through Mrs. Horváth with a condescending look. “She’s very
adventurous and she doesn’t burden me with love nonsense.”
Mrs. Horváth jumped up from the table and ran out the café in
tears. For a brief moment, Reinhardt was overcome by guilt and
remorse, but he suppressed the feelings and calmly finished his
lunch. Guilt and remorse had no place on a battlefield.
Two days later Reinhardt discovered Mrs. Horváth was in the
hospital; he learned about this development from the most unlikely
source – Ferenc Horváth himself.
It was still dark outside the morning Horváth stepped into the
kitchen of the café where Reinhardt was apprenticing. Two police
officers followed the party member inside. The senior party official
glanced around at the other kitchen staff and apprentices working
that morning and curtly asked them to leave. The workers cast
anxious glances at Reinhardt and filed out of the room.
Once they were alone, Horváth, a short, stout man with the
physique of an ox, reached into his jacket pocket and withdrew a
sheet of paper. He crumpled the paper into a ball and threw it
hatefully across the room.
“Pick it up,” he ordered.
Reinhardt picked up the paper ball and smoothed it out. The
paper contained an erotic sketch he had made of Mrs. Horváth.
Reinhardt eyed the back door a short distance from him, but before
he could make a move, the two goons had him by the arms.
“She’s in the hospital. She tried to kill herself,” Horváth said
evenly as he stepped closer. Without a word of warning, the party
member kicked the younger man in the groin. Reinhardt buckled
over from the pain. “Luckily the housekeeper found her and cut her
down in time. They saved her, but she lost the child.” The party
member kicked Reinhardt in the ribs. “The child? Tell me, how did
my wife, whom I have not touched in two years, get a child in her
womb?”
For how long Horváth beat him, Reinhardt could not tell. The
party member kept the majority of the blows confined to the
midsection of the body – between the ribcage and the upper thighs.
At some point, Reinhardt lost consciousness. When it was all over,
the cops had to revive him by dumping a pot of cold water onto his
head.
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Horváth dabbed the beads of perspiration from his forehead
with a handkerchief and gave the young man writhing on the floor
an amused look. He picked up the crumpled sketch of his wife and
handed it to Reinhardt. “Eat it,” he commanded.
Reinhardt stuffed the paper into his mouth. Horváth waited until
the young man masticated and swallowed the last of the sketch.
“You have no idea how lucky you are,” the minister sniggered as
he walked toward the door with the two policemen. “If I felt even
one drop of love for the stupid bitch, you’d be a dead man.”
*
Reinhardt missed three days of work because of the beating.
Gertrude tended to her injured son during his short convalescence.
They said very little to each other during those three days. When
Reinhardt went to the toilet, he noticed his urine was streaked with
blood. He perceived the red emerging from his body as a symbol of
the hatred he harbored against the communists leaving his body. In
many ways he still resented the communists for all they had done,
but he resented the guilt and shame that flooded through him in the
days after the beating even more.
A week after the incident, the blood cleared from his urine, but
the guilt and shame Reinhardt felt remained. He took the foolish
risk of visiting his ex-lover at the hospital to beg her forgiveness,
but Mrs. Horváth was no longer there. The hospital staff informed
him she had been transferred to Budapest. Ferenc Horváth followed
his wife to the capital a few weeks later.
On his way home from school one evening, Reinhardt paused
and glanced up at the darkened windows of Ferenc Horváth’s
office. He was unsure whether he had won or lost the covert war
against the party member upon whom he had heaped his hatred of
communism, but the whole affair with Mrs. Horváth left him feeling
cold and dead inside In the end, it did not really matter to him if he
had won or not. He left the battlefield thoroughly guilt-ridden and
ashamed of everything he had said and done.
*
Reinhardt easily found work at a pastry shop in Pécs after he
graduated. His work day started before dawn and ended at noon,
leaving a good portion of the day open for him to do as he pleased.
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To assuage his guilt, Reinhardt gave up seducing party members’
wives and daughters and spent many hours sitting alone in the
village church which the authorities had reopened as a conciliatory
measure a few years after the failed rebellion in 1956. Eventually he
took Gertrude’s advice and returned to his art. He took his
sketchbook and pencils to work with him. After his shift ended, he
went out into the streets, sat down before one of the city’s many
beautiful attractions, and drew for as long as the natural light would
allow. He experienced a level of contentment and happiness he had
not felt in years while he worked on his drawings. The world around
him, all of his daily concerns, and his loathing of the communists
melted away leaving him conscious of nothing more than what his
eyes saw and the movement of the pencil clasped gently in his
fingers.
“You’re quite the artist.”
Reinhardt was sitting on a bench sketching the cathedral. He
raised his eyes and looked up at the thin girl who had made the
compliment. She reminded him of the fawns he sometimes came
across in the forests behind his mother’s house. Sixteen or seventeen
at the most, the girl’s large eyes and the smallness of her nose made
her appear younger. He studied her for a moment. Thick auburn
hair held back in a ponytail. A faint smattering of freckles sprinkled
across the cheeks. Skin like ivory, as if it had never been exposed to
sun.
“Thanks. You like it?”
“It’s beautiful,” the girl said.
She fell silent after that and just continued to stare at the
sketchbook Reinhardt kept propped on the raised knee of his
crossed leg, patiently waiting for him to continue his work. He
shrugged and continued drawing. The thin, fawn-like girl stood
behind him the whole time, glancing over his shoulder, tracing every
movement of his hand. Normally, Reinhardt found it impossible to
work with someone craning over him. The girl stood behind him for
over an hour, but her presence did not bother him one bit.
“I’m an artist too, you know,” the girl said as Reinhardt packed
his supplies away. “I write plays and poems.”
“What do you write about?”
“My hatred of communism.”
Reinhardt cocked his head to the side. “That’s a serious subject.
You shouldn’t blurt that out. I could be an informer.”
“You’re no informer.”
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“I also hate the communists, but I don’t show it in my work.”
“Last year, the headmaster of the school banned a play I wrote
and confiscated all my notebooks. He called me a reactionary. Said I
was stuck in the past.”
Reinhardt smiled. He reached into his backpack and pulled out
some fruit tarts he had planned to take home to his mother. “Say, do
you like pastries?”
“Not really. I’m sick of cakes and sweets. I enrolled in the
culinary institute to be a pastry chef two months ago.”
The fawn-like girl became more intriguing with each word she
spoke.
“Why be a pastry chef if you don’t like cakes?” he asked.
The girl shrugged her thin shoulders. “My parents told me I
should learn a profession where I’ll always have something to eat.”
The sketchbook slipped out of Reinhardt’s fingers and fell to the
ground. After he picked it up, he looked at the girl and smiled.
“How about a coffee or a drink? My treat.”
Her name was Stefánia Csopkai. They sat in the café for over
three hours and left only when the waiter, who had been dropping
hints he wanted to close up shop for over an hour, finally turned out
the lights on them. They agreed to meet again and during the
interval between meetings, Reinhardt could not get the fawn-like girl
out of his mind.
“Am I falling in love?” he asked himself as he lay in bed one
night unable to sleep.
After his second date with Stefánia, there was no doubt about it.
He was falling in love. The girl was like no other he had ever met.
She could speak for hours about art and poetry and harbored the
same views of the world he did. Her poems were rough, but
contained sparks of brilliance. Above all else, she despised the
communists, but unlike his misguided attacks against the system,
Stefánia waged war against the communists through her creativity.
“They grow weaker with every word I write, with every truth I
utter,” she said.
“But no one reads your poems.”
“You do,” she said. “And so does God.”
This endeared her to Reinhardt more than anything else.
“My uncle got me interested in poetry,” she explained. “Before
fifty-six, the communists arrested him because of his poems. In
fifty-six, the new leaders pardoned him. After the rebellion failed,
the communists arrested him and put him away again. He just got
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out two months ago. Last time I spoke to him, he told me he’s done
with Hungary. He says being a poet in a country where the truth is
forbidden is a fate worse than death. He’s looking to get out
sometime in the next few months.”
“How?”
“There are many ways. Swim a river or climb a hill at some of
the less-guarded border crossings to the south. Get a tourist visa to
Yugoslavia, then slip over into Italy or Austria and never come back.
But tourist visas are hard to get.” She stopped speaking and looked
out of the large café window they were seated before. “I dream
about getting out. Going to Germany or England or perhaps
America.”
“And what would you do there?”
“Learn the language. Write poems. Tell the world.” She took a
sip of her coffee. “Don’t you ever think of leaving?”
“My mother once told me I should leave, but this is my home.
This is where I belong, for better or for worse. Besides, isn’t leaving
the ultimate admission of defeat?” Reinhardt said. He immediately
noticed a tinge of disappointment surface in Stefánia’s eyes. “Of
course, I’m no fortune teller. Who knows? Maybe one day, I will
wake up and say to myself, it’s time to go.”
The disappointment in Stefánia’s eyes dissolved; she reached
across the marble-topped table and took hold of his hand. Neither
of them said anything more about leaving Hungary that evening.
*
A letter Reinhardt had been dreading for months finally arrived
to the Drixler home. He was to enlist in the Honvédség for his
compulsory two years of military service.
“I’ll wait for you,” Stefánia said to him during their last evening
together in Pécs. “Maybe I’ll let you marry me after you’re
discharged.”
They held hands and kissed and kissed some more and finally,
after hours of delaying the inevitable, Reinhardt escorted her home,
kissed her one last time, and then scrambled back toward the center
of town to catch the last bus to Ószabad. On the bus he became
aware of something: he had been dating Stefánia for over two
months, yet he had never attempted to sleep with her. And here he
was about to be locked away for two years!
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“It must be love!” he said out loud before bursting into a fit of
uncontrolled laughter. The other passengers assumed he was drunk
and disapprovingly shook their heads.
*
After Reinhardt completed his boot camp training, the military
stationed him near the border separating Hungary from Austria. He
was an unexceptional soldier and was the cause of many lost
tempers and rolling eyes among the commanders at the base;
however, when the officers discovered he was a pastry chef, they
immediately summoned him to their offices where they discussed
how to best exploit his civilian skills.
“You’re a pastry chef, but can you cook, too?” one of the majors
asked him during the impromptu meeting.
“Simple things, sir. Chicken paprikás. Goulash-”
“What about schnitzel?” a lieutenant interjected.
“I’m Swabian, sir. Schnitzel is in my blood.”
“Good. Then tonight, you’ll make us schnitzel with mashed
potatoes and zsérbó for dessert.”
Following the meal, the officers made Reinhardt their unofficial
personal chef. In exchange they spared him from most of the mindnumbing tasks associated with military life and granted him liberties
unavailable to most of the other soldiers: he had access to a truck,
and the officers allowed him to leave the base to visit the markets of
the surrounding villages to find and purchase the ingredients needed
for the culinary delights they requested. His role as the officers’
personal chef made the military more bearable. Reinhardt was so
grateful to the officers, he never once thought about sabotaging the
meals he prepared for them.
The only real hardship Reinhardt experienced in the military was
not seeing Stefánia. He thought about her constantly; when he slept,
she was the only person in his dreams. Her letters arrived almost
daily and his replies went out at the same pace. He decided he would
marry her when he was discharged and hoped and prayed she
remained faithful to the idea she had proposed before he had
enlisted.
During his second year of military service, Reinhardt carved out
many more liberties for himself at the base. After he finished his
cooking and baking for the day, he took the truck out and loitered in
village squares or sketched the countryside of western Hungary. On
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a few occasions he met Stefánia, who traveled from Pécs and met
with him in one of the small towns near the base. They used the
precious hours to catch up and plan for the future. Stefánia became
fixated on the idea of leaving Hungary.
“The older I get, the more I see there is no future for us here,”
she said. They lay on a blanket spread out on the grass in the middle
of a pasture under a large weeping willow where they stared up at
the drooping branches above them. “I have a thousand poems that
will never find a voice. The same is true for you. Your painting will
never be appreciated here. We weren’t meant to live our lives as
pastry chefs. We’re artists, both of us. We have to go elsewhere.
After you’re discharged, we could get married, pretend to go on a
honeymoon, and never come back. I have some relatives in New
York who could help us. What do you think?”
“I’ll go wherever you go.”
Yet Reinhardt felt no driving compulsion to leave Hungary,
despite his desire to be an artist. He thought about his mother, his
little village, the familiar faces he had known his whole life and
wondered if he was capable of turning his back on it all and starting
a new life in a strange land. These thoughts plagued him during his
final weeks in the service.
One afternoon in the late fall during his final excursion with his
supply truck, Reinhardt glanced out the driver-side window and saw
something that immediately ended the inner turmoil regarding his
future. He caught a glimpse of a white stag in the distance. The
sighting nearly killed him. While he was gawking at the stag, he
nearly plowed head-on into an oncoming tanker truck. Swerving at
the final possible second, he averted disaster and pulled his truck
safely on to the shoulder. He jumped out, ran across the road, and
stared out at the empty wash of farm fields. It took some time to
locate the stag, but after several minutes, a blur of movement caught
the corner of his eye, and he turned toward a line of poplar trees on
the horizon near the barbed wire fence that sealed off Hungary
from the West. He watched the white stag effortlessly jump the
fence and pause on the Austrian side. The stag lifted its head and
looked back toward Reinhardt. Though there was an immense
distance between them, they studied each other for a long time.
Finally, the stag sauntered away and disappeared from view behind
some trees.
Reinhardt stood on the side of the road after the stag
disappeared and kept his eyes focused on the fence that marked the
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border of the country he called home. There was no longer any
doubt as to what he would do after he was discharged from the
army. His mind had been made up for him.
*
“I saw a white stag,” Reinhardt said to his mother the day after
he had been released from the Honvédség. They were having dinner
in Ószabad and Stefánia was sitting by his side at the table. “I saw it
a few days ago. It was on the western side of the fence, in Austria.”
Gertrude lowered her soup spoon. “What are you going to do?”
“I’m going to follow it,” he said. He reached over and clasped
Stefánia’s hand. “We’re going to follow it. I’m going to try to get a
travel pass. You’re the only person we’ve told. We’re not telling
anyone else, not even Stefi’s parents.”
“I won’t tell anyone,” Gertrude said softly. “And I don’t want
you to tell me when the day comes. Just go. It will be easier that
way.”
*
Reinhardt and Stefánia married in the late spring. One of the
guests at the wedding was András Balogh.
“I need help,” Reinhardt said to Balogh during the reception.
The older man took a quick glance over his shoulders before
ushering Reinhardt to a quiet corner away from the other of the
guests.
“What do you want? A housing voucher?”
“I need two tourist visas to Yugoslavia. I want to take my wife
abroad for our honeymoon.”
“Are you insane? I can’t get those. It could get me in trouble.”
“You said I could ask you for anything. Anytime.”
Balogh’s double-chin quivered as he nodded his head. “Tourist
visas? I’m not an idiot. I know what you want those for!”
“You said anything.”
“It’s too dangerous. What will I say when you don’t come back?
They’ll come sniffing around wondering what I had to do with it. I
have a wife and children to think of.”
“Fine. I guess we’ll climb a barb-wired fence.”
Balogh scowled and dropped his head. He had been promoted
to Ferenc Horváth’s post after his former boss had reassigned to the
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capital. As was the case years before, Reinhardt Drixler had played a
role, however inadvertently, in the promotion. The problem for
Balogh was that he was aware of this. He lifted his head and
nodded. “All right, I’ll see what I can do.”
“Thank you.”
Balogh grabbed the young man’s shoulders. “Why do all the
good ones want to leave?” he said, unable to contain the
sentimentality bubbling within him. To Reinhardt’s surprise, the
party member’s eyes began to gleam with tears. He gave Reinhardt
one last pat on the shoulder, then rejoined the celebration roaring
behind them.
Three weeks later, Stefánia’s father, Gyuri Csopkai, burst into his
local police precinct to file a missing persons report.
“My daughter and son-in-law were supposed to return two days
ago,” he informed the officer at the front desk. “They went to
Yugoslavia for their honeymoon. I went to pick them up at the train
station. The train arrived – they were not on it. I’ve been back to the
station twice since then. Something’s happened to them. Perhaps
they were abducted.”
The officer behind the desk let out a sigh and eyed Csopkai
suspiciously. Suddenly, Csopkai became keenly aware of the obvious
of which he had been utterly oblivious. His cheeks flushed pink and
his jaw began to quiver.
“You don’t think they’ve run off on purpose . . . I mean . . . you
don’t believe they’ve defected . . . they never said anything to me
about it . . . they couldn’t have just . . .”
But they had. While Mr. Csopkai sat in a police station in Pécs
trying to convince the authorities that he had possessed no prior
knowledge of his daughter and son-in-law’s defection, Reinhardt
and Stefánia sat in a camp for political refugees near Bologna, Italy
awaiting papers that would allow them to emigrate to the United
States. The papers arrived after two months; on the very same day
Stefánia discovered she was six-weeks pregnant.
“Should we keep it?” she asked during their last evening in
Bologna.
The question shocked Reinhardt. “Of course!”
“The timing is all wrong. How will we become great artists with
a child on the way?”
“We’ll be great artists and great parents, too,” he said. He
bristled with confidence. He wholeheartedly believed the world was
just sitting there patiently waiting for him to come and conquer it.
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*
Antal and Beatrix Fábián fled Hungary after the failed revolution
of 1956. They arrived in America with little more than a suitcase
each and, over the years, they managed or, more correctly, Antal
managed, to carve out a comfortable existence for them in
Manhattan’s Upper East Side. A tool-and-die maker who had owned
several factories near Budapest before the AVO confiscated them,
Antal Fábián worked long hours in the industrial bowels of Queens
and New Jersey until he saved up enough money to put a down
payment on his own operation. Once he owned a business again, he
amassed a great deal of money in a relatively short period of time.
Nevertheless, his experiences in Hungary, where he had
helplessly watched a half-a-life’s worth of work and toil dissolve into
nothingness, coupled with his age – fifty-four – and the lack of
children his marriage had produced, all combined to severely cool
the white-hot ambition and yearning for material wealth that had
fueled him when he had been a younger man. He enjoyed his
vocation and liked working for himself, but the simple thought that
he could lose it all again made him more stoical about his place in
society. Once he had established his business in America, he kept his
ambitions modest. While the rest of country rabidly chased after the
American Dream, Antal Fábián learned to be content with what he
had and dedicated his time away from work to self-cultivation and
spiritual reflection. He believed in the following: if people in
America worked just the right amount and were careful about their
spending and borrowing and ignored the onslaught of advertising
that washed over them, they could live a comfortable and relatively
carefree life with plenty of time left over for reading and deep
conversation, activities Fábián had rarely engaged in when he had
been a younger, wealthier man in Hungary.
The new philosophy Antal adopted in America caused his wife
Beatrix indescribable mental anguish. A highly strung, cantankerous
middle-aged woman who hailed from petite-bourgeoisie family in
Budapest, Beatrix was propelled through life by the twin forces of
greed and envy. Though she admitted it to no one, she had agreed
to marry Antal solely because of his wealth. The years before the
Second World War had been her happiest. They had lived in a grand
house complete with servants on Budapest’s prestigious Rózsa Hill,
and she had spent most of her time promenading about in fine,
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custom-made dresses and mingling with the city’s elite. Then,
through a series of events Beatrix never truly recovered from, they
lost everything. Devastated, she contemplated suicide. The only
thing that saved her from a watery grave in the Danube was the
promise of America.
The first three years in New York were tough – Beatrix even
descended to the unthinkable level of holding down a job – but
against all odds, her husband established another business and their
fortunes began to change. Over the next decade, Antal worked long
hours to accumulate enough to make up for some of the losses he
had incurred in Hungary, while she dutifully fulfilled her selfappointed task of spending as much of her husband’s money as she
could. She insisted they purchase a spacious three-bedroom
apartment in a distinguished building in the Upper East Side and
spent a considerable sum furnishing it. She bought herself a new
wardrobe and a brand-new Cadillac. Then, one sunny afternoon,
Antal came home from work, sat down on the sofa, took a look
around and with a content look on his face, said, “We don’t need
anything else.” He informed his wife her spending spree was over
and that she was on a strict allowance. The declaration appalled
Beatrix. She argued with her husband, pouted, pleaded, begged,
screamed, threatened – but Antal refused to budge.
“What kind of a man are you?” she said in disgust.
“A man who wants some peace for once in his life.”
“There’s no peace. We’re stuck in the middle class!”
Antal surveyed the opulent interior of their apartment. “You call
this middle class?”
“A three-bedroom apartment? We’ll need something bigger to
house servants!”
“I don’t want servants.”
“If you can’t afford servants, you’re in the middle class!”
“I don’t want servants – I want peace of mind.”
“Peace of mind? You’ve lost your mind!”
“Why don’t we live like the middle class?” Antal continued,
ignoring his wife’s insult. “Modestly.”
Beatrix looked at her husband as if he were some unsavory
person she had just met. “You’ve gone insane!”
“Quite the contrary. I’ve come to my senses.”
Beatrix threw her hands up in the air. “We can’t be middle class,
Antal! The middle class is always being attacked by the rich and the
poor. Only a breath separates the middle class from the destitute.
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One missed contract, one bad deal, and we’ll slip back into poverty.”
She paused for a second as the horror of her words sent a chill
down her spine.
Antal stifled a chuckle. “I’ve squirreled away a hefty sum when
you weren’t looking. We’re well above the middle class, I assure you,
but I don’t want to live beyond the means of the middle class.
Besides, you don’t really care about all of these things you buy. All
you care about is walking down the street and having other women
want to kill you because they envy the fur coat you’re wearing. That’s
all you care about. Well, to hell with that! I’m through with that
game. From now on, I’m going to enjoy my life a little. I suggest you
do the same. And if you want to buy a bigger place so you can rub
some poor snob’s face in it, go out, get a job, and earn your own
money!”
Following this discussion, Antal happily while Beatrix grudgingly
settled down and lived a middle-class life in America.
*
After the Drixlers arrived to New York City, Antal happily while
Beatrix grudgingly welcomed the young couple into the threebedroom apartment.
Antal was ecstatic about having the Drixlers stay in the guest
room. To begin with, he did something Hungarians are often
accused of not doing enough – he helped his fellow Hungarians. He
embraced the sense of family the youngsters’ presence created. He
also relished the fresh energy the young couple brought into his
home. The apartment, which had felt like a tomb to him before the
arrival of his niece and nephew, suddenly bristled with laughter,
hope, and ambition. He was freely able to speak of history and
tradition without the fear of boring or alienating anyone. Sadly, he
realized how much he and Beatrix had missed by never having
children of their own, and he treated Stefánia and Reinhardt as if
they were his own children. He looked forward to the dinner table
conversations, the million questions about America, the
spontaneous English lessons. He enjoyed seeing their eyes widen
when he took them to see New York’s many sights on the weekends.
He delighted in the opportunity to reminisce about the homeland
and listened intently to their stories about life in Hungary following
the failed rebellion. Through some of his friends and connections,
he quickly found Reinhardt work as a pastry chef in a large midtown
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hotel. When his attempt to land Stefánia a similar job proved
unsuccessful, he took her to his machine shop in Long Island City,
Queens and overpaid her to sweep the floor and keep the drills and
lathes lubricated.
“And don’t the two of you go rushing out of this apartment,”
Antal said to Reinhardt and Stefánia one evening over dinner a
month after their arrival. “It’s a jungle out there, believe me. I want
you to stay as long as you feel comfortable. Save up your money and
don’t set out until you have enough to get a good start.” He paused
for a second and pointed to Stefánia’s growing belly. “Especially
since you’ve got a little one on the way.”
“That’s gracious of you, but we’ve burdened you too much
already,” Stefánia said.
“Nonsense,” Antal quipped. “You’re no burden at all. Isn’t that
right, Bea?”
Beatrix’s only response was a thin-lipped smile. The Drixlers had
become a burden to her the minute she saw them emerge from the
arrival gates at J.F.K. Their youthful energy and optimism made her
seethe with spite. She was accustomed to having the apartment and
all of its treasured belongings to herself for the better part of any
day – sharing her private sanctuary with others did not sit well with
her. That the young relatives were immaculate house guests only
exacerbated her misery. The Drixlers demanded nothing,
appreciated everything, kept the apartment clean, cooked dinner
most evenings and even bought the Fábiáns small gifts of gratitude.
The young couple’s etiquette and impeccable conduct drove Beatrix
to the point of despair. To assuage her fraying nerves, she pretended
Reinhardt and Stefánia were servants, not guests. She demanded
Reinhardt cook certain dishes for dinner, ordered Stefánia to clean
and vacuum the apartment daily, and sent them both on needless
errands halfway across the city. The young couple did everything she
asked without ever displaying a hint of resentment. Beatrix stopped
pretending they were servants after a week; without resentment, the
charade became meaningless. Instead, she launched her next assault:
insults. She criticized the young couple’s trade, referring to pastry
chefs as underpaid kitchen slaves. The day Stefánia revealed her true
ambition of becoming a published poet in America, Beatrix laughed
heartily.
“Poetry? My dear, you may as well go out into the streets and
start panhandling!”
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None of the poisoned arrows she shot found seemed to find
their mark; the young couple merely smiled and pretended to be
oblivious to the war she was waging. But Reinhardt’s ears perked a
little after he heard her malicious comment about poetry and
panhandling. He wanted to do well in his new country, to provide
his wife and unborn child with all the material wealth the Fábiáns
possessed. He spent long hours thinking of various ways he could
accumulate the riches the Fábiáns enjoyed. Sadly, poetry and
painting did not seem likely avenues to wealth and success to him.
*
Once he had discovered Reinhardt’s desire to become a
recognized painter, Antal took the younger man to Greenwich
Village and introduced him to Gergely Nagy, another expatriate
Hungarian who had fled the old country after the failed uprising of
fifty-six. An artist of considerable talent, Nagy had graduated from
the Academy of Fine Arts in Budapest less than a year before
hostilities broke out. He fled Hungary after the communists
regained power and had attempted to establish himself as painter in
America. Ten years later, a squalid one-room apartment filled with
canvases and cockroaches was all Nagy had to show for his decade
of heartbreaking dedication to his craft in his new country.
“I wash dishes in a diner in the evening,” Nagy revealed during
his conversation with Reinhardt. “Art is all I know. I never learned
to do anything else.”
Nagy’s revelations horrified Reinhardt. “No one buys your
work?”
“I sell a few now and then, but it doesn’t pay the rent.”
“Couldn’t you teach?”
“I’ve had a few jobs, but never anything permanent,” Nagy
lamented. He glanced around at his paint-speckled hovel, smirked,
and lit a Marlboro. “It’s not easy in America. Different sensibilities.
If I were you, I’d forget about being an artist. Bartók lived here in
obscurity for years. Rumor has it, only ten people showed up to his
funeral.”
Reinhardt tried to picture what the painter was telling him, but it
was so inconceivable, his mind could not form the image.
“Different sensibilities,” Nagy repeated. “The English word to
describe an artist in our field is painter. In English, the first four
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letters spell pain. If you insist on being an artist here, be prepared
for plenty of pain.”
Reinhardt’s meeting with Gergely Nagy left the younger man
disillusioned; he privately began to explore other avenues to success
in America.
*
Beatrix continued her attempts to make the young couple
miserable. She flaunted her jewels, her furniture, her fur coats and
told them it had been easier to get ahead when she and Antal
arrived.
“You two are going to have a tougher time making it here in
America,” she informed them coldly one evening. “It’s too bad you
couldn’t have come in fifty-six. Things were easier. The streets were
lined with gold. Not anymore. It’s no better than Hungary, if you
want to know the truth.”
The Drixlers whispered to each other in bed after the Fábiáns
had retired for the night.
“My aunt is a bitch!” Stefánia said.
“She’s a real piece of work,” Reinhardt agreed.
“If she says one more thing about poetry . . .”
“Just play along. Antal has been good to us. Without them,
everything would be even more of a struggle.”
“That’s true, but Beatrix? How can anyone be so materialistic?”
“Well, I can’t blame her there. It’s good to have some wealth.”
“It’s better to live being who you were meant to be.”
“True, but there’s such opportunity here in America,” Reinhardt
said. His words did not impress Stefánia. He touched her hand and
changed the subject. “Anyway, just keep smiling anytime Beatrix says
anything.”
Unaccustomed to losing psychological battles, Beatrix became
crestfallen. What irritated her more than her seeming inability to
inspire envy in Stefánia and Reinhardt was the relative ease with
which the young couple innocently inspired envy within her. She
envied their youth, their beauty, but above all else, Stefánia’s
pregnancy.
Four years into her marriage, Beatrix’s doctors informed her she
would never be able to bear children. The news crushed her and she
feared Antal would leave her for another woman who could provide
him an heir for his growing fortune in Budapest. Antal stayed with
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her, but she eventually learned to resent him for the sacrifice she felt
he had made. Never having the chance to be a mother was a reality
she learned to live with. As the years passed, she convinced herself
she was better off not having children. It kept her body slim and her
time free. She had not given children a passing thought until the
morning she caught a glimpse of her niece changing in the
guestroom. The sight of the stretched, smooth skin over Stefánia’s
protruding belly broke Beatrix’s heart. The older woman stepped
away from the door, cast a glance at all of her worldly possessions,
and broke down in tears. Beatrix could stand no more – the Drixlers
had to go.
*
“Steffi, darling. Have you and your dear husband discussed
finding your own apartment yet?” Beatrix asked. She had lured
Stefánia into taking a walk after dinner for the sole purpose of
driving her out of the apartment once and for all. It was a hot,
humid late summer evening in Manhattan and the air was heavy
with smog and the wafting scents from local restaurants. Beatrix
made a point of walking briskly to inconvenience her niece who did
her best to maintain the pace despite her slightly protruding belly.
“Yes, but Antal insists we stay a few more months.”
“Antal is far too polite to say what he truly feels.”
Stefánia cast a sideways glance at her aunt. “Whatever do you
mean?”
“How long have you been with us, my dear?”
“Nearly two months.”
“Two months is a long time.”
Stefánia read between the lines Beatrix had uttered. “We’ve been
a burden to you both. We’re inconveniencing you. How could we
have been so selfish?”
“You’re young, darling. You don’t know any better.”
“We’ll look for a place tomorrow.”
“Please do,” Beatrix said. She stopped in the middle of the
sidewalk and looked directly into Stefánia’s eyes. “Nothing personal,
my dear, but houseguests are like fresh fish one brings home from
the market. After a few days, both begin to smell.”
*
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The Drixlers moved out of the Fábiáns’ apartment the next day.
Their sudden departure stunned Antal.
“What did you say to them?” he grumbled to his wife.
“Me? Why nothing, darling. I was happy to have them here.
They found a place they liked, that’s all.”
Antal eyed his wife suspiciously as he sat down at the dinner
table.
“They’re young. They need their own space. They were tired of
living with a couple of fossils like us,” Beatrix said. “That’s what
Stefánia told me yesterday during our walk.”
Antal turned away from his wife and looked down at the TV
dinner she placed before him. He winced at the nondescript beige
blob meant to be mashed potatoes, remembered the delicious
chicken paprikás he had eaten the night before, and silently
mourned the loss of Reinhardt’s cooking. He knew Beatrix was lying
to him, but he was in no mood to confront her about it.
“You should really consider loving your family a little more,” was
all he said in the end. He pushed the TV dinner away, stood up and
walked into the living room. A moment later, the chatter of the six
o’clock news filled the apartment, which, sadly, felt like a tomb to
him once again.
*
The Drixlers moved into a small one-bedroom apartment
located in Astoria, across the East River in Queens. Situated in a
plain four-story brick building, the apartment had its flaws – the
windows offered dreary views of brick walls, and every five minutes
the place resounded with the rumbling of elevated subway trains
passing nearby – but Reinhardt and Stefánia ignored these
imperfections and were simply happy to have a place to call their
own. Like nesting birds, they flew out to work every morning and
returned in the evening carrying items that slowly transformed the
apartment into a home. They marveled at the relative ease with
which they purchased all they needed and spent hours discussing
how long it would have taken them to buy a television, or a sofa, or
a bed back in Hungary. The getting and spending it required to
establish a life temporarily swept aside their ambition to be artists.
As soon as they completed furnishing their new home, they invited
the Fábiáns over for a housewarming dinner. To Antal’s relief, the
young couple bore no grudges against his wife, even after Beatrix
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spent half of the evening criticizing the apartment. At the
conclusion of dinner, the Drixlers asked the Fábiáns if they would
become the godparents of the unborn child. Before Beatrix could
utter a word, Antal jumped up from his chair and embraced
Reinhardt and Stefánia in a hug.
*
The Drixlers’ child, a boy, arrived in the lull-time between
Christmas Day and New Year’s Eve in 1967. Reinhardt was twentythree; Stefánia, twenty. Unaware that some Hungarian names did
not translate well into English, they named the child Béla in honor
of Béla IV, the Hungarian monarch who resurrected the nation after
the devastating Tatar invasions of the thirteenth century. Oblivious
to the finer points of Hungarian history and culture, some of the
staff at the hospital thought the young, foreign couple had
mistakenly given their little boy a girl’s name.
“You sure you want to call him Bella? I mean, he’s a boy. People
will be confused,” the nurse said as she completed the forms for the
birth certificate.
“Is not Bella. Is Béla,” Stefánia said. “Bay-lah.”
“He’s a boy,” the nurse continued. To reinforce her point, she
held up her hand and wiggled her index finger. “He’s got a thingy
between his legs!”
Stefánia winced in confusion. She looked to Reinhardt for help.
“No. Name is Béla. No Bella,” Reinhardt stammered in his
limited English. He repeated the name several times until he had the
nurse echoing his pronunciation – Bay-lah. Bay-lah. “Yes,” he
continued once the nurse had the correct pronunciation down.
“Béla is boy name. Is name king. Béla. Hungary. Béla. King.”
The nurse thought Reinhardt was saying something about being
hungry and wanting Burger King. She left the room utterly baffled
by it all.
*
The Drixlers took the child home and their happiness increased
ten-fold. Reinhardt purchased a Kodak Instamatic camera; soon
there were dozens of photographs documenting every stage of
Béla’s young life. There were times the couple simply watched the
boy sleep, staring at the infant in awe.
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But as the weeks passed, a seeping pressure began building
within Reinhardt. He was a father; the head of a family. It was his
responsibility to provide his wife and child with the necessities of
life. The small one-bedroom apartment they lived in felt smaller
with each passing day. After Béla and Stefánia had fallen asleep,
Reinhardt lay awake thinking of ways to make more money; of ways
to provide his family with a better life. He had all but given up his
ambition of making it as a painter since his meeting with Gergely
Nagy. In the time between his first and only meeting with the
hapless painter, Reinhardt learned Nagy had committed suicide. As
was the case with Béla Bartók, only a handful of people attended
Nagy’s funeral. Reinhardt vowed he would not allow himself to
suffer the same fate. Caught up in the daily grind of paying the rent,
providing for his young family, and saving for the future, he turned
what little energy he had left to future dreams of independence and
wealth that did not involve art.
*
Reinhardt was not the only person profoundly affected by Béla’s
birth; the child had a life-changing effect on Beatrix Fábián as well.
For the first time in her life, she seemed uninterested in her worldly
possessions and her place in society. She begged Antal for an
increase in her weekly allowance so she could lavish gifts upon her
godchild. Antal was skeptical; he feared his materialistic wife was
using the baby as a pretext to spend more on herself, but his
suspicions eased when he saw her return from department stores
with nothing but children’s goods. Within a few months, Beatrix
saturated the Drixlers’ small apartment with every baby-related
product on the market. In addition to spending money, she also
spent much time with her little prince, cooing and gurgling on the
floor. Stefánia welcomed her aunt’s frequent visits, yet there were
times she was tempted to remind Beatrix what guests and fresh fish
shared in common.
Nonetheless, Aunt Beatrix’s ubiquitous presence was not without
benefits. Stefánia found she could steal an hour or two a day to
focus on her ambition to become a published poet in America. She
taught herself to read and write English. By the time Béla was two,
Stefánia began submitting her first English poems to literary
magazines. All she received in return were rejection slips. The
rejections did not deter her – she was happy just to have the
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opportunity to submit her work for consideration and had faith that
one day she would break through.
*
“I think we should open our own business.”
It was Reinhardt’s day off. He had taken his young family to
Central Park for a picnic. “I’ve been talking to Antal about it for a
couple of months,” he continued. “I want to open a pastry shop or
a coffeehouse. There’s a place not far from our apartment, a twostory house with a commercial space on the ground floor. It used to
be a restaurant. The entire building is for sale. It’s a little beat up and
needs some work. The real estate broker said we could buy the
entire place, house and all, for a reasonable price. Antal said he
could help with the financing. There are two apartments on the
second floor. One is a two bedroom, the other a one-bedroom.
Antal and I did the math. If we moved into the two-bedroom and
rented out the one-bedroom, the mortgage on the place would only
be a hundred more than we’re paying now. There’s also a small
backyard where Béla could play. But you should see the storefront!
It’s on a corner with huge windows. It’s perfect for a coffeehouse.
We could really make a go of it.”
The idea surprised Stefánia. “Why didn’t you mention this
sooner?”
“I didn’t want to bore you with it until I had all the necessary
information.”
“And why should we open our own place?”
“To provide us with everything we need.”
“We have everything we need.”
Reinhardt marveled at his wife’s innocence. “Sure, for now – but
we can’t stay in that little apartment forever. One day, we’ll have to
rent or buy a bigger place anyway. And we’ll need a car. And we’ve
got Béla’s education to consider. We have to start thinking of ways
to get ahead. If we buy this place, we’ll be taking a step in the right
direction.”
Stefánia sat up on the picnic blanket and glanced at Béla who
was curled up in a ball napping beside her. His hair was auburn, like
hers – but his facial features were a blend of hers and Reinhardt’s.
She turned back to her husband. “And what if it fails?”
“That’s the beauty of this property. Antal called it a win-win. If
the business isn’t successful, we could rent out the commercial space
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to someone else. Or, in a worst case scenario, we could convert the
entire house back to a residential place and rent out the apartments.
But believe me, the pastry shop will be a success.”
“But we didn’t come to America to open a pastry shop. We left
Hungary to be artists, not entrepreneurs.”
Stefánia’s objections puzzled Reinhardt. He plucked a few errant
blades of grass out of the ground and rolled them between his
fingertips. “We could still be artists. If we owned our own place, we
could make our own schedules and set aside more time for
ourselves.”
Stefánia looked unconvinced.
“Look, you’ve got to understand what I am proposing here,”
Reinhardt said. His wife’s concern irritated him. When he continued,
he made sure his tone was firmer. “It’s time you were a little more
realistic about things.”
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
“We have responsibilities now.”
“The only responsibility we have is to be true to ourselves. We’re
artists. We should focus on our art. You haven’t painted anything
since we’ve arrived to America.”
“I’ve got to put food on the table.”
“You make it sound like we’re struggling to feed ourselves.”
“No. That’s not it. We’re doing well, but we could be doing
better. Look around you, Steffi! Feel the freedom. We have a chance
to make as much money as we want here, but we have to be realistic.
Paintings and poetry are not going to make us rich.”
“When did you become so concerned about becoming rich?”
Reinhardt yanked a large tuft of grass out of the ground. “All
my life I was poor.”
“So was I.”
“We had nothing in Ószabad,” Reinhardt continued, speaking of
his past as if he were telling his wife about it for the first time. “It
didn’t matter how hard you worked, you never got ahead. The
communists made sure of that. But it’s different here. Here you can
really be whatever you want to be – and I want to be rich.” He
threw the tuft of grass onto the ground in frustration. “Damn it,
you make it seem like it’s a crime.”
“If being a rich man is your ambition, why don’t you try to make
your fortune through painting?”
“Gergely Nagy tried that. Look where he ended up.”
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“Gergely Nagy was fighting other demons. There’s a vibrant
artistic community here – dealers, critics, gallery owners, painters.
You haven’t even been to a museum! Why are you turning your back
on your painting? You have a purpose in this life, and this purpose
extends into the next life. Ask yourself, did you come all the way
over here just to own a pastry shop?”
“Once the business is up and running, I’ll dedicate myself to
painting-”
“But don’t you see?” Stefánia cut in. “If you open up a business,
that day might never come! Sure, you might make your million
dollars, but if you don’t paint, will you truly be happy?”
“I don’t care about being happy! I care about being secure. What
do you want me to do? Cut back the hours I’m working now, start
painting and hope some art dealer recognizes me as a genius? And
who’s going to pay the bills in the meantime? You’ve been
submitting poems to magazines for a year now, and what have you
received in return? Rejection slips. Is a rejection slip going to put
any food in your son’s stomach?”
Reinhardt’s voice woke Béla up. The little boy stirred from his
nap and sat up on the blanket rubbing his eyes. Stefánia gave her
husband a cold look. Neither of them said anything more about the
subject. They played with Béla on the grass, smiling and laughing as
if the argument between them had never happened. But it had.
They were at an impasse; one of them had to relent.
Reinhardt took Stefánia to see the house the next day after he
finished his shift at work. He hoped the visit would change her
mind about his proposal. The real estate broker met them at the
two-story brownstone and let them inside. It was exactly as
Reinhardt described it. The only thing he had neglected to mention
was the small, free-standing garage in the backyard.
“That will be the studio. I’ll fill it with paints and easels and put a
desk in there for you. Maybe a small library. It’ll be perfect,” he said
as they stood in the garage.
Stefánia imagined the vision her husband described. She saw the
easels and brushes, the sketches pinned to the wall. She saw the desk
and pictured herself sitting behind it, crafting her poems. She
smiled.
The two-bedroom apartment above the empty storefront was
bright and spacious, more than double the size of the apartment
they were renting a few blocks away. As Stefánia meandered through
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it, she pictured herself and her family in the space and, to
Reinhardt’s immense relief, she smiled again.
“You say it would only cost one hundred dollars more a
month?”
“If we rent out the one-bedroom right away.”
Though apprehensive, Stefánia capitulated after Reinhardt
promised he would start painting again once they settled in.
They moved into the house two months later. They rented out
the smaller apartment, and Reinhardt began transforming the
downstairs into his vision of a nineteenth-century coffeehouse. He
worked on it piecemeal, as money and time allowed. Plumbers,
carpenters, electricians, and other tradespeople came and went. In
between, he did as much as he could himself. It was difficult.
Reinhardt continued working full-time at the hotel; Stefánia took on
extra jobs cleaning apartments in Manhattan. Sleep became a rare
luxury – but slowly the café began to take shape. Though he was
exhausted nearly every waking minute of the day, Reinhardt could
not remember being so excited and full of life. There he was, on the
verge of opening his own business, an opportunity the communists
would have denied him in Hungary. That thought alone kept the fire
in him burning when his muscles ached and his eyes yearned for
sleep.
Stefánia logged long hours as well. To Reinhardt’s amazement,
she still found time to work on her poems. She spent an hour at the
old typewriter every night working on her poetry. The gentle
clacking of typewriter keys was the last sound Reinhardt heard
before he drifted off to sleep at night. He admired Stefánia’s
dedication, but secretly considered it a waste of time. She sent out
poems to magazines and in return received more rejection slips.
Reinhardt privately wished his wife would realize the futility of her
ambition and surrender, but the typewriter refused to fall silent.
*
Reinhardt had hoped the café would be up and running within
six months; as the summer drew to a close, he realized the deadline
was unattainable.
“So you hit a few setbacks,” Antal said one evening while he was
helping the younger man tile the floor of what would become the
kitchen. “It’s not the end of the world. In fact, in business, it’s the
norm.”
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“A lot of unanticipated costs,” Reinhardt explained.
“You’d better get used to that in business, my friend. Look here,
you’re doing fine. You’re keeping your head above water. What’s a
few months this way or that?”
“You’re right. But I have to tell you, in other matters, a few
months can make a world of difference. Stefánia’s pregnant.”
“Congratulations!”
“Thanks, but we hardly consider it a blessing. We weren’t
planning another child.”
“Planning? You sound like a communist apparatchik, for God’s
sake!”
“We’re happy, of course, but the timing is not the best.”
Antal reached over and patted Reinhardt on the shoulder. “You
know what Beatrix and I would have given for an unplanned –”
“Sure, but there are so many bills and the money-”
“You were born around the end of the war, right? How much
money did your parents have then?”
“Money? We barely had any food!”
“And? You survived!”
Reinhardt nodded his head and offered a weak grin. “You’re
right.”
“Now then, how about a little pálinka to celebrate the good
news?”
The two men poured generous portions of pálinka for
themselves, proposed a toast to the unborn child, and downed the
liquor in one, straight shot.
“Planning like a communist apparatchik,” Reinhardt chuckled,
breaking the lull of silence that settled over them after the drink.
“When I was a boy, my mother told me not to let the communists
put a red star in my head.”
“Good advice.”
“That’s why I’m so happy to be in America.”
“It’s a good place, but it is not without its faults. Sometimes I
yearn for the old country.”
“The communists killed the old country. At least here, no one
tries to put a red star in your head.”
Antal poured another round of pálinka. “There are plenty of red
stars in America, too. But there’s something else you have to be
careful of here. There may not be as many red stars floating around,
but many over here think the meaning of life can be found in dollar
signs!”
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“What’s wrong with that?” Reinhardt asked, picking up his shot
glass once again.
“Well, think about it . . . red star . . . dollar sign . . . are they really
any different?”
“Of course they’re different. The dollar sign symbolizes
freedom.”
Antal gave his young friend a worried look before he picked up
his shot glass again. He wanted to add something more to the
discussion about red stars and dollar signs, but Reinhardt was
already proposing the next toast.
“If it’s another boy, I’ll name him Antal!” Reinhardt said as they
clinked glasses.
“What if it’s a girl?”
“I’ll name her Beatrix!”
The two men looked at each other and burst into laughter.
*
The business neared completion as winter settled in. The interior
looked exactly like an old-fashioned Austro-Hungarian coffeehouse.
It was as if Reinhardt had magically plucked one out of the heart of
nineteenth-century Europe and dropped it in the middle of Astoria,
Queens. Rich, wood paneling graced the walls. Marble-topped tables
lined the room. Upholstered chairs stood regally before the tables.
Golden plasters, statuettes, and other ornate flourishes accentuated
everything. In the rear of the room, a giant, steam-powered coffee
machine and two refrigerated display cases watched over it all. It
would be called the Vienna Coffeehouse. Reinhardt experienced
immense satisfaction and pride when he looked upon his creation;
he was convinced the feeling would stay with him even if the place
never managed to sell a single cup of coffee.
Reinhardt finished the final touches one week before Christmas
Day. The Drixlers and the Fábiáns had a private celebration marking
the completion of the coffeehouse. The Fábiáns stayed for three
hours that afternoon. During this time, Beatrix did not voice a single
criticism of the establishment or the cakes and pastries; in fact, she
uncharacteristically praised every aspect of the business. Reinhardt
took this as a good omen. If the Vienna Coffeehouse could please
Beatrix, it could please anyone. The second day of 1971 would mark
the official opening day.
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*
A massive storm moved up the eastern shore of the United
States and slammed into New York City the next day. Known locally
as a nor’easter, the storm started with a nasty, biting wind followed by
cold, torrential rain. The rain stopped in the late afternoon, leaving
the city soaked and the streets strewn with the discarded corpses of
hundreds of disemboweled umbrellas. As the light faded from the
sky, a frigid mass of air settled over the city like a pernicious ghost.
The temperature plunged overnight.
The next morning New Yorkers awoke to find their city
crystallized. The buildings, the trees, the bridges – everything
sparkled beneath a thick layer of ice. The freeze crippled everything.
Schools and airports closed down; hospital emergency rooms filled
with the unfortunate victims of car accidents and slips and falls. To
make matters worse, it started to snow during the mid-morning
hours and continued snowing until the next day. It was more than
the city could bear. Even snow removal trucks were ordered to halt
their operations. The inhabitants of New York, so accustomed to
rushing about, resigned themselves to their homes to wait out the
bad weather.
Once the snow stopped, the city began the unenviable task of
digging itself out. As soon as the streets had become somewhat
navigable, tourists emerged from Manhattan hotels and walked
along the treacherous sidewalks marveling at how the Big Apple had
been magically transformed. Locals grumbled as they slipped and
sloshed through the streets, but even the most battle-hardened New
Yorkers, those who spent their entire lives enduring the grind that is
New York, privately acknowledged that the city had never looked so
picturesque.
Reinhardt barely noticed the bad weather. He walked back and
forth between the rows of tables in the coffeehouse admiring the
finished interior of the place. “Have you ever seen anything so
beautiful?” he asked.
“Which do you find more attractive? This coffeehouse or me?”
Stefánia said.
“Do I sense a hint of jealousy?” Reinhardt returned playfully. He
walked to the opposite side of the room and adjusted a picture
frame on the wall. “It’s unbelievable. If anyone had told me I would
own a business one day, I would have laughed at them. Yet, here I
am.”
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Stefánia sat down at one of the marble-topped tables. “Here you
are,” she said.
“We never could have created anything like this in Hungary.”
“That’s true,” Stefánia said. She watched her husband walk to the
display cases in the rear of the room where he noticed some streaks
on the glass. “Oh did I tell you?” she continued. “I’m going to meet
a professor from Hunter College tomorrow. She helps edit a literary
magazine. She wants to publish some of my poems. I’m meeting her
at a café in the Upper East Side.”
“Well, that’s fantastic!” Reinhardt said. He took some Windex
and a sheet of paper towel and cleaned the glass of the display case.
“I might be published.”
“Great!” He stepped back, examined the cases again, found
them unsatisfactory, and drenched the glass with Windex again.
Stefánia leaned forward in her chair and cleared her throat in an
attempt to gain her husband’s full attention. The hint went
unnoticed. “When are you going to build that studio?” she asked
finally.
“As soon as I get some money set aside.”
“When will that be?”
Reinhardt stepped into the seating area and wiped away a
smudge tarnishing one of the upholstered chairs. “Soon. I need to
pay off some hefty bills first. Those take priority.”
“What are your priorities? Will I ever see a paintbrush in your
hand again?”
“I’ve got more important things to worry about. This business.
Béla. Our next child.”
Stefánia gently rubbed her protruding belly. “That’s all fine and
good, but you’re letting your talent go to waste.”
“You sound like my old schoolteacher.”
“Maybe she was right on that point. Not many people have the
natural talent you have. You shouldn’t turn your back on that.
Anyone can open a café – not everyone can paint a masterpiece.”
Reinhardt stopped fussing about in the room and turned to face
his wife. “I’ve never painted a masterpiece and, to be honest, I
doubt I ever will.” He saw his wife’s eyes dull after he said this.
“Let’s not get into all that again. You know how I feel. I love
painting, but I also love eating and providing for my family. I’m
happy you still have your ambitions. I’m thrilled you might be
published. I hope you go on to win a Nobel Prize. But I also hope
you’ll understand why, for me, painting is not a priority anymore.”
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“I don’t understand,” Stefánia said. She stood up from the table
and made her way to the door leading into the kitchen and kitchen.
“What happened to the white stag, Reinhardt?”
“What is that supposed to mean?”
“You know what I mean.”
“Where are you going?”
“Upstairs.”
“Why did you mention the white stag?”
“Think about it. I need to finish a poem. I don’t have the energy
to discuss it tonight.”
“Then why did you bring it up?” Reinhardt asked. He slammed
the Windex bottle on top of the display case. “You know what
drives me crazy? You act as if we could survive on nothing but air
and sunshine. We’re in America! What’s wrong with working hard
and wanting to succeed?”
Stefánia sighed and shook her head. “Nothing. But what about
your dream? What about your purpose?”
“Would you prefer I close this place down and let you pay the
bills with your poems?”
“I’m meeting the professor in the afternoon. I won’t be home
until four or five.”
With that, Stefánia left the room. Reinhardt grunted, walked
behind the counter and tested the coffee machine.
*
Out in the city, the temperature remained cold enough for the
snow to stick, but after a day of shoveling, salting, sanding, and
plowing, Manhattan and the outer boroughs whirred to life again.
Of course, dangers remained. There were treacherous patches of
ice on the sidewalks and streets. Large clumps of snow crashed
from rooftops and awnings. And then there were the trees.
Some of the city’s trees, sealed first in ice, and then laden with
snow, buckled under the burden nature had imposed on them. One
tree in particular, a massive oak, one of many lining the sidewalk
bordering Central Park along Fifth Avenue, had survived dozens of
storms during its long life. For over a century it had nobly held its
ground, but the combination of cold and ice the storm inflicted
upon it proved to be too much, and it succumbed to the elements.
*
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Stefánia was ecstatic after her meeting with the professor, and
she chose to walk the length of Central Park rather than catch the
subway near the café where she had spent over two hours discussing
poetry with the professor who had agreed to accept five poems for
publication. Stefánia smiled and did a quick pirouette as she walked
along the sidewalk. She took a deep breath and imagined the
expression of pride on Reinhardt’s face when she told him the good
news, but as she thought of her husband, her smile faded slightly.
She continued on her way, propelled by the hope that her small
success would inspire Reinhardt to return to his painting.
As Stefánia continued toward 59th Street, she heard a series of
what sounded like loud knocks reverberate through the air. She
stopped and tilted her head upwards to examine the large tree
looming over her. The massive branches far above creaked and
groaned. Clumps of snow hit the sidewalk around her boots. The
sound of wood splintering followed. Fifty feet above the sidewalk,
the tree’s trunk snapped. Stefánia took two cautious steps
backwards. Half of the tree’s upper section, which contained
branches as thick as lamp posts, crashed down to the sidewalk
crushing several parked cars and snarling traffic along a good
portion of Fifth Avenue.
Emergency crews quickly arrived on the scene. They sealed off a
large section of the area and began the laborious process of clearing
and removing the bulky debris. Twenty minutes into the clean-up, a
fireman silenced the whirr of chainsaws by shouting and frantically
waving his arms in the air. The body of a young woman lay trapped
under one of the heaviest branches. Paramedics clawed their way
through the web of wood and attempted to resuscitate the pregnant
woman. Their efforts ultimately failed; the falling branches had
killed Stefánia Drixler instantly.
*
“I met the professor today. Sweet woman. She told me she
would still publish Stefi’s poems.”
Reinhardt stopped speaking and accepted a glass of pálinka
from Antal. He downed the drink, wiped his mouth with his sleeve,
and gazed at his relatives through bloodshot eyes. Nine days had
passed since Stefánia’s unexpected death. They had just returned
from the funeral and were sitting in the Vienna Coffeehouse. The
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nine days had been an unendurable hell for Reinhardt. He was
trapped in a walking coma. Beatrix, her eyes puffy and swollen, held
Béla in her lap. The next day would be New Year’s Day. Reinhardt
glanced around at his coffeehouse and broke down into tears. “I
should sell everything and go back to Hungary with Béla.”
“That might seem like a good idea,” Antal said after a minute or
two elapsed. “But going back is the worst thing you could do. The
communists are still in power over there.”
“It’s not as bad as it used to be. At least we have family there.”
“You have family here, too,” Beatrix said through her sobs. “I’ll
help you. Whatever you need me to do. I’ll help you raise your son.”
“I don’t know what else to do,” Reinhardt said. He wiped his
eyes and made a concerted effort to compose himself. “I spoke to
Stefánia’s parents. They want us to go back.”
Antal frowned and drank his shot of pálinka. He winced as the
alcohol burned the back of his throat. “You need to think of the
boy. America has its own share of problems, but he stands a better
chance here than in Hungary. You also need to think of what his
mother would have wanted.”
“Steffi didn’t want this damn coffeehouse,” Reinhardt said. He
scanned the room around him hatefully and then, without a word of
warning, he jumped out of his chair and threw his glass at the
display case in the rear of the room. The shot-glass shattered on
impact and the window of the display case became veined with
cracks. Béla started to cry. Reinhardt overturned a nearby table and
sent it crashing to the floor. Beatrix took hold of Béla, stood up,
and retreated to the front of the room.
“That’s enough!” Antal shouted. He approached Reinhardt and
grabbed him by the shoulders. “Is this how you want your son to
remember this day?”
“I didn’t listen to her!”
“Then you better start listening now! I can’t imagine your pain,
but I can tell you this: going back to Hungary won’t make it go away,
and it’s the last thing Stefánia would have wanted, so get it out of
your head! Beatrix and I will help you. We’re Hungarians and if
there’s one thing Hungarians are good at it’s getting through awful
times. If we weren’t, we would have ceased to exist centuries ago.”
Reinhardt did not sleep that night. He stared pensively at the
ceiling wondering where the white stag had led him. A dark forest
cloaked in fog. A void. A nothingness.
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In the morning, he reluctantly read the proofs of Stefánia’s
soon-to-be-published poems the professor had given him at the
funeral. After he finished reading them, he took Béla out into the
backyard for some fresh air. While his son scampered about in the
snow, Reinhardt walked into the old garage. He had promised his
wife it would be a studio. He gazed around at the bare walls and
inhaled the scent of mold and motor oil and began to sob lightly.
The little boy approached him.
“I miss Mother.”
“I do too.”
They walked back into the yard. Béla sniffled in the cold air.
“Can we go inside?”
Reinhardt knelt before Béla and embraced him. He did not
release the boy for a long time.
“We’re going to be strong,” he told his son. “It’s the two of us
now. We have to stick together. We have to do everything your
mother wanted us to do. We have to be the kind of people your
mother wanted us to be. We owe her that. She’s watching us.
Understand?”
Béla nodded and wiped his runny nose with a snow-crusted
mitten.
“Come on, it’s cold out here,” Reinhardt said.
“I’m not cold anymore. We can stay.”
And stay they did. Following that cold morning in the backyard,
Reinhardt abandoned all notions of returning to Hungary. Though
he was heavily in debt, he phoned the contractors who had worked
on the coffeehouse and hired them renovate the unused garage in
the backyard.
“You gonna use it for storage?” the contractor asked.
“It will be a studio.”
“Whatever you want, chief,” the contractor shrugged.
When the studio was finished, Reinhardt filled the space with
easels, canvases, brushes, paper, paints, and pencils and spent an
entire week steadfastly working on two paintings. Béla was at his
father’s side the whole time filling in coloring books and scribbling
in sketchpads.
“What do you think?” Reinhardt asked Béla when the paintings
were finished.
The first painting depicted a white stag emerging from a dark
forest shrouded in fog. The second was a portrait of Stefánia.
“They’re beautiful,” the little boy said.
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Reinhardt hung the painting of the stag in the studio; he placed
the portrait over the fireplace mantel in the coffeehouse where it
could be seen from every vantage point within the seating area. He
encased the proofs of his wife’s poems in glass frames and set them
on the mantle beneath her portrait.
The next day he called the sign company and ordered them to
take down the Vienna Coffeehouse signs and replace them with new
ones. The renamed Stefánia Coffeehouse opened its doors to the
public two days later.
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PART TWO:

LITTLE INDULGENCES
The Stefánia Coffeehouse was anything but an overnight
success. Reinhardt’s determination, Antal Fábián’s deep pockets, and
Beatrix Fábián’s free labor were the only things that kept the
business from slipping into ruin during its first two years of
operation.
Beatrix was Reinhardt’s biggest concern after opening the
coffeehouse. Working shoulder to shoulder with a cantankerous
woman was unappealing enough in itself, but Reinhardt also worried
about Beatrix’s lack of experience, not only in the kitchen, but in all
forms of work. But he was in no position to refuse free labor, so he
pushed his misgivings aside and handed Beatrix an apron. Within a
few days he was so agitated by her presence that he purposefully
went out of his way to sabotage her generous offer of help. He
burdened her with work in the hope she would become
overwhelmed and crumble under the strain. To his unmitigated
surprise, Beatrix refused to crater. As the weeks passed, she proved
both a competent worker and a quick study. Reinhardt was able to
entrust her with the most tedious of tasks – mixing batter, icing,
and cream, making caramel and jellies, washing pots and pans.
Eventually, she learned most of the recipes and techniques
Reinhardt taught her. Soon, she became indispensable to him, and
he could not imagine the business without her.
With the coffeehouse up-and-running, Reinhardt’s life settled
into a predictable daily routine. Every morning at four – in the
predawn silence punctured only by the chugging of morning
delivery vans – he awoke and made his way to his backyard studio
where he religiously dedicated two hours to painting. When the two
hours were up, he put down his brushes, went back to the house,
cooked breakfast, and greeted Aunt Beatrix who arrived at seven
sharp to get Béla ready for school. Beatrix walked the boy to school
and by the time she returned, the Stefánia came to life. The phone
began to ring, deliveries arrived, and the staff trickled in. Aunt
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Beatrix tied on an apron and spent the day helping Reinhardt in the
kitchen. At three o’clock on weekdays, Beatrix took off her apron,
retrieved Béla from school and looked after him until Antal arrived
from his machine shop at six. Reinhardt cooked them all dinner, and
they sat down at one of the larger tables in the corner of the
coffeehouse and ate amid the warm din of the evening rush.
The Fábiáns went home to Manhattan after the meal, and
Reinhardt left the running of the Stefánia to his evening staff while
he spent an hour or two in the studio teaching Béla how to paint. At
nine, he returned to the coffeehouse, tallied up the day’s numbers,
wished his evening staff a good night and closed up shop. By ninethirty he was upstairs putting Béla to bed. Later, he read for a halfan-hour in his bedroom until sleep overtook him. On Saturdays, he
stopped working at three and spent the remainder of the day and
evening with Béla in the studio teaching the young boy about
painting. On Sundays, the Stefánia remained closed and the Drixlers
visited Stefánia’s grave before attending Mass. On some Sunday
afternoons they went to one of New York’s museums where
Reinhardt did his best to imbue his son with respect and passion for
the arts.
Ever so slowly, word about the coffeehouse’s ambiance and
Reinhardt’s delectable desserts spread. It became a favorite among
locals first. Then, after a series of glowing reviews from food critics
who became enamored by the Stefánia’s sophisticated, old-world charm
and heavenly pastries, it became a destination for New Yorkers from
all five boroughs. By its fourth year of operation the Stefánia was a
bona fide success. Reinhardt eventually installed an awning outside
and placed tables along the sidewalk in the summer. The move made
the coffeehouse even more popular, and Reinhardt and Antal finally
began to see a return on their investment.
Orders for cakes and pastries also increased over the years. Local
restaurants commissioned the Stefánia to create distinctive desserts
for their own menus. Soon, Reinhardt was making more money
filling orders out of the back-of-the-house than he was through the
coffeehouse’s front-of-the-house operations.
During the fifth year Reinhardt was inundated with suggestions
and offers to expand the business and increase profits. Patrons
urged him to open coffeehouses in other areas of the city: a local
entrepreneur presented him with the idea of mass producing the
Stefánia’s desserts and selling them to grocery chains and specialty
food shops: a consortium of investors proposed the idea of
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franchising rights. Each recommendation contained the promise of
more money, but Reinhardt diplomatically declined most of the
offers. Visions of wealth and grandeur no longer inspired him the
way they once had. He feared the added responsibilities would take
time away from more important things – his son and his art.
Desperate to redeem himself in the eyes of his deceased wife,
Reinhardt once again made the memorized lines in Art of the Ages
his guiding philosophy. Though he worked long hours in the
coffeehouse, he never let a day pass without pursuing one of
humanity’s highest callings. He also focused on being a loving,
nurturing father. Reinhardt assembled his life around these core
beliefs. Painting became his lifeline once again. He filled the walls of
the coffeehouse with his work – landscapes of his homeland and
scenes from Hungarian history – and placed little tags on them to
indicate they were for sale. The prices he charged for his paintings
barely covered the cost of the materials. Even so, he only sold four
or five paintings a year, but this did not deter him. Though he
worked at it daily, Reinhardt knew his chances of becoming the
famous, recognized painter his wife had wanted him to be were slim,
but this did not trouble him too much. Shortly after Stefánia’s death,
he transferred the goal of artistic success onto his young son.
Gripped by a sense of purpose that would have made Leopold
Mozart blush with envy, Reinhardt diligently worked to mold his son
into a creative genius. Art became akin to religion in the Drixler
household, and Reinhardt demanded his son worship at its altar
every day. Béla was a willing initiate at first. Remembering his
father’s words after Stefánia died, the boy firmly believed his sole
purpose in life was to become a great artist, and he dedicated
himself to the daily lessons on art history, tutorials on painting and
sketching techniques, careful analysis of famous paintings and
sculptures, visits to museums and galleries on Sundays. By the age
of twelve, Béla was a pint-sized art history professor whose depth
of knowledge often impressed gallery owners and museum curators.
He possessed a good eye and was an excellent student, but to
Reinhardt’s chagrin, when it came to painting and drawing, Béla’s
talent was mediocre at best. Though he never mentioned it to the
boy, Reinhardt feared his son would never cultivate the technical
skill great painting required. Aware of his shortcomings, Béla
become even more determined to master the required skills.
Unfortunately, the increased effort yielded few results. Reinhardt
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intensified his tutorials and hoped the talent and skill his son lacked
would surface as the boy grew and matured.
Beatrix disapproved of Reinhardt’s desire to craft Béla into a
great painter. She was convinced Stefánia’s death had left a gaping
void in the young boy’s soul, a gaping void Béla tried to fill by
becoming everything his father wished. She voiced her concerns in
the kitchen nearly every day. Her concerns led to heated discussions,
but Reinhardt would end these conversations before they could
degenerate into full-blown arguments. Most of the time he silenced
Beatrix by reciting the lines he had memorized from Art of the Ages:
“Above all else, art is one of humanity’s highest callings. . .”
“I don’t see why you drag the boy off to museums every
Sunday,” Beatrix shouted one morning over the whirr of the Hobart
mixer stirring the batter for Black Forest cake. “He draws so much
his fingers bleed.”
“He must be exposed to tradition, and he must practice if he is
to be a great artist,” Reinhardt said as he powdered some Linzer
cookies with icing sugar. “Greatness takes dedication and hard
work.”
“He’s only a boy – a boy who wants nothing more than to please
you. You’re taking advantage of that. Have you ever sat down and
asked him if he really wants to be a painter?”
“Of course. I ask him all the time.”
“You tell him all the time, you mean. Let him make up his own
mind about what he wants to be.”
“And what do you suggest I do in the meantime?”
“Do what other fathers do. Take him to a baseball game.”
“Spectator sports are a waste of time.”
“Hammering this art nonsense into his head is a waste of time,”
Beatrix remarked. “He’s too young to understand it.”
“Mozart was four when-”
“He’s not Mozart!” Beatrix cried. “You’ve admitted the boy lacks
talent. Why are you so desperate to make him an artist?”
“It was his mother’s wish.”
“I don’t recall Stefánia ever saying anything of the kind.”
“It’s an unspoken understanding we had.”
“Hmm. Are you sure it’s not an understanding you have with
yourself?” Beatrix said skeptically. “What’s the point of teaching
Béla to become a painter? When was the last time you saw a job ad
in the paper for a painter of the fine arts? Some of the greatest
painters lived in poverty, became alcoholics, went insane, committed
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suicide, or a combination of all of the above. Is that what you want
for your son? What good is art? You should teach the boy
something useful, like how to make money.” She paused for a
moment, and then in a bitter, biting tone she usually reserved for
Antal, she added, “But then again, you don’t know anything about
making money. If you did, you would have followed that man’s
advice about mass-producing your cakes, and you’d be a millionaire
now.”
When Beatrix learned Reinhardt was making Béla write a
thousand-word essay on the effects of the Renaissance on
European culture and society, she lost all sense of restraint.
“A Prussian drill sergeant would make a more lenient and
forgiving father than you!” she carped. “Béla spends the whole day
at school, and when he finally gets home, you have him write
essays!”
“It will help him in the long run.”
“It’s unhealthy. Haven’t you noticed how quiet and withdrawn
Béla is around other people? I have yet to see him play with
someone his own age. Does he even have friends? He needs to have
fun!”
“He needs to cultivate his abilities,” Reinhardt insisted.
*
In an effort to temper Reinhardt’s stern obsession with art,
Beatrix spoke to Béla about the importance of money.
“People respect wealth and power,” she often said to the boy.
“That is what you must attain in life – wealth and power. If you
have nothing, you are nothing. To get ahead in this world you must
own as much of it as you possibly can.”
To underscore these ideas, Beatrix spoiled Béla rotten, secretly
purchasing him whatever his heart desired in the hope that it would
wet his appetite for the material world and all the treasures it
contained.
“I can buy these things for you now,” she would say after she
presented him with a new toy or some other item he had yearned
for, “but I won’t live forever. That’s why you must make a lot of
money when you are older.”
Having experienced the loss of his mother at early age, Béla
understood the mystery of death and how a perfectly healthy
human being could be gone in a flash. He paid close attention to
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what his great-aunt had to say, but was also confident of his own
eventual success. “I will make a lot of money when I am a famous
painter,” he declared innocently.
“I wouldn’t count on it. You’ve studied the lives of artists. How
many of them lived and died in poverty? Even worse are painters
whose work was appreciated only after they died,” Beatrix went on.
“No one cared about their work while they were alive. They slaved
over paintings for years and died destitute and half-insane. Today
their paintings fetch millions. Talk about irony! I bet those poor
painters are rolling around in their graves!”
It was an obvious truth that had eluded Béla until then. A lump
formed in his throat. For the first time in his life, he experienced a
sting of doubt about his destiny.
“Look at your father,” Beatrix went on. “He’s a talented painter,
but no one recognizes his greatness. Thankfully he has a head on his
shoulders and is smart enough to own a business.”
“Why would my mother want me to become a painter if there’s
a chance I may die poor and miserable?” Béla asked.
“I don’t know. Ask your father.”
Béla honored his mother’s memory too much to ask his father,
but the concerns his godmother raised left him unsettled
nonetheless. Whenever he was in the seating area of the Stefánia, he
stared at his mother’s portrait hoping it would reassure him that her
ambitions for him were sound, but his mother’s calm, loving, hazel
eyes merely stared back at him and offered him no clues concerning
his fate. Béla continued his studies regardless, fortified by the fragile
belief that he would be one of the lucky ones – a painter who
would find wealth and fame in his own lifetime. However, Béla’s
faith in his destiny and in painting came crashing down after he
attended an ill-fated art exhibition with his father the following year.
*
One evening, Rob Matos, a painter and regular patron of the
Stefánia, stopped in to see Reinhardt concerning an upcoming art
exhibition for local painters and sculptors. A tall, thin man with a
spectral face and always dressed in black, Matos possessed a
desperate, almost hungry look about him; as if he had not eaten a
nourishing meal for years. His artistic endeavors brought him little
money, and he supplemented his meager income by working a
variety of part-time jobs ranging from security guard to home tutor.
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Matos focused his hungry look on Reinhardt after the two men had
sat down at a table.
“These shows give local artists like us a chance to display our
work. Get a little exposure,” he explained. “You have the
opportunity to sell a few paintings, rub elbows with some of the
movers and the shakers and, if you’re lucky, grab the attention of an
influential gallery owner or critic who could pull you out of the
swamps of obscurity. It’s a long shot, but it’s always worth a try. You
should come.”
“I’d like to, but I’m very busy,” Reinhardt said.
“This place can survive a night without you,” Matos said. “What
have you got to lose? The world deserves to see your work.”
“The world sees my work here,” Reinhardt said. He swept his
arm through the air, pointing out his paintings along the wall.
“That’s enough for me.”
Matos wrinkled his white eyebrows. “Look, I’ve been plugging
away at this game for the better part of forty years now. My greatest
success? I sold a painting for eight-hundred bucks six years ago. For
decades, people have been asking me why I bother. What do I tell
them? I tell them it would be easier for me to give up breathing. I
tell them I don’t do it for money or fame. And that’s true, I suppose.
But I would be lying if I told them I didn’t dream of making it big
one day. Didn’t dream of being recognized. Praised. Admired.
Valued. Sound familiar? You put in your hours every day. Your work
is excellent. You manage to sell a couple of paintings now and then.
And you tell everyone it’s enough. You’re a businessman. Painting is
just a hobby for you. It helps you relax. Okay, fine. But you can’t tell
me you don’t aspire to make it big.”
Reinhardt glanced at the portrait of Stefánia over the fireplace.
“Look, even if you don’t care about any of that, you should
come. It’s good fun,” Matos said in conclusion.
Béla stood next to his father listening to the conversation. After
Matos finished speaking, Béla begged his father to participate in the
art show. It took a while, but Reinhardt finally relented.
For the rest of the week, Reinhardt was a distracted and
preoccupied wreck. He uncharacteristically burned tray after tray of
pastries in the kitchen. He spent long hours in his studio selecting
his paintings, fussing over which ones he should take to the show.
On the day of the exhibition, he was as excited and nervous as a
young groom on his wedding day. He borrowed the Fábiáns’
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Cadillac, packed his paintings into the trunk, and drove to Brooklyn
with his son.
The art show was in an old warehouse in a bohemian
neighborhood located under the Manhattan Bridge. Béla helped his
father carry the paintings into the warehouse where they set up
them. As Béla put the paintings out on display, he noticed they
differed quite distinctly from the works the other artists were
exhibiting. His father’s paintings were traditional pieces of realism
and naturalism, with traces of romanticism and impressionism. The
other artists’ paintings were mostly abstract. Reinhardt displayed
scenes from Hungarian history, landscapes, and portraits: the other
artists displayed colorful supernovas, swirling nebulae of lines and
shadows, angry smudges and smears mixed with newspaper
clippings. Béla knew enough about abstract art to understand that
the other paintings in the exhibit were no better than kindergarten
creations made by drooling children. Compared to these, Béla
believed Reinhardt’s paintings were masterpieces of composition,
technique, and theme. He was certain an influential critic would
instantly recognize his father’s greatness and make the name
Reinhardt Drixler known to the world. As the exhibition got
underway, he proudly stood before his father’s paintings eagerly
awaiting the glory he was sure would be theirs.
About halfway through the evening, Béla became completely
disillusioned, not only about art, but also about his father’s talent.
Barely anyone had shown interest in his father’s paintings. The few
that had approached Reinhardt had not taken him or his work
seriously. People continued to filter by, but none gave the paintings
any more than a passing glance; some even smirked and scoffed as
their eyes careened over “The Battle of Mohács” or the panoramic
“Mecsek Hills at Sunrise.” The few words they exchanged with
Reinhardt sounded patronizing and condescending. Béla sat next to
his father in a state that fell somewhere between shock and
embarrassment. The look of disappointment on his father’s face did
little to ease Béla’s discomfort.
What confounded Béla even more than the indifference and
scorn the art show attendees heaped upon his father was the praise
and success some of the other artists were enjoying. The artist in
the booth next to them – a surly-looking young man with dyed
orange hair and several facial piercings – had put out thirty identical
paintings just before the show started. The thirty paintings depicted
nothing but a large yellow square over an emerald-green
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background. For reasons Béla could not even begin to comprehend,
the orange-haired artist’s paintings sold briskly throughout the
event. Over the course of the evening, most of the yellow squares
were whisked away for the full asking price of two-thousand dollars
apiece. In addition to this, there was a constant buzz around orangehair, who, in turn, was rather rude to everyone who stopped to
shower attention him. By the time the art show ended, he was
mobbed by people who shook his hand, praised his talent, and
gushed about his work. Béla was astonished. Orange-hair had sold
almost all of his paintings while Reinhardt had not managed to sell
one.
Reinhardt did his best to appear untroubled by it all, but Béla
could see the evening had unnerved his father. Beatrix’s warning
about the fate of painters bobbed to the surface of Béla’s mind. He
thought about all the time and effort his father had put into the
paintings, then glanced at the three remaining yellow squares in the
neighboring booth and scratched his head in confusion. He looked
at his father and frowned. Sitting amidst the unsold paintings,
Reinhardt Drixler had taken on the aura of a thoroughly defeated
man.
The final, humiliating blow came at the very end of the evening
when a snooty middle-aged woman stopped and inspected
Reinhardt’s paintings.
“He sent me over here for this? Well, they really are something,”
the woman said. Reinhardt looked up at her hopefully, but she was
already walking away. Before she was out of earshot she called back,
“This isn’t a starving artists’ exhibition, you know!”
Reinhardt did not know what starving artist exhibits were, so he
was immune to the barb the woman’s vitriolic comment contained;
Béla, however, understood the woman’s insult and his cheeks
flushed red.
“What did she mean about starving artists?”
“I don’t know.”
It was the first time Béla had ever lied to his father about
anything. As they trudged back to the car pushing the handcart
containing Reinhardt’s unsold paintings, Béla felt ashamed of his
father. It was an odd emotion; one he never thought he would feel.
But there it was, pressing down upon him like a mountain of molten
lead. They were putting the paintings back in the trunk when Rob
Matos came to a rolling stop before them in his rusty Ford station
wagon.
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“Man, tough crowd in there tonight,” Matos said, leaning his
bony face out of the window. “I only sold two paintings. To a
woman who owns a gallery in SoHo. I told her to pay you a visit.
Did she stop to meet you?” Reinhardt recalled the snooty woman,
but shook his head. “She must have got confused about where you
were,” Matos surmised. “Anyway, how did your night go? You
probably sold more than me with my lousy two paintings.”
Reinhardt pushed down on the trunk door until it clicked. He
looked at Béla and then glanced back at Matos. In a calm, even
voice, he said, “I sold two paintings as well.”
Béla’s mouth gaped open as the boundaries of the universe
shifted around him. He had never heard his father lie before. The
first times that evening seemed endless.
“Yeah, tough crowd. Very avant-garde. Very hoity-toity. Very
bullshit, if you ask me. But hey, at least you sold something. You
know who I feel sorry for? Those poor sons-a-bitches that sit
through a night like this and don’t sell a damn thing. There isn’t a
sorrier sight, I can tell you. Well, it’s all in good fun, right? You’ll see
me in the Stefánia soon enough.” Matos waved out the window and
chugged away in his station wagon.
“Why did you tell Mr. Matos you sold two paintings?” Béla asked
his father when they were both sitting in the car.
Reinhardt tightened his grip on the steering wheel and sighed. “I
don’t know. It was wrong. I’ll tell him the truth next time I see him.”
Béla’s cheeks burned. He folded his arms across his chest and
turned away. The pathetic image of his father sitting in the middle
of the art show among the unsold paintings made him cringe. They
did not speak to each other for the remainder of the trip home.
*
In the studio the next day, Reinhardt acted as if the art show had
never happened. He placed a palette of watercolor before his son.
“Take half-an-hour. Paint whatever you wish to warm up.”
Béla painted a yellow square on a green background. It took him
less than ten minutes to complete.
Reinhardt examined the painting. A pained expression surfaced
on his face. “Were you inspired by the man who was in the booth
next to ours last night?”
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Béla said nothing. The rumbling of a passing subway train
making its way along the elevated tracks four blocks away filled the
studio for a moment.
“Work with acrylic next,” Reinhardt said. He placed a canvas on
an easel and thumb-tacked a small photograph of an Italian country
villa amid rolling fields onto the top corner of the canvas. “Now,
remember line and perspective. I’ll check back in an hour.”
Another yellow square framed by green confronted Reinhardt
when he returned. He shook his head, placed his palms on the sides
of the painting and lifted it from the easel.
“What’s the matter?” Béla asked. “Don’t you like it? Everyone
else in the world likes it!”
Reinhardt hurled the canvas across the room in a flash of
movement that caught Béla completely by surprise. The painting
crashed into the wall on the opposite side of the studio and toppled
to the floor. Reinhardt marched over to it and kicked it. His right
foot tore through the canvas, ripping the yellow square in half. With
a look of disgust, he shook his foot free of the canvas and then
turned and glowered at his son.
It was the second time in his life Béla had seen his father lose his
temper. The night before had been a night of firsts; he wondered if
this day would become a day of seconds. His eyes widened and he
took a step backwards.
“That isn’t art!” Reinhardt shouted. The booming voice was like
an alien presence within the studio walls. Béla stepped backward
away from the empty easel. “That square presents no values or
ideals!” Reinhardt continued. “It addresses no great themes. It’s just
a fucking square!” Reinhardt shouted. He grunted, rubbed the back
of his neck, and glanced up at his painting of the white stag
presiding on the wall. He drew a deep breath and, in a quieter tone
of voice, angrily added, “I don’t care if I never sell a painting my
whole life, I’ll never paint that kind of garbage! And neither will
you! Do you understand?”
Béla trembled as he stood before his father.
Reinhardt took another deep breath, pinched the bridge of his
nose with the fingertips of his right hand and sat down on the
small, beat up sofa. “I’m sorry. I don’t know what came over me.”
He looked up to see his son walking toward the door. “Where are
you going?”
“I don’t want to paint anymore,” Béla said.
“We’ll leave it until tomorrow.”
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“No. I don’t want to paint anymore. Ever. I’m sorry Apa, but it’s
not what I want to do in my life. None of it makes sense, and it all
seems like a giant waste of time and effort.”
He walked out of the studio before Reinhardt could respond.
*
“What’s wrong with Béla?” Beatrix asked the next morning in
the kitchen.
Reinhardt told Beatrix about the sorry night at the art show and
the yellow squares Béla had painted. When he was finished, he
added, sadly, “I wish I could make him understand.”
“You need to let the boy go. You’ve been smothering him ever
since Stefánia passed away. It’s time to let him make up his own
mind about things. No matter how good your intentions, you can’t
force him to be someone he does not want to be.”
“Perhaps you’re right.”
“Of course I’m right,” Beatrix said. To emphasize the point, she
lifted the whisk she had been using to beat some eggs and held it
aloft in the air, relishing her moment of triumph. “Thank goodness
this painting nonsense has ended. Nothing good ever came of it.”
The matter bothered Reinhardt for days. Nevertheless, he made
a point of not speaking to his son about it. He wanted Béla to
approach him, but Béla kept to himself and said nothing more
about painting. Reinhardt became worried. Though he understood
the point Beatrix had made, he wondered what would serve as the
cornerstone of his relationship with Béla going forward. Ever since
he could remember, art had been the cement that had bound them
together. What would bind them if they did not have art? Perhaps
nothing. Perhaps this marked the point where they would begin to
drift apart until they had nothing left in common. Reinhardt thought
of his mother half-a-world away and frowned. He had not called
Gertrude in over a month. Stefánia came into his mind. He could
not think of her without feeling he had failed her. But he also felt a
tinge of resentment toward her. Why had she insisted on art and its
importance? It was Stefánia’s fault. The minute Reinhardt wandered
down this path, he was consumed by guilt. How could he be angry
with his wife? One of her final wishes was for him paint again. If he
had not returned to his brushes, he would not have survived her
death. Reinhardt slowly sank into a state of misery as he thought
about these things.
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About a week after the yellow square incident, he heard the door
of the studio creak open in the evening after eight. Béla stepped
inside with his book-bag slung over his shoulder. Reinhardt’s spirits
soared; he greeted his son with a warm smile.
“Come back to pick up the old brush again?”
The question made Béla visibly uncomfortable. “No. I just want
to do my homework.”
“Sure. Come in,” Reinhardt said. He returned to the painting he
was working on. After a few minutes, a thought occurred to him. “I
told Mr. Matos the truth yesterday.”
“That’s good, Apa.”
Reinhardt turned back to the painting on the easel before him. It
seemed almost certain Béla would never become a great painter.
Oddly enough, the possibility did not trouble Reinhardt at all
anymore. It was simply good to have his son in the studio again.
Later that night after Béla had gone to bed, Reinhardt spoke softly
to the portrait of Stefánia in the coffeehouse. “He doesn’t want to
be an artist. In the end, I don’t really mind as long as he finds his
purpose and becomes a good man.” He stared into the hazelcolored pools of oil paint he had fashioned to resemble Stefánia’s
eyes. “I think that is what we want him to be, above all else,” he
added before leaving the room.
*
Though Béla had abandoned painting, his years of strict artistic
training made him an excellent student. Accustomed to the rigor of
Reinhardt’s private lessons, Béla found school easy by comparison
and consistently placed at the top of his class. His scholastic
achievements, coupled with his quiet, respectful demeanor, elicited
nothing but praise from his teachers. Therefore, it was a great
surprise to Reinhardt when the secretary of the middle school
phoned urging him to visit the principal to discuss a matter of great
concern regarding Béla’s behavior. Reinhardt dropped everything
and walked to the school. He wondered what Béla could have done
to elicit a phone call home. Had he fought? Swore at a teacher?
Smoked pot? Burned down the gymnasium?
“He did other students’ homework for money, Mr. Drixler,” the
principal, a heavy-set man encased in a cheap suit, said. “Now, it
might seem like a trivial matter in the grand scheme of things, but
I’m old-fashioned. I still believe in right and wrong. When an
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excellent student like Baylor strays off course, I want to nip it in the
bud before it leads to more serious offenses. I hope you
understand.”
“Yes, of course,” Reinhardt said. “And his name is Béla.
Pronounced Bay-lah.”
“I apologize. Bay-lah. Now, even though it would be within my
rights to do so, I have no intentions of suspending Bay-lah. In fact,
I haven’t even spoken to him about it. The matter was simply
brought to my attention. I want Bay-lah to understand, without a
shadow of a doubt, that being paid to do other students’ homework
is unethical. I would like you to be the person who explains this to
him.”
“Yes. I’ll speak to him about it. I always tell him to do only what
is right and good. I’m shocked he did something like this. It won’t
happen again.”
“Very good, Mr. Drixler. Bay-lah’s homeroom teacher would also
like to have a word with you about another matter. She’s free this
period. You’ll find her in Room 245.”
Ms. Rivera – a slim, attractive young woman with dark hair and
large brown eyes – was sitting in her room grading papers when
Reinhardt knocked gently on the open door.
“Good morning, I’m here about Béla.”
The young teacher looked puzzled.
“Béla,” Reinhardt repeated. “My son. Béla Drixler.”
“Drixler . . . oh . . . you mean Billy. Please come in.”
Reinhardt entered the classroom not knowing who Billy was.
“He insisted I call him Billy after the second day of school. He
asked everyone else in the class to do the same,” Ms. Rivera
explained. She stood up, motioned Reinhardt to sit down, and then
took to her own seat again.
“Why would he want to be called Billy?” Reinhardt asked.
“You know how kids are at this age. Self-conscious. Sensitive. I
have several students who refuse to go by their real names. They’ll
get over it with time.”
“Yes, but his name is Béla, not Billy. Who is he if he has another
name?”
The only answer Ms. Rivera provided was a faint smile and a
slight shrug of her shoulders. In an effort to leave the issue behind
them, she changed the subject. “You’ve heard about Billy’s . . . I
mean Béla’s homework racket?”
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“Yes. Very upsetting,” Reinhardt said. He placed his hands on
the desk and laced his fingers together.
“Don’t be too hard on him. It was quite a scheme. Rumor has it
he pocketed over fifty dollars. Tax-free, too! Not bad, if you ask
me!” Ms. Rivera said, chuckling lightly. The joke did not penetrate
Reinhardt. He stared at the young teacher with a wooden
expression. Ms. Rivera sighed, then leaned forward and placed her
hand on top of Reinhardt’s hands. “I’m sorry. It’s not funny, I know.
If nothing else, it shows he’s one of the most creative in the class.
That’s why I’m so glad you’re here, Mr. Drixler. I just wanted to
discuss Bill . . . Béla’s writing.”
Reinhardt glanced down at Ms. Rivera’s hand. She kept it resting
gently on his hands as she spoke to him Béla’s writing. Her palm was
smooth. Warm, but dry. Reinhardt could not remember the last time
he had felt a woman’s touch. After Stefánia died, he vowed he would
never love another woman. He remained faithful to the vow, but he
still experienced urges. The urges flared up and consumed him like
fire about a year after his wife’s death. They kept him awake and
smoldering well into the night. He extinguished them as best he
could and channeled the energy into his painting, the running of the
coffeehouse, and the raising his son. It worked for the most part,
but there were times he experienced such scorching desires he
thought he would self-combust.
Two years after Stefánia’s death, the urges became unbearable.
Unable to subdue them any longer, Reinhardt slipped out of the
house one night and visited a prostitute. The encounter succeeded
in smothering the blaze inside him, but it was otherwise an awkward
and sloppy affair, one that left him feeling charred and withered.
Guilt plagued him for weeks afterward. He secretly begged his
deceased wife’s forgiveness and swore to never again surrender to
any conflagration of lust that might plague him.
In the years that followed he went out on the occasional date,
but he made a point of keeping his dating and family life separate
and never brought any of the women he went out with to the
Stefánia. It really did not matter in the end because none of the
dates moved Reinhardt in any way. Whatever contentment he did
feel with other women proved short-lived. On top of that, most of
the women he dated understandably desired serious relationships,
and he did not want to lead any of them on. They spoke to him of
living together or marriage, steps Reinhardt was unwilling to
consider, let alone take. The truth was he was still in love with
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Stefánia and could not bear the thought of another woman taking
his deceased wife’s place; nor did he want another woman to
become a stepmother to Béla. When he came to these realizations,
dating no longer made sense to him, and he decided to abstain from
women altogether. He dedicated himself to his coffeehouse and his
son and his painting. Eventually, his lustful feelings withered.
Yet, every once in a while they roared back to life. The touch of
Ms. Rivera’s hand had quite innocently sparked dormant urges. He
looked up and glanced at the perky breasts pressed beneath the
cashmere sweater, the long ringlets of dark-brown hair, the elfin
features, the almond-shaped eyes framed by horn-rimmed
eyeglasses. His crotch stiffened. He averted his gaze and fixated
squarely on the desk before him and nodded his head to make it
seem as if he were hearing and comprehending every word the
young teacher was saying, but his mind was focused on something
else entirely. Reinhardt fought back against the arousal until it
subsided; after a moment, he was able to look at the young teacher
again.
“So Béla is a good writer?” Reinhardt asked.
“Good! No. He’s great! Are you aware of his stories?”
“Stories?”
“Yes. His English teacher showed me a thirty-page story Béla
wrote. It was fantastic. I suggest encouraging Béla as much as you
can. You may have a budding novelist in your house.”
Reinhardt thanked the teacher for her time and left the room.
The school bells rang in the air above him as he was retracing his
steps back to the main entrance; ten seconds later, the hallways
flooded with noisy, boisterous children. He inched his way through
the throng as he continued toward the main entrance. He came faceto-face with Béla who was making his way up the steps on his way
to his next class.
“Hi Billy,” Reinhardt said in English. Béla’s eyes widened and his
face became as white as chalk. “That is your name, isn’t it?”
“What are you doing here?” Béla said, speaking in Hungarian.
He spun his head around to see which of his fellow students were
around to see him together with his father in school.
“We’ll talk about it at home . . . Billy.”
*
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“My name is embarrassing. No one can pronounce it properly.
They all said Bella. I got teased all the time. They said I was a homo
because I have a girl’s name. I got tired of it. When I started at this
new school, I told my teachers and everyone else my name was
Billy.”
“But that’s not your name,” Reinhardt said.
It was after dinner and they were in the studio. Béla sat arched
over his desk, his shoulders slumped forward. “I know. But I don’t
like my name. It makes me sound like a homo.”
“And Billy is better than Béla?”
“Sure. No one picks on me if they think my name is Billy.”
“You know what bili means in Hungarian, don’t you? It’s a child’s
chamber pot.”
“Yeah. But the guys at school don’t speak Hungarian, so they
don’t know that.”
“I don’t understand. Your name is a noble, traditional name – a
king’s name! Your mother chose that name for you. She named you
after Béla IV who-”
“Yeah, I know the story, Apa; but Béla is not a noble name in
America. It doesn’t remind anyone of a king. It only makes them
think you’re a homo.”
“Why do these kids have such a preoccupation with
homosexuality?” Reinhardt wondered.
“Look, can’t we just leave it alone?”
Béla’s eyes were burning red. Reinhardt shook his head in
exasperation. He took one of his paint-flecked aprons from the
hooks on the wall. “Fine. If you want to be called chamber pot and
think of shit every time you’re called upon, that’s your business. But
I want you to know this – my mother refused to change our family
name even though it caused us hardship. She said if she changed
our name, she would hate herself. But here you are, giving away your
name because of some stupid kids.”
“I knew you wouldn’t understand.”
“I also don’t understand doing other kids’ homework and
charging for it!”
“I wanted to make some money,” Béla said defiantly.
“There are right ways to make money and there are wrong ways
to make money. What you were doing was unethical. It may not
seem like a big deal to you, but it is.”
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Béla nodded. He understood, but he did not think he had done
anything wrong. On top of that, he felt his father was being overly
dramatic about the whole thing.
“Good. Now, you will give back that money you took from the
kids. Every penny. And you will not do other students’ homework
for them ever again.”
Béla nodded again, but in the back of his mind he knew he
would continue his little business regardless. He silently vowed to be
more discreet about his schemes in the future. After a brief sigh, he
withdrew his school books from his book bag. Reinhardt stepped up
to his partially completed portrait of Attila József, dabbed his brush
into a small blob of coal black paint, and continued filling in the
poet’s left shoulder. Outside, the day was fading into evening. The
light within the studio was muted, yet warm. The chattering of
sparrows wafted into the room through the open windows, drifting
in on the air, which cooled as the sun sank lower in the sky beyond
the towering skyscrapers of Manhattan across the East River. Soon
it would be summer again. In the fall, Béla would begin high school.
Attila József ’s shoulder was not turning the way Reinhardt
envisioned. He stepped back from the easel, studied the
brushstrokes he had made, shook his head discontentedly, and
dabbed his brush back into the blob of black paint.
“So you write stories now?”
“Yeah, sometimes.”
“Your homeroom teacher says you’re quite talented.”
“I don’t know about that,” Béla said cautiously. “I just like to
write.”
Attila József ’s brooding eyes stared out from the canvas.
Reinhardt smiled. He was pleased with the way he had captured the
agonized soul of the poet in the painting. “Your mother was a poet.
You should read her poems. Poets and writers are artists too, you
know. Do you think you might want to become a writer someday?”
“Yeah, maybe. Someday.”
“This man was a writer,” Reinhardt said pointing his brush at his
painting. “A famous Hungarian poet.”
“Oh yeah? Did he make a lot of money?”
Reinhardt frowned. “No. He lived and died in extreme poverty.”
Béla’s shoulders slumped forward again.
“But he left his mark on Hungarian culture! His name is
everywhere in Hungary – street signs, schools, buildings. He’s one
of my favorites. I even forgive him for his interest in communism.”
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Reinhardt continued working on his likeness of Attila József.
There’s still hope for the boy, Attila, he thought, looking into the
eyes he had painted before him. He may become a great artist after
all!
*
Beatrix was indignant and refused to accept any responsibility
for Béla’s money-making homework scheme.
“I don’t see why you’re so upset about this! He was providing a
service and being paid for it,” she complained the next morning as
she rolled out a long sheet of dough before her on the marbletopped work surface. “By the sounds of it, he had a good business
going.”
“It was wrong,” Reinhardt said. “Stop obsessing about money
around the boy.”
“I don’t obsess about it. I merely talk to him about it.”
“Either way, I would prefer you didn’t talk about money.”
“Fine! Have it your way. I was just trying to teach him about
life!” Beatrix said angrily. To emphasize her displeasure, she scooped
up a handful of flour and threw it down forcefully on the table. A
small mushroom-cloud of flour dust blossomed into the air.
“Anyway, it doesn’t matter. He’ll be in high school in a couple of
months. It won’t matter what we say to him because he won’t listen
to either one of us then. One morning he’ll wake up with a hard
dick, and he’ll think of nothing but girls. You’ll be begging me to
distract him with conversations about money when that happens. I
guarantee it!”
The comment made Reinhardt reflect upon his own skirtchasing days in Hungary. He stopped what he was doing, grimaced,
and stared across the table in dismay.
*
Beatrix’s ominous prophecy came true shortly after Béla began
the ninth grade. In the eighth grade he found girls about as
interesting as the worn classroom furniture, but that all changed
when he became a high school freshman. Inexplicably, girls became
the most beautiful and fascinating creatures in the universe for Béla.
His refined aesthetic sensibilities suddenly perceived them as living,
moving, breathing works of art. He could not stop staring at them;
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he could not stop listening to them; he could not stop thinking
about them; and he could not stop fantasizing about them.
Reading Romeo and Juliet only heightened his appreciation of the
fairer sex and, like Romeo, Béla became a lovesick, teen-aged fool.
He yearned to profess his love through Shakespearean verse, steal
kisses at masquerade balls, climb orchard walls, and have small,
clandestine weddings; but being shy and quiet by nature, he lacked
Romeo’s courage and impulsiveness and was too timid to make his
affections known to any of the girls he admired. The one time he
did inform a girl that he loved her, the girl turned to him and – in a
haughty voice loud enough to be heard by all of their classmates –
exclaimed, “How could you love me? You don’t even know me!”
His classmates burst into laughter – Béla contemplated drinking a
vial of poison.
Béla kept his amorous feelings to himself following that
humiliating experience. Rather than profess his love, he chose a girl
he secretly admired – he tended to stick with one girl for an entire
semester – and crafted detailed and elaborate romantic narratives
about her. The settings and time periods of his love stories ranged
from Rome in the Augustan Age to futuristic odysseys aboard
spaceships. In some stories he was a notorious eighteenth-century
pirate; his beloved, the captured daughter of the British admiral. In
other stories his beloved was a biblical queen; he, a lowly slave. Yet
his stories never went as far as to describe the sexual act. When that
climactic moment – the sole purpose of the plot of each and every
one of his romantic tales – finally arrived, the candles simply
flickered and went dark, bed curtains were pulled shut, and
spaceships blasted into hyper-drive.
Though Béla was a virgin, he possessed considerable knowledge
about sex – at least its technical aspects. If asked, he could dryly and
objectively detail and describe the reproductive process using all the
correct biological terms. But if he were asked to describe the
passions, desires, yearnings, urges, affections, the biological function
inspired, he would have been at an utter loss for words. He
instinctively regarded sex as something sacred – all too beautiful and
wonderful for words – yet he could not ignore the raw emotions his
amorous daydreaming often ignited. He became completely
possessed by these raw emotions after he accidentally discovered a
secret hiding place in his bedroom closet during the Christmas
break.
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*
Christmas was a bittersweet time at the Drixler home. The
anniversary of Stefánia’s death overshadowed Béla’s birthday and
the inherent festive cheer of the season. On the day marking
Stefánia’s death, Reinhardt woke Béla up early in the morning while
it was still dark, and they silently made their way to the cemetery
where they held their annual vigil before Stefánia’s grave. The vigils
lasted hours. Every year Reinhardt brought a wreath of flowers and
a painting he had created solely for the occasion. He laid them both
at the foot of the gravestone, sank to his knees, lowered his head,
closed his eyes, and folded his hands in his lap. He remained in that
position for the better part of the morning, barely moving a muscle,
never speaking a word.
For the ninth anniversary of his wife’s death, Reinhardt had
painted his wife standing in a forest, her hair adorned with flowers, a
book clasped gently in her right hand. In the background, near a
brook, stood a white stag. The cemetery paintings differed each
year, but every one of them shared two recurring motifs: Stefánia’s
eternal youth and the white stag. After the right amount of time had
passed – Béla could never measure exactly what the duration of this
time would be, some years it was two hours, other years three or
four or five – Reinhardt stood up, crossed himself before the grave,
whispered the words I love you, and told his son it was time to go.
A part of Reinhardt slipped away for the remainder of the
holidays after the anniversary vigil at his wife’s grave. Though he did
his best to appear cheerful, those who knew him could tell he was
looking upon his surroundings with faraway eyes. He stayed in the
studio painting well into the night; occasionally an entire night
slipped past him unnoticed, and he emerged from the studio only
after Beatrix arrived in the morning to summon him to the kitchen.
But Reinhardt never forgot his son’s birthday. He baked a
birthday cake, invited the Fábiáns over for a small family party, and
went through all the motions of celebrating the joyous occasion, but
through it all Béla knew his father was not really there – he was still
in the cemetery, kneeling before the grave. The pained expression
on Reinhardt’s face softened only when they attended Mass, which
Reinhardt did every day during the week of Christmas. Béla was not
particularly fond of Mass, but he accompanied his father to the local
church on those days. Reinhardt did not speak much about God or
spiritual matters and had mixed feelings about the Church –
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nevertheless, Béla knew his father was a deeply religious man. He
also knew the additional Masses at Christmas somehow helped
Reinhardt work through the loss of his beloved wife. Attending
Mass had the opposite effect on Béla. Though he believed in the
existence of God, Béla experienced little in the way of spiritual
comfort when he gazed up at the stained glass windows or the
crucifix above the altar. Instead of solace, he felt only stinging
resentment. While the priests sermonized about God’s love, Béla
bitterly wondered where God’s love had been on the day his mother
had died. Father and son exchanged very few words after the visit to
the cemetery. Béla spent the majority of the holidays alone in his
bedroom reading or crafting his latest romantic escapade on paper.
He granted his father a universe of space and made a point of
demanding nothing, asking nothing, and requiring nothing.
*
Beatrix wandered into Béla’s bedroom two days after Christmas,
found him laying supine on his bed reading Stendhal’s The Red and
The Black, and demanded he quit loafing and do something useful
with his time.
“Don’t you have any homework to do?”
“I’ve finished it all,” Béla mumbled keeping his eyes glued on the
page before him.
“Well, Christmas is over. You’ve had your festivities and rest.
Stop frittering the days away. Do some work!” She surveyed the
disastrous state of Béla’s bedroom and showed her disapproval by
plucking the novel out of her godson’s hands and dropping it to the
floor.
“Julien was about to take hold of Madame de Renal’s hand!”
“If you don’t clean up this pigsty, Madame de Beatrix will show
you the back of her hand!” she warned. “Start with that closet.
When was the last time you could actually close the door? I bet you
have junk in there you don’t even use anymore – throw it all out. I’ll
be back up in an hour. I want to see progress.”
Béla groaned and rolled off the side of his bed. What hell my
life would be if she lived here, he thought. Still, he recognized that
Beatrix had a valid point – his room was an absolute mess. He let
out a sigh and set to work. He tackled the closet first, emptying it
out completely before sitting down on the floor and sifting the
items into two piles. One pile was rubbish; the other pile would go
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back in his closet. Once he had sorted the useful from the useless,
he folded up the clothes he would keep and placed them neatly on
the shelves. As he was hanging his shirts and pants on the wooden
rod that spanned the width of space beneath the shelves in his
closet, he succeeded in knocking the rod from its moorings, and it
dropped with a thump to the hardwood floor. Béla stepped into the
closet to pick up the rod and noticed something peculiar in the right
corner at the back of the closet.
The falling wooden rod had dislodged a thick plank of
hardwood flooring, causing it to flip up and stick into the air like the
bow of a sinking ship. Béla placed the rod outside on the floor, got
down on his hands and knees, and crawled into the closet to
examine the damage he had caused. The house was old; Béla
frequently overheard his father complain about how it was falling
apart. Yet as he inspected the dislodged flooring, he quickly realized
the piece of wood had not broken off, it had merely been forced
out by the impact of the rod falling on top of it.
The square measured a foot across and had clean edges, as if it
had been purposefully cut through with a saw. He noticed a small
loop of translucent wire, like fishing line, protruding out of the
middle of the square of flooring. The loop was big enough for him
to poke his finger through. He did so and let the flooring dangle
from his index finger. He looked back at the open space in the back
of the closet and covered it with the plank of flooring in his hand.
It was like placing a lid on a pot. He lifted the flooring back up again
with the wire wrapped around his finger and came to the realization
that the cut out floorboards and the space it concealed underneath
were no accident. Someone, at some time, had cut the flooring out
and inserted the loop of wire into the square to create a discrete,
but easily accessible, hiding place. It was ingenious. So ingenious it
had taken Béla nine years to accidentally discover it.
It had to be a hiding place – a secret compartment some
previous owner or tenant had carved out to keep something private
or valuable out of plain sight. Béla glanced at the dark hole in the
floor; his mind flooded with possible items the hiding place might
contain: a bag of gold coins; a box of rare jewels; a map to a
treasure chest; rolls of one-hundred-dollar bills held firmly in place
by tight paper bands. Unable to hold his curiosity at bay, he reached
forward and dipped his hand into the hole beneath the floorboards.
His fingertips touched what felt like paper. Visions of vast sums of
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money flooded his mind. With his heart fluttering beneath his ribs,
he curled his fingers around the unseen item and fished it out.
It was a magazine. The title: Velvet Sex. The cover depicted an
attractive brunette wearing nothing but an overabundance of makeup rolling her eyes up into her blue eye-shadowed eyelids as she
impaled herself on her lover. Béla’s penis stiffened as he stared at
the image. A flash of shame and revulsion came over him, and he
experienced a desperate urge to deposit the magazine back into the
hole as if it were some dangerous, pestilent scourge that threatened
to infect him. He moved his hands forward toward the hole, but
something made him stop. Instead of putting the magazine back, he
placed it on his throbbing lap and leafed through its pages.
Nudity was nothing new to Béla; he had seen countless nudes
during his visits to museums with his father. He had even caught
glimpses of pin-up girls and Playboy centerfold models pasted on
the inside of some of the delivery trucks that dropped off supplies
at the coffeehouse, but the images Velvet Sex contained were like
nothing he had ever seen or imagined before. His erection
threatened to burst through his zipper. He looked back at the hole
in the back of his closet and dipped his hand back in. There were
more magazines down there. Dozens of them. He fished them out.
Some had obscure titles like Sapphire, Happy, and Lexington. Others
were less subtle about their contents. Some had titles in languages
Béla did not understand. Others had no title at all. But every
magazine in the hiding place was raw, explicit, uncensored, and, for
Béla least, utterly fascinating. He sat among the piles of his newly
discovered treasures and decided the loot he had uncovered was far
more valuable and intriguing than a bag of coins or a box of jewels
ever could have been.
Béla jumped to his feet, ran to the opposite side of the room,
and locked his bedroom door. Once the door was secure, he went
back to the closet and placed all the magazines back into the secret
hiding place. All the magazines but one. He kept Velvet Sex in his
hand and walked over to his bed. He made sure the blinds were
drawn then stood for a minute listening for any sounds coming
from the rest of the apartment. Hearing nothing, he lay down on his
side, propped his head up on his left hand, and with his right hand
he once again leafed through the pages of the magazine. The
tension in his groin continued to build. Unable to stand it anymore,
he unzipped his fly, and did something he had never done before –
he played with himself.
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The rattling doorknob jettisoned him from the nirvana he had
sunk into. With his erect penis still clasped firmly in his hand, Béla
held his breath and fixed his gaze on the bedroom door. The
doorknob rattled again followed by three sharp, impatient knocks.
“Why is this door locked?”
It was Beatrix. Béla became a blur movement. He tossed Velvet
Sex under his bed and jumped up from his mattress while
simultaneously attempting to pull up his pants. The acrobatic
maneuver failed miserably; he got tripped up in his loose pant legs,
lost his balance, and toppled to the floor.
“What are you doing in there? Open this door immediately.”
“I’m changing. I’ll be there in a second,” he said as he scrambled
to his feet. He pulled his pants up easily on his second attempt.
Zipping up his fly was another matter entirely. His penis refused to
go flaccid. With considerable difficulty, he managed to stuff it back
into his pants and barricade it with the zipper. Hiding it from view
did not alleviate the problem. His penis continued to proudly make
its presence known by pressing a bulge out against the fabric of his
denim jeans. Béla whimpered. Three more knocks echoed through
the room. They were immediately followed by more doorknob
rattling. He helplessly alternated his gaze between the shaking door
and the bulge in his pants. Finally, an idea struck him. He bent
down, scooped up some of the clothes he was going to discard,
held them strategically over the area of his offending body part, and
made his way apprehensively to the door.
“Béla! If you don’t open up this instant, I’ll get your father!”
He turned the lock in the doorknob. As Beatrix stepped into the
room, it dawned on him that he had neglected to cover the secret
hiding place with the square of floorboard.
“I was cleaning like you told me to,” Béla gushed breathlessly
after his godmother was in the room.
Beatrix eyed him suspiciously. “You’re wearing the same clothes
you had on before. I thought you said you were changing.”
“Well, I was but you knocked so-”
“Why are you panting like that? Your face is all flushed.” Beatrix
stepped up to Béla and scrutinized him at close range. She glanced
down at the bundle of clothes he held gripped before him, and then
touched his forehead with the palm of her left hand. “Are you
feeling ill?”
“Of course not! I feel great!”
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Beatrix sensed Béla was covering up something, but she could
not discern what that something was. She sniffed the air for traces
of smoke and scanned the interior of the room for any open liquor
bottles.
“Why are you sweating like that?”
“Cleaning is hard work. It’s really hot and stuffy in the closet.”
Beatrix cast a brief look at the closet, but did not approach it. To
Béla’s relief, she did not notice the hole in the floor.
“It looks fine. When you’re finished, put all the things you don’t
need into a garbage bag and leave it out in the hall.”
Béla let out the breath trapped in his lungs. Beatrix left the
room, and he locked the door again. He retrieved Velvet Sex, placed
it in the hole under the floorboards and sealed the secret hiding
place shut. Though it had been a close call, he experienced the
cocky relief of a man whose crime would not only go unnoticed,
but also unpunished. He finished cleaning his room, had dinner with
his father and the Fábiáns, watched television for an hour by
himself in the living room and retired to bed. The secret hiding
place did not remain sealed for the night. Shortly after he heard
Reinhardt leave the apartment for the studio, Béla fished out a
magazine from the hole.
Béla masturbated every chance he got during the final four days
of his break from school. By the second day, his groin was raw and
sore, and simple acts like walking or crossing his legs became
agonizing experiences. The magazines had such a hold on him that
he was almost relieved to return to school when the break finally
ended.
*
The secret hiding place became the focal point of Béla’s life for
the remainder of the school year. Every day after school, he raided
the space under the floor boards, and spent an hour or two ogling
the magazines. He barely spent any time in the studio throughout
the rest of winter and most of spring. Instead, he came home from
school in the afternoons, ran upstairs, locked himself in his room,
emerged for a short while to eat dinner, and then retreated back
upstairs for the remainder of the night.
He still wrote stories about girls he desired, but his romantic
narratives degenerated into vulgar, plot-less descriptions of the act
incorporating all the crude, obscene words the magazines had
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steeped into his vocabulary. He ignored his studies and his grades
suffered terribly. By second semester midterms, he was squarely in
the bottom tenth of his class.
Reinhardt knew nothing of the secret hiding place or its
pernicious influence, but he slowly became aware of his son’s
precipitous decline in school. He suspected puberty was the culprit,
a suspicion Béla inadvertently confirmed a short time later. After
one of his rare visits to the studio, Béla happened to leave one of
his notebooks behind on the desk. Though Reinhardt did not
possess a prying nature, he put down his paintbrush and flipped
through the notebook to examine the quality of his son’s school
work. Instead of notes he found himself reading lewd sexual
narratives written in the first person. The badly worded prose
offended Reinhardt’s sensibilities. He closed the notebook and
returned to his painting. Frowning, he swirled his paintbrush around
on his palette and decided it was time for an intervention.
*
After reading Béla’s notebook, Reinhardt made attempts to
engage his son in a frank discussion about sex, but the forays into
the topic were utter failures. The truth was Reinhardt did not know
how to talk to his son about sex and he found himself tripping over
his own words until what he was saying no longer made sense.
Just before the school year ended, Reinhardt had an epiphany
and invited Béla to the Metropolitan Museum of Art. They had not
gone to a museum together in years. At first Béla diplomatically
declined the invitation citing a burdensome homework load as an
excuse, but Reinhardt was adamant. Ten minutes later, they were
sitting on the N train as it clacked along its elevated track en route
to Manhattan. Once at the museum, Reinhardt made a beeline to the
European Paintings section on the second floor and parked Béla in
front of Alexandre Cabanel’s Birth of Venus.
“Tell me what you see,” Reinhardt said.
“Venus.”
“More detail.”
“Venus is a young woman with long hair. She’s supine on the
waves in the sea with a team of little cherubs hovering over her. Her
head is turned to the side, and it looks like she might be sleeping,
but if you look closely, you can see she is looking directly at the
viewer.”
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“Haven’t you forgotten something?”
Béla winced.
“Is she wearing any clothes?” Reinhardt asked.
“No. She’s nude.”
“Do you find her beautiful?”
Béla looked at his father warily. “Yes.”
“Do you feel aroused when you look at her?”
Béla became red-faced – it dawned on him that the trip to the
museum was just another of his father’s sex talks in disguise “Sure. I
guess.”
“You guess?”
“Okay. Yes. Can we drop it? I don’t feel comfortable talking
about how a painting arouses me.”
Reinhardt ignored his son’s pleas and pressed on. “Do you think
that is the reason why Cabanel painted this nude? To arouse lust?”
Béla looked down at the polished floor beneath his feet and
wondered what his father was aiming at. The question contained a
hidden purpose, but he was clueless as to what that hidden purpose
might be. He looked at the painting again. “I don’t know. Maybe.
No, on second thought. No.”
“Are you sure? Look at her. Don’t you want to climb into the
painting and jump on top of her?”
Béla’s red face became even redder. A part of him did want to
climb into the painting; he imagined himself wrapping his arms
around her, cupping her breasts in his hands. In many ways, the
Cabanel nude was no different from the nameless models in his
secret hiding place magazines – she displayed the same intimate
parts, struck an inviting pose – but the Cabanel nude was different
somehow. Part of him wanted to jump on top of her, yet another
part of him wanted to simply look at her and admire the beauty she
projected.
“Sexuality is a tricky subject for artists. This painting is a good
example of that,” Reinhardt said. He had planned out everything he
wanted to say in advance, yet at that moment, he was still struggling
to find the right words. His voice wavered slightly as he spoke, but
he felt more confident about what he was saying than he had on
previous occasions. “You’re at the age where you will begin to
explore sexuality. Sex is one of the few ways a person can step out
of themselves and form a union with another person. Because of
this, it is a very serious subject and is not to be taken lightly either in
art or in life. These days many people think sex is nothing more
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than a sport or a hobby. A pleasurable recreational activity with no
emotions or consequences involved. People who believe such things
do not understand the sublimity and sacredness of sex.”
Béla analyzed the message his father’s words contained. “Why
are you talking to me about this?” he asked.
“You’re at the age-”
“Are you saying I should wait until I’m married to have sex?”
“That would be ideal, but I’m realistic. Chances are you will have
sex before you are married. And if you do, I want you to understand
the seriousness of sex. I want you to approach it with love, not
lust.”
Love not lust. Béla pondered the phrase for a moment. Soon
every muscle in his body stiffened and his mouth gaped open; he
looked very much like a person who had just been drenched with a
bucket of ice-cold water. The notebook! He had left his notebook
of erotic stories in the studio. That’s what had triggered his father’s
sudden interest in discussing sex. His face took on purple hues.
“Desire – that’s the problem. Desire can come from two very
different sources: love or lust,” Reinhardt explained. He found the
expression on his son’s face disquieting, yet plowed ahead regardless.
“Love appeals to the higher elements within us. It is elegant and
refined. Love appreciates beauty. Admires it. Nurtures it. Preserves
it. Lust, on the other hand, appeals to the lower elements within us.
It is grotesque and coarse. Lust misjudges beauty. Scorns it.
Deprives it. Destroys it.” Reinhardt looked back at the painting.
“Love makes sex sacred; lust makes sex profane. Sex without love is
vulgar. Maybe Cabanel struggled with this when he painted this
painting. Or perhaps that was his whole point. Viewing this image
of Venus through love is a much different experience than viewing
it through lust. Do you understand what I’m trying to tell you?”
Béla nodded and did his best to appear nonchalant, but shame
and embarrassment were corroding his insides like acid. To his
relief, Reinhardt said no more about sex or love or The Birth of
Venus. Instead, he suggested they return home to Queens.
They ate a silent lunch at the Stefánia. Afterward, they sat
outside at one of the sidewalk tables sipping cappuccino. A pigeon
flitted past them overhead alighted on the streetlamp on the corner.
It was just after two in the afternoon – the day was warm and
pleasant, and it felt nice to sit at the table before the coffeehouse.
Despite the fine weather, Béla was having a difficult time relaxing.
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He was certain his father had read his notebook; he wondered what
Reinhardt must have thought of him.
“Your grades have been lousy this year,” Reinhardt said. He
finished the last of his cappuccino and placed the cup on the table.
“Would you say you did the best you could? That those grades
reflect your true self?”
Béla squirmed uncomfortably in his chair. “No.”
“How does that make you feel?”
“Not good.”
“There’s a constant struggle inside each and every one of us.
Part of us strives for high things. Good things. Another part of us is
tempted by low things. Vulgar things. It’s as if there are two cities
within us – a city of love and a city of lust. People oscillate between
the two cities their whole lives because it is not easy to live purely in
the city of love. It is, however, very easy to reside purely in the city
of lust. And I’m not only referring to sex. There is more to lust than
that.” Reinhardt paused for a moment and looked at the pigeon on
the lamppost. He quickly realized it was not a pigeon at all, but a
dove. He watched it take off from the lamppost and flap away past
the buildings around the corner. He smiled and decided to wrap up
the conversation. “I want you to live in the right city. Don’t become
a slave to earthly desires. Focus on higher things. Find your purpose
in life. Be your true self. You asked God to put here for a reason.
Discover what that reason is. And if and when you accidently step
into the city of lust – because you will from time to time –
acknowledge your misstep. Be repentant. Learn from the experience
and work to return to the city of love – to your true purpose; your
real self. Do you understand?”
Béla nodded. He finished his coffee and accompanied his father
to the studio. Once there, Béla noticed the notebook on the
desktop. Mortified, he picked it up, curled it under his arm and
walked back to the door.
“I’m going to go up to my room for a little while,” he said.
Reinhardt did not turn around until after Béla had left. He
noticed the notebook was no longer on the desk. He hoped he had
gotten through to his son.
The message did get through to Béla, but he was ambivalent and
unconvinced about its deeper implications. Once he was in his
room, he skimmed through the collection of pornographic stories
he had written. They were all ridiculously coarse and vulgar, and he
felt embarrassed as he read them. There was not an ounce of love in
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any of them – just lust. Shame overcame him. He was nurturing
ambitions of becoming a great writer, but was wasting his time
writing smut stories. He glanced at the closet and knew the
magazines in the secret hiding place were the reason he had written
the stories. The magazines were also why he had done so poorly in
school. Guilt settled over him like a dark cloud.
The next morning, Béla tore up all of his dirty stories and
stuffed them into a plastic bag. He fished out all of the
pornographic magazines from the secret hiding place and filled two
more plastic bags. He dumped the bags into a city garbage can a few
blocks from the Stefánia and turned to walk away, but something
held in him place. He stared at the plastic bags containing the
magazines and could not get himself to walk away from them.
Against his better judgement, he pulled both bags of magazines
from the trash can. As he ambled back to the coffeehouse he
surmised his biggest fault had been losing control; the solution, he
concluded, was to focus on establishing and maintaining discipline.
His father had spoken to him about two cities, but Béla could not
imagine living purely in the city of love – not when the city of lust
provided such keen pleasures. As the Stefánia came back into view,
Béla decided he would live primarily in the city of love – he would
concentrate on higher things and higher pursuits – but he would
allow himself to pay occasional visits to the city of lust. He would
pursue his ambition of becoming a writer and do well in school, and
on the weekends, he would grant himself a half-an-hour with the
magazines. If he did that, he thought, he could reap the best of
both worlds. To do otherwise seemed foolish in his mind.
Béla spent the summer working at the coffeehouse – sweeping
up, washing dishes, making pastries, taking orders, waiting tables –
and in the evenings he sat at the desk in the studio reading novels
and writing stories. He stopped writing sexually obscene stories and
instead wrote fictional accounts of historical figures he admired and
fantasy pieces filled with fire-breathing dragons, damsels in distress,
and brave, honorable knights. In his stories the knights were always
motivated by love, not lust. But on Saturday nights, Béla gave
himself permission to dip into his secret hiding place and surrender
unconditionally to the lust that had built up within him over the
course of the week. The balancing act required a tremendous
amount of discipline on Béla’s part, but the equilibrium he had
established seemed to work, and he did not feel one ounce of regret
over retrieving the magazines from the trash.
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*
Though his freshman year had been an irretrievable failure, Béla
worked hard to redeem himself during his sophomore and junior
years. He spent long hours studying and quickly vaulted back to the
top of his class in most subjects. He concentrated on reading the
classics and spent countless hours developing his own writing style.
He wrote dozens of short stories and began working on his first
novel. Reinhardt encouraged Béla’s writing, but took a hands-off
approach to his son’s newest artistic aspiration. There were no
lessons, tutorials, or trips to the city, but he encouraged Béla to
peruse Stefánia’s small collection of Hungarian novels and poetry
books.
Having never been formally taught to read Hungarian, Béla
struggled with the books at first, but after he became fluent, a new
universe revealed itself to him. The books expanded his already
impressive knowledge of European literature and ignited a keen
interest in his own heritage. He yearned to see the places the
Hungarian novelists and poets described.
“Why have we never gone to Hungary?” he asked his father one
Saturday night in the studio. Béla was finishing a rough draft of a
story. Reinhardt was painting a cityscape of Budapest at night from
the vantage point of the Gellért Hill.
“The coffeehouse keeps me too busy,” Reinhardt replied.
“You could shut it down for a few weeks and go.”
“I could, but to be honest, I don’t really want to.”
“It’s your homeland. You could visit grandmother.”
“I’d prefer grandmother visit us.”
“But she’s only been here once. I was so young, I barely
remember her.”
“She’s scared of flying.”
“Don’t you ever get homesick?”
“Sure, but I have my own little Hungary here. That’s all the
Hungary I need.”
“It doesn’t sound like you care much about Hungary.”
Reinhardt lifted his brush from the canvas. “I do care about
Hungary – the culture, traditions, and history. But I don’t care for
the Hungary that exists now.”
“You paint a lot of Hungarian-themed paintings for someone
who doesn’t care about Hungary,” Béla said with a smirk.
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Reinhardt looked at the painting of Budapest before him and
shook his head slightly. “The country I paint and the country that
exists now are two different things.”
“Well, I’d like to go there one day.”
“Maybe we’ll take a trip together next summer,” Reinhardt said.
“But you won’t see the same country you’ve read about in those
books. That country has disappeared. The aftermath of the First
World War took most of it away. The communists picked apart the
rest.”
*
At the beginning of his second semester at school, a tall,
statuesque girl Béla had never seen before sat down next to him in
homeroom.
“Hello. My name is Silken Jacobsen,” the girl said flashing him
an immaculate smile. She spoke English perfectly, but her words
were hued with a slight accent. She had a friendly openness he was
unaccustomed to seeing in girls. She extended her hand. Béla timidly
shook it. “I’m an exchange student from Norway. Would you be my
friend?”
Béla was more than happy to be her friend. He had grown out
of that awkward phase of adolescence during which a person’s body
becomes a battlefield between the opposing forces of childhood
and adulthood, and he was maturing into a handsome young man
with an angular jawline and thick, auburn hair. He was a little taller
than average and sported an athletic physique even though he
participated in nothing more athletic than walking. Despite these
natural attributes, he remained quite shy and reserved around
people, especially the opposite sex. He lacked the joking playfulness
inherent in most teenaged boys and showed no interest in sports or
cars or dirty jokes. His serious expression and quiet nature made
him appear either brooding or boring. As a result, he did not have
many friends of either gender, so he was smitten by the offer Silken
had made to him.
For the remainder of the second semester, the two became
inseparable. They sat next to each other in every class they shared,
ate lunch together in the cafeteria, and took turns walking each
other home when school ended. Silken liked taking pictures and had
aspirations to become a professional photographer. She showed
Béla her most prized possession, a 35mm Canon camera that she
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took with her wherever she went. Béla purchased his own brand
new Canon 35mm camera and joined the photography club with
Silken the next day. She taught him the basics of photography in her
spare time – aperture settings, shutter speeds, types of lenses.
During club meetings they listened attentively to the professionals
who came in after school to conduct tutorials on lighting, film
developing, and compositional techniques. They spent weekends in
Manhattan photographing buildings, landmarks, and people. They
developed their shots after school in the makeshift darkroom and
took turns analyzing and critiquing the grainy, black-and-white
images they had captured. Through it all, Béla was an overstimulated
and euphoric nervous wreck.
Béla loved everything about Silken. He loved her blonde hair,
her robin-egg blue eyes, her accent, and her long, shapely legs. He
loved the way she bit her lower lip when she raised her camera to
her right-eye. He loved the way she insisted on calling him Béla, not
Bill or Billy, and never mispronounced his name. He loved the way
she was always touching him: grabbing him by the shoulder,
slapping at his hands, sidling up to him on a park bench, brushing
the hair out his eyes. Sometimes she would pounce onto his back,
wrap her legs around his waist, and order him to take her where she
wanted to go. All the while Béla wanted nothing more than to return
her touch. He longed to run his fingers through her hair, caress her
cheek, hold her hand, wrap his arms around her waist, but he was
too shy and nervous to make a move. At night he conjured up the
explicit scenes inspired by his secret hiding place pornography
magazines and fantasized about having sex with Silken. He
experienced pangs of guilt for his explicit fantasies, but he
convinced himself he loved her and that this love helped transform
his raw desires into pure ones.
“That girl is very fond of you,” Reinhardt said one evening in
the studio. He had met Silken earlier in the day when Béla brought
her to the Stefánia for coffee and pastries. “She laughs and smiles at
everything you say, and she’s always staring at you and touching
you.”
“That’s just the way she is. It doesn’t mean she likes me.”
Reinhardt stopped painting for a moment and faced his son.
“You’re too smart to be that dense. You like the girl, don’t you?”
“Of course I do. I might even love her a little.”
“It’s natural to feel that; just remember love and lust.”
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Béla lowered his gaze when he considered the dirty fantasies he
had conjured up. “Yeah,” he said feebly. “I know.”
Reinhardt smiled. “Choose the right city.”
*
Béla and Silken were in the darkroom after school developing
their latest batch of photographs a few weeks later. They were so
engrossed in their work that they lost track of time and did not
emerge from the dark room until seven o’clock. The halls of the
school were empty and quiet.
“There’s no one left in the building,” Silken said. She walked to
the door and peered down the hallway. “They forgot about us and
locked up the school.”
“The janitor is around somewhere,” Béla said. He picked up his
camera case and began to put his Canon away. “He doesn’t leave
until ten or eleven. We’ll have to track him down so he can let us
out.”
“Are you going home?” Silken asked when she noticed Béla
packing up his gear.
“I guess so. We should go before we get into trouble.”
“What’s the rush? Who’s going to know we’re here?” she said.
She looked over at the three-point lighting set-up the professional
photographer who had given a tutorial earlier in the day had
assembled and left standing in the corner of the room. “Let’s take a
few shots under those lights!”
“We really should be going.”
“Come on, it’ll be fun,” she said. She rushed in front of the
black curtain that served as the backdrop before he could utter
another protest. “I’ll pretend I’m a model!” she giggled. She struck a
few dramatic poses that elicited chuckles from Béla. “You be the
world famous fashion photographer!”
He smiled, shrugged his shoulders, and withdrew his Canon
from the case. He turned on the lights and positioned himself
before her.
“Well?” he asked after she just stood there motionlessly.
“Well what?”
“You’re the model. Why aren’t you posing?”
“You’re the photographer,” she pointed out, her voice tinged
with artificial exasperation. “You have to tell me what to do.”
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Béla fidgeted with the camera for a few seconds. He was unsure
if Silken was serious or joking. She gave him a look of exasperation.
“Put your hands on your hips and lean forward,” he said finally.
She responded. Béla lifted the camera to his face and snapped a
shot. He issued instructions for the next pose. Silken sat down in a
chair and arched her back. She giggled. He paused occasionally and
chuckled. After ten poses the giggling and chuckling stopped, and
the pretend shoot ceased being light and playful. The air between
them crackled with the pent up energy of months of unspoken
attraction. He instructed her to assume inviting, suggestive poses.
She took his cues – her poses became more enticing. He asked her
to kneel on the floor, and then he moved in to take a few close-up
shots of her face. He noticed her cheeks were flushed, her eyes
wide, pupils dilated. He snapped two extreme close-ups. She leaned
in close to him. Her cheek brushed against his. Her hot breath
touched his ear. The camera trembled in Béla’s hands.
“Take off your shirt.”
Silken recoiled slightly. Béla silently cursed his impulsiveness.
Where had the words come from? How could he have said them?
He was ready to issue an apology and pass the instruction he had
given off as a joke. But she had not interpreted it as a joke. Her
fingers reached down, curled under the bottom of her t-shirt and, in
one slow but steady movement, she lifted her arms above her head
and pulled the t-shirt over her head. She deposited the t-shirt on the
floor and looked evenly at him, her pert breasts pressing against the
confining borders of her bra. The sight of her immobilized him.
She lifted her right hand, clasped his forearm, and gently pulled him
down. He sank to his knees until he was face-to-face with her. Their
noses touched. His nostrils filled with the alluring citrus scent of
her perfume. They spent a minute just looking at each other, their
irises and pupils darting about seemingly unable to fixate on any one
point. Their mouths locked together in a clumsy kiss. The camera
slipped out of Béla’s fingers. They pushed against each other:
caressed, clawed, grabbed, stroked, squeezed. The movements were
passionate, but blundering. They lost their balance and toppled to
the floor. He struggled to unclasp her bra while Silken tugged away
crudely at his belt. Neither showed any expertise or experience.
They were quick when it was better to be slow and slow when it was
better to be quick. They tumbled through a series of uncoordinated
movements until they were both finally naked.
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The moment Béla had been yearning for had finally arrived. He
positioned himself over her, relishing the smoothness and whiteness
of her skin as it rubbed against his. The feel of her flesh was better
than anything he could have imagined. He dropped his head down
and gracelessly nibbled the side of her neck. She gasped out in
delight and pushed her pelvis up against him. Every part of him
wanted her; ached for her; yearned for her. Every part except one.
After two or three minutes of awkwardness, Silken’s passion cooled.
“Maybe we shouldn’t do this,” she said hesitantly.
He pretended he had not heard her and continued nibbling on
her neck. He no longer cared about love or lust and being in the
right city. All he wanted was to taste her flesh. To his surprise, Silken
heaved upwards and rolled him over onto his back. He was
convinced the encounter was over and was on the verge of
apologizing for his aggression, but he remained silent after she
straddled his waist and rubbed herself against him. She leaned
forward and pecked at his earlobe.
“Are you sure you want to do this?” she whispered.
“Of course. Don’t you?”
“Yes. I think I do.”
“I love you,” he said quickly.
She cocked her head to the side. “I love you, too.” She rubbed
against him for a long time. He closed his eyes and pictured the
scenes from his old porn magazines. Thinking of the secret hiding
place magazines coupled with the declaration of her love did the
trick. Silken reached into her crumpled heap of clothes and
withdrew something from one of the pockets of her blue jeans.
“Put this on,” she whispered.
Béla tore the condom package open with his teeth and clumsily
put the condom on. A few seconds later, she eased her body down
on top of his. Béla gasped. He achieved orgasm within a minute.
Stunned and embarrassed, he pretended nothing had happened.
Silken continued to move her body, but after a short time, he
became flaccid. She stopped moving, decoupled herself from him,
and lay her head on his chest.
“It was too good,” Béla said meekly. A thousand emotions
flooded his mind. Confusion. Bewilderment. Disappointment.
Humiliation. Frustration. Anger. Rage.
“Don’t worry about it,” Silken said. She sat up and tied her hair
back into a ponytail. Béla let out a soft, miserable groan as he
watched her pull her panties up to her waist.
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“I love you,” he said desperately.
Silken turned her face from him. “We should go.”
They dressed in silence, keeping their eyes averted from each
other. They gathered up their camera equipment and walked the
halls to find the janitor. They eventually found him cleaning the
science lab downstairs. He grumbled some incomprehensible words
about kids and the modern world before he let them out the front
door. Outside it was crisp and cool and the smell of linden
blossoms permeated the air. Béla looked up at the sky where he saw
the faint sparkling of a couple of stars glimmering through the
dome of light pollution over New York. For some reason, seeing
the stars only increased his feeling of incompetence and inadequacy.
“I’ll walk you home,” he offered once they got to the corner.
“No. You don’t have to go out of your way. It’s late.”
“I don’t mind really.”
“Good night, Béla.”
She offered him a thin, weak smile, but she could not look him
in the eyes. Before she walked away, she kissed him on the cheek.
Her lips were dry and cold. She walked away, turned the corner and
was out of sight. Béla started toward the subway. After two blocks,
he came to a halt, threw his head back and, in the loudest voice he
could muster, screamed, “Fuck!” into the relative quiet of the
Manhattan streets surrounding him. The city swallowed his outburst
and gave nothing back. He hung his head despondently and
descended the stairs to the subway.
*
Béla dreaded arriving to school the next morning and was
purposefully late to class. He entered the classroom and saw Silken
was already in her seat. He sat down next to her. They exchanged
faint smiles for greetings, but did not speak to each other.
At lunch he longed to sit down with her and explain why their
encounter had failed so miserably, but when he entered the cafeteria
he was surprised to find she was not sitting in their usual place. His
eyes scanned the long, identical tables and benches until they located
her on the opposite side of the room sitting with a few other
members of the photography club. He approached the table and
asked if he could join them. Silken flashed him an anxious smile and
made room for Béla beside her. She spent the period discussing the
advantages of various film speeds with the other members of the
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club; Béla spent the period munching carrot sticks and pretending to
be interested in the conversation. The final bell of the day rang and
he gathered up the courage to stop by her locker and ask her if she
would accompany him to the Cloisters after school to take some
shots of the old building and the surrounding landscape.
“I’d love to, but I have to study for the algebra test,” she said.
He noticed his presence made her uncomfortable. She could not
look him in the eyes. She rummaged about in her locker the whole
time he stood near her, as if she were trying to find some object she
had misplaced. Béla wished a bolt of lightning would crash down
from the sky and kill him on the spot. He walked away muttering
something about getting together some other time.
A few days after she had declined his offer to the Cloisters,
Silken approached him in the cafeteria. He was eating lunch alone in
the corner. They had not sat at the same table all week. He was
taken aback when she playfully punched him in the shoulder before
she sat down. She was her old, friendly, open self again, behaving as
if nothing had happened between them. Béla found the sudden
change in her disconcerting. Is she mocking me, he thought bitterly.
“Would you mind helping me after school today in the
darkroom? I have two rolls of film I’d like to develop.”
His first impulse was to say yes, but the humiliation he had
suffered snuffed the impulse out faster than a gust of wind snuffing
out a candle. There was a time when being alone with her was the
only thing he wanted – at that moment, the thought left him cold.
He took a bite of his sandwich and shook his head. “I can’t today. I
promised my dad I’d help him out at the coffeehouse.”
The hope and happiness in Silken’s eyes dulled a little, but she
managed to maintain her easygoing manner. “Maybe tomorrow?”
“Yeah, maybe,” he said. Part of him longed to tell her how much
she meant to him. How attractive she was. How miserable he was
without her. How humiliated he felt. How he wanted to make it up
to her. How much he loved her. But another part of him could not
bear the thought of failing again. He took another bite of his
sandwich and feigned interest in a group of students across the
room.
“Well. I’ll see you at the club meeting tomorrow, right?”
“Sure. I’ll be there.”
But Béla did not go. Only two months of school remained. The
photography club met on four occasions during that time, but he
did not attend any of the meetings. Silken no longer sat next to him
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in homeroom. At lunchtime he sat by himself in the corner. They
smiled awkward smiles whenever they passed each other in the halls
or bumped into each other in the library. The warmth, the
attraction, the affection between them was gone.
On the final day of school, Silken approached Béla and
presented him with an index card.
“I’m going home tomorrow, but I want to give you my address
in Norway,” she said. “We should keep in touch.”
“Okay, sure.”
“Can I have your address?”
He reached into his backpack and withdrew a tattered business
card from the Stefánia. Silken took the card and slipped into the rear
pocket of her jeans. Her robin-egg blue eyes glanced nervously at
him. “I want to thank you for everything. You were a good friend.”
“Yeah. You too.”
“I’ll miss you.”
“I’ll miss you, too.”
“Please write.”
“Sure.”
Silken leaned forward and kissed both of Béla’s cheeks and
walked away. Before she turned the corner, she shouted, “Don’t stop
taking photos. You’re a very good photographer.”
A tsunami of sticky, humid air engulfed the city the next day. It
flooded the streets, inundated alleys, washed over buildings, gushed
into subway tunnels, and saturated rooms without air-conditioning.
Béla’s room was one of these uncooled rooms. His small airconditioner mysteriously stopped working shortly after the heatwave
hit, but he did not mention it to anyone. He was comfortable during
the day while he worked in the air-conditioned comfort of the
Stefánia, but at night he lay on his sweat-soaked sheets unable to
sleep. He welcomed the discomfort the heat brought and considered
a form of penance he had to pay. While he lay sweating upon his
bed, Béla spent a great deal of time ruminating over the two cities
his father had told him about at the museum – the city of love and
the city of lust. He recalled how everything with Silken had been
wonderful while they were still in what he presumed had been the
city of love, but once they wandered in the city of lust, everything
inexplicably fell apart. Béla wondered why his sexual experience
with Silken had not been as carefree as those depicted in his secret
hiding place magazines. He became terribly confused about
everything.
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Two weeks into summer vacation a postcard from Silken arrived
from Oslo. The message written on the back in neatly cursive script
was brief and to the point:
Dear Béla, I’ve made it home safe and sound. I miss you. Please write me
when you can. With Love, Silken.
Béla made a few attempts at writing a reply, but thinking about
her was painful for him. He pondered over the word love for days.
Had she really loved him? Had he really loved her? If they had loved
each other, why had their encounter been so awkward and
unsuccessful? In the end, he wrote no reply at all. Romantic love,
and everything that came with it, was not for him, he decided. He
made up his mind that the best course of action was to put it all
behind him and focus exclusively on his writing again, which he had
all but abandoned after he had met Silken. He decided he would
focus his energies on writing rather than on girls and pledged to be
like some of the greatest artists from history – he would turn his
back on love, romantic relationships, and sexual activity. He would
pour his passion into his pen rather than women, and he would not
relent until he was a famous, recognized writer. He would satiate his
carnal desires in the same manner he had before he met Silken –
through the magazines in the secret hiding place.
For the remainder of the summer, Béla worked with Reinhardt
in the Stefánia during the day, and in the evenings he sat at his desk
in the studio and let his pain bleed out through the tip of his pen.
At night, he sweat out the remaining traces of sorrow in the sultry,
suffocating confines of his room.
*
Béla attained two notable achievements after he graduated from
high school: he was accepted into the English Literature Program at
Columbia University on full scholarship, and he published his first
short story in a small but reputable literary journal based out of
Boston, Massachusetts.
Swollen with pride, Reinhardt organized a small party to honor
Béla’s accomplishments, and on the evening of the celebration he
did something he rarely did – he got drunk.
“To my son, the writer,” he slurred. It was a Sunday night and
the coffeehouse was closed to the public. The Fábiáns were the only
other people in the Stefánia. A gentle Bartók melody played on the
coffeehouse’s stereo system. Reinhardt stood up from his chair,
stumbled a little, and raised his glass of red wine into the air. “May
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he join the ranks of Shakespeare, Tolstoy, Dickens . . .” He paused
for a second and rubbed his chin. “Who else is there?”
“How about Dostoevsky?” Antal suggested. Like Reinhardt,
Antal had also had a few too many. His eyes sparkled in the dim
lights.
“Why not?” Reinhardt said. “To all of them. But most of all to
Béla!”
“Sit down, Renni. You’re making an ass of yourself,” Beatrix
complained.
“I love this woman!” Reinhardt gushed. He ran around the side
of the table and planted a sloppy kiss on Beatrix’s cheek. “I swear to
God, Antal, if this woman wasn’t your wife, I’d be on her like a bee
on honey.”
“Animal!” Beatrix objected, but the gleam in her eye hinted she
enjoyed the off-colored compliment.
“So then,” Reinhardt continued as he made his way carefully
back to his chair. “It’ll be four years of Columbia and then on to
literary fame.”
Béla eyed his father and yawned. Early successes can be curses –
they lull people into thinking all of their future endeavors will be
just as simple and assured. The published story had intoxicated Béla
far more than the red wine had intoxicated Reinhardt that evening.
Having the first story he ever submitted published filled the young
writer with a bristling level of confidence that flooded over into the
plains of hubris. His destiny to become a great author was all but
guaranteed in his mind. Being only eighteen did little to temper his
certitude. He rubbed the stem of his wine glass between his thumb
and index finger and gave his father an impatient look.
“I welcome the literary fame part,” he said. He spoke slowly and
the tone of his voice was one of bored arrogance. “But I’m not too
sure about the four years of Columbia.”
The declaration elicited silence. Everyone at the table turned and
faced Béla. Reinhardt thought he had not heard his son correctly.
He winced, put his little finger into his left ear, and wiggled it
around a little.
“I’m sorry. It must be the wine,” he said through a chuckle. He
pulled his finger out of his ear and leaned forward. “For a second
there I thought you said you weren’t sure about four years of
Columbia.”
“That is what I said.”
“Why? Are you thinking of another school?”
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Béla took his glass of wine in his hand, leaned back in his chair
and crossed his right leg over his left. “No school at all, actually. I
don’t want to go to college. I just want to write.”
Another silence, much heavier than the first, followed. All traces
of Reinhardt’s cheery intoxication evaporated, and his face became
serious and sober. “I don’t understand.”
“What’s not to understand? I’m almost finished my novel. I want
to take time to finish it and get it published,” Béla replied. Then, to
add more weight to his declaration, he added, “I don’t see why this
should bother you – you have always wanted me to become an
artist. Well, here it is. I want to be an artist.”
“You can be a writer and go to college.”
“Hemingway never went to college.”
“Hemingway never earned a full scholarship to a prestigious
university,” Reinhardt said. He paused for a moment and looked at
Antal and Beatrix. “Did he?”
“It’s irrelevant,” Béla said. “Can you imagine what would have
happened if he had gone to college? They may have filled his head
with nonsense, and he might not have published anything!”
A heated discussion erupted shortly after Béla spoke these
words. Beatrix wanted Béla to go to college for the money and the
prestige. Antal advised him to go to college so he would not have to
spend his life working with his hands. Reinhardt insisted his son go
because it was a crucial step in becoming a great writer. Béla just
wanted to write and had no interest in going to college at all. To
back up this point, he continued to cite famous, respected authors
who never went to college. Ten minutes into the argument,
Reinhardt leaned forward, pinched the bridge of his nose, and let
out a soft groan.
“Listen to the genius over here! All right Mr. Genius, answer
this. How do you plan to support yourself if you don’t go to
school?”
“I’ll publish and make money.”
“I know this will be hard for you to imagine, but let’s pretend
you don’t publish. How are you going to survive?”
“I’ll work here at the Stefánia with you.”
A burst of laughter erupted from Reinhardt’s mouth. “You can
forget about that. I didn’t come halfway around the world to have
my son become a pastry chef!”
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“But I won’t become a pastry chef,” Béla said. His patience was
waning. He could not fathom what his father and the Fábiáns were
so worked up about.
Reinhardt scoffed and poured himself another glass of red wine.
He took a long gulp, leaned his right elbow on the table and pointed
at his son. “This conversation is over. You’re taking that scholarship
and you’re going to college.”
Béla raised his hands, signaling his apathetic surrender. “Fine. I’ll
go. I don’t much see the point in it, but if it will keep you happy and
get you off my back, it’s a sacrifice I’m willing to make.”
“Sacrifice?” Reinhardt spurted.
Béla glared at his father, but refused to add anything else to the
conversation. An oppressive blanket of silence settled back over the
table. Everyone stared at the tabletop and fiddled with their wine
glasses and cutlery.
“I’ve got some news,” Antal said finally. “I was going to save it
for when things are more definite, but I may as well tell you now.
I’ve decided to retire. There’s a group of fellows who want to buy
my shop, the whole works – the business, the building, the
machines. They’ve tendered a very respectable offer. I’m going to
take it.”
The expression on Reinhardt’s face softened. “Congratulations,”
he said, shaking the older man’s hand. “What will you do during
your retirement?”
“That’s what the real news is. We’re moving to Florida. We
bought a nice little condo overlooking the Gulf of Mexico in
Sarasota. I’m going to spoil the old girl a little. She deserves it.”
“You should see the place, Renni! A palace! Three bedrooms,
two baths dripping with marble, a balcony overlooking the water!”
Beatrix said. “There’s plenty of room for you and Béla when you
come to visit!”
Reinhardt smiled at Beatrix, and then turned back to Antal. “Will
you sell your apartment in Manhattan too?”
“I think so. We don’t need it. But I’m glad you brought that up,
because we’ll still visit New York once in a while. The lease is up on
the one-bedroom here above the Stefánia. How would you feel
about renting it to us? We won’t use it but a month or two a year
and it’s all we would need for whenever we’re in town.”
“It’s yours, but I refuse to collect rent from you.”
“Nonsense, you’d be doing us a favor.”
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The two men haggled back and forth about paying and not
paying rent for the better part of fifteen minutes before Antal finally
relented and accepted Reinhardt’s terms.
“I feel bad about taking Beatrix away from you,” Antal said after
the apartment was agreed upon. “She’s been working with you for a
long time.”
Reinhardt reached across the table and clasped Beatrix’s hand.
He said, “Without this woman, I doubt the Stefánia would have
survived.”
“Will you be able to hire someone to take her place?”
“I’ll never be able to replace her, but I will find someone who
can help.”
The Fábiáns left shortly afterward. Béla finished the last of his
wine and helped his father load the dish-washing machine in the
kitchen. “I could take Beatrix’s place,” he said as he stacked the
plates and glasses into the machine. “That way I wouldn’t have to go
to university.”
Reinhardt glowered at his son. “Let me worry about the Stefánia.
You just go to school.”
*
The Fábiáns moved to Florida in September, Reinhardt hired a
pastry chef apprentice, and Béla entered his first year of studies at
Columbia University.
Béla spent his evenings in the studio studying, and on Saturdays
he worked in the Stefánia most of the day waiting tables and helping
his father in the kitchen. Though he found it difficult to set aside
time for his writing, he plugged away at his novel, staying up late
into the night typing up revised drafts on the portable word
processor Beatrix had purchased for him before she left for Florida.
When Béla completed the manuscript toward the end of his
second year at college, he was confident he had written a novel of
great and lasting quality that would become both a bestseller and an
instant classic. He wasted no time firing off a volley of query letters
and the first chapter to New York’s most reputable publishing
houses. He was confident of his success and mailed only three
letters to begin with. Within a month, the self-addressed stamped
envelopes he sent out all returned to him like homing pigeons. They
all contained similar generic messages:
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Dear Author, Thank you for allowing us to consider your manuscript.
Unfortunately, it does not fit our publishing needs at this time. Sincerely, The
Editor.
The letters filled him with indignation. Had anyone even
bothered to read his material? They obviously had not, because if
they had, they would be tripping over each other begging him to
sign a book deal.
Believing the letters were nothing more than minor obstacles on
the road leading to his destined greatness, Béla shot off another
round of submissions to other publishers. A short time later, the
mailbox at the Stefánia became inundated with more succinct
responses politely declining his masterpiece. Béla became frantic. He
became less discriminating and compiled a long list of book
publishers including dozens of small presses and independent
publishing houses. He expanded his submission base beyond the
United States and located book publishers in Canada, the United
Kingdom, Australia – anywhere they spoke and printed the English
language – and when his list was complete, he sent out his
submissions.
The first rejection slip arrived a mere two weeks later. Others
quickly followed. They landed in his mailbox like mortar shells, a
veritable artillery barrage of rejection that pounded the Béla into
submission. The words the rejections contained became sharp,
white-hot shrapnel that tore through Béla’s flesh and decimated his
mind with discouragement, despondency, and despair. By the time
the assault ended, Béla was so battle-fatigued he was ready to offer
an unconditional surrender. Perhaps he was not meant to be a writer
after all. Perhaps his first and only published story had been a fluke.
Perhaps he would never publish anything else again. These
possibilities haunted him for weeks, and he slowly became humbler
about his destiny as a writer.
Whenever he watched his father paint in the studio, Béla
remembered that awful evening at the art exhibit years before. Once
again he wondered why Reinhardt, why anyone would pursue the
arts if it did not guarantee success and recognition.
Béla posed the question to his father one evening.
“Those things are fine in themselves, but any artist who creates
solely for money and fame is not a true artist as far as I’m
concerned,” Reinhardt replied. “To be an artist, a true artist – a
seeker of truth and a lover of beauty – one has to be aligned with
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God’s creation. Great artists are not concerned with success here
and now – they are focused on the bigger picture. It requires a great
deal of faith because the world is often uninterested in truth and
beauty. Nonetheless, if one works hard and has faith, then perhaps,
one day, the world might notice.”
“Sometimes I feel like just writing crap I know would sell,” Béla
uttered. “Or the junk they praise in my literature classes. You know,
the profs criticize the hell out of novels I think are good, and lavish
praise on the mediocre ones. It’s all politics.”
Reinhardt stopped painting. “Don’t let them put a red star in
your head.”
“What?”
“Never compromise to please the current trend. That would be a
betrayal. Stick to truth, beauty, and goodness, which are eternal. You
must believe that there are millions of people out there who think
like you, harbor the same beliefs, and have the same tastes. One day,
they will notice. But even if they don’t, you can leave this world with
your head held high knowing you stuck to truth, beauty, and
goodness. Art is not purely material; it has an undeniable spiritual
element. You must remain faithful to that spiritual element to be a
great artist.”
A week later, Béla was back behind his desk in the studio
working on another draft of his novel. He paused for a moment and
thought about Reinhardt’s words concerning the spiritual element in
art. One day the world will take notice, he thought. One day.
*
Shortly after Béla began the third year of his bachelor’s program
at Columbia, he and his father experienced dramatic events that
altered the course of their lives. For Reinhardt, the dramatic event
was the sudden breakdown and rapid dissolution of communism in
eastern Europe. For Béla, it was the fortuitous meeting and gradual
friendship with a strange young man named Anthony Vergil.
At first Reinhardt refused to believe communism had collapsed.
Once he became aware of what would eventually be termed The
Autumn of Change, he took the television the Fábiáns had left him,
planted it in the middle of his studio, and used the hours he usually
dedicated to his paintings to follow the developments unfolding in
Europe. He watched the newscasts and television reports in a state
of complete disbelief.
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Reinhardt did not believe it when Hungary cut a symbolic hole
in the Iron Curtain on the Austrian border near Sopron: he did not
believe it when thousands of East Germans flooded across the
border separating Austria from Hungary, effortlessly driving to
freedom in their Trabants and Wartburgs: he did not believe it when
Gorbachev visited East Berlin urging reforms: he did not believe it
when Honecker stepped down: he did not believe it when thousands
of joyous Germans danced on the Berlin Wall: he did not believe it
when the same wall began to crumble to the ground: he did not
believe it when the national referendum maimed the Socialist Party
of Hungary, rendering it almost powerless: he did not believe it
when Ceausescu and his wife were executed: he did not believe it
when he saw oceans of people holding banners marching through
the streets of Budapest, Berlin, Prague, Warsaw. Though he watched
it all unfold, he could not bring himself to believe any of it.
The end of communism in Europe was an idea Reinhardt simply
could not accept as fact. It was too much to absorb. He remained
fixated before the television for months, half-expecting rows of
Soviet tanks to come rolling in at any moment to put an end to it all.
But the tanks never appeared. He called his mother frequently to
confirm the reports he saw or the articles he read. Gertrude verified
everything he was witnessing. It was all real. It was all true. Still,
Reinhardt could not believe any of it.
During this time, he painted almost nothing – his mind was far
too distracted by the constant cascade of events. But one morning
he awoke at his usual time, trudged out to the studio, looked at the
television and refused to turn it on. Instead, he placed a fresh canvas
on the easel, selected his brushes, and unscrewed the caps of oil
paints that had dried on tight from disuse. With everything before
him ready, he stared at the blank canvas before him. The blank
canvas offended his sensibilities. It was like disbelief. He could not
exist in a state of disbelief. The tip of his brush touched the canvas.
He began to paint. He painted communism. With every
brushstroke, his disbelief faded. Communism in Europe appeared
to be dead. Slowly, he began to believe it.
*
While Reinhardt struggled to come to terms with the collapse of
communism, Béla became intrigued by a young man who began
frequenting the Stefánia in October. The young man had little
trouble arousing curiosity wherever he went. He was a man of
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impeccable fashion and immaculate grooming. His tailor-made suits,
spotless shirts, pressed pants, delicate cardigans, sharp vests, and
gleaming shoes gave him the aura of a nineteenth-century dandy.
On a few occasions he even carried a walking stick when he entered
the coffeehouse. On rainy days, when most of the other customers
trudged in looking like wet poodles, the dandy would saunter in out
of the rain briskly shaking his expensive umbrella without so much
as a spot of water anywhere on his elegant attire. His calm, refined
poise and articulate manner of speaking only heightened the
foppish aura he exuded. His accent sounded aristocratically British –
clipped, clean, courteous, cultured. The accent confused Béla. With
shoulder-length black hair, a dark, perhaps olive complexion,
aquiline nose, and dark brown eyes that appeared black at a distance,
the young man certainly did not fit the description of what would
constitute an Englishman, aristocratic or otherwise. That he was not
a pure-bred Englishman was not difficult to ascertain, but to
ascertain exactly what he was proved very difficult. He could have
been Spanish or Italian or Greek or Arabic or Persian or Latin
American or a curious blend of some or all of these elements. He
came into the Stefánia every day for weeks and sat alone at a table
by the window and sipped cappuccinos and nibbled at a variety of
Reinhardt’s desserts and perused newspapers and magazines and
then disappeared, sometimes for a month or more, before
resurfacing again and occupying his usual table by the window.
Béla’s curiosity about the man increased with each visit. He
longed to start a conversation with the strange figure, but his few
timid attempts to engage the dandy in a discussion never went
beyond polite, reserved comments about pastries or the weather.
Privately, Béla gave the dandy nicknames. One week the sharplydressed figure was Oscar Wilde; the next week, Wilde’s creation,
Lord Henry Wotton. On days the suits were exceptionally welltailored, he became Beau Brummell; on days he projected an aura
akin to royalty, he was Joachim Murat, the French king of Naples.
Béla estimated the man to be in his late-twenties or early thirties,
and he began to wonder what the coxcomb did for a living and
where he disappeared to during his long absences. Béla believed the
man was an artist. Only an artist could put on and maintain such
polished airs. But what kind of artist? A meaningful conversation
between the two young men finally occurred, albeit quite
accidentally, on a rainy night in March.
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It was a cold night and the waitress who usually worked the late
shift had called in sick leaving Reinhardt no choice but to ask Béla
to cover the floor. Béla usually had no qualms about helping out
around the Stefánia during the week – he put in an average twenty
hours each week in addition to his studies – but he had an essay to
hand in the next morning and did not relish the idea of staying up
until dawn to complete it. Still, he took to the floor of the
coffeehouse and worked on his essay behind the counter in between
taking orders and making coffee. Luckily, the weather ensured a
slow night and he managed to write the bulk of his essay as he
worked. About an hour before closing time, he looked up from his
studies and noticed the coffeehouse was empty. The last customers
had left a long time before; no new patrons had come to take their
place. Outside it was pouring and the wind whipped the branches of
the maple and oak in front of the Stefánia.
Reinhardt popped his head into the coffeehouse, saw the place
was empty and suggested closing up early. Béla set to work, clearing
and cleaning the tables and tidying up the counter area. It appeared
he would have plenty of time to complete his essay after all. He was
wiping down the coffee machine when the sound of the front door
opening and the consequent whoosh of air that followed made him
clench his teeth. Cursing himself for not locking the front door and
dimming the lights before he started closing down the coffeehouse,
he turned around, and saw a pathetic, disheveled figure standing in
the doorway. Béla brusquely informed the man the coffeehouse was
closing early.
The man who had come in wore a battered army fatigue jacket, a
raggedy wool sweater, torn jeans, and worn hiking boots, all soaked
through from the rain. There was a large backpack slung over his
shoulder and another, smaller bag of some sort clasped in his right
hand. He had long hair and a disheveled beard. Neither the man nor
his clothes had encountered soap for weeks. The pungent odors of
an unwashed body struck Béla’s nostrils from across the room.
“Great! Now I have to deal with a bum,” he whispered as he came
around the side of the counter. “Hey!” he said in a louder, firmer
voice. “We’re closed. No more service tonight.”
The man appeared confused. He glanced at a table near the
window, and then looked at Béla with wide, pleading eyes. Without
uttering a word, he pointed at the table with his free hand, checked
his wristwatch, and continued giving Béla imploring looks.
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“No, I’m sorry. We’re closed. Everything has been cleaned and
put away,” Béla explained. He was convinced the man was a vagrant
or a drug addict. “There’s a Mexican place around the corner.
They’re still open if you want something to eat. If it’s coffee you
need, there’s an all-night diner three blocks away.”
The man’s shoulders slumped beneath the drenched military
fatigue jacket. He glanced down sadly at the pool of water gathering
around his boots, then raised his eyes and gave Béla a pleading look.
“Please, my good fellow, to refer to that swill the diner serves as
coffee is an insult not only to coffee, but to everything that is fair
and decent in this miserable world.” He raised his free hand to his
heart. “Heaven forbid I inconvenience you, but could you make me
one of your delectable cappuccinos? I’ve just returned from one of
my descents into hell; thinking of this charming little place and its
delightful coffee were the only things keeping up my morale these
past few days. One cappuccino is all I ask for. I would be forever in
your debt.”
The accent was unmistakable. Béla moved closer to the ruffled
man to study his face. As unbelievable as it seemed, there was no
doubt about it – the vagabond was his Beau Brummel, the young
dandy who had been frequenting the Stefánia for months.
Béla quickly motioned for him to sit and scurried behind the
counter to make the cappuccino. Once the coffee was done, he
placed it on the table and watched the young man stir in two
teaspoons of sugar. The disheveled dandy popped the spoon into
his mouth, closed his eyes and licked the excess froth from the
utensil.
“Ah, the taste of civilization. What we won’t compromise for
our pleasures,” he said. He put the spoon on his saucer and leaned
back in his chair. “When one no longer enjoys little pleasures like
frothed milk, one ceases living, my good man.” He raised the cup to
his lips and took a sip. “And cappuccino, with a hint of dark cocoa
sprinkled over the froth. What would life be without these little
indulgences?”
He had been like a dying flower before he sipped the
cappuccino, but the warm beverage revived him the way fresh water
revives wilting petals and drooping leaves. Color returned to his
cheeks and his facial expression became more relaxed and content.
He placed the cup on the table, leaned back in his chair, and crossed
his right leg over his left.
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“I must apologize for my appearance. I look an absolute wreck,
to be sure. If I had a choice about it, I would have garbed myself in
finer apparel before dropping in, but I have just returned from
overseas, from a land where it would have been most unwise and
impractical to display one’s genteel fashion sensibilities. I hope you
understand.”
“Where were you?” Béla asked, unable to resist the temptation
of knowing.
“Angola, my good man.”
“Angola? Vacation?”
The dandy let out a slight, non-offending laugh. “Vacation? No,
strictly business. In order to feed myself, I gallivant about the world
in the guise of a freelance photojournalist. I went there to write a
report about the ongoing civil war.”
Reinhardt entered the room from the kitchen. Seeing Béla sitting
with the rumpled figure made him pause.
“I’m sorry, I didn’t realize we still had customers,” he said. Then
in a quieter voice he said to Béla, “I thought you had an essay to
finish.”
Béla ignored Reinhardt’s concerns about the essay. “This is my
father. He owns the Stefánia. Apa, I’d like you to meet . . . I’m sorry.
I don’t know your name.”
“Anthony Vergil. My friends refer to me simply as Verge.”
“Béla Drixler; but you can just call me Bill.”
“Bill? Why would I call you Bill? Béla. Now there’s a name! A
proud Hungarian name! Drixler, however, is Germanic in origin,”
Verge mused. He studied Béla’s face for a moment. “When I first
surveyed the interior of this coffeehouse, so much a slice of old
Vienna, I assumed the owners were of Austrian stock, but the name
fusion of Hungarian and German makes me think you are of
Danube Swabian descent. Am I correct?”
“Yeah. Wow. Not many people even know what a Danube
Swabian is.”
Verge made a playful flick through the air before him with his
right hand. “Ah, the benefits of extensive travel.”
“You hear this, Apa? He knows about Swabians.”
“I’m impressed,” Reinhardt said. He shook hands with Anthony
Vergil and introduced himself. “Reinhardt Drixler.”
“Now that is a terrifyingly Teutonic name! No hint of Magyar
there!” Verge exclaimed after the introduction. He sat back down in
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his chair. “How rare it is to meet Danube Swabians these days.
Won’t you join us?”
Reinhardt had no intention of staying when he first entered the
room, but Verge’s awareness of the Danube Swabians tickled his
curiosity. He sat down in an open chair.
“I’m pleased to finally meet you, my dear fellow. For months I’ve
been meaning to compliment you on this fine establishment and the
wonders it serves. I was just telling Béla of the importance of
finding pleasure in life and enjoying little indulgences. The Stefánia
provides people with immense pleasure. That is an admirable
achievement. After all, pleasure is all we have left in today’s world.”
Reinhardt bowed his head slightly after the compliment, but was
a little stuck on Anthony Vergil’s declarations about pleasure.
“Anthony is a-”
“Verge, my good man. Just call me Verge. Anthony is a butler’s
name.”
Béla nodded apologetically. “Verge is a journalist.”
“Oh? Do you enjoy your work?” Reinhardt asked.
“It’s dreadful. Absolutely dreadful. I should have taken Balzac’s
views about journalism into account before I chose the vocation.
But I relish the dreadfulness of it all, to be honest,” Verge replied.
He took a long sip of his cappuccino, savored the taste of it and
smiled. “It helps keep things in balance, you see.”
“What sorts of stories do you cover?” Reinhardt asked.
“Wars. Natural disasters. Famines. More wars. I have the
misfortune of being brave – I’m willing to go to places and report
on events others are not.”
“Sounds dangerous,” Reinhardt remarked. “And if you don’t
mind me saying so, quite depressing.”
“It is both. But I need that in my life otherwise . . .” The young
man’s voice drifting off into silence. Reinhardt and Béla waited for
him to complete his thought, but Verge chose to leave the sentence
unfinished.
“When did you start working as a journalist?” Béla asked in an
attempt to keep the conversation going.
“Six, perhaps seven years ago.”
“Did you study journalism in school?”
“Heavens no. I took degrees in history and literature at Oxford.
I had a very privileged childhood; my family is part of the petty elite
in the United Kingdom, you see. My father is a captain of finance in
the City of London; my mother once worked as a Persian diplomat.
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I went to all the finest citadels of darkness in England – Eton,
Oxford. Father wanted me to follow in his footsteps and become a
black magician and learn how to steal the world with nothing more
than an empty promise; mother wanted me to enter politics and
spend my days creating chaos and lying to the masses. I scorned
them both by becoming a journalist. I wanted to show them the
horrors their precious money and politics creates. It’s peculiarly
petty of me, I know, but I firmly believe one should do everything
possible to avenge oneself on their parents.”
Reinhardt glanced at Béla and shifted uncomfortably in his chair
after Anthony Vergil finished saying this.
“Tell us about some of the places you have been,” Béla urged.
“Those tales are long and horrific; they are stories I would be
more than happy to share, but you wanted to close up shop. Heaven
forbid I inconvenience you any more by overstaying my welcome.”
“You’re welcome to stay as long as you wish,” Béla said. He
could barely contain his curiosity. There were so many things he
wanted to ask, but questions took time and the man’s cappuccino
cup was nearly empty.
“Can I offer you another coffee?” Béla asked.
“That’s gracious of you, but if I have another, I shan’t sleep a
wink tonight.”
“Perhaps something else then,” came the response. “How about
a little wine or a cognac? On the house.”
Anthony Vergil smiled coyly under his beard. “How could I
refuse cognac? It’s one of my favorite little indulgences.”
Béla brought the bottle and some snifters to the table, poured
three drinks and settled back into his chair to listen to Verge’s
accounts of his travels, but the journalist had become distracted by
the paintings on the wall.
“Is that a hammer-and-sickle in that painting?” Verge inquired.
“It was all landscapes and portraits and paintings of white deer the
last time I was here, but now I see paintings mocking Soviet socialist
realism. Are these the works of some local painter?”
“They are mine. The landscapes and all the rest,” Reinhardt said.
“The communist paintings are my most recent ones. And that is a
hammer-and-sickle. I left Hungary to escape communism. I never
thought it would collapse in my lifetime.”
“You are a formidable talent,” Verge said. He scrutinized two of
Reinhardt’s most recent works. The first depicted idealized human
forms in an interrogation chamber, the second showed the AVO
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forcibly evicting peasants from their homes. Verge smiled. “I can see
you are not particularly keen about communism.”
“What’s there to be keen about? The foolish belief that people
can build heaven on earth? Communism rots the soul. Still, I never
thought the communists would give up power. The whole thing has
. . . what’s the word in English? Astounded? Astounded me.”
“I doubt the communists have relinquished their power,” Verge
said. “Power is very much like matter – it is never destroyed; it
merely changes form. I spent a few weeks in eastern Europe last
year covering the events. Have you returned to Hungary since the
Iron Curtain fell?”
“No. I have not been back since I left.”
“You really should go. If for no other reason, a visit might
provide a sense of vindication, however arbitrary or illusory it may
actually be.”
“I get vindication through my work,” Reinhardt said. He looked
at Verge steadily. “What is it like in Hungary now? How have the
people adjusted to the changes? Are they using their newfound
freedom wisely?”
“They are using it. How wisely is a matter of perspective.
Nonetheless, they are embracing the changes with open arms. And
who can blame them? After decades of oppression, they firmly
believe they are being liberated! They will finally join the West again
and be able to freely partake in all of the little indulgences the West
offers, pleasures denied them through socialism. They will be
resurrected by the glories of liberalism, capitalism, and democracy!
Western automobiles, bananas, brand-name clothing, a hundred
television channels! So many little indulgences!”
Reinhardt’s expression darkened. “I had hoped-”
“For what, my good man? A return to tradition leading to an
honest renewal? Bah! Pleasures, sir! Little indulgences! They are
being liberated now only to be enslaved within their own skins later.
They’ll fall into the same snare that has trapped us all in the West,”
Verge laughed. He picked up his snifter, swirled his cognac in the
glass, held it up to the light, and took a moment to study the liquor’s
caramel color. When he continued speaking, his tone was softer and
more serious. “I admire that you paint. Do you sell many paintings?”
“No. A few here and there. But I don’t do it for money.”
“Not for money? You must know that works of art are not
considered such unless they are given prices. The higher the price;
the higher the art!”
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“There was a time when I cared about things like that. I could
not be an artist in Hungary for political reasons. They would not
allow me into the Academy of Fine Arts. I thought coming to
America would help, but . . . well, I got caught up in this business
here and-”
“And you are ignored by liberalism, capitalism, and democracy,”
Verge interjected. “In Hungary, they banned you from the higher
education because they presumably saw the potential danger and
greatness of your art; here, no one even notices you. Who in the
West cares about great art when there are so many distracting little
indulgences? Oppression or indifference? Which is worse, I
wonder?”
Reinhardt picked up his snifter and sadly nodded his head. “I
have experienced my share of disappointment in America.”
“We all have, my dear fellow, but very few of us are aware of our
disappointment. That is the trick, you see. Use freedom and equality
to create a world without spirit! Liberate us from everything that
once defined us as human beings. Free us from the bondage of
morality, responsibility, decency and unleash us upon the world with
no higher goal than to gratify our passions through which we will
ultimately damn ourselves.” Verge paused for a chuckle, and then
said, “It’s obvious you don’t paint for financial gain. So why do you
bother?”
“Because art is a higher than politics or economics. It is one of
humanity’s highest callings. It brings me closer to God.”
Verge slapped the palm of his left hand against his right knee.
“Closer to God! Indeed! Quite right. Bless you, Reinhardt. It’s a rare
pleasure to meet a man like you.” He raised his glass. “Here’s to art,
one of humanity’s highest callings.”
The three men all took a drink from their snifters.
Béla found it difficult to sit still as his father and Verge spoke.
He wanted to steer the conversation back to Anthony Vergil’s
journalism, but could find no tactful way to interject. In the end, it
was Verge who dispelled the lull in the conversation by asking Béla
questions.
“And what do you do, my good man?”
“I’m a student at Columbia.”
“Columbia. Another eminent citadel of darkness!”
Reinhardt winced after Verge said this. “Why do you call Oxford
and Columbia citadels of darkness?”
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“Isn’t it obvious? Never in the history of the world has the
planet been flooded with many so-called educated and enlightened
individuals clutching their precious little degrees, yet what has this
expansion of education and enlightenment brought us?” Verge
paused for a moment and waited for an answer to his question;
when none was forthcoming, he continued, “Why, a perishing
society, of course!” He swirled his cognac again. A bemused
expression spread across his face. “The absolute triumph of
mediocrity under the flag of humanism. They have drowned us all
in an infinite sea of vulgarity during their relentless assault against
Western civilization with their atheism, their reductionism, their
positivism, their materialism – that, my dear friends, is the lasting
testament of the citadels of darkness. Bless them in their effort to
enlighten us!” He turned to Béla and asked, “And what else do you
do?”
“I work here with my father. I practice writing.”
Verge raised his eyebrows. “My word! A writer!”
Béla smirked. “An amateur. I’ve only published one story so far.
No novel yet. But I’ve tried. I finished a manuscript not too long
ago and sent it out, but no one wanted it. It doesn’t matter. One day,
I’ll break through.”
“Not only do the Drixlers serve the best coffee and pastries in
town, but the father is also a painter and the son, a writer! What an
artistic family!”
“My wife was a poet. That’s where Béla gets his talent from.
She’s no longer with us.”
“I’m terribly sorry to hear that. Is that her portrait over there?”
Reinhardt nodded.
“Lovely woman. Well, I must admit, I’m amazed. Three artists in
one family. How sublime! Perhaps there is hope for humanity after
all! I admire all of you. You are stronger than I. You beat me.”
Verge turned back to Béla. “I used to be like you – ambitious,
energetic, and idealistic. Head full of noble artistic ambitions. If
only I were a man of stronger convictions, of firmer discipline, but
I am a weak man, a man crushed by temptation, moved only by
simple pleasures and little indulgences. I did not possess the
fortitude needed to resist their traps. I did not have the endurance to
last the race. I chose the easy way. I accept my shortcomings and
have learned to live with them, but I am always touched when I
meet people of a higher caliber who are able to proceed where I
have failed. Of course, I meet fewer and fewer higher caliber people
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as my life drags on.” A tinge of sadness touched Anthony Vergil’s
bearded face and it seemed as if part of him had drifted away to
some faraway place. The trance lasted barely a moment. The sadness
faded as quickly as it had appeared and he smiled, raised his snifter
again, and said, “I tip my hat to both of you, gentlemen.”
“You were an artist, too?” Béla asked.
“Ay. In my younger, more idealistic days I fancied myself an
author,” Verge revealed. “I published a novel eight years ago. It is
called The Removed. Have you heard of it?”
Verge’s revelation ignited Béla’s curiosity. His new friend was a
kindred spirit. He could barely contain his enthusiasm even though
he had never heard of Verge’s novel.
“Sorry. I don’t read much outside school anymore.”
“It’s no matter. I gave up my literary aspirations.”
“Why?”
“I am essentially a coward. I failed to proceed.” Verge leaned
forward in his chair and swirled the cognac in his snifter some more.
“I quickly learned that the truth is not in fashion. Rather than fight,
I gave into pleasurable pursuits to occupy my time.”
The answer left Béla dumbfounded. He took a sip of his cognac
before countering Verge’s statement. “I know many people might
think writing is boring, but for me it is the most exhilarating thing in
the world. I’m the most content when I am transcribing my
imagination onto the page. I can’t even begin to describe the feeling
I had when I published-”
“Yes, I’m certain it was titillating, but allow me to be brutally
honest. As I have already stated, the world is swarming with
educated and enlightened people, is it not? Yet how many people
within this teeming legion of freedom and equality read literary
magazines today? Of course, why would they? Most literary
magazines are cruel crimes committed against paper. Regardless, you
succeeded in being published. Hearty congratulations! And what
was your compensation in the end? A hundred dollars and a few
gratis copies of the magazine, I imagine. Was it worth all the pain
and effort you put into the story?” A heavy silence fell over the
table. Neither Reinhardt nor Béla knew how to respond to Verge’s
statement. Outside, the rain was still coming down hard. A young
couple holding umbrellas walked past the window. “It took me two
years to write my novel,” Verge continued. “I poured my heart and
soul into it. Wrote truths that had not been uttered in centuries. It
took another year to have it published. What did it get me in the
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end? Backlash! The world did not want to hear what I had to tell it. I
received bad reviews and was ridiculed by the intelligentsia.” Verge
gazed out of the window at the rain. “We are past the point of no
return, gentlemen. To borrow a phrase from Pope, universal
darkness has buried us all. We have all been enslaved by the empty
promise of freedom. That is the sad truth; there is no denying it. All
that remains for us in this time of decay is the unrestrained
enjoyment of pleasure . . . little indulgences.”
Reinhardt finished his cognac and looked evenly at Anthony
Vergil. “There is some truth in what you say, but your response to
the problems you speak of is far too nihilistic. I can’t agree with
your pessimism.”
“Quite right! Nor should you,” Verge said cheerfully. “We are all
entitled to our own views. We can all believe what we wish and wish
what we believe. That’s the beauty of being alive today. The problem
is, very few of us really have any views of our own. Most of us are
programmed mental slaves. Now, you may think I am an
irretrievable nihilist and cynic, but I still harbor some hope in my
soul, and I’ll prove it!” Verge turned to Béla once more. “Do you
still have your manuscript? The one you tried to have published?”
Béla nodded.
“If your heart is so set on seeing your words into print, pass the
manuscript to me and allow me to read it. If it has any merit, I
could slip it to some editors and agents I happen to know. I plan on
dropping into the Stefánia tomorrow afternoon for a little Russian
cream cake. You could give it to me then. Who knows? Perhaps you
are the anointed one who will save us all!”
Béla clasped his new friend’s hand, shook it, and thanked him
profusely.
“Gentlemen, I must be going,” Verge said. He finished the last
of his cognac and stood up from his chair. “You have been
extremely hospitable and gracious, but it is late and I refuse to
burden you with my presence any longer. I thank you for your
kindness.” Béla motioned for the journalist to stay a while longer;
Verge dismissed the friendly suggestion with a wave of his hand.
“No, no, I really must be going. I shall return tomorrow. Have your
manuscript ready. Gentlemen, I wish you both a good night.”
Verge made a slight bow, picked up his gear and walked out into
the rainy night.
“What a fascinating guy!” Béla said to Reinhardt after they
locked up the Stefánia. “He could help me get my book published!”
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“It’s possible.”
“We spent an evening with a published writer! I have to find the
novel he wrote. I’ll check the library at Columbia tomorrow.”
“In the meantime, make sure you finish your essay,” Reinhardt
said. He extinguished the lights and followed his son upstairs. He
had enjoyed meeting Anthony Vergil, but he had found the young
man’s comments about universal darkness and little indulgences
most unsettling.
*
Anthony Vergil lived in an immense six-thousand square foot
loft on the upper floor of a decrepit building that had once been a
factory of some sort in a bleak section of Astoria consisting of
condemned warehouses, abandoned factories, and boarded up
apartment blocks sprawling along the bank of the East River about
a twenty-minute walk from the Stefánia. The area was sparsely
populated and eerily quiet, especially at night. Verge’s home was
spartan, and it utterly contradicted the aura he projected when he
was out in the world in his fine clothes and gleaming shoes. Along
the brick wall facing east, a sink, an oven, a refrigerator, some rickety
cabinets, and a table with two chairs made up his kitchen. His
bathroom was a walled-off space opposite the kitchen containing
nothing but a broken mirror, a curtain-less shower stall, a battleship
of a bathtub with ball-and-claw legs, and a toilet with a cracked seat.
His clothes, all neatly pressed, hung on a long metal pipe running
along a stretch of the southern wall. On the opposite side of the
vast interior there was a bulky steel office desk with a typewriter, a
few metal filing cabinets, some chairs, a stereo system with
enormous speakers, and an old, ratty sofa that, from a distance,
looked like a frown. Stacks of newspapers and magazines stood
haphazardly throughout the loft. The journalist’s bed was a massive
mattress unceremoniously deposited on the floor. Verge had lined
the wall behind his bed with cork and had covered the space with
his photographs. Except for some lights, shades, tripods, cameras,
and other photography equipment scattered about, the rest of the
place was as empty and barren as an abandoned airplane hangar.
“I like space,” Verge said with a shrug as he led Béla into the
residence. “New York is such a busy, claustrophobic place. A man
needs space when he retires from the bedlam of the city streets.”
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Béla marveled at the impressive view the otherwise dismal loft
afforded its sole occupant. Beyond the greasy panes of glass lay
Vernon Boulevard and the Roosevelt Island Bridge and the East
Channel of the East River and the towering buildings of the Upper
East Side and Midtown in Manhattan.
“What did you think of my manuscript?” Béla asked doing his
best to sound casual as Verge settled in behind his desk. “Do you
think it has a chance at being published?”
Verge puckered his lips; his face was smooth and beardless once
again; his hair, neatly combed and held in place by a tight ponytail;
his clothes, faultless and fashionable. He opened the top drawer,
grabbed Béla’s manuscript, withdrew it, and plopped it on the dusty
desk. “In its current form, my reply is a resounding no.”
Béla’s face sagged slightly and his shoulders slumped in defeat.
“I knew it. It needs work.”
“Some minor revisions, perhaps, but overall it is quite solid.”
“So then the problem is with the premise?”
“Partly. You see, the premise of this book is brilliant.”
“It is? Then it has to be the plot.”
“Yes,” Verge said with a nod. “There is a problem with the plot
– it’s gripping and powerful.”
“Then the characters-”
“The characters are engaging and believable.”
Béla wrinkled his forehead in confusion. “I don’t understand.
You say publishers won’t publish my book, but you keep telling me
how good it is.”
“Good? No, no, you misunderstand. Your book is great!”
Béla raised his eyebrows in exasperation. “Then what’s the
problem?”
“That’s the problem!”
“What is this? An Abbott and Costello routine? The reason no
one will publish my book is because it is great? That makes no sense
at all.”
“Yes, I’m afraid that’s it. No one will publish your book because
it is too good. It dares to utter truths very few wish to hear.”
“That’s absurd,” Béla said. He stood up and slowly paced a small
stretch of floor beside him. “I finished reading your novel yesterday.
I went to the-”
“You read my novel?” Verge asked; his curiosity piqued. “And?
What is your opinion of it?”
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“It’s one of the best books I have ever read,” Béla replied. He
then added, “And I’m not just saying that to make you feel good.
The premise was fascinating – a society removing from history
everything that goes against its ideology to the point of massmurdering historians and intellectuals who resist. What made it so
gripping was it has happened before-”
“It only sold a few thousand copies and was panned universally
by critics and academics alike. Self-righteous, they called it. Overly
moralistic.”
Béla imagined all the bookstores in the world. That only a few
thousand copies had been sold seemed impossible to him, especially
since the book had merit. “But the characters, the themes-”
“No one wants it. It’s no longer in print anywhere in the world.
It was never translated. The last time I came across a copy was in a
second-hand book shop in Amsterdam. The cover was sun-bleached
and littered with the dehydrated corpses of flies.” Verge laughed a
long laugh. He wiped away the welling tears his laughter had
induced, leaned back in his chair, kicked his feet up onto the
desktop, lifted his arms, and interlaced his fingertips behind his
head. “Tell me again, dear lad, how do you want to earn a living in
this miserable little world?”
“Writing.”
“Writing novels?”
“Sure. Like the one I gave you. Like the one you wrote.”
“Why do you want to write novels like that?”
“Because they reveal truths about the world and about the
human condition.”
“Yes, yes. You see that is your problem. Do you honestly think
anyone wants to read books like that anymore?”
The statement stung Béla like a taunt. “I read books like that at
school sometimes.”
“You read books like that at school . . . certainly, my dear fellow,
but what do your distinguished professors teach you about those
books?” A sour expression took hold of Verge’s face and he
appeared flustered. He waved his hand in the air as if he were
dispersing a bad smell. “Please don’t include what happens at
citadels of darkness in the conversation; whatever they feed you
there is meant only to mislead.”
Béla paced the floor for a moment, and then came to an abrupt
halt. “I can understand why you might be bitter, but I can’t be like
that. Writing is the reason I live; I can’t imagine my life without it.
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There will always be people in the world who read books like the
one you wrote.”
“Yes, perhaps. But those people are becoming scarce.”
“I know it isn’t easy to get published,” Béla said. His voice was
listless, sagging. “I’ve had my share of rejection slips, but I refuse to
believe it’s impossible to publish.”
“If you allow me the privilege of an analogy, I might be able to
drive my point home more clearly and save you from years of agony
and suffering,” Verge cut in. “I suspect you were drawn to the
citadels of darkness because you wanted to study tradition and
greatness, but surely you see the citadels hate both tradition and
greatness. Regardless, you stick to your own intuition. You
appreciate genius and greatness, but you are unfortunate enough to
delude yourself into believing the world not only honors genius and
greatness, but craves more of it. You are sadly mistaken. The people
in charge have a plan for the world; they have been plugging away at
it for centuries. If your writing does not fit that plan, it will never be
accepted or appreciated. Sadly, that is what it comes down to.”
“Sounds a little conspiratorial to me,” Béla muttered.
Verge drummed his fingertips on the surface of his desk. “It’s
deeper than that,” he said, his tone straightforward and serious. “It
has become pointless! They will never publish anything even
remotely associated with the truth.”
“You’re too cynical to argue with,” Béla protested. He sat down
in a chair and did his best to hide his irritation.
“If you must write – and I strongly suggest you consider another
occupation – then create work that can be easily consumed or work
that panders to the ruling sensibilities of the day. Something utterly
politically correct. That will protect you from their barbs and
accusations and, perhaps, increase your chances of success.”
“I can’t do that,” Béla scoffed.
Verge shook his head and stood up from behind the desk. “I’ve
said all I can say concerning the matter, my good man. The decision
is ultimately yours. Would you still like me to forward the
manuscript to my publishing acquaintances?”
Béla’s face brightened a little. “Of course!”
“You need to make some revisions,” Verge said. He pushed the
manuscript across the desk. “I’ve blue-penciled it for you. Make the
changes I have suggested, and I’ll forward it to some people.”
“I don’t know how to thank you.”
“Do not get your hopes up!”
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“I’m going to get to work on the revisions right away,” Béla said.
He scooped his manuscript from the desk and stood up.
“Wait a moment. I’ll accompany you. I have many empty hours
today. I could use a little indulgence – a coffee, perhaps a torte. Let
me just visit the loo before we go.”
To pass the time while he waited for Verge, Béla studied the
giant collage of photographs that presided above the mattress. He
had cast glances at the photos a few times during his conversation
with the journalist, but he had been sitting too far away to make out
the images. He approached the right side of the mattress first.
Seeing the photographs up close was akin to being kicked in the
stomach. The wall on the right side was covered with horrific
images of mutilated bodies, corpse-strewn streets, burned-out
buildings, bombed-out settlements. Béla turned away. He inspected
the left side of the wall, unsure what horrors he might find. To his
surprise, the photographs on the left side of Verge’s bed were all
titillating black-and-white images of women and men – hundreds of
beautiful women and handsome men in erotic poses, scantily
dressed, partially dressed, fully nude. He stared at the wall of flesh
in awe. He stepped back until he was directly in front of the
makeshift bed from where he alternated his gaze between the
violent images on the right and erotic images on the left. The
contrast made his head spin; he wondered how his new friend could
rest trapped between such clashing images.
“Ah! I see you have discovered the twin forces that move my
life!” Verge called from the opposite side of the room after he
emerged from the bathroom. “Thanatos and Eros. Pain and
pleasure. The only truths in life worth knowing!”
“You took these pictures?”
“Every one of them.”
“The war photos are from your journalism? And the others? The
nudes?”
“Those are from another sort of work, a more pleasurable sort.”
“They’re models?”
“Some of them.”
“You work as an erotic photographer, too?”
“Work? Heavens, no. These were taken for pleasure. For me
there is nothing more pleasurable than the human body. Before I
indulge myself in the pleasures of the flesh, or occasionally after I
have enjoyed my little indulgence, I capture the beauty for eternity.”
“You have . . . you have had all of these women?”
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“And the men, too.”
“You sleep with women and men?”
“I prefer women, but I do not discriminate when it comes to
pleasure. I am an unabashed sensualist; an absolute hedonist.”
Béla looked at the violent images again. In a soft voice, he said,
“But how can you possibly look at those photographs? How can
you go places where people are suffering and take pictures of them
dying?”
Verge looked at both sides of his cork-boarded wall and the
hundreds of photographs they contained. “You’re right. There is
nothing enjoyable in that. After I abandoned my literary pursuits, I
dedicated myself completely to pleasure. It was all fine and well for
a year, but after that a curious thing happened. I became bored. The
pleasures lost their edge. I stopped enjoying. I sought new pleasures.
Strange and exotic pleasures. Nothing worked. I was devastated.
What good is life if one ceases to enjoy its pleasures? I pondered
the dilemma for a month or so and then came to the realization that
the world survives on contrasts. After all, how would you describe
day to someone if you could make no mention of night? By the
same token, one must be acutely aware of pain if one is to fully
enjoy pleasure. Now, to answer your question: No, I do not enjoy
looking at these visions of death. I do not enjoy the danger, but the
pain I witness and the danger I experience keeps my sense of
enjoyment sharp. Thanatos and Eros. Pain and pleasure. That is all
we have left in this world.”
Béla found Verge’s explanation troubling. In an effort to avoid
delving deeper into the matter, he changed the focus of the
conversation. “You’re an excellent photographer. I can see why
newspaper editors seek out your work.”
“It’s not rocket science. You merely point the camera and press a
little button.”
“There’s more to it than that. I was in the photo club at high
school and there was this girl, an exchange student from Norway,
who got me interested in photography.”
“An exchange student from Norway? She sounds delicious,”
Verge said playfully.
“She was a nice girl. I loved . . . I really liked her. She said I had a
good eye. She taught me quite a bit, but I’ve forgotten most of it.”
“Say no more. Are you still interested in photography?”
“Sure. But it’s been years.”
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“Perhaps I could teach you a thing or two. I’m taking a short
sabbatical from work and have many empty hours to fill.”
Béla shook his head and lifted his hand. “No, I couldn’t. You’ve
done too much already. I don’t want to monopolize your time. It
would be an inconvenience.”
“Nonsense,” Anthony Vergil insisted. “It would be a pleasure.
And, as I have told you, I live purely for pleasure. We’ll start
tomorrow. In a few weeks, you’ll be a professional. With any luck, it
might distract you from your delusions of being a writer.”
Béla held up his manuscript happily. “It might distract me, but it
won’t divert me. I’m going to start the revisions as soon as I get
home.”
“Fine, my good man, but when the world spits out your creation,
do not say Anthony Vergil gave you no warning.” He patted Béla on
the shoulder. “Come; let us be on our way. The Stefánia’s little
indulgences beckon me.”
*
With his hopes resurrected, Béla dedicated every spare moment
he had to his dream. Like a man reborn, he threw himself back into
his novel and worked diligently on the revisions Verge had bluepenciled into the manuscript.
When he was not writing or studying, he sharpened his
photography skills under Verge’s patient tutelage. They spent
considerable time wandering about New York snapping pictures of
the local scenery and later developing the prints in the darkroom
Verge maintained in his loft apartment. Béla enjoyed the
photography lessons; they gave him a chance to decompress and
helped his imagination subconsciously filter through the revisions he
was making to his novel.
Verge became an even more regular fixture in the Stefánia as
well; there were times he remained until well after closing time,
sitting, drinking, and chatting with Béla and Reinhardt about history
and art. Reinhardt admired the journalist’s intelligence and
refinement, but disagreed with most of what the young man stood
for. He distrusted the hedonism the stylish young man propagated,
and he worried Verge’s views might negatively influence Béla;
however, to Reinhardt’s relieved surprise, Verge appeared to have a
positive effect on the aspiring writer. Béla’s life, already as orderly
and purposeful as a monk’s, became even more orderly and
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purposeful. And Reinhardt could not deny Anthony Vergil’s support
of Béla’s ambitions. After Béla completed his revisions on his novel,
the journalist dutifully took the manuscript to Manhattan and
submitted it to agents and publishers. On a few occasions, Verge
even took Béla to author readings and other literary events. When
Verge jetted off on assignment to some dangerous, foreign land,
Béla handled the absences well. As soon as the journalist returned,
Béla seemed more inspired to succeed both in his schooling and in
his writing.
Eventually Reinhardt questioned what he had been so paranoid
about. He put his reservations about Anthony Vergil aside and
concentrated on his own creative works. By the time Béla graduated
from Columbia, the communist paintings had taken over every inch
of available space within the Stefánia.
*
Dressed in dapper hues of tan and white, Verge sat before a
glass of sparkling mineral water placed on a table under the shade
of the awning before the Stefánia; despite the heat of the day, not a
spot of sweat stained his immaculately pressed shirt and pants. He
squeezed a wedge of lemon into his mineral water, stirred it with a
straw, and took a sip. “What can I say, my good man?” he said. “I
told you so sounds tactless, but what else can I say? I told you so.
There it is.”
It was a month after Béla’s graduation from Columbia. Béla was
a twenty-three-year-old with a Bachelor of Arts in English
Literature and a very promising future in the world of academia. He
had graduated with a near perfect grade point average and had been
awarded full and partial scholarships to continue his studies at the
graduate level at several prestigious universities including Columbia:
he had achieved so much, yet the one thing he yearned for
continued to elude him. Earlier that day, he had received a rejection
letter – it was the eleventh he had received since Verge began
submitting the manuscript more than two years before. The letter
was from Allan Greene, a respected Manhattan literary agent who
represented many successful, well-known writers. Béla plopped
down on an empty chair, wiped the sweat from his face with a linen
napkin, and frowned.
The end of June had ushered in another unbearable summer
over New York. The days were hot and humid; the air hazy and
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thick. The stench of trapped exhaust fumes and rotting garbage
permeated the streets. Business had been slow at the Stefánia all day.
A young man and woman sitting in the shade under the opposite
side of the awning were the coffeehouse’s only customers.
“Wretched day,” Verge muttered. “Unfit for civilized people.”
“We could go inside – it’s air-conditioned,” Béla said absently.
“No, no. I like to watch the ladies dressed in their summer attire
pass by on days like this,” Verge said. As soon as he finished
speaking, a pair of young women in miniskirts and high-heeled,
open-toed sandals sashayed past their table. Verge feasted on them
with his eyes as he sipped on his mineral water. “What a charming
pair of angels,” he said as the women rounded the corner and
disappeared from view.
Béla ignored Verge’s appraisal of the women and stared out
hopelessly at the street before him. He focused on the heated air
hovering like a mirage over the hoods and roofs of the parked cars
next to the curb. “What am I going to do?” he said finally, turning
toward Verge. “Greene was the last agent. There’s no one left.”
“Allan did not reject your manuscript outright. He merely said it
needed more work if he was to continue representing it. If you still
desire to be published, I suggest you take his advice. What does he
want you to do?”
“Tighten my prose,” Béla mumbled.
“Ah yes, tight prose – the publishing world’s obsession with
overwriting. Have they never read Tolstoy or Dostoevsky? No
matter; get on with it! Grab your wrench and commence tightening,
young man. When you are done, and the prose is good and tight,
resubmit your manuscript to my esteemed friend, and I’m certain
he’ll get it published for you.”
“But this is the second time he’s sent it back and asked for
changes. The first time, he had a problem with the plot. Now it’s the
style. And it’s not just him. Remember the others? The ones that
didn’t reject it right away all asked me to change things. I changed
things. Big things. Things that affected the whole theme of the
novel. What did that get me? Nothing. I’ve rewritten this damn
book so many times I can’t even remember what the original was
like anymore.”
“To say I told you so again would be both redundant and in poor
taste.”
“I’m ready to just say the hell with Allan Greene and all the
others and publish the book myself.”
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“And how will you market it?” Verge said eying a long-legged
brunette in short pants coming around the corner. “Stand before a
bookshop encased in a sandwich board emblazoned with the title of
your work while you hand out chapters as free samples?”
“Fine. If he wants tighter prose, I’ll give him tighter prose,” Béla
said in frustration as he crumpled the linen napkin he held into a
ball. “I’ll make the prose so fucking tight it will make Hemingway’s
look bloated in comparison.”
“There’s absolutely no need for such foul language.”
“You’re right. I’m sorry. It’s just so frustrating.”
“We have discussed this. If you want to be published, you must
be extremely pliable and politically correct. You, unfortunately, are
neither,” Verge said. He refilled his glass with mineral water,
squeezed another wedge of lemon into the effervescent liquid, and
glanced over at the occupied table on the opposite side of the
awning. “I believe your customers are requesting their bill.”
Béla looked over at the table, acknowledged the waving hand
gestures, and then turned his attention back to Verge. “I’ll dedicate
the next month to making the changes he wants, but if he sends the
manuscript back to me one more time, I’ll throw in the towel.” The
customers at the other table called out to him. He spun around and
barked, “Relax!”
Verge raised his eyebrows to show his disapproval. “The only
person who needs to relax in this establishment is you, my good
man. Take care of your customers. When you are done, we’ll talk a
little bit about relaxation.”
Béla sighed, stood up, pulled his order pad out of his apron
pocket and walked to the opposite side of the awning. He returned
a moment later with a handful of crumpled bills and some coins. He
tossed the money on the table and sat down again. Beads of sweat
rolled down his cheeks and dampened the collar of his short sleeved
shirt. The heat only exacerbated the anger coursing through his
veins.
“Against my better judgment, I have been trying to help you get
published for over two years now,” Verge said calmly. “During this
time, I have made a point of keeping my personal opinions about
writing to myself. Photography lessons and trips to author readings
aside, I have done nothing to distract you from your goal. I have
been nothing but supportive, have I?” Béla nodded his head and
made a concerted effort to calm his nerves. Verge accepted his
friend’s acknowledgment and then continued, “But I believe the
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time has come for me to finally voice my sincere opinion. This is
not easy for me to say, but it must be said.” Verge paused and
looked directly at the aspiring writer. “Béla, my good man, that
novel of yours will never be published. It will not matter if you
tighten the prose or loosen the prose; it will not matter if you mute
the prose or electrify the prose; it will not matter if you light the
prose on fire or drown the prose in Worcestershire sauce – the end
result will be the same. The world does not want your prose. It
offends their sensibilities – dares to challenge the ideologies they
have erected. And even if the manuscript is published, who will read
that book of yours? The world prefers servile literature. That is all
there is to it. The sooner you accept that and move on, the quicker
you can get on to enjoying life, which is what you should have been
doing this whole time.”
A dispirited look surfaced in Béla’s eyes. “What will I do in life if
I can’t make it as a writer? Nothing else interests me.”
“There, there! All is not lost! Take a look around you. The world
bristles with adventures and opportunities and . . .” Verge’s voice
trailed off when he noticed a convertible full of attractive young
women cruising past the Stefánia “Little indulgences. Pleasure above
all else!”
“What opportunities? What pleasures? I’ve failed.”
“Balderdash! You’re young, healthy, and you have a glittering
career ahead of you in the world’s citadels of darkness. The citadels
are dripping with lovely young women. You’ll have constant access
to literature and flesh. Who could ask for anything more?”
“Most university professors are moral cowards,” Béla moaned.
“The ones that aren’t usually don’t last long.”
“You know how I feel about the citadels, but you would be a
fool not to continue your studies. It is true, you would be
compromising your intellect for a paycheck, but the dreadful truth is
this: One way or another, a man must feed himself.”
“All I ever wanted to be was a writer. Why is it so hard?”
Verge finished the last of his mineral water and smacked his lips.
“It would be a good idea if you set all of this writing nonsense aside
for a while and just concentrated on enjoying life. Do you not
understand? That is all that is left for us to do! I’ve known you for
over two years and during this time I have never known you to take
as much as a day off. You write for hours every day. When you are
not writing, you are studying. When you are not studying, you are
working here at the coffeehouse. You don’t go on vacations. You
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don’t go on dates. You don’t drink in bars. You don’t go to the
cinema. You’ve declined every invitation to pleasure I have offered
over the last two years. Tell me, my good man – what do you do for
enjoyment?”
“I write. That’s what I enjoy.”
“Tragically hopeless. Forget the war you are waging. Indulge in
other pleasures. Sensual pleasures. Carnal pleasures. The spirit is
dead! Can you not conceive? The body is all we have left!” Across
the street, the huge door of a parked Chevy Impala swung open and
a high-heeled foot stepped out onto the road. Verge looked at the
woman getting out of the car and focused on her shapely legs. For a
split second, her panties came into view. Verge smiled. “When was
the last time you enjoyed intimate female company?” he asked.
The question made Béla uncomfortable. What could he say?
That his only sexual intimacy was a failed encounter with a
Norwegian exchange student back in high school? In the end, he
just muttered, “It’s been a while. I didn’t want to be distracted by
women.”
A look of disappointment surfaced in Anthony Vergil’s eyes. He
said, “My word, I certainly hope you are not one of those pathetic
fellows who manually satisfies the urges while perusing
pornography.”
The comment made Béla smirk. He was one of those ‘pathetic
fellows.’ Verge sensed his young friend’s discomfort. He turned
away, faced the street again, and scanned the sidewalks and the rows
of parked cars along the curb looking for more women to admire.
Finding none, he stood up, reached into his pocket, withdrew some
money and deposited it on the table.
“I’m going to run off now. Tomorrow I leave for an assignment
in Yugoslavia – or what was Yugoslavia. Apparently there are some
particularly nasty situations developing there. But I am dedicating
tonight to you. I’m going to show you how to enjoy life because I
cannot bear to see you waste away like this. You are to come to my
apartment at nine this evening. We are going out on the town.”
“Thanks Verge, but I’m really not in the mood.”
“Tsk, tsk, my dear fellow. I insist. Nine sharp.” He stepped onto
the sidewalk, glanced up quickly at the sun, and started walking
away. “And leave that blasted manuscript alone! You are not to
touch it for the remainder of the day!”
*
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Ominous cloud mountains appeared in the sky as the hot, humid
day wore on. By early evening, they had obliterated the sun. The
humid air became heavier. For a short while, all was still. Then the
wind started. It was nothing more than a light breeze at first,
fluttering the listless leaves on trees, but it quickly intensified in
strength. Within an hour, strong gusts howled through the city
streets rattling garbage cans, shaking trees, tossing loose rubbish
into the air. Béla ran out onto the sidewalk and reeled in the
Stefánia’s awning which began billowing before the coffeehouse like
the sail of a ship. He brought the tables and chairs from the
sidewalk inside just seconds before the first heavy drops of rain hit
the pavement. Not long after, the clouds opened up and unleashed a
torrential downpour over the city.
Béla checked the clock in the Stefánia. It was nearly eight. He
would have to leave shortly if he wanted to make it to Verge’s
apartment on time. But he was in no mood to go, and the idea of
getting soaked only increased his reluctance. He called Verge on the
phone several times to cancel, but the line kept giving him a busy
signal. Unable to contact his friend, Béla felt obligated to keep the
appointed time. He changed his clothes, grabbed an umbrella, and
stepped out into the rain.
Thoroughly soaked and miserable, he arrived at Verge’s
apartment twenty minutes later. A clap of thunder rippled through
the air as he made his way up the concrete staircase. After the noise
subsided, the void it left behind was filled by the soothing sound of
Spanish classical guitar music drifting down from the apartment. As
charming as the music was, it did little to lift Béla’s spirits. All the
same, as reached the top of the stairs, his melancholy gave way to
confusion.
In the middle of the room stood a forest of lights and extension
cords and cameras and tripods all carefully arranged around Verge’s
old, beat-up sofa. On the sofa sat two young women – a Japanese
woman and a blonde. They were both completely nude save for the
open-toed, high-heeled shoes on their elegantly pedicured feet. Each
cupped a large glass filled with red wine in their hands. They glanced
at Béla, but did not seem overly curious or interested in him. Nor
were they self-consciousness about their nudity. Once Béla was in
the room, they both turned away and stared out the row of
windows.
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“Ah, the guest of honor has arrived!” Verge stepped out of the
shadows. Draped in a bathrobe, he held an open bottle of red wine
and an empty glass in his hands. “Poor soul. Look at him! Soaked to
the bone. Here, have a glass of wine.”
Béla turned to Verge with an apologetic look. “I’m sorry. I didn’t
realize you had company. I must have arrived too early. I should
have knocked.”
Verge shoved a full glass of wine into Béla’s hands. “Relax. You
are not early; you are just in time. I was just indulging in a little
erotic photography. I hope you don’t mind, but I took the liberty of
changing plans this evening without consulting you. It would be
uncivilized to wander out into the city in this inclement weather.”
He glanced down at the puddle of water forming on the floor. “You
can certainly attest to that, can’t you, you poor, wretched creature!”
“You’re busy. I’d better go.”
“Nonsense! This evening is all for you. The theme is carnal
pleasure; I, Vergil, shall be your guide. You are going to forget all
about your citadel of darkness and your writing and partake in my
favorite of little indulgences – Eros. These lovely young ladies have
agreed to help us,” Verge said. He walked back to the sink and came
back a moment later carrying his own glass of wine. “I would like
you to meet . . . Cindy? It is Cindy, isn’t it, love?” The Asian girl
nodded. “Cindy. Lovely name. The other beauty is Giselle. Ladies,
this is Béla. He’ll be joining us on our little journey this evening.”
Verge placed his hand on Béla’s shoulders. “Which one would you
prefer? Or would you rather we shared them?”
Béla stood perfectly still unable to comprehend what was
unfolding before him. The sight of the naked women on the couch
brought back memories of his evening in the photography club
room with Silken. He studied the Japanese girl – the ivory skin, the
smallish breasts, the dark, nearly brown nipples – then he traced
over the blonde’s larger breasts, the smattering of cinnamon-colored
freckles across the shoulders. He looked down for a second and, to
his embarrassment, noticed the bulge pressing against his soaking
jeans. He looked back up. Verge was waiting impatiently for a
decision. Béla lowered his glass of wine casually to his groin and
stepped back toward the door.
“You want me to just go over there and . . .”
“Would you prefer the ladies came to us? Anything can be
arranged. Their services have already been paid for.”
“They’re prostitutes?”
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“Such a vulgar term. I prefer courtesans . . . ladies of the night.”
“Are you serious?”
“Ladies. My friend is a tad nervous. Would you be so kind?”
Before Béla could say or do anything, the women were beside
him unbuttoning his shirt and tugging away at his belt buckle. He
took a step backward, but they remained close. He gently pushed
them away. This elicited a cold glare from both of the young
women, and they intensified their efforts to liberate him from his
wet clothes. He felt the smoothness of their skin brush up against
him and became more aroused as he inhaled the faint scent of
jasmine and coconut emanating from their hair. He looked at Verge
utterly bewildered.
“You need this, my dear fellow,” he heard Verge say from the
shadows. “Just let go and enjoy the moment.”
Down to only his undershorts and soggy socks, Béla gave into
Verge’s suggestion and allowed the women to lead him to the sofa.
A second later he was sitting down. The women caressed his bare
chest and shoulders. They kissed his cheeks and took turns kissing
his lips. His tongue tasted traces of mint, nicotine, and red wine. He
sheepishly returned their kisses. In the background, he heard what
sounded like the click and whirr of a camera. He looked up and
noticed Verge standing before one of the camera tripods snapping a
few photos.
“Some mementos. Little souvenirs,” the journalist said. His penis
was as erect as a member of the Queen’s Guard standing before
Buckingham palace. He stepped away from the camera and walked
toward the sofa. “So, we’ll share the two between us then? Excellent
choice. I knew you were not the selfish sort.”
*
“Now be honest – was that not far more pleasurable than your
writing?”
All Béla could do was nod as he reflected on the delights he had
experienced that evening. The prostitutes had left ten minutes
earlier, and he was sitting naked on the couch, his head in a sweet
daze. Verge lay on the carpet sipping wine.
“Tell me, my good man, when was the last time you enjoyed the
pleasure of a woman before this evening?” Verge asked suddenly.
“I’ve only had one other experience . . . sexual I mean. Back in
high school,” Béla admitted.
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“The Norwegian?”
“Yeah, but that was different than this. Feelings were involved.
You could even say I was in love with the girl.”
“In love?” Verge guffawed. “Mixing sex and love is among the
gravest of errors. Like art, love has run its course. Why muddy the
waters of pleasure with emotional sop? Love complicates what in
essence should be simple. It festers with insincerity. Be honest.
Satisfy the urges through the most efficient means possible and
maintain your freedom – your integrity.”
Béla squirmed a little. “Yeah, the whole thing did become
awkward after we did it.” He shrugged his shoulders. “But we were
only kids.”
“And why have you not had other women since?”
“I dedicated myself to writing. I didn’t want anything to interfere
with that.”
The statement elicited a smirk from Verge. “I’ll get right to the
point of this little evening – you have wasted too many years
chasing your noble pursuits,” the journalist announced. “I say this
because I used to be like you – so noble, pure, and ambitious. Like
you, I wanted to change the world with words, which I considered
magical – the very foundation of reality. Logos, my good man!” He
deepened his voice and took on a deep baritone. “In the beginning
there was the word!” He smiled after he said this and shook his
head. “For years, I worked to become a master of words, and I
became one to a certain extent. Once I attained this mastery, I
thought I could alter the course of history with a few scribbles of
my pen. Back then, I firmly believed the pen was mightier than the
sword! Later, I realized this is no longer true. You see, words only
work if others hear them, and there are very few people left who
can hear or are brave enough to listen.”
Verge leaned forward on the carpet, his face half-submerged in
the penumbra. “Today words are meaningless,” the journalist went
on. “Weak. Impotent. People have been conditioned to indulge only
their urges and desires – the lower, the better. The pen is no longer
mighty. The sword is mightier than the pen. And the penis? The
penis is also mightier than the pen. Much mightier. What can one do
in a world where words wane and the spirit dies? What is left for the
higher, more sensitive souls like ours?” Verge pulled his torso back
and sat up straight. His face retreated from the light was completely
swallowed by dark shadows. “Nothing except pleasure and pain, my
dear Béla. Eros and Thanatos. The penis and the sword. Since we
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are not men of violence, the only moral imperative open to us is
pleasure. The only thing we can aspire to is enjoyment.” Verge stood
up and padded over to one of the lamps. He clicked it on and a halo
of light momentarily crowned his head. He glanced around for a
bottle of wine, found one, picked it up, and refilled the glasses.
“Understand this, and understand it well – there are no high things
left. We are all trapped within ourselves. We are all damned
regardless of what we do. The sooner you accept that, the happier
you will be. So stop denying yourself. Enjoy the pleasures this world
offers while you still can.”
“You might have a point about sex and love,” Béla offered in
return after Verge stopped speaking, “but I think you’re wrong
about art. I admit it was stupid of me to forgo pleasure for writing,
but I still believe writing matters. In fact, I believe life matters.
Higher purpose must exist. Without it we have nothing. Everything
becomes meaningless. People would fall into nihilism and despair.”
“Bah! There’s no sense talking to you,” Verge said with a laugh.
He sat back on the carpet. “You refuse to accept self-evident truths.
I fear you will end up like your dear father.”
The mere mention of Reinhardt tugged Béla completely from
the remnants of his post-coital daze. He straightened his back and
covered his genitals with his t-shirt “What do you mean?”
“I respect and admire your father, but I pity him as well. To me
he is nothing more than a minnow trapped in a tide pool,” Verge
replied. Béla gave him a puzzled look. Verge elaborated on his point.
“When I was a wee lad, my parents took me on seaside holidays
every summer. On the shore I often came across minnows trapped
in little pools left behind when the water retreated. They were so
adamant about remaining where they were, these poor minnows,
that they ignored the retreating tide. When they finally became
aware of it, it was too late. They became trapped until the next tide
came; however, by the time the next tide rolled in, most of the tide
pool minnows were dead. The sun evaporated the water from the
pools quite rapidly, leaving some of the minnows gasping in the
open air. The minnows trapped in larger, deeper pools fared no
better. More often than not, they were preyed upon by opportunistic
sea birds. You see, my good man, the point of the story is this –
very few tide pool minnows ever made it back to the sea.”
“What does that have to do with my father?”
“His notions of tradition, art, morality, and all the rest of it. He
doesn’t realize he’s trapped in a tide pool. He doesn’t realize the
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water has retreated. Centuries could pass before the next tide rolls
in, assuming it ever rolls in at all,” Verge said. He looked at Béla
evenly. “Do I really need to spell it out for you?”
Béla shook his head. “He’s old-fashioned, sure . . . but he is a
good man. And I share his views about the importance of art.”
“I’ll say no more about it,” Verge interrupted. “Just remember
this – there is no nobility in being a minnow trapped in a tide pool.
In fact, it is pitifully tragic. And you may suffer the same fate as well
if you are not careful. Face it; there is nothing worthwhile left;
nevertheless, the sea is still an enormous, wonderful place filled with
infinite pleasures. And pleasure –”
“Is all we have left,” Béla cut in, completing his friend’s thought
for him.
“Quite right!” Verge said through a smile. “So, will you partake
in future indulgences with me?”
Béla replayed a portion of the heavenly debauchery in which he
had participated. “I would be a fool not to,” he finally replied.
“That’s the spirit!”
*
Back in his bedroom, Béla stripped off his wet clothes and stood
before his bathroom mirror reflecting upon the events of the
evening. Part of him had thoroughly relished the orgy, but another
part of him felt empty and ashamed. He pushed the negative
feelings away. All he had done was satisfy his desires. Verge was
right. Béla saw no reason why he should deny himself pleasure
while he pursued his ambitions; no reason why he could not indulge
in the city of lust while remaining in the city of love.
In bed, Béla stared up at the ceiling and went over Verge’s ideas
concerning pleasure and the worthlessness of words until sleep
overtook him. He woke up a little before five in the morning and
could not go back to sleep no matter how hard he tried. Unable to
sleep, he made his way downstairs and walked out into the backyard.
Dawn was breaking and the lights were on in the studio; he entered
and saw his father working on a painting.
“You’re up early,” Reinhardt said, smearing a glob of paint onto
his latest communist-themed creation.
“I couldn’t sleep.”
“Did you have a good time in the city last night?”
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“We decided not to go out because of the lousy weather. We
stayed in the apartment and had a few drinks,” Béla said, not daring
to utter a word about the two prostitutes. He sat down behind his
desk, looked at Reinhardt, and imagined his father as a minnow
trapped in a tide pool. A moment later, he shook his head, pulled
out his manuscript, and found a red pen in the tin can he used to
hold his writing utensils.
“Any news on your novel?” Reinhardt asked.
“That literary agent friend of Verge’s said I need to tighten the
prose a little. I’m going to revise it one more time.”
Reinhardt turned back to his painting and continued dabbing the
canvas. Béla glanced down at the first page of his manuscript. He
embraced Verge’s views about pleasure, but he could not accept
most of what Verge believed when it came to art. As wonderful as
pleasure was, Béla believed there was more to life than wanton
hedonism. When it came to writing, art, and creativity, he was seized
by the desire to prove the journalist wrong. He struck out two
adjectives from the first paragraph of his manuscript and smiled.
Words were not worthless or weak. The spirit was still alive. The pen
was still mighty. He would prove it.
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PART THREE:

THE DANCING QUEEN
For the remainder of the summer Béla divided his time between
working at the Stefánia and revising his manuscript. He resubmitted
the novel to Allan Greene before the start of the school year. After
that, he entered a special kind of purgatory specifically reserved for
aspiring writers. He anxiously waited for the phone to ring, for a
letter to arrive, anything that might tell him his work had been
accepted, his dreams fulfilled. The months passed, but he heard
from no one. In the middle of October, he took it upon himself to
phone Allan Greene to inquire about the state of the manuscript,
but the agent was as elusive as a spy and never returned any of the
calls. Eventually Béla adopted a fatalistic attitude. The demands of
his graduate studies gradually ate up most of his free time. There
were weeks he barely thought about his writing at all.
Anthony Vergil returned from the Balkans at the end of
October and appeared at the Stefánia. He greeted Béla with a
graceful hug, two kisses on the cheeks, and carried on as if he had
never been absent. The journalist came to the coffeehouse nearly
every day after that; the topics of their conversations revolved solely
around art, writing, history, and current events. Once a week, Béla
joined Verge for a night of little indulgences. Béla relished his
friend’s weekly bacchanalias; they provided him the chance to be a
temporary citizen in the city of lust before returning his chosen
domicile in the city of love and his noble writing ambitions. For
Béla, it all amounted to the perfect balancing act; satiating his
desires heightened his focus on his writing and kept him from
sinking into the hopelessness that often consumes struggling artists.
Before shipping out for an assignment in Kuwait in late
November, the journalist gave Béla a set of keys to the loft
apartment and asked for a favor.
“I’ll be gone for three weeks. Be a chum and check on the place
once in a while. I have a horrid house plant a crazy, lovesick wench
gave me. Devil’s Ivy, she called it.” Verge paused for a moment and
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frowned. “Why that satanic slut would give me a plant named after
the Prince of Darkness, I’ll never know. Truth is, I’ve been trying to
kill the thing for over a year, but it simply refuses to die. As a result,
I’ve grown to respect it; perhaps even fear it. Would you be so kind
and water it once a week? I’m afraid it might rise up and kill me one
day if someone doesn’t take care of it while I’m gone.”
Béla incorporated the watering of Verge’s Devil’s Ivy into his
schedule of working at the Stefánia, school, and writing. Though he
tried not to think about it too much, his heart still yearned for a
breakthrough that would finally propel him to literary fame.
*
A breakthrough did occur at the Drixler household, but it was
not Béla the world noticed.
Reinhardt had been creating paintings mocking and criticizing
communism for over a year. He displayed his dark works on the
walls of the Stefánia and freely discussed them with customers who
took an interest in them; however, unlike his other creations, he
refused to sell his communist paintings. When asked for a reason as
to why he did not wish to sell them, he provided none and
graciously ended the conversation.
One afternoon in January, a stocky, balding man in his latefifties whose fingers were laden with gold rings expressed a strong
interest in the paintings and asked the waitress serving him who the
artist was. When the waitress informed him the artist was the
Stefánia’s proprietor, the man demanded to meet Reinhardt. The
waitress went into the kitchen; Reinhardt emerged a moment later.
“Did you paint these?” the man asked in a baritone voice that
rang false to the ear.
Reinhardt nodded as he wiped his hands with a dish towel.
“I am Stanley Lawrence of the Lawrence Gallery in SoHo,” the
man said. It was more of a declaration than an introduction. The
stocky man waited for a moment, as if expecting a spark of
recognition from Reinhardt. When none was forthcoming,
Lawrence appeared annoyed and cleared his throat. “I am an art
dealer. I happened to be in this neighborhood visiting a friend. Your
work impresses me.”
Reinhardt introduced himself and shook the golden hand the
man extended before him.
“Tell me Mr. Drixler, for how much do you sell these paintings?”
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“They are not for sale.”
The gallery owner cocked his head sideways as if he were trying
to ascertain Reinhardt’s sanity. “Not for sale? Then why do paint
them?”
“They help me process the changes in Europe.”
Lawrence nodded even though he did not understand. “Well,
they’re fine paintings. You should put them up for sale.”
Reinhardt bowed humbly innumerable times as the gallery owner
praised the communism paintings to the stars. The encomium ended
and the stocky man demanded Reinhardt display the paintings at the
Lawrence Gallery.
“The subject matter of these pieces is not only topical, but
necessary,” the gallery owner gushed. His words gleamed and
dripped from his tongue much the way his golden rings gleamed and
seemingly dripped from his fingers. “People need to be exposed to
the realities of the oppression that existed on the opposite side of
the Iron Curtain. And who better to show them than you? A
survivor of communism!”
“Survivor is a strong word, Mr. Lawrence. I was oppressed, but I
was never tortured or imprisoned.”
“No, perhaps you weren’t, but millions of others were.”
Reinhardt pursed his lips. “Yes, that is true. I suppose that is-”
“Then what’s the problem?”
Reinhardt rubbed the back of his neck with his left palm. “How
should I put this?” he said quietly. “I can’t help but think of
Solzhenitsyn. The truth he revealed was welcomed at first, but as
time passed . . . what I mean is, communism may have collapsed in
Europe, but I suspect many Americans have red stars in their heads,
especially in the art world.”
The art dealer winced slightly after Reinhardt mentioned red
stars, but it only took him a few seconds to make the connection.
“Of course. I understand. Yes, that’s true; many people I deal with –
critics, artists, academics – are committed reds. Marxist to the core.
Spoiled. That’s what most of them are. They live here in America
and fantasize about some communist utopia.” He paused for a
moment leaned his face closer to Reinhardt’s. “Wouldn’t it be great
to give them a little jolt? Make them face the reality behind the
ideology they subscribe to? Especially now that communism has
collapsed?”
Mixed thoughts and emotions flooded through Reinhardt and he
was unsure of how to respond. In the end, he said nothing.
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“I could drum up publicity for you in the papers; create buzz in
the local art scene and then, in a month or two, we could throw a
little party and introduce your talent to the world. You give me the
opportunity, and I wager I could fetch five to ten thousand for each
of these.” He paused for a moment to gauge his potential client’s
reaction, but Reinhardt’s expression gave nothing away. Lawrence
frowned briefly, then continued, “Think about it. That’s a lot of
money.”
“That is a lot of money.”
“And my commission is an extremely reasonable forty percent.”
How the man afforded the gold adorning his hands was no
longer a mystery to Reinhardt. If forty percent was extremely
reasonable, Reinhardt wondered what the art dealer would find
unreasonable. He thanked Lawrence for the offer and asked for
some time to think it over.
Lawrence took the polite request as an insult. He scrunched up
his nose and said, “I’m a man of action, Mr. Drixler. I’m not one for
dilly-dallying. I like things done quickly.” He tapped his gilded
fingers on the tabletop below him to emphasize his points. “Do you
know what other unknown artists in New York would do for a
chance like this? This is a big-time opportunity.”
Reinhardt raised his eyebrows and smiled. “You would have
survived communism easily, Mr. Lawrence. Aggressive men like you
always found a way to keep their heads above water, even in
communism’s darkest times.”
Lawrence took the blunt insult as a compliment. His pudgy face
softened and he laid his aureate hand on Reinhardt’s shoulder.
“How much time do you need?”
“A few days.”
“Take a week. But not a second more. Here’s my card. If I don’t
hear from you in seven days, you’re dead to me. Now, how about
fixing me up a tray of those delicious Linzer cookies to go?”
After the Stefánia closed for the night, Reinhardt sat down to
discuss Lawrence’s offer with Béla and Anthony Vergil, who was inbetween assignments and had been in New York for the better part
of a week.
“Lawrence’s conjecture about unknown artists is accurate,”
Verge said after Reinhardt finished telling them about his
conversation with the art dealer. “The Lawrence Gallery is one of
the most preeminent in the city. Nearly all unknown artists who
have displayed there have gone to achieve great success.”
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“And they have paid handsomely for their successes,” Reinhardt
muttered. “He wants a forty percent commission.”
Verge chuckled, leaned back in his chair, took a sip of his
cappuccino, and let out a sigh of pleasure. “His walls are hallowed
walls – they transform unknown artists into known artists, obscure
artists into recognized artists, ignored artists into praised artists. He’s
a gatekeeper. If it is fame and recognition you seek, you must pay
the toll.”
“It’s the same in all the arts. Look at book publishers. How much
do they give their authors?” Béla said.
“Quite right,” Verge agreed.
“Book publishers make a significant investment – the books
themselves, marketing, distribution. What investment is Lawrence
making?” Reinhardt said.
“His name,” Verge said. He noticed a piece of lint on his left
pant leg just above the knee, frowned, and brushed away the
offending speck of debris. “Lawrence’s investment is his name – a
veritable stamp of approval telling the art world your work is
significant and deserves attention. However, I am wary of his
interest in your work.”
“How so?” Reinhardt asked.
“Do not take this the wrong way, my good man, but I fear the
themes you present in your work will offend the intelligentsia.”
“I mentioned this to him,” Reinhardt said. “As difficult as I find
it to accept, I know there are many red stars here in America.”
“Precisely. The champagne socialists who guide and shape our
culture have determined tastes,” Verge replied. “No one knows this
better than Stanley Lawrence, which is why I am suspicious of his
interest in your paintings. Perhaps he merely wants to use your work
to kick the hornet nest a little, if you will.”
“He did day something about causing a stir,” Reinhardt
admitted.
“But isn’t that the whole point of art? To challenge views? To
start debates? To get people talking?” Béla interjected. He turned to
Reinhardt. “You have a chance to show the word the truth about
communism. This is a huge opportunity Take it.”
“I would advise against it,” Verge warned. “The world does not
want truth. You may find yourself the target of some rather nasty
attacks.”
“And you may regret it even more if you don’t take this
opportunity,” Béla insisted. “So? Will you do it?”
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“Yes. Yes, I will,” Reinhardt said at last.
“Grand! But be careful as you step into the meat grinder that is
the art world,” Verge said flatly.
Reinhardt glanced over at the portrait of Stefánia above the
mantle of the fireplace. “I can handle myself,” he said.
A strange emotion flared up inside Béla after this. When he first
learned of the opportunity Stanley Lawrence had presented to
Reinhardt, Béla was happy. Reinhardt’s art was finally receiving the
attention it deserved. Nevertheless, after his father consented to the
opportunity, Béla’s joy was poisoned by drops of envy. He thought
of his own struggles to gain attention and further his ambitions and
wondered why a similar opportunity could not simply fall into his
lap.
*
A month after Reinhardt signed a contract with Stanley
Lawrence, a reporter and a photographer from the New York Times
arrived at the Stefánia to interview Reinhardt and snap a few
pictures of the paintings and the coffeehouse. Béla watched the
proceedings with envied interest. The journalist asked Reinhardt
about his life and experiences and took notes as Reinhardt spoke
about his childhood, his rejection from the Academy of Fine Arts in
Budapest, his immigration to America, the death of his poetesswife, and the establishment of the Stefánia.
The half-page article appeared in the Times a few days later. Béla
read it with begrudged joy. He noticed his own name in the article.
Reinhardt had referred to him as a talented writer who would soon
make a name for himself in the world. The sentence cast Béla into a
mild depression. He was a talented writer, but he was not
succeeding in making his name known at all. His manuscript still
lingered in a state of limbo; some short stories he submitted to
literary magazines had all been returned with rejection slips.
The Times article caused a small spike in business at the
Stefánia. A few painters, critics, gallery owners, dealers, journalists,
and other art aficionados trickled into the coffeehouse to meet the
latest artist Stanley Lawrence had discovered and endorsed. In
addition to this, the art dealer took Reinhardt to events and gallery
showings in the city, introducing the painter to influential members
of the art community. The hype around Reinhardt Drixler
continued to build as the months passed. Reinhardt reacted
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cautiously to his increasing fame. Though he took the occasional
evening off to appear at some of Lawrence’s functions, he
continued to adhere to his work schedule; whenever people he had
never met before praised him and his work, he humbly bowed his
head and allowed the compliments to pass through him. That those
he spoke to understood the reality behind the paintings interested
him far more than any compliment they dispensed. Béla stood in the
middle of it all torn between feelings of bursting pride and seething
envy.
*
The Lawrence Gallery was an austere yet chic symmetrical
temple of white – snowy white walls, milky white benches, oyster
white doors and fixtures, all bathed in bone white light diffused
from the argent white lamps above. An enormous frosted
Diocletian window reigned in the rear of the room, while the front
was nothing but a wall of glass, so seamless and perfect, it took Béla
and Reinhardt a moment to find the door when they arrived on the
morning of Reinhardt’s exhibition.
Dressed in a royal-blue suit, Stanley Lawrence stood in the
middle of his gallery presiding over the arrangement of Reinhardt’s
paintings. He flailed his short arms around like an orchestra
conductor as he barked commands at his employees who were
gingerly lifting and securing the paintings onto the walls. He noticed
the Drixlers and offered them a distracted smile.
“They look great, don’t they?” he asked pointing at the paintings.
“The guests will arrive at one. Did you bring the pastries?”
The art dealer had spared no expense for the occasion. In the
rear of the gallery before the Diocletian window there were tables
filled with hors d’oeuvres, bowls of caviar, buckets of chilled
champagne, rows of fine wine, many bottles of Scotch and rare
cognacs. Béla helped his father add the pastries they had brought to
the feast. After they were done, he poured himself a glass of red
wine and eyed a few of the more attractive catering servers who
dashed about making final preparations.
Three hours later, the Lawrence Gallery was so crowded Béla
could barely move. People ate and drank and mingled and praised
and swooned and complimented. To Lawrence’s immense
satisfaction, they also opened their wallets and purses and bought up
many paintings. People pushed their way toward the rear of the
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room for a chance to meet the artist after they had perused the
paintings. The attention and praise overwhelmed Reinhardt. On
several occasions, he gestured for his son to come and join him in
the back of the room, but Béla waved the invitations away and
continued orbiting the periphery of the room. It was Reinhardt’s
day in the sun – Béla grudgingly chose to remain in the shade.
Seeing everyone in the gallery fawning over his father only
reminded him of his own obscurity. He exchanged his empty glass
of wine for a fresh one and stared sourly out at the crowd. Each
glass of wine sunk him deeper into the swamp of self-pity. He
checked his watch to distract himself from his troubling thoughts. It
was past four o’clock. Verge was late. The journalist had pledged to
be at the exhibit by three. Béla frowned. He wished Verge was there
beside him. He needed a diversion. He arched up onto his toes and
scanned the room to see if his friend was in the crowd. He did not
see Verge, but he did spot a familiar face.
Standing before an expanse of white wall near the front of the
room looking as if he did not have a care in the world was the
literary agent, Allan Greene. It was not hard to pick the agent out of
the crowd. Nearly six-foot-five in height, Greene towered over the
other guests in the gallery. Dressed in a black jacket, black
turtleneck, and black pants, he struck a contrast to the white wall
behind him. To Béla he looked like an ominous, animated
exclamation mark. The exclamation mark’s presence offended Béla.
You’re the reason I’m still a nobody, he thought. He made his way
across the room, stumbling occasionally as he went.
“Béla Drixler. I submitted a manuscript to your agency. You told
me to fix the plot and tighten the prose.”
Greene stooped over slightly as he tried to figure out who the
drunken young man addressing him was. The change of posture
transformed his body from an exclamation mark to a question mark.
Despite the hints, the agent simply could not remember who Béla
was.
“I’m Anthony Vergil’s friend,” Béla said finally.
A flash of familiarity replaced the confusion on Greene’s face.
His mouth became a big, gaping ‘o’, and he gently patted his client
on the back. “Oh yeah, friend of Verge’s. I remember now. Say, how
is that crazy son-of-a-bitch?”
“He’s fine. He should be here soon. Anyway, the last time we
spoke you said-”
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“What a character! Is he still obsessed with his . . . aw, what the
hell did he call them? Little . . . little . . .”
“Indulgences.”
“Yeah, that’s it! Little indulgences!” Greene chuckled and leaned
closer to Béla. In a quieter voice, he said, “Keep this to yourself, but
a couple of years ago Verge talked me into a night of little
indulgences. We ended up in some massage parlor in Chinatown. I
couldn’t walk right for a week!”
The agent slapped his side and laughed.
Béla gave Greene a glowering look. “Is there any news regarding
my manuscript?”
Greene stopped laughing and looked at Béla as if he were seeing
him for the first time. He lowered his eyebrows to make it look as if
he were thinking hard or trying to remember an important fact.
“What was the name of that manuscript again?”
The hot blood of indignation rushed up into Béla’s neck and
face. “The working title is Harbinger.”
“Harbinger, huh?” Green laughed. “Well, I’ll tell you right now,
you gotta change that title.”
Béla tightened his grip on his wine glass until his fingertips were
pressed white along the stem. Sensing his young client’s displeasure,
the literary agent adopted a more serious manner. “Harbinger . . .
Harbinger . . . which one was that?”
Béla turned away in frustration. At the back of the room the
mayor was standing next to Reinhardt sampling a plate of the
Stefánia’s petits fours; from where Béla stood, it appeared the two
men were having a delightful conversation. The envy inside him
grew bitterer.
“Oh yeah, I remember now,” Greene said happily after a minute
had passed. “Say, that’s an interesting book. Really pushes the
envelope thematically. I just got word back from Triumph Press
about that one.”
Triumph Press was one of the most prestigious independent
publishers in New York; two of their titles had won major awards in
the past year alone. Béla leaned forward anxiously. “And? What did
they think?”
“They gave it back to me. It didn’t fit their needs. It’s too bad.
They were very interested in the first chapter. Maybe if you
tightened the prose a little . . .”
Unable to maintain eye contact with the agent, Béla dropped his
head and stared at the floor below his feet.
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Consoling struggling writers was not one of Greene’s strong
points, but he patted Béla gently on the shoulder to display some
semblance of compassion. “Hey now, it’s all right. I really like that
manuscript. I’ll find a publisher for it eventually, don’t you worry,”
Greene said. Then, in a more serious tone, he added, “It’s a tough
business, kid. What can I say? Maybe if you tightened the prose a
little more?”
Béla looked up at the tall man with an expression of utter defeat.
“I worked on that manuscript for years,” he said quietly.
Greene nodded, but he had surpassed his personal saturation
point for awkward situations and was desperately looking for a way
to extricate himself from the conversation. To his relief, he noticed
someone he knew.
“Well, look who the cat dragged in!” the literary agent exclaimed
glad at the opportunity to change the subject.
Béla looked over his shoulder and saw Verge edging through the
crowd.
“My word, if it isn’t Mr. Allan Greene,” Verge said shaking the
literary agent’s hand. “Tell me, is the Chinese Embassy still trying to
extradite you for the heinous sexual crimes you committed against
its helpless female citizens here in New York a few years back?”
Greene laughed and looked at Béla. “You see what I mean?
Craziest son-of-a-bitch I ever met.”
The sullen expression on Béla’s face troubled Verge. He took a
moment to exchange pleasantries with Allan Greene and then took
Béla gently by the elbow and led him back a few steps. “How has
the unveiling of Reinhardt Drixler gone so far, my good man?”
Béla pointed toward the back of the room. “Much better than
you had predicted,” he muttered.
“Ah, splendid! The world is taking to him quite nicely. However,
it is still early days.” He turned back toward his friend. “Why so
glum?”
“It’s nothing,” Béla murmured. He took a gulp from his wine
glass, shook his head, and made a quick pointing motion at the
literary agent. “Greene told me my manuscript was rejected again.”
“Don’t be too harsh on old Allan; he’s nothing more than a
corner-store pimp peddling whorish pages.”
“That book will never see the light of day.”
“Yes – that’s probable. But you seem bothered by more than
that. You’ve had a few too many, that much is obvious, but there is
something else troubling you.” He looked around the room again,
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and saw Reinhardt shaking the mayor’s hand. “You’re upset about all
the attention your dear father is receiving!”
“Is it that obvious?”
“I am perspicacious by nature, my good man. I notice things.”
Béla’s temples tightened and his cheeks reddened. “I feel like a
jerk. I should be happy for him.”
“And you are, beneath it all.”
“You still think he’s a minnow in a tide pool?”
“Well, I am happy for him even though I fear it will all end in
tears. One dissenting word, a single solitary spark can send all of
this up in flames and reduce it to ashes.”
“I just want to get out of here.”
“Tell you what – let me make a quick tour of the place, press a
few pretentious palms, then we’ll leave together. There’s a place I’d
like to take you. A magical palace of little indulgences! It will help
soothe your tattered nerves.”
“I appreciate it, Verge, but I’m in no mood for indulgences.”
“Tut-tut. This will be a cultural excursion.”
Béla scowled. “I’ve had all the culture I can stomach.”
“We’ll leave together. Just give me five minutes.”
Verge withdrew and vanished into the crowd before Béla could
decline the offer again. The journalist was at the back of the room a
moment later, shaking hands with Reinhardt and Stanley Lawrence.
They shared a laugh and Verge moved on. A few seconds later, Béla
felt a tap on his left shoulder. He wondered how Verge had
managed to come back through the crowd so quickly, but when he
turned around he came face-to-face with Rob Matos, the painter
who had invited Reinhardt to the ill-fated art show in Brooklyn
more than ten years earlier. Béla let out a soft sigh. Matos was the
last person he wanted to see at that moment.
“Quite the event, huh?” Matos said as the two men shook hands.
“Boy, I’m happy for your old man. Look at all these people! All the
bigwigs are here. I just finished speaking to the curator of one of
the most respected private galleries in Paris. Couldn’t understand a
damn word the man said, but I got this much out of him – he really
loves your dad’s paintings.”
“Yeah, it’s really something, isn’t it?”
“Well I gotta tip my hat to your dad. He never gave up, despite
years of obscurity and that awful night at that art show.” Matos
paused for a moment, took a sip of his wine, and glanced around in
at the guests. “Hey, are you still writing?”
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“A little here and there.”
“Any luck?”
A part of Béla wished he could run away. “Not much. But then
again, I haven’t really submitted for a while. School keeps me busy.”
“Don’t feel too disappointed. I’m not getting anywhere either.”
He shrugged his narrow shoulders and took another sip of wine.
“I’m happy for your old man, though. Can you imagine how he
feels? I spoke to him about an hour ago. Boy, you should have seen
the glimmer in his eyes. He thanked me. Thanked me! I asked him
what I did to deserve his thanks, and you know what he said? He
said I helped him by being someone he could talk to about painting.
Called me his colleague.” Matos shook his head and smiled. “Not
only is he a helluva painter, but he’s also a helluva noble guy. You
want to hear something funny? Before I talked to him, I was a little
envious. I came in here, saw this big hullabaloo and the first thing
that popped into my mind was – why can’t this be mine? Why can’t I be
the one being celebrated? Isn’t that something?”
“I experienced similar feelings,” Béla admitted.
“Human nature, huh?” Matos murmured. “Well, after I spoke to
your dad, I felt so damned low; I can’t even begin to tell you. In the
end, I’m glad he’s getting all of this attention. He deserves it.
Anyway, I’m going to get some more of those little sandwiches
before these rich bastards eat them all. I’ll catch up with you later.”
After Matos walked away, a deep guilt enveloped Béla. The wine
he had consumed did little to soothe his volatile emotions.
Verge stumbled back looking fatigued. He draped his arm
around Béla and said, “Help me, my good man! If I don’t leave this
tower of tawdriness, this garrison of gaudiness, this palace of
pompousness, I’ll faint. Ah, such puffed up shirts, such bombastic
breeches, such insincere inanity!” He paused for a chuckle, and then
continued, “I spoke to your kind father, and he has granted us
permission to take our leave. So with due haste, let us make our
exit!”
Béla nodded and followed the journalist to the door. Outside,
the late afternoon air was crisp and cool and it hit Béla like a shovel.
He took three steps and came to a halt as a spell of dizziness came
over him. “I feel terrible,” he mumbled. “I’m going home.”
“Home? Rubbish!” Verge said raising his hand to hail a taxi. “We
are going on a cultural excursion. You’ll enjoy it. Trust me.”
*
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The cab deposited Béla and Verge underneath the tangled steel
web of overhead subway tracks and car ramps that spilled over the
foot of the Queensboro Bridge in Long Island City, Queens. Béla
glanced at the familiar steel girders and wondered why his friend had
asked the taxi driver to let them off there. He got his answer when
Verge tugged him toward a dilapidated, nondescript building with a
blue neon sign emblazoned with the words Dancing Queens.
Dancing Queens was one of the most disreputable strip clubs in
New York City, notorious for one thing and one thing alone –
sleaziness. Condemned several times by the health department,
fined innumerable times by the liquor licensing board, charged
occasionally by the fire department, shut down a few times by the
police, raided on dozens of occasions by narcotics squads, the
Dancing Queens was the go-to place if one had a penchant for all
things low-brow. In its twenty years of operation, the strip club had
been under the proprietorship of such unsavory groups as the mafia
and a half-dozen different biker gangs. The entertainment was low
caliber regardless of who owned it. Ironically, very few of the
dancers at Dancing Queens could dance, and there was not a single
queen among them. Every night, poor single mothers, wily street
walkers, desperate drug addicts, and unemployed aspiring actresses
traipsed across the tarnished stage to entertain the pimps, pushers,
and petty criminals who formed the core of the club’s clientele. Excons also frequented the establishment. For most, it was their first
stop after being dumped into the bowels of Queensboro Plaza by
the Q101 bus following their release from Riker’s Island. Mixed in
with this unsavory blend of humanity were groups of college boys
out for a night of revelry, handfuls of blue collar workers looking to
escape their wives and bills, small teams of undercover cops setting
up stings, and rare clusters of Wall Street businessmen who
discreetly whisked across the East River from Manhattan to indulge
in a little slumming.
Stepping into Dancing Queens after spending most of the day in
the Lawrence Gallery was a shock to Béla’s senses. Everything inside
the club was black – the walls, the wobbly tables, the rickety chairs.
Even the windows were painted over with a thick coat of black
paint. After his eyes adjusted to the darkness, Béla surveyed the
stage and the filthy, hand-print smeared mirrors lining the walls. A
cloud of diaphanous cigarette smoke hung over everything. The air
reeked of cheap perfume, alcohol, nicotine, and mold. In the dim
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light the people within the club looked like shadows. Béla was
tempted to turn around and walk back out, but Verge maintained a
firm grip on him and took him to an empty table near the back of
the room.
“It’s under new management,” Verge shouted over the din.
“Some Russian business consortium. They haven’t done much to
the place physically, but the talent . . . well, my good man, take a
look around! Have you ever seen such a collection of
pulchritudinous women?”
Béla was too drunk to remember what pulchritudinous meant; to
his ear the word sounded negative. He expected the women to be as
tragically joyless as the club’s atmosphere, but as his eyes became
more accustomed to the dark, he was pleasantly surprised. Lingering
about tables, leaning against the bar, flirting with patrons, gyrating
during table dances, wearing nothing but high heeled shoes, bikinis,
and an assortment of lingerie, were some of the loveliest young
women Béla had ever seen. Captivating and enticing, the beauty they
radiated dispelled the tenebrous atmosphere of the club the same
way stars dispel the opaqueness of the night sky. Béla was
enchanted. Two girls passed by the table speaking to each other in a
language that was not English. He caught familiar sounds and words
as they walked by. Three other dancers sauntered past the table.
They too spoke a language he found all too familiar. His eyes
widened and he looked at Verge.
“Magyar,” Verge said. “You heard correctly. Hungarians. That’s
what most of these beauties are. There are some Czechs, Slovaks,
Russians, and Ukrainians about, but the vast majority of the dancers
are Hungarian.”
Béla was speechless.
“You see? I told you this was a cultural excursion,” Verge said as
he flagged down a nearby waitress.
By the time the waitress returned with their drinks, Béla forgot
all about his father’s exhibition, the failed manuscript, and the dark
mood that had plagued him for the better part of the day.
“The collapse of communism has left a gaping void in the
former Soviet Bloc countries,” Verge said. “Overnight, the fixed
market is gone. Inflation runs rampant. Wages stagnant. At the same
time the West rushes in to fill the void with its television shows and
consumerism and dreams of happiness. The salary of a nurse in
Hungary is no more than a couple of hundred dollars a month. The
borders, which had been sealed with barbed wire and guarded by
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machine guns, are thrown wide open. Well, I don’t have to fill in the
blanks for the rest, do I?”
“It’s unbelievable,” Béla said.
Verge grinned. “Right. You know, I used to be under the
impression that the communists erected the Iron Curtain to keep
the West out, but I now believe the red bastards built the fence to
keep all of these lovely little indulgences to themselves.” He raised
his shot glass of whiskey and proposed a toast. “To the end of the
Cold War!”
They clinked their glasses and downed the whiskey in one gulp,
chasing it down with a sip of beer. Béla loosened up as soon as the
whiskey hit his stomach. He was still quite drunk from the wine he
had consumed at the Lawrence Gallery, but those drinks had only
succeeded in bringing him down. The whiskey and the beer had the
opposite effect. Suddenly he was energized. Alert. Aware. The
dancers became magnificent paintings come to life; he studied them
with the same serious admiration with which he had studied great
works of art in Manhattan’s many galleries and museums. Verge
solicited a few women for private table dances. Suddenly the
animated paintings were there before Béla in all their beauty and
glory. Verge bought everyone drinks and the girls danced before
them and as Béla watched them he was certain he had died and had
been transported to some Magyar Valhalla where he was guaranteed
an eternity of erotic bliss. The rejected manuscript and Reinhardt’s
exhibition became blurry memories as the enticing combination of
flesh and firewater diluted all of Béla’s worries and concerns.
“You were right!” Béla shouted at Verge.
“About the culture?”
“Yeah, that too, but I meant about pleasure. You were right
about the pleasure. About the little indulgences.” Béla was slurring
his words; his tongue was as dexterous as a piece of fried liver. “You
were right. I have been wasting my time. For years I’ve worked so
hard. Why? None of it matters anymore. Pleasure is all we have
left.”
Verge nodded his head and downed his third shot of whiskey.
“Indeed! And be sincere – is this not much more pleasurable than
that unbearable exhibit or your cursed manuscript?”
“Screw art! Screw writing!” Béla cried happily raising his bottle
of beer. He leaned forward and groped after one of the dancers
passing by. “Pleasure is the only goal!”
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Verge pulled Béla back. “Now, now. Go easy. There are rules to
this game. You are not to touch the girls. Within these walls, this is a
spectator sport. We could visit the V.I.P room. Throw down enough
filthy lucre in there and you can have what your heart desires.” The
journalist stopped speaking for a moment and eyed a busty brunette
who was table-dancing in a nearby corner. “But I have a better idea.
Given a little time, I might be able to persuade one or two of these
visions to come back to the loft with us. Do you have any
preferences?”
Béla stood up, stumbled a little to the left, and then extended his
arms wide open. “I don’t care! I want them all!” He took a step
forward, bumped into the table, and smiled apologetically. “I gotta
take a piss,” he mumbled. He steadied himself on the back of an
empty chair then meandered his way through the maze of tables
toward the toilets on the opposite side of the room. He was nearly
at the restroom door when a dancer standing on the empty, nearly
dark stage caught the corner of his eye. He stopped. The rear
portion of the stage was backlit by cold, blue light that silhouetted
the dancer on the stage. He found the shadowy figure captivating.
He ignored his full bladder and waited for the dance to begin.
The deejay’s baritone voice filled the air. “All right you horny
buggers, we have another little morsel from Hungary who is sure to
leave you all feeling hungry – all the way from Budapest, please give
a warm Dancing Queens welcome to Suzy!”
There was a round of applause and a few whistles. The lights at
the back of the stage dimmed to black and darkness swallowed the
silhouetted dancer on stage. The melodic sound of a strummed
guitar shot through the speakers. The music intensified and a burst
of light erupted from the stage. From out of the light emerged a
petite young woman with long, black hair. She wore a sequined bra,
a G-string, fishnet stockings, and high heels – all black. The dancer’s
icy blue eyes scanned the room as she moved. For a brief second,
she focused on Béla and smiled. Béla’s knees weakened. He stepped
closer to the stage as if he were being drawn siren song. The dancer
threw her head forward and her mane of black hair swooshed
through the air and snapped back again. She stopped and her left
hand began to stir. It moved up to her midsection and rubbed her
panties then peeled back the fabric, granting the audience one splitsecond peek. Béla lost track of everything else in the room and
focused entirely on the dancer. When she completed her two song
set, she lay naked on a blanket on the filthy stage floor and Béla
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could barely contain the urge to rush the stage and throw himself
on top of her.
The lights went out. Béla stared at the darkened stage
indignantly. After his eyes adjusted, he saw the dancer descend the
narrow steps on the opposite side of the stage. Like a man
possessed, he moved toward her, propelled forward by alcoholfueled desire. He clamored through a minefield of circular tables,
tripping over chair legs and stepping on the feet of seated patrons
as he went. He rounded the corner of the stage and placed himself
squarely in the dancer’s path. He waited breathlessly as she
approached. Even in four inch heels, she was a little shorter than he
was, and as she drew nearer, he marveled at how young she looked.
The dancer noticed him standing before her and flashed him a
coquettish smile as she attempted to walk past him.
“I’m Magyar, just like you,” he blurted in Hungarian when she
was beside him. The dancer paused for a second. Béla added, “I
think you are very beautiful. Would you dance for me?”
“You’re sweet,” the dancer replied in Hungarian. She touched his
shoulder and arched her body upward so that she could speak into
his ear. The feel of her hand electrified him. “Normally I would not
deny a Hungarian, but I can’t dance for you. I will be in the V.I.P.
lounge for the rest of the night.”
And with that she was past him, making her way toward the
private seating area of the V.I.P. lounge where a middle-aged man in
a suit and tie stood waiting for her by the doorway next to a boredlooking bouncer. The bouncer gestured for her to hurry up. Béla
glowered at the men. In desperation, he reached out and took hold
of the dancer’s wrist. The girl’s body stiffened; she spun around and
glared at him, a silent accusation appeared in her icy blue eyes. Her
forehead, which had been as smooth as a placid lake, twitched as if
it had been shocked with a tiny surge of electricity. Béla’s mouth
went dry. His sudden movement also caught the attention of the
bouncer at the entrance of the V.I.P. room. To Béla’s horror, the
large man frowned and began making his way towards them.
Despite the dancer’s disapproving looks and the bouncer’s steady
approach, Béla could not let go of the young woman’s wrist.
“Look, do you like pastries?” he stammered.
“Pastries?”
“Yeah, Hungarian pastries. You know, krémes; Dobos cake;
things like that.”
“Well . . . sure.”
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He dug into his pocket with his free hand and withdrew a
crumpled ball of money and various scraps of paper. He let go of
the dancer and sifted through the papers in his hand, wincing in the
darkness, until he found what he was looking for – a worn and
frayed business card for the Stefánia Coffeehouse.
“My father owns the best pastry shop in New York. I would love
it if you stopped by some time,” Béla said. He thrust the card into
the dancer’s right hand just as the towering bouncer came to halt
beside him.
“This guy bother you, Suzy?” the walking battleship-of-a-man
asked. His voice was tinged with a heavy accent Béla guessed to be
Russian.
The dancer looked at the card and her forehead twitched again.
She flashed a toying, closed-lip smile, as if she were relishing the
idea that Béla’s fate rested in her response. “No. He friend,” she said
finally in broken English. “No problem. Just talk.”
The bouncer grunted. Before he walked away, he jabbed Béla in
the chest. “Don’t touch girls. I see again, I throw you in street.”
“Do you make Russian cream cake?” Suzy asked after the
bouncer had walked away.
“The best in the city.”
Suzy clicked open her black clutch purse and tucked the
Stefánia’s business card amid a respectable stack of twenty and
hundred dollar bills.
“Maybe I’ll drop by some time . . .”
“My name is Béla. Drixler Béla,” he said, enunciating his name in
the Hungarian custom of stating surname first. “That’s my father’s
name on the card, but my name is Béla.”
“I am Zsuzsi. These idiots can’t pronounce that so they call me
Suzy,” the dancer said. “Your Russian cream cake better be good.”
“When will you come?” Béla asked, frantically trying to keep the
conversation from ending.
Suzy batted her false eyelashes and shrugged her shoulders.
“One day,” she said. With that, she turned away and disappeared
into the V.I.P. lounge.
Béla staggered to the restroom and positioned himself before a
urinal. He unzipped his pants and realized his penis was fully erect.
With considerable difficulty, he extracted it from the confines of his
trousers, and began to urinate, but he was standing too close to the
basin and the urine splashed back onto his pants. He swore under
his breath and pointed downward; he was so drunk it took him
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nearly ten seconds to realize he was pissing on his shoes rather than
in the basin before him. He made the necessary adjustments and
finished emptying his bladder. To his misfortune, the bouncer who
had confronted him on the club floor strolled into the restroom.
The bouncer did not appear to be in a forgive-and-forget mood.
“Why you touch girl?” he growled. “You a pervert?”
He marched up to the row of urinals and knocked Béla’s head
against the tiled wall. Béla’s eyes, which had become somewhat
droopy from all the alcohol he had consumed, flashed open and his
knees began to buckle. The bouncer held him up by his hair as if he
were a marionette dangling from its strings.
“We don’t like perverts here!” the bouncer barked into his ear. “I
escort you from premises! Don’t put up fight!”
Shocked, stunned, terrified, Béla obeyed the bouncer’s order as
best he could.
“I was just talking to her,” he said. “It’s not what you think!”
The large man would have none of it. He thudded Béla’s head
into the bathroom wall again. “We walk to back door. Don’t be
stupid. Don’t fight. Don’t make scene. If you make move, I rip off
head. Understand?”
Béla tried to nod, but the bouncer still had him firmly by the
hair. The big man maneuvered him out of the bathroom and back
into the club then through a set of swing doors that led into what
appeared like the innards of a kitchen, then what was most likely a
storage room and finally out a heavy steel door which opened into
an alleyway where he unceremoniously hurled Béla into a row of
overflowing steel garbage cans. Béla tried to break his fall with his
hands and succeeded in scraping his palms on the asphalt. With his
head aching and palms bleeding, he turned over on his back amid
the refuse and broken bottles and stared up at the murky slit of sky
above him. The bouncer’s towering frame filled the narrow space a
second later.
“Don’t come back,” the large man growled. “I see you here
again, I kill you and throw you in river.”
To make the warning memorable, he gave Béla a swift kick to
the ribs before going back into the club. The steel door slammed
shut. Béla buckled over on the ground and writhed in pain.
Unconsciousness beckoned.
“I say, when you go out for an evening, you really make the most
of it.”
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Béla opened his eyes. He was unsure how long he had been in
the alley. It could have been minutes; it seemed like hours.
“Do you require medical attention?”
“No, I’m okay.”
With a concerted effort and Verge’s help, Béla dragged his body
from the ground.
“Your father will have my head when he sees you,” Verge said,
draping Béla’s arm around his shoulder. “Do you think it wise to
engage a man three times your size in fisticuffs?”
“I didn’t fight,” Béla slurred; the world kaleidoscopic to him as
he peered out at it. “He just threw me out.” Once he was on his
feet, he gave Verge a panicked look. “We have to go back in!”
“Whatever on Earth for?”
“Suzy! The dark-haired one! I talked to her,” Béla said in a
coherent but frantic voice. “We have to go back.”
“Why?”
“Because I love her!”
“Yes, yes, of course you do,” Verge said, leading Béla out of the
alley.
“No, I’m serious. I’m in love. I’m serious.”
“Of course you are, my good man. That’s why I brought you
here. I wanted you to fall in love with a Magyar striptease dancer.
Now, come on and be a good lad and let’s get you to the street
where we can hail a taxi.”
“You think I’m kidding?” Béla cried, genuinely offended. “I’m in
love!”
Verge sighed. “You mustn’t use the word love around me. I find
it objectionable and in poor taste. I’m liable to wash your mouth out
with soap should I ever hear you utter it again.”
“What? You’ve never been in love?”
“Love never; lust always. You see, if I loved, I would also be
forced to hate, and life is too short for hatred. Not only that, a hater
is the worst thing you can be today!”
“What? That makes no sense!”
“It makes perfect sense. Everything has its opposite.”
“Well, I love her.”
“A cold shower, my good man. A cold shower and a good night’s
sleep is what you need. That will cure you of this love nonsense and
make you forget this Stacy-”
“Suzy!”
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“Stacy, Sally, Suzy . . . what difference does it make? They are
wenches, all the same! When the rosy fingers of dawn appear in the
night sky, the woman will be nothing more than a fuzzy memory
with no feelings attached – that’s if you remember anything of this
night at all.”
“I’ll remember. I’ll never forget her. Never!”
After this declaration, Béla buckled over and emptied the
contents of his stomach onto the sidewalk.
“Oh, I have no doubt you’ll remember,” Verge mused as he
watched his younger friend heave and convulse. “Love indeed!”
A half-an-hour later Béla – bruised, battered, bleeding – lay
naked and supine on his bed. His bedroom windows were open; the
curtains billowed against the gentle spring breeze that wafted in and
caressed his body. His eyes were closed, and though he was
exhausted and dizzy and drunk, he projected Suzy’s dance onto the
screen of his mind over and over again. He listened to the rumbling
of a late-night N train passing a few blocks away and drifted off to
sleep.
*
Béla woke up, licked his dehydrated lips, and examined the
scrapes on his hands. He felt as if he had been thrown out of an
airplane at ten thousand feet. But his misery was short-lived. He did
not remember much of the prior evening, but contrary to Anthony
Vergil’s assertion, he remembered Suzy, and he remembered her
with perfect clarity. The memory made the pain seem worthwhile.
Reinhardt did not know what to make of his son when he saw
him. It was late Sunday morning and Reinhardt was sitting in the
empty coffeehouse sipping a mug of chamomile tea as he went over
the previous week’s invoices. Béla stepped into the room. Deep
purple bruises lined the left side of his face and his hands looked as
if they had been placed in a meat grinder. Despite his wretched
appearance, Béla’s spirits were high. He issued a warm greeting and
seemed about as content with life as a person who had just won the
lottery.
“Did you get hit by a car?” Reinhardt asked.
Béla dismissed his condition with a wave of his hand. “There
was a misunderstanding in the nightclub. It’s nothing serious. Just a
couple of scrapes. I’ll be fine.”
“Nightclub?”
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“Well, strip club, actually.”
Reinhardt furrowed his brow, shook his head, and turned his
eyes back to the paperwork on the table before him. “Anthony the
eternal hedonist. What will he do when he runs out of pleasures?”
“You should see that place! Most of the dancers are from
Hungary,” Béla gushed. He lowered his eyes when he saw the
disapproving glare his father was leveling at him. He went to the
refrigerator behind the counter, took out a bottle of water, returned
to the table, and sat down, desperate to change the subject. By the
looks of it, so was his father. “So, did Lawrence think the exhibit
was a success?”
“He sold twenty-three of the forty-five paintings we exhibited. It
doesn’t sound like much, but Stanley insists it’s respectable. There
was a lot of phoniness about, but overall, people were very
receptive. Lawrence has another gallery in Washington. He would
like to exhibit my paintings there as well.”
Béla nodded his head, but he had barely absorbed a single word
his father said. The small, dark-haired dancer named Suzy
preoccupied his thoughts.
*
Béla did his best to extinguish the dancer from his thoughts in
the days that followed. He was halfway through the second semester
and was knee-deep in unfinished papers. He did his research and
composed his essays, sometimes staying up well into the night to get
it all done, but no matter how much his academics bogged down his
mind, Suzy continued to linger on the edge of his thoughts, dancing
and twirling and stripping and smiling and tucking the Stefánia’s
business card into her sleek, little clutch purse. By the end of the
week, Béla worried the constant visions of the dancer would drive
him insane.
“I don’t know why, but I can’t stop thinking about her,” he
admitted to Verge one Friday afternoon in the Stefánia.
The journalist had stopped in for his customary cappuccino a
little earlier in the day than usual. He frowned after he heard his
friend speak these words.
“Thoughts of her just keep spinning round and round in my
head,” Béla added.
Verge took a sip of his cappuccino and dabbed the froth from
the beginnings of a neatly trimmed goatee framing his mouth. The
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addition of the painstakingly groomed facial hair only heightened
his aura as a dandy. He glanced at the surrounding tables and then
looked at Béla with considerable pity in his eyes. “My good man,
you are obviously unwell. Might I suggest a visit to a psychiatrist? I
know several who specialize in the type of disorder currently
plaguing you.”
“I’ve tried to put it all out of my head, but I can’t.” Béla pulled
out the empty chair next to Verge and sat down.
Verge raised his eyebrows and took another sip of his
cappuccino. He placed the cup back on the table and said, “You
really are mad, poor soul. What sort of sinister spell has she cast
over you?”
Béla pondered the question for a moment. When he answered,
he spoke slowly, hesitantly. “I don’t really know. I mean she is the
most beautiful thing I have ever seen.”
Verge rolled his eyes, lifted his right hand and, with a dramatic
flourish, said, “Did my heart love till now? Foreswear it, sight! For I
never saw true beauty till this night.” Béla blushed. Verge frowned.
“Are you quite finished, Romeo? What is this nonsense? Do you
plan to don a pair of tights, rush to this girl’s balcony, and compare
her to the sun? The most beautiful thing indeed!”
“It’s stupid, I know. But what can I do?”
“Pay her a visit! That would cure you.”
Béla rubbed the back of his neck and sighed. “I got thrown out,
remember? The bouncer said he would kill me if I ever went back.”
“That behemoth likely has the intellectual capacity of a crumpet
– lightly toasted and buttered,” Verge said. He paused for a moment
and smacked his lips as he envisioned lightly toasted crumpet
oozing with melted butter. “Trust me, he would not remember you.”
“I’d rather not take that chance,” Béla mumbled, pointing to his
cheek which was still slightly discolored.
“Well then you should have asked me to go in your place.”
Béla mentally kicked himself for not thinking of that option
himself, but his face brightened at the suggestion. “Would you do
that? Would you go in there and give her a message from me?”
“There is nothing that would give me more pleasure, but the
timing of your request is less than serendipitous. You see, I’m flying
back to the Balkans tonight. My plane leaves in less than five hours,
and I have yet to pack.”
“Can you do it when you get back?”
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“Have you considered how utterly pathetic you sound? I will be
gone two months – perhaps longer.”
“Never mind then, I guess,” Béla said. He stood up from the
chair and glanced around the coffeehouse to see if any of the other
customers needed anything. Assured his services were not required,
he looked back at Verge and asked, “Why are you staying in the
Balkans for so long?”
“Do you not read the news? It’s a bloody disaster over there.
Civil war. Ethnic cleansing.”
“I guess I’ll just have to wait for her to come to me.”
“Come to you? What on Earth do you mean?”
“I slipped her a business card from the Stefánia.”
Verge chuckled and gently slapped his knee. “You, my dear
friend, are a never-ending fountain of amusement. I certainly hope
your little enchantress comes to you, lured by the delicate scent of
freshly baked pastries! Should she not, I can still offer you the
services of many respected mental health professionals.” He stood
up from the table, overpaid for his cappuccino, refused any change
despite Béla’s protests, and extended his hand. “Well, my good man,
I am off. I shall miss you and this establishment terribly. Give my
regards to your father. If I find the time, I shall drop you a postcard
or two. In the meantime, please remember to water that blasted
Devil’s Ivy. I swear it whispered something sinister to me in Aramaic
the other night.”
And with that, Verge left. Béla took his notepad out of his apron
and walked toward the back of the Stefánia. The entrance door
distracted him all evening. Every time he heard it, he looked to the
front of the room to see if the customer entering was Suzy. The
door opened and closed at least a hundred times during his shift,
but Suzy did not make an appearance. At the end of the night, Béla
shook his head and chuckled lightly at himself. I am pathetic, he
concluded. And with that, he decided the best thing was to forget
Suzy altogether.
*
But try as he might, Béla could not dispel Suzy from his
thoughts. He finally decided to take matters into his own hands a
week later by setting out for Dancing Queens. He let out a groan
after he arrived at the club. The bouncer who had banished him was
working that night – standing at the club’s entrance like a menacing
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grizzly bear wordlessly checking identifications and casting
intimidating glares at the patrons filing into the club. Béla ambled to
the back of the short line and repeated the following line over and
over again in his head, like a Buddhist monk repeating a mantra: He
won’t remember me. He won’t remember me.
“Mr. Touch-The-Girls,” the bouncer grunted when Béla finally
got to the front door. “I told you stay away.”
“I was a jerk that night. It won’t happen again. Give a guy a
break, will you? I really like this place.”
The bouncer stared down the end of his broken-nose and
tugged at one of his cauliflowered ears. “Okay. You pay me twenty.
Maybe I forget.”
Béla smiled, dug into his pocket, withdrew a twenty-dollar bill,
and handed it to the bouncer. The enormous man took the money,
held it up to the sky for a second, and then tucked it into his back
pocket. Béla tried to walk past him, but the bouncer stuck out a
huge paw.
“It no work. I still remember. Now go away.”
Though disgruntled at being cheated out of twenty dollars, Béla
was relieved the bouncer had not allowed him into the club. He
chuckled lightly and adopted a fatalistic attitude about the incident
as he sat on the subway a few minutes later. He decided it had been
a sign – it was time to forget the beautiful stripper named Suzy once
and for all.
*
One Monday evening in early April, Béla heard someone tapping
on the door twenty minutes after he had locked up the Stefánia for
the night. It was nearly ten o’clock. He needed to finish his work in
the coffeehouse so he could hit the books for a few hours of
studying. He ignored the noise and continued wiping the tables. The
incessant tapping continued. He straightened up, spun around, and
in a loud, exasperated voice shouted, “We’re closed!”
An immaculately dolled-up young woman in casual clothes was
peering in through the windowpanes; she smiled and waved at him.
He took a step closer. It was only when he was a foot or so from the
front window that Béla realized it was the dark-haired striptease
dancer he had met on that drunken night in the Dancing Queens.
His heart began to flutter from the sudden excitement pulsing
through his veins.
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“I’ve come at a bad time,” Suzy said apologetically when the
door opened. “I’ll come some other night.”
“No, no. You’ve come at the best possible time,” Béla said,
relishing the opportunity to speak Hungarian to someone other than
his father. “Please, come in.”
“Are you sure it isn’t an inconvenience?”
“Not at all. I’m delighted.”
Suzy smiled. He opened the door a little wider and made a
welcoming gesture with his free hand. She lifted her face toward his
and proceeded to give him a customary Hungarian greeting of a kiss
on each cheek. Béla felt his knees go weak. She was far more
beautiful than he had remembered.
“It smells just like the coffeehouses in Budapest,” she said
sniffing the air after she was inside. She scanned the interior and
nodded in approval. “It really is like a grand, old Budapest café. I
feel like I’m at home.”
She wandered through the empty coffeehouse and paused every
third or fourth step to examine one of Reinhardt’s cityscape
paintings.
“It’s such a beautiful city isn’t it?” Suzy remarked as she
examined a painting of Budapest with the Chain Bridge in the
foreground and Castle Hill in the background. Béla nodded. He was
so overcome with nerves at finally having the object of his desire in
the flesh before him that he was at a complete loss for words. “You
promised me something,” Suzy said. She spun around and eyed him
playfully. “Where is that slice of the best Russian cream cake in New
York?”
Béla grinned and scrambled behind the counter where he
prepared a slice of cake. They sat down at a table near the counter.
Suzy took a forkful of the cake into her mouth. A tiny dab of cream
lingered on her upper lip. She flicked out her tongue, licked it off,
then closed her eyes and moaned softly. Béla’s legs twitched under
the table.
“It’s sinful,” she whispered after she had swallowed the first bite.
“You weren’t kidding. This is the best Russian cream cake I have
ever tasted. Your father owns this place? Is it a successful business?”
“It’s a lot of work, but he’s done quite well for himself.”
“And your family owns this building too? It must be worth quite
a bit.”
“My dad bought it at the right time. Real estate has appreciated
considerably over the years. It’s been a great investment.”
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“So your family is well-off then,” she surmised. “And you work
here in the business?”
“Yes, but I’m also a student. I just began to my graduate studies
at Columbia University.”
“You want to be a professor? Professors make great money here
in America, don’t they?”
“They do all right. But I would really like to be a writer.”
“Really? Have you published anything yet?”
“Just one story so far, but one day I’ll breakthrough and become
famous.”
Suzy arched her eyebrows a little, “You’re very sure of yourself.”
“What can I say? I know I am a great writer,” Béla said coolly.
“I’m just waiting for the world to take notice.”
Suzy withdrew a pack of Marlboro cigarettes and a lighter from
her purse. She offered Béla a cigarette; he accepted even though he
did not smoke.
“I like your attitude,” Suzy admitted. “I am going to be a great
success one day, too.”
“You write as well?”
Suzy laughed. “No, no. I’m going to be a successful business
woman.” After a second, she added, “Or a model. Or maybe both: a
successful model-businesswoman.”
Béla nodded and made an attempt at inhaling the cigarette
smoke, but he ended up sputtering and coughing. This amused Suzy;
she laughed out loud after she had lit her own cigarette.
“You don’t smoke, do you?”
“Only once in a while, when the mood strikes me,” Béla lied.
She nodded, but it was obvious from her expression, she did not
believe a word he had said. “You speak Hungarian quite well, but
you have a definite accent. An American twang when you
pronounce words. I’m not criticizing, only observing. In fact, I find
your accent rather attractive. In any case, your Hungarian is better
than my English. I know ten words in total; two of them are CocaCola. How old were you when you came to America?”
“I was born here.”
“So you’re an American citizen?”
“Of course.”
Suzy’s blue eyes sparkled after she heard this. Béla was
perceptive enough to notice the glimmer, and he had not been
oblivious to the probing nature of Suzy’s questions. She was sizing
him up to see if he was worth her time, that much was clear. Yet
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Béla sensed there was more to it than that. She also seemed to be
assessing him to determine if he met her criteria for some yet
undisclosed motive. He watched her as she noticed the portrait of
Stefánia above the fireplace mantel. “Is that your mother?” she
asked.
“She passed away when I was five.”
“I’m sorry to hear that.”
“My father painted it. He fancies himself an artist.”
“Your father must have really loved your mother.”
“He still loves her. He never remarried. He’s never even had a
girlfriend. He claims it’s because of the hours he works, but I
wonder sometimes.”
“I hope I find a man who will be that devoted to me,” Suzy said
gazing back at the portrait of Stefánia Drixler. “I mean, without
love, everything becomes meaningless, doesn’t it?”
The sentiment seemed forced to Béla’s ears, but her words
succeeded in partly ensnaring his heart regardless. Despite his
avowed disinterest in love and relationships, he could imagine
devoting himself to such a beautiful young woman. The thought
made him uncomfortable. He took another puff of his cigarette,
blew out the smoke without inhaling it and snubbed the butt out in
the ashtray before him. Suzy silently smoked the rest of her
cigarette. When she was done, she picked up her fork and continued
eating her slice of cake. Béla decided it was his turn to ask the
probing questions. He was on the cusp of asking the beautiful
young woman how she had ended up at Dancing Queens when
heard some noise behind him. Reinhardt stepped into the room, but
stopped the moment he saw Béla sitting with the pretty girl. Suzy
fixed her shimmering blue eyes on Reinhardt. She took another bite
of cake into her mouth and sucked on the fork as she withdrew it
from her mouth. Her forehead twitched a little.
“I’m sorry,” Reinhardt said. “I didn’t realize you had a guest.”
“Apa, I’d like you to meet Zsuzsi,” Béla responded in Hungarian.
He turned to Suzy, embarrassed. “I’m sorry. I don’t know your
surname.”
“Kiss,” Suzy replied. “Back home the name means small, as you
know. Over here, I found out it means something else entirely.”
The girl’s natural beauty impressed Reinhardt, but he also found
it unsettling. It was a rare and dangerous kind of beauty – the kind
of beauty that possessed the power lure men away from reason.
“The cake is delicious,” Suzy said. “Best I’ve ever had.”
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He bowed modestly in acknowledgment of her compliment.
“Have you been in New York long?” he asked.
“About three months. I love it here. I’d really like to stay.”
“How are things back home since the end of communism?”
“Terrible. Even worse than during communism. It’s impossible
to survive. The only good thing is at least now we can leave and
seek our happiness elsewhere.”
Reinhardt frowned and nodded. The collapse of communism
had come with a price – social and economic turmoil. He
recollected his recent conversations with his mother over the phone;
the revelations of high inflation and high unemployment, not to
mention the rampant opportunism and consumerism that rushed in
to fill the vacuum communism had left behind. Reinhardt pushed
these thoughts aside and cleared his throat.
“And what do you do here?”
The question made Béla uneasy. He wondered if he should
interject, but Suzy beat him to the answer.
“I work as an au pair in Manhattan. That’s the only way I could
come to America, but I hope to do other things, better things, in the
future,” Suzy said. Her forehead twitched a little after she spoke
these words; otherwise, the lie was as smooth and fluid as a gently
flowing stream.
The ease and effectiveness with which Suzy had spoken the lie
both impressed and unnerved Béla; nonetheless, he was relieved she
had not told Reinhardt the truth.
Reinhardt smiled. He tried to remember the last time he had
seen his son with a young woman, but he could recall no one save
for the Norwegian exchange student Béla had known in high school.
Though Reinhardt respected Béla’s discipline and dedication to
writing and academics, he often silently questioned his son’s seeming
indifference to women. On the one hand, Reinhardt was grateful
Béla was not a ravenous skirt chaser, the kind he himself had been
as a young man in Hungary. On the other hand, Béla’s apparent
disregard for the fairer sex often perplexed him. Of course
Reinhardt knew nothing of the lecherous little indulgences in which
Béla took part whenever Verge was in town. On the contrary,
Reinhardt sometimes worried that his earlier warnings about the city
of lust had overshot their target – that he had essentially turned his
son away from women altogether. In this regard, he was happy to
see Béla sitting and chatting with a young woman, especially one so
beautiful – and Hungarian, no less.
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As these thoughts drifted through his mind, Reinhardt realized
he was likely intruding. “Yes, well, I’m off to the studio,” he said
abruptly. “It was a pleasure meeting you, Zsuzsi. Please help
yourself to some more cake or whatever else you might like. Béla,
I’ll see you in the morning.”
“Your father is nice,” Suzy said after Reinhardt had left. “When
did he come to America?”
“Before I was born – about twenty-four years ago.”
“I turned eighteen in October,” she revealed casually. Then, in a
sadder tone, she added, “I didn’t want to lie to your father.”
Suzy’s age astonished Béla. She was barely more than a kid; yet
there was in New York working as a striptease dancer. He suddenly
found her circumstances depressing; the part of him that had
reacted to her thoughts about love longed to spare her from the life
she was leading.
“No, it’s a good thing you didn’t tell him,” Béla said finally. “Apa
is very conservative; I’m sure he would not have reacted well.”
“And who could blame him?” she responded, her sad tone still
weighing on her words. Béla noticed her forehead twitch once again
as he listened. “Most people think dancers like me are no better
than whores. I never aspired to be an erotic dancer. What I do in
that place is ugly. It disgusts me to have men staring at me all night
long, but it was the only way I could come to America. I came out
here partly to help my mother; she lost her job after communism
collapsed. Of course, my mother was furious when she found out
what I would be doing here, but I told her I would only do it for a
short time. And I will – do it only for a short time, I mean. You see,
back home it would take me a month to earn the money I can make
here in one night. It’s the only way I can help my mother. Anyway,
I’ll quit dancing the minute she’s back on her feet.” At this point,
Suzy threw back her head a little and giggled lightly. “I have this silly
dream,” she continued, “about staying here in America. After my
mother is secure, I’ll quit dancing, learn English, and get a proper
job or start a business. I’ll fall in love, get married, have a beautiful
family, and live happily ever after.” She paused for a second and
giggled again. “Isn’t that silly?”
Béla did not find anything silly about it at all. In fact, Suzy’s
dream enthralled him. In a way only a young, idealistic man could,
he was tempted to adopt Suzy’s dream as his own. His sentimental
side envisioned their future together – he would be the one who
rescued her from Dancing Queens; he would be the one who would
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help her find other work; he would be the one she fell in love with;
he would be the one to marry her; he would be the father of her
children. The thoughts astonished him. Where had they come from?
He forced himself to get a grip and not let his fantasies run away
with him.
“What did you do back home?” he asked finally seeing an
opening through which he could pose some questions to her.
“I was a student. But honestly, there’s no point in being educated
in Hungary today. It’s terribly depressing. That’s why I want to stay
here in America. But that will never happen.”
“Don’t say that. It could happen.”
“How? I’m just an ignorant girl from an insignificant little
country no one cares about. I’m all alone. I can’t do it by myself.
There is no one here who can help me.”
After Suzy uttered these words, Béla briefly wondered if he
could be the man that could make her dream come true. He shook
the thought from his head as soon as it appeared.
“Listen to me, speaking of such stupid things. I’m burdening
you with my problems,” she said quietly. “I’ve taken up too much of
your time. I should be going.”
“No, please, there’s no rush.”
“You’re sweet, but it’s getting late.”
“I’ll escort you home,” Béla offered. “We don’t have a car, but I
could get a cab. Where do you live?”
“I share an apartment with some of the girls from the club,” she
said as she tucked her cigarettes back into her purse. “I appreciate
your offer, but I can find my way home.”
“At least take some pastries with you. You can give some to your
roommates.”
Béla prepared a box filled with the Stefánia’s finest offerings. He
handed her the box and walked with her to the front door.
“I have to admit, I felt a little homesick and depressed when I
came here tonight,” Suzy said after Béla opened the door for her.
“But I feel better now after being in this café talking to you. It was
almost like being at home.”
“I hope you will come back soon. I’d come visit you at the club,
but . . . well, it’s a long story.”
“It’s better you don’t come to the club. I don’t want you to see
me there again.”
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Béla nodded. Then, fearing he might never see her again, he
added, “Listen, have you seen much of the city? If not, I’d love to
show you around.”
“I would like that.”
“Do you have a number where I can reach you?”
“It’s better if I call you,” she said. A look of uneasiness surfaced
on Béla’s face. To counter it, Suzy added, “And I will call you.”
She kissed him on the cheeks. The feeling of her hot breath
melted his insides. She walked away; Béla stood outside the front
door and watched her cross the street, his eyes fixated on her petite
frame. At the opposite side of the intersection, she turned around
for a second, waved to him and blew him a kiss.
*
The fasciculation in Zsuzsanna Kiss’s forehead was apparent
even in early childhood. It tended to surface whenever she was
anxious or distressed. Her father’s almost daily intoxicated entrances
into the house from the bars where he spent most of his wages was
an early trigger, but there were other notable events in her life that
made the tiny nerves in her forehead quiver: the death of her cat;
being teased at school for her skinny legs when she was six; having
her heart-broken by a fifteen-year-old boy she admired when she
was thirteen; being told seventy-percent of her wages would go to
the owners of Dancing Queens after her arrival in America.
Suzy was born and raised in Miskolc, a bleak industrial city in
northeastern Hungary. Her mother was a manic-depressive nurse;
her father, an alcoholic coal miner. They had been anything but ideal
parents. Violence surfaced more frequently than steady meals in the
Kiss household while Suzy was growing up. And if her childhood
had a soundtrack, it would contain mostly shouting matches and the
sound of breaking glass.
Though Hungary was still officially communist when she was a
child, Suzy did not understand what communism was until she
began watching German, British, and American television
broadcasts in her family’s living room at the age of twelve. Through
those programs, she gradually learned that communism was about
surviving; the West was about living. At a very early age, Zsuzsanna
Kiss vowed she would live.
Suzy first encountered the music video for Madonna’s song
Material Girl when she was thirteen-years-old and made the song her
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personal anthem; the video, her visual map of the future. But there
was one problem. She could not live a Western life if she remained
stuck in Hungary. She made a decision to leave Hungary as soon as
she could and start living. Living meant pursuing and having
everything the West idolized and lionized – fame, fortune, and
freedom. She dedicated the next five years of her life studying the
West through her television screen, focusing specifically on America,
which she revered as the center of the universe.
She also learned about men and their desires. When she passed
puberty, she noticed grown men staring at her across rooms or on
crowded buses. Her eyes were the source of countless compliments.
It did not take her long to realize a woman had a significant
advantage over a man if she was coveted. She honed her skills. By
the time she was seventeen, she could get most boys or men to do
anything she wanted. She graduated from high school and used her
seductive powers to procure the money needed to fund a trip to
Budapest to apply for an opportunity she had seen advertised in a
newspaper. She wasted no time signing on as an erotic dancer in
New York. And with that, Suzy had her ticket to leave Hungary.
The fasciculation in her forehead began to twitch incessantly
after she arrived in the Big Apple. The strip club goons placed
restrictions on her freedom and garnished her earnings. She tried to
work her magic on the club’s owner and security staff, but they were
immune to her ploys. After a month, she realized she had to liberate
herself from the strip club if she wanted to start living. Her first
step toward liberation was keeping more of her earnings for herself;
thus, every night, before her shift ended, she inserted a small roll of
bills inside her like a tampon. She fished the money out after her
shift ended and hid it in a Ziploc bag she kept taped inside the toilet
tank. Through this ploy she managed to keep more than half of her
earnings firmly in her hands. The next step was to secure a green
card. She eventually met a man who told her he could arrange one
for her for two thousand dollars. Suzy emptied the Ziploc bag, gave
the money to the man, and waited, but the green card never
materialized. The nerves in Suzy’s forehead twitched for nearly a
month after that; to quell her rage, she offered to work double shifts
to replenish her stolen money. Though it repulsed her to no end,
she did special favors for the club’s patrons. The Ziploc bag quickly
filled up again.
Once she had regained her losses, she began looking for other
ways of procuring a green card. Some of her roommates whispered
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in the night about marriage proposals they had received from some
of the club’s patrons.
“I hear if you marry an American, you can stay here legally and
there is nothing anyone, not even these bastards, can do about it,”
she overheard one of the girls say. It was then Suzy remembered the
drunken young Hungarian man who had approached her with talk
about pastries; with a faint smile, she tugged the tattered business
card out of her clutch purse and held it before her sparkling blue
eyes. It took Suzy less than ten minutes to come up with a plan. The
very next day, she begged off the night shift claiming menstrual
cramps, bribed the goon guarding the apartment building,
purchased her roommates’ silence, climbed down the fire escape of
the two story building, and made her way to the Stefánia
Coffeehouse to meet her future husband.
*
Béla saw Suzy every chance he got after her appearance at the
Stefánia. Whenever she was free, he ran to meet her and fulfilled his
promise of showing her New York. He introduced her to the city’s
most famous landmarks during their first few dates: The Statue of
Liberty, Times Square, the Chrysler Building, Central Park, and the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Suzy was an ideal companion. She
walked or stood by his side, her eyes wide with interest as he
informed her about the history or significance of each sight and
place. In the Metropolitan Museum of Art, she listened earnestly as
he spoke about his favorite paintings. Nevertheless, the places they
visited eventually became arbitrary; with each date, it was becoming
obvious that they were both far more interested in each other.
One afternoon they were strolling along the promenade in
Central Park under the canopy of budding leaves. Suzy ran ahead of
Béla and twirled around, laughing and spinning under the arching
branches overhead. At that moment, Béla knew, without any doubt
whatsoever, that he was developing feelings for the young woman.
The realization left him nonplussed. He was wary of becoming
embroiled in a relationship with an erotic dancer, even one as
beautiful as Suzy, and he could not forget the probing questions she
had asked at the Stefánia; questions that seemed to shroud ulterior
motives. And of course there was his writing, which he had all but
abandoned. Nevertheless, the joy he experienced when he was with
her was undeniable. When he had first seen Suzy at Dancing
Queens, he had desired her in much the same way he desired the
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women at Verge’s sexual parties. But the more time he spent with
Suzy, the more Béla felt his desire for her evolve beyond carnal
yearning.
One warm, dry evening in late April, Béla took Suzy up to the
observation deck at Rockefeller Plaza. The sun had just set in the
distance and the city below was blossoming into a matrix of light
under the darkening sky. They stood side-by-side before the
guardrail watching the transition as the cool evening breeze tossed
their hair and lightly fluttered their clothes. Without a word, Suzy
took hold of Béla’s hand and put her head on his shoulder. They
remained like that for over an hour, gazing at the glittering golden
city beneath them.
“This is what I want my life to be,” Suzy said.
“You want to live here in the city?”
“No. I want the whole world at my feet.”
Her eyes were shimmering pools of blue filled with longing and
desire. Holding onto his arms, she arched her body upwards, lifted
her weight onto her tiptoes, and parted her lips. They embraced in a
kiss. All sense of time disappeared, and they only stopped kissing
after a security guard brusquely informed them that the observation
deck had closed for the night.
*
Béla abandoned the pretext of sightseeing altogether and invited
Suzy to Verge’s apartment following the date at The Top of the
Rock. They arrived at the loft on Vernon Avenue just before noon
on a Saturday in mid-June, settled down on the ratty, old couch and
drank some wine. After fifteen minutes of trivial conversation, Suzy
stood up, picked up her glass, and meandered through the vast
expanse of Verge’s loft. She examined the lamps, reflectors,
cameras, tripods and other photography paraphernalia scattered
about the apartment.
“Your friend is a photographer?” she asked without turning
around.
“War correspondent. Some of his pictures are on the wall.”
Suzy sauntered to the far side of the room where the Eros and
Thanatos photographs were pinned to the wall.
“These are good, but depressing,” she said pointing at the war
scenes. She looked at the erotic photographs next. “But these are
very enticing and beautiful. Your friend is very talented.”
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“He taught me everything he knows,” Béla said. He rose from
the sofa and joined her at the wall of photographs.
“You can take photos like this?” she asked, her eyes scanning the
hundreds of sensual images. She spun around and faced him, her
eyes wide and anxious. “I’ve always wanted to be a model. Take
some pictures of me! Photos like these! Make me beautiful!”
She skipped back to the sofa and reclined into an erotic pose.
Béla chuckled, but he became aroused as he looked at Suzy
stretching and shifting on the old sofa. He took one of Verge’s
cameras – an older model Nikon – and rifled through a small crate
for film.
“Make it black-and-white,” she said, rubbing her hands together
in anticipation. “A woman looks sexier in black-and-white.”
He found some black-and-white film and loaded it into the film
tray as his photography session with Silken Jacobsen back in high
school bobbed to the surface of his mind. Suzy went to the
bathroom to check her make-up. She emerged from the bathroom a
minute later and stepped into the loft barefoot wrapped in a white
sheet leaving her shoulders exposed. To Béla, she looked like a
Greek or Roman goddess, a statue of Aphrodite or Venus come to
life. She stopped before the sofa, dropped the sheet and stood
naked before him. Béla marveled at her beauty as he framed her
body in the viewfinder. Suzy struck a series of poses; Béla snapped a
series of shots. An intense sexual energy flared up in the space
between them. By the second roll of film, she fixed her gaze firmly
on the camera and stared at the lens with passionate longing. Béla
noticed he was out of film. He popped the camera open and
rummaged through the crate for another roll of film.
“When are going to take me instead of just taking my picture?”
The question brought a smile to Béla’s face, but it was Suzy who
took the initiative. She grabbed his hand and led him to the sofa
where she eased him down and straddled his lap. He tossed the
camera gently to the opposite side of the couch, wrapped his hands
around her waist and looked into her blue eyes. He wanted her more
than he had ever wanted anything in his life. She unbuckled his belt
and unzipped his pants. He moaned softly once he slid inside her.
Afterward, they lay on the couch and stared up at the skylight above
them listening to the rain patter on the glass.
At Anthony Vergil’s little indulgence orgies, Béla had
experienced sexual pleasures of which most men could only dream,
but his experience with Suzy that day transcended them all. To begin
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with, Suzy was far more beautiful than any of the hookers Vergil
ordered to his loft flat in Queens, but there was more to it than that.
Verge’s bacchanalias were essentially nothing more than lust-fueled
business transactions free of what Verge often referred to as
emotional sop. Though the sessions at Verge’s loft were often arousing
and exciting, it was always painfully obvious to Béla that the women
Verge hired were merely providing a service. At first, Béla relished
this detached one-dimensionality, but after the third or fourth
occasion, he began to find it desensitizing. There were never any
tender feelings involved during the little indulgences – an utter lack
of intimacy and affection stained them all. Whatever emotions the
prostitutes did bring with them to Verge’s parties were usually of the
unwanted variety – hostility, passive-aggressiveness, aloofness,
resentment; to say nothing of the mortifying occasions when the
hookers would show up to the loft totally high or completely drunk
or psychologically unraveled. With Suzy, Béla experienced what he
assumed to be the perfect union of the cities of love and lust.
Warmth and fondness permeated the raw desire and tempered it
with the kind of eroticism Verge’s little indulgences utterly lacked.
Despite Verge’s scornful assertion to the contrary, Béla suddenly
understood that sex saturated with emotional sop was vastly superior.
“I think I’m falling in love with you,” Suzy whispered as she
nuzzled her head on his chest.
Béla smiled. He had longed to hear a woman say those words for
as long as he could remember. He stroked her long, black hair and
whispered, “I think I’m falling in love with you, too.” And he meant
it, at that moment at least.
Suzy’s forehead twitched ever so lightly. A rumble of thunder
reverberated through the vastness of the loft. Béla listened to the
thunder. He had never been so content, so happy to be alive.
“I wonder how the photos will turn out,” she said after some
time had passed. “Where will you get them developed?”
“There’s a darkroom here.”
“Let’s develop them now!”
They were too excited to get dressed and went to the darkroom
naked. Inside the red-lit space, Suzy watched Béla go through the
painstaking process of developing the negatives. She watched the
images surface out of nothingness and laughed out loud in delight.
Béla pinned the developed prints on the clothesline. They stepped
back and studied the images in silence.
“I’m beautiful,” she whispered. “You made me beautiful.”
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“You don’t need me to make you beautiful.”
She pressed her body against his and gave him a long kiss. They
sank to the cold, concrete floor. Another rumble of thunder echoed
through the loft.
*
Suzy loved the photos so much that she insisted Béla take more.
Many more. Thereby, the photo shoot, which had been a
spontaneous, flirtatious prelude to their first sexual encounter,
evolved into a staple activity at Verge’s loft for the remainder of
spring.
They experimented with film, alternating between color and
black-and-white. They moved the setting from the sofa to the
mattress to the kitchen to the large chipped bowl of Verge’s clawand-ball bathtub. When weather permitted, they took the shoots
outdoors to the rooftop of the old warehouse where the skyline of
Manhattan served as their background. At Béla’s suggestion, Suzy
began to accessorize her body for the photos by donning lingerie
and stockings. They concluded each photo shoot with sex so
intense, so memorable, Béla could think of nothing else for hours
afterward.
Béla gave some of the prints and negatives to Suzy; the rest he
hid in his secret hiding place at home. On days he could not meet
her, he spent hours laying on his bed gazing at her image. He had
never known such a sensuous, erotic woman. He tailored his free
time around her and their erotic photography shoots. Though he
still helped Reinhardt at the Stefánia, he did very little else.
One Saturday at the beginning of July, Béla happily went to the
loft to meet Suzy. He could barely contain his joy. He made a pot of
coffee, put on some soft music, and set up a series of lights around
the desk for their photo shoot. She arrived to the loft about twenty
minutes later; he was troubled to see she was in an
uncharacteristically despondent mood. She refused to reveal
anything when Béla asked her if anything was wrong. Instead, she
embraced him and unclasped his belt. They were on the mattress
within a minute, their bodies bathed in a butter-yellow beam of
morning sunlight. Tears came to Suzy’s eyes immediately after they
had achieved orgasm. She rolled onto her shoulder and turned her
back to Béla.
“Hey. What’s the matter?” he asked.
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“I can’t live this double-life, anymore,” she sobbed, keeping her
back turned. The tears ran down her face and soaked through the
pillowcase under her head. “I don’t see you enough. When I am
with you, I feel free and happy. I can be myself. When I leave you, I
have to go back to a tiny apartment I share with five other girls, then
go to that awful place and expose myself to every disgusting man
who walks through the door. I can’t do it anymore.”
“I don’t want you to do it anymore,” he said. It was true. Her
occupation in New York had always troubled him, but the more
time he spent with her, the more it bothered him. Though he never
voiced his irritation about her stripping, a part of him wanted her to
stop dancing altogether. On top of that, he wanted to keep the glory
of her body all to himself. “Quit and move in with me,” Béla
suggested. “You could work at the Stefánia. My dad is always
complaining about needing more help.”
Suzy turned around and leaned her head against the palm of her
right hand. Black rivulets of mascara streaked her face. She sniffled
and stroked Béla’s bare chest with her left hand. “I came to America
on a tourist visa through an agency in Budapest. That visa expired
months ago. I’m here illegally now. The men who brought me here
take seventy percent of what I earn. They tell me I have to pay for
my travel and living expenses, but they’re just exploiting me. I’m not
even supposed to be out right now. I should be back at the
apartment. The other girls have been covering for me, but I’m not
sure how much longer I can keep sneaking around like this.”
Béla listened intently and furrowed his brow. “We could sort all
of that out after you move in with me. I’ll ask my dad about it
tonight.”
“It’s not that simple. I have no papers – no status here. I’m
nobody in America. No one, not even the police, can protect me.
The club owners caught one of the girls a month ago. She had
moved in with a man she had met at the club. They found her and
told her if she did not return to the club, they would harm her
family back home. She had no papers and was too scared to turn to
the authorities for help. She came back to the club. She’s been
dancing there ever since.”
He curled his fists up in rage. He pictured men like the brokennosed bouncer hurting the woman’s innocent family back in
Hungary, and he ground his teeth at the injustice of it all.
“Then we need to get you papers.”
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“I tried to get papers through an acquaintance. He took my
money, but the papers never came. I saw him last month; but when
I asked him about the papers, he pretended he didn’t know what I
was talking about.”
“Jerk.”
“The club owners might send me home any day. They don’t like
to keep the girls in the club for more than six months. Many girls I
used to work with have already been sent home. Others, fresh faces,
have been recruited to take their places. When they do send me
home, they could decide to keep all the money I made. If they let
me stay, they could make me do things I don’t want to do. I’m
scared.”
“We need to get you out of there,” Béla said in a determined
voice.
Suzy stopped caressing his chest, sat up and shook her head.
“Some of the girls married for papers, but I wouldn’t do that to you.
It would be too much of a burden.”
Béla rolled over on his side. He had always suspected Suzy would
raise the prospect of marriage. He knew enough about immigration
to the United States to understand how coveted immigration papers
were – the lengths to which people would go to obtain them. He
wondered if the time he had spent with Suzy had been nothing
more than one of these lengths, but as he considered this possibility,
his emotions immediately rebelled against the thought. Suzy’s
interest in him had to amount to more than a green card. If a green
card were all she wanted, she would have made it known much
sooner, and she would not have invested so much time and energy
into their relationship. He had never considered getting married, but
it was something he always imagined he would do eventually. He
looked intently at Suzy. She was by far the most beautiful and most
sensuous woman he had ever known. He contemplated what
marrying her would mean in his life.
“We love each other, don’t we?” Béla said at last. “What if we
did get married . . . but not just for the papers, but for real.”
“I don’t deserve you. I’m just a stupid girl from Hungary.”
“Don’t say that,” Béla said. “So, should we get married?”
“Are you serious?”
“Hey, why not? What have we got to lose?”
“But this is a big decision. What if it doesn’t work out?”
Béla shrugged. “It’s a risk I’m willing to take.” He paused for a
moment and stood up. “This isn’t going to be much of a proposal
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but-” he genuflected before her, holding her hand in his. “Would
you do me the honor of being my wife?”
The icy blue eyes once again melted into streams of tears. Suzy
sobbed happily; her pert breasts bounced slightly on her chest. She
leaned forward and wrapped her arms around his neck.
“Yes,” she cried pushing him forward, her naked body collapsing
on his. Suzy quickly brought Béla back to life. She straddled him and
eased herself down. In the heat of the moment, Béla failed to
notice Suzy’s forehead. The small spot right above the bridge of her
nose twitched spasmodically, as if it were being fed a continuous
current of energy.
*
“I want to marry Suzy.”
Reinhardt was in the midst of pouring a pot of heated cream
into a forming tray when Béla made the announcement. Parental
alarm bells went off his head, and nearly spilled the scalding fluid all
over himself and the floor.
“It’ll happen in about a month,” Béla continued. “A civil
ceremony. After we’re married, I would like Suzy to come live with
us. It would be great if she could work here at the Stefánia until her
English is good enough for her to go back to school.”
Béla’s vision of the future rendered Reinhardt speechless. He
lifted the pot of cream back onto the stove, placed his hands on his
hips, and did his best to slash his way through the conflicting
feelings in which he had suddenly become entwined.
“I know what you must be thinking,” Béla said, sensing his
father’s shock. “That this is all too sudden, but it feels so right, Apa.
And before you jump to any conclusions, I have to tell you getting
married was my idea, not hers.”
“Don’t you think you might be rushing into this?” Reinhardt
finally said. “This is marriage you are talking about.”
“You’ve always encouraged me to get married once I found the
right girl. My mind is made up. Suzy is the woman for me.”
“Even if that’s true, what’s the rush? Why don’t you have a long
engagement? Get to know each other some more.”
“We know each other. Come on, Apa. She’s a Hungarian girl. I
thought you’d be happy about that.”
“You can wait a few months.”
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“Sure,” Béla said, “but the sooner we get married, the sooner she
will have her papers”
“It appears the nail has poked through the sack.” Reinhardt said
cautiously as he enunciated the old Hungarian idiom referring to a
truth becoming evident.
“I thought about that too when we first met,” Béla admitted.
“But there’s more to it than that. We love each other. The papers are
of secondary importance.”
Reinhardt appeared unconvinced.
“Hey, come on, Apa. Be fair. You don’t know her.”
“That’s true,” Reinhardt said. “But do you?”
“I know her enough to want to marry her. You’ve always told me
marriage was a great thing – something every man should aspire to.”
“With the right woman,” Reinhardt said. He winced after he
spoke these words and offered Béla an apologetic look immediately
afterward. “I’m sorry. That came out wrong.” There was so much he
wanted to say, but it was difficult to articulate his objections
diplomatically. “You still have years of school ahead of you. It’s not
easy having someone else to think about all the time, especially
someone who is out of her element and does not speak the
language. It requires much patience and time-”
“I’m more than willing to assume the responsibility,” Béla cut in.
“But I would need your help, of course. Suzy has a good head on
her shoulders; she’ll make her way in no time. You were quite young
when you married. Mother was even younger. You had nothing, and
you took big risks, and it all worked out in the end.”
Reinhardt chose to remain silent for a moment as he considered
his son’s words. “Do you love the girl?” he asked finally.
“More than anything.”
“And you are convinced she loves you?”
“Without a doubt,” Béla said confidently. “We’re both in the city
of love. Remember? Like you told me at the museum!”
Reinhardt lifted his arms slightly and turned his palms outwards.
“Then you have my blessing,” he said at last.
Béla emitted a small shout of joy before embracing his father in
a hug. “Thanks, Apa. Your approval means the world to me.”
Béla left the kitchen shortly after that. Reinhardt went back to
his cream, which had congealed a little in the pot. He sighed, shook
his head, and turned the stove back on to heat the cream again. Part
of him was pleased by the news Béla had sprung on him, but
another part of him remained suspiciously cautious about the
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motives behind the planned marriage. He hoped the beautiful
Hungarian girl he had only met once months before regarded his
son as more than a means to an end.
*
Adhering to their mutual agreement that two people in love
should keep no secrets from each other, Béla told Suzy about
Reinhardt’s mild suspicions the next day at Verge’s apartment.
“He gave us his blessing, but he was a little worried that you
might just be marrying me for the papers,” he said frankly.
“He’s a concerned parent,” Suzy said calmly, but the small
muscles in her forehead began to twitch despite her casual
demeanor. “It shows how much he loves you and cares for you.”
“You’re right.” After Béla said this, he sat up in his chair and
slapped the tabletop with the palm of his hand. “But he did give us
his blessing, and family means the world to my father, so I know he
will be nothing but supportive after we’re married.”
“All we need to do now is get married!” Suzy said with a smile.
“In three weeks. I called city hall. The date is set,” Béla
announced happily. He paused and gave Suzy a concerned look.
“What is it?” Suzy asked.
“Your forehead. It’s twitching all over the place.”
“It happens sometimes. It’ll go away in a minute or two. Now
stop looking at it. You’re making me self-conscious!” she said,
laughing.
“I’m sorry,” he chuckled.
Despite Suzy’s assurances, the twitching went on for hours. It
was evident even after they made love.
*
That Saturday Béla made plans to go to Manhattan with Suzy to
purchase a marriage license and buy wedding bands in the Diamond
District. He had already spent a considerable sum on an engagement
ring a few days before, but he made no mention of this to Suzy. His
plan was to take her up to the observation deck at Rockefeller Plaza
again just before dusk, get down on his knees, and present the
diamond just as the city below began to flicker to life in a sea of
gold. They had agreed to meet at the loft before noon. Béla arrived
early.
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When Béla entered the apartment, he was surprised to find
Anthony Vergil at home. The journalist stood naked near the
mattress with nothing but a bath towel wrapped around his waist.
He looked the same as he had when he had left so many months
before, with one notable exception – his long hair was gone,
replaced by a military crew cut that gave him an almost menacing
air.
“What are you doing here?” Béla asked, unable to mask the
disappointment he felt upon seeing Verge in the loft.
“After so many months, that’s the greeting I get? The last time I
checked, this was my apartment, my good man!” Verge padded
across the concrete floor in his bare feet and embraced Béla in a
warm hug. “Forgive the hairdo. Bloody louse-infested hovels I’ve
had to sleep in; you couldn’t imagine.” He placed his hands on his
hips and surveyed the interior of the loft. “You’ve been putting the
facilities to good use I see; though the Devil’s Ivy has seen better
days.”
Béla glanced apologetically at the drooping plant in the corner.
Despite his many visits to the apartment, he had neglected to water
it most of the time.
“You’ve made it angry; now it will certainly take its revenge on
me. But I’m happy to see the bed was also put to good use; as well
as the photography equipment, which leads me to ask . . .” Verge’s
voice trailed off as he walked to the opposite side of the large
empty space where he picked up a file folder from the sofa. He
withdrew a glossy nude image of Suzy in the claw-and-ball tub.
“Who is this vision of loveliness?”
“That’s mine. It’s none of your business.”
Béla attempted to snatch the file of photographs out of the
journalist’s hand, but his movements were quick and clumsy. The
folder flapped open and the contents spilled out onto the concrete
floor. The two friends were suddenly surrounded by a small sea of
nude Suzies. Béla squatted down and began to gather up the photos,
desperately trying to hide them from Verge’s amused eyes.
“Please, the suspense is killing me. Who is this girl?”
“A friend.”
“Friend indeed! A very good friend by the looks of it,” Verge
said. He bent down and picked up a color close-up of Suzy’s face.
“What a beauty! She exudes a raw sexuality this one! You can see it
in her eyes. See how they smolder? Why, they practically burn
through the paper.”
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“I shouldn’t have left these here,” Béla said getting back to his
feet. “But you had no right to go through them.”
The comment tickled Verge. He tilted back his shaved head and
laughed. “Be reasonable. You left them strewn all over!”
Verge was right. Suzy was everywhere. Her photos were spread
out on the desk; they littered the mattress and were pinned up on
the cork board.
“I shouldn’t have left these here,” Béla said again. He could think
of nothing else to say.
“Well, I must admit, I’m glad you did. I was in a dreadful mood
when I arrived home last night,” Verge said with a grin. “But when I
walked in and saw these photos, my spirit soared up to the
empyrean!” He raised his arms above his head in a hallelujah pose,
then sidled up to Béla and, in a lower, almost conspiratorial tone of
voice, added, “I have a confession to make. I couldn’t sleep last
night. Bloody jet lag. So I took a few of these photos and . . .” He
made a cylinder of his left hand and shuffled his wrist back and
forth in an obscene way.
Béla smirked as he continued gathering up Suzy’s photos.
“Yes, yes, I’m pathetic,” Verge said after he registered the
displeasure on Béla’s face. “To be honest, I haven’t wanked in years.
It’s my least favorite little indulgence. But looking at this angel did
the trick in no time.” He chuckled and glanced at the close-up of
Suzy in his hand. “You still haven’t told me who this sublime beauty
is. I’m dying to know. Is she a classmate of yours from the old
citadel of darkness? A new waitress at the Stefánia? Please, my dear
fellow, the suspense is crushing me.”
“Her name is Suzy,” Béla said hoping the name would trigger
memories of Dancing Queens. Mentioning the name did nothing.
Verge continued to look at his friend with expectant eyes. Béla
continued, “She’s an erotic dancer.”
The revelation made the journalist snap his fingers. “Oh, I really
should have known she was a member of the erotic ballet. It’s
obvious, isn’t it? Look at the lines in those poses. The girl has
experience!” He examined the photo in his hand again. “I say . . .
this is the same girl you were drooling about in the alley after that
ruffian threw you out of the club!”
“Yeah, that’s her.”
“You devil! You got her didn’t you? Well, I tip my hat to you. It’s
no wonder you were such a salivating lovesick lunatic.” Verge
handed the photo to Béla and eyed him playfully. “I’ll wager she’s an
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animal between the sheets! You must tell me what’s she’s like in
bed!”
“I’d rather not”.
“Oh dear, I’ve touched a nerve,” Verge said raising his right
hand to his chin. “Why so discreet all of the sudden?”
Béla shrugged. “I have feelings for her.”
“Feelings?” Verge echoed. “Please don’t tell me you lo-” Before
he finished pronouncing the word, he made a noise that was eerily
similar the sound a cat made when coughing up a ball of fur. “Oh, I
apologize. Something in the throat. Love. Please don’t tell me you
love this girl!”
“I do love her,” Béla admitted frankly. “In fact, I’m going to
marry her! We’re going to Manhattan today to get the marriage
license.”
Had lightning struck Anthony Vergil at that moment, he would
not have looked more surprised. His eyes widened and he mouthed
a series of soundless words. Béla shook his head and continued
gathering up his photographs.
“Marriage, my good man?”
“Yeah, marriage. We’re engaged.”
“She’s your betrothed? But why?”
“I love her.” He uttered these words with simplicity and
forthrightness as if nothing more needed to be said.
“That doesn’t answer my question.”
“Well, that’s the only answer you’re going to get.”
“She’s a Hungarian lass, isn’t she?”
“Yeah. So?”
Verge grinned, shook his head, walked over to the sofa, and sat
down. He opened his legs and accidentally exposed his genitals. Béla
grimaced and turned away. “I’m going to make a little conjecture,”
the journalist said. “Be a jolly good fellow and play along. Here it is:
I imagine this Suzy likes it here in New York, but her papers –
assuming she had any to begin with – have expired. Well, our little
Suzy doesn’t like being an illegal alien. She wants desperately to stay
in the land of the free and the home of the brave – but how can she
do so without papers granting her legal status in the country? She
meets you – a young, emotional, aspiring writer, obviously smitten
by her-”
Béla snickered and calmly shook his head. “I see what you are
driving at, but that’s not it. We love each other.”
“My good man, love is-”
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The appearance of Suzy in the doorway made Verge abandon
his thought. He turned and stared at her with a mix of admiration
and amusement. She in turn examined him with suspicion and
mistrust. She glanced at his testicles hanging freely out from under
the towel; Verge spread his legs a little wider to afford her a better
view of his undercarriage.
“Oh, you’re here,” Béla said in Hungarian when he noticed her
standing at the opposite end of the loft. “Come on in, I’d like you to
meet a good friend of mine. He owns this place.”
The exotic lilting of the Magyar language made Verge smile. He
stood up from the couch and followed his friend to the door. After
Béla introduced them, Verge took Suzy’s hand and pressed it gently
to his lips. “Enchanté mademoiselle,” he said in a regal tone, bowing
before her like an eighteenth-century marquis. Unfortunately, this
display of refined politeness was immediately followed by a rather
indecent sight. The bending at the waist succeeded in loosening
Verge’s towel, which dropped unceremoniously to the floor after he
straightened up. He raised his hand to his mouth in mock
embarrassment before rewrapping the towel around his abdomen.
Suzy could do little more than giggle at his theatrics.
“Listen, we have to go,” Béla said to Verge. “I’ll come back later
and get all of those photos and whatever else we left behind.”
“What’s the rush? Can’t you stay for a few minutes? I haven’t
spoken to your lovely fiancée.”
“She can’t speak English.”
“Then perhaps we’ll converse in Magyar. I’m a polyglot, you
know. I can speak French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian,
Persian, and of course English. I must admit, Magyar still eludes
me, but I’ve picked up a few phrases from my time in the Balkans.”
In a horrible accent, and with all the wrong intonations, Verge
proceeded to rattle off travel guide phrases in Hungarian: good
morning, my name is Anthony, the weather is nice outside, I enjoy sightseeing.
His clumsy attempts at Hungarian coaxed another round of giggles
from Suzy.
“Maybe some other time,” Béla said. He gave Suzy’s hand a
slight tug. “Come on,” he said to her in Hungarian. “We should go.”
They turned, walked out of the loft, and descended down the
concrete staircase. Just before they stepped out into the open air,
Verge’s voice echoed down the hollow concrete shell of the
staircase. In his broken, barely comprehensible Hungarian he
screamed, “You are a very beautiful woman!”
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“What a character!” Suzy chortled as they stepped into the
street.
“He’s a hoot,” Béla said laughing, but Verge’s accusations
concerning Suzy’s motives for getting married had left a bitter taste
in his mouth. He glanced at Suzy. She looked at him with eyes Béla
believed contained nothing but love. The doubt Verge had
succeeded in planting in Béla’s mind melted away.
*
The following afternoon was uncomfortably warm, so Verge
decided to forgo a jacket for his walk to the Stefánia. It took him
twenty minutes to reach the coffeehouse. As he entered the
establishment, it occurred to him that Béla’s preposterous idea to
marry Suzy was all he had thought about since morning. He was
intensely curious to hear Reinhardt’s opinion concerning the matter.
Without waiting for anyone to allow him access, he sauntered into
the kitchen where he found the Stefánia’s proprietor painting little
marzipan animal figurines with an assortment of food colorings.
“I’m happy to see you have made it back safely,” Reinhardt said
after he shook Verge’s hand. “What happened to your hair?”
“Pestilence, my good man.”
Reinhardt returned to his marzipan figures and picked up his
brush again. “Béla’s not here.”
“That’s fine. I’ve come to see you.”
“How is the situation in the Balkans?”
“Dreadful. War and more war. Of arms and the man, I sing. Simply
dreadful.” A waitress came in through the swing doors looking for
cream to replenish the cooler in the front-of-the-house. Verge eyed
the waitress’s firm legs and asked her for a cappuccino. After the
waitress disappeared through the swing doors, he turned back to
Reinhardt and said, “But I must be frank, I didn’t come here for idle
conversation. There’s a serious matter I wish to discuss. I had the
delightful pleasure of meeting Béla’s fiancée. Suzy, I believe her
name is.”
“Yes, Béla is going to marry.” Reinhardt said freely. “They’re
having a civil service soon, but I am trying to talk him into having a
church service as well.”
Reinhardt’s laissez-faire attitude stunned Verge. “You approve of
the marriage?”
“Why not? Men only become men after they are married.”
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Verge scowled and leaned forward in his chair, “You do realize
the girl is only marrying Béla for papers.”
“The thought crossed my mind, but Béla assures me there is
more to it than that.”
The incredulous expression on Verge’s face deepened just as the
waitress came back in through the swing doors and handed him his
cappuccino. He gingerly held the cup and saucer in his hands,
crossed his legs, and elegantly rested the saucer on his raised knee.
“Tell me, how do you feel about her vocation?”
“What does that have to do with anything?” Reinhardt asked as
he began painting a small, marzipan giraffe.
“I must say, I’m baffled,” Verge admitted. “I assumed you would
be a little more judgmental about the girl being an exotic dancer.”
The revelation made Reinhardt flinch. His hand jerked and he
smeared the eye of a giraffe he was trying to color.
Verge smirked. “Ah, well, that explains it. You had no idea.”
“She told me she worked as an au pair,” Reinhardt said, his voice
suddenly weak and hollow.
Verge bit his bottom lip and made a little sucking noise. “It’s
dreadful, this situation. She’s lured him into the sticky world of love
to get her papers, and she will probably leave the poor chap in a
lurch once the papers arrive. It’s entirely my fault. If I hadn’t taken
him to that Dancing Queens club, he never would have met this
harpy.”
Reinhardt nodded tensely and picked up his brush again. He
managed to dot the giraffe’s eye successfully and moved on to a lion,
which he proceeded to paint golden brown. “I’m not happy about
this, but Béla’s made up his mind. Perhaps you are being too
judgmental. Perhaps her intentions are good.”
“Good intentions? Come, come Reinhardt. We are both men of
the world. We’ve had plenty of experience with such enchanting
little demons. You’ve seen her! She’s sexuality personified; it drips
from her like honey. She can melt a man from a mile away. As a little
indulgence, I’m certain she is sublime. As a wife, however? I daresay
she will make an intriguing daughter-in-law, though I doubt her
desire to become one is based on everything but good intentions.”
“What can I do?” Reinhardt wondered helplessly. “Béla’s
committed to getting married. He’s in love.”
“There is that blasted love again,” Verge snickered.
“I’ll have to speak to him about this,” Reinhardt said finally. “Ask
him why he didn’t tell me the truth about Suzy.”
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“No mystery there,” Verge offered. “They both knew you would
disapprove, and rightfully so, I might add.”
“Maybe you could talk to him? Get him to look at this more
objectively,” Reinhardt said, his voice suddenly tinged with hope.
Verge shook his head. “No, no. I’ve done enough damage, albeit
unintentionally. This is a family matter. I dare not interfere any more
than I already have.”
“Then I will have to speak to him,” Reinhardt said. “But how?”
Verge shrugged, sipped his cappuccino and watched Reinhardt
paint the lion. A thought struck Verge after he finished his beverage.
He said, “It’s a shame you’re not a diplomat, Reinhardt. My dear
mother worked as a diplomat in London, and she often told me of
the dastardly little games embassies play – boycotts, entrance
refusals, deportations, extraditions, and persona non gratas. Béla’s
fiancée is in this country illegally. If there were some way the proper
authorities could be made aware of her presence, then perhaps she
could be forced to leave. It’s a bloody shame you’re not a diplomat,
my good man. A bloody shame.”
Reinhardt raised his head and looked intently at Verge. The
waitress burst back into the room looking for dark roast coffee.
Reinhardt told her where she could find it and then proceeded to
place his little marzipan figures on a tray.
“If only there was some convenient way of making this girl
disappear. If only. Well, I must be off,” Verge announced. He
handed his empty cup to the waitress before she plowed back
through the swinging doors. “Bloody shame you’re not a diplomat,”
he said again and glanced at the tray of completed marzipan figures
on the table. He pointed to a deer in the center of a row of animals.
“It appears you missed this one.”
Reinhardt noticed the figurine and nodded. He plucked the
unpainted figurine from the tray and examined it after Verge walked
out. It was a figurine of a deer. He had dotted the eyes black and
brushed the antlers with the same golden brown he had used on the
lion, but he had neglected to paint the rest of the deer’s body. His
original intention had been to paint the body chestnut brown, but he
had somehow overlooked the figurine during his conversation with
Verge; without the addition of food coloring, the deer’s body
remained the grayish-white color of marzipan. Reinhardt studied the
figurine in his hand and contemplated what Verge had said about
diplomats. As he continued looking at the figurine, he became aware
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of something. The white stag had unexpectedly made another
appearance in his life.
*
“How do I talk to Béla about this?”
The question plagued Reinhardt for the remainder of the day.
Despite the blessing he had granted, Reinhardt had continued to
harbor mild reservations about his son marrying Suzy, even before
he had inadvertently learned the truth about the beautiful young
Hungarian’s occupation. Now that he knew what Suzy did,
Reinhardt held nothing but reservations about the planned marriage.
What troubled him most of all was that Béla had purposefully
misled him and kept the truth from him. A part of him could
understand why his son had decided not to disclose Suzy’s
occupation, but another part of him refused to accept that this
justified anything. After all, this was about marriage. The girl would
move in with them – become a part of their family, at least in the
short term. Reinhardt wondered what other secrets the two young
people were keeping from him as he considered how best to
approach his son about Suzy. In the end, he could think of no
tactful way to address the matter. He decided he would voice his
doubts sincerely and directly and listen extremely carefully to what
Béla offered in return.
“I didn’t want to muddy the water by telling you what she does,”
Béla sighed. He had come into the studio in the early evening to ask
his father about a matter related to the Stefánia and was immediately
taken aback by Reinhardt’s blunt declaration regarding Suzy. In
return, he shrugged his shoulders and offered his father an
apologetic look.
“How does keeping me in the dark keep the water clear?”
Reinhardt wondered.
“Aw, come on, Apa. You know what I mean. I knew you
wouldn’t approve of the marriage if you knew about Suzy’s job. I
didn’t want any pushback – that’s all.”
Reinhardt placed his paint brush on the easel before him and
turned to fully face his son. “I don’t want to be judgmental, but it
takes a certain kind of person to engage in that line of work.”
“Sure, but Suzy is the exception,” Béla offered in return. “She
never wanted to be an erotic dancer. It was just a means to get here
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to America. Now that she’s here, she wants to get out of dancing
altogether.”
“And are you that means?” Reinhardt asked forthrightly.
Béla emitted a soft snort and shook his head. “You see what I
mean? That’s why I didn’t tell you. I knew you would think Suzy is a
bad girl,” he said, laying sarcastic emphasis on the final two words.
“But she’s not. You’ve read the papers about what it’s like back in
Hungary. Can you blame her for wanting to leave all that behind?
Sure, what she does here leaves much to be desired, but she’s trying
to get out of that – start a new life. I think that alone says
something.”
“That’s my concern,” Reinhardt responded. “What if this new
life she wants does not involve you in the long run? What if she
only wants to marry you for the green card and then dumps you
after she obtains status to remain here legally? What then?”
The questions elicited another soft snort from Béla, followed by
a slight smirk. “You think I haven’t considered that possibility,
Apa?”
“Have you?”
“Of course I have. What do you take me for? Some kind of
lovesick fool?”
“No, but you haven’t had too much experience with women,”
Reinhardt said plainly.
This remark nearly caused Béla to erupt into laughter, but he
kept it bottled up and looked his father fixedly. “Yeah, I guess that’s
true, but I know feelings. I love this girl, and she loves me. Sure,
there’s risk involved in all of it, but it’s a risk I’m willing to take.”
“And what if it doesn’t work out?”
Béla shrugged again. “Then we’ll divorce.”
“Isn’t that a bit carefree on your end?”
“What do you want me to say? You and mother were quite
young when you married. Were you completely sure it would work
out in the long run when you tied the knot?” Béla said, his voice
tainted by faint traces of impatience. “Look, I apologize for not
telling you the truth about Suzy. It was not the right thing to do, but
I wanted to avoid the conversation we’re having now. I knew you
would become judgmental and suspicious, and that’s the last thing I
want you to be as far as Suzy is concerned. Think of it this way –
she’s a good person who willingly accepted something bad in the
short term to attain something good in the long term.”
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Reinhardt contemplated these words for a moment, but his
misgivings about his son’s planned marriage to Suzy refused to
dissipate. “I would like to speak to her about this, too,” he said
finally.
“What for?” Béla protested.
“You are planning to move her into this house,” Reinhardt said
firmly. “I have only met her once. I would like to meet with her
again. Get to know her a little better-“
“And make sure she’s not a bad girl?” Béla interjected sourly.
“Be reasonable,” Reinhardt snapped. “I’m trying to be openminded about this.”
“All right, all right. I’ll get her to come over. We’ll sit down and
air all of this out. The three of us. Actually, I think it would be
good. It will give you the chance to learn what kind of person Suzy
truly is. I’ll arrange something as soon as I can.”
When he was alone in the studio, Reinhardt realized he felt even
more uncomfortable about the planned marriage than he had
before. All the same, he struggled to pinpoint the exact cause of his
apprehension. He envisioned the meeting Béla had promised to
organize and wondered how such a discussion could help assuage
the doubts he held. Reinhardt could already picture his son acting as
a sort of filter and barrier during the discussion – raising objections
and shielding Suzy from the kinds of hard questions Reinhardt
wanted to ask. He wished there were some way he could speak to
Suzy alone. He was convinced he would be able to determine Suzy’s
sincerity if he had the chance to converse to her one-to-one. But
how? He retrieved his paint brush and continued working on his
latest communist painting. As he did so, he remembered Verge had
mentioned the establishment in which Suzy worked. Reinhardt knew
where the place was. Though Dancing Queens was the last place in
the world he would normally want to go, Reinhardt decided he
would pay a visit to the derelict striptease parlor in an effort to
gauge Suzy’s motivations for wanting to marry his son.
*
The following night, Reinhardt gained entrance to Dancing
Queens after a short wait in line. He navigated through the obstacle
course of tables until he found an unoccupied one in the center of
the room where he sat down and looked for Suzy. Dozens of
beautiful women, most not much older than Suzy, sauntered about
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the room trying to elicit lap dances from the club’s clientele.
Reinhardt frowned. He overheard some of the girls speaking to
each other in Hungarian and became even more downcast. He
wanted to find Suzy, have his talk, and get out of the club as quickly
as possible. He ordered a beer and glanced around the room with
greater determination. After twenty minutes, he experienced a
strong urge to leave, but he resisted the urge, leaned back in his
chair, and took absent swigs from his beer bottle. She’s bound to
turn up eventually; I just need to be patient, he told himself.
Three more stage dances and another beer later, Reinhardt had
still not caught a glimpse of Suzy. He spent the duration of the time
sitting in a state of abject revulsion pitying the young women
around him. When the fourth stage dance started, he became
convinced Suzy was not among the hordes of high-heeled
temptresses floating about the club that night, and he decided to
leave. He caught the waitress’s attention, made a gesture for his bill,
and took one last look around while he waited for the waitress to
return with his tab.
He finally spotted Suzy shortly after he asked for his bill. She
was barely visible through the cloud of smoke at first, but he could
make out her unmistakable form as she walked past a row of tables
at the very rear of the room. Wearing nothing but a bra and panties
and high-heeled shoes, Suzy was by far the most attractive dancer in
the club. As soon as he saw her, Reinhardt privately forgave his son
for falling in love with the young woman. All reservations
concerning the nature of her character aside, he acknowledged
Zsuzsanna Kiss was a beautiful woman. He stood up and waved to
her, but she did not see him. A group of business men had
managed to flag her down and divert her attention. Suzy flashed the
suits a smile, accepted a twenty-dollar bill, and launched into a
private table dance. Reinhardt sheepishly returned the bill to the
waitress and ordered another beer.
The time dragged. Against his will, Reinhardt cast the occasional
glance toward the back of the room. The businessmen were in no
hurry to release Suzy. By the third dance, she was topless and the
businessmen were whispering into her ear. Whatever the men said
to her seemed to strike her as disagreeable. Reinhardt saw her frown
and shake her head. The businessman doing most of the whispering
pointed to one of his friends, a heavy-set, moon-faced man with
glasses. Suzy’s expression softened and she accepted some money
from the fat, bespectacled man before she sat down on his lap.
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Reinhardt turned away and looked back only when the song blaring
over the club ended. Suzy adjusted her position on the man’s lap. In
a blur of movement, the fat man unzipped his fly. She leaned
forward and her tiny hand disappeared into the open slit of the
man’s trousers. A content smile spread over the man’s face.
Reinhardt paid for his drinks and stood up to leave. As he walked
toward the door, he cast one final glance toward the back of the
club and noticed Suzy staring at him, her eyes wide in what
appeared to be abject dismay.
*
Béla’s alarm clock went off at six o’clock in the morning.
Reinhardt could hear it from the kitchen upstairs in the apartment
where he sat sipping a mug of coffee. He had arrived home from
Dancing Queens at two and had been sitting in the kitchen ever
since. Cold, dark thoughts had plagued him all night. Béla walked
into the kitchen; Reinhardt looked up and considered revealing what
he had witnessed in the club to Béla, but he could not bring himself
to do it.
“You look awful,” Béla said as he helped himself to a cup of
coffee.
“I couldn’t sleep.”
“Nightmares?” Béla sputtered between bites of a croissant.
Reinhardt nodded ruefully, “Something like that.”
Béla gave his father a concerned look, finished eating in silence,
and prepared to leave for Columbia to buy the books he needed for
his upcoming semester of studies.
After his son left, Reinhardt sighed and descended into the
kitchen to begin work. He decided his best course of action would
go back to Dancing Queens that afternoon and demand Suzy marry
someone else for papers. He had just slipped a tray of cookies into
the oven when he heard a light tapping at the kitchen’s door. He
looked at the door curiously; he was not expecting any deliveries
that day. The tapping came again. Reinhardt stopped what he was
doing, approached the door, and peered out the peep hole. Through
the viewer’s convex lens, he saw Suzy wrapped in three-quarter
length, tight-fitting trench coat. He opened the door. It appeared
they would have their private chat much earlier than he had
anticipated.
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“Good morning. You just missed Béla, I’m afraid. But I’m glad
you’re here. There’s something I’d like to discuss with you.”
“There are a few things I’d like to discuss as well,” she said softly
as she stepped inside. She passed Reinhardt and left a fragrant trail
of expensive perfume laced with cigarette smoke and alcohol in the
air behind her. Once inside, she declined to remove her coat and
remained standing by the main work table nervously biting her
lower lip. She was completely soaked from the light rain that had
begun to fall just after sunrise. The water dripped from her trench
coat and rolled down the lengths of her bare legs and collected into
a small pool around her high-heeled shoes. Her long black hair was
matted against the sides of her face, and a combination of rain and
tears had dissolved her mascara and eyeliner into black rivulets that
ran haphazardly down the lengths of her checks. Reinhardt noticed
her red eyes; apparently, he had not been the only one who had
experienced a sleepless night.
“So, to what do I owe this unexpected pleasure?” Reinhardt
asked trying his best to keep his nerves in check. He started mixing
some frosting and kept his eyes focused on the bowl before him.
“I wanted to ask you the same thing at the club last night, but
you ran out so quickly.”
Reinhardt stopped what he was doing. She stood on the opposite
side of the marble work table eyeing him anxiously.
“I was there to see you,” he finally admitted. “I wanted to talk to
you about the marriage.”
“You saw what I did, but you don’t know that they make me do
those things,” Suzy said quietly unable to muffle the sobs that
punctuated her words. “I don’t want to do any of it.” Her voice
trailed off, and she looked directly at Reinhardt with wide, distraught
eyes. “Dancing was the only way I could come to America. I wanted
to get out of that club as soon as I arrived, but I’ve become a slave
in that place. They take most of my money. Restrict my freedom.
Force me to do favors for the customers.”
Reinhardt could not remember ever seeing a more miserablelooking creature. He pitied her as her eyes dissolved into a cascade
of tears. Despite the make-up and the mini-skirt, Reinhardt knew
the young woman before him was barely more than a kid – a kid
who had made some bad choices and had painted herself into a
corner. A part of him suddenly wished he had not gone to strip
club the night before. If he had not gone, he surmised, he never
would have seen what he had seen, and he may have consented to
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the marriage and perhaps, just perhaps, this young girl might have
escaped the corner into which she had painted herself. But he had
gone to strip club, and he had seen what he had seen, and he could
not, despite his best efforts, unsee any of it.
“I can even sympathize with your wish to stay here in America,”
Reinhardt said gently, “but I don’t want you mixing my son into it
all.”
“I know what you think, but I love Béla,” Suzy said, her voice
wavering. She withdrew a paper tissue from her coat pocket and
dried her welling tears. “I’m not marrying him for the papers. I want
to be with him. I love him.”
Reinhardt sighed and leaned his right palm on the counter. “If
you loved him, you wouldn’t have done . . .” He abandoned the
thought and let the words evaporate into the air. “Look, I appreciate
that you might have feelings for him. Perhaps you do love him, but I
don’t think it’s a good idea for you to marry him. You would have to
move in here with us and, well . . . that would be quite awkward-”
“I know what you saw last night. But you must understand, they
force me do those things!” Suzy repeated. “I have no choice. If I
don’t do favors, the club owners threaten me. I’ve seen them slap
and beat some of the other girls . . .”
“Listen,” Reinhardt said softly, “I don’t want to judge you, but I
simply cannot allow this marriage to happen.”
Suzy’s sobbing intensified when she heard these words, and she
was left gasping for air as she stood before him. “It’s not my fault,”
she cried. Her entire body started to tremble. “I don’t want to do
those things.”
“I understand the trouble you are in, and I want to help,”
Reinhardt said. He patiently waited for Suzy’s sobbing to subside a
little before continuing. “I could organize a way for you to stay in
America,” he said finally. “I have several friends who became
citizens through marriage, but the process was a business
transaction where all parties involved knew their obligations and
received their due compensation. You could have a marriage like
that. I know several men who could be paper husbands for you. You
could marry them without getting involved with them. Then, when
the proper amount of time has passed and your papers come
through, you could divorce and get on with your life. It would be
clean and simple and no one would be hurt. And I am willing to pay
all the costs associated with the transaction.”
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The expression on Suzy’s face grew even more distraught. “I’ve
tried that before. They took my money and left me hanging,” she
cried.
“I guarantee that will not happen.”
“And where am I supposed to live in the meantime?”
“I could arrange accommodations for you here in the city. I
know some people who have rooms for rent. I would happily help
pay for that until you are on your feet.”
Suzy nodded and gently chewed her lower lip again. “That’s very
kind and generous of you, but this is not just about the green card. I
love Béla. I want to be with him.”
“My son is a good man, and I am certain he loves you, too, but
this marriage is a bad idea. I’m asking you to leave him alone. You
can have what you want without dragging him into it.”
“I understand you,” Suzy managed to sputter as her sobs
continued to ebb. “You love your son and you don’t want to see him
hurt, but imagine how hurt he will be if I just call off the
engagement and then get engaged to someone else.”
“It will hurt him. But he’ll get over it much easier than he’ll get
over marrying you only to have you abandon him once your papers
arrive.”
A light sheen of frost glazed Suzy’s blue eyes. “Who says I’ll
abandon him? I’ve told you I love him.”
Reinhardt gave her a knowing look. “Look, we’re both quite
emotional now, but if you take a little time to consider what I am
proposing, you will realize it’s the only way forward – the only way
that makes sense.”
“No. I’m going to marry Béla. We’ve made the plans. The date is
set. Next week, I will become his wife,” Suzy said in a sudden burst
of defiance. She dried her puffy swollen eyes and looked directly at
Reinhardt. “He’s the best thing that has ever happened to me, and I
refuse to let him go. In spite of what you think, I’m not a whore. I’ll
make Béla happy. I’ll be a good wife. And if you give me the chance,
I will prove I can be a good daughter-in-law, too.”
Reinhardt lowered his gaze to the floor, rubbed the back of his
neck with his left hand, and sighed deeply. “I can’t let that happen,”
he said quietly, but firmly. “If you don’t accept my offer, I’ll have no
choice but to tell Béla what I saw last night.”
“Dismiss me as a whore?” Suzy seethed. “I’ll deny it all. I’ll
convince him you’re lying.”
“I’m his father. He’ll believe me.”
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“I doubt that,” Suzy shot back, her voice tinged with sudden and
unexpected impatience. “And if I can’t convince him, I’ll tell him
you tried to seduce me today.”
Reinhardt was too astonished to respond at first. He noticed
Suzy’s eyes had narrowed into slits. She stared at him tensely, like a
cornered animal ready to pounce.
“He’ll never believe that!” he finally managed to exclaim.
“Then I’ll tell him I was the one who seduced you!”
“And what do you hope to accomplish by telling him that?”
“If you tell him what you saw in the club, Béla will already think
I’m a whore. It won’t take much for him to believe I came onto you.
I’ll even bruise my back and knees to make it seem more credible.
He’ll probably hate me and never want to see me again. That’s fine.
I can move on in my life, get that paper marriage from someone else
as you suggested, but what about you? What kind of relationship
will you have with your son if he believes you fucked his fiancée on
the floor of this kitchen?”
The sudden look of defeat on Reinhardt’s face seemed to please
Suzy for a second, but whatever satisfaction she experienced proved
short-lived. Reinhardt saw her forehead give off a few sharp
twitches before she deliquesced into another bout of uncontrolled
sobbing.
“I’m sorry! Oh God, forgive me. I shouldn’t have said that,” she
sputtered. “It’s just I’m . . . I’m so . . .”
Suzy made an attempt to compose herself as she choked on her
words, but she could find no defense against the hysteria consuming
her. “I love him,” she managed to squeak through her sobs before
the tears drowned her again.
The desperation in her eyes unsettled Reinhardt, once again,
found himself at a complete loss for words. He did his best to offer
Suzy a consoling look in the hope that it might help calm her down,
but the effort had no effect on her. She turned away from him and
quickly rushed out the door before he could say a word.
Reinhardt stood alone in the kitchen staring at the little puddle
of water marking the spot where Suzy had stood. A vision of the
Titanic inexplicably flashed through his mind. He felt a sudden
affinity for the hapless captain of the doomed vessel. Like the
Titanic captain, Reinhardt knew he had struck an iceberg. He could
almost feel the cold water rushing in on him – an icy deluge that
threatened to obliterate his life as he had known it. He kept his eyes
focused on the puddle and wondered if his attempt to stop the
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marriage would suffer the same fate as the ill-fated vessel sinking
below the horizon of his thoughts.
The smell of burning finally jolted Reinhardt from the trance
that had enveloped him. A cloud of black smoke billowed into the
room when he opened the oven. The tray of cookies he had put in
before Suzy’s arrival had become charcoal disks. Reinhardt frowned,
turned off the oven, and placed burned cookies on the worktable.
He was on the cusp of mixing more batter for another batch of
cookies when the unpainted marzipan stag he had placed on one of
the shelves near the worktable caught his eye.
Reinhardt gingerly took down the little figurine and held it in his
hands. He recalled his most recent conversation with Verge and
reflected upon what the journalist had told him about the insidious
little games diplomats and embassies play. After a minute, he gravely
nodded his head and placed the unpainted marzipan stag back on
the shelf.
*
Though Béla had no chance to meet Suzy before the wedding
ceremony, the days leading up to event were the happiest he had
ever experienced in his life. Buoyed by warm thoughts of future joy
and fulfillment, Béla completed even the most routine and mundane
daily tasks with zeal and vigor. His entire being bristled with
exuberance and anticipation as he eagerly awaited the ceremony that
would mark the beginning of a new chapter in his life.
Unbeknownst to him at the time, the new chapter had been omitted
from the manuscript before he had even been given the chance to
compose it.
Béla’s happiness unraveled six days before the wedding
ceremony was to take place at New York City Hall’s Marriage
Bureau. He was at the Stefánia waiting for Suzy to arrive so they
could go to Manhattan to buy her a dress. The previous week, Suzy
had told him she would arrive at four. At 4:24, she still had not
arrived. Béla became concerned. By 6:19, concern had intensified
into worry. At quarter-to-eight, Béla broke his promise to never call
Suzy at work. He called the strip club five times, but no one
answered the phone. At eight o’clock he finally left the Stefánia,
hailed a cab, and asked the driver to drop him off at Dancing
Queens.
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The evening was dull and dreary. A light, misty drizzle had
started to fall by the time Béla arrived at Dancing Queens, but he
barely noticed the precipitation as he got out of the cab at
Queensboro Plaza. Instead, he kept his eyes focused exclusively on
the police cars and yellow tape cordoning Dancing Queens off from
its surroundings. Béla approached the police line, but the uniformed
officers stationed around the periphery of the dilapidated building
provided little insight into what had happened. Nevertheless, Béla
managed to piece their brusque responses to his queries into a
narrative of events. The authorities had raided the club the night
before. The owners, along with many of the club’s employees, had
been arrested for undisclosed reasons. Though the details were hazy,
one thing was clear: Dancing Queens had been shut down, probably
indefinitely.
“What about the dancers?” Béla asked a fresh-faced cop near the
sidewalk.
“I don’t know nothing about that,” the cop informed him. The
young officer turned to a female colleague standing nearby, a
considerably older, heavy-set African-American woman, and asked,
“Hey, you know anything about what happened to the dancers?”
“The Feds came and took them. Put them on a bus.”
Béla turned to the woman. “Do you know where they took
them?” he asked.
The female officer eyed Béla suspiciously and shook her head.
“Naw,” she said. Then, as if to discourage any further questions
from the desperate-looking young man, she added, “Pick up a paper
– it’s all in there.”
Béla did just that. He walked to the nearest store and purchased
a copy of every local newspaper he could find. He then proceeded
to a donut shop near the subway entrance. He ordered a coffee and
sat down at the plastic table and chair bolted to the sticky floor and
frantically flipped through his purchases. The female cop was right.
The story of the raid was in most of the local papers. According to
the articles, prostitution and drug-trafficking had been the primary
catalysts behind the operation. Only one article made any mention
of the dancers’ possible fate. Immigration and Naturalization had
determined most of the dancers were illegal workers and was in the
process of deporting the majority of them back to their respective
countries of origin. Béla finished reading, lifted his paper cup of
coffee to his mouth, and took a sip. It was the bitterest thing he had
ever tasted in his life.
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*
“The INS deported Suzy,” Béla revealed to Reinhardt later that
evening in the studio.
The news stunned Reinhardt; it took him a while to fully grasp
the implications of what his son had told him. Once he had, he
reluctantly enjoyed the warm rush of relief that flooded through his
body. He set his palette and brush down near his easel.
“They put Suzy on a plane and flew her home yesterday. At least
that’s what they told me. But for all I know, she could still be here –
in some holding tank or other. She was engaged to an American
citizen! How can this be allowed?” Then, as if seized by a sudden
determination, Béla added, “I’ll get her back here. It might take
some time, but I’ll get her back here. She’ll call me when she get to
Hungary, and we’ll work it out.”
Reinhardt patted his son on the shoulder and said: “I’m sorry.
Do you want to talk about it?”
“No. Not now. I need a little time to think this through.”
“I’m going to call it a night and head into the house.”
Reinhardt stepped out of the studio and paused in the backyard.
The full moon cast strange shadows on the ground before him. He
paused for a minute, took in several deep breaths of warm, midsummer air, looked up at the moon, and smiled. A last fleeting
vision of the Titanic’s captain flitted through his mind. Unlike the
doomed captain, a lifeboat had arrived and scooped Reinhardt up
out of the icy waters just in time.
*
Béla waited for Suzy to call. The days slipped by. To occupy his
time, he contacted the Hungarian Embassy in New York. They
confirmed a citizen who went by the name of Zsuzsanna Kiss had
been removed from American soil shortly before the end of July
and that she had arrived safely in Hungary immediately afterward.
However, that was the extent of the information they possessed or
cared to divulge. He pressed them to assist him in finding Suzy, but
was informed the name Kiss was a common one in Hungary. There
were dozens of women named Zsuzsanna Kiss in Miskolc alone.
And who was to say she went back to that city after her return?
When he could provide no helpful information to assist them in a
possible search – her parents’ names, an address, the name of the
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school she had attended – the staff at the embassy stopped taking
the matter seriously, pushed it aside and allowed Béla’s inquiries,
phone calls, and letters to sink to the bottom of a bureaucratic
swamp.
Undeterred, Béla conducted some research on his own. Through
the embassy he managed to photocopy a few pages of the
telephone directory for Miskolc. One weekend he dedicated three
hours and a substantial amount of money in long-distance fees
phoning residences in Miskolc that had the surname Kiss attached
to them. The phone calls were awkward: dozens of households
wondered why an American-Hungarian calling from overseas was
pestering them about a woman they knew nothing about. Béla was
disheartened, but not defeated. She’ll call soon, he told himself.
She’ll call soon and we’ll sort this whole thing out.
*
Anthony Vergil paid Reinhardt another discreet visit to the
kitchen of the Stefánia one week after Suzy’s deportation. An
uncomfortable blanket of humidity smothered the city, but Verge
paid no attention to it as he sauntered to the Stefánia in a crisp
jacket and tie.
“The poor lad’s devastated,” Verge said once he was in the
kitchen. He sat in his customary chair by the swinging door; a
cappuccino balanced on his raised knee. “He stopped by my
apartment for a moan and a wail. I must admit, my heart went out
to him. Don’t misunderstand, I’m glad the harpy is gone, but I still
pity Béla. That wench supplied him with the most pleasure his poor
heart has ever known.”
Reinhardt was beating some egg whites and sugar with a whisk.
He looked up at Verge and shrugged. “It’s for the best. He’ll get
over it.”
“I couldn’t agree more.”
“I wonder what prompted the raid,” Reinhardt added.
“Yes, I wonder. It was a most serendipitous occurrence this raid.
It resulted in exactly what we discussed earlier. Very serendipitous.
Very serendipitous, indeed.” Verge smirked, took a sip of his coffee,
and watched the blurred movement of the whisk before him.
“Coincidence is an amazing force in the universe, isn’t it? You
wanted this girl gone; we have a little chat about diplomats, and then
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she’s swept up and thrown out of the country. Poof! Just like that.
It’s almost magical.”
The whisk stopped moving. “What are you implying?”
The journalist displayed the open palm of his right hand in a
defensive gesture. “Nothing at all. I was merely making a comment
about coincidence.” Another sip of cappuccino. “But what are we
to do about Béla? He’s mired in misery. He needs a new conduit of
pleasure!”
“That’s one thing I don’t understand,” Reinhardt said. The whisk
began moving again. “She’s been gone for more than a week. He’s
been trying to find her, but she hasn’t bothered to pick up the
phone. Don’t misunderstand – I don’t want her calling, but I
honestly thought she would. It just goes to show how the whole
thing was just a means to an end for her. I thought Béla would get it
by now.”
“Love, my dear fellow, is the worst delusion in the world.”
“Could you talk to him about this Suzy? Make him understand?
The last thing I need is for him to sink into depression.”
Verge stood up and made a slight bow. “I’ll do what I can,” he
said before turning and leaving the room.
*
“How can you say that?” Béla said softly after Verge expressed
his opinions about Suzy. “I wanted to marry her. Make her my
wife.”
“That’s the point, my good man. Your fiancée has been gone for
over a week now. You’ve been doing everything you can to try find
her. Why hasn’t she done the same, I wonder?”
Béla had no reply for this. He sat on the ratty sofa in Verge’s loft
in silence. Without saying anything else about Suzy, he gathered up
his photographs and left the apartment.
He took all the photographs and negatives of Suzy home and
hid the majority of them in his hiding place under the floorboards.
Of the more modest photos, he made a selection of ten and pinned
them up in various places in his room. There was one he found
particularly endearing: Suzy, fully clothed, sitting on Verge’s sofa,
holding a bouquet of roses in her lap. He encased this photo in a
glass frame and placed it on his nightstand. The days continued to
drift by and became weeks. Weeks blurred into months. His
investigations into Suzy’s whereabouts became less vigorous.
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By the time he returned to Columbia in September, he came to
terms the idea that she had never truly loved him and had only
regarded him as a means through which she could secure
immigration papers. By the beginning of October, not only had he
given up any hope of receiving a phone call from her, he was also
loathe to idea of picking up the phone and hearing her voice. Béla
took the photo of Suzy holding the roses and all of the other
images of her and interred them in the hole under the floorboards.
The following evening, he joined Verge at the loft for a raucous
night of little indulgences. In the morning, he fished his nearly
forgotten manuscript out of his desk and returned to making
revisions in the hope that Allan Greene might still find a publisher
for the book. As for Suzy, Béla relegated her to same place in which
he had filed Silken – a pleasant, but ultimately tragic foray into the
realm of love.
*
On the December morning marking the anniversary of his
mother’s death, Béla accompanied his father to cemetery and stood
by Stefánia’s grave. It was an exceptionally frigid morning, but Béla
barely felt the cold at all. His body was numbed by the sadness of
mourning not one, but two losses.
Reinhardt leaned the painting he had created for the occasion
against the tombstone. The painting depicted a smiling Stefánia
cupping a small figurine sculpture of a white stag in her hands.
The visit to the cemetery unearthed a mineshaft of
sentimentality in Béla. Though he had not thought about Suzy in
any deeper sense for months, Béla asked Verge to do him favor.
“Look her up, will you?”
“Look whom up, my good man?”
“You said you would stopover in Hungary a few times during
your next trip to the Balkans. See if you can find out anything about
Suzy while you’re in Hungary.”
“What could I possibly find out?”
“Just see if you can find her.”
“How?”
“You’re a journalist. You’ll find a way. Just locate her. When you
do, give her this.”
Verge accepted an envelope from Béla and agreed to find Suzy
just to get his friend to stop whining.
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“I know it’s all over. I’ve moved on with my life. But to be
perfectly honest, everything that has happened since Suzy left strikes
me as dull, boring, and anticlimactic,” Béla complained as he
watched Verge tuck the envelope into his jacket.
“That’s because you have become dull, boring, and
anticlimactic,” Verge said through a slight sneer. “Look around you.
The world glistens with new pleasures, but you remain in one spot,
like a hooked fish. Dispel these illusions. Abandon your faux
suffering and embrace pleasure once again. Little indulgences, my
good man!”
“I was perfectly content with the little indulgences before,” Béla
continued, “but they pale in comparison to what I had with Suzy.
The little indulgences are purely in the city of lust. When I was with
Suzy, I was in the city of love.”
“Your maudlin sentiments are simply unbearable! I am beginning
to believe you are beyond hope,” Verge said after he emitted a light
laugh. “There is no city of love. Pleasure is all we have left. Do you
insist on being stuck in this illusory city of love?”
“Not entirely,” Béla murmured. “At least not in that way; I’ve
moved on. I talked to Allan Greene a few days ago. He told me, he
might be able to find a publisher for that book of mine if I revise
the manuscript one last time.”
“Back to your old literary delusions, then? Well, if nothing else,
that might just spare you from these illusions of love.”
*
Béla’s weepy notions made Verge’s stomach churn. He left for
the Balkans the following week, but did not make it to Hungary
until late April. Once he was in Budapest, he promptly took the
envelope Béla had given him months before and threw it in the
trash. Despite his promise, he had no intention of searching for
Suzy. He checked into the Budapest Hilton, attended a lunch
meeting with some newspaper editors, and spent the afternoon
sightseeing. He took his supper in the hotel’s dining room and then
ventured out into the night to revive his exhausted body and soothe
his war-torn nerves.
Verge had not been to the Hungarian capital since the collapse
of communism. To his satisfaction, the machinations of the world
had transformed some portions of Budapest into a seedy city of
earthly delights since his last visit. A plethora of strip clubs, peep
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shows, and sex shops dotted the run-down Baroque buildings lining
the sidewalks. Prostitutes stood soliciting on several street corners.
Verge soaked in the atmosphere and felt perfectly at home.
Welcome to freedom, he thought as he walked the boulevard,
declining the prostitutes as he went. He was curious to see how long
he could walk before he finally gave in to the temptation of
purchased sex. He made it as far as the eight-sided intersection
appropriately named Oktagon where a pair of bleached blondes,
who appeared to be twin sisters, promised to make him very happy
for a very reasonable price. Verge found the offer irresistible. The
hookers took him to a rooming house in the narrow streets behind
the main intersection; forty-five minutes later the journalist emerged
invigorated, but not entirely satiated.
He stopped at a nearby strip club for two hours and had a few
drinks. Afterward, as he tried to figure out where to catch the
streetcar back to the Buda side of the city, he was lulled into a
peepshow by a trio of attractive, scantily clad women on the
sidewalk passing out explicit pamphlets. Inside, he changed a bill for
some coins, found an unoccupied booth and lazily whittled away
another hour peering through his window at an assortment of girls
suggestively trouncing about. On his way to the door, he stepped
into a little sectioned off area containing pornographic magazines
and videos. He took a selection of magazines from the shelves and
placed them on the counter. He paid for the magazines, returned to
the street and persuaded one of the pamphlet girls outside the peep
show to spend a few hours with him at the Hilton for one hundred
dollars. Later that night, after the pamphlet girl let herself out of the
hotel room, he drifted off into the best night’s sleep he had enjoyed
in weeks.
But in the morning, Verge awoke feeling nauseous. Like a child
who had eaten too many sweets, he realized he had overindulged the
night before. The mere thought of another sweet sickened him. The
balance was off – it was time to get back to work, re-establish a
sense of harmony. He clicked on the television and ordered a simple
continental breakfast from room service. His breakfast arrived, and
he absently munched on toast and sipped his coffee and flipped
through the magazines he had purchased the night before. He
would use the magazines as small bribes back in the Balkans.
Thinking of bribes reminded him he also needed to purchase
several bottles of schnapps and a few cartons of cigarettes as well
before he returned to Yugoslavia. He was still looking at the first
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magazine from the bag, a cheaply printed local rag titled Super-Sexy,
when he made a rather remarkable discovery.
About halfway into the magazine he came across an assortment
of nude shots of Suzy. Verge dropped his half-eaten toast on his
plate and picked up the magazine with both of his hands. It was
Suzy. There was no doubt about it. The blue eyes, radiant even in
the magazine’s cheap reproduction of them, were unmistakable. He
inspected the photographs and made another rather startling
discovery – his New York apartment served as the backdrop for
every single shot in which Suzy appeared. Verge shook his head in
disbelief. The opportunistic little bitch, he thought.
An hour later, showered, shaven, and immaculately groomed, he
stopped into a post office in the Castle Hill district near the Hilton
and asked for a large envelope. Once he had the envelope in his
hand, he inserted the copy of Super-Sexy inside it, addressed the
envelope to Béla courtesy of the Stefánia Coffeehouse, purchased
the necessary postage, and dropped the magazine in the mail. That
should extinguish whatever smoldering shreds of love still remain
within the fool, Verge thought as he stepped back into the street to
hail a cab. He got into the taxi and laughed out loud when he
imagined the expression on Béla’s face after the aspiring writer
opened the envelope and discovered Suzy plastered within the
cheap, vulgar pages of Super-Sexy.
*
Many actions have unintended consequences. Verge’s motive for
mailing the magazine was a simple one: the journalist wanted Béla to
forget about Suzy once and for all. He hoped the photos in the porn
magazine would fill his friend with rage and disgust. In this regard,
the action was successful. Suzy’s photos in Super-Sexy cut Béla
deeply. He felt betrayed. Taken for a fool. He was angry for the
better part of two hours. But these sensations eventually gave way
to a need – the need for an explanation. His wounded soul
demanded to know why Suzy had lied to him, led him on, left him
lingering. Was it possible that she never loved him? He experienced
a burning need to hear the truth from her lips despite the passage
of time.
On the flyleaf of the magazine Béla discovered the address and
phone number of Szexypressz Kft., the publisher of Super-Sexy. The
company was located in Budapest and was run by a man named Leo
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Starr. Béla surmised this man Starr would certainly know where
Suzy was or, at the very least, might be able to reveal how she might
be contacted. Béla mulled over calling the company for the better
part of two days, but he decided against it in the end.
Suzy had become a part of his past; Béla surmised the best thing
to do was keep her there. Not that his present in New York had
much to offer. He had settled back into the old routine: he attended
university, worked at the Stefánia, and rekindled his literary
aspirations. He had become apathetic about his academic pursuits at
Columbia and loathed the idea of continuing his postgraduate
studies. Verge’s little indulgences parties did little to fill the void in
his heart.
The only thing that kept him from sinking into despondency was
the hope of a published book. He worked on the manuscript
tirelessly, resubmitted it to Allan Greene, and quickly began working
on another story, one he hope to publish once the first became a
success. Béla longed for an artistic breakthrough, similar to the one
his father had experienced. He nurtured notions that such a
breakthrough would realign him to his purpose, rescue him from his
mundane life, and spare him from the arduous torture of becoming
a professional academic. Above all else, he hoped literary success
would open the door to a future in which his regrets at having lost
Suzy would dissipate like fog under the glory of a rising sun.
One afternoon in mid-May, shortly after he had finished the last
of his final exams, Béla received a letter from Allan Greene.
Believing the breakthrough he coveted had finally arrived, Béla
eagerly tore open the envelope. Unfortunately, the letter proved to
be a letdown rather than a breakthrough. Written in the kind of curt
and sterile prose commonly found in most business documents, the
content of the letter regretfully informed Béla that The Greene
Literary Agency had dropped him from their client list due to its
inability to sell his manuscript. Béla folded up the letter, slid it back
into its envelope, and felt everything inside him slowly wither and
die.
*
The day before Béla received the letter from the Greene Agency,
Reinhardt had traveled to the Lawrence Gallery in Washington, D.C.
to participate in an exhibition of his communist paintings. He
stayed in the capitol for three days; during this time, he was fidgety
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and restless. Though he tried not to show it, he was growing tired
of the world into which Stanley Lawrence had initiated him. The
initial outburst of enthusiasm for his communist paintings had
cooled considerably since the first formal exhibition at the Lawrence
Gallery in New York. This was mostly due to a small but growing
group of art critics and intellectuals who found his communist
paintings offensive and in poor taste. Articles objecting to what
these critics termed to be Reinhardt’s biased depictions of Marxism
began to appear in newspapers and journals across the country. Two
or three editorials had gone national.
At the Washington exhibition, Reinhardt was accosted by Reg
Artner, a prominent British art critic who had flown over from the
United Kingdom with the express purpose of letting Reinhardt
Drixler and the world know that the communist paintings amounted
to nothing more that puerile reactionary propaganda. Reinhardt
listened calmly as the esteemed critic accosted him at the gallery and
then responded by reciting the memorized excerpt from Art of the
Ages to Artner. The art critic’s only rebuttal was a look of scorn and
a contemptuous snort.
In the early afternoon, two dozen university students and leftwing activists began a noisy protest in front of the gallery; they
chanted, handed out flyers ridiculing Lawrence and Reinhardt, and
heckled everyone who wished to enter the gallery to view the
exhibition. After he had shared his vitriolic thoughts with Reinhardt,
Reg Artner returned and joined the protest outside the gallery. The
presence of a world-renowned art critic protesting on the street
quickly brought out the local television media who readily provided
Artner with a platform through which to vent his dismay and
outrage. Stanley Lawrence remained good-humored and levelheaded through it all, but Reinhardt could see that the negative press
was starting to eat away at the art dealer. After the exhibition ended,
Lawrence took Reinhardt aside for a brief conversation.
“Plenty of heads with red stars in them today, huh?” Lawrence
said. He placed his hand on Reinhardt’s shoulder. “Look, this was
our last exhibition for a while,” he said evenly. “It’s becoming a
circus. If we persist, these dimwits will only be inspired to make
things even uglier for both of us.”
“You want to give in to them?” Reinhardt asked. “What about
the truth? What about causing a stir?”
“It’s not giving in,” Lawrence explained. “It’s more like backing
off for a little while. I know these people. They won’t relent. If we
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keep it up, the whole thing could snowball and get out of control.
My business and reputation has taken a considerable hit already. Let
them cool off a little. We’ll exhibit again once the dust settles. I’ll
still sell your stuff through my company. We just need to get out of
the limelight for a while. You understand, right?”
Reinhardt remained silent, but nodded in agreement. He was
despondent as he traveled back to New York; he was surprised that
anyone in America, let alone the intelligentsia, could support and
defend communism and Marxism. Regardless, he was pleased that
his work had dismayed them, and he consoled himself with the
knowledge that he was ultimately on the side of truth.
When he got back to the Stefánia, he was startled to find the
coffee shop closed. A sign on the door, written in Béla’s hand,
informed the world that the Stefánia would be closed for
maintenance reasons until the following day. Half-expecting to find
a flood caused by a broken water pipe or some other disaster,
Reinhardt was relieved but also nonplussed to discover nothing
wrong within the Stefánia after he went inside. He called out to his
son as he made his way to their apartment on the second floor, but
Béla was not home. Once inside the apartment, Reinhardt
discovered a brief note on small piece of lined paper on the kitchen
table. He could not remember a time Béla had ever left him a note.
He stared at the paper for a moment as if it were dangerous,
unwanted intruder. Finally, after much reluctance, he picked it up
and read it:
Apa, Sorry about closing up the place. I hope your exhibition went well. I got a
letter from Greene. He dropped me from the agency. I’ve decided I need a little
break from everything. I’ve gone to Hungary for a few weeks to clear my head. I
wanted to wait until you got home, but I didn’t want to argue about it needlessly.
I left last night. I’ll be back soon. Béla
Reinhardt placed the note back on the table and glanced out the
window at the branches of the maple tree in the backyard. The
sound of a passing subway train chugging down the elevated track a
few blocks away seeped in through the windows and walls.
Reinhardt sighed and felt a cold shiver go up his spine; he had
toppled out of his lifeboat and was back in icy waters once again.
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PART FOUR:

THE MAGYAR DREAM
The cabdriver at Ferihegy Airport in Budapest wasted no time
rigging the meter after he detected a hint of the foreign in Béla’s
accent. Béla ended up paying the driver quadruple the normal fare
for the trip before being dropped off in front of a cheap hostel
housed in a dilapidated nineteenth-century building near the
Nyugati Train Station. The woman at the front desk inside the
hostel also fleeced him, dutifully charging him double the standard
rate for a single room. Béla was oblivious to it all, mostly because
the inflated prices were still a fraction of what he would have paid
in for the same services in New York. Back home, he was somewhat
savvy and street smart; however, in post-communist Budapest he
was just another bumbling, ignorant tourist who had to be swindled
out of as much as possible as part of some unwritten code of
honor following the collapse of communism. Of course, Béla was
not very vigilant about these things after he arrived in Hungary.
Though he was jet-lagged and tired, he was relieved to be away from
the drudgery of his life in New York and was excited at the
prospect of spending a few weeks in his ancestral land and, if luck
permitted it, finding Suzy.
The room Béla rented was a small, windowless square. He
unpacked and checked his watch; it was still morning in Hungary.
Béla had made no concrete plans before he left New York, but he
decided he would concentrate on finding Suzy first. He added six
hours to the dial of his watch and figured out it was a little after ten,
local time. It seemed the perfect hour to begin his investigation –
there was bound to be someone at the Szexypressz office who could
help him track down Suzy. The headquarters of the magazine’s
publisher was in the Eleventh District on the Buda side of the city,
near Móricz Zsigmond Circle. According to his tourist map, all he
needed to do was catch the Number 6 tram in front of the hostel
and ride it to the end of the line.
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Béla sat in his seat tapping his feet against the floor as the tram
rumbled its way through the heart of the city. It was a glorious latesummer morning without a trace of cloud in the sky, yet the fine
weather did nothing to dispel Béla’s distracted thoughts. The
streetcar crossed Petőfi Bridge and rumbled toward Buda offering
him a spectacular view of the Danube and the city’s many bridges
and fine buildings all framed by green hills in the distance. Béla
hardly noticed it. Though a part of him was thrilled to finally be
visiting the capital city of his ancestral homeland, the city left him
cold as he sat on the tram. He absently gazed at Castle Hill and took
in nothing. He was so focused on finding Suzy and getting the
explanation he felt he deserved, the streetcar could have traveled to
the moon and he would have hardly known the difference.
The address in Super-Sexy, which Béla kept discreetly sheathed in
his map of Budapest, took him to a well-maintained, ornate fivestory building with bas-relief carvings of saints and angels above
the main doorway and windows. The heavy wrought iron doors
were locked. He looked for Szexypressz Kft. on the panel of
buzzers near the entrance, but could not find the name. He checked
the address again to verify the building’s number. It was the right
place. He scanned the buttons again. Szexypressz was not there.
Béla checked the name of the magazine’s publisher and then looked
for Leo Starr among the buttons. There was no Starr, but there was
a buzzer marked with the Hungarian equivalent of the name –
Csillag. He decided to take a chance and pressed the button with his
thumb. Static crackled out of the small speaker in the wall ten
seconds later.
“Yes?” what sounded like a female voice inquired.
“My name is Bill-” he stopped when he realized he was speaking
English and started again in Hungarian. “My name is Béla. I would
like to have a word with Mr. Csillag.”
Béla fixed a determined look on the mesh grill before him. He
thought he would be much more apprehensive and nervous, but as
he waited for a response, he was calm; almost relaxed.
“Are you here about the girls?”
“I’m here about a girl. I have just arrived from-”
The door buzzer cut him off. With a slight shrug, he stepped
inside, and then took the rickety outdoor elevator to the fifth floor.
Once he found the door of the office, he doubted he was in the
right place. He knocked on the partially open door beyond which lay
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a large, outdated kitchen. He was about to step away when a woman
in her mid-forties walked into the kitchen and ushered him inside.
The woman had large feet and hands and there was an inherent
masculinity in her posture and gait that made her seem like a man in
drag. Her make-up was so thick and heavy, it bordered on clownish.
Her hair, dyed an odd burgundy hue, was in an outdated mess of a
style held together with a million pins. Her zebra-striped panties
were visible through the flimsy material of her white skirt, and she
wore a thin sleeveless blouse that provocatively displayed, yet barely
contained, her massive, heaving breasts. She waved Béla in and took
a drag of the cigarette pinched between her sausage fingers. The
filter was stained by a blood-red ring of lipstick.
“Are you here about the girls?” she asked. Unlike the rest of the
woman, the sound of her voice was rather becoming – deep, but
feminine, with an old-movie kind of charm.
“I’m here about a girl. My name is Bill-, I mean Béla. It’s nice to
meet you, Miss-”
“Margit,” the woman said offering her hand. With every move
she made she emitted an invisible cloud of cheap, musky perfume.
“Just Margit. There’s no need to be formal. László is in the studio,
straight through this room to the next one. He’s in the middle of a
shoot, but I’m sure he’ll take a few moments to speak with you. He’s
been expecting you all morning.”
It struck Béla as highly unlikely that László Csillag had been
expecting him. He wanted to clarify this, but the sound of a ringing
phone tugged Margit out of the kitchen.
“There’s never a moment of peace in this place,” she said,
pretending to be flustered as she waved Béla onward. “Please, go
right in.”
He obeyed the woman’s command and passed through what
appeared to be a living room, complete with an ancient television
and charmless Soviet-era furniture and then stepped through a
closed set of doors into a spacious and nearly empty chamber with
high ceilings and a row of long, narrow windows. Within the room a
small, thin man scurried around some lights and photographic
umbrellas set up around a bed. On the bed sat two bored-looking
young women, a blonde, and a brunette, both nude. They looked at
Béla with mild curiosity, but made no effort to cover themselves.
Béla darted his eyes around the room; the Szexypressz Company
was a far less sophisticated operation than he had imagined it to be.
He watched László Csillag make minor adjustments to the lights.
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The man was the complete antithesis of his wife: short and lean,
with a narrow face and angular features. He rushed about the room
like a person obsessively searching for a mislaid object. When he
finally noticed Béla, he came to an abrupt halt. His slender hands
hung limply from his spindly wrists like the petals of a flower as he
suspiciously eyed the young man standing in his living room.
Csillag’s life as a pornographer began shortly after communism
ended. Before that, he worked for Magyar Televízió and MAFILM,
the state-owned television and film companies where, in his thirtythree years of employment, he worked his way up from camera
operator to director of operations. Despite his years of experience
and his three decades of sycophantic party affiliation, he was one of
the first to be let go after the collapse of communism. Unable to
find other means of work, he grudgingly retired. Margit, his wife of
nearly twenty-five years who had worked at Magyar Televízió as a
secretary, also lost her job. Forced into retirement and made to
subsist on meager pensions, the Csillags felt betrayed by a system
they had spent their entire adult lives deceiving. Margit, a closeted
lesbian during communist times, had agreed to marry László, who
had begun pursuing her shortly after he began working at the
television station, on the condition that their marriage remain a
secretly open one; their verbal agreement stipulated both would be
allowed to sample as many women as they desired on the side. The
communist party officially frowned upon creative marriage
arrangements and alternative lifestyles, but the Csillags were
extremely skilled in projecting the image of a traditional,
monogamous marriage to all concerned. They were very discreet
about their extra-marital affairs and found success and happiness
under the communist regime. After they were laid-off, their extramarital affairs continued, but their once lucrative wages came to an
abrupt end. Unable to maintain the lifestyle to which they had
grown accustomed, the Csillags scrambled to find a way to keep
working.
Creating and selling sex magazines had been László’s brainchild.
With the collapse of communism, legions of young women looking
to escape the sudden, crushing poverty of small rural towns and
villages invaded Budapest to make a go of it in the big city. Most of
these young women shared two things in common: ambition and
desperation. Traditional forms of work offered little compensation;
some of the women searched for more lucrative opportunities. The
Csillags were among the first to exploit this fresh resource. They
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were only too happy to help the women pay their bills in exchange
for sex. They had hired prostitutes in the past, even in communist
times when the practice was officially forbidden, but few of the girls
rushing into Budapest had ever worked as hookers. Their freshness
appealed to both Margit and László; for the mere cost of a dinner
for two, the couple enjoyed countless feasts of young flesh in the
comfort of their own home.
The end of communism brought other changes and
opportunities as well. People in the new liberal democracy became
intensely curious about everything they had been denied under
communism if for no other reason than out of sheer spite.
Overnight, everything the communists had stifled, outlawed, and
forbade was in demand. Pornography became a highly sought after
commodity. László Csillag noticed this when he took his daily walk
around his neighborhood. The newspaper vendors, which for years
had been drab little shacks selling nothing but drab state-sanctioned
journals and magazines offering drab news, bloomed into vibrant,
exotic gardens of color displaying countless sex magazines with
enticing, flesh-filled pages with which the vendors shamelessly
plastered their windows and lined their shelves. He purchased a few
magazines, took them home, leafed through them with his wife, and
found himself muttering the kinds of phrases that mark the
beginning of most entrepreneurial ventures: Hell, we could do this! We
could probably do better! Margit was hesitant about the idea at first, but
when her husband revealed the sexual possibilities the venture might
offer, she threw her full support behind the idea.
They launched their endeavor shortly after that discussion and
turned their spacious four room apartment into a photo studio.
Though the income they earned from their products was modest by
international standards, it easily surpassed their previous salaries and
placed the Csillags into a coveted class in post-communist Hungary
known as the new rich. They invested some of their returns by
establishing Szexypressz Centrum, a pornography shop on Teréz
Boulevard offering a wide selection of adult magazines, videos, and
sex toys. Csillag began referring to himself as The Pioneer of
Hungarian Pornography not long after that.
“Are you the guy I spoke to over the telephone this morning?”
Csillag inquired in a high-pitched, nasally voice.
“No, I’m-”
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“But you’re from the agency?” Csillag interrupted. Before Béla
could counter this assumption, the small man darted up to him,
introduced himself and offered his hand.
“Bill-” Béla stopped himself again. He reminded himself that he
was in Hungary; his name would raise no eyebrows. “Béla. Drixler.”
“So, about those three new girls. I’d need them for a shoot this
weekend. I saw their Polaroids and could definitely use them,
especially the one with the big tits,” Csillag said, rattling off the
words as if they were bullets being spit from a machine-gun.
“I’m not from an agency.”
The machine gun fell silent. Csillag’s face darkened and he took a
step back. “If it’s about the loan, I told Tomi I needed another
week. Sending you here isn’t going to expedite matters.”
“That’s not why I’m here.”
The relief the older man briefly displayed was tempered by new
suspicions. “You have a strange accent. Where are you from?”
“New York. I want to speak to you about this magazine.” Béla
withdrew his issue of Super-Sexy.
“America?” Csillag’s eyes twinkled and his mind flooded with
images Hawaii; Beverly Hills; Fifth Avenue. “Please sit down. How
can I help you?”
“These are my photographs,” Béla said opening the magazine
and pointing to some of the images. “I took these pictures.”
Csillag became horrified. That he had printed, distributed, and
profited from the work of another without their express permission
did not bother him. He engaged in such piracy routinely – stealing
layouts from older, out-of-print sex rags and claiming them as his
own. It was an easy way to fill magazines and make money. Schemes
of this kind were rarely noticed and even more rarely prosecuted in
Hungary at the time. For example, images of Mickey Mouse were
everywhere, but Disney collected no revenues from any of it. No,
stealing and profiting from the work of others did not bother
Csillag at all; however, being confronted by a person he had ripped
off bothered him immensely. That the man was American troubled
him even more. The visions of Hawaii, Beverly Hills, and Fifth
Avenue evaporated from his thoughts.
“They can’t be yours.”
“They’re mine.”
“I didn’t know. Someone sold them to me.”
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“Who?” Béla asked. He did not care about Csillag printing the
photographs without permission. His only interest was locating
Suzy.
The pornography pioneer, on the other hand, believed Béla was
there to seek compensation. He wants me to pay him, Csillag
thought. Without any sort of a prelude, he blurted, “I don’t have
any money to give you!”
Béla gave the man a puzzled look. “No, you don’t understand-”
“What are you going to do? Go back to the United States, hire
some lawyers, and sue me?”
This outburst made both men pause for a moment. Béla was at a
complete loss as to what had prompted the hysterical remark.
Csillag, on the other hand, was momentarily paralyzed as he
pictured hordes of American lawyers laying siege to his enterprise.
Margit Csillag entered the room to investigate her husband’s angry
shouts. The blonde sitting on the bed unscrewed the cap from a
bottle of mineral water, took a sip and then passed the bottle to her
brunette colleague. From the expression on their faces, it was
obvious both of them wanted to be elsewhere.
“Mr. Csillag, you misunderstand. I’m interested in the girl in the
photographs,” Béla said finally. “We were going to be-” He stopped
and started again. “She is a friend of mine. Can you help me find
her?”
“This guy isn’t from the agency!” Csillag shouted. His squeaky,
nasally voice ricocheted through the room like a wayward bullet.
The mannish woman looked at Béla sternly.
“I’m here about a girl. This girl,” Béla said stabbing his finger at
Suzy’s image in the magazine. “I need to find her.”
“You’re wasting my goddamn time!” Csillag cried out in
exasperation. He spun around and rushed back toward the bed. He
saw the naked young women passing the bottle of mineral water
back and forth between them and frowned. “This isn’t a bar!” he
protested. “No one is paying you to sit and have drinks! Let’s
continue. Gyöngyi, you lay down. Mónika, you’re on top.”
The girls mechanically assumed their positions. Margit Csillag
amorously studied the two naked females intertwined on the bed.
Béla looked at the large woman, shuddered and turned back to
László Csillag.
“Please. I need your help. I came all the way from New York.
Can you tell me where I can find Suzy?”
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“Suzy? Is that what she called herself in America? Well, she’s
Zsuzsi here,” Csillag shot back after he popped his first frame.
“What the hell do you want with her?”
“Nothing. She’s a friend of mine.”
“You keep strange friends,” Csillag said, lifting his face from the
camera. “She worked for me once, but that was the first and last
time. She came in here, all arrogant and full of herself. Three shots
into the session she started giving me directions, telling me how I
should take photos of her.” Csillag shook his head in disbelief. “Can
you believe that? Giving me directions!” He assumed a
magnanimous posture after he said this, as if he were posing for a
statue meant to capture his greatness for all eternity. He gave Béla a
cold look, then added, “And on top of everything else, it turns out
that little bitch sold me photographs that weren’t even hers!”
“Stop shouting! You’re upsetting the girls!” Margit said after she
positioned herself between the two men. She looked at the models
and purred: “Aren’t you two just the loveliest little things. Like two
little kittens.”
“Look, can you tell me where I can find her?” Béla said
impatiently.
“Speak to my wife. She’ll tell you,” Csillag said. “But take a bit of
advice from me – forget about that Zsuzsi. She’s nothing but
trouble. But, if you’re planning on staying in town and need a job,
you could do some work for me. You have a good eye. I like your
pictures.”
Margit took hold of Béla’s elbow and ushered him toward the
door. He cast a backward glance before he stepped out of the room.
The blonde and brunette began kissing each other on the bed; the
camera whirred to life.
“So who is it you’re looking for?” Margit asked when they were
in the kitchen.
Béla showed Suzy’s image to the woman.
“Ah, yes, I remember her. Zsuzsanna is her name. Spunky little
firecracker. Full of heat and fire.” The manner and tone in which
the large woman described Suzy made Béla squirm. Margit
narrowed her eyes and examined Béla more closely. “You’re not
some kind of pervert or psychopath are you?” She clasped Béla’s
hand. The power of her grip astonished him; he could feel the
circulation to his fingers being cut off.
“I’m an old friend. I worked with her once in America. I took
those photos.”
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The answer satisfied Margit Csillag; she released his hand. “I
don’t know where she lives, but I can tell you where she works. Are
you familiar with Váci Street in the Fifth District?”
Béla nodded. He had no idea where Váci Street was, let alone the
Fifth District, but he had his tourist map and it had served him well.
“There’s a strip club there called The Bonbon Club,” she
continued. “You can’t miss it. It’s on a corner and there’s a silver
sign.”
“Bonbon,” he echoed to help him remember the name. “I can’t
thank you enough. You’ve provided a world of help.”
“Please, it’s the least I can do.”
Béla left the apartment and made his way down the narrow
walkway toward the elevator.
“When you see her, please give her my regards,” Margit called
after him. “Tell her I still remember her fire! She’ll know what I
mean!”
Béla looked back, smiled, and waved his hand. As he descended
in the elevator, he made a conscious effort to keep the masculine
woman’s insinuations from forming images in his head.
*
The Bonbon Club occupied the entire ground floor of a
Baroque building that was as pristine and ornate as a wedding cake.
Located on the corner of Váci and Párizsi, two tourist-deluged
pedestrian streets in the heart of the Fifth District, the strip club
displayed none of the telltale signs that usually marked
establishments specializing in erotic entertainment. There were no
tasteless nude photos on the walls outside, no garish neon signs
flashing risqué words, no one on the corner imprisoned in a
sandwich board passing out explicit business cards. An elegant and
modern silver sign engraved with the club’s name told the world
what the place was called, but gave no hints as to what kind of
business the Bonbon Club was. The windows of the establishment
were blacked out, but to an unwitting passerby, the place might just
have been a discotheque or some other night venue.
Béla emerged from the throngs of tourists and tried the door of
the club. It was locked. He stepped backwards. It took him a minute
to see Bonbon’s hours of operations on a small silver plaque near
the door. The club opened at six in the evening and remained open
until six in the morning. Béla checked his watch. He had some time
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to kill. He decided he would have lunch somewhere, return to his
room, shower, change, then return to the Bonbon Club in time for
opening.
Béla got back to the hostel a little after four in the afternoon. He
lay down on the unforgiving mattress in the windowless room to
rest his eyes for a half-an-hour. Sleep overcame him immediately,
smothering him like a heavy blanket. He dreamed he was back at
Dancing Queens in New York, sitting at a table with Margit Csillag
for whom Suzy was giving a lap dance. The large woman’s hands
moved shamelessly over Suzy’s semi-nude body; pinching nipples,
clasping hipbones. Margit kept repeating the same mantra over and
over again, “Such heat! Such fire!”
He woke up in a sweat. It was nearly ten o’clock at night; the
half-an-hour nap had become a six-hour slumber. He jumped out of
bed, took a shower, shaved, changed into fresh clothes and was out
into the Budapest night in less than half-an-hour. Too impatient to
use public transportation again, he summoned a taxi. He was at the
Bonbon Club within twenty minutes. After he paid his cover charge
and stepped into the strip club, Béla became tense. The explanation
he so desperately wanted seemed within grasp.
If the Dancing Queens club in New York was a dive; the
Bonbon Club was vulgar in another way – it was clean and polished
and reeked of money, but all without a hint of taste. The marble
columns, overly rich fabrics, and ridiculously ornate chairs were all
testament to this. Béla took a seat in the center of the club and
surveyed the room for Suzy. He did not see her anywhere.
Unperturbed, he ordered a beer and waited for his lost fiancée to
make her appearance. He did not have to wait long.
Within fifteen minutes, Suzy was on the stage. She danced a twosong routine. Béla sat mesmerized. She was just as beautiful as ever.
Her hair was a little shorter, hanging to her mid-back, but this
somehow made her even more attractive. Conflicting emotions tore
Béla apart as he watched her. He realized a big part of him was still
very much in love with her. He longed to touch her again; feel her
body next to his; listen to her whisper in his ear. Another part of
him scorned her, almost wished her dead for the suffering she had
caused. He shot baleful glances at the stage as she flirted with men
at nearby tables. He felt an urge to rush the stage, grab her by the
shoulders and shake her until the answers to his questions dropped
out of her like apples falling from a tree.
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Béla flagged down his waitress before the second song ended.
He took a hundred-dollar bill out of his wallet, tore it in two, gave
one half to the waitress and kept the other half. He told the waitress
half of the hundred was for the dancer on the stage. If the dancer
wanted the other half, she would have to retrieve it from him. He
slipped the waitress a twenty-dollar bill to ensure prompt delivery.
Five minutes later, Suzy sauntered toward his table, a
mischievous smile on her face, the torn half of the hundred-dollar
bill clasped between her finely polished fingernails. The mischievous
smile vanished the second she realized it was Béla sitting at the table
holding the other half of the bill in his hand. Her smooth forehead
twitched violently.
“What are you doing here?”
“I need an explanation.”
Béla was back on Váci Street a few minutes later waiting near the
side entrance of the Bonbon Club where Suzy said she would
emerge. It was only after he was out in the warm, dry, night air that
he noticed his entire body was covered in a thin film of sweat.
There was no strength at all in his legs, and he wondered how he
had even managed to walk out of the club. Suzy emerged from the
establishment clad in a t-shirt, jeans, and a pair of sneakers. Before
he could utter a word, she enveloped his mouth in a kiss. Her
tongue tasted bittersweet – a strange combination of nicotine and
mint. She broke off the kiss just as suddenly as she had sprung it
and looked at him with angry eyes.
“What are you doing here?”
“I needed a break from New York. We need to talk.”
Suzy chewed her lower lip and darted her eyes about. “There’s a
place not far from here,” she said. “It’s open all night.”
Béla found this last trivial bit of information comforting; he had
a feeling it would take the entire night to absorb the explanation he
was longing for.
They went to a cheap watering hole in the basement of a
building a few blocks from the Bonbon Club, took a table in the rear
of the narrow room, and ordered two glasses of draft beer.
“Why didn’t you call me?” Béla demanded after the beer arrived.
He picked away at the soggy coaster before him. Suzy lit a cigarette
and remained silent. He continued, “I figured out what happened to
you. It took some time, but I pieced it together.” The coaster was in
tatters. He pressed his finger against the torn shreds of paper and
began rolling them into little balls on the table’s surface. “I waited
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for days. Weeks. I sat by the phone like an idiot.” He looked up at
her solemnly. “Why didn’t you call me?”
Suzy took a sip of her beer. Her forehead twitched
intermittently, pulsing above her eyes like a recurring shock-wave.
“Don’t say you forgot the number.”
“I didn’t lose your number,” she said.
“Did you figure out you never loved me when you got home?”
he asked. He looked across the table at her. His indignation made
him brave enough to add, “Or were you only in love with the green
card?”
Suzy furrowed her brow and the small spot in the middle of her
forehead became electrified.
“Let’s hear it,” Béla said.
Suzy’s eyelids narrowed until her eyes were nothing more than
thin, strips of blue. She angrily pulled another cigarette out of the
open pack on the table, pursed it in her mouth, lit it, inhaled, and
angrily blew a puff of smoke into Béla’s face. “What was the point
of calling you? To tell you they deported me? To tell you we’d
probably never see each other again?”
“Why not? At least I would have known where we stood.”
“Are you that goddamned stupid? Wasn’t it obvious?”
Béla tensed his lips, leaned forward, and pointed his finger
accusingly at Suzy. “You only wanted status papers.”
“It’s true. I wanted a green card,” she admitted frankly. There
was no point in lying about that as far as she was concerned. “But
don’t say I didn’t care about us. I fell in love with you in New York.
But I can’t love you anymore.”
“You could have called me.”
“Why? To tell you it was over? They won’t let me go back to
America. They told me I am forbidden to step back into the country
for five years. What did you expect me to do?”
“Call me! We could have worked something out. We could have
gotten married here, filled out the paperwork, then-”
“I don’t want to go back to America!” Suzy said vehemently. “I’ll
never go back there! Not after the way they treated me. It’s just
another shithole country. There was a time I wanted the American
Dream. Well, the hell with that! I am going to find the Magyar
Dream now!”
Béla smirked. “What’s the Magyar Dream? Another stripping
gig?” He paused, reached into his back pocket, and withdrew the
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crumpled pages containing Suzy’s image he had torn out of SuperSexy. “Or is it this? Some Magyar Dream.”
“I needed the money.”
“There are other ways of making money, you know. These
photos were meant to be seen by us – you and me – no one else. I
didn’t take them so you could sell them to some pervert.”
“The last thing I wanted to do when I arrived back here is take
off my clothes for money,” she spat angrily. “I went and got a job. A
real job. A respectable job working as a sales clerk in a clothing
store. That’s the only thing I could find. Well, I worked at that
stupid clothing store for a month. I actually liked it, but when I got
my pay after four weeks, I could barely pay the rent, let alone buy
something to eat. What’s so respectable about that? Respectable
doesn’t cut it over here – at least not now. Everything has been
turned upside down. I quit that clothing store job and started at the
Bonbon Club. It takes me two nights to make the same money I
earned as a sales clerk. Two nights! The communists left a real big
steaming pile of shit behind them when they left power, so don’t
you dare judge me!”
Suzy rose from her chair; Béla took hold of her wrist. She
appeared flustered, but she eased back into the chair again. She took
another cigarette from her pack and moved to light it. The lighter
trembled in her hands. It took her four attempts to finally spark a
flame.
“I loved you in New York. A part of me still loves you now,”
Béla said fixedly.
“Fine. So you still love me and you’re here. Now what do we do?
Pick up where we left off? Is that your big idea?”
“I don’t know. You haven’t answered my question.”
Suzy exhaled a long, thin stream of smoke into the air above her.
“Yes, okay? I love you – or at least, I loved you. There. Does that
make you happy? There is an ocean separating us, so what good is
love now? I don’t want to go back to America. What option does
that leave? You coming over here? Why would you do that? You
have a life in New York. I didn’t call because it would have been too
painful. Why make it worse?”
Béla had no response. A gloominess settled over him as his mind
became trapped in an unsolvable maze of dashed hopes and dead
ends.
“Do you see now?” she said, leaning across the table and
caressing his cheek. “You wanted an explanation. Well, there it is.”
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He heard the explanation, but could not accept it. It had been
dished it out and served it to him on a plate, but as he sat there
studying it he knew it would not do, and he pushed it away from
him in disgust as if it were some unappetizing meal.
“There has to be a solution. Some way to get around this.”
“I won’t go back to America. And there is no reason for you to
come here. And I’ll be honest, I wouldn’t want you to come here.
What would you do? How would we live? Unlike New York, I want
to be a dancer here. It’s the only way I can make the kind of money
I need to get ahead. Could you handle that? Having a stripper as a
fiancée. Life has put an obstacle between us Béla. It’s as simple as
that.”
Béla considered what Suzy had said. It was an insurmountable
obstacle. It sat there between them, separating them from each
other like a mountain range. Immovable.
“Maybe I will move here,” he said at last.
“Stop. You’re making everything more difficult.”
“No, I’m serious. I’ve had it with my life in New York.
Columbia. Writing. All of it. Maybe a fresh start would do me
good.”
Suzy rolled her eyes in exasperation. “Well, you be picking the
perfect country to do that in,” she said sarcastically.
“You think I’m kidding, but I might just stay,” Béla said
adamantly. Then, in an even tone, he added, “Even if you and I
don’t get back together.”
“And what will do?”
“I don’t know. Maybe teach English or something.”
“Teachers make crap pay,” Suzy said impatiently. “You’d be in
the same situation I was in when I had that clothing store job.”
Then, in a more conciliatory tone, she added, “Don’t you
understand? Life is tough here. Everything is chaos. It’s like being
trapped in a meat grinder. Why do you think I left for America?
Coming here would be a major step back for you. Why would you
do that?”
“I don’t know,” Béla mumbled. “But maybe I could find
something else – something I could really be successful in.”
“You never told me how you found me,” Suzy cut in in an effort
to change the subject. Béla’s talk of remaining in Budapest was
beginning to grate on her nerves. She rested her chin on her right
palm and listened as Béla told her of the magazine Anthony Vergil
had sent to New York. As he recounted his meeting with the
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Csillags, Suzy snorted and chuckled. “Do you know Csillag’s gorilla
wife tried to rape me?”
Béla sputtered and began to laugh. In the best imitation of
Margit Csillag he could muster, he said, “Oh my, you are a spunky
little firecracker. What heat! What fire!” They both had a laugh at
Margit Csillag’s expense. After their chuckling subsided, Béla added,
“Oh, and on top of that, Csillag offered me a job! When he found
out those photos of you were mine, he told me how good they were
and that I should stop by and see him if I wanted a job.” He paused
for a moment and the laughed again. “Hey, there you go! I could get
a job with Csillag working as a smut photographer!”
Suzy’s eyes widened and sat up straight in her chair. She chewed
her lower lip and gave Béla a pensive look. The small spot in the
middle of her forehead fluttered ever so slightly.
“What is it?” Béla asked.
“I just had an idea,” Suzy said softly, as her pensive grew deeper.
Béla furrowed his brow in confusion. “What do you mean?”
Suzy ignored the question and caressed Béla’s forearm gently.
“Enough talking tonight. Come home with me,” she whispered.
“We’re both back in the river again; there’s no reason why we
shouldn’t go for a swim.”
*
Suzy opted to stay in Budapest rather than return to her home
town of Miskolc after her deportation. She had managed to
smuggle six thousand dollars out of America and used a small
portion of the money to rent the cheapest apartment she could find
in Budapest. After she settled in, she hit the streets to discover what
opportunities the city offered. Her negative experiences in America
prompted her to look for regular work, which she managed to find,
albeit with considerable difficulty as her limited education and
experience provided her with no advantages in post-communist
Hungary’s tight and crumbling job market. She finally succeeded in
landing a job as a clothing store clerk, but as she told Béla, she
stayed in the position for only a month. One meager monthly
paycheck was enough to inform Suzy that in post-communist
Hungary there was no respect to be had in respectable work.
Not that there was much respectable work in Hungary after the
collapse of communism. The abrupt end of socialism meant most
state-sponsored stores, factories, and industries were rendered
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instantly obsolete. Hundreds of thousands of workers lost their
jobs; very few found new ones. Referring to the general
employment outlook in Hungary and other former Eastern Bloc
countries as grim was an understatement. Paradoxically,
communism’s collapse created many new employment possibilities
in other industries, industries which were rushing in to fill the
vacuum communism’s demise had left behind. One industry that
offered ample employment opportunities – particularly for young,
attractive women like Suzy – was the sex industry, which had been
nonexistent in Hungary under the communists, at least officially.
The overnight switch to liberalism and capitalism, which rolled into
the country like high pressure weather fronts promising bright skies
and sunshine for all, eliminated many socialist bans and taboos,
especially those associated with sex. Peep shows, strip clubs, and
escort agencies popped up around Budapest like wild mushrooms;
they wooed Hungary’s post-communist generation of young women
with promises of high pay and easy money. Suzy took her time
finding a job; within a few weeks she was hired as a dancer at
Budapest’s premier strip venue.
With her employment secured, Suzy began casting her eyes
around for a man who could help her achieve her goals. In America,
Béla had been a suitable prospect; true, he had not been rich or
powerful, but he could have provided her with a green card,
financial security and, most importantly, a chance to escape the trap
she had inadvertently stumbled into in America. In Hungary, Suzy
surmised only a very wealthy or extremely ambitious man would do.
After her deportation, she forced herself to forget Béla, despite her
feelings for him. It took a while, but she more or less succeeded in
putting Béla behind her. Seeing him sitting in club was akin to seeing
a specter – an apparition from a time and place she had done her
best to forget. Now the specter was sitting before her again,
solidified in flesh and bone. Its sudden, unexpected appearance
confounded and confused her. A surreal element flavored it all. All
the old feelings she had felt for Béla in America bubbled back to the
surface. She fought against them as best as she could. Despite her
affection for Béla, she believed he could serve no purpose for her in
Hungary. In New York, Béla had served as a means to an end and,
perhaps, as an end itself; but she could see no means for him in
Budapest, let alone an end. That is until he mentioned Csillag’s
flippant job offer. Once Suzy heard that, the gears in her mind
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began to spin, and she wasted no time inviting her once-lost fiancé
back to her ramshackle apartment in Budapest’s Eighth District.
*
The scent of frying bacon coaxed Suzy from her slumber. The
digital alarm clock on the floor next to her bed told her it was just
before noon. Béla emerged from the kitchen carrying breakfast on a
tray.
“I went to the store,” he said placing the tray before her on the
bed. “What do you survive on? The fridge was empty!”
Suzy smiled as she took her plate of eggs and soft, warm bread
from the tray. The eggs were delicious. Béla had even bought fresh
breakfast pastries from a nearby bakery. She helped herself to some
coffee and wasted no time telling Béla of the new means and end
that had struck her the night before during their conversation in the
basement bar.
“You want to start your own erotic magazine?” Béla said in
disbelief once Suzy had revealed her idea.
“We could do it together. You could be the photographer. I told
you I did those nude modeling jobs because I needed the money,”
Suzy said after a moment of awkward silence had passed. “But I
also did them to explore new opportunities.”
Béla winced and looked at her with incomprehension in his eyes.
“I want to be rich and famous. I don’t ever want to be taken
advantage of again like I was in America. And I don’t ever want to
work for pittance again like I did in the clothing store. I want to
have my own business. I want to be my own boss. I want to start
living.”
“By making sex magazines?”
“Why not? Sex sells. It’s all the world thinks about, whether it
admits it or not. If I owned a magazine, I could cross borders;
scatter myself to all the continents in the world through
photographs.” She paused and took a sip from her coffee. “I want
fame. Real fame. International fame. And I want money. Real
money. Western money.” She looked at Béla. The blunt declarations
made him uneasy. In a more soothing voice, she added, “You
wanted to become a famous writer. Why? Because you wanted to be
your own boss.”
Nothing Suzy said appealed to Béla at first. Taking nude
photographs of the woman he loved and publishing them in an
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erotic magazine was the last thing in the world he wanted to do. He
imagined creating the kinds of magazines he found in his secret
hiding place when he was still a child and squirmed as he sat on the
floor.
“There’s a big difference between writing novels and making
erotic magazines,” he said finally.
Suzy grabbed her pack of Marlboro cigarettes and lit one.
“You’re right. But I’m not a writer. All I have is my face and my
body. But I’m tired of selling my face and body to others. There’s
money to be made in erotic magazines in Hungary right now. That’s
why I need you.” She leaned forward, gently took hold of Béla’s
right hand, and gazed at him with her shimmering blue eyes. “You
won’t exploit me. I want to talk to László Csillag. Maybe he would
be willing to market and distribute our magazine – he has an
extensive distribution chain that stretches into Austria, Germany,
Italy, and France. He’d distribute it to all those places for a cut of
the profit.” Suzy paused. She knew she had not yet succeeded in
capturing Béla’s imagination. She tried a different approach. She
said, “Do you remember our photo sessions in New York? Imagine
how wonderful our lives would be if we did that all the time!”
Béla imagined doing it all again as Suzy proposed. The notion
tugged at him, but he was unable to surrender to the idea. “Those
shoots were special. They were private, intimate moments we shared
between us. I don’t want to turn that into a business. I don’t want to
share you with the world. I don’t want to market you like a product,”
he said. He raised his eyes from Suzy’s hand and focused on her
directly. “There has to be some other way we can be together.”
“Why are you so against the idea?”
Béla squirmed a little more on the floor. The nude paintings
from his visits to the Metropolitan Museum of Art flashed through
his mind. He recalled his father’s sermon about the difference
between love and lust. “Honestly? This idea sounds all wrong. I
want to do what’s right. I don’t see anything right in becoming smut
peddlers, regardless of the money it might bring.”
Suzy scowled and ground her cigarette into a nearby ashtray. She
immediately lit another one. “The right thing?” she said with a sneer.
“My mother always harped on about doing the right thing. There is
nothing higher than living a righteous life, she used to say. During
communist times she believed in the party and everything it stood
for. What did she get in return? A crappy, low-paying job and a
system that collapsed leaving her in a socialist housing block with
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shitty plumbing. So what did she do? She turned to religion. She
believes God will reward her for her meekness and all the suffering
she has endured in her life. Last winter, she couldn’t afford to pay
the electric bill for months. I ended up bailing her out. But my
mother still believes that one magical day someone somewhere will
acknowledge she lived life in the right way and compensate her for
it. Well, if that’s a righteous life, I don’t want it. When she found out
I was going to America, she told me what I had chosen to do was
wrong. Yes, that’s right. You know what else? She refused to accept
any of the money I sent her. It’s immoral, she said to me. I told her
the way she had lived her life – putting the communist party then
God before her own interests – was immoral. She didn’t like that.
She said she would disown me. She said if I went to America, I’d be
no better than a whore. You know what I told her? As long as there
is breath in our bodies, we’re all whores one way or another, every
single one of us.” Suzy took a puff of her cigarette, sent a cloud of
smoke above her head and focused her eyes intently on Béla. “And I
believe that. As long as we are in this world, we are all whores.
There’s no escaping it. Every single person in this world sells
themselves out in some way or other. Even my dear mother caved
eventually; despite her self-righteousness and condemnation, she
finally took my money in the end.”
Béla absorbed what Suzy had said and nodded. “My father used
to tell me finding my purpose was the most important thing in life. I
thought my purpose was to be a writer, but it couldn’t have been. I
did all the right things, but it never paid off,” Béla said glumly. “All
the same, I very much doubt my purpose in life is to make the kinds
of magazines you are suggesting.”
“The only purpose we have in this life is to be successful and
happy; and we must fulfill this purpose through any means
necessary. As for the magazine, there’s nothing wrong with my idea.
It’s perfectly legal. People like to see beautiful women. We’d bring
beauty to people’s lives. Make people happy.”
“No, I get that,” Béla floundered. “What I meant was I don’t
think it’s the right thing for us. We’d be taking advantage of the
circumstances over here. Exploiting people; especially women. You
want the Magyar Dream. I am not against helping you get it. In fact,
maybe I want the Magyar Dream, too. But not like that.”
“Why not? We could be very successful.”
Suzy’s obstinacy flummoxed Béla. He shook his head and
remained adamant. “There has to be another way.”
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The words ignited three massive throbs on Suzy’s forehead. “I
don’t understand you. You come halfway around the world to get
back together with me, but when I present a way we could make it
work, a way you could stay here in Budapest, you turn it down.” The
coldness in her eyes gave way to glimmering pools of tears.
Béla circled his arms around his knees and let out a deep sigh as
he continued to ponder over her idea. He envisioned his life back in
New York without her: more failed manuscripts, more boring
drudgery at the Stefánia, more pedantic plodding at Columbia.
None of it appealed to him. Like Suzy, he yearned for a taste of
success – a chance to be someone. He wanted to begin living a
dream rather than just dream about living one. His ambitions in
New York had gone nowhere. Perhaps new dreams were required.
But all of that aside, Béla was happy simply to be with Suzy again.
He thought of the passion they had shared in the night and how
much he had missed being with her, speaking to her, touching her,
and making love to her. At that moment, he could not imagine
being without her again. He reached forward and touched Suzy’s
shoulder.
“Okay. I’m willing to give it a shot, but I don’t want to make the
cheap and ugly stuff Csillag makes. If we do this, I want it all to be
high quality. It will have to be art.”
Suzy lurched forward and wrapped her arms around his neck.
She continued to elaborate on her ideas. Béla listened intently as she
went over every angle of the project. The more she talked about it,
the more credible the idea became to him. He found it increasingly
appealing for two reasons: it guaranteed he would remain with her,
and it would rescue him from the monotony of his life in New
York. By the mid-afternoon, he was totally committed to the idea.
They agreed they would be equal partners in the venture in every
conceivable way.
“Move in with me,” Suzy said after she finished talking about the
magazine. “Get your stuff and bring it back here. While you’re
doing that, I’m going to pay a visit to Csillag. If I’m lucky, I might
just be able to catch him at home.”
And with that Suzy sealed herself into the bathroom only to
emerge a mere ten minutes later all dressed and made up. She
handed Béla a spare set of keys, informed him she would return by
six, and then gave him a long, passionate kiss before stepping out
the door.
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It was such a beautiful day that Béla opted to walk back to the
hostel from Suzy’s apartment. For the first time since his arrival to
Budapest, he made a conscious effort to study his surroundings. He
found the neighborhood Suzy lived in bleak and depressing. The
buildings were neglected and rundown; the streets littered with
garbage and dog feces. Despite the bright sunshine, everything
appeared gray. He remembered that was how his father had
described communism in Hungary. Looking at the forsaken facades
of the buildings he walked past, he suddenly knew exactly what
Reinhardt had meant. Communism was gone, but its legacy of
grayness remained, oppressing everything in sight. But beneath the
grime and soot Béla detected a city that had once been vibrant and
colorful; more importantly, he sensed a city that wished to become
vibrant and colorful again. Every now and then, he came across a
cleaned and renovated building. He marveled at the ornate beauty
hidden beneath fifty years of grayness. In the streets, the Trabants,
Wartburgs, Ladas, and other socialist-era jalopies shared the lanes
with Mercedes Benzes and BMWs. Budapest, it seemed to him, was
awakening from a long coma. The crackling energy of change
permeated the air. The city was on the cusp of a huge
transformation. A new beginning. A new freedom. Béla felt an
affinity for the city as he walked its streets. He believed he was on
the cusp of a new beginning as well.
*
Suzy got off the Number 6 tram at Móricz Zsigmond Circle and
made her way to the Csillags’ apartment. She had to determine if
Csillag’s offer to hire Béla as a photographer had been sincere. If it
had been, then there was a good chance Csillag would also consider
Suzy’s magazine idea and accede to her request for help. Suzy found
the buzzer for the apartment and pressed it. A moment later,
Csillag’s voice crackled through the wire speaker.
“It’s Zsuzsi,” she said into the speaker. “I did a shoot for you a
few months ago. I sold you some photos, too. Remember?”
A long pause, then angrily, “What the hell do you want?”
“A friend of mine paid you a visit yesterday.”
Another long pause, then more angrily, “The idiot American?”
“He would like to meet with you to discuss a possible joint
venture. There might be a way to distribute your magazines in the
United States.”
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Another, even longer pause. Upstairs, in his apartment, images
of Hawaii, Beverly Hills and Fifth Avenue seeped into Csillag’s head
once again. He pressed the button that unlocked the main door of
the building. Downstairs, the lock began to rattle. Suzy opened the
door and grinned.
*
“Csillag said yes!” Suzy exclaimed ecstatically after she returned
to the apartment. “Let’s celebrate!” She donned an elegant but
revealing little black dress and made Béla put on his best pants and
shirt before they spilled out into the Budapest evening. The sun was
low in the sky when they emerged from an extravagant meal in the
luxurious Kárpátia Restaurant near Ferenciek Square. They strolled
out toward the main street and gazed upon the Erzsébet Bridge and
the looming rock of Gellért Hill behind it.
“There’s somewhere I want to take you!” Suzy said. She dragged
Béla into an underground passageway that led to the opposite side
of Szabad Sajtó Street and hailed a taxi. She spent the majority of
the cab ride kissing and fondling Béla. The cab driver nearly drove
onto the sidewalk a few times because his eyes were fastened on the
reflection in his rear view mirror rather than the road before him.
Once he swerved into the path of an oncoming bus. The bus driver
angrily honked his horn; Suzy and Béla looked up and chuckled.
They were standing next to statue near the Citadel atop the Gellért
Hill before long. The setting sun flooded the Pest side of the city in
gold. Béla gazed down upon the city in awe.
“It’s lovely isn’t it?” Suzy asked.
“It’s more than that,” he replied.
“Just wait until the bridges’ lights come on and the Parliament
Building is illuminated.”
“How long until that happens?”
“Long enough for us to enjoy ourselves,” she said coyly.
She tugged him toward the stone wall and iron guard rails that
fenced off the look-out point from the steep, wooded slopes of the
hill. A group of young Danish men gawked at her as she scissored
her legs over the guard rail. She urged Béla to follow her. Once they
were over the rail, they cautiously made their way down to a thicket
of trees. She knelt down before him and began to unbuckle his belt.
“Are you crazy?” he said, laughing. He grabbed her wrists to
make her stop. “There are people up there! They’ll see us.”
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“I don’t care!”
They emerged thirty minutes later, their hair and clothes
disheveled. Suzy walked barefoot, carrying only one high-heeled
shoe in her hand. The other shoe had vanished somewhere on the
hillside. It was nearly dark. They walked back to the look-out point
hand-in-hand.
Béla’s eyes traced over the bend in the Danube and the
shimmering expanse of the Chain Bridge. The lights of the city
were flickering to life. Under a wash of swarthy clouds, bordered by
the edge of the horizon that glowed in warm hues of amber made
uneven by the dark, undulating hills in the distance, Budapest
sparkled before them like a newly uncovered treasure.
“It’s only a matter of time before we have the world at our feet,”
Suzy whispered.
Béla gazed out upon the city and grinned. As far as he was
concerned, Budapest was the most beautiful city in the world. Suzy
had spoken to him of the Magyar Dream and his greatest desire at
that moment was to embrace it fully and make it real.
*
The next morning, Béla stood before one of the windows in
Suzy’s apartment loading film into his Canon. They were planning
to meet László Csillag at the Szexypressz Centrum – Csillag’s sex
store on Teréz Boulevard – later in the morning to discuss their idea
for a magazine.
“How much money do you have?” Suzy asked.
“Five thousand. Cash,” Béla said. The sum did not impress Suzy.
She wrinkled her forehead. In an effort to assuage her, Béla added,
“I could call my dad in New York and ask him for more if we need
it.”
The mention of Reinhardt made Suzy shake her head. “No.
Don’t let your dad know what we’re going to do. Not yet. We don’t
need any interference. Five thousand is fine. I still have five
thousand from the money I managed to smuggle in from America.”
“Smuggle?”
“You think those American immigration jerks would just let us
take our money with us? They stripped the girls of their cash. They
took two thousand from me, but I hid the rest.”
He glanced up from his camera. “How?”
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“A woman has places,” she said. She stopped for a moment,
looked at the ceiling and did a series of calculations in her head. “So
your five and my five makes ten. That should be enough to get
started. If we need more, we can borrow some from Vikshi.”
An eruption of cheers floated up from the courtyard of the
building. Béla peered out of the window and noticed a group of
gypsy children celebrating the goal they had just scored over their
opponents in the courtyard soccer game below. A dog barked
incessantly through it all in the adjacent apartment. Somewhere
someone was cooking cabbage badly; an acrid, pungent stench
permeated the entire building. We’ve got to get the hell out of this
apartment, he thought. He turned his attention away from the
window and focused on Suzy. “Who’s Vikshi?”
“He owns the Bonbon Club. He’s a very influential businessman.
Real smart, too. He has a PhD in economics from the University of
Kiev.”
“He went to Ukraine to study?”
“No. He’s from there. His name is Viktor Vilinovich; Vikshi is
his nickname. Only his friends call him that. His father was
Ukrainian; his mother, Hungarian. He moved here a couple of years
ago.”
The thought of being in debt to a Ukrainian-born strip club
owner did not sit well with Béla. He thought back to the owners of
Dancing Queens and shuddered. “Is it wise to ask a guy like that for
money?
“Vikshi’s as harmless as a teddy bear. I’ll introduce you to him
one of these days. We need to get him to arrange a work permit and
some status papers for you.”
“He can get me papers?”
“Sure. And quickly too. He could also help us file the papers for
a company.”
Béla wound the film he had loaded. “There’s something I want
to ask you. We’ve made some big decisions, but we haven’t talked
about us.” He lifted the camera to his face and checked the built-in
light meter against the light in the window. “Are we still engaged?”
“Of course.”
Béla’s heart beat faster. “I haven’t seen you wearing your
engagement ring. Do you still have it?”
To answer his question, Suzy walked into the bathroom and reemerged a moment later displaying the diamond Béla had purchased
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for her in New York. “I kept it in a safe place,” she said happily.
“But I’ll start wearing it again.”
“I would like that,” he said. She slipped the ring on her finger
and a wave of contentment washed over him.
“We have to meet László Csillag in an hour,” she said. “Start
getting ready. If Csillag asks about American distribution, just tell
him you know some people in New York.”
“What?”
“It’s a long story. Just do it.”
Another cheer erupted from the courtyard below, but the
festivities were short-lived. Béla glanced down at the courtyard. The
opposing team, angry to be down two-nil in the span of a few
minutes, were taking out their frustrations by punching and kicking
the player who had scored the last goal against them. A melee broke
out. Within seconds, most of the players had torn shirts and bloody
noses. The dog in the neighboring apartment howled through it all.
The stench of boiling cabbage was so strong, it corroded Béla’s
nostrils. He walked away from the window shaking his head. “Can
we talk about finding a new place?” he asked as he followed Suzy
into the bathroom.
*
In Suzy’s opinion, the meeting at Szexypressz Centrum went
well. Csillag agreed to distribute whatever magazine she and Béla
produced for a fifteen percent cut of the sales. Throughout the
course of the meeting, Csillag kept his gaze fixed on Béla and
repeatedly asked the young American about possible channels of
distribution in the United States. Following Suzy’s instructions, Béla
lied about contacts in New York.
“Whenever he asks about it, just keep delaying him,” Suzy
whispered to Béla during a brief lull in the meeting when Csillag
had to leave the room to answer a phone call. “After a while, he’ll
either forget about it or, who knows, we may actually stumble upon
a way to get our stuff to the States.”
Csillag showed Béla a darkroom he kept and maintained in the
back of the shop.
“I develop all of my stuff here,” the pornographer said. “And I
shoot some of my material here at the shop as well. When I need
something a little homey, I shoot in my apartment. You’re welcome
to use either. Just let me know.”
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The meeting concluded. Béla went back to the apartment and
Suzy took a cab to the Bonbon Club to work her shift. She looked
for an opportunity to meet with her employer, but Viktor Vilinovich
remained locked inside his office. She asked the strip club’s floor
manager to arrange a meeting; the manager politely informed her
that Mr. Vilinovich had insisted he not be disturbed. The small spot
on Suzy’s forehead fluttered as if a tiny butterfly were trapped under
her skin.
At midnight she decided to take matter into her own hands. She
went to the dressing room, retrieved a folder containing samples of
her New York photos, and made her way up a small, unguarded
staircase at the rear of the club. A blinking red light atop a mounted
camera greeted her at every landing. She held her breath and hoped
the security guard stationed in the room full of television screens in
the basement of the Bonbon Club had not seen her.
Two bodyguards usually shadowed Viktor Vilinovich wherever
he went, so Suzy was both surprised and relieved to find the door
her employer’s office open and unguarded. Wearing nothing but her
heels, a thong, silk stockings, and skimpy see-through bra, she
clutched her folder against her chest and knocked on the partially
open door. From within the room, a gruff voice beckoned her to
enter. Suzy exhaled and stepped into the office.
The room looked more like a den than an office. It was meant to
resemble an opulent gentleman’s study reminiscent of the kind Suzy
remembered seeing in old English films, but like the Bonbon Club
downstairs, the decor within the room was overdone to the point of
being tasteless. Viktor Vilinovich stood next to a massive oak desk
positioned in the rear of the lavish, wood-paneled room before a
large row of oriel windows drenched in rich fabric curtains that
clashed with the rest of the interior. The windows overlooked the
illuminated Erzsébet Bridge and Gellért Hill beyond. Suzy walked
into the middle of the room, keeping her blue eyes firmly fixed on
her employer.
Viktor Vilinovich looked like a shaven bear that was doing its
best to pass itself off as a human being. Everything about him was
ursine in nature. His hands jutted out of his sleeves of his
ridiculously flashy, tailored suit like paws. His head was set upon a
thick, stocky, neck and seemed disproportionately large, even on his
massive frame. He was balding, and what little remained of his saltand-pepper hair was cropped so short it was barely more than
stubble. He looked at Suzy with dark, close-set eyes that seemed too
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small for his meaty face. His expression was one of prolonged
boredom. No matter what he did, Vikshi always appeared as if he
was tired of it all.
“Shouldn’t you be downstairs in the club, Zsuzsi?” he said after
what seemed an eternity. He spoke slowly and methodically. Like
Béla, the large man’s mastery of Magyar was fluid, but far from
flawless. He pronounced the words with strange Slavic overtones
and left pauses between words that were either too short or too
long. “The Bonbon’s most popular dancer should be downstairs
entertaining guests.”
“I need to speak to you about an idea I have.”
“I’m a very busy man-”
“And I’m a very busy woman.”
Suzy’s boldness, which bordered on the edge of cheeky, raised
Vilinovich’s eyebrows. A rare smile cracked through the bored
expression and he motioned for Suzy to have a seat on one of the
leather chairs near his desk. Suzy was one of Vilinovich’s favorite
dancers. He admired her because she was young, beautiful, and
talented, but also held her in high regard because she was ambitious,
shrewd, and ruthless. The latter qualities were the ones people often
attributed to him; when he detected these qualities in others, he
could not help but feel some level of respect. Vilinovich’s opinion
of Suzy was bolstered by her sexual talents; of all the girls he
employed in the Bonbon, Suzy was by far the most skilled. He
recalled the last time she had fellated him and his smile grew a little
wider. He realized months had passed since he last asked her for a
favor and his smile faded. His work kept him busy. Far too busy.
The look of boredom settled back over his face.
“A few minutes,” he said after Suzy sat down. “A drink? I was
about to have vodka.”
“I take mine with ice.”
Vilinovich opened an antique Rococo bar cabinet and poured
two vodka-on-the-rocks. No matter what he was doing, he exuded
an air of absolute authority that magnified his physical size, making
his already impressive stature seem even bigger; he did not just
stand before things, he loomed over them, casting his shadow over
everything. He turned to Suzy, handed her a drink and settled his
massive bulk into the chair behind his desk.
“So, what is this idea you need help with?”
Suzy leaned forward, thrust the folder she held into his hands
and began telling him of her desire to start a magazine. Vilinovich
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casually examined the assortment of erotic images while she
described her idea in detail. When she was done, she waited
anxiously for his response. The strip club owner placed the
photographs back into the folder, withdrew a gold-plated cigarette
case from the inside pocket of his jacket, popped it open, offered a
cigarette to Suzy, took one for himself, flicked his matching goldplated Zippo lighter, lighting Suzy’s cigarette first, then his. He
exhaled a long stream of smoke into the air and leaned back in his
chair.
“I like the idea,” the large man confessed at last. “There is some
real . . .” he paused for a second as he tried to find the appropriate
word, “potential. Yes, I see potential in it.”
Suzy’s face brightened and she bounced up and down in her seat.
Vilinovich took another pull from his cigarette. He did not smoke
cigarettes; he devoured them, tearing the smoke through the filter
the way a predator tore flesh from the bones of its prey. The ice in
his glass clinked as he drained the last of his vodka.
“I wanted to get into the business last year,” he admitted. “A
friend suggested we make a magazine featuring the dancers at the
club. I was just about to open the Bonbon in Riga. It seemed like a
good idea to get some publicity for the clubs – both in Riga and
here. We formed a company – Bonbon Media Limited. I made it a
subsidiary of my strip clubs and registered it in the Channel Islands
in the U.K. We hired a few photographers and took some pictures,
but I was so busy with other things. Then, I had a falling out with
my friend. I shelved the project. I had forgotten all about it until
now.”
Suzy did not know why Vilinovich had revealed this information
to her. Was he merely lending support to her idea by revealing he
had once considered starting a magazine as well or had she
inadvertently reminded him of an opportunity he wanted to pursue
on his own? She nervously sipped her vodka.
“It will not be easy,” he continued, his Slavic accent dripping off
the ends of his words as he enunciated them. “You will need to
form a company; something offshore so you don’t pay taxes. This is
not cheap. It could cost many thousands of dollars. Then you need
to distribute it and market it. This is also not cheap, especially if you
want to distribute it beyond the borders of Hungary. Again, many
thousands of dollars, even with your partnership with this László
Csillag.”
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Suzy nodded and frowned. The thousands of dollars Vilinovich
was alluding to already seemed to surpass the ten thousand she and
Béla were able to sink into the magazine. Her claim to fame and
fortune was slowly suffocating to death.
“You will need to find a good printer – someone who can plan
out the pages and publish it on good paper. All of this is very
complicated. How much do you have to invest in this project?”
“Ten thousand dollars.”
The sum amused the large man. He emitted a slight scoff and
shifted his bulky weight in the leather chair. “Ten thousand dollars is
better than ten thousand forints or ten thousand rubles, but it is not
a significant amount of money. It’s all very risky. What will you do if
this magazine of yours doesn’t sell? What will you do if you lose all
of your money?” The mere notion of losing money made
Vilinovich unhappy; he scowled and his bored expression turned
sour. To chase the unpleasant thought from his mind, he focused
intently on Suzy and said, “Describe this partner you mentioned.”
“Who? Csillag?”
“No, not Csillag. I know of him. I meant the American.”
As succinctly as possible, she told her boss who Béla was and
how she had met him. “He’s a very talented photographer,” was the
last thing she said. “And we’re engaged.”
Vilinovich smirked. “And he would need papers?”
She nodded. The strip club owner offered her another cigarette.
She declined and watched him light another. “That is why I’m here,”
she said quickly. “You can help me get this idea off the ground.”
The bear-man raised his bulk from the chair, turned his back to
Suzy, walked to one of the windows, and gazed outside. His body
blotted out the view Gellért Hill completely. Without turning
around, he said, “I normally don’t get into business ventures with
employees, but I will make an exception in your case. I admire your
ambition; ambition deserves a chance. This is what you will do. You
will give me half of the ten thousand dollars and I will make you
and the American partners in Bonbon Media Limited. You will
receive a thirty percent share of all profits; I will retain seventy
percent.” It was not a suggestion, nor was it an offer. Vilinovich was
accustomed to having his way. He did not ask people to do things;
he told them. Suzy crossed her legs and leaned forward in the
armchair. “This business will not interfere with your work at the
club; you will continue to dance all of your shifts for the time being.
We can discuss other arrangements if the project is a success. The
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magazine will be called Bonbon. It will feature the dancers from the
clubs – here and in Riga and Kiev. Use your László Csillag to market
and distribute the magazine. If they sell, we can discuss furthering
the business. If they don’t sell, you will forfeit your five thousand
dollars and I will dissolve the company.” Vilinovich turned back
around and faced Suzy. “I believe those are generous terms.”
Suzy did her best to appear unmoved; beneath the surface, she
was ecstatic. For the first time that night, her forehead appeared as
smooth and tranquil as a field covered with freshly fallen snow. She
sipped the last of her vodka, tumbled an ice cube into her mouth
and sucked on it, savoring the cold as it numbed her tongue. With
Vilinovich backing her project, she believed success was guaranteed.
She stood up from the arm chair, walked over to her employer,
arched up on her toes, and kissed him gently on the cheek. “I don’t
know what to say. You’re too kind to me.”
The strip club owner displayed nothing but apathy for the
dancer’s gratitude. “I’ll contact my secretary in a few minutes. I’ll
have her get my lawyers to alter the papers for Bonbon Media and
bring them here. They’ll get it done in a few hours. We’ll sign
everything tonight and have it all set by the morning.”
“But it’s past midnight,” Suzy said.
Time meant nothing to Viktor Vilinovich. For him, every hour
was a business hour, and he demanded clocks all over the world
submit to his will. “We will finalize it all tonight,” he said.
Suzy nodded and started to walk back toward the door. “Thank
you for the opportunity, Vikshi! I’ll make this magazine a success!”
Despite Suzy’s optimism, Vilinovich very much doubted the
magazine would be a success; in fact, he was banking on the
probability that it would be a miserable failure. He had recently
come into a considerable amount of money – five hundredthousand dollars – through an arms trafficking ring some of his
associates had managed to establish shortly after hostilities broke
out south of the Hungarian border in Yugoslavia. The problem
confronting him was simple – the money needed to be laundered
before he could claim it as his and he had exhausted his usual
sources. Before Suzy came into the room, he had been racking his
brain for hours looking for a way to launder the money. When the
dancer had mentioned magazines, his abandoned media company
popped into his head. Problem solved. He would let Suzy chase her
dreams and use her ambitions to suit his own purposes. He would
have his accountants do a double-entry bookkeeping job on
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Bonbon Media Limited. The fictitious account books would serve as
a funnel for his arms money. When the real Bonbon Media Limited
went belly up – and he was sure it would – he would make it look as
if he had dissolved the company when in actuality, he would sell the
enterprise to another of his offshore companies at a hefty price
thereby laundering any money he was unable to fake as profits. If, by
chance, the media company was a success, Vilinovich would still
instruct his accountants to keep two sets of books. In the first, he
would display the actual revenues Suzy and her partner brought in,
giving them their thirty percent and raking in his seventy: in the
second set of books, he would inflate the numbers to ridiculous
levels, and use the enterprise as one of his many conduits for dirty
money. He would make Suzy use half of her ten-thousand to pay
for the production costs of the magazines and would simply pocket
the five thousand she would give him. It was a crude scheme, but it
would be effective and, more importantly, it would cost him
nothing.
Vilinovich admired Suzy’s behind as she made her way to the
door. She was almost out of the room when he fondly remembered
her uncannily skilled tongue.
“Wait. There’s one more thing,” he called after her. She stopped
with her folder of photographs clasped to her chest in her crossed
arms. “I require an incentive to seal the deal.”
The words made Suzy grimace. She had feared Vilinovich would
ask her for incentives, the same kind of incentives he had demanded
before he had hired her as a full-time dancer at the Bonbon Club. A
sour wave of revulsion crashed over her as she closed the heavy
door. She fought against it by reminding herself that success
required sacrifice. She turned around, placed her folder on the small
circular table near the wall, walked to the center of the room, and
knelt down on the silk Persian rug. Vilinovich approached her; his
massive, frame eclipsed the light behind him and cast her into
shadow. He unzipped his pants.
“I will need more incentives in the future,” he said. He reached
down and lifted her chin with his meaty fingers. “You must come
whenever I need you. Understood?”
All Suzy could do was nod. Vilinovich took his hand away and
allowed Suzy to work her magic on him. When she was done, she
felt nauseous as she walked back toward the door clutching her
folder in crossed arms.
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“Tell that American fiancé of yours to come here in a couple of
hours so he can sign the papers,” Vilinovich said as he zipped up his
fly. “Tell him to bring the money and his passport.” He sat down
behind his desk, picked up the phone, and called his secretary.
Suzy nodded as the nausea continued to bleed through her. She
made it as far as the dressing room before the need to vomit
overwhelmed her.
*
Béla was dreaming of Suzy when the telephone woke him up.
He answered the phone and had a difficult time determining if his
conversation with Suzy was real or just a continuation of a dream.
When he replaced the receiver, the only information he retained
amid the jetsam and flotsam of his lingering dreams were her frantic
demands that he grab his passport and go to the Bonbon Club
immediately. Still half-asleep, he got up from the sofa to get ready. A
terrific crash echoed through the courtyard outside. Immediately
after the crash a man began to shout and a woman began to wail.
The dog next door joined the chorus by barking endlessly into the
night. Though he had only been in Suzy’s apartment for a few days,
Béla suddenly felt homesick for the relative quiet of his bedroom
above the Stefánia.
A lengthy line greeted him at the Bonbon Club. He walked to
the front of the queue to tell the doorman that Suzy was expecting
him. A well-built blond man in a tight-fitting black suit tapped him
on the shoulder before he made it to the door.
“Béla?” the man asked through a heavy Slavic accent.
“Yes.”
“Follow me, please.”
The man in the black suit took him in the side entrance on
Párizsi Street and escorted him through a small marble lobby where
they got into an elevator. They rode together to the fourth floor in
silence, and then the man led Béla into Viktor Vilinovich’s office. In
the office Suzy, wearing only her dancing attire, greeted Béla by
leaping into his arms and kissing him. She slid off from him and, in
the most punctilious voice she could muster, introduced her
employer.
Béla did not know what to make of the bored-looking
behemoth in the gaudy suit. The two men shook hands before
Vilinovich introduced the other people standing in a semi-circle
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around the desk. The names flew past Béla, but he was cognizant
enough to catch that the men and women were all lawyers and
accountants. A tumbler of vodka appeared in his hands and before
he could register what was transpiring, Suzy began urging him to
sign a series of documents the lawyers had spread out on the
massive desk. The lawyers peppered him with the words partnership,
magazine, percentage, and contract. One of the lawyers thrust a pen into
his hand. After he had signed everything, they asked him for his
passport. Béla withdrew it from his back pocket. The well-built,
blond man plucked it from his fingers and then pulled a camera with
a large flash out from behind his back and asked Béla to step into
the hall where he snapped two face shots against a white wall.
“The photos are for your papers. That is why I need your
passport,” Vilinovich said. He took the passport from the blond
man, flipped through it, handed it back and said, in Russian, “Run it
thoroughly. I want to know everything.”
Another tumbler of vodka appeared in Béla’s hands and he
participated in a lively toast. Suzy took him by the arm after the
drink, and they left the office.
“Go downstairs and wait for me by the side door,” she said as
they descended in the elevator. “I’ll change and meet you there in a
few minutes.” She arched upward and kissed him.
“What the hell just happened?” Béla asked.
“I’ll tell you when we’re outside!” she squealed in delight. “Isn’t
it amazing?”
It was amazing. Béla had no idea what he had just signed his
name to in Vilinovich’s office. He tried to piece it all together while
he waited by the side entrance. Suzy emerged from the club a few
minutes later dressed in jeans and a blouse. They walked down the
nearly deserted, cobblestone stretch of Váci Street toward
Vörösmarty Square. Suzy stopped several times to catch her breath
as she told Béla of their newly formed business partnership with
Viktor Vilinovich. She finished and Béla let out a noise that landed
somewhere between a gasp and groan.
“With Vilinovich on board, the magazine will be successful,” she
said.
“For a seventy percent stake, it better be,” Béla said coldly. “And
you’re going to just hand him five thousand dollars? For what? I
thought we agreed to discuss everything before making decisions.
You just gave away seven-tenths of our business without consulting
me. I thought we had an agreement.”
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“You don’t understand. With Vikshi as our partner, our thirty
percent will make us millionaires. He has connections.” She was
speaking so rapidly and so heatedly, Béla could barely absorb what
she was saying.
“But I don’t even know who this guy is!”
“He’s wealthy and influential.”
“Fine, but I don’t know what kind of guy he is.”
“You spoke to him. What did you talk about?”
Béla stopped walking and tried to recall what he and Vilinovich
had discussed. “I don’t know. He asked me if I liked baths.
Something like that.” He turned to Suzy. “What did he mean by
that?”
Suzy shrugged and continued walking. Her high-heels sent little
clacking echoes into the still, night air.
“This guy seems fishy. How did he get so rich?” Béla said.
“He made his money in oil and mines in Russia.”
This information did not comfort Béla. “How do you get rich in
a communist country? Isn’t that why they invented communism? To
keep people from getting rich? I don’t know about this guy. He had
to be involved in some pretty dirty business to have made big
money in the Soviet Union.”
“All business is dirty business. Many people got rich during
communist times. The only thing communism did was make sure
average people remained poor. But smart men like Vikshi beat the
system.”
“Not legally, I imagine.”
“Legal, illegal. What difference does it make? If you want to
make a decent, honest living anywhere in the world today, you have
to lie, cheat, and steal!”
The paradox of this statement totally flummoxed Béla. He
looked up at the night sky for answers to his misgivings, but his
fiancée did not allow him time to contemplate anything.
“This is all so perfect,” she chortled. “With Vilinovich at our
side, I’ll have the world at our feet in no time. We’ll be rich and
famous beyond our wildest dreams!”
They walked into the vast expanse of Vörösmarty Square, which
was deserted, still, and quiet. Béla noticed a large, white statue of
the Hungarian poet from which the square took its name sitting
atop a limestone pedestal surrounded by other figures representing
various classes of Hungarian society during the poet’s time. Béla
surveyed the statue, but looking at it only reminded him of his own
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failed attempts to become a recognized writer. It pained him to
think he would probably never rise to the heights of a Vörösmarty –
he would never be remembered for his words; he would never have
a statue erected in his honor; he would never have an entire square
in a city bearing his name. He forced these thoughts out of his mind
and turned away from the statue. It did not matter to him anymore.
He no longer considered himself a writer. He had moved on to
other things. Hopefully, better things.
They kept walking. Straight ahead stood a beautiful five-story
building, its white exterior illuminated by columns of light. There
was a sign above the main entrance that spelled out the name
Gerbeaud.
“What’s that?” he asked as they neared the building.
“A pastry shop. Like your dad’s business in New York, but it’s
become a bit of a tourist trap.”
The establishment was closed: the umbrellas on the terrace
folded up and secured, the lights within dimmed or turned off. Béla
cupped his hands to the sides of his face, peered in through the
glass, and experienced a pang of homesickness. It was as if he was
looking into the place he had called home for most of his life. It was
all there: the stucco, the wood-paneling, the marble-topped tables,
the finely upholstered chairs. He doubted he would ever call the
Stefánia home again. He thought of his father and the note on the
kitchen table. How will I tell him I’ve decided to stay here? How will
I tell him what I have decided to do? Béla asked himself as he gazed
at the display case filled with pastries. He backed away from the
glass and took Suzy’s hand. They continued walking. He looked back
at the statue of Vörösmarty, and then glanced at the Gerbeaud
again. I’m done with all that, he thought. Reinhardt popped into his
mind once more. I’ll call him. Not yet, but soon.
*
Soon turned out to be two weeks later. During the time inbetween Béla made good on his vow and dedicated himself to the
Magyar Dream. He tackled his new life as a photographer with the
tenacity of an obsessed man. Through Vilinovich, Béla organized a
morning meeting with the Bonbon Club’s dancers to recruit them
for the magazine. The purpose of the meeting was elementary – he
needed at least three other dancers to appear in the first issue of
Bonbon with Suzy. To his surprise, the magazine was not an easy
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sell; none of the girls were enthusiastic about posing for it. As he
gazed out over the small sea of young women dressed in track suits
and jeans, he struggled to find a reason for their apathy. He was
afraid he had offended them in some way. But the dancers’ apathy
had nothing to do with him; it had to do with Suzy.
Béla had no idea that most of the dancers despised his fiancée.
Their dislike went beyond the usual cattiness young women
unleashed upon each other. What irritated and enraged the other
dancers was the imperious manner Suzy had adopted after winning
support for her magazine. Most egotistical people reveal their
arrogance through condescension; to feel high and mighty they go
out of their way to put others down. Had Suzy engaged in this sort
of behavior, her co-workers may have tolerated her; unfortunately,
her crime was of a far more grievous nature. Suzy’s unpardonable
sin was this – once she secured her chance to start her own
business, she acted as if the other dancers at the Bonbon ceased to
exist. Her colleagues regarded this height of conceit unforgivable,
and they quickly made her a pariah. And Béla? Well, he was guilty
simply by association.
“That conniving bitch must be screwing Viktor every night to
get her own magazine,” one of the dancers whispered as Béla spoke.
“And this poor bastard doesn’t have a clue.”
In the end, however, money trumped resentment for a few of
the dancers. When Béla offered the equivalent of one hundred
dollars for the first shoot, three girls broke from the disgruntled
pack and signed on for the project despite their seething dislike for
Suzy.
*
László Csillag secured all the equipment Béla needed to begin his
first photo sessions. Once he had the tools he needed, Béla
approached the photo sessions with the studied, careful eye of a
painter. He drew his inspiration from the nudes hanging in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Over the next week, he arrived at the
Bonbon Club at ten o’clock every morning and painstakingly
prepared the canvases on which he would paint his erotic visions. To
overcome his nervousness about the project, he chose Suzy as his
first subject. He had her pose on one of the chaise lounges that
lined the walls of the club to create his version of Modigliani’s
Reclining Nude. He snapped the first three photos and fond
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memories of their New York photo shoots overwhelmed him. They
finished the chaise lounge shoot, and he disassembled his lights and
set them back up on the stage where he instructed Suzy to strike
various poses clasping one of the vertical brass poles the dancers
used in their stage routines. By three o’clock, the shoot was
complete. Suzy stayed at the club to work her shift while Béla went
to develop his shots in László Csillag’s darkroom at Szexypressz
Centrum.
Béla spent the better part of the evening at Csillag’s sex shop
developing the film from his first shoot. When he was finished, he
stared up at the images and admired the little Modigliani-inspired
nudes hanging from the lines in the darkroom. The photos also
made an impression on Margit Csillag; before Béla left the shop, she
asked him to make some extra copies.
“Such heat!” the mannish woman purred as she looked at the
photos. “Such fire!”
*
Suzy and Béla’s partnership with Viktor Vilinovich stupefied
László Csillag. Rumors about the Ukrainian-Hungarian were many;
his reputation, formidable. It was common knowledge that
Vilinovich owned many legal enterprises in Budapest and other
parts of Hungary, but Csillag suspected the Bonbon’s proprietor
operated a great many more illegal enterprises as well, both in
Hungary and abroad. It was all speculation, of course, for no one,
including the Hungarian authorities, had ever managed to pin
anything on Viktor Vilinovich.
That Vilinovich was most likely involved in organized crime did
not trouble Csillag. After all, Csillag himself had been a member of
the Communist Party – one of the biggest organized crime
syndicates the world has ever known. What troubled Csillag were
the potential hidden dangers of a man like Vilinovich. To the
Pioneer of Hungarian Pornography, Vilinovich was like a dangerous
shark; harmless if viewed on the dry side of an aquarium,
potentially deadly if you were both swimming in the same water.
When he first heard of Vilinovich’s involvement in the venture,
Csillag’s first instinct was to sever all ties with the American and the
ambitious striptease dancer. Only one thing prevented him from
doing so – the promise of money. Lots of money. Csillag feared
Vilinovich, but he loved money more. He knew anything the
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Ukrainian-Hungarian invested in was bound to be profitable. Since
he stood to gain a lucrative percentage from the eventual
distribution and sale of Bonbon Magazine, Csillag pushed his
suspicions and fears aside and committed himself to the goal of
making the magazine a success.
*
Béla relished his session with Zsófia Székelyi; with the exception
of a few timid shots of Silken in high school, Suzy had been the
only woman he had ever photographed nude, and he welcomed the
chance to shoot a new subject. Zsófia, a tall, well-built blonde, was
sitting on one of the sofas in the Bonbon Club when Béla and Suzy
arrived. Draped in a bathrobe, the young woman glanced up from
the book she was reading and issued a terse greeting. Béla quietly set
up his lights and became curious about what Zsófia was reading.
“Are you reading a novel?” he asked casually in an effort to make
light conversation before the shoot.
“No. St. Augustine,” the stripper responded in an automatic
voice.
“Really?”
Zsófia lifted her eyes from the book and shot Béla a sour glare.
“Yeah, really. Why are you so surprised? You think girls like me
don’t read serious stuff?”
Zsófia’s unexpected vitriol flustered Béla. “No. Not it all, it’s
just-”
“Or maybe you think strippers can’t read? Is that it?”
“No. I never-”
“Just set up your damn lights and leave me be.”
The young blonde’s bitchiness stupefied Béla. He looked
helplessly at Suzy who merely shrugged her shoulders in return.
When the lights were ready, Zsófia disrobed and assumed a sensual
position in the chair he had set up for her. Béla’s hands trembled as
he framed her in his viewfinder. The young woman’s beauty drove
him to distraction. He paused frequently and muttered hushed
apologies as he struggled to maintain his composure.
“You act like you’ve never seen pussy before! Take the damn
picture already!” Zsófia said, her mouth curled into a smirk. She
looked past Béla to Suzy who sat at a table a few feet back watching
the shoot. “What’s up with him Zsuzsi? Don’t you give him any at
home?”
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“Just focus on yourself,” Suzy quipped, utterly embarrassed by
her fiancé’s bumbling. “Take the photos, Béla!”
“I’m sorry,” he said through a sheepish grin.
“Perhaps you should let your fiancé and I to get more intimately
acquainted, Zsuzsi. It might make him more comfortable,” Zsófia
said. She spread her legs wide open and offered Béla a spectacular
view of her labia.
Béla dropped his camera. Suzy shook her head and mumbled
something about tearing off the blonde’s breasts.
Zsófia acted like a perfect bitch, but she turned out to be an
excellent model. She had an instinctive feel for the camera and
struck alluring poses by arching her back, jutting out her backside,
and keeping her toes pointed at all times.
“You see Zsuzsi? That’s how it is done!” the blonde said when
the shoot was over. She tied on a bathrobe, picked up her book, and
playfully tussled Béla’s hair. “If you want to spend some time with a
real woman, you know where to find me.”
Béla’s mouth opened slightly as he watched her leave.
“If you so much as look at that woman outside of photoshoots,
I’ll kill you,” Suzy said after Zsófia was out of the room.
“What? What did I do?” Béla said through a light chuckle.
*
Unlike Zsófia Székelyi, Ilona Tóth was no natural when it came
to modeling. A bubbly brunette with a beaming, smiling face and a
tiny, almost adolescent body, Ilona skipped onto the set the next
morning brimming with enthusiasm. At first, Béla found her energy
charming. The charm wore off as soon as he became aware of the
simple mind behind the cheerful, radiant face.
Ilona had a difficult time understanding even the most basic
instructions. Concepts like right and left confounded her; he had to
remind her to go to her other left or other right as she assumed poses.
Eventually they abandoned right and left altogether and replaced
them with finger-pointing and the words this way and that way. When
he asked her to throw her head back, she inevitably threw it
forward; when he asked her to lie on her side, she reclined onto her
back. He finally gave up and instructed her to pose however she
wished. To his surprise, she managed to strike dozens of enchanting
poses that emphasized her youthful, nymph-like beauty. Ilona left
the set as bubbly and energetic as she had arrived. Béla came away
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from the day’s work feeling lighthearted and satisfied, despite the
difficulties he had experienced.
“Thank God we’re not taking pictures of brains,” Suzy quipped
when they were alone.
“Yeah, but she was a lot of fun,” Béla said.
Suzy’s forehead twitched slightly after she heard this; fun with
other women was the last thing she wanted her fiancé to have.
*
Béla’s final session with Lívia Novák was anything but fun. A
majestic, large-breasted redhead with a voluptuous body that
reminded Béla of nudes in Renaissance paintings, Lívia had pale
blue eyes, a slightly pointed nose, pale, milky skin dusted with an
alluring pattern of cinnamon colored freckles. But the timeless
beauty was eclipsed by the depressing aura the model cast about her.
“My little girl is sick,” Lívia said after she had taken off her
street clothes and donned the lingerie Suzy had laid out for her
shoot. “She woke up with a fever; the doctor thinks it might be
pneumonia.”
The revelation that the young woman had a child saddened Béla.
He did not like the idea of a mother posing nude or striptease
dancing. It depressed him to think of her going home to her child
after the shoot, but he pushed these thoughts aside and focused on
the task at hand. In between shots, Lívia told stories about her
former life as a postal employee, a vocation she abandoned after her
husband, a tool and die maker, lost his job at the plant he had
worked in near Nyíregyháza after it was taken over and downsized
by a foreign company. After several crushing months of trying to
survive on one paycheck, the family moved to Budapest in search of
better employment opportunities. Her husband had no luck finding
work. Desperate for cash, Lívia began working at the Bonbon Club.
While Béla took down his lights and set them up again in another
location, Lívia spoke of her desire to stop dancing and move back
to her hometown of Nyíregyháza. She revealed her husband was
still unemployed and had taken to drinking. Béla rushed through the
last fifty shots. The woman’s words weighed on him like stones. He
only recovered his peace of mind after she left the set.
“I feel sorry for her,” he admitted to Suzy afterward.
“Her husband’s a bum. She makes more money than he ever did.
He spends all of his time at the bars spending her money. He’ll
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never go back to work. He’s found his train and he’s going to ride it
to the end of the line,” Suzy said without a hint of compassion in
her voice. Béla packed up his lights and did his best to ignore the
heaviness in his heart.
*
Viktor Vilinovich took a hands-off approach to the shoots.
Moreover, he took a hands-off approach to anything involving
Bonbon Media Limited. He made an appearance at a shoot every
now and then and stood or sat in the background smoking
cigarettes, but he never uttered a word. Whenever Béla approached
him, the large man waved him away. Béla became suspicious of his
partner’s commitment to the magazine and wondered what his
senior partner was doing to help the magazine.
With the photographs complete, Béla spent long hours with
Csillag at the Szexypressz Centrum crafting the layouts of each
shoot for the magazine. Slowly, painstakingly, they assembled a
proof copy of the magazine over the course of a week. Once it was
complete, Béla was eager to show the tentative product to his senior
business partner. Vilinovich’s reaction was standoffish: “You do
what you think is best. I don’t want to interfere.” He looked at Béla
and added, “I don’t have time for that. I’m a busy man.”
*
“You’re not going to use the girls’ real names are you?” Csillag
asked. He was sitting behind the counter of his sex shop analyzing
the first issue proof of Bonbon Magazine.
“Sure. Why not?” Béla said.
“Look, let’s be honest. This isn’t the Miss Universe pageant.
Most of the girls want to protect their identities. Also, foreigners
can’t pronounce Hungarian names. What good is a beautiful woman
if she has a strange name?”
Csillag became distracted by a middle-aged man standing in one
of the aisles. The man was peeling the plastic wrapping from one of
the magazines on the shelves.
“You open it, you buy it!” Csillag warned the man.
The man was perplexed. “How else can I find out what’s
inside?” he asked.
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“You don’t need to open it to know what’s inside. Isn’t it
obvious? It’s full of pussy!” Csillag rattled off in his machine-gun
voice.
The man nodded his head, put the magazine back on the shelf
and continued scanning the rows of glossy covers before him.
The Pioneer of Hungarian Pornography shook his head. In a
lower tone of voice only Béla could hear, he said, “If I didn’t wrap
the magazines in plastic, these cheapskates would come in here
every day and flip through them for hours without buying a damn
thing!” He glowered at the man in the aisle and in a louder voice
said, “What do they think I’m running here? A library?” He turned
back to Béla. “Anyway, look here; you and I are creating two totally
different kinds of magazines. My stuff is cheap, throwaway material.
What you’re making here looks like a collector’s item. You do what
you feel is best.” He placed the proof down on the counter before
him. “One more thing. Add some biographical information about
the girls. It can be total lies. Just a tidbits about the girls. God knows
why, but most men like that sort of thing in these magazines. Makes
them think they’re jacking off to a real person, not just ink on
paper.”
This revelation made Béla wince; he did not relish the idea of
any man masturbating to a photo of his fiancée. He thought of his
secret hiding place magazines and, for the first time, realized the
models in those magazines had been real women as well, with real
names, real personalities, and real lives. He wondered how many of
the women he had jerked off to had been engaged or married. How
many had been mothers? He inevitably thought of his own mother.
A lump formed in his throat. Until then, the obvious had eluded
him. He had created a product that would be purchased for the sole
purpose of sexual gratification. A pang of regret slivered into his
heart as he left Csillag’s store. He ignored it by telling himself he
was creating art. The shift in thinking seemed to work. The regret
slowly drained away.
The next day, Béla took Csillag’s advice and conducted brief
interviews with each of the girls he had photographed in order to
create biographies to add to the magazine. Suzy proved to be the
most difficult of the four models once again. She agonized over
what Béla should write about her and spent hours sifting through
ideas. They committed some ideas to paper and then she insisted he
change it all and started all over again.
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Near the middle of June, the biography snippets were at the
printers along with the photos. Béla partly followed Csillag’s advice
concerning pseudonyms. He anglicized each girl’s given name, but
he also issued them fake surnames as well by baptizing them with
the titles of his favorite secret hiding place magazines: thus Zsófia
Székelyi became Sophie Sapphire, Ilona Tóth became Helena
Happy, and Lívia Novák became Lívia Lexington. He adopted an
own alter ego, too; in the photo credits, the photographer was not
Béla Drixler, but someone called Billy Trickster. Zsuzsanna Kiss was
the only one who opted out of using a full pseudonym.
“I don’t mind using Suzy, but I want to keep my family name the
way it is. The beauty of my name is it sounds sexy in English. Kiss.
Suzy Kiss. Why would I want to change a name like that?”
After several heated debates, she insisted Béla immortalize her as
Suzy Kiss, which Béla reluctantly did.
*
The day the proof went to the presses, Vilinovich invited his
new business partners out for dinner. At six in the evening a black
Mercedes picked Béla and Suzy up in front of the shabby apartment
building in the Eighth District and whisked them to a posh
restaurant nestled in the wooded hills of Buda. Vilinovich awaited
them at a table in a private room. There were two bodyguards with
him. Remarkably, the two men shared the same name.
“They are my Fedors,” Vilinovich said pointing to the two men.
“This is Fedor Number One and that is Fedor Number Two. Fedor
Number One is ex-KGB. Fedor Number Two is also ex-KGB.”
Béla remembered Fedor One from the Bonbon Club the night
he signed the contracts in Vilinovich’s office. The only way Béla
could tell the difference between the two men was that Fedor One
had blond hair and Fedor Two had no hair at all. The two Fedors
remained standing behind Vilinovich’s chair through the course of
the entire evening. They were both physically smaller than the body
they had been hired to protect, but both had menacing faces that
told the world they were not to be trifled with. Béla pretended the
two Fedors were statues and did his best to ignore them.
Vilinovich insisted on beginning the evening with champagne
and caviar. It was the first time in their lives Béla and Suzy had ever
tasted fine caviar or sipped Dom Perignon. The glow of success the
evening gave off enchanted them both.
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“You shouldn’t have gone through all this trouble,” Béla said
after he finished his caviar. He was self-conscious of the amount of
money Vilinovich had spent on the evening.
“What good is money if you can’t spend it?” the bear man said.
He did not bother mentioning that he was using a portion of the
five-thousand dollars they had entrusted to him to fund the feast.
“To the success of Bonbon Media Limited.”
Before the main courses arrived, Suzy leaned over to Béla and
whispered, “Doesn’t success feel great?”
Their success was still an uncertainty, but Béla had to admit, the
elegant dinner in the posh restaurant did make him feel great. He
relaxed his suspicions concerning Vilinovich and abandoned
himself to the pleasures of the evening.
*
In the first week of July 1991, Bonbon Media Limited printed
two thousand copies of its first issue of Bonbon magazine. László
Csillag used his channels to distribute and market the magazine in
Hungary and parts of Western Europe. For the first time since the
printing of his only published short story, Béla experienced a terrific
sense of accomplishment. Whenever he walked past a newsstand in
Budapest and noticed a copy of Bonbon on the racks – the cover
emblazoned with a mesmerizing shot of Suzy – his chest swelled
with pride. On many occasions, he was tempted to run over to the
newsagent and declare that the magazine was his – that he, Béla
Drixler – had created it.
The publication of the magazine thrilled Suzy to no end. She
rewarded Béla’s efforts through sex – a lot of sex. But there was
more. She opened up to her fiancé and lavished him with amorous
gestures and tokens of affection. They spent afternoons walking
through the city holding hands. During these walks she freely
confessed her love for him. She nuzzled her head on his shoulder
and told him how happy she was. One morning she even attempted
to cook breakfast as a surprise; the breakfast turned out awful, but
Béla was appreciative all the same.
However, when it came to notions of success, Béla remained
wary. Launching an erotic magazine was a considerable achievement
in itself, but in order to declare the venture a true success, the
magazine had to sell. The whole thing reminded him of his first
published short story: the joy of a small breakthrough followed by
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bitter years of frustration and failure. He was determined not to fall
into the same trap again. He fenced in his optimism and waited for
the sales figures for Bonbon magazine’s first issue to trickle in.
To keep himself busy, he set to work completing the material for
the second and third issues. He selected new girls from the Bonbon
Club’s stable of dancers and experimented with new settings and
lighting arrangements. Following Margit Csillag’s advice, he shot
several layouts featuring two girls together. He did not go as far as
to show any Sapphic intimacy, but his images certainly insinuated
the idea. No matter what he did, he always kept art at the forefront
of his mind. His photographs were a labor of love in every sense of
the word. His intention behind each shot was to appreciate, admire,
nurture, and preserve the beauty of the women he photographed.
He was determined the world see his magazine as art, not smut. He
tricked himself into believing that men who bought the magazine
would look upon the pictures the same way he had once looked
upon nudes in grand paintings.
*
“I don’t know when I will be coming home,” Béla admitted as he
sat in Suzy’s apartment twirling the telephone cord around the
fingers of his right hand. “I’m involved in a little business project
over here.”
On the other end of the line, Reinhardt stood before his wall
mounted telephone in the studio trying to make sense of what his
son had just told him. “Business? What are you talking about? You
have to be back at Columbia in September.”
“Yeah, about that. I’m taking a year off. Maybe I’ll get back into
it next year,” Béla said. He was doing his best to sound casual, but in
reality his stomach was tighter than a knot on a noose. Speaking to
his father was proving to be far more difficult than he had imagined.
“It all depends on the business,” he added.
“What sort of business?” Reinhardt asked impatiently.
“An artistic erotic magazine.”
“Erotic magazine?”
“I’m taking photos of beautiful women, but it’s not what you
think. They’re like the Cabanel painting at the museum. You
remember?”
A long silence ensued, finally Reinhardt said, “You tracked down
Zsuzsi, didn’t you?”
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“Yeah, I found her. We’re back together again.”
A soft groan echoed through the line. “Béla, listen to me. I don’t
know what you’re doing or why you’re doing it, but it is very
obvious to me that you are making a mistake. You’ve taken a wrong
turn.”
“I disagree,” Béla said adamantly. He cleared his throat and
continued speaking in a more diplomatic tone. “I wasn’t happy in
New York anymore, Apa. My writing was going nowhere. School
was a drag. I needed a change.” Then, in an effort to assuage his
father, he added, “Look, this is probably not going to be forever. I’ll
likely come back to New York eventually, but for now I want to stay
here. I’m involved in something very exciting, and I want to see how
it pans out.”
“And you want to stay with that girl.”
“Well, sure. That’s part of it, too.”
Another pause in the conversation materialized. Reinhardt finally
broke the silence by saying, “Are you following your purpose?”
It was a question Béla dreaded to hear. He wound the telephone
cord tightly around his finger until his fingertips turned white. “I’m
not sure. I think I am. Maybe I’ve discovered a new purpose.”
“I don’t know what to tell you,” Reinhardt said softly. “You’re
making a mistake. That’s all I can say. I have to go now.”
“Sure, Apa,” Béla said. “And I’ll send you a copy of the
magazine. I think you will be surprised – in a good way. I’ll call again
soon.”
And with that Béla hung up. He felt relieved to have put the
phone call behind him. It was like an act of liberation; he was now
free to continue pursuing the Magyar Dream. Later that day, he
made good on his promise and mailed Reinhardt the premiere issue
of Bonbon magazine in the hopes that his father would see the
photos for what they were – art.
*
“Why do you look so miserable? You’re almost breaking even.
That’s not bad at all.”
Béla and Suzy were standing in Csillags’ sex shop on Teréz
Boulevard. Csillag had just finished going over the sales numbers for
the first issue of Bonbon magazine. The magazine had sold poorly
almost everywhere; after expenses, Csillag and Vilinovich were the
only ones who had pocketed any profit at all.
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“What about the second issue?” Suzy asked.
“It’s too soon to tell. It’s only been out a few weeks, but it seems
to be selling at the same pace,” Csillag replied.
“We need better marketing,” Béla said.
Csillag peered at the numbers before him through his reading
glasses one more time. He scratched his chin and placed the papers
on the counter. “I didn’t sell much in the beginning either.” He
looked to his wife. “You remember that Margit?”
“None of our magazines sold more than five hundred copies the
first few months,” Margit said. “It takes time.”
Time was a commodity Béla did not have. He also worried about
money. The printing of the first two issues of Bonbon magazine
had eaten up the majority of their funds. He cast a helpless glance at
the rows of sex magazines surrounding him, desperate to find a way
to increase sales.
Sensing her fiancé’s dismay, Suzy placed her elbows on the
counter and leaned forward. “We need a promotion. A way of
exposing the magazine to a wider audience.”
“What about your American connections?” Csillag asked. He
looked at Béla and Suzy with suspicion. “When are we going to start
distributing to the States?”
“I need a little more time to lay the groundwork,” Béla said. It
was a boldfaced lie. He had no contacts in America. Though he had
thought about contacting magazine distributors in the United States,
he had not taken the first step because he had no clue as to how to
go about it.
“What about Vilinovich?”
“Vikshi’s busy,” Suzy said.
Csillag peered at his partners over the top rims of his reading
glasses. His eyes, already magnified behind the spectacles, became
even bigger. Vilinovich’s detachment from the magazine worried
Csillag. Vilinovich did not strike him as the type of entrepreneur
who would conduct business in such an aloof manner. The
pornographer smelled trouble. “I’m a patient man. I’ll wait,” he said
finally. “I suggest you be patient, too. But if I were in your shoes, I
would ask your senior partner to be more engaged. It isn’t fair that
you are doing all the work.”
Red flared up on Béla’s cheeks; he had been thinking the same
thing for weeks.
“Nevertheless, it still takes time,” Csillag added
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It takes time and it takes money. I am running out of both, Béla
thought bitterly. He thanked Csillag for the information, wished
Margit Csillag a good day, took Suzy by the hand, and walked out
onto the busy sidewalk of Teréz Boulevard feeling like a man who
had been told he had but a few weeks to live.
“Are we making any money?” Suzy asked.
Béla did some calculations in his head. He resented Suzy for the
ridiculous partnership she had formed with Vilinovich. If she had at
least agreed to a fifty-fifty split, they would have been on much
more solid ground. As it stood, they were nearly broke. If they
wished to continue, they needed to find a source of fresh funds.
Béla kept the bulk of these thoughts to himself, but he made it
known that their venture required more capital if it was to continue.
“I could dance extra shifts,” Suzy suggested.
“It wouldn’t be enough.”
“Then why don’t we ask Vikshi for the money we gave him?”
Béla scowled. “Yeah, why don’t we? Why did we give him that
money in the first place? What has he used it for?”
“For the company and your papers.”
“The company was already there and I doubt my papers cost
thousands of dollars. He’s supposed to be our partner, but he hasn’t
done a damn thing.”
“I’m sure he’s just waiting for the right moment.”
“And what moment would that be? When we go bankrupt?”
“That’s not fair! He took us out for dinner. He lets us use the
Bonbon Club so you can take your pictures. He makes sure the girls
work cheap.”
Béla dismissed her with a wave of his hand. Suzy’s forehead
flared up; every three seconds, a violent twitch tightened the smooth
skin above her eyes. He regretted his callousness immediately. He
took Suzy by the hand and assumed a more positive air about the
dilemma confronting them.
“I’ll get more money from New York,” he said. “I’ll call my dad
and ask him to wire some over. But we have to talk to Vilinovich.
He’s got to start pulling his weight.”
The twitching on Suzy’s forehead intensified. In an incensed
tone of voice, she said, “You’re right. I’ll talk to him. I’ll make him
start pulling his weight.”
She went to work that night ready to accost her employer for his
lack of involvement in Bonbon Media Limited, but when she
arrived at his office, the door was locked. She later discovered
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Vilinovich had left Hungary earlier in the day to look after his
business interests in the Middle East; after that, her forehead
twitched incessantly for days.
*
It took Béla thirty minutes to pick up the telephone and dial the
number for the Stefánia. During that half-an-hour he simply sat in
Suzy’s rundown apartment staring at the telephone as if it were a
mysterious piece of machinery he had no idea how to operate.
Weeks had passed since he last spoke to his father. It seemed like
years. He took a deep breath, plucked the receiver from the cradle
and dialed the number. The phone rang five times before Reinhardt
answered. The connection was terrible.
“Hey Apa! It’s Béla. Am I calling at an inconvenient time?” All
he heard in response was the constant hissing of the bad
connection. He waited thirty seconds. “Apa? Are you there?” More
static. Béla assumed they had been disconnected. He was about to
hang up when Reinhardt’s voice emerged through steady waterfall
hiss.
“Yes, I’m here.”
“Did you get the magazine I sent you?”
“Yes.”
“And? What do you think?”
“How can you ask a question like that? You’re creating material
whose sole purpose is to sexually arouse.”
Béla furrowed his brow. “You got it all wrong. That’s not what
I’m doing at all.”
In New York, Reinhardt shook his head, and leaned his left
shoulder on the wall next to the phone in the studio. “Are you
serious?” he said tensely. “Listen to yourself.”
“What you’ve described is pornography,” Béla said tensely. “I
don’t make pornography. I make erotica.”
“It’s wrong, no matter what you call it. And you know that. How
could you get involved in such stupidity?”
Béla combed his fingers over the top of his head. “Look Apa, I
don’t want to quibble about this over the phone. You are free to
believe whatever you want, but I think it’s artistic. I’m depicting
beauty; nothing more.”
“You think that’s beauty?” Reinhardt asked incredulously.
“You’ve gone completely off course – taken a wrong turn.”
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“I don’t think so,” Béla responded evenly. “But listen, there is
something I need to ask you.”
“I can’t hear you. The static drowned you out.”
“I need your help!” Béla said, practically shouting into the
phone.
“What kind of help?”
“I need a little more capital for the magazine.”
“You want me to fund what you’re doing over there? Have you
completely lost your mind?”
Béla took a deep breath. “Can you lend me the money I need or
not?”
“The only money I will ever send you is for a ticket back to New
York.”
“This is important to me, Apa. Consider it a loan. I’ll pay it
back.”
There was another excruciatingly long pause in the conversation.
Static spread through the dead air between them like an invisible
cancer. It took Béla more than two minutes to understand that the
pause was not a pause at all; Reinhardt had hung up on him. He put
the phone down and stared listlessly at the wall before him and felt
very much alone in the world. He was furious that his father had
refused to help him, but he tempered his anger by brainstorming
another means of securing the funds he needed to keep the Magyar
Dream alive. He flipped through his small address book, located the
phone number he was looking for, and picked up the phone again.
“Aunt Beatrix? It’s Béla! Listen, I really need your help
concerning a business matter. I’m in Budapest now . . .”
The money was waiting for him the next day at the Western
Union office in the Budapest Hilton. He did not speak to Reinhardt
again until the anniversary of Stefánia’s death in December.
*
The five thousand dollars Aunt Beatrix loaned him would pay
for the production and distribution a few more magazines, but Béla
had no idea how he would finance the business after that if sales did
not increase. Worry seeped into Béla’s soul like a fast-spreading
frost; it deadened his drive, arrested his aspirations, congealed his
confidence, cooled his creativity, and paralyzed his plans. Around
Suzy he made a point of sounding optimistic, but secretly he feared
their Magyar Dream was sunk.
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During times when he was not working – and those times were
few, for he forced himself to work extra hours to improve the
quality and appeal of each forthcoming magazine despite the
seeming futility of it all – he sat alone in Suzy’s depressing
apartment, listening to the intermittent flare-ups of domestic
violence erupting in the building, and made halfhearted attempts at
planning his next course of action if the magazine failed. He was
nearing a dead-end. One day he would have to tell Suzy that her
dream of owning a successful magazine was over. He dreaded that
day more than he dreaded death.
By the end of September, Béla’s mood mirrored the changing
season settling over the city. His skies went gray, all that was green
turned brown and fell away, and a steady, cold rain filled his spirit.
He was not the only one showing signs of despondency. The fires
of hope and optimism that had fueled Suzy through the summer
were beginning to cool. She came home in the early morning hours
exhausted and spent the hours before her next shift fidgeting and
biting her nails. She said little in the brief hours she spent at the
apartment. Her photo shoots became tainted by an air of futility.
Csillag calculated the projected number of sales for the third
issue of Bonbon Magazine. They were dismal. Béla became frantic.
He spent hours on the phone investigating possible distribution
contacts in the United States. He express-shipped sample copies to
magazine distributors and adult store chains in America. His
inquiries received lukewarm responses. No one in America was
interested in distributing Bonbon magazine. The clock continued
ticking. It appeared the Magyar Dream would remain just that – a
dream.
*
On a cold, rainy evening in the middle of October Béla gathered
up the courage to inform Suzy Bonbon magazine was doomed.
Though she was aware of the magazine’s shortfalls, Suzy did not
take the news well. She looked at Béla with poison in her blue eyes
and blamed him for the magazine’s failure.
“You should have researched distributors in America before we
took the first photo!” she shouted. She stomped past him and
grabbed her backpack. “If you’d done that, we could have sold the
magazine in the States, and we wouldn’t be in this mess!”
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“If you hadn’t given Vilinovich seventy percent, we wouldn’t
need American distributors,” he said in his defense. “That’s what
killed us, not the distribution. We sold enough magazines, but it’s
hard to make money when you give seven-tenths of your profit to
some guy who hasn’t done an ounce a work to earn it.”
“Without Vikshi, you wouldn’t have even gotten your magazine
into print!”
“My magazine? It’s my magazine all of the sudden? I only got
involved so I could be with you and make you happy.”
“Well, congratulations! You succeeded in being with me, but you
haven’t made me happy!” Suzy slung her backpack over her shoulder
and spun her head about looking for her keys. She spotted them on
the coffee table and scooped them up in her hand. She walked to
the door where she put on her jacket. “I don’t have time for losers. I
don’t know why I let you back into my life.”
The comment stung Béla to the core. He rose from the sofa and
stared at Suzy with disbelief. “I could say the same in return. What
the hell am I doing here anyway? I could be back in New York
pursuing a doctorate!”
“Great idea! Why don’t you fuck off back to New York?” Suzy
spat. Her voice was as cold and serious as death. “I have to go to
work. You had better be gone by the time I get back!”
Her outburst left him speechless. Her high-heeled boots clickclacked down the spiral stone stairs next to their apartment. He
went to the window and saw her emerge in the courtyard below. He
thought about running after her, catching her before she had a
chance to hail a cab on the street. The telephone on the opposite
side of the room began to ring at that moment. Béla ignored it. He
watched Suzy walk across the courtyard in the rain, then through the
main gate that led to the front door. The phone continued ringing.
He glanced at it and then looked at the door. The rain was coming
down hard outside. He wondered if Suzy was already in a cab. If
she was, he would run downstairs for nothing. But he had to talk
her. He took a step forward. The ringing phone continued to echo
in his ears. It could be an important call, he thought. With a grunt,
he lunged across the room and answered the phone. It was Csillag.
“I can’t talk now,” Béla said. He kept his eyes fixed on the open
door before him and hoped Suzy was still out there somewhere on
the sidewalk. “I’ll call you back later.”
“Wait! Don’t hang up. I’m in the store. There’s a guy here. He
has a business proposition for you.”
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Béla sucked his teeth and eyed the front door. He envisioned
Suzy hailing a taxi. “Get his information and I’ll call him when I
have time. I really have to go.”
“He wants you to make a music video.”
“A what?”
“Music video. Says he’s a rock star or something like that.
German guy. Spiky, bleached-blond hair. You know who I’m talking
about? No? Anyway, he doesn’t speak Hungarian. I’ve been talking
to him in German, but mein Deutsch ist nicht gut. He keeps telling
me he wants to meet you.”
The open door did not beckon as much as it had only a moment
before. Béla figured there was no point chasing after Suzy anymore.
Too much time had transpired. She was most likely in a cab on her
way to the Bonbon. He did not want to follow her to the strip club.
Their discussion, assuming they had anything at all left to discuss,
would have to wait until she returned from work at three or four in
the morning. He did his best to shove it all out of his mind and
focused on what Csillag had just told him.
“Why does he want me to make a music video?”
“How the hell should I know? I told you my German is terrible.
But he keeps looking at me and screaming viel geld! Viel geld!”
Béla knew enough German to understand what viel geld meant.
The phrase piqued his curiosity and allowed him to forget Suzy. “I’ll
be there in fifteen minutes.”
“Yeah, hurry,” Csillag said. “This jerk has only been here ten
minutes, but he’s already torn the plastic off twenty of my
magazines.”
The man waiting in Szexypressz Centrum was of medium height
and build and had spiky, platinum-blond hair. His eyes were ringed
with black eyeliner, and he wore a black trench coat over tight-fitting
leather pants and t-shirt emblazoned with a cartoon animal. A
studded dog collar wound around his neck. He was standing before
a rack of magazines flipping through an ancient issue of Swedish
Erotica when Béla walked into Szexypressz Centrum from the rain.
The two young men eyed each other for a second. Béla estimated
the man to be a few years older than him. Thirty at the very most.
Upon seeing Béla in the store, Csillag waved at the blond man to
attract his attention.
“Hey! Das ist Béla,” Csillag said. He turned to Béla and in
Hungarian said, “That’s the guy I told you about.”
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Béla extended his hand; the blond man ignored the extended
hand and opted instead for a warm bear hug.
“It is good to meet you muzzervocker! I’m a big fan of your
photographs!” the man shouted in English. He spoke English well,
but through a painfully strong German accent, made all the more
painful by his stentorian voice. He released Béla. “My name is
Dieter Mayer, but the world knows me better as DJ DeMaxo!”
Popular music was not one of Béla’s areas of expertise; he had
never heard of DJ DeMaxo. “I’m Béla Drixler, but the world knows
me better as Billy Trickster.”
“Funny muzzervocker!” DJ DeMaxo snatched the latest issue of
Bonbon from the rack. “I love this muzzervocking magazine!”
“Well, I love your music,” Béla lied. He was not familiar with the
man’s music, but felt compelled to compliment DJ DeMaxo out of
sheer politeness.
“Of course you do, muzzervocker! The whole world loves me!
And the world will have the chance to love me even more next
month when I drop my new album!” The German emitted a
prolonged laugh after he said this. He slapped Béla on the back.
“This is why I come here. Listen, muzzervocker. I need to shoot a
video for the first single. The record company wanted me to do
some boring video but I said, no! I want to make a video with the
sexy bitches in these magazines! I love these sexy bitches!” DJ
DeMaxo opened up the issue of Bonbon he held in his hands and
planted random kisses on the glossy pages. He paused when he
noticed a few images of Suzy. “I especially love this one! Sexy little
bitch!”
“That sexy bitch is my fiancée,” Béla said. The man’s vulgarity
offended him, but his defense of Suzy made him pause. Is she still
my fiancée? he wondered. Or was she serious when she said we
were through?
DeMaxo did not allow Béla to think about it much. He slapped
him on the back and shouted, “Get the vock out! You are one lucky
muzzervocker!” He lifted his face from the magazine, put his arm
around Béla’s shoulders and stared up at the ceiling as if he were
suddenly caught in a trance. “Just picture it muzzervocker! Sexy
muzzervocken bitches everywhere – asses, tits, pussies swirling and
twirling around all over the place, all to the beat DeMaxo throws
down.”
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Béla stared up at the ceiling and visualized all the swirling and
twirling flesh DeMaxo described. DeMaxo took his arm from Béla
and looked at him through eyeliner-framed eyes.
“Well? Will you do it? Will you make me a sexy bitch video?”
Béla had never worked with film or video equipment before, but
made sure not to tell DeMaxo this. He looked at the German
musician and nodded. “Sure. How much would I make?”
“The record company will give you a budget of one hundred
thousand dollars for the video. They will pay you ten thousand for
your work if the video is good. Well. Will you do it?”
Béla swooned when he heard the sum. After he regained his
composure, he smiled, and patted DeMaxo on the shoulder. “I want
to take you somewhere. The girls I photographed are all dancers at a
club called Bonbon.”
DeMaxo’s black-lined eyes opened wide. “Get the vock out!”
Béla might not have known who DJ DeMaxo was, but all of the
dancers, serving staff, and most of the patrons in the Bonbon Club
that rainy evening recognized the blond man immediately. Even
before they arrived at the club, Béla noticed pedestrians stop and
stare as he and DeMaxo got out of the cab at the foot of Váci
Street near the Erzsébet Bridge. The two young men sprinted to the
Bonbon Club in the pouring rain. At the door the bouncers asked
DeMaxo for autographs. The musician continued to turn heads in
the club. Béla basked in the limelight the young German threw off.
All of the sudden he was a somebody simply because he had walked
in with a famous person. They took a table near the stage. Béla
motioned the hostess over and asked her to find Suzy. He ordered
two glasses of beer then leaned back and smiled. He was eager to
see the expression on Suzy’s face when he told her about the music
video.
Suzy emerged about five minutes later. To Béla’s amazement, she
began jumping up and down like an overexcited child when she saw
the musician. The expression on her face was indescribable. She sat
down and Béla informed her of the ten-thousand dollars he stood
to make for creating a music video for DeMaxo. The indescribable
expression became more animated and intense. Béla laughed. He
wished he had his camera with him to capture her expression for all
eternity. The expression told him their relationship was not over and
the Magyar Dream was still alive.
*
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“Dieter says I could play the lead role in the video,” Suzy said.
It was nearly morning. They had just finished having sex and
they were lying on their backs on the mattress staring at the ceiling,
their minds too excited to sleep. Suzy turned to her side and stroked
Béla’s chest. “I can’t believe I met DJ DeMaxo. I was in love with
him when I was a kid, you know. I had pin-ups of him in my
bedroom! I spent hours dancing to his music!”
“Well he seemed quite of fond of you, too.” Béla said. The
energy between the German deejay and Suzy made him
uncomfortable all evening. He had grown accustomed to the
attention men showered on his fiancée: the stares, the sidelong
glances, the whistles, the passing compliments. It did not bother him
too much. In fact, a part of him found it strangely flattering. All the
same, he was relieved when the music star finally left the club.
“So when does he want you to shoot this video?” Suzy asked.
The question mystified Béla. He suddenly remembered he had
no idea how to shoot a music video. Taking photographs of still
subjects was one thing – lighting, filming, editing, and splicing
moving subjects was another matter entirely. As to what kind of
equipment was required, he could not even hazard a guess. He
recalled the film crews he had seen from Kaufman Astoria Studios.
Throughout his life, Béla had seen those crews shooting films and
television shows in the neighborhood around his home. His
stomach tightened when he recalled the complex network of wires
and cables, the plethora of lights and lamps, the teeming armies of
grips, lighting technicians, set designers, and various other members
of the crew that made up the film shoots. He stared at the ceiling
with a vacant expression and wondered how he was going to make it
all work.
“Well? What’s your idea?” Suzy prompted.
“I don’t want to tell you yet. I want it to be a surprise.”
Suzy pouted and playfully hit him with her pillow. “I’m sorry
about what I said earlier,” she whispered. “I didn’t mean it.”
Béla smiled and watched her roll over onto her side. He was
thrilled their fight was behind them. He did not know how he would
make the video, but he was sure he would make it. The Magyar
Dream depended on it.
*
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Csillag waited for Béla to arrive at the sex shop on Teréz
Boulevard all morning. The memory of the boisterous German
musician screaming viel geld had kept him wide awake all night. His
eyes were bloodshot and looped with dark circles and he stood
behind the counter anxiously drumming his fingers on the counter’s
wooden surface. To pass the time, he reflected upon the events of
the previous evening.
Csillag’s hands had begun to quiver after he understood why
DeMaxo wanted to meet Béla. He instinctively knew an opportunity
of a lifetime had blossomed before him, but he had made a point of
remaining in the background while DeMaxo spoke to Béla. Though
he had only a basic understanding of the English language, Csillag
understood numbers and sums perfectly. When he overheard the
number one hundred thousand, he nearly choked on the toothpick he
had lodged in his mouth at the time.
His first impulse had been to rush out from behind the counter
and beg the young men to involve him in the project, but his
experiences living under a communist regime had taught him the
value keeping one’s true thoughts and emotions well hidden. Living
under communism had also taught Csillag the importance of
patience. Though it took an excruciating amount of discipline,
Csillag knew all he had to do was wait. Béla had no clue how to
make a music video. He would ask for help. It was only a matter of
time before the young American would come looking for assistance.
When he did, Csillag would be ready.
Béla arrived to the Szexypressz Centrum that morning earlier
than Csillag had anticipated. The young man tried to appear casual,
but Csillag could see a faint trace of desperation in the eyes. The
older pornographer listened intently as Béla committed three
blundering errors. The first error was revealing he needed help. A
minute later, the younger man committed his second error by
confirming the hundred-thousand-dollar production budget and the
ten thousand dollar paycheck DeMaxo had bandied about the night
before. Béla’s third error was asking László Csillag to help. Once
Csillag was assured Béla was overextended, helpless, and desperate,
Hungary’s self-proclaimed pornography pioneer was only too happy
to help, but he made a point of torturing his American business
associate for a little while first.
“I’d like to help you, but I’m so busy these days.” Csillag enjoyed
watching the subtle pain he was inflicting as he spoke. He paused
and gave an apologetic look. “I don’t think I could find the time.”
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“I’ll pay you,” Béla said. He eyed Csillag with suspicion.
Although he had only known the older man for a few months, Béla
was well aware of the cold, shrewd greed that moved the gears in
Csillag’s mind.
Csillag pretended to be offended; he displayed his palms as a
sign of his good intentions and integrity. “This isn’t about money.
You’re my friend. Hell, I’d be willing to help you for free, but I’m
already burning the candle at both ends.”
Béla pursed his lip and nodded, “I understand. I suppose I’ll
have to find someone else to help me.”
“I suppose so, but I’ll tell you right now, it won’t be easy. You’re
going to have to find cameras and lights and a studio. All kinds of
stuff. Then there’s the editing to think about. Most people think a
film is just point and shoot, but the editing is actually where the bulk
of the work is. If you shoot in video, you’ll have to find a special
editing machine. I don’t even know where you’d find one in
Budapest.”
Béla became horror stricken as the list of necessities grew. The
Pioneer of Hungarian Pornography had a difficult time suppressing
the grin that threatened to erupt on his face as he observed Béla’s
reaction. This was too easy. Béla was practically giving it away. The
sex shop owner fixed his gaze on the young man and wondered if
all Americans were as stupid as the one before him.
“Well then I guess I have my work cut out for me, don’t I?” Béla
said evenly in an attempt to hide his anxiousness. “I’d better get to it
then,” he added before turning to leave.
Csillag indulged himself by allowing one quick grin before he
tapped his business associate on the shoulder with a limp, lolling
hand. “I used to work at MAFILM, the state-owned Hungarian film
studio. They have everything you need.”
Béla turned around and his face brightened. “Really?”
“Sure. Cameras, lights, editing equipment – everything. It’s a
shame they don’t rent out their equipment or space.”
“But you used to work there. You could pull some strings.”
“I had some influence during communist times, but it’s a
different world today,” Csillag said, relishing the end-of-the-world
expression Béla’s face. “But I could give them a call.”
“Great, László!” Béla said. In the course of a few minutes, his
face had oscillated between hope and despair at least a dozen times.
“And I would really like you to help. Everything will be smoother if
you are on board.”
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“That’s true. I do know my way around a studio.”
“What if I gave you three thousand?”
“I can’t in all good conscience accept three thousand from you.
Just give me a thousand and we’ll call it a deal.”
Béla’s jaw nearly dropped. Had he misjudged Csillag? Was the
owner of Szexypress Centrum not as driven by greed as he had
assumed? Whatever the case, Béla could not imagine paying Csillag
only a thousand and insisted on a minimum of two thousand
dollars, which the older man accepted, albeit with great apparent
reluctance.
“So, do you have any ideas?” Csillag asked after he had agreed to
be a part of the project.
“We need a storyboard. I can do that. My dad trained me to be
an artist when I was a kid.” Béla reached into his pocket and pulled
out a cassette tape. “I’ve got the song here.”
“Pop it in the player and we’ll brainstorm ideas,” Csillag said.
Béla was so happy, he could barely sit still. They listened to the
track twice. DJ DeMaxo’s music was a strange blend of vocals,
synthesized pop, and sampled portions of other songs. The track
they were to make the video for was called Bang Your Body. As the
title suggested, the song was extremely sexual. Béla had no trouble
envisioning his Suzy and the other Bonbon dancers swirling and
twirling to the beat DeMaxo lay down.
“I see black-and-white,” Béla said. “And the girls should be
glittering – metallic. Covered in silver paint so they look like statues
come to life.”
“I like the idea,” Csillag agreed.
Halfway through the brainstorming session, Béla patted Csillag
on the shoulder to show his gratitude. “Thanks for coming on
board, László,” he said with heartfelt sincerity. “You are a true
friend.”
What Béla did not realize at the time was his true friend was
already assembling a scheme in order to siphon off a small fortune
from the project. Csillag knew everything there was to know about
production costs and how to skimp on them. As recently as a few
years before the collapse of communism, Csillag had worked on
feature length films that had been produced for less money than
DeMaxo’s record company was willing to invest in the music video.
He also knew quite a bit about stealing from people without the
victims ever becoming aware of the theft.
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Profit was a privilege secretly reserved for the innermost circle
of the party during the communist era. But try as it might,
communism could not entirely extinguish the proletariat’s inherent
desire to profit from their industry. Left no noble way to turn a
profit, the common people living under communist regimes
developed imaginatively deceptive methods for fleecing the
government and each another – methods that would go undetected
by both the authorities and the victims. Csillag coined his own term
for this practice and referred to it privately as ethical fraud.
The allure of ethical fraud was its inherent sensitivity to its
victims: protecting feelings and reputations was ethical fraud’s
sacred tenet. There were dozens of ways of adhering to this sacred
tenet. Making the victim think they had received a gift or a favor
instead of being cheated was a common method for obeying the
principles of ethical fraud. Another more complex method involved
the idea of the crisscross: making the fleeced wholeheartedly believe
they had, in fact, been the ones doing the fleecing. Csillag offered
Béla a taste of this tactic when he turned down the three thousand
the younger man had offered him. At a higher level Csillag was
already scheming ways to use the principles of ethical fraud on Béla
and DeMaxo’s record company in order to trick them all out of a
sizable portion of the music video’s budget.
The foundation of Csillag’s scheme was simple – he knew he
could make the video for about forty-thousand, but he would make
it seem like it cost ninety-thousand, allowing him to pocket fiftythousand. The genius behind the planned theft was it allowed all
parties to leave the table with good feelings. Béla would believe he
had received great value for his money because he only paid Csillag
two thousand dollars while DeMaxo’s record company would be
thrilled to learn Csillag had completed the project ten-thousand
dollars under budget. Not only would the record company be
pleased, they would also believe they had been incredibly shrewd by
craftily exploiting the cheap labor and production costs available in
Hungary. They were also likely to think Csillag had given them a gift
when he returned the unused portion of the budget. Because Csillag
would return what the record company would believe to be the
unused portion of the budget, the record company would assume
he was an honest man and would not be overly thorough when they
audited the project’s receipts and invoices. Since their audits were
likely to be lax, they would never know the video had cost only
forty-thousand rather than ninety-thousand. The pornographer
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grinned as he considered his plot; he could hardly wait for
production to begin. He grabbed a pencil and some paper and
jotted down some ideas Béla pitched for the video.
Béla and Csillag planned out their vision for the music video.
They shipped the completed storyboard to Dieter Mayer’s record
company in Munich two days later. In the meantime, Csillag made
all the arrangements for the shoot through his contacts at
MAFILM. They waited for approval.
Three days later, a happy phone call came in from DJ DeMaxo
himself; the video shoot was a go. To celebrate, Béla took Suzy to a
posh disco in Buda for a glorious night of drunken dancing. For the
first time in months he experienced an evening free from frets and
worries.
In the days leading up to the filming of the music video Béla
found pleasure in his Bonbon photo shoots again. Because he had
been burdened for weeks by the stress of keeping Bonbon
magazine solvent, the photo shoots with the dancers had
degenerated into nothing more than a mundane task for him, but
the money the DeMaxo video shoot promised allowed Béla to
slough off his troubles and enjoy his work once again. The dancers
noticed the change in him immediately. He whistled and smiled on
set, took his time setting up each shot, showed patience if the
models flubbed their poses or failed to follow his directions. On a
few occasions, he even went as far as to flirt with the girls and
engage in playful sexual innuendo. Life, for Béla, had meaningful
and enjoyable once again.
*
When they arrived on the morning of the film shoot, Béla and
Suzy were impressed to find Csillag calmly presiding over an
organized chaos of stage sets, lights, and cameras. The film crew
hired for the shoot – mostly MAFILM employees looking to make
some extra money on the side – scurried about setting up the lights,
taping down the wires, and hanging the black curtains that would
serve as the backdrops for most of the scenes. Everything was
securely in place for the day’s filming by the time the Bonbon
dancers arrived on the set.
To adhere to Béla’s vision for the video, every dancer had to be
meticulously coated in a thin, glittering sheen of silver metallic body
paint. A costume director under Csillag’s command issued each
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dancer a sliver-thin G-string and ordered them into a booth that
resembled a shower stall where an air-brush artist transformed them
into sensual, silver statuettes. The body spray hid their nipples and
the strip of cloth between their legs seamlessly, while at the same
time accentuating and highlighting every other part of their bodies.
The shoot encompassed three days. There was excitement and
fun to be had, but the filming contained its share of frustrations and
mishaps as well. The times between takes led to boredom and
irritability for both the dancers and the film crew. Some of the
dancers complained the body paint gave them rashes; others did not
care for the quality of the catered meals. The film crew made critical
errors that caused unexpected delays. During the second day of
filming, a portion of a stage collapsed under the weight of the
dancers who inadvertently obeyed the song’s command of banging
their bodies by toppling from the stage. Béla took two of the
dancers to the hospital for minor sprains and bruises. Another
complaint was Margit Csillag. Several of the dancers and a few
female film crew members were offended by the masculine woman’s
lascivious comments and come-ons.
On the final day of the shoot, DJ DeMaxo appeared to film his
brief segments for the video. His presence proved to be a great
distraction on the set. Star-struck dancers and film crew members
missed their cues and lost their places because they were more
interested in watching him than focusing on their respective tasks.
To worsen matters, DeMaxo behaved like a perfect male prima
donna. His stentorian voice and vulgar outbursts bewildered
everyone. In between takes, he pestered Béla and Csillag with
creative ideas that threatened to take the video shoot in entirely
different direction.
During one scene the techno-musician succeeded in igniting
Béla’s jealousy. For a portion of the video, DeMaxo stood before
the black curtain and looked steadfastly into the camera while Suzy
gyrated and rubbed her body against his. Seeing his fiancée press her
body against another man infuriated Béla. What enraged him even
more was the look in Suzy’s eyes. The look told him she was
enjoying herself. That she was aroused. Excited. DeMaxo only
exacerbated her arousal by grabbing her hips and patting her
behind. At one point, Béla nearly leaped out of his chair and
stormed onto the stage, but he reminded himself that none of it
was real and managed to keep to his seat.
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No matter how stormy the waters on the set became, László
Csillag navigated everyone through choppy waves with his fine
sense of directing. He remained a pillar of calm and sanity
throughout the shoot. Standing behind his camera with a coneshaped megaphone clutched in his hand, he brought order to the
anarchy and managed to have the filming completed a day early.
Post-production work took another three days. Béla and Csillag
edited the reels. They spliced together various lengths of the blackand-white film, looped it back, synched it with the soundtrack, then
spliced the next segment and repeated the whole process over again
all under the watchful eye of MAFILM security men who had been
bribed to make sure they, and anyone else who happened to be
curious, looked the other way.
The music video for DJ DeMaxo’s newest single Bang Your Body
took six days to complete and cost $40,700. Of course, Csillag
created an entire filing cabinet of fictitious invoices making the
official price-tag of the project $89,998. When DeMaxo’s record
company heard the video had come in under budget, the executives
happily cut Bonbon Media a check for the sum. Béla later gave the
money to Csillag who paid his employees and a few bills and then
secretly pocketed the rest. The ethical fraud had worked like a finelytuned machine.
The crew and dancers gathered in one of MAFILM’s screening
rooms to preview the video in a loose celebration to mark the
completion of the filming. Béla was pleased with the final product.
It was everything he hoped it would be: risqué, provocative, sensual,
erotic, energetic. He watched the Bonbon dancers swirl and twirl on
the screen to the pulsating techno beat of DeMaxo’s machine music.
The screen went black and the lights flickered on. He took hold of
Suzy’s hand and looked into her eyes.
“Well? What do you think?”
Suzy’s blue eyes shimmered. “It’s fantastic!”
“Let’s hope the world thinks the same.”
*
DJ DeMaxo’s Bang Your Body hit number one on the European
and American dance charts shortly after its release and was in heavy
rotation on music video stations around the world. Many in the
music business suggested the song’s provocative video was the
prime catalyst for the single’s runaway success. The video helped
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Bonbon Media Limited tremendously as well. On a damp and chilly
morning, Csillag phoned Béla and insisted the young man come to
see him at the Szexypressz Centrum.
“We’re sold out! Not just here! Everywhere!” the pornography
pioneer shouted. He ran around the side of the counter and pointed
to some sheets of paper he held. “That video has made the Bonbon
girls a sensation! I got back orders from every country we sent
magazines to and a dozen more we never even tried. Portugal.
Sweden. Russia. Brazil. America. Canada. Japan.” He slapped the
paper with his fingers after he announced each country. “The whole
world wants Bonbon magazine.”
“What kind of numbers are we talking about?”
“Hundreds of thousands.”
Béla became ecstatic; so ecstatic, he embraced Csillag and started
jumping up and down. Csillag threw the papers in his hand up in the
air, returned the embrace, and jumped up and down right along with
Béla. The three customers browsing the magazines, videos, and
adult sex toys in the Szexypressz Centrum were certain the two men
had lost their minds.
*
In early December, Reinhardt received a flat cardboard box from
Budapest. He placed the box in the corner of the kitchen and did
not touch it until he had locked the doors of the Stefánia for the
night. After he closed the coffeehouse, he picked up the box, put it
under his arm and walked out to his studio in the backyard. It was a
bitterly cold night. He could see his breath inside the studio. He
turned on the electric heaters, sat down at the desk and opened the
package. Suzy Kiss’s mesmerizing blue eyes greeted him as they
stared up from within the glossy confines of the latest issue of
Bonbon magazine inside the box. Reinhardt’s blood turned to ice.
He withdrew the magazine, laid it face down on the desk and peered
into the box again. There were some loose photographs and a
folded piece of paper on top of what appeared to be another four
or five other issues of the magazine. He took out the note and
unfolded it.
Apa,
Haven’t had a chance to call. Been very busy. Included some more samples
of the work I do. The magazine experienced a real breakthrough. I just made a
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music video for DJ DeMaxo – it’s been seen all over the world. Living the life
here in Budapest. Probably will not be back to New York for a while. Give
Verge my best.
Béla
Reinhardt dropped the note on the desk, propped his elbows on
the desk, interlaced his fingers, and rested his chin on his hands. His
newest communist painting was on the easel a short distance away.
It portrayed emaciated human forms toiling at hard labor in a gulag.
He looked at the painting and sighed. His communist-themed
paintings stood little chance of being exhibited and sold in galleries
in the near future, yet he continued to create them out of sheer
defiance; nevertheless, his interest in painting them had begun to
fade.
Reinhardt was still embroiled in controversy in New York. The
small whirlwind of critical outrage his communist paintings had
ignited in the art world and in certain academic circles in the United
States lingered on even though the paintings were no longer on
display anywhere save for Stanley Lawrence’s gallery in New York
and a few spots on the walls in the Stefánia. As Reinhardt reflected
on these this, he gazed up at the painting of the stag he had created
shortly after his wife’s untimely death, and shook his head. He was
proud of his communist paintings, but his enthusiasm for the
subject was ebbing. He remembered that art was a higher thing than
politics and economics, and he yearned to get back to subject matter
that was higher as well. It was time to return to other themes. He
decided Gulag, or whatever he eventually chose to name the painting
before him, would be his last communism-themed painting.
Reinhardt spent a few minutes flipping through the pages of the
magazine that had Suzy on its cover. The images dropped the
temperature of his blood even further. He snorted in disgust, closed
the magazine, and pushed it away from him. He did not touch the
other magazines in the box. Instead, he leaned back in his chair,
placed his hands behind his head, and glanced down at the note Béla
had written him. The line living the life here in Budapest jumped out at
him. As far as Reinhardt was concerned, his son was not living the life
at all – rather, he viewed Béla’s life in Budapest as nothing more
than vacationing in a gulag. He turned the electric heaters to low and
left the studio.
*
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A slap to the face was how Suzy Kiss welcomed Viktor
Vilinovich back to Budapest after the large man returned to the city
two months after the video shoot. Vilinovich rubbed his cheek and
did his best to recall the last time any person had dared to physically
assault him. It had been years. More than a decade. A bemused look
twisted through his usual bored expression. He snickered through
his thick lips, walked around the side of his huge desk, sat down in
his chair, and lit a cigarette. Through the cloud of smoke he
exhaled, he could see Suzy’s icy blue eyes staring at him hatefully
and he wondered, lightheartedly, what he could have possibly done
to inspire such anger. There were hundreds of people all over the
planet who wanted to punish him; cause him pain – but a twentyyear-old striptease dancer? He rubbed his cheek again. The
uppermost layers of skin still stung. Another snicker. Suzy was like a
hot pepper; small, but strong. In the end, he did not mind the mild
pain. It was the most exhilarating sensation he had experienced in
months. It centered him – rescued him from the burdens of his
many responsibilities and worries. Part of him wanted her to slap
him again.
“Do I need to tell you what that was for?” Suzy asked. She took
three steps toward the desk and continued glowering at him. Once
she learned Vilinovich had returned from his travels and was
upstairs in his office, Suzy grabbed the photocopies of the latest
sales figures for Bonbon Magazine Béla had given her earlier in the
day and wasted no time sneaking up the back staircase to accost her
business partner about his lack of involvement in their partnership.
The bald Fedor stood before the closed doors of Vilinovich’s office
when Suzy reached the top of the stairs. Thinking his employer had
ordered her up from the club for a little personal amusement, the
Fedor made no move to stop the dancer as she approached the
office. After the door closed, the bodyguard heard the slap; he
assumed his employer enjoyed sex with a rough edge and continued
mindlessly staring at the silver doors of the elevator on the opposite
end of the hall.
“A hint would be helpful,” Vilinovich said, still rubbing his
cheek.
“You abandoned us Vikshi. You gave us that stupid company of
yours, and then left us for the dogs. We almost went bankrupt! We
called you. Why didn’t you ever call us back?”
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Vilinovich took another pull from his cigarette and shrugged his
massive shoulders. “I’m a busy man.”
“It’s almost as if you wanted us to fail,” Suzy cried. She sat down
on one of the leather armchairs and adjusted the garters keeping her
silk stockings in place. “That’s what it felt like. Like you didn’t care
if we lived or died.” Satisfied her garters were in place, Suzy tossed
the papers she had brought up with her onto the desk. “But we
didn’t die. Far from it.”
Vilinovich gathered up the papers and studied the numbers
printed on them with his close-set eyes.
“We did that all without you.” Suzy stopped speaking for a
moment and stood up. She gave her employer a dirty look and
added, “Which makes me wonder, if I can sell that many magazines
on my own, then why the fuck do I need you? The answer to that is
simple. I don’t. So shove a horse dick up your ass! We’re not
partners anymore!”
Vilinovich tried to remember the last time someone cursed at
him. He took a minute to think about it – it had been months,
perhaps years. He looked at the numbers on the papers again. The
numbers impressed him. He glanced up at the diminutive girl and
wondered how she had managed to pull off the magazine. If the
numbers before him were accurate, he estimated he could launder
the half-million from his arms profits within two months. He
dropped the papers on the desk, took one last bite of smoke from
his cigarette and leaned back in his chair.
“I have not been an active partner. That will change.”
“I don’t need any more active partners, Vikshi.”
The large man looked across the desk from under his meaty
eyelids. “I will make it worth your while. Trust me. A few months
and these numbers will be ten times higher than they are now. You
and the American will be rich.”
The small space on Suzy’s forehead fluttered briefly, and then
smoothed over. “That’s good because I want to be rich, Vikshi. Very
rich. But I don’t think I need you to do it.”
“I will make it up to you. I promise.”
“You better. If you don’t deliver, the hell with you.”
Suzy turned and walked toward the door. Vilinovich looked at
the vertical seams running up the back of her stockings and
experienced a mild yearning.
“Wait. Stay for a little while. I need some relaxation.”
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Suzy came to a halt and turned her head. Her blue eyes still
shimmered with anger. “Call your whore mother and ask her to suck
you off from now on. I’m done being your plaything.”
She made a point of slamming the door behind her as she left.
Vikshi leaned forward and placed his elbows on the desk. The
stinging sensation in his cheek was gone. He wished he still felt it. A
little part of him had flickered to life when it was still there. Now
that the sensation was gone, he had nothing left but the burden of
his many business dealings. It was a heavy burden. He leaned back,
lit another cigarette, and did his best to remember the last time
anyone had dared to refer to his mother as a whore. If memory
served him correctly, it had been years. More than a decade.
*
When it came to spoiling herself, Suzy spared no expense.
Before the magazine’s success, she had lived a spartan life,
submitting herself to a strict, stingy existence where she saved every
forint, restrained every temptation, denied every luxury, all in the
hope that her discipline would one day bring her closer to her goal
of having the entire world at her feet. Her slum apartment and
empty refrigerator were a testament to her months of stringent selfdenial. The success of the music video and the increased sales
figures for Bonbon magazine changed everything. Overnight, her
stringent, self-denial became splurging self-indulgence.
She purchased a new wardrobe, expensive perfumes, and enough
jewelry to adorn a Christmas tree. She dragged Béla out on some of
her shopping sprees and spent ridiculous sums on clothing and
shoes for both of them. The lavish spending had an effect on Béla
as well. He experienced an immense feeling of satisfaction when
they returned home from their outings with the luxury items they
had purchased.
They had begun to make the kind of money of which most
Hungarians could only dream, and they indulged themselves in a
manner which made most Hungarians sick with envy. Of course,
the amount of money the magazine brought in would barely raise
eyebrows in New York’s elite circles, but in Budapest at the time,
Béla and Suzy’s income placed them in the upper echelons of
society. Whenever he stepped into the streets wearing his new
designer clothes or his hand-crafted Italian shoes, Béla detected the
looks of admiration and envy all around him. Each time he went
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out in public, he walked with his back a little straighter and his chin
a little higher. Yes, he said silently to all those around them, I
purchased these things. I make enough money to enjoy all life has to
offer, and I am not ashamed to show it. Reinhardt’s sullen warning
about having taken a wrong turn began to ring even more false in
Béla’s mind.
*
Try as he might Viktor Vilinovich could not forget Suzy Kiss
had called his mother a whore. He could also not forget the stinging
sensation the small expanse of her open palm had left on his face.
For a brief, all too brief moment after the slap, he was able to let go
of everything. For that one moment he felt free. Freedom was a
sensation Vilinovich rarely experienced. He was a busy man; a man
burdened by immeasurable responsibilities. He was a man of
considerable means, but his considerable means came at a
considerable price. All his wealth and power could not procure
peace of mind. Sometimes he stood in his opulent office gazing out
the oriel windows at birds – sparrows, swallows, or common city
pigeons – and as he watched them, flying through the air or sagging
a wire upon which they perched, an intense longing came over him.
Despite all of his riches and influence, there were moments Viktor
Vilinovich wished he were nothing more than a bird. He was under
the spell of just such a moment when he summoned Suzy up to his
office on a bitter, rainy December night.
“I promised I would be a better business partner,” Vilinovich
said as he handed Suzy a vodka-on-the-rocks. “And I have taken
steps to follow through on that promise. You want to be rich.”
“Very rich,” she said.
“One of my American associates is a big porn producer and
distributor. He likes what you and your American have done with
Bonbon magazine and he wants to form an alliance with us and
distribute your work around the world. He will be in Budapest next
week. You and the American will meet him and form a partnership.”
Suzy nodded and gave Vilinovich a serious, direct look, but
beneath the surface she struggled to contain the excitement his
words had ignited. She downed the remainder of her vodka in one
gulp, placed the glass on the desk and stood up from the chair. She
was halfway to the door when Vilinovich called after her. She closed
her eyes and tightened her lips; she was in no mood to do him any
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favors. She turned around, her eyes open, lips relaxed. She batted
her false eyelashes and stepped back toward the desk.
“Are you sure this is what you want?” he asked. He walked over
to his opulent fireplace and leaned his beefy elbow on the mantle. It
was a vague question; Suzy did not know what to make of it. He
realized his question had been unclear and added more detail.
“Everything has a price,” the large man continued. “Including
money.” He looked back at the black, rainy night his oriel windows
framed and shook his large, bear head. “Next week, I will make
several million. Not forints. Not rubles. American dollars. An
associate in South America needs a submarine to run his goods in
the Caribbean. I called my government contacts in Russia. Later that
day, an admiral from the navy calls me and asks me if I want the
submarines with torpedoes or without.” A rare sneer appeared on
Vilinovich’s face. “Can you believe that? With torpedoes or without?
This is the world we live in.”
“Why are you telling me this?” Suzy asked.
Vilinovich continued speaking in a way that told her he had not
registered her question. “I have to find a way to get the submarine
out of Russia and over to South America. This is not easy. It takes
much thought. There are many risks. It is all I have been able to
think about all day. And there are so many other business matters I
have to think about.” He stopped, shook his head, drained the last
of his vodka, and placed his glass on the mantle of the fireplace. He
looked up at Suzy; a hint of hopelessness seeped through his
otherwise reserved, unfeeling eyes. “I want to be a bird.”
Be a bird? Suzy thought. Standing in the middle of his office,
she took a moment to scrutinize her employer more closely. There
were no telltale signs of inebriation. Despite the ridiculous
admission, he appeared sane and sound. She chewed on her lower
lip and wondered if she had missed the punch line to a joke.
“I have done you a big favor by setting up this meeting with the
American pornographer. And if your heart is set on it, he will make
you very rich.”
“Very rich. And very famous. And very powerful.”
Vilinovich nodded his head. “If you’re willing to pay the price.
Now, it is your turn to do a favor for me.” Suzy began to sink to her
knees, but he stopped her with a gesture of his hand. “No. It’s a
different kind of favor. Go to the bathroom. Come out when you
are ready. I will be waiting for you.”
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He pointed to the overly-lavish door leading to the private
bathroom. Suzy walked in, flicked the lights on, and closed the door.
She glanced around at the ornate sink, the ornamental mirror, the
statues, and the other Baroque features that matched the sickening
opulence of Vilinovich’s office on the other side of the door and
wondered what he expected her to find. It did not take her long to
spot. On a marble table were a leather corset, thigh-high leather
boots, and a riding crop. Suzy ran her fingers over the leather corset,
glanced back at the closed door, and curled her lip in disgust.
“Pervert.”
She put on the corset and the boots, then picked up the riding
crop and studied her form in the mirror. She liked what she saw.
The black leather matched her hair perfectly. She made a few
impromptu poses, walked to the door, and let herself back into the
office. He was waiting for her in the middle of the room. He had
removed all of his clothes and was kneeling in the center of the silk
carpet with his hands behind his back.
“I want to be a bird,” he said, keeping his eyes firmly on the
patterns in the carpet before him.
Suzy walked around to his side. The bear man’s body appeared
even larger disrobed. A thick coat of dark hair covered his arms,
chest, and back. Beneath the hair she could see the patterns of
many tattoos. He turned his head to glance at her. She snapped the
riding crop at his cheek. A sharp thwack echoed through the room.
He groaned and leaned forward on his knees.
“Make me free,” he said.
Suzy came to a halt behind him. She studied the bear man’s hairy
back. Vast. Meaty. Grotesque. She raised the riding crop above her
head and swatted it down onto his back with all the force she could
muster. His body convulsed. Suzy’s forehead twitched as she lifted
the riding crop above her head again. She gazed at the line of skin
where the first blow had connected on his back. Even under the
thick canopy of hair, she could see a welt forming; the skin was
raised, red and raw.
“Free me!”
Suzy smiled. “Make me rich! Famous. Powerful!” she demanded
through a sneer.
The riding crop struck the broad, hairy back again and again and
again . . .
*
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“It’s time you and I took a bath together,” Vilinovich said. He
stepped into the room. His two Fedors followed closely behind. It
was one-thirty in the morning; Béla had been asleep.
“Get dressed. We leave in two minutes.”
“Where are we going?”
“To take a bath.”
Béla imagined himself sitting in a narrow bathtub with the large
man. A confused shudder ran through him as the image permeated
his mind. He looked at the bored face before him, then the stern
faces of the two Fedors and experienced a terrible wave of
trepidation. Take a bath, he thought. He had visions of his body
sinking to the bottom of the murky Danube.
“Hurry up. Get dressed,” Vilinovich prompted.
Béla did as he was told. He pulled on a pair of jeans, donned a
sweatshirt, and slipped into his boots. Before he walked out of the
apartment, he remembered Suzy.
“She might be worried about me when she-”
“She’s still at the Bonbon Club. She knows. I told her,”
Vilinovich cut in. Before he stepped out of the door, he glanced
about the apartment in disgust. “You really live here?”
“Suzy rented the place before I arrived.”
“It’s a shit-hole. You need a new place.”
A moment later, Béla was sitting next to Vilinovich in the back
seat of a spacious Mercedes Benz. The two Fedors sat up front,
with the blond Fedor navigating the whale-of-a-car through the
cold, deserted streets of the Eighth District. It was eerily quiet in
the car. The only noise in the passenger compartment was the
whirring of the motor as blond Fedor pressed down on the
accelerator. Béla tried to keep track of landmarks in an effort to
figure out where the car was headed, but the Fedor behind the
wheel drove the Mercedes as if he were in the heat of a Formula
One race. Budapest’s streets and buildings blurred past the windows.
Within a minute, Béla had no idea where he was. The Mercedes
made several sharp turns that sent Béla’s body sliding back and forth
in the back seat. The white suspension cables of the Erzsébet
Bridge came into view, and he regained some sense of location, but
the second they left the bridge, the blond Fedor screeched the car
around an off-ramp that looped in a full circle and Béla lost his
bearings again. Finally, they came to a halt a short distance from the
Erzsébet Bridge. Vilinovich waited for the blond Fedor to open his
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door. Outside he pointed at a building before them under the
looming rocky walls of the Gellért Hill. Béla had passed the
building countless times on the Number 7 bus, but he had no idea
what the building was or what it contained.
Whatever it was, it was closed to the public. A security guard
granted them access through the front door, bowing and uttering
sycophantic words as he let Vilinovich inside. The large man strode
through the doors and made himself at home. Béla and the Fedors
followed. A faint scent of wet stone lingered in the air. Béla realized
they were in a bathhouse. Five minutes later, he was naked and
immersed up to his neck in a warm mineral bath; Vilinovich bobbed
in the water nearby, the dark carpet of hair on his enormous body
matted flat against his skin. There was a crisscross pattern of red
welts on the large man’s back. Béla looked at the lesions and
struggled to make sense of them. The two Fedors remained
standing fully dressed a short distance from the pool.
“The water is forty-two degrees Celsius. Full of minerals. Good
for the bones. It helps get rid of stress,” Vilinovich explained. He
looked up and swept his arm through the air drawing attention to
the ancient dome above them. “This is the Rudas Bath. It is very
pretty in the daytime. Beams of sunlight come in through those
holes.” He lowered his arm and submerged it under the water with
the rest of his body. “But I hate crowds. That is why I come at
night.”
Though he had been in Budapest for more six months, Béla
barely knew the city. Vilinovich, on the other hand, not only knew
the city, but was influential enough to create his own rules within it.
“I did not become involved in Bonbon Media at the beginning
for a reason,” the large man said. “I wanted to see if you were
worthy of my time. I am a very busy man. I can’t waste my time
with people who are not serious. They must prove themselves to
me. You have proved yourself. I will take a more active role in our
partnership from now on. The question is will you be able to keep
up with my demands?” He stopped speaking and waded out into the
middle of the pool a short distance from where Béla stood leaning
against the side. The large man maneuvered through the water, then
glanced around at the vast, empty space around them. “The Turks
built this bath. They were here for many, many years. Hungary
became part of the Turkish Empire after the Battle of Mohács.
That was when the Magyars lost their country.” He scooped up a
handful of water and dribbled it over his balding, closely cropped
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head. “All of us will have our own personal Mohács during our
lifetimes – a point in time when we will lose it all. But until that day
comes, we must work on extending our empires. I am building an
empire. You will become a part of this empire. You are going to
build Bonbon Media into a big company. I will introduce you to a
man from America who will help you achieve this. You will do
everything he tells you to do. I will help you by giving the third floor
of my building on Váci Street to you to use as your office and
studio. I will hire people to help you. We will make the company
successful and you will be rich.”
All Béla could do was nod his head; his chin slapped against the
surface of the heated water every time he affirmed one of
Vilinovich’s dicta.
“And I wish to involve you in other business matters. I need
people to invest in a company I want to put on the stock exchange,
but I will speak more of that when the time comes. In the
meantime, I want you to understand one thing. Just like the
Magyars, one day you will face your own personal Battle of Mohács
– a moment in time where you will stand to lose everything. You
have to accept this.”
Béla did not completely understand, but he nodded his head
regardless. Vilinovich fell silent. They bobbed in the pool for a few
more minutes before the bear-man motioned for Béla to follow him
as he climbed out of the pool. They went to another pool where the
water was considerably cooler. After an hour, Vilinovich said it was
time to go.
“There’s one more place I will show you,” the bear man
muttered as he put his clothes back on.
They were back in the Mercedes within ten minutes, roaring
along the banks of the Danube on the Buda side of the city as the
majority of the city around them slept. They had only gone a short
distance when the whirling blue light and the annoying, lilting wail
of a police siren flared up behind them. The blond Fedor focused
on Vilinovich through his rear-view mirror and wordlessly awaited
instructions. The bear man glanced back at the police car, shook his
head, let out a shallow sigh and said something in Russian. The
blond Fedor slammed on the brakes and eased the Mercedes to the
side of the road.
“Give me a minute,” Vilinovich muttered to Béla. He pulled his
heavy body out of the car and approached the stern-looking officers
standing near the Mercedes. He handed the cops a piece of paper. A
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minute later, the two police officers were touching their hats and
apologetically bowing their heads.
“Idiots,” Vilinovich murmured as he eased his massive frame
back into the car. He uttered a few words in Russian and the blond
Fedor steered the car back onto the road and turned toward Pest.
Though Béla liked to believe otherwise, he knew Vikshi was a
major player in the criminal underworld, not just domestically, but
globally. As soon as the last physical wires of the physical barriers
separating the former Warsaw Pact countries from the West were
cut, Hungary became incorporated into the complex matrix of
international organized crime, and Vilinovich had been at the
forefront of it all. With its central European location and seven
borders, Hungary quickly became a focal point and crossroads for
every illicit, illegal, and semi-legal business in existence. The seeming
power-vacuum the communists left behind was quickly refilled by
communist turncoats and their capitalist partners who robbed the
country blind through an orgy of illicit privatization deals. As these
gross domestic crimes waned, international crime quickly moved in
to continue the work. Rival Russian, Ukrainian, Romanian, Arab,
Turkish, and homegrown Magyar gangs battled each other in violent
turf wars from which Viktor Vilinovich ultimately emerged
victorious. It was all part of the chaos that was Hungary in the early
nineties; a chaos the average Hungarian struggled to endure and
survive; a chaos Béla acknowledged, but largely ignored.
Despite the nature of his business, Béla maintained a belief that
Bonbon Media Limited was a legitimate company – it was
incorporated, paid taxes, employed people, and created legal
products. Though he knew a little about Vilinovich’s other dealings
and business interests, he trusted Vikshi to keep Bonbon Media
Limited legitimate. Béla was aware of the drug dealers, pimps, crime
bosses, embezzlers, fraud experts, and traffickers who frequented
the Bonbon Club on the ground floor; he was also aware of the
more lawful criminals with whom Vilinovich formed partnerships –
the suit-and-tie army of crooked lawyers, accountants, business
leaders, and politicians. Nevertheless, Béla believed he was
personally far-removed from Budapest’s seedy underbelly – that his
involvement in Vilinovich’s company did not bleed into anything
illegal or immoral.
The Mercedes zipped over the span of the Margit Bridge and
came to grinding halt before a handsome five-story building on the
bank of the Danube on the Pest side of the city. Vilinovich silently
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led them up to the fifth floor to a grand apartment with four-meterhigh ceilings and opulent Baroque flourishes. He clicked on the
lights as they made their way through room after over-luxuriously
furnished room. Béla counted seven massive rooms when the tour
finally ended.
“I used to live here. I moved last month. I built a house up in the
hills,” Vilinovich said. “This place will now be yours. You will pay
rent . . . the same you are paying for that shit-hole you’re in now.
Later, if you want, you can purchase the apartment from me,
furniture and all. I will give you a good price. You will move first
thing in the morning. Here are the keys.”
There were so many things Béla wanted to say that he could not
say anything at all. Before he had even begun to digest Vilinovich’s
offer – or was it an order? - he was standing outside the crumbling
exterior of the building in the Eighth District watching the black
Mercedes peel away into the accumulating early morning traffic.
He wasted no time running up the stairs to the apartment where
he found Suzy stepping out of the bathroom, her hair wrapped in a
towel-turban.
“I have to show you something!” he cried.
Suzy protested, complained of exhaustion and the need for
sleep, but Béla refused to listen to her objections and prompted her
to get dressed. They hailed a taxi a short distance from the
apartment building; Béla instructed the driver to take them to the
address Vilinovich had scribbled down for him on the back of a
Bonbon Club business card.
The sun was rising over the horizon when they arrived. In the
apartment, cold, creamy shafts of sunlight streamed in through the
immense windows, bathing and illuminating every piece of
furniture, every ornately framed painting, every ornamental molding
and flourish within the grand space. Suzy was spellbound. It was
more than an apartment; it was a palace in the sky. They arrived at
the final room and stopped before one of the windows. It was all
there before them, the two halves of the city, Buda and Pest, divided
by the wide expanse of the Danube: The Parliament, the Chain
Bridge, Castle Hill, Gellért Hill, the Citadel, the Buda hills in the
distance, and the whole world beyond. It was all there before them.
Suzy’s icy blue eyes welled with tears. “I have the world at my
feet,” she said. She embraced Béla and kissed him and he returned
her kiss and they fondled each other and tore away their clothing
and sank down to the richly woven silk carpet on the floor.
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The sun was well above the horizon when they got to their feet
again. They stood naked before the window holding hands. Béla
gazed out over the panoramic view and smiled. They had succeeded
in making the Magyar Dream a reality.
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PART FIVE:

BUDAPORN
The portrait of Stefánia Drixler was gloomy and dark with a
lonely teardrop running down the length of the cheek. Encapsulated
within the teardrop, a tiny white stag. This was what Reinhardt
painted to commemorate the anniversary of his wife’s death that
year.
The sun was still beneath the horizon when he left the Stefánia
with the painting curled under his arm. The cemetery was cold and
damp. The night before, the meteorologist on the evening news had
forecast a light snowfall for New York, but as Reinhardt knelt
before his deceased wife’s tombstone, the only precipitation falling
from the sky was a chilly, mist-like rain. He barely noticed the
morning light when it finally came; not that there was much to
notice. The sky above the cemetery brightened into an oppressive,
dark gray slab of marble that loomed over smaller, oppressive dark
gray slabs of marble dotting the landscape surrounding him. He
looked up at the sky for a moment, then at the emptiness around
him. It was the first time he had ever come to Stefánia’s grave by
himself. On previous occasions Béla had always been there with
him, standing solemnly by his side. He glanced around at the rows
of tombstones. He was the only person in the cemetery. He felt like
the only person left in the world.
The rain soaked through his coat in no time – after an hour, the
damp cut through his clothes and gnawed away at his bones. By the
second hour, he was shivering. He remained kneeling by the side of
his wife’s grave for another hour speaking to her about their
wayward son. He stared at the painting he had leaned against the
tombstone. In the time he had been there, the misty rain had
succeeded in dissolving the top layers of oil paint on the canvas.
Streaks of black and gray rolled down the length of canvas like
melting wax down the length of a burning candle. He looked for the
white stag that he had imprisoned in Stefánia’s teardrop. The white
stag had all but disappeared and had become nothing more than a
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few streaks of white bleeding down the side of Stefánia’s youthful
face. Reinhardt lowered his head and wept.
Back at the Stefánia, Reinhardt decided he needed to see Béla.
He called a local travel agency and managed to book a last minute
flight to Hungary. He then called Gertrude in Ószabad and
informed her that he was coming home for a Christmas visit. After
he hung up, he began his daily tasks in the kitchen, all the while
thinking of what he would say to Béla when he met him.
*
It took the sight of a dead dove on a sidewalk for Béla to
remember the anniversary of his mother’s death. He was on his way
home from László Csillag’s apartment on Móricz Zsigmond Circle
where he had spent the afternoon photographing a provocative
spread featuring three Bonbon dancers. It was his last photography
session of the year; he planned to take a well-earned two week break
from work and enjoy the holidays with Suzy. They had booked a
vacation to Thailand to celebrate their newfound success. Inspired
visions of warm weather, exotic beaches, and romance with Suzy
lifted Béla to heights of happiness he had rarely experienced. He
had been in a good mood all day – sales of his magazine continued
to rise and his relationship with Suzy continued to strengthen. He
began to whistle a happy tune after he got off the Number 6 tram at
Jászai Mari Square and continued whistling as he walked along the
narrow street toward their new apartment.
He was joyously watching the light flakes of snow that had
started to fall from the near dark sky above him when he happened
upon what he thought was a dead pigeon on the sidewalk. Béla
stopped whistling and came to halt. He paused on the nearly
deserted street and realized the lump of feathers at his feet was not
a pigeon, but a dove. Suddenly, he remembered his mother. He
anxiously checked his watch. It was just after five. Though he did
not really wish to speak to Reinhardt, he felt obliged to call his
father on that day. If he hurried, he might still catch Reinhardt
awake when he telephoned home.
It took eight rings for Reinhardt to answer the phone. The
connection was much better than it had been the last time they had
spoken. There was no static in the line – no hissing, no crackling, no
delayed echo that forced Béla to awkwardly listen to the sound of
his own voice looping back on him as he spoke. As clear as the line
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was, he still had trouble hearing his father’s voice. Béla was
desperate to assuage the guilt he felt for nearly forgetting the
anniversary of his mother’s death, and he did his best to offer his
father words of comfort.
“For how long were you at the cemetery today?”
“I don’t remember.” Reinhardt’s voice was not only soft, but
monotone, as if he were half-asleep or speaking from a trance. Dead
air filled the line for a moment; finally, he said, “Listen, I’m coming
to Hungary for the holidays. I will arrive just before Christmas and
spend a week at my mother’s house in Ószabad. I would like you to
come down while I’m there.”
Béla winced as he sat in the ornate living room of his new
apartment. “I’d like to Apa, but Suzy and I have booked a trip to
Thailand during that time. Why didn’t you let me know sooner?”
It took Reinhardt nearly thirty seconds to respond. When he did,
his voice was even softer and more monotone than it had been
earlier in the conversation. “It was a spontaneous decision. I hadn’t
planned on coming. Is there any way you can postpone that trip of
yours? It would mean a great deal to me if you come to Ószabad for
Christmas. We haven’t seen each other in a long time. I’d really like
to see you and speak to you in person.”
Béla leaned back in the sofa and sighed. When he pictured how
disappointed Suzy would be about not going to Thailand, he nearly
said no to his father. Nevertheless, Béla could not find it in his heart
to turn his father down, despite the differences that had surfaced
between them. Béla imagined his father was by himself most of the
time. He pictured Reinhardt painting alone in the studio in the
morning, working alone in the bake shop during the day, eating his
meals alone at a table during meal times, painting alone again in the
studio in the evening, sleeping alone in the empty apartment at
night. Béla had always respected his father; there had been a time he
had idolized him, but his respect and admiration had melted into
pity. Underneath it all, Béla had come to view Reinhardt as
incredibly lonely man. Verge’s analogy of a minnow trapped in a
tide pool suddenly seemed very poignant. As he thought of these
things, Béla vowed he would never allow himself to suffer the same
fate. Though Reinhardt’s announcement had caught him by surprise,
Béla welcomed seeing his father face-to-face again. It would provide
him with an opportunity to explain everything and make Reinhardt
understand.
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“Okay, Apa. I can postpone that trip to another time,” Béla said
at last. He had a sudden thought after he said these words. “You’re
flying into Budapest, right? Why don’t you spend a few nights with
Suzy and me? We just moved into this amazing apartment on the
Danube; it overlooks the city. We could-”
“That’s generous of you, but I’ll only be in Hungary for a week,”
Reinhardt interrupted. “And I would like to spend that in Ószabad.”
“One night at least,” Béla insisted. “And we can all travel down
together the next day together.”
“All?”
“Sure. You, me, and Suzy.”
Something that sounded like a mild groan came through the line.
Béla frowned when he heard it; a part of him suddenly wished he
had said no to his father. He maintained an adamant expression as
Reinhardt plunged them both into a moment of awkward silence.
“I think it’s best if the two of you just meet me in Ószabad,”
Reinhardt said. In a forced conciliatory tone, he added, “I look
forward to seeing Suzy as well.”
They could find little to talk about after that. Béla jotted down
some information about his father’s visit including dates and
Gertrude’s address in Ószabad.
“It will be good to see you again,” Reinhardt said before he hung
up.”
Béla put the phone down. The front door opened a moment
later and Suzy stepped into the apartment, her arms laden with bags
and boxes.
“What’s the matter with you,” she asked idling in the vestibule
holding her bags and packages. The cold outside had nipped the tip
of her nose red. A thin layer of snow dusted her hair and the
shoulders of her coat. “You look miserable,” she said.
“I just finished speaking to my father,” Béla said. Even from
where he was sitting, he could see the small ripple on Suzy’s
forehead after she heard this. He stood up and contemplated
mentioning the anniversary of his mother’s death, but he did not
want to burden her with sad thoughts. Instead, he allowed a smile to
spread across his face and pointed at the boxes and bags she started
to put down on the floor.
“Christmas gifts for friends and family?”
Suzy scoffed. “No. These are all for me! I bought some beautiful
bikinis for our trip to Thailand.”
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Béla stood up and took a few steps toward Suzy. “My dad just
told me he’s coming to Hungary this Christmas to visit his mother.”
Suzy’s forehead throbbed again as she proceeded to unpack the
merchandise she had purchased. “It’s a shame you won’t see him.”
“I will see him. I told him we would go down and spend some
time with him in Ószabad.”
Suzy stopped rummaging through the shopping bags and gave
Béla an incensed look. “But we’re going to Thailand!”
“I can’t say no to Apa.”
“Why not? He said no to you when you needed money to keep
the business afloat!”
“Well, that’s just it. I want to patch things up with him. Make
him understand what we’re doing over here,” Béla explained.
“Who cares about what he thinks or what he understands?” Suzy
seethed. “Isn’t it obvious that he’ll never understand?”
“We can make him understand when we see him this Christmas.”
Suzy threw the shoebox she held in her hands to the floor in
disgust. “We? You think I’m going to cancel Thailand to spend time
with your father in some godforsaken village in the countryside?”
The sudden vehemence Suzy displayed stunned Béla, but he
remained levelheaded. “Why are you getting so upset about this? We
can still go to Thailand. I’ll call the travel agent and ask them to
push the booking back a week. I think it would be good if we went
and worked things out with my father.”
When Suzy heard these words, she emitted a sharp and stinging
burst of laughter. “Work out what exactly? It’s obvious he
disapproves of me. He always disapproved of me, even in New
York.” Her mind flashed back to that fateful night in Dancing
Queens – the night Reinhardt had seen her performing a favor for
one of the club’s customers. Before Béla had come to Hungary, she
had assumed Reinhardt had told his son about that night, but her
suspicions proved unfounded. Whatever the reasons, it was quite
clear Reinhardt had kept what he had seen to himself. But what if
that changed? What if he decided to tell Béla over the holidays? Her
mind scrambled to find a way to counter this possibility. “He’s liable
to say bad things about me. Untrue things in an effort to tear you
away from me and get you to go back to New York.”
“Where is this coming from all of the sudden?” Béla asked in a
mildly bewildered tone. “My father never had anything against you.”
“Maybe not at first; but what about after he found out I was
working at that awful club?”
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“He wasn’t exactly thrilled, but he accepted it.”
“What if he didn’t?” Suzy said. She began nibbling on the
fingernail of her left index finger. “Sometimes I think it was him.”
Béla winced in confusion and displayed his open palms to Suzy.
“The raid at Dancing Queens. My deportation. Sometimes I
think he was the one behind it.”
When he heard this, Béla widened his eyes in astonishment.
After a few seconds, he dropped his hands and let out a burst of
laughter. “What? Come on, Zsuzsi. My father doesn’t have it in him
to do something like that.”
“How can you be sure?” Suzy exclaimed defiantly.
“I’ve known him all my life. He’s not like that.”
Suzy continued nervously chewing her fingernail. “Ask him.
When you go to see him at Christmas. Ask him.”
“I want you to come with me.”
“No I’ll spend Christmas in Miskolc with my mother.”
“Fine, I’ll go down by myself, but I want to be with you on New
Year’s Eve.”
Suzy stopped chewing her fingernail. “Just ask him,” she
insisted.
“You’re paranoid!” Béla said laughing, but a deep and dark
corner of his mind picked away at Suzy’s notion in an effort to
determine its plausibility.
*
The sun had already set when the bus from Pécs deposited
Reinhardt before the narrow road that wound into Ószabad. He
crossed the two-lane highway and began walking. He experienced a
deep sense of nostalgia as he walked through the valley. He paused
for a moment, took a deep breath of fresh air, and wondered how
his life would have unfolded had he not seen the white stag near the
Austrian border.
Inevitably, his thoughts shifted to his son and the decisions and
events that were shaping Béla’s life, but Reinhardt found he could
not think much about it. He had already spent too many hours
agonizing over it all – the entire matter had pushed him to the brink
of nervous exhaustion. They would have their chance to talk in
person soon enough; Reinhardt’s only fear was that he would fail to
get through to Béla when they did.
As Reinhardt approached the village, he saw a few signs on the
side of the road. He examined them in the dull light of the village’s
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streetlamps. One was a metal sign containing the village’s name.
Beside this stood an old wooden sign covered in whitewash. It took
him a moment to recognize the wooden sign: It was the one the
communists had erected to display the new town emblem when he
was just a boy. Someone had taken a bucket of paint and covered
the garish red star, shrouding it completely under a heavy coating of
white. Reinhardt stared at the whitewashed sign for several minutes.
He smiled. It was the greatest work of art he had seen in decades.
He passed the old Drixler home – the one the communists had
confiscated – as he walked into town. The sight of his family name
etched in stone above the gate made the inside of his stomach feel
hollow just as it did when he was a child. The house looked
abandoned. The iron holding together the wooden gates was rusty;
the plaster on the outside facade, cracked and crumbling. He averted
his eyes and continued down the road until he saw the tiny two
room house at the end of the village. He walked through the
familiar picket gate, came to a halt at the threshold of the door, and
knocked. Gertrude opened the door a moment later. Reinhardt
remembered his mother as a sturdy and strong middle-aged woman;
in the twenty-five years that had passed she had become a frail, thin
old woman with hair that was whiter than the snow on the ground.
She had aged considerably, but her eyes were still young and full of
life.
“Welcome home,” Gertrude said, her lively eyes welling with
tears. She embraced her son in a warm hug and showered his cheeks
with kisses. The scent of chicken paprikás bubbling on the old stove
wafted through the doorway. Reinhardt followed his mother into the
kitchen. It was exactly as it had been when he left. He sat down in
his old chair in his customary place at the table and looked up at the
wall next to the ceramic stove. The crucifix, the portrait of Charles
IV, and the embroidered cloth depicting the white stag were still
there. It was good to be home.
*
Béla walked along the narrow road that meandered into Ószabad
the very next morning. He had hired a cab to take him to village, but
the driver had refused to enter the narrow, unplowed road leading
into Ószabad for fear of getting stuck in the snow. Béla had no
choice but to traverse the last kilometer into the settlement on foot.
He paid the cabbie and began the trek. Having spent his entire life
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living in large cities, Béla was unaccustomed to wide open spaces,
and he cast uneasy glances at the rolling hills on either side of him
as he made his way down the road. He had rushed out of Budapest
without giving much thought to where he was going. As a result, he
was terribly under-dressed for the weather. He had neglected to
bring a hat, scarf, or gloves. Neither his thin, uninsulated coat nor
his leather loafers offered him any real protection from the
elements. To top it all off, the bottom of his shoes were completely
smooth and offered no traction on the snow-covered road. He
frequently lost his balance and skidded to the ground. He cursed
softly and chuckled every time he hit the hard dirt road beneath the
snow.
He shivered relentlessly as he walked, but the cold did not make
the slightest dent in his mood, which was an odd blend of joy and
apprehension. The mere thought of meeting his father again and
seeing his grandmother, whom he had not seen since he was a child,
filled Béla with sweet buoyancy. Nevertheless, his joy was tempered
by considerable portions of doubt and anxiety. His time in Ószabad
would likely be filled with festive cheer, but it would also be marked
by difficult and tense conversations. Béla was not looking forward to
these imminent discussions, but he knew they had to happen if he
and his father hoped to melt the frost that had accumulated in the
space between them.
By the time he reached the foot of the village, Béla’s nose and
cheeks were as red as paprika and his fingertips and toes had gone
completely numb. He glanced around at the houses in the valley and
felt as if he were on the edge of the known universe. No one was
on the street. The only businesses he could make out were a small
store and a restaurant of some sort. In the distance, an ominous
ridge of dark clouds pushed in from the east. The only noise in the
air was a dog barking in the near distance. People actually live here?
he asked himself as he glanced at his surroundings. He shook his
head and continued down the road, keeping a close eye on the
house numbers as he went while simultaneously glancing at the
paper upon which Reinhardt had scribbled Gertrude’s address.
The directions instructed him to go all the way to the end of the
road and look for the last house in the village. Thankfully, the end
of the road was not far away. He continued walking and passed the
building that had his family name chiseled into the stone above the
gate. He came to a halt. He studied the engraved name for a minute
and wondered if his father had given him faulty directions. The
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paper told him to look for a house at the end of the road, yet he
was standing before a house in the middle of the village marked
with the name Drixler. Seeing his surname on a building in the
middle of nowhere was a surreal experience.
“So this really is where we’re from,” he said quietly. Home for
him had always been limited to the confines of the Stefánia and the
vast metropolis of New York it was nestled in. Yet as he stood
before the old, dilapidated house with his surname above the door
in the middle of a non-descript little village far-flung from
everything familiar, a sense of home filtered through his spirit. He
imagined all the relatives he had never known living, working, dying
in this faraway place and felt an instant sense of kinship with them
all. He withdrew his camera from his backpack and snapped a quick
photo of the Drixler house before he continued down toward the
end of the road.
The sense of home he had experienced when he had seen his
surname on the abandoned building only intensified once Béla
knocked on the door of his grandmother’s small house. Reinhardt
and Gertrude had both been waiting eagerly for his arrival. There
were hugs and kisses and pats on the back. Before Béla could catch
his breath, he was sitting at the table drinking a hot mug of tea
listening to his grandmother recount moments and episodes from
Reinhardt’s life in Ószabad. The tiny house was snug and warm. A
pot of stuffed cabbages bubbled pleasantly on the stone. At lunch,
delectable wine and freshly baked bread accompanied the meal. It
was good to be among family again.
The general mood within Gertrude’s house that day was one of
joy and serenity, but a mild tension between Béla and Reinhardt
slowly emerged. Both spoke at length about many things, but they
avoided talking about what was most significant to them both –
Béla’s unexpected departure from New York and his equally
unexpected new vocation. Once the coffee and cake had been
consumed, Reinhardt offered to take Béla on a tour of the village
and its immediate surroundings. Béla readily accepted, and father
and son stepped out into grey afternoon, made all the more grey by
the wood smoke hanging over the village.
They walked into the forest behind Gertrude’s house, tracing the
untrodden, snow-covered paths that mapped the history and
geography of Reinhardt’s childhood. As they advanced deeper into
the maze of large Turkey oak trees, Reinhardt spoke of all the
games and adventures he had conjured in the woods. Béla listened
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to his father intently, pausing occasionally to imagine little Reinhardt
slaying dragons with wooden swords or teen-aged Reinhardt
painting the waterfall and stream they came upon and, rather
perilously, managed to cross by hopping upon a crooked line of
strategically placed stones in the water. About thirty minutes into
the hike, Reinhardt brought them to a halt before a neglected and
decaying wooden cabin with an inwardly sagging roof.
“This was where I was born,” Reinhardt said, somewhat
saddened by the ramshackle condition of the cabin that had
provided refuge for a portion of Altfreidorf ’s residents during the
closing days of the war. “They say a white stag appeared here on
that day. The priest apparently considered it a sign. If it was, I don’t
know what it possibly could have signaled. Our village experienced
nothing but misfortune afterward.”
Béla stared at the cabin for a moment and thought of the white
stag on the embroidered cloth in his grandmother’s house. He had
also seen it in the village’s emblem on his way in from the main
road. And, of course, he had seen it countless times in New York in
his father’s paintings.
“What does the white stag symbolize for you?” he asked his
father. “Tradition?”
“Partly, but there’s more to it than that. I contemplated what the
white stag means throughout my youth, but I only began to
understand after I became an adult,” Reinhardt said softly. He lifted
his head for a moment to trace the cawing of crow that passed by
overhead among the cobweb of bare branches the forest canopy
had become. “The white stag is a guide. Think of Hunor and
Magor. The myth of finding this country. The Danube Swabians of
this village incorporated this myth into their own folklore, which is
why you see it everywhere here. The stag signifies the start of a
journey – a spiritual journey. Following the white stag is akin to
following your purpose. Pursuing the proper path. Give the stag
chase, and it will eventually lead you to where you need to go,”
Reinhardt explained. He turned to his son and faced him directly.
“Which leads me to ask, are you where you need to be?”
“Yes. I believe I am,” Béla answered firmly.
“I love you and care about you deeply,” Reinhardt said. “I want
there to be an understanding between us before we go any further
into this conversation. I am going to say things that may be difficult
for you to listen to. I want you to promise me now that you won’t be
insulted or become angry with me when you hear what I have to say.
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The last thing I want is for there to be any more distance between
us.”
Béla looked at the tops of his leather loafers, which the wet
snow had soaked through completely. He ignored the cold
numbness eating away at his toes and nodded. “Of course, Apa,” he
replied. “I don’t want that either.”
Reinhardt drew a deep breath and exhaled slowly, sending a
stream of mist into the still air around his head. “You have taken a
wrong turn,” he said methodically. “I know you probably don’t think
so, but you have.”
“I don’t expect you to approve of what I am doing here,” Béla
replied hesitantly, “but the least you could do is accept it. I came
here because I was fed up with my life in New York. Nothing was
going right for me there. I didn’t expect to stay with Suzy once I
found her, but I did. We’ve started a good business and have had
some real success with it. I’m happy being here, Apa. I was nobody
in New York; I’m somebody here.”
“You have it backwards. You were somebody in New York;
you’ve become nobody here.”
“I don’t see it that way.”
“Listen, I don’t mind that you are here. Of course, I don’t
understand it. You had a good thing going at Columbia. Your
writing would have broken through eventually. But you have turned
your back on all of it. I don’t understand it, but I can accept it. I can
even accept that you have reunited with that girl, but it is impossible
for me to accept the stupidity in which you have become
entangled.”
Béla scowled slightly. His father had wasted no time uttering
words that were difficult to listen to. Béla toed the snow before his
feet and stuffed his bare hands into his coat pockets. They had only
been in the forest for a little over half-an-hour, but the temperature
seemed to have dropped by ten degrees.
“It’s not stupid. It’s artistic.”
“If that’s artistic, then you have forgotten what art is.”
“It’s all tasteful,” Béla countered. “Like the Cabanel nude at the
museum. You’ve painted nudes before. How is what I do now any
different?”
“Truth. Beauty. Goodness. All three are required in real art.
There is nothing true, beautiful, or good about what you are doing
now,” Reinhardt said, his voice distilled with a blend of indignation
and disappointment. “And deep down, you know that. You’re trying
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to rationalize what you are doing over here, but you know it’s a lie.
Art is a good thing beautifully crafted. There is no way to beautifully
craft a bad thing. And that’s what it is, this work you produce – bad.
Not just aesthetically, but morally as well. You are trying to take
something inherently bad and convince yourself and the world that
it is, in fact, something good.”
“I disagree,” Béla snapped. “There’s nothing inherently bad
about what I do. I am celebrating beauty. There’s nothing bad about
beauty.”
“Who buys this work you produce?” Reinhardt asked. “And why
do they buy it? To celebrate beauty? You can’t honestly believe that.”
“There are many ways to celebrate beauty.”
“Work aiming at nothing higher than sexual arousal cannot be
beautiful in any real sense of the word,” Reinhardt barked. “And the
work you produce aims no higher. You know that, so stop lying to
yourself.”
“We could argue over the aesthetics of what I do for hours
without making any headway, Apa. Let’s just agree to disagree on
this.”
“This isn’t just about aesthetics. Aesthetics is merely the surface.
Have you ever considered the implications of what you’re doing
here? You’re exploiting the instability the damn communists left
behind; luring young women in with the promise of easy money. In
the country of your heritage, no less. No, no . . . aesthetics is but a
small part of it. Are you blind to the moral aspects, too?”
“What moral aspects?” Béla wondered out loud. The
conversation was starting to wear on him. He shuffled his feet in an
attempt to kick-start the circulation in his frozen toes. “Nothing I
do here is illegal. I’m not forcing any woman to do anything against
her will. In fact, I pay them all quite well and have made some of
them quite successful.”
“And what about you? Do you feel fulfilled doing this?”
“Sure. In a way.”
“Life is too short, Béla. What we do in this life carries into the
next one. You know better.”
“I think you’re reading into this too much, Apa. It really isn’t all
that bad.”
Reinhardt turned away and faced the crumbling cabin. His son
had armored himself in inversions words could not penetrate.
Reinhardt thought about what to say next, but the thick, syrupy
frustration he was experiencing had jammed the gears of his
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thinking and brought them to a halt. He took another deep breath
and continued, this time without turning to face his son, “And you
are involved in all of this with that girl? What are your intentions
with her?”
That Reinhardt was referring to Suzy as that girl irritated Béla to
no end, but he maintained his cool and offered no objection.
Instead, he said, “We got re-engaged. We’re having a good run with
the business and making quite a bit of money.”
“Is that how you measure things now? Money?”
“No, but the money helps.”
“Do you plan to marry her?”
“Sure, eventually.”
“How long do you plan to work in this business?”
The question mystified Béla. He had never considered it before.
“I don’t know. A few years. What I mean is we certainly won’t do it
forever. I imagine we will move on to other things eventually.”
Reinhardt nodded and turned his back to the cabin. Although he
had never seen the white stag in the forests surrounding Ószabad,
he experienced a sudden wish for it to appear, to come bounding
out from behind the thicket of rosehip bushes growing in a clearing
in the near distance. He wanted his son to see it, to understand its
significance, and to begin chasing it. It could lead Béla far, far away
from the life he was establishing in Budapest; far away, beyond the
reaches of all the succumbed temptations; closer, ever closer to his
purpose – his real purpose, whatever it may be.
“So you will stay here in Hungary?” Reinhardt said at last after
he had given up his faint hopes of seeing the stag.
“Yes, for now.”
“I’ll say it again, and I will say it no more. You have taken a
wrong turn. You have a duty to acknowledge that, and you have a
duty to right your course.”
“I’m not going to do this forever, Apa,” Béla said in a
conciliatory tone. “It’s just a bridge. I’ll move on to other things one
day.”
“That day should come sooner rather than later,” Reinhardt said
fixedly. “This is very serious. I don’t you think you appreciate the
gravity of what you are doing.”
It was true – Béla had no idea what his father was referring to.
All he offered in response was a mild shrug.
“My door is always open should you ever wish to return to New
York,” Reinhardt offered.
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“Thanks, Apa. That means a lot to me,” Béla said. He withdrew
his hands from his pockets and cupped them around his ears, which
had gone as numb as his toes. “Speaking of New York – I’d like to
ask you something.”
Reinhardt raised his eyebrows in anticipation.
Béla bit his lower lip nervously “Did you have anything to do
with Suzy being deported?” The startled, but otherwise vacant
expression on Reinhardt’s face told Béla everything he needed to
know. “It’s just . . . I wondered sometimes. I know you weren’t
pleased to find out Suzy was a stripper in New York.”
It was true, of course. Reinhardt had been anything but pleased,
yet he struggled to come to grips with the accusatory inquiry his son
had leveled at him. For the briefest of seconds, Reinhardt
contemplated telling Béla about Suzy – revealing what had
happened at Dancing Queens – but he could not see the good in
making any of it known. “Come on. Let’s go back to the house.
You’re shaking like a leaf,” he said instead.
“Do you see Verge often?” Béla asked in an attempt to speak of
other things – lighter things – as they retraced their steps.
“He pops into the Stefánia once in a while, but he’s on
assignment in the Balkans most of the time. He talked me into
going to his apartment once a week to make sure everything is in
order and to water his houseplant.”
“The Devil’s Ivy? It’s still alive?”
“He has a wall of photos in his apartment – naked women and
men on one side, war on the other. I don’t know what to make of
that.”
Béla slipped a little on the snowy path as he walked next to his
father. He decided to delve into a topic he was sure would brighten
his father’s mood. “How is the painting going? Are you still the talk
of the town?”
Reinhardt snickered and shook his head. “No. That’s all done
with. Lawrence sold about half of the paintings, but we started to
experience quite a bit of backlash. Some critics and academics
claimed my representations of communism are inauthentic and
offensive. That I neglected the positive side of communism. I wish
those bastards had lived in this country after the war – that would
have given them a different perspective. It’s frightening to learn that
there are idiots in this world who believe communism has a positive
side. Some even accused me of harboring fascist sympathies. Why
are you immediately labelled a fascist if you oppose communism?
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They came down on Lawrence, too. After the Washington
exhibition, he ended the whole affair. He returned the paintings he
didn’t sell. I haven’t exhibited anything else since.”
“So you bowed to the pressure? What about truth?”
“What about it? Many in this world don’t care for truth. The
ones with red stars in their heads care the least. Simple as that. But
in the end, I am not disappointed by any of it. I have reality at my
back. It doesn’t bother me in the slightest that I was rejected by
them. And thirty-five of my paintings are out there in the world.
Last I heard one is even hanging in an art museum in Buenos
Aires.”
Sunset was still an hour away, but it was already growing dark.
They walked the rest of the way to the house in silence, listening to
the mysterious, intermittent noises the forest released. Within ten
minutes the smoke of the village’s chimneys was detectable among
the trees.
“I don’t want to discuss any of this in front of your
grandmother,” Reinhardt said somberly as they neared the edge of
the forest. “So if there is anything else you would like to say, say it
now.”
Béla could think of nothing to add as they reached the clearing.
“Remember what I said about the wrong turn,” Reinhardt said
before they stepped back onto the village’s only street. “You have a
duty to acknowledge it. And you have a duty to right your course.”
Although he accepted these words with a nod, Béla did not
believe he had taken any sort of wrong turn. An unexpected turn?
Surely. An unorthodox turn? Certainly. But he could not conceive
any wrongness in the turn he had made. In his mind, it was all
simply a means, one he would eventually abandon when the time
came. Until then, he intended to capitalize on the good fortune he
had stumbled upon in Budapest, and he intended to extract
everything he possibly could from it. The conviction set like
concrete in his mind and stayed with him the whole time he was in
Ószabad. The only time he experienced even the slightest of tickle
of doubt was during the Mass in Ószabad’s small church later that
evening, but the feeling was ephemeral and he barely perceived it as
he impatiently focused on the wooden crucifix before him while
praying for the service to draw to a close.
Béla’s remaining days in Ószabad were joyful and relaxing, but
he could see Reinhardt still harbored some tension. He spent hours
speaking with his grandmother and went for long walks in the forest
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with his father. Both his grandmother and father spoke to him
mostly of the past; Béla listened actively, but his mind was squarely
fixated on the future. His thoughts slowly migrated back to Suzy
and Bonbon Media. When the day for him to return to Budapest
arrived, he experienced a light touch of relief at the prospect of
returning to the new life he had established in the city straddling the
banks of the Danube.
On the morning of Béla’s departure, Reinhardt escorted his son
back to the main road where a cab would be waiting. It had snowed
twice over the Christmas holidays, and the road leading in and out
of the village had remained unplowed.
“Come see your grandmother once in a while,” Reinhardt said as
they approached the main road ahead.
“I promised her I would; and I will,” Béla replied. “She’s a sweet
woman.”
“It was good to see you.”
“I feel the same, Apa. You’ve got my contact information now.
Keep in touch.”
The cab was there on the side of the road, idling near the spot
where the village road and the main road intersected. Father and son
paused for a moment and embraced each other in a strong hug.
“The wrong turn, Béla,” Reinhardt said as Béla was getting into
the cab. “Don’t forget what I said about the wrong turn.”
It was only after the cab had pulled away that Reinhardt
experienced a sharp stab of regret. He had not said enough to his
son. He had not gotten through. He started making his way back to
his mother’s small house and lost track of everything around him
for a while. When he finally became conscious of the outside world
again, he found himself standing near the small village church rather
than before his mother’s house. The church drew him forward; he
checked the front door. It was open. Reinhardt ducked his head
inside to see if anyone was there. The church was empty. He opened
the door and took a seat in one of the pews. He sat quietly for a
half-an-hour, then stepped back outside onto the road and walked
the short distance to his childhood home.
“Where have you been? You’ve been gone for nearly two hours.
Look at you; chilled to the bone.” Gertrude helped Reinhardt with
his coat and then insisted he sit down to drink a mug of tea.
“Do you think he will marry this girl?” Gertrude asked as she
settled down to the table.
“Possibly. Who knows? He didn’t say much about her.”
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“He mentioned a few things to me,” Gertrude admitted. “And
showed me her photograph. She’s a very beautiful girl.”
“She’s beautiful on the outside,” Reinhardt said. “But it is
difficult to know how far down her beauty goes. When she was-”
“I know who she is.”
“You do?” Reinhardt managed to utter.
“I recognized her face when Béla showed me her photograph.
She’s in the tabloids, newspapers, and on television gossip programs
every now and then.”
“She’s famous here?”
“Not just here. The world over. She’s made a name for herself as
a model, flaunting her body for the world to see. Béla didn’t tell me,
but I know he’s partially behind her success.”
Reinhardt nodded sadly as his mother spoke. “It fills me with
shame. The nonsense he’s involved in.”
Gertrude took the kettle from the stove, steeped two mugs of
tea, and sat back down at the table.
“It isn’t just this girl and Béla – it’s as if the whole country,
perhaps the whole world, has gone astray,” Gertrude said. “I hated
the communists. I was truly happy when communism collapsed.
After decades of oppression, we were finally free. But I have
become wary of this freedom that has settled over us. It’s strange,
this new freedom. It scorns traditions; turns vices into virtues. It is
based on the self – nothing more. It encourages selfish wants and
desires. Sometimes I wonder which is worse – communism or this
new freedom.”
She sat down at the table and patted her son’s hand. Reinhardt
looked at the thin, parchment-like skin on the back of his mother’s
hand.
“I poured my heart and soul into raising Béla, especially after
Stefánia died. I wanted him to be a great artist. I tried to imbue a
respect for high things in him – art, culture, philosophy, God. I
taught him the importance of hard work, of living a meaningful life.
He was on his way to becoming a writer. He had a brilliant academic
career ahead of him. And he’s abandoned it all. He’s taken a wrong
turn, and I don’t think he will ever right it.”
“You have to let your children go. I had to let you go. Do you
remember? You came home after you were released from the
service and told me you had to follow your white stag. Béla’s at that
point in his life. You have to let him go so he can chase his own
white stag.”
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Reinhardt looked up at Gertrude, his eyes laden with misery.
“I’m prepared to let him go, but Béla’s not chasing a white stag. He’s
chasing this new freedom you mentioned.”
“You took a wrong turn once. I thought you would never right
your course, but you did,” Gertrude said. “You must have faith,
Renni.”
Reinhardt nodded his head, but said nothing in response. His
well of faith had run dry. He knew if he dropped a bucket into it at
that moment, he would draw nothing but dust. The thought made
him uneasy, and he quickly expelled it from his mind.
“Tell me more about Béla and this girl,” Gertrude said.
“It’s a long story.”
“We have all night.”
*
“The porn capital of the world! That’s what this city will be! By
the time we’re done here, they’ll have to change the fucking name
from Budapest to Budaporn!”
The man who issued this rather offensive and vulgar prophecy
was Nick Silver, president of Verseper Video, one of the largest
producers, marketers, and distributors of adult films and magazines
in the United States. It was early January, 1992 and Silver had arrived
to Budapest at Viktor Vilinovich’s invitation. Affectionately known
in the industry as Nick the Dick, Silver had produced over five
hundred of his own films since launching his company in the mideighties. Before founding Verseper, he had sought his fortune in real
estate, fitness supplements, penny stocks, and time-share holiday
rentals. When none of these endeavors panned out, Silver tried his
luck at acting. He eventually became a male striptease dancer, and
later a pornographic actor who amassed over one hundred
pornographic film credits to his name. Loud and brash with a
grating, used car salesman pitch to his voice, Silver looked to be
between forty-five and fifty years old. He over-gelled his salt-andpepper hair until it looked crispy to the touch and had tanning-bed
brown skin and a shiny, ultra-white, toothpaste commercial smile.
His permanently bloodshot eyes protruded slightly from their
sockets at all times giving him the appearance of a man who was
endlessly choking on a chicken bone or some other scrap of food
lodged in his esophagus. He was constantly wiping his nose with the
edges of his knuckles and made strange sniffling sounds as he
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spoke. The clothes he wore – an awful, shimmering shirt
underneath a shiny, silver-threaded suit jacket – were as loud and
brash as he was. Béla’s first impression of the man was negative –
like the nickname implied, he thought Silver was a dick; nonetheless,
he listened intently to the pitch the porn producer was making.
“I want you guys to be my partners! A few years ago, I was like
you – working hard making my magazines and films only to have
various distribution and marketing companies take the majority of
my profits and most of my rights. I sat down one day and thought
there has to be a better way. There had to be a way I could make my
product, market it, distribute it, receive my fair share of profit, and
maintain ownership rights. I had to figure out some way to cut out
the middle man. That’s when I founded Verseper and I haven’t
looked back since.” He stopped speaking for a moment, rubbed his
nose with his knuckles, inhaled a few, short breaths through his
inflamed nostrils, then continued. “Verseper. Get it? It’s the word
perverse switched around. Most people don’t get that!”
It was difficult for Béla not to roll his eyes after he heard this.
Suzy, who did not speak enough English to comprehend Silver’s
finer points, kept tugging on her fiancé’s sleeve, pestering him to
translate for her.
“Wait until he’s done, then I’ll tell you everything,” Béla said to
her in Hungarian.
“Eh? What’s that?” Silver asked.
“Nothing. She wants me to interpret what you’re saying.”
“Doesn’t speak English, huh?” Silver said. He gave Suzy a
lascivious look with his bulging eyes. “She might not speak English,
but I know one language she speaks – sexy!”
Suzy understood the word sexy. She smiled at Silver. Béla lost his
struggle against rolling his eyes.
“Look, Mr. Silver, I want to make one thing clear before we go
any deeper into this,” he said. “Bonbon Media is not in the porn
business. We make erotica. We create art.”
“Art? Hey, whatever you say, Billy,” Silver chuckled. He wiped his
nose and snorted. “Porn. Erotica. It’s all the same shit to me!”
Silver’s nonchalance offended Béla. Porn and erotica were
certainly not the same shit to him. The secret hiding place
magazines had been porn; Bonbon magazine was erotica. The
difference between the two was vast – in Béla’s mind it was the
difference between lust and love. He wanted to continue the debate,
but Silver cut him off by launching back into his sales pitch.
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“What we do at Verseper is very basic – you make the products
under your own company name, we market and distribute them
under the Verseper banner. You get massive exposure and get to
keep most of your profits. The best thing about it is this: you don’t
have to worry about marketing and distribution – I take care of all
that. This will allow you to focus on making your product, on
making more videos and magazines.”
Béla took a minute to interpret Silver’s pitch. With every word he
said, Suzy’s blue eyes grew brighter.
“Look, I’m going to be honest with you,” Silver said after Béla
finished his translation. His used car salesman voice took on a more
serious tone. “I love your fucking work. America went crazy, when
that DJ What’s-His-Name video came out. Who are these girls?
Where can we see more of them? The few copies of the magazine
that made it to the States sold out in hours. But regular people
weren’t the only ones who took notice. The porn industry noticed,
too. As we speak, there are fucking jumbo jets full of porn directors
and photographers landing in Budapest and the rest of Eastern
Europe eager to exploit the natural resource you’ve brought to their
attention. What is this natural resource? Women, Billy. Countries full
of women, white women willing to work cheap. Jumbo jets full of
producers and the directors are coming Billy! The secret is out!
Entire platoons of porn perverts are scrambling to get over here
and stake out their claim. Some are here already.”
At this point, Nick the Dick paused and cast dramatic, paranoid
glances around the room. “Wouldn’t it be a tragedy if these
opportunistic assholes put Bonbon Media out of business? I hate to
tell you this, but some of these companies are big-time. If you go
up against them alone, you won’t stand a chance. But if you join me,
we can give these jerks a run for their money. You see, that’s what
Verseper is all about. I don’t want the two of us to compete. I want
to help you, and I want you to help me. We could be one big happy
family. And the timing of it all couldn’t be better. For years, we in
the porn business have had to exist in the shadows, always hounded
by some fanatic or other, shunned by society at large. For decades
we’ve been banned, censored, fined, imprisoned, humiliated,
scorned, shamed, and harassed. Always pushed to the fringes of
society. Having to eke out a measly existence in dingy basement
shops, run-down movie theaters, and crummy strip joints. Well,
that’s all changing my friends! Attitudes are evolving. Folks are more
relaxed now. Morals are going out the window. People are waking up
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to the idea that there is no heaven up there. Heaven is down here
and sex is the only ticket to paradise. And governments love the shit
we make. It keeps the citizenry docile and distracted, especially the
men. And the women? Well, most of them like to read their porn,
but we aren’t writers, are we Billy?”
Béla opened his mouth to say something, but thought better of
it and allowed the Dick to continue uninterrupted.
“Porn is going mainstream, baby! Give us ten years, and we’ll be
on prime-time television. We’ll be printing school textbooks. We’ll
have gleaming shops in the malls sandwiched between ice cream
parlors and shoe stores. And this city is going to help us do all that.
You join me, and I’ll help you get Bonbon Media to the next level.
By the time we’re done here, they’ll have to change the name of this
town from Budapest to Budaporn! Well, what do you think?”
Béla relayed everything Silver had said. He looked at Suzy when
he finished. She did not have to say a word; her expression told him
exactly what she thought. Béla extended his hand across the table.
“Bonbon Media Limited would be honored to become part of
the Verseper family.”
Suzy beamed as the two men shook hands. Béla glanced over
Silver’s shoulder and saw Vilinovich in the rear of the room. The
bear man stood leaning his massive frame on his left elbow, which
he kept propped on the bar like a kickstand. He lit a cigarette and
nodded his large head in approval.
*
Nick the Dick was upfront about what he wanted – sex videos.
Lots of them. A month after Béla had agreed to the partnership,
Silver phoned from Verseper’s San Fernando Valley headquarters in
Los Angeles.
“I need at least two videos a month,” Silver said. “One should be
sexy shit, like you got with Bonbon magazine – the other should be
more hardcore. Something with fucking in it.”
Béla pursed his lips after he heard this. He held the cordless
phone to his ear and moved to one of the large windows
overlooking the Danube from where he watched a barge laden with
coal navigate its way under the Margit Bridge. “Nick, I told you
before, I don’t make porn. I make erotica.”
“What do you mean? What’s more erotic than fucking?”
“I won’t produce hardcore. It goes against my principles.”
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Silver snickered and snorted into the receiver. “Principles? What
the hell are you talking about? You’re in the sex business!”
“There’s a huge difference between porn and-”
“I don’t get it, but whatever, it’s your fucking company,” the
porn distributor said. His conciliatory tone did not last long. When
he continued speaking, there was a noticeable edge to his car
salesman voice. “Erotica? Porn? Either way you’re producing stuff
that aims to make people horny, so what gives?”
This line of reasoning concerning erotica and pornography left
Béla at a complete loss for words. In his mind, one was more
explicit than the other, but he could not determine why. He repeated
what he had said a moment earlier. “I don’t make porn. I make
erotica.”
“Again with the erotica! Take the stick out of your ass and
loosen up a little, will ya? At the very least I need a line of lesbian
videos with Suzy Kiss and a bunch of other girls in it.”
“Suzy is my fiancée!” Béla protested. He lifted his eyes from the
river and watched a flock of pigeons flutter over the Gothic dome
of the Parliament Building in the near distance.
“Yeah. So?”
It irritated Béla to have to explain the obvious. “I love her. I
can’t put her lesbian films. It’s not right.”
“Billy, if you start up with the principles thing again, I’ll hang up
the phone! You’ve been pimping nude photos of your fiancée and
selling them to the world for months. I’ve even seen her in lesbian
spreads you’ve shot for Bonbon magazine!”
“Those were just poses. She wasn’t really touching the girls in an
intimate way. It was just insinuated.”
“It’s time to take it the next level!” Silver cried. His voice became
saturated with impatience. “I don’t have time to split fucking hairs
over porn and erotica. I run a big show over here. I have enough
goddamned headaches as it is; I don’t need any more. Vikshi asked
me to work with you, but if we can’t come to some kind of mutual
agreement, then we may as well part ways now. At the very least I
need a series of hardcore girl-girl vids.”
Béla glanced out at the Castle Hill, so lovely in the morning light
as the rising sun in the east drenched it with yellow light. He and
Suzy had abandoned the dingy Eighth District apartment the same
day he had shown her the place after his meeting with Vilinovich in
the Rudas Bath. He recalled the smile on her face after they claimed
the palatial apartment as their own, the joy that overcame her as she
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drifted from one massive room to the other, the ecstasy in her eyes
as her hands traced over the opulent furnishings, the sheer
happiness she had expressed ever since their move. He reflected
upon how happy their meeting with Silver had made her. He shook
his head and looked over at the Margit Island which reminded him
of Central Park in New York. Though it was only February and the
trees on the island were still bare, there was a hint of spring in the
air. The temperatures had remained above freezing since the
beginning of the week and with each passing day the sun stayed in
the sky for a few minutes longer. A change of seasons would soon
be upon them. In a few weeks, there would be new life – a rebirth.
He imagined Suzy’s happiness blossoming up from the ground like a
flower. He smiled.
“Well? Do you want to be part of Verseper or not?”
Silver’s voice jarred Béla from his thoughts. He gazed down at
the slow moving waters of the Danube and had a thought. “I’ll have
to talk to Suzy about it. See what she says.”
“She’ll agree to it; you can count on that,” Silver said confidently.
“And you’ll get a kick out of it, too. Let’s be honest, Billy. Us men,
we all fantasize about seeing our sweethearts with other women. It’s
hardwired into us. You’ll see – after you make that first vid, you’ll
want to make a hundred more.”
The thought dismayed Béla; not because it was shocking, but
because it was true, at least as it applied to him. He reflected on the
softcore lesbian spreads he had shot for the magazine and how
much they had aroused him. The ones in which he had featured his
fiancée had aroused him the most. He imagined Suzy participating
in the sorts of videos Silver wanted and felt his groin stiffen.
“But I still need conventional hardcore,” Silver continued.
“Male-female stuff.”
“What if I get someone else to make those kinds of films for
you? I have a partner over here, László Csillag. He helped me make
that DeMaxo music video. He has experience making porn. They
call him the Pioneer of Hungarian Pornography. I could ask him to
make the other hardcore films, and we could market them under the
Bonbon banner.”
“You’re willing to pass that on to someone else because of your
principles? I don’t get you, Billy. Fine, get this Cheelog to make the
male-female porn; you stick to the lesbian stuff and your stupid
erotica for now. In any case, you’re going to make two videos a
month, every month for the next six months. Get this Cheelog to
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do the same. After six months, we’ll look at the sales numbers and
determine our next steps from there. If your stuff sells, we’ll
expand your presence. If not, I’ll cut you loose. And like it or not,
you’re going to make real hardcore flicks for me one day. Count on
it.”
“Is that your idea of creative control?”
“You want me to distribute your shit or not?”
Instead of speaking into the phone, Béla simply nodded his
head. Shooting two videos a month in addition to producing a
monthly magazine title struck him as an exorbitant amount of work.
He was consistently logging fifty hour weeks producing Bonbon
magazine. He quickly estimated the amount of time it would take to
complete the products Silver demanded. There did not seem to be
enough days in the month to get it all done. He sighed and rubbed
the back of his neck with his free hand as he paced back and forth
in the living room. “I don’t know how I will be able to shoot all that
material,” he said finally.
“I don’t care how you do it, just get it done. America’s had a
taste of Suzy Kiss and Bonbon and it wants more,” Silver cut in.
The impatience in his voice dripped off every word he uttered. He
paused for a second and took three deep sniffs through his nose. “I
got people calling me every day asking me when I’ll have some more
material with Bonbon girls in them. We can’t disappoint. I’ll call you
back in a week to check in on how things are going.” Silver signed
off, but before Béla hung up, he heard the Dick’s voice shouting
through the line again. “A couple of more things. I got a girl over
there in Budapest who has done work for me in the past. She’s a bit
worse-from-wear, but she knows all the ins-and-outs of making
flicks. I’ll have her contact you. She can help you – act as a
consultant. Hold your hand a little. Help you avoid common
mistakes. The other thing. Those principles of yours. You gotta
drop them if you want to make serious cash in this business, Billy.
People aren’t interested in erotica – they want hardcore. Now, I’m
gonna give you a piece of advice. I want you to remember it. You
listening?”
“Yeah. Sure.”
“Good. Here it is: If you want to get what you want, you have to
give the people what they want. You understand?”
After he hung up the phone, Béla walked back to the grand
window in the living room and gazed out at the view. He wondered
how he was going to get Suzy to agree to the lesbian films. He also
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wondered how he would fulfill all the demands Nick Silver had
burdened him with. He picked up the phone and called Csillag.
“I need to speak to you about our agreement. I signed a contract
with a distributor in America. He wants exclusive distribution rights
for all material Bonbon Media produces.”
On the other end of the line Csillag went pale as he stood in the
living room. He had just wrapped up a photo shoot for an
upcoming issue of one of his own magazines. He stared at the two
girls he had photographed and pondered the ramifications of Béla’s
unexpected announcement.
“You threw me over?”
“It’s not like that. I haven’t thrown you over. I mean, yeah, you’re
not Bonbon magazine’s distributor anymore, but there are other
opportunities I’d like to discuss with you.”
The telephone began to tremble in László Csillag’s hands. He
watched his wife playfully grope the models as they got dressed and
feared the other opportunities Béla had referred to might leave him
with less than his current fifteen percent cut from the sales of
Bonbon.
“We’ll talk it about face-to-face. I’ll be over in twenty minutes.”
Csillag hung up and paced the hallway until Béla arrived.
“I can’t believe you just screwed me over like that! Without my
help, there would be no Bonbon magazine!” Csillag said indignantly.
He was sitting in his living room trying to come to terms with Béla’s
decision to grant Verseper exclusive distribution rights to Bonbon
Media Limited’s products. The living room had gone through
dramatic changes since the last time Béla saw it. All the old Sovietera furniture had been replaced by sleek, ultra-modern Scandinavian
furnishings. The walls were freshly painted. Brand new hardwood
floors and expensive Persian carpets covered the floor. A state-ofthe-art television with an enormous screen stood in the corner.
Csillag sat amidst his new possessions – paid for with portion of the
money he had swindled from DeMaxo’s record company – with a
tense expression on his face. He had planned to use the proceeds
from coming month’s distribution revenue to purchase a new
bedroom suite. Since he had invested most of the music video
money in a vacation property on Lake Balaton, he was short on
funds. Without his fifteen percent cut from the upcoming issue of
Bonbon, the bedroom furniture he coveted would remain in the
showroom. Csillag pictured someone else purchasing the bedroom
set from under his nose and frowned. He gave Béla a pained look.
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“After all I did for you, this is the thanks I get?” he said bitterly.
“Throwing me over the minute a better offer comes along? I
thought we were more than just business partners; I thought we
were friends.”
“I haven’t thrown you over! My deal with Verseper will provide
you with new opportunities, opportunities to make much more than
you made distributing the magazine!” Béla said. “Nick Silver is the
big-time. For months you’ve been pestering me about finding an
American distributor. Well here it is!”
“It’s good for you, but you’ve shut me out!” Csillag exclaimed.
He stared angrily at his associate and added, “I hope the devil fucks
you in the ass!”
“Look, Silver wants Bonbon to make hardcore. I’ve agreed to
make lesbian features, but the other stuff? I don’t want anything to
do with that. I want to stick to my erotica and the girl-girl stuff.
Here’s my offer – make two hardcore videos for Bonbon a month.
You can even put your name on them. Call them Leo Starr
productions, or whatever. The material will fly under the Bonbon
Media flag, but it will remain your work. Best of all, Verseper will
distribute it. Worldwide distribution, Laci. And we can split the
proceeds of everything we create. Instead of fifteen percent, you
can keep half all gross sales on your videos.”
Some color slowly seeped back into Csillag’s cheeks. “This is a
big company in America?”
“One of the biggest. Silver sells hundreds of thousands of
videos every month. And Vilinovich is involved in the business now.
He’s the one who introduced me to Silver,” Béla said. He watched
Csillag’s face return to its normal color. “Vilinovich has dedicated a
whole floor of his building on Váci Street to Bonbon Media. You
should see what he’s done to the place. There’s a huge reception
area with a gigantic desk with the Bonbon Media logo on it. I have
my own private office in there and so does Suzy. I also have two
huge studios on the floor. And he’s procured a truckload of
photography and video equipment and set up a dark room with a
fully automated photo developing machine. You should see that
thing! I don’t even know how it works! But you know what really
amazes me? He’s hired assistants and a make-up artist and a
secretary and marketing people and sales people and video editors
and God-knows-who-else. It’s obvious Vikshi expects big things of
Bonbon Media – extremely big things. You know what he told me
the other night?”
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Csillag leaned forward in anticipation.
“He told me Bonbon Media would make us all rich!”
The word rich nearly dislodged Csillag from his seat.
“This is going to be huge, László! I need you to be a part of it.
Just think – you’ll finally have a chance to get some of your work
over to America!”
The old visions of Beverly Hills, Hawaii, and Fifth Avenue
flickered across the screen of László Csillag’s mind. He glanced at
some copies of Super-Sexy and a few of the other second-rate sex
magazines he peddled. The cheap magazines and the sex shop on
Teréz Boulevard provided an admirable income by local standards,
but they would never make him rich, at least not in the American
sense of the word. Csillag raised his gaze from the table and studied
Béla for a moment. Doing business with the American had brought
him immense profits; the pornographer was making more money
distributing Bonbon than he ever had selling his own material. The
DeMaxo fraud was the greatest amount of money Csillag had ever
managed to make in one shot. Whether he had distribution rights to
Bonbon magazine or not, Csillag understood it was in his best
interest to stick with Béla. If what Béla said about Vilinovich’s
sudden interest in Bonbon Media and the American porn company
were true – and they were certain to be true for Csillag knew his
young business associate lacked the required guile to be an effective
liar – then even bigger bags of money would most likely start falling
from the sky. Csillag grinned as pictured the bags of money falling
from the heavens. He wanted to be there when that happened, his
arms wide-open, eager to catch everything that dropped near him.
He leaned forward on the couch and extended his hand.
“So when do we get to work?” he asked.
“As soon as I convince Suzy to sign on to the videos Silver
wants,” Béla said.
Suzy arrived home from the Bonbon Club earlier than expected
that night, and Béla wasted no time detailing his earlier conversation
with Nick Silver to her.
“He’ll only distribute us if I make a series of girl-girl films,” Béla
said at the very end by way of conclusion.
Suzy – who had complained about being tired and having a
headache the moment she had walked into the door – shrugged her
trim shoulders and moved to stand up from the sofa. “So make
some girl-girl videos.”
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Béla took Suzy by the hand. “There’s a catch. They would have
to feature you.”
To Béla’s surprise, Suzy merely shrugged again. “That’s fine. I’ve
done photo spreads with other girls.”
“But these would be hardcore,” Béla said cautiously. “They
would involve actual sex. Of course, I would make them beautiful.
Erotic; but they would still be hardcore.”
Suzy recoiled a little when she heard this. She withdrew her hand
from Béla’s and sat up straighter on the couch. “But I’m not a
lesbian,” she protested.
“I told Silver as much, but he insisted,” Béla explained. “Look, I
don’t really like any of this either, but it’s the only compromise
Silver was willing to make. He actually wants us to feature you in
male-female porn, but I told him that was out of the question.”
Suzy’s forehead gave off a slight flutter. “I’d have an easier time
having sex with a man than I would with a woman,” she said
guilelessly.
“Sure, but you can’t do that,” Béla said, taken aback by Suzy’s
straightforwardness. “I mean, you’re my fiancée. I couldn’t stand
seeing you with other men. It would be infidelity.”
“But seeing me with another woman is somehow acceptable to
you? What difference does it make? I’d be having sex with other
people. It would be infidelity either way.”
“Sure, technically. But if you’re with women only then-”
“Then your precious manhood wouldn’t feel threatened. You
wouldn’t have to deal with your own insecurity issues,” Suzy cut in.
“Being with women would be worse for me. It would be unnatural.
Just thinking about it disgusts me. You, on the other hand, are a
typical man – you get turned on by seeing women together.”
As far as Béla was concerned, Suzy’s line of reasoning was solid
and incontestable. He could think of no logical rebuttal to counter
what she had said. “You’re right. None of it is good. I’ll call Silver
tomorrow and let him know we’re not making any sort of hardcore
films. He’ll probably end our partnership right then and there, but it
will be for the best. I already don’t like where any of this is
heading.”
“He said he would end the partnership?”
“He was fairly clear about it.”
This possibility was anathema to Suzy. The idea of making
lesbian films sickened her, but the idea of losing the money a
partnership with a company like Verseper would bring sickened her
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even more. A pocket of silence filled the room. Suzy’s forehead gave
off two slight tremors.
“Fine,” she said. “I’ll do it.”
“I don’t want you to do it if you don’t want to.”
“This isn’t about what I want to do,” Suzy said simply. “This is
about I have to do.”
“You don’t have to do anything,” Béla offered. “We can call off
everything and go back to doing what we were doing before.”
“Success never moves backwards,” Suzy replied. “And it always
requires sacrifice.”
And with that, she stood up, kissed Béla gently on the cheek, and
left the room to prepare for bed. Béla remained in the living for a
while ruminating over everything that had transpired over the
course of the day. He could not shake the feeling that what he and
Suzy were committing to do amounted to a misstep. At the same
time, the prospect of seeing his fiancée in the kinds of films he had
agreed to make for Silver enticed him to no end. For a few seconds
he marveled at his own conflicting feelings – how could something
he knew to be wrong stimulate such carnal arousal? He thought
about the two cities his father had spoken of at the museum. He
had always aspired to discipline his desire in an effort to live in both
cities simultaneously. Nevertheless, as he stood up to leave the
room, he wondered if his decision to make the kinds of film Nick
Silver wanted him to make would upset the delicate equilibrium
between love and lust.
*
“Anal. You need to have lots of anal. Don’t ask me why; guys
like that sort of thing.”
The statement made Béla grimace in spite of himself. It was the
day after his phone conversation with Nick Silver; he and László
Csillag were sitting in Bonbon Media’s brand new headquarters on
the third floor of what he and Suzy had affectionately started
referring to as the Bonbon Building. Both men studied the woman
Nick Silver had sent act as a consultant.
Erzsébet Barna, better known in the adult entertainment
industry as Betty Ballerina, was a slim, bleached-blonde with gray
eyes and a slightly gray complexion. She was an attractive, woman,
but her beauty was like the sad beauty of a wilting flower; though
she still turned heads, it was obvious her best years were behind her.
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She had arrived at the new Bonbon Media Limited offices fifteen
minutes late and more than a little drunk.
Before she became Betty Ballerina, Erzsébet Barna had been a
ballet dancer who defected in 1981 when she traveled to Paris with
the National Hungarian Ballet. A second string dancer with no
hopes of ever achieving fame or riches in her home country, she
applied for political asylum in France only to have her claim denied.
With the threat of deportation looming over her, Erzsébet snuck
over the French border to Germany where she applied for asylum
and tried to land a spot with a ballet company. She had a few
auditions, but was not accepted anywhere.
With her hopes of joining a Western ballet company dashed,
twenty-year-old Erzsébet continued her dancing at other venues and
eventually became the star attraction at several nude revues and
topless bars in Berlin and other German cities. She married a
German, divorced two years later and, with status papers in hand;
she continued traipsing through strip clubs all over Western Europe.
She enjoyed striptease dancing. True, it was not the ballet, but at
least she was dancing, and it afforded her easy and perpetual access
to her second passion in life – alcohol. Erzsébet Barna came from a
long line of dipsomaniacs; dancing in strip clubs filled two of her
greatest needs – the need to express herself with her body, and the
need to drink herself to the point of oblivion each and every day.
She maintained this fine balance until 1988 when her love of the
drink overpowered her love of the dance and she was unable to
carry on as a stripper. After many unfortunate incidents – falling off
stages, failing to appear for work, vomiting on patrons – Erzsébet
was barred from most of Europe’s finest strip clubs. She descended
down the ladder until she ended up a curbside prostitute.
One night she was picked up by Remi Valet, a small-time
Parisian porn producer, who recruited Erzsébet for a half-dozen
low-budget stag films. For the films, Valet renamed Erzsébet and
Betty Ballerina was born. Betty’s films caught the attention of
directors working for Discreet Media in Holland, an international
production company with an enormous market share of the adult
media world. They marveled at her flexibility and immediately cast
her in their films. Her flexibility and the creative way she utilized it
during her sex scenes made Betty Ballerina an instant sensation
among pornography connoisseurs. She completed twenty films for
Discreet before her hard-drinking ways undermined her again.
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She was back in Hungary in 1990 shortly after the end of
communism. She cobbled together a meager existence as a
streetwalker and peep show model. Nick the Dick Silver
rediscovered Betty Ballerina during his first scouting mission to
Budapest in 1991. After sampling Betty’s flexibility in the cramped
compartment of his tiny, rented Lada, he made an offer of
employment to her on the condition she completed an Alcoholics
Anonymous program. Her two Verseper films and her attempt at
sobriety had one thing in common – they were both miserable
failures. Betty Ballerina had since gone back to the bottle.
“Anal,” Betty repeated. “Lots of it. Of course, you can’t let the
girls go into an anal scene cold. They have to loosen themselves up
a bit; otherwise the whole scene will look and sound like a torture
film. Oh, and any girl who does anal should fast for at least twentyfour hours, and then do an enema.”
László Csillag withdrew a small spiral notepad and began taking
notes.
“I’m not doing any anal scenes in my videos, but maybe Laci
will” Béla announced.
“Really? Does Nick know about that?”
“I’m only making girl-on-girl hardcore.”
“Silver likes anal in those, too,” Betty said.
“My videos won’t have any of that. They will be sensual and
beautiful – not vulgar and cheap,” Béla explained. He offered Csillag
an apologetic glance. “No offence, Laci.”
“None taken,” Csillag mumbled.
“Bonbon Media will be like a coin,” Béla elaborated. “One side
will feature conventional hardcore stuff. Csillag, also known as Leo
Starr, will be in charge of that. The other side of the coin will be
dedicated to Billy Trickster’s high quality erotica and sensual
hardcore. My vision is to make beautiful women even more
beautiful. That will be my territory. This way we will be able to cover
the market.”
Betty Ballerina looked at Béla as if he were an idiot. She
shrugged her shoulders and continued prattling off her list of
advice, which she aimed almost exclusively at Csillag. “Anal or no
anal, you have to hire a clean-up crew: a couple of old ladies to pick
up everything and mop up the floors when the scene is done – you
don’t want to be the one who does it. Trust me. Have lots of plastic
bags and antiseptic handy. The performers need to be tested for
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sexually transmitted diseases as often as possible, and you have to be
in compliance with Section 2257 of the U.S. Code . . .”
And the endless stream of useful tips went on and on. Csillag
continued scribbling them down in his notepad.
When Betty finished divulging all the information she thought
pertinent, she reached into her purse and withdrew a small silver
flask. She took a quick swig and wiped her mouth. “Sorry,” she said
as she tucked the booze back into her white leather purse. “If I
don’t take a shot every half hour or so, I get the shakes.”
Béla stared at her with pity in his eyes; it was only eight-thirty in
the morning.
“So when are you going to start shooting?” Betty asked after the
alcohol had soothed her quivering hands.
“The day after tomorrow, if all goes well,” Csillag responded.
“And you?” she asked, turning the question to Béla.
“End of the week at the latest.”
Betty nodded and glanced around at Béla’s posh office, and then
craned her neck and surveyed the empty desks and tables in the
rooms outside. “Quite the operation you have here. Impressive.
Reminds me of Discreet Media. Those guys are pros.”
“Bonbon Media is a relatively new company. We hope to give
Discreet Media a run for its money.”
Betty Ballerina gave Béla a serious, appraising look. “It’s a shit
business, you know. I don’t understand why a young guy like you
would even want to get into it. At least you have the brains to stay
behind the camera, but still.” Her serious expression grew sterner.
“This business will carve a part of you away – doesn’t matter who
you are.”
“Everyone’s got to make a living,” Béla offered in return. The
answer sounded cheap and insincere to his ears. He gave Betty a
contrite look and added, “What I mean is, I don’t mind the work.
Like I said earlier, I love making beautiful women even more
beautiful.”
“Making beautiful women even more beautiful. That’s
something. That’s really something,” Betty said as she stood up.
After she was on her feet, she turned to Csillag and said, “Here’s my
number. Let me know where and when you will be shooting, and I’ll
join you on set.”
The two men escorted the washed up porn star out of the office
into the larger room beyond. Betty stumbled a little before reaching
the elevator. She took one more drink from her flask before the
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elevator arrived. Béla checked his watch. It was barely quarter-tonine.
“I think she’ll be a great help,” Csillag said after the elevator
doors closed. “Provided she isn’t pickled when she shows up.”
“What are you going to shoot the day after tomorrow?” Béla
asked his partner absently as they made their way back to the office.
“I’m going to stick to simple scenes – five of them. A mix of
stuff. Male-female; a threesome; a lesbian thing my wife wants to
direct,” Csillag explained. “I’m curious to see how it will turn out,”
he added. “More importantly, I’m curious to see how it will sell!
What about you?”
“Mine will be like a series of short stories,” Béla explained. “Will
you need any help from me later this week?”
“No, I think I’ll manage,” Csillag responded.
An immense feeling of relief washed over Béla when he heard
this – he had his mind set on his own work and was not at all
interested in involving himself in the type of low-grade smut Csillag
would undoubtedly produce.
*
Suzy’s Kisses, Béla’s first hardcore lesbian feature, took less than
four days to shoot. He invited Betty Ballerina and Csillag to help on
the set. The first thing Betty did was insist Béla abandon his vision
of infusing a narrative into the video.
“Stories complicate things,” Betty explained. “And let’s be frank
– these girls aren’t actresses.”
Béla reluctantly scrapped the characters and plot he had outlined
for his first video and agreed to film a series of unrelated scenes
instead. In addition to Suzy, he had cast five other girls including the
two of the dancers who had appeared in the premiere issue of
Bonbon Magazine. Betty Ballerina’s advice helped Béla and Csillag
avoid many pitfalls while they filmed the scenes in one of the large
studios on the third floor of the Bonbon Building. Despite the
guidance, the shoot was not without its share of difficulties.
For the first scene, Béla ambitiously wanted to shoot a three-way
featuring Suzy, Helena Happy, and Lívia Lexington. The scene was a
disaster from the start. Though the three young women did their
best to appear amorous after the video cameras were turned on
them, their discomfort ultimately bled through. Exasperated by their
lackluster performance, Béla stopped filming and, in as diplomatic a
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manner as he could muster, criticized all three for their lukewarm
portrayal of Sapphic passion.
“You all look like you would rather be having dental surgery,” he
complained.
“Easy for you to say!” Suzy said. “But you’re forgetting one
thing, genius. We’re not really lesbians!”
“All women have an innate lesbianism within them,” Margit
Csillag chimed in from the background. “Dig deeper and you will
find it, my dears!”
“I’m fine with all this,” Helena chirped. “But I think I’m bisexual
anyway.”
“There you see!” Margit exclaimed.
“Maybe you should have a few drinks,” Betty suggested. She was
sitting in a collapsible chair a short distance from the camera, silver
flask clasped in her hand. “That always did the trick for me. That, or
some blow.” She paused for a second and glanced around. “Anyone
have any blow? I could really use some.”
Suzy gave both Betty and Margit a distraught look.
“Look, lesbian or not, you need to bring some passion to the
scene,” Béla said as he stepped away from the camera. “You’re
actresses! Get into the role! Make me believe you’re lesbians even if
you aren’t.”
These words further incensed Suzy. “You make it sound so easy.
Why don’t demonstrate for us. Start getting all hot and heavy with
László. Go on!”
Neither Csillag nor Béla could look at each other after Suzy said
this.
“All right, I get your point, but you agreed to do this. You knew
what it would be about,” Béla said, staring impatiently at Suzy. “It’s
not much different from the photo shoots.”
“We just hold hands or lay next to each other in the photo
shoots. This is different. I have to touch them in other places.”
Suzy’s discomfort dampened Béla’s enthusiasm for the shoot. He
glanced around the set and realized he had committed himself and
Suzy to something that was both nefarious and absurd. “All right.
The shoot’s over!” he announced. “I don’t want to do this and
neither does Suzy. We’re scrapping this whole thing.”
Astonished murmuring filled the room. Suzy glared icily at Béla.
She knew Nick Silver would be infuriated to learn they were
abandoning the lesbian project. On top of that, it would seriously
impede their chances of making more money. A slight throb
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erupted on her forehead. She reminded herself that success required
sacrifice. “We’re not scrapping anything,” she said defiantly.
“This was a bad idea,” Béla asserted. “Forget about it. You don’t
have to prove anything to anyone.”
“We agreed to do it, and we’re going to do it,” Suzy maintained.
“I just have to get over my nerves; that’s all. Maybe I’ll have that
drink Betty suggested earlier.”
Everyone took a break. Betty Ballerina poured the three young
women each a double shot of whiskey after Béla retrieved a bottle
from the strip club downstairs. She followed this up with another
double shot for each of them after they had consumed this first.
Thirty minutes later, filming resumed. The alcohol succeeded in
loosening up the models somewhat, but Suzy continued to struggle
in her role as a Sapphic seductress. Nevertheless, she eventually
subjugated her revulsion by imagining she was with Béla rather than
with two females. This mental trick, helped along by another double
whiskey, worked wonders. Suzy’s performance in the scene gradually
became arousing; toward the end of the scene, it bordered on aweinspiring. When it was all over, Béla stood behind his camera barely
able to breathe. Margit Csillag leaped out of her chair and showed
her appreciation with a vigorous round of applause.
“Such heat!” she exclaimed happily. “Such fire!”
Béla and Csillag began packing away their equipment, and the
three models went downstairs to shower in the strip club’s dressing
room. Gradually everyone dispersed. Once Béla was alone in the
studio, he peered into the viewfinder of his video camera to
examine some of the footage he had shot. A lewd and lascivious
fantasy came to life in the square inch of his viewfinder. Even in its
raw, unedited form, Béla found the scene was incredibly arousing,
and he considered how fortunate he was to see his fiancée physically
act out one of his deepest and most debauched desires. He ended
up watching the entire scene before it occurred to him that Suzy still
had not returned from her shower downstairs. He put the camera
down and went to see what was taking her so long, humming
happily as he made his way down the stairs. The video shoot that
day had whipped his libido into a frenzy; and he suddenly found
himself entertaining notions of having a quick romp with Suzy
before she danced her shift that night.
Béla knocked on the dressing room door several times before
entering. The dressing room appeared to be empty. He called out
Suzy’s name. When no one responded, he turned to leave, but as did
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so he heard some muffled sobs coming from the shower stalls in the
bathroom. He called out again and then walked into the showers.
Suzy was sitting cross-legged in one of the stalls, naked and
quivering, vomit dripping from her thighs and abdomen. Her face
was free of make-up and her eyes were red with tears. Béla had
rarely seen Suzy’s natural face. The few times he had, he had always
been awed at how young, innocent, and vulnerable it appeared
without the accents, lines, colors, and shadows she applied with
eyeliner, eyeshadow, blush, toner, and lipstick. The young and
innocent face sobbed uncontrollably as it stared up him. Béla
dropped to his knees just outside the stall. His inflamed libido went
ice cold.
“What happened?”
“I became sick just after the girls left,” Suzy managed to
stammer. “This terrible feeling came over me. It was as if someone
cut open my stomach.”
Béla wrapped his arm around her shoulder and did his best to
comfort her. He clenched his teeth in shame and anger. “We’re not
making any more of these damn films,” he said.
Suzy shook her head as her quivering subsided somewhat. “No.
It wasn’t that. It must have been the drinks.”
“It was more than just the drinks.”
“I was nervous . . . but it was the drinks. I am not used to
whiskey. That’s all.”
Béla sensed Suzy was being untruthful, but it was neither the
time nor the place to discuss the matter further. “Come on,” he said
as he helped her stand up. “Let’s get you cleaned up. We’re going
home.”
“But my shift at the club begins in two hours,” Suzy said once
she back on her feet.
“You’re taking the night off,” Béla said. “Fiancé’s orders.”
Once they were home, Béla attempted to convince Suzy to
abandon the pledge they had made to Nick Silver, but Suzy rebuffed
him at every turn. She denied the spell she had suffered in the
shower stall had anything to do with video shoot and maintained the
alcohol had been the cause of her nausea. Unable to persuade her,
Béla concluded he had no choice but finish the remaining scenes
even though his own desire to do so had dulled considerably. Suzy
appeared in two more segments of the video; she completed both
without suffering any visible breakdown afterwards.
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Nevertheless, Béla sensed a change in his fiancée once taping
wrapped up. He could not determine what the change was exactly,
but he sensed an alteration in her overall demeanor. She had always
crackled with ambition, but the energy she exuded after she
completed Suzy’s Kisses was colder, harder, and more resolute. Her
actions and attitude hinted she had suffered some immaterial loss.
Whatever the loss had been, she seemed determined to not lose
anything else going forward. She completed her work on the video
with doggedness and pertinacity, seemingly fueled by nothing more
than willpower. In contrast, Béla was being tugged in the opposite
direction. Whatever excitement and anticipation he had experienced
before taping began gradually melted away. The sight of Suzy
collapsed in the shower stall seeped into every aspect of his work on
the project. The arousing fantasies he had built up in his mind and
manifested through his camera became infected with the guilt he
had experienced upon discovering Suzy naked and quivering in the
shower. When the final edit was complete, he could barely bring
himself to watch it in its entirety.
*
Suzy’s Kisses enjoyed immense financial success after its release.
To Béla surprise, it also triggered an avalanche of mail to the
headquarters of Bonbon Media. Most were of the fan mail variety –
letters of admiration, praising Suzy’s beauty and sex appeal. Some
were polite; others, vulgar. Some asked Suzy for advice on how to
succeed with beautiful women. There were some letters addressed
to the other dancers who appeared in the videos he and Csillag shot
and, every once in a while, there was a letter addressed to Béla.
People wrote him asking for a job or offered him suggestions for
scenes for future videos. He collected all the letters and filed them
in a cabinet in his office. The legion of admirers lining up behind
the company and its products continued to grow.
Nick Silver forwarded royalty checks at the end of each month,
and with each passing month, the checks became bigger. Locally,
Suzy and Béla were transitioning from minor celebrities to major
stars in their own right. On the rare occasions they went out for an
evening of dancing, they were immediately pulled from the line and
given V.I.P. treatment. Securing tables at fully booked restaurants
also came easily. They continued appearing in Hungary’s gossip rags
and were often featured in television programs focusing on the
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entertainment industry. With each passing day, the Magyar Dream
grew larger.
Yet sour points did emerge. One such sour point was the
handful of letters Béla received from women’s rights activists and
feminists. Some of these lauded Bonbon Media. They wrote letters
praising Suzy for her business acumen and expression of female
power. However, most feminists hated Bonbon Media and heaped
their hatred on Billy Trickster. Strongly worded letters condemning
Béla and his company for objectifying and demeaning women began
arriving almost daily. The first critical letters upset Béla – so much
so that he took the time to write some long-winded replies claiming
the true nature of his work had been misunderstood. My magazines
and films do not degrade or objectify women, he wrote in one response, on
the contrary, I strive to glorify and exalt women. His replies received even
more scathing rebuttals. Béla made several more attempts to plead
his innocence, but when he made no inroads, he ignored the
scathing letters and found solace by donning the role of the
misunderstood artist.
To his surprise, enraged feminists were not the only people who
objected to his art. At the beginning of June, Bonbon Media
Limited became the focal point of a nationwide debate in Hungary.
Bored by the monotony of shooting his models in interior settings
and yearning to explore the city in which he lived but barely knew
anything about, a flash of inspiration struck Béla and he moved
some of his photo sessions for Bonbon magazine outdoors as the
weather grew warmer. The April and May magazines and videos
depicted his models posing before many of Budapest’s most notable
landmarks and heritage sights. He shot Helena Happy near St.
Stephen’s Basilica, three young dancers including Suzy in Hero’s
Square, a lesbian scene on the Chain Bridge, and a series of shots of
Suzy near the Parliament Building. Béla’s personal favorites were the
nude photos of women posing before statues commemorating
famous Hungarian writers. One afternoon, he photographed Suzy
posing next to the statue of Attila József. The bronze statue was
located near the Parliament a short distance from their new
apartment. It depicted the tragic poet sitting on stone steps, his
shoulders leaning forward, his elbows perched on his knees, a hat
clasped in the left hand, a coat draped over the steps beside him.
The brooding, sad, intense expression on Attila József ’s face
juxtaposed with the exhilarating, beautiful, intense form of Suzy’s
backside made for a startling contrast.
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Shortly after the images hit the newsstands, a conservative
history professor at the Eötvös Loránd University wrote a vitriolic
open editorial column titled “Is Nothing Sacred?” in which he
lashed out at Bonbon Media and its chief photographer, the foreigner,
Billy Trickster for degrading Budapest’s cultural and historical sights
down to nothing more than trivial stops along a depraved sex tour.
Béla’s photos, the professor argued, succeeded in dragging both
Budapest and the Hungarian nation’s eleven-hundred-year history
through the mud.
The controversy made headlines in all of the national and local
papers and even made the television news. Everyone, it seemed, had
an opinion about what was eventually dubbed The Bonbon Controversy.
When Béla became aware the controversy, he became mortified; the
original intent of his photos had been pure - he wanted to merge
two beautiful things – the city of Budapest and its women – into
one. He professed his innocence in a brief newspaper interview. His
words divided the nation into two distinct camps: those who
bemoaned the trivialization and exploitation of Hungary’s culture
and heritage and those who rallied against the oppressive overtones
of censorship that harkened back to a dictatorial communist past.
A week after the professor’s article appeared, a representative of
Kossuth Radio phoned Bonbon Media and requested Béla and Suzy
appear on a radio talk show to debate the finer points of The Bonbon
Controversy with the professor. Béla politely declined the opportunity,
but when he informed Suzy about it later in the day, she berated him
for turning it down and immediately phoned Kossuth Radio
demanding they be put on the show.
“We need a platform to defend ourselves,” she said. “If nothing
else, it’s good publicity.”
“What good will it do if we end up looking like fools?” Béla
wondered.
The program aired live three days later. During the first ten
minutes of the show, the professor reiterated the chief complaints
he had outlined in his editorial. His tone was acerbic, but his
reasoning was sound; by the time he finished his opening
arguments, Béla was ready to raise his hands in capitulation,
apologize profusely for his sins, and run out of the radio studio as
fast as his legs could carry him. When the radio host asked Béla to
respond to his detractor, Béla merely repeated his mantra that his
intentions had been innocuous – he had merely wanted to depict
beauty.
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This elicited a sneering barb from the professor. “Mr. Drixler, do
you think the average American citizen would find photographs of a
woman spreading her legs atop the Lincoln Memorial beautiful or
respectful?”
Béla had no response. He fell silent and left the burden of
rebutting the notable scholar, an academic who possessed two
PhDs, entirely to Suzy, who had barely completed high school. To
his surprise, Suzy held out against the prominent man during the
remaining twenty minutes of the program. Her responses were raw,
but persuasive, and she succeeded in panning back the scope of the
debate until the photographs themselves became a trivial side issue
of larger and more pressing problems.
“This Hungarian heritage you speak of, Professor . . . does it
belong solely to you? Are you the owner of Buda Castle or the
Chain Bridge? No? Then what gives you the right to determine what
is acceptable and unacceptable in terms of how these places are
depicted? Are we back in communist times? Should we feel ashamed
of the bodies God has given us? The girls who posed before Buda
Castle and the Chain Bridge are Hungarian. Do they not have the
right to stand before these heritage sights with the bodies God has
given them? How dare you deny their personal liberties and
freedom?”
“This has nothing to do with freedom or personal liberties.”
“But it does! The communists banned erotica. Do you want to
be like them?”
“Nonsense!” the professor interrupted. “You’re clouding the
issue. This is not a debate about rights or freedom, be they social or
God-given. Nor is it an argument about banning this so-called
erotica, though it would be more apt to simply call it filth, in my
opinion. This is about common decency and respecting our
traditions. With all due respect young lady, I fail to see how you can
defend a photograph showing a nude woman provocatively
embracing a statue of King Mátyás in Hero’s Square.”
“I don’t think King Mátyás would have minded half as much as
you do.”
This response flustered the professor and elicited a mild
outburst of laughter from both Béla and the radio host. Following
this exchange, Béla found his moorings and waded back into the
debate. He challenged the professor’s limited view of aesthetics and
defended individual liberty. It was the academic’s turn to be
flustered. Many of his responses to Béla points proved shaky and
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weak. In an effort to recover lost ground, the professor shifted his
attention back to Suzy and chose a new line of argument.
“Ms. Kiss,” the professor said after he had regained his
composure. “As a woman, you must also consider the effect your
work is having on the female population in Hungary in general. I
have many female friends who lament the objectification and
exploitation of women in magazines and videos such as the ones
you make and publish. Is this the image of Hungarian women we
want to project to the world? Is that what Hungary has become? A
nation of striptease dancers and prostitutes?”
“What are the universities and the government doing to ensure a
positive image of Hungarian women in the world, Professor? I
suggest you speak to your friends in the government and ask them
to create favorable employment conditions for Hungarians and for
Hungarian women especially. If there were more jobs that paid a
living wage in Hungary, there would be fewer women prostituting
themselves in order to put food on the table.” The scholar hemmed
and hawed for a minute, but Suzy was not finished. She turned to
the radio host and in a mocking, scathing tone, said, “Despite
protests from the esteemed professor, I can attest that many
members of the government and academia are frequent patrons of
the Bonbon Club where I work as a striptease dancer. Watching
young Hungarian women strip in a nightclub or a peepshow is
somehow acceptable to them, yet seeing them pose nude in Hero’s
Square is considered inappropriate. I’m afraid I am at a complete
loss. Perhaps the esteemed professor could help shed some light on
this?”
The program ended and Béla was left brimming with newfound
respect for Suzy. They had faced the attack against Bonbon Media
as a unified force and had come out on top. Both were determined
to maintain the Magyar Dream they had worked so hard to build. In
the end, The Bonbon Controversy was a boon to Bonbon Media
Limited. The two issues depicting the dancers before Budapest’s
landmarks sold over one-hundred thousand issues each in Hungary
alone. In Budapest, Suzy Kiss stopped being a minor celebrity and
became a full-blown star.
Suzy devised a masterstroke plan to silence any future criticism
of their business. Shortly after the radio interview, she established a
small private charity through Bonbon Media. She called this charity
The Bonbon Foundation. The charity focused on providing social
and educational assistance to young women struggling with poverty.
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For the cost of a few hundred dollars a month, she magically
transformed Bonbon Media into a force for social justice. Béla was
mesmerized as he watched it all unfold.
The Bonbon Controversy did more than increase sales. The whirling
debate over the difference between beauty and vulgarity pushed
Béla to reflect upon his personal views concerning erotica and
pornography. He stopped caring about what people thought of his
work. All that mattered to him was defending and expanding the
Magyar Dream he had helped create with Suzy.
*
Bonbon Media continued to grow in the year following The
Bonbon Controversy. Despite the immense success of the business,
Béla continued to experience faint traces of discontent as the
months slipped by. At first he chalked these up to fatigue and
overwork – he was clocking ten-to-twelve hour workdays in an
effort to keep up with Nick Silver’s endless demands for more
material – but with time, he reluctantly acknowledged the mild
surges of restlessness did not emanate from exhaustion – they
emanated from faint hints of aversion and boredom. Nearly two
years had elapsed since the publication of the first issue of Bonbon
magazine. In that span of time, Béla had completed nearly a
hundred photo shoots and nearly a dozen videos, but as the spring
of 1993 soaked Budapest in seemingly ceaseless rain showers, Béla
found himself confronting something he never would have
imagined possible a mere two years before – discontent.
As impossible as it seemed – especially to him – photographing
and filming young women in the nude began to feel tedious. On the
surface it still aroused him, but at a deeper level he experienced an
unsettling feeling of emptiness – as if the work he was completing
was nugatory. He aspired to find ways to recapture the creative
passion that had fueled his photography in the first two years;
despite his efforts, his work settled into the mire of dull routine and
remained stuck there, seemingly indefinitely.
At first Béla did not mind experiencing these hints of dullness in
his new vocation. After everything was said and done, work was
work. He surmised every job, even one as titillating as his, was
bound to become stale with time. Unfortunately, his work was not
the only area in his life to become infected with drabness. Though
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inconceivable to Béla a mere two years before, his relationship with
Suzy had also become somewhat bland and insipid.
Bonbon Media’s initial breakthrough had propelled their
relationship to peaks of intensity and satisfaction most couples
could scarcely imagine let alone ever experience. After the
breakthrough, the peaks became more infrequent. Bonbon Media
had united them, but by the third year of their joint business
endeavor, Béla came to the rather startling realization that Bonbon
Media was the only thing uniting him and Suzy. Their business
venture aside, Béla gradually discovered he and Suzy had very little
in common. Of course, he had few chances to discover what other
interests he and Suzy might share for Suzy’s interests remained
fixated on one thing and one thing only – the success of Bonbon
Media. She spent the little free time had together obsessively
speaking of nothing but the business, of ways to expand their
products, enlarge their distribution, and enhance their presence on
the market.
When he first arrived to Budapest, Béla found Suzy’s dogged
entrepreneurial spirit inspiring and arousing. Eventually, it began to
drain him. It trickled into every aspect his life with Suzy, including
their sex life. Their intimate encounters, which had once been
frequent, scintillating, and stimulating, slowly degenerated into the
infrequent, mechanical, and uninspired. Nevertheless, Béla chalked it
all up to overwork, and made attempts to persuade himself that it
was all just a lull, a temporary valley from which they would escape
the moment he and Suzy ascended their next peak together.
Béla was feeling particularly listless on the mid-March morning
he arrived at Zsófia Székelyi’s apartment to shoot a Sophie Sapphire
spread for a future issue of Bonbon magazine. Béla had stopped
calling his models by their real names and referred them solely by
their pseudonyms at around the same time he began exploring
alternative setting for his shoots. To expand the choice of settings
even further, Béla asked the girls if he could photograph them in
their own apartments. Since Suzy usually accompanied him to his
shoots outside the Bonbon Club, very few of the dancers expressed
any discomfort about letting him photograph them in their homes.
They were not thrilled about having Suzy around, but felt assured
Béla would not try anything with his fiancée present. Thereby, Béla
completed many shoots in apartments all over the city with Suzy by
his side acting as his assistant.
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The apartment building where Sophie lived was a garish socialist
pillar of utilitarianism on Tétényi Street in Budapest’s Eleventh
District. Béla arrived alone, lugging his camera equipment and lights
in a large sports equipment bag he had slung over both of his
shoulders like a backpack. He stepped into the lobby, found Sophie’s
door buzzer and pressed it. Sophie buzzed him in without a word
and he shuffled into the tiny, coffin-like elevator and let the
outdated contraption groan him up to the ninth floor.
The door to Sophie’s apartment was slightly ajar when he
stepped off the elevator. He announced his presence with a hello,
let himself into the apartment, and closed the door behind him. He
placed his cases on the floor, removed the sports equipment bag
from his back, walked down the short narrow hall, looked to his left
and saw Sophie in the tiny kitchen at the end of another short
hallway. She stood with her back to him buttering a piece of toast
wearing only a Ferencváros soccer jersey that hung just past her
hips. Béla paused and admired the blonde’s firm behind and shapely
legs.
“You have a little drool dripping down your chin,” she quipped
without turning around.
Béla blushed, averted his eyes, and pretended to be interested in
the cheerless view of the neighboring apartment block framed in
her kitchen window. Sophie turned around, smirked, and took a bite
of toast.
“You didn’t have any trouble finding the place?” she asked with
her mouth full.
“No, I took a cab.”
She took another bite of toast and scratched her shaved pubic
region with her free hand. “I didn’t get dressed because I figured I
would have to take it all off again anyway.”
Béla managed a weak smile.
“Where’s the bitch?”
Béla’s smile faded. “Suzy couldn’t make it.”
Sophie shrugged. “Well, let’s get this over with.”
They decided to do the shoot in the living room. Béla lugged his
equipment into the room and set up the lights around an
uncomfortable looking sofa while Sophie went into the bathroom to
do her make-up. She emerged a few minutes later, her face perfectly
accentuated with lipstick, eyeliner, and eyeshadow. She dropped a
handful of clothing on the sofa and peeled off her green
Ferencváros soccer jersey. Her firm breasts bobbed in the air for a
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second after she plopped down on the sofa. Though he had seen
her nude at the Bonbon Club countless times, Béla could not help
but admire Sophie’s body whenever he encountered it. He felt an
urge to drop everything and cup her beautiful breasts in his hands.
The sudden surge of arousal surprised him. All the same, he
welcomed it as a sign – perhaps he still harbored some passion for
his work as an erotic photographer after all. To cool his aroused
thoughts, he glanced around at the interior of the apartment. It was
nicer than the place he and Suzy had shared before they had moved
to Vilinovich’s palace in the sky on the Danube, but the decor was
old-fashioned and outdated.
“This is a nice apartment.”
Sophie sat on the couch pulling on a pair of black fishnet
stockings. “Don’t lie,” she said without looking up. “The place is
shit. Fucking communist utility. But I can’t complain. I got it for
free. I inherited it after my grandmother died last year.”
“I’m sorry to hear about your grandmother.”
“Don’t be,” Sophie said. She stood up and pulled a black thong
panty up to her waist. “I hated the woman. She was a crabby old
bitch.”
If that was true, Béla imagined the old woman had served as the
model for Sophie’s contrived uncongenial character. He smiled. He
had never known a girl like Sophie. On the surface she was a
quintessential bitch who paraded her unpleasantness everywhere she
went. The words she spoke were like razors shredding everything
they touched. Béla recalled the unpleasant aftertaste she had left in
him the first time he met her. But as he got to know her better, Béla
realized Sophie’s unpalatable persona was just that – a persona. On
the surface, she came off as haughty and disagreeable, but the more
familiar Béla became with her, the more he realized the
obnoxiousness Sophie displayed was simply a façade; a mask behind
which hid a compassionate and caring soul.
Because he spent so much time photographing the Bonbon
dancers, Béla unintentionally became privy to the personal lives of
all the girls. He overheard the gossip and internalized the back
stories of most of the dancers. He knew their feelings, desires,
dreams, struggles, and hardships. The more comfortable the dancers
became in his presence, the more they revealed their personalities
and characters.
This was how Béla eventually learned that Sophie’s
unpleasantness all an act. If one of the girls in the club had a tough
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night, Sophie Sapphire was always there to console them and lift
their spirits. If one of her colleagues was short on cash, she would
stuff a roll of money into the girl’s hand. One day, shortly after the
photo shoots for the first issue of Bonbon, Lívia Lexington burst
into the club crying. Her daughter had fallen ill, again, and she
sobbed about not being able to find anyone to look after her little
girl. To compound matters, Lívia revealed she could not afford to
miss any more shifts that month, nor could she pay for anyone to
tend to her sick child. When Sophie learned of the dilemma, she
hurried to the dressing room and emerged a few minutes later in
street clothes. Sophie missed two shifts at the Bonbon caring for
Lívia’s daughter.
These selfless acts, and the countless others, made an impression
on Béla. Each kind act he witnessed or heard about endeared Sophie
to him. Also endearing was the fact that Sophie was by far the most
cultured and intelligent dancer at the club. She was the only girl in
Vilinovich’s stable of enchantresses who possessed a university
degree. In addition, she was well-versed in the humanities and had a
keen interest in literature. When Béla eventually succeeded in
penetrating her bad-tempered persona, he would engage in lengthy
conversations with Sophie about Hungarian poetry. She was the
only person at the club with whom Béla managed to have
intellectually stimulating conversations, which only served to endear
her even more in his mind.
It wasn’t long before he came to the startling realization that he
had developed a crush on Sophie, one that transcended the
contours of her beautiful body. He started to mildly fantasize about
her the way he had fantasized about girls he had had crushes on
back in high school – not the raw, vulgar fantasies of his notebook
sex stories, but the romantic, sentimental stories he had written
before he had discovered the porn magazines in the secret hiding
place in his closet. He sometimes pictured himself walking hand-inhand with Sophie on a beach or imagined himself living with her:
waking up next to her, having breakfast with her, kissing her before
he left for work in the morning. He casually glanced at Sophie
sitting before him and thought about how nice it could be if he
lived with her there in that ugly apartment. As soon as this
daydream materialized in his mind, he remembered Suzy and
experienced a pang of guilt. He picked up his camera and did his
best to carry on with the shoot.
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Sophie placed her hands on her hips and flashed Béla a coy
smile. “Suzy must really trust you by letting you come here all by
yourself.”
“She trusts me,” Béla said. He winced after he said these words.
He had said the words quickly. Too quickly. He glanced down at the
camera in his hands and faked being preoccupied by an unexpected
technical glitch. He looked up again and saw Sophie sneering at him.
He ignored her and mounted his camera on to the tripod.
“Are we going to do the usual piece by piece until I’m naked?”
Sophie asked striking a pose before him in the short evening dress
she had slipped into. “Or do you just want to take a couple of shots
of me in the dress and cut right to the chase?”
He cued her, snapped his first shot and said, “Piece by piece is
fine.”
“How romantic.”
Béla was unsure of the exact sequence and duration of events
that transpired after Sophie said this, but he was very sure of one
thing – somehow, during the course of the photo shoot, he started
kissing Sophie Sapphire. He was not sure whether they began
kissing after she had dropped her dress or whether it all began after
he had moved in for a few close-ups of her breasts. He was not sure
if he had been the instigator or whether she had planted the first
kiss. Wherever or however it started, their lips locking together
triggered a rush of desire and longing Béla had not experienced
since his first time with Suzy. He was moving his hand to her hips
when she suddenly pushed him back.
“Aren’t you forgetting something?” Sophie asked plainly.
“I don’t have a condom,” Béla responded automatically.
Disappointment surfaced in his eyes. “Do you?”
“That’s not what I mean.”
Béla raised his head slightly in an effort to recall what he could
have possibly forgotten.
“Suzy!” Sophie said at last.
It took a few seconds for the reality of what he had done to
trickle its way into Béla’s conscience. When it finally did, his jaw
tightened and his mouth went dry. He turned away and sat down on
the sofa.
“I’d be lying if I said I don’t find you attractive,” Sophie said.
“But I don’t like to trespass on other women’s territory.”
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Béla let out a soft groan. “What have I done?” He looked at her,
his eyes saturated with guilt and shame. “I’m sorry. I’m engaged. I
shouldn’t have-.”
“What? It was bound to happen sooner or later. We’re attracted
to each other. Don’t deny it. We’ve been ogling each other for years.
And we have had great talks about poetry and all the rest of it.” She
sat up and crossed her legs. “I guess it’s no big secret now, but I may
as well tell you. Surprise! I like you. At first I thought you were like
Vikshi, or Csillag, or the countless other scumbags in this city
looking to make some money by exploiting girls. When I saw you
were with Suzy, I was convinced of it. But over the years, I’ve come
to realize you’re not like those other jerks. You’re in the business
because you love Suzy.”
“I do love Suzy,” he said. The second the words left his mouth, it
dawned on him how hollow and pathetic they must have sounded in
light of what had just transpired.
Sophie picked up on the paradox. She draped her arm over the
top of the sofa and rested her head on her right hand. “It’s none of
my business, but let me ask you something. Do you really love Suzy
or are you just in love with the idea of loving Suzy?”
The question both mystified and offended Béla. “Of course I
love her. She’s the reason I came to Hungary.”
“She’s very beautiful. It doesn’t take much more for a man to fall
in love. Two or three men fall in love with me at the Bonbon Club
every night I dance.”
“There’s more to it than that!” The tone of his voice was
indignant, but secretly he wondered if Sophie was right.
“I’m sure there is,” Sophie said. There was a tinge of sadness in
her voice. “I know you love her. I respect that. I won’t interfere. I
won’t say a word to her about what happened here today.”
Béla bowed his head a few times in gratitude, but stopped when
he realized how ridiculous he probably looked doing it. “Look
Sophie, you’re beautiful, and I think you’re really great and if I
wasn’t engaged, I’d-.”
“Yeah, yeah; save it,” she cut in. “Let me ask you another
question. Does Suzy love you or does she love that you’re helping
her to achieve her ambitions?”
The question caught him off-guard. It was too direct. Too
personal. He considered objecting, but remained silent.
Sophie noticed the discomfort she had caused and changed the
subject. “I never wanted to be dancer, you know,” she said, stroking
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her long blonde hair as she spoke. “I’ve known Suzy since she
started dancing at the club. She’s not a bad person, but she burns
with white hot ambition – ambition that won’t let anything stand in
its way. We all have ambitions, but Suzy’s ambitions are different. My
ambitions were always modest. I went to university. I studied
economics and accounting. I wanted to get a good, stable job. Get
married. Have children. Live a regular, decent life. I got a job with
the government after I graduated; the pay was miserable, but I liked
the work. All the same, a person could survive on their monthly
salary before communism collapsed, but that all changed in eightynine. A month’s salary in a regular job will barely pay the monthly
grocery bill today.” She paused and glanced around at the interior of
the apartment. “If my grandmother hadn’t bequeathed me this
dump, I’d still be living with my parents. I lost my crappy-paying
government job in ninety after the system collapsed. But we were
given freedom in exchange! Oh, we got our precious freedom all
right! I went out to find other work, but there was not much to be
had. I ended up getting a job as a cashier in a grocery store. One
day, Vilinovich and his Fedors passed through my line and offered
me a job. He promised me big money if I became a dancer. He
owned a different club then – a seedy little rat hole in the Sixth
District. After many nights of wrangling over it, I sold my soul and
took the job and the big bastard delivered on his promise. In three
days, I made more money dancing than I had earned in a month
working for the government. When he opened the Bonbon Club, I
made even more money. I’ve been dancing for four years now. I hate
the work. I act like a bitch so people don’t mess with me. But I have
a plan; I’ll put in one more year, then call it quits. By that time, I’ll
have enough to start my own business. I want to open an
accountancy firm here in the city. Hopefully, I’ll still have time left
to buy my soul back.”
Sophie stopped speaking for a moment and shifted her position
on the sofa.
“A lot of the girls in the Bonbon are just like me. They hate what
they’re doing. They’re compromising themselves to build a
foundation for a better future. Take Lívia, for example. She dances
to support her unemployed husband and provide a future for her
child. Then there’s Ilona. The girl’s no Einstein, but she’s the best
hairdresser I’ve ever met. She does all the girls’ hair at the club. She’s
dancing and modeling so she can save up enough money to open
her own salon. Most of the girls in the strip clubs, peep shows,
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magazines, and sex films in this country are regular, ordinary girls
doing the wrong thing in the short term to get the right thing in the
long term. We convince ourselves that it’s an acceptable
compromise, but most of us know better. It’s all a dangerous game.
Some girls don’t make it. They get caught up in drugs, or booze, or
predatory men. But not me. I’m keeping myself clean and hoping
and praying I can get out before I lose my soul forever.” Sophie
looked Béla directly in the eyes. “But some girls are different. They
do the wrong thing in the short term to get more wrong things in
the long term because that is all they know.”
Béla shook his head and pursed his lips, “I see where you’re
going with this, and I disagree. I don’t believe Suzy is doing any of
this for the wrong reasons. She is exactly like you – she’s using the
business as a way to get ahead – as a means to build the foundation
for a better future. That’s what I’m doing, too.”
“I’m talking about means and ends,” Sophie said tenderly. “This
work I do now is a means for me; not an end. What about you?”
“What about me?” he asked defensively.
“You said you wanted to be a writer back in New York.”
“That got me nowhere.”
“And where are you going now? What’s your plan?”
“I don’t have a plan,” Béla said, his voice lightly tinged with
irritation. “But what I’m doing now is not my end, you can be sure
of that.”
“Do you even have an end anymore? Do you? What’s your goal,
Béla? Maybe you lost it somewhere along the way and have taken up
Suzy’s goal as your own.”
“And what’s Suzy’s goal?”
“More,” Sophie said plainly.
“More? More what?”
“More. She has fame, but she wants more. She has achieved
success, but she craves more. She has earned a great deal of money,
but her palms itch for more.”
“So what’s your point?”
“Suzy doesn’t have a goal – she has desires. She will do anything
and everything to fulfill those desires, even if it goes against her
better judgement. But she will never be able to fulfill her desires. It
won’t matter how much fame, success, and money she achieves –
her desire will relentlessly demand more.”
“That’s unfair,” Béla managed to utter. “There’s nothing wrong
with getting all the fame, success, and money you can.”
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“Yes, but what’s the motivation?”
Béla acknowledged the question with a slight nod. “I’m sure she
wants to get out eventually. Get married. Have kids. Get a normal
life like the one you mentioned.”
“Has she ever spoken to you about any of that?”
Béla shook his head sadly. “Not much. She’s focused on the
business.”
Sophie gazed at Béla with wistful eyes. “It’s too bad you’re
engaged to Suzy. I think we would make a nice couple.
Béla thought of the daydreams of Sophie and nodded again.
“Yeah, it really is too bad.”
The wistfulness in Sophie’s eyes dissolved into disappointment.
“Let’s finish the photographs,” she said dryly. “I’ve got other things
I need to do today.”
They completed the shoot in silence. Once Béla had everything
packed away and in hand, he paused before Sophie. She stood up
and walked toward him, purposefully brushing her breasts against
him as she made her way past to the kitchen. Even in his distressed
state the feel of her breasts aroused him. She opened the
refrigerator and bent over, offering him a spectacular view of her
behind. She grabbed a pear from the refrigerator, closed the door,
took a bite and smiled. A few drops of pear juice trickled down the
length of her chin and splashed the tops of her breasts.
“Thanks. For your discretion, I mean,” Béla said.
“If you had any sense, you’d stick with me.”
Béla offered her a weak smile and turned away. An urge to flee
came over him. Without another word, he let himself out of the
apartment.
Sharp daggers of remorse stabbed away at Béla’s conscience
during the entire cab ride back to the Eighth District. His guilt
became thicker when he considered how much he had enjoyed
kissing Sophie. Part of him knew he would be better off with a
woman like Sophie, but he could not bring himself to abandon his
love, or what he believed to be love, for Suzy. He had promised to
dedicate his life to her. Yet a part of him was ready to tell the cab
driver to turn around and head back to Sophie’s bleak apartment
block on Tétényi Street. His own weakness startled him. I have to
tell Suzy, he said to himself as made his way upstairs to their grand
apartment. I can’t be with her and carry this burden inside me, he
thought; I have to tell her.
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The apartment was very quiet when Béla entered. He closed the
door, peered into the main room and was surprised to see Suzy still
in bed sleeping. He placed his cases on the floor and checked his
watch. It was nearly noon. Suzy was fast asleep in bed, her mouth
was twisted into an odd smile; the thin skin above her forehead
fluttering and twitching ever so lightly. His guilt flared up again as
he looked at her. He leaned over and kissed her gently on the cheek.
I’ll tell you when you wake up, he thought. Suzy got out of bed two
hours later, but Béla could not bring himself to tell her what he had
done in Sophie’s apartment.
*
The conversation at Sophie’s apartment plagued Béla for weeks.
Whenever he encountered Sophie at the club, she carried on as if
nothing significant had transpired that day, but Béla could not shake
the feeling that something meaningful had actually occurred in her
glum apartment. What troubled him even more was the notion that
he had allowed this significant thing to slip past him and that it was
now far behind him, irrecoverable. He distracted himself as best he
could with the work Silver demanded and in his spare time poured a
considerable amount of energy into his relationship with Suzy. He
hoped to rekindle the affection that had existed between them in
New York so many years earlier, but Suzy remained fixated on the
business and the next level of success which always seemed to linger
just beyond reach.
At the end of April, Béla received a welcome phone call from
DJ DeMaxo. The German techno musician announced he was on a
world tour and would be making a stop in Budapest to play a soldout concert at the Népstadion Football Stadium near the beginning
of June. He had set aside four front row tickets for his Bonbon
friends. Béla told Suzy about it all and she wasted no time
organizing an exclusive after-concert party at the Bonbon Club.
Everyone, including Viktor Vilinovich, agreed to make an
appearance. Béla looked forward to the concert and the after-party
all spring.
The concert turned out to be a flamboyant, raucous affair
complete with pounding, crackling electronic music and a whirling,
mesmerizing, kaleidoscopic light show. On stage DeMaxo held court
behind a wall of mixing boards, turn tables, synthesizers, and
speakers. He clutched a pair of earphones to his left ear as he
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bobbed his head up while spinning his signature blend of electronic
dance music. In the stands, a sea of people ebbed and flowed to the
beats and melodies he blasted over them. In the front row, Béla,
Suzy, Helena Happy, and Lívia Lexington danced the night away.
Toward the end of the show, the giant screens above and on
either side of the stage filled with sensual images of Béla’s music
video for Bang Your Body. A deafening roar erupted from the crowd
as several twenty-foot Suzy Kisses twirled and swirled on the
massive screens around the stage. Béla smiled as the audience’s
thunderous approval echoed all around him. A few seconds later, DJ
DeMaxo came on the microphone and asked his Bonbon friends to
come up to the stage. A small team of security men fished Béla and
the young women from the first row; a moment later they were
staring out at a throbbing ocean of humanity.
“Just look at these sexy bitches!” DJ DeMaxo shouted into his
microphone. “Don’t they make you want to bang your body? They
make me want to bang your body. But before we do that, I want to
introduce the man who brought these sexy bitches to the attention
of the world. Come on, muzzervocker! This is your moment in the
sun. Budapest, I present you with one of your own, my good friend,
Billy Trickster! Take a bow, muzzervocker!”
Because he had spoken in English, only a fraction of the concert
goers in the audience had understood what DJ DeMaxo had said;
regardless, they understood Béla was the man behind the Bang Your
Body video. Another thunderous roar wafted up from the crowd as
Béla timidly stepped forward. He stared out at the packed sports
stadium; it was as if he had stepped out of his life and entered a
dream. He took a slight bow and raised his hands to acknowledge
the audience’s noisy appreciation. Suzy stared at him, her blue eyes
glistening with admiration. She mouthed the words I love you as he
retreated back from the edge of the stage.
“Okay, that’s enough muzzervocker! The sexy Bonbon bitches
stay where you are! I need your help! I cannot bang your body
without your help! It’s eleven pm! Budapest! It is time to . . . Bang!
Your! Bo-dy!”
A stagehand ushered Béla from the stage and a terrific flash of
white light obliterated the world for a second. When his eyes
recovered, Béla watched Suzy dance. He was reminded of the first
time he saw her, dancing in the murky confines of the Dancing
Queens, and he marveled at how far they had both come since then.
He wondered what road his life would have taken had he not met
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her that night. He shuddered when he considered the possibilities.
If Anthony Vergil had not taken him to Dancing Queens, Béla
knew he would still be at the Stefánia, plugging away at his grad
studies and scribbling away at novels no one in the universe wanted
to publish. At that moment, as he stood on the side of the stage, he
was convinced, more than ever before, that Suzy Kiss was the best
thing that had ever happened in his life. His love for her reached
new heights. The doubt he had experienced at Sophie’s apartment
evaporated into the air as quickly as the dry ice fog belching out
from behind DJ DeMaxo’s stand.
The after-concert party was a miniature continuation of the
show – DJ DeMaxo’s music blared over the club’s speakers and the
interior pulsated with a never-ending barrage of lights. The tables
and chairs had been put away or pushed to the side, creating a vast
open space in the middle of the club where the three hundred
invited guests danced and drank the remainder of the night away.
Béla was in exceptionally high-spirits and his celebratory mood
prompted him to drink a little more than he usually did. By two
o’clock in the morning, there was a perpetual smile on his face, and
he slurred his speech a little as he laughed and joked and conversed
with dozens of people, most of whom he barely knew. Suzy came
and went like a bee, spending a few moments by his side, happily
holding his hand and kissing his cheek before buzzing away into the
crowd only to return a short time later and stand by his side again.
DJ DeMaxo emerged from the crowd and wrapped his arm
around Béla’s neck and playfully slapped his cheek. “You have to
make another video for me, muzzervocker!”
The party intensified and the alcohol took its toll on Béla. He
walked over to the bar, leaned his elbows on the wet surface, and
asked the bartender for a carbonated mineral water. He took a sip
straight from the bottle and noticed Viktor Vilinovich’s massive
frame beside him. Vilinovich acknowledged Béla’s presence with a
nod.
“How do you and Zsuzsi like the apartment?”
“It’s wonderful. We live like royalty.”
“And the office? Is it to your satisfaction? Are the people I have
hired helpful?”
“Very helpful.”
Vilinovich downed a shot of vodka straight up. He placed the
empty glass on the bar; the bartender immediately replaced it with a
full one. Béla struggled to keep the conversation going. The two
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men stood next to each other without saying a word for ten long
minutes.
“I spoke to Silver yesterday. The lesbian videos are selling very
well,” Vilinovich said finally. He lit a cigarette, exhaled a stream of
smoke, and then added, “However, he tells me we could make a lot
of money if you made more hardcore sex videos.”
Béla took a swig of mineral water and gave his partner an
anxious look. Vilinovich snatched the bottle of mineral water out of
Béla’s hand, tossed it over the bar, and motioned to the bartender.
The bartender placed a shot of vodka before Béla a moment later.
“Real men don’t drink water,” Vilinovich grumbled. He raised
his glass and downed the vodka. Too intimidated to refuse the drink,
Béla downed his vodka without saying a word. Vikshi nodded his
head and continued speaking. “Why aren’t you making hardcore
videos?” Vilinovich asked.
“It’s pornography,” Béla said nervously. “I don’t make
pornography. I make art.”
Vilinovich narrowed his meaty eyelids. “You make videos of
women playing with each other. Is that not pornography?”
Béla was in no condition to engage in debate, but in the most
simplified and coherent manner he could muster, he outlined his
beliefs concerning erotica and pornography. “And besides, I couldn’t
put Suzy in hardcore male-female video. I love her. It goes against
my principles. Surely you can understand that!”
The strip club owner scowled and ordered another round of
vodkas. “You put your fiancée in videos with other women. You
allow her to dance here at the club and let hundreds of men ogle
her every night. Yet putting her in a hardcore video with men
somehow goes against your principles?” Vilinovich paused and
scoffed lightly. “Principles? There are times in history when
principles are important. We are not living in times like that. We are
living in times when money is important, and money does not care
about principles.” He tore another lungful of smoke from the filter
of his cigarette and downed his drink. “Bonbon Media exists to
make money. That is the company’s only principle. Stop fucking
around and do what Silver wants.” He ground his cigarette into the
heavy glass ashtray before him, turned around, and scowled at the
revelries raging behind him. “This music gives me a headache,” he
muttered as he left the bar.
Béla waited until Vilinovich was gone before pushing aside the
shot of vodka and asking for another mineral water. He took a sip
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from the bottle and frowned. Everywhere he turned, people were
telling him what to do. It infuriated him. He was the vision behind
Bonbon Media, the one who did the majority of the work, yet there
was, being ordered around by Silver and Vilinovich. He shook his
head and made an attempt to rejoin the party, but the shot of vodka
and Vilinovich’s stern words had soured his mood.
He was tired; it was time to go. He made three orbits of the
room, but could not see Suzy anywhere. A half-an-hour later, he
bumped into Helena Happy and asked the petite brunette dancer to
check the ladies’ room. Helena emerged shrugging her shoulders.
Béla approached people who knew Suzy and asked if they had seen
her. They all looked at him with blank expressions. He checked the
entrance, the coat check, the booths, the stage, and the bar, but Suzy
was nowhere to be found.
“Have you been to the dressing room in the back?” Helena said.
“Maybe she went back to change or get a jacket.”
Béla made his way past the stage to a set of doors leading into a
hallway that stretched into the innards of the Bonbon Club. The
door to the dressing room was closed. He opened it and stepped
inside. A row of mirrors lit up by halos of light bulbs ran along one
side of the wall. Below the mirrors was a long counter covered with
cosmetics, hairbrushes, bottles of hairspray, jars of creams, hair
pins, and all the other items the Bonbon dancers used to ready
themselves for their shifts. On the opposite wall stood a row of
lockers. A bulky clothing rack full of dresses and costumes stood
before him, blocking his view of the lounge area in the back of the
room. He was about to call out Suzy’s name when he heard soft
moans coming from the rear. His first impulse was to turn and
leave. He was in the process of doing so when the moaning came
again. He stopped. It was a female voice; an all too familiar female
voice. He gingerly inched his way back to the clothing rack and
listened intently. A male voice emerged a few seconds later: a few
grunts, mixed with a couple of oh yeahs uttered in English with a
distinctly German accent. Béla parted a few articles of clothing
hanging before him and peered through the hole he had made.
Hours before, when he had been standing on the stage at the
Népstadion, cheered by the roar of forty-thousand people, admired
and adored by the woman he loved, Béla had felt as if he had
reached the top of the world. It had been a pinnacle moment in his
life.
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After he saw what was going on in the lounge area at the back
of the dressing room, he instantly plummeted to depths he had
never before experienced.
*
At what time he got back to the apartment and how he managed
to make it there were questions Béla could not answer with any
certainty. He plopped down on the sofa, crossed his arms and, in
the semi-darkness of the grand, spacious room, he waited.
As he reflected on what he had witnessed in the dressing room
of the Bonbon Club, his thoughts inevitably drifted to his own
minor infidelity with Sophie. The anger that had seethed inside him
for the better part of an hour was ambushed by an army of
forgotten guilt. The two forces clashed within him. Taken by
surprise, his anger did not stand a chance. His outrage over Suzy’s
actions cooled slightly, but not enough to save him from feeling
slighted in the worst possible way. He contemplated his next course
of action. Should he leave her? Leaving Suzy was not a comfortable
option in Béla’s mind, but he could think of no other course of
action. He could not imagine himself living with a woman he could
not trust.
The morning light was in the sky when he heard the front door
open and the familiar sound of high-heeled shoes clicking against
the hardwood. His wait was over. He remained on the sofa. He kept
his arms crossed.
“There you are!” Suzy said, walking into the room. She threw
her clutch purse onto the sofa, then balanced herself against a chair,
curled back her right leg, and pried off her high-heeled shoe with
her free hand. The shoe fell to the floor with a soft thud. She
repeated the same motion for her other foot and walked around to
the front of the sofa, her beautiful bare feet padding softly against
the hardwood floor. “Why didn’t you tell me you were leaving
early?” she added. “I searched the whole club for you.”
“Did you check the dressing room?” Béla asked. The snide
question had no effect on Suzy. Béla kept his arms crossed. He
looked back to the empty spot on the wall before him and decided
he would approach the matter from a different angle. “There is
something you need to tell me,” he said.
Suzy leaned her weight to the left and put her hands on her hips.
“What?”
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“The dressing room.”
“What about it?”
Béla clenched his teeth in impatience, took a deep breath, and
revealed what he had seen. He uncrossed his arms, leaned forward,
and gauged her reaction. He was surprised to see Suzy’s eyes narrow
and fill with rage. He frowned.
“And what about you?” she asked angrily when he had finished
speaking.
“What about me?” he asked. The question had caught him
completely off guard. He was suddenly on the defensive when he
knew he had absolutely no reason to be.
“Isn’t there something you should tell me?”
“No, I don’t think so,” he replied innocently.
“Nothing to confess? About Sophie?”
The mere mention of Sophie’s name released a wave of longforgotten guilt in Béla. “We made out,” he admitted. “When I did
that photo shoot a few months back.”
His watched his words cut into her heart. It pained him to see
her so upset. He believed she was hurt because he had betrayed her
love. His words had hurt her, but not entirely in the manner Béla
assumed. True, his words had broken her heart, but they had also
wounded her ever-increasing vanity. She stood before him
astonished by the knowledge that he had found another woman as
attractive and desirable as she was. She glanced around at her
immediate surroundings, picked up the marble ashtray from the
coffee table, and hurled it at him with every ounce of strength she
could summon. The ashtray weighed at least ten pounds – had it
struck his head as Suzy had intended, Béla was certain he would
have been either seriously injured or dead, but he managed to duck
in time and the large disk of polished rock sailed over him and
crashed into the display case. The violent assault left him
dumbfounded.
“What the hell’s the matter with you?” he demanded after he had
jumped up from the couch.
Suzy’s reply was an expensive, hand-painted Hollóháza porcelain
figurine of a woman in traditional Magyar dress thrown at him with
precision accuracy. Unable to duck under the figurine, Béla lifted his
hands before him and managed to deflect the object. The figurine
broke into a dozen pieces on the hardwood floor a short distance
from where he stood.
“Hey! Stop it!”
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“I knew it! I knew you did something with her!” Suzy screamed.
Her blue eyes turned venomous; they quickly scanned the
immediate surroundings for more objects to throw. She snatched a
full bottle of Remy Martin X.O from the bar cart and held it
menacingly over her head. “You cheating sack of shit. If I had a
gun, I’d shoot you dead!”
“Calm down! I only made out with her! Just kissing; nothing
more,” Béla said. He kept his hands aloft before him, partly as a
placating gesture, partly in defense. He divided his gaze between
Suzy and the bottle of cognac she held in her hand.
“Kissing? Bullshit. You fucked that blonde bitch! You’re just
trying to save face. I see the way you look at her when she’s around!
The little impromptu conversations you’ve had with her! The snide
comments she made at the club every now and then. I should have
known!” she screamed. The cognac bottle quivered in her hand.
“I made out with Sophie, but I never slept with her.”
“Sure you didn’t!”
“I didn’t. That’s the truth,” he said as he cautiously navigated
around the coffee table in an effort to put more distance between
himself and Suzy. He flinched as she suddenly moved her arm, but
relaxed again when he realized the cognac bottle was still in her
hand. “I didn’t sleep with Sophie; you, on the other hand, did sleep
with DeMaxo.”
Suzy fired off the Remy Martin X.O. Béla managed to sidestep it
and watched helplessly as the bottle of expensive cognac shattered
on the stone work surrounding the fireplace.
“What you did tonight is a hundred times worse than me making
out with Sophie,” Béla growled.
“It’s not the same! What you did was worse!”
He cocked his head to the side. “What? How?”
“DeMaxo is a star! I’ve been fantasizing about him since I was a
teenager. You can’t blame me for sleeping with him. It was a oncein-a-lifetime opportunity. But Zsófia? She’s a nobody. It’s
unforgivable! I’ll kill her!”
Béla furrowed his brow and shook his head. Part of him wanted
to leap to Sophie’s defense, but he thought better of it and simply
lifted his hand. “You’ll do nothing of the sort, and I don’t care who
DeMaxo is.”
Béla wanted to add more to this train of thought, but anger was
getting the better of him. Rather than prolong the argument, he
decided his best course of action was to simply leave.
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“Where are you going?” Suzy demanded.
“I’m done,” Béla replied plainly. “I don’t see a way forward. I’ll
come back and get my things later. But as of right now, this is the
last place I want to be.”
Upon hearing these words, Suzy’s forehead gave off three
massive throbs and her baleful expression dissolved into a river of
tears. In a flash of movement, she dropped to the floor and
wrapped her forearms around Béla’s knees.
“Forgive me!” she cried. She gazed up at him, her eyes two
welling pools of shimmering blue. “Please forgive me! What I did
was stupid and wrong. I never should have done it. You can’t leave
me . . . you just can’t . . .everything will fall apart without you . . .”
The tears suffocated her words, and she became little more than
a quivering lump of flesh. Béla did his best to ignore her sudden
hysteria. He made attempts to pry himself loose from her grip, but
quickly realized such a thing could not be done gently. He lifted his
arms into the air in utter exasperation and sank down to the floor.
Suzy threw her arms around his neck and pressed her moist face
against his shoulder.
“Forgive me,” she sobbed endlessly. “Please forgive me.”
Béla clenched his right hand into a fist, and then unclenched it.
He began to stroke the back of Suzy’s head, smoothing his palm
down her long black hair.
“It’s okay,” he whispered soothingly. “Calm down. It’s okay.”
“Forgive me.”
“It’s okay.”
Hours later, rich beams of mid-afternoon sunlight streaming in
through the windows coaxed Béla from sleep. He rubbed his eyes
and glanced around to see where he was. It took him less than ten
seconds to understand he was in the exact same spot he had been
during the pre-dawn hours – on the Persian carpet where he had
sunk to the floor next to Suzy. She was there beside him, breathing
softly as she slept, her head upon his shoulder, his t-shirt still moist
from all the tears she had cried when she had begged him to forgive
her.
*
Béla forgave Suzy.
The following year settled into something approximating
contentment. Much of this had to do with Suzy’s efforts to redeem
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herself in Béla’s eyes. In the months following the DJ DeMaxo
concert, Suzy practically drowned her fiancé in affection and
tenderness. She redirected the energy she had devoted almost
entirely to Bonbon Media onto Béla. She became patient and
attentive. She purchased tickets to operas and symphonies and
insisted they visit art galleries and museums on the weekends. She
even made noble attempts to cook some meals; they all ended in
disaster, but Béla was smitten all the same.
By the time fall turned to winter, the pain, humiliation, and
betrayal Béla had felt etiolated. He began viewing the DeMaxo affair
from a different angle sometime around Christmas. Suzy’s
unfaithfulness had caused him a considerable amount of trauma;
nevertheless, it also led to a change for the better. Béla embraced
this change with open arms. Suddenly his life in Budapest seemed
meaningful again. It could not have come at a better time. As his
relationship with Suzy continue to strengthen, his interest and
dedication to Bonbon Media continued to weaken. To spare Suzy,
he made a point of keeping his growing distaste for everything and
everyone at Bonbon Media well hidden. Regardless, the disquiet was
always there, simmering away just below the surface of his skin.
To begin with, Béla disapproved of László Csillag’s tawdry and
tasteless productions. Inspired only by the profit he stood to make
on each video he cranked out, Csillag was forever masterminding
ways to scrimp on production costs. Favoring quantity over quality,
Leo Starr features soon degenerated into sloppy, choppy, frequentlyout-of-focus footage shot mostly with handheld cameras. Ironically,
the sleazier, tackier, and cheaper Csillag’s videos became, the better
they sold. It drove Béla to exasperation, but he kept his annoyance
hidden. The best thing Béla could say about Csillag’s trashy work
was this – he was confident that he had made the right decision by
refusing to produce that kind of sleaze.
Of course, if it had been up to Nick Silver, Béla would have
been producing nothing but sleaze. The American porn distributor
continued to badger Béla with phone calls during which he
demanded one thing and one thing only – more. More magazines;
more solo girl videos; more installments of Suzy’s Kisses. When he
wasn’t demanding more, Silver was demanding new. Like a wave
relentlessly crashing against a stone, Silver incessantly strove to wear
Béla down. He urged Béla to produce other hardcore lesbian titles,
hounded Béla to launch more magazine titles, and implored Béla to
begin making male-female penetration porn. Béla responded to
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Silver’s persistent pestering with profound patience, but there were
days his nerves wore thin. To ease the tension, he began to toy with
Silver over the phone – playing dumb, feigning misunderstanding,
promising and then not delivering – but he gained little satisfaction
from these lighthearted games. For Béla, Silver was like an annoying
fly buzzing around a room; the one that simply refused to be
swatted out of the air.
But what irked Béla most about his relationship with Silver was
that it existed at all. There had been a time and place when he would
not have even deigned to speak to a man like Silver let alone
consider going into business with him. But when all was said and
done, Silver did not control Bonbon Media; Béla did, which the
younger American made quite clear in October of 1994 when he
met The Dick at the Budapest Hilton to discuss some possible
projects for the future.
*
“You see that man over there?” Marco Forno whispered into
Béla’s ear, pointing at one of the waiters standing at the bar waiting
to pick up a tray of drinks. “You see him? You know what he wants?
He wants to fuck your Suzy.”
Half-drunk, Béla glanced at the waiter staring lasciviously at Suzy
from across the room. It was July, 1994. The partnership with
Verseper Video had proven to be a profitable business decision –
Bonbon’s magazines and videos were selling briskly on the market.
Though she was only twenty-three, Suzy was well on her way to
becoming an international star, and Béla was a much richer man at
twenty-seven than he had been at twenty-three.
As well as Bonbon Media was doing, Nick Silver wanted more.
He had flown in from Los Angeles for an impromptu meeting with
his Budapest associates to discuss the possibility of expanding
Bonbon Media’s line of products. They were sitting at a large table
in the bar of the Budapest Hilton on Castle Hill: László Csillag,
Suzy, and Helena Happy sat to Béla’s left while Silver, Marco Forno,
and three of Verseper’s most popular porn actresses sat to his right.
Béla frowned and focused his eyes on the Italian who had made the
lurid comment about Suzy.
Marco The Meat from Milan Forno was Europe’s most notorious
male porn star. He had won all of the male-performer-of-the-year
awards five years running and had over two hundred adult film
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credits under his belt. The porn star had his arm draped around
Béla’s shoulders and was hunched in close, whispering in English
upon which his Italian accent oozed like melted cheese. He spoke in
an insidious, conspiratorial tone.
“You see that man? Right?” Forno said pointing to a suit sitting
near the bar. “You know what he wants to do? He wants to put your
Suzy up on the bar, spread her legs and fuck her until his dick
catches fire. And look at the bartender. He can’t take his eyes off of
her. There are other beautiful female porn stars in this room, but he
looks only at her. Do you know why?”
“Because he wants to fuck her?” Béla said impatiently.
Marco Forno leaned even closer. “Yes, that’s right! He wants to
fuck her. Every man wants to fuck your Suzy. Silver wants to fuck
her. I bet even monks want to fuck her. But you know who wants to
fuck her most of all?” He paused and rubbed his cleft chin with his
fingers. “Me! That’s right! I’m not ashamed to say it! I say it with
pride!” He picked up his Campari-on-the-rocks, and raised it
defiantly into the air. “I want everybody at this table to hear me
when I say this,” he announced. He gave Suzy a sly look of
admiration, then turned and faced the others. “I want the world to
know this! I, Marco Forno, want to fuck Suzy Kiss!”
The Verseper delegation greeted the declaration with a roar of
approval followed by an enthusiastic round of applause. Béla
grinned through it all, but he secretly wanted to punch the arrogant
Italian porn star in the face. Forno settled back down in his chair,
leaned across the table and softly kissed the backs of Suzy’s fingers.
Suzy’s flirtatious look only served to irritate Béla further.
“All kidding aside, Marco’s onto something here, Billy,” Silver
said after Forno completed his theatrics. “Suzy Kiss is one of the
hottest porn stars in the world right now, but she hasn’t done any
male-female sex scenes at all. People are itching for the chance to
see her in some real action. Can you imagine how many videos we
could sell if we had Suzy in a traditional fuck flick? There are
literally hundreds of thousands of jerks out there who would line
up to buy a film like that!”
“Has it ever occurred to you that part of the reason why she’s so
big is precisely because she hasn’t done any male-female sex
scenes?” Béla shot back. “If she did traditional penetration porn,
she would become yesterday’s news. There would be nothing left to
ignite the imagination.”
“I disagree,” Forno said. “Hardcore is where the fame is.”
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“That’s true,” one of the Verseper models said. Béla glanced at
the bleached-blonde, boob-jobbed young woman and tried to
remember her name. Was it Celeste Sin or Cindy Celeste? He
frowned and listened to the rest of what the porn starlet had to say.
“I only became truly famous after I started doing the fucking films.
I had a following before that, sure. But after I started sucking cock
on screen, boy did my career take off! And I owe it all to Marco!”
“Look, Billy, we’re in a business,” Forno continued. “Every man
in the world wants to fuck your Suzy. Of course, they won’t ever be
able to do it, but they are all desperate for a taste of what it would
be like. They want to see someone fuck her, so they could pretend it
was them.”
“Listen to him, Billy. Marco’s a wise man,” the Dick added, his
eyes bulging farther and farther out of his eye sockets the deeper he
waded into the conversation. After he spoke these words, he ducked
his head briefly under the table and did a quick line from the small
mirror he held in his left hand.
Forno laced his fingers together as if he were praying. “Let me
be the man who fucks Suzy for the world!” he pleaded. He glanced
over at Suzy who was still batting her eyelashes at him. “Do you
want me to fuck you, baby?”
“Think of the profit potential, Billy. Suzy Kiss and Marco Forno
in a film together. It would light the triple X world on fire,” Silver
shouted through the din. “Can you imagine how many copies of
that we could sell? We could all retire!”
The two men continued their salvos; Béla alternated his glances
between them, as if he were watching some perverse tennis match
with Suzy as the ball being volleyed back and forth. Throughout it
all, László Csillag, with his limited knowledge of English, whispered
his interpretations of the conversation to Suzy.
“I have a proposal,” Marco Forno announced, his chiseled face
breaking into a broad smile. He paused for a moment and brushed
his thick, light brown hair back with his right hand. “I’ll pay Suzy
ten thousand dollars if she agrees to be in a film with me.” A hush
fell across the table and all eyes focused on Forno. “And on top of
the ten-thousand, I’ll let you be the director, Billy. It will be your
film – you will have total control. And, half of the profits will go to
Bonbon. What do you say, my friend?”
The air around the table was heavy with anticipation as all eyes
focused now on Béla who sat hunched over his drink staring tensely
at the table before him. As far as he knew, ten thousand dollars to
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appear in a film was unprecedented. Most porn stars were lucky to
get four or five hundred a scene – a thousand or two per film at the
most. He glanced at Suzy and was overcome by a bitter feeling of
disgust. Putting Suzy in a male-female sex film was repugnant to
him, but the possibility of seeing her copulating on film with the
likes of Marco Forno, a man who had bedded well over five
hundred women and was rumored to have a raging case of herpes,
revolted Béla so much a small portion of the five gin-and-tonics he
had polished off that evening gurgled up from his stomach and
burned the length of his throat. He swallowed hard, looked, the
grinning Marco Forno in the eyes, and through a snarl, said, “My
fiancée will not appear in male-female porn.”
No translation from Csillag was needed for Suzy to understand
Béla’s response; once she heard it, her forehead, which had been as
placid and smooth as a still lake for months, began to twitch.
“What the hell is the matter with you,” she whispered to Béla in
Hungarian. “That’s a lot of money! Don’t be so quick to say no to
it.”
The look of incredulity Béla offered his fiancée after he heard
these words was so deep it threatened to engrave itself Béla’s face
permanently. “Do you have any idea what these two are talking
about?”
Forno continued his slick salesman’s ploys before Suzy could
respond to Béla. “My friend, I respect your relationship with your
Suzy. I think marriage is a noble thing and I hope the two of you
will be married soon. I won’t get in the way of your love for her. It
would just be acting; how do they say in English? Make-believe. The
sex in videos is only pretending. It is just business. I am a
professional. I am offering you a business proposal; that is all. None
of what would happen on the set would be real.”
Béla struggled to see how Marco Forno penetrating Suzy could
ever possibly be conceived as make-believe; the porn star’s
philosophizing was so utterly ludicrous, Béla nearly burst out
laughing. Was that all Suzy was to these people? A commodity?
Something to be purchased, used, and exchanged for money? An
object? Was that how he had treated her all these years?
“She is already in your nude magazines, Billy. And your lesbian
stuff. What the difference does it make if she’s with a girl or
Marco?” Silver demanded. “And please don’t get started on all that
principles bullshit again!”
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Was there a difference? Béla was unsure. He sat at the table, a
giant, invisible question mark dangling over his head. Principles? His
time in Budapest had clouded his judgment when it came to such
questions. There was a time he believed he had a clear sense of right
and wrong, good and bad, beautiful and vulgar, love and lust, but his
involvement in the adult entertainment business had dissolved all of
the borders that had kept these notions separated in his mind.
“No. It simply can’t be done,” he said again, repeating his
objections. “Suzy and I have an agreement.”
“Don’t say no to this!” Suzy protested to Béla in Hungarian. “At
least keep the options open for the future!”
“Future? These clowns want you to become a full-blown porn
star,” he whispered back to her in Hungarian. His anger and the
alcohol he had consumed were blurring his thoughts. But one
thought remained clear in his clouded mind: Suzy would not do
porn.
“Well? What do you say, Billy?” Silver prompted.
“Not interested.”
“Nick. What Béla say is we need time,” Suzy said in her faulty
English.
“That’s not what I said,” he said evenly. He glared at Suzy.
“My friend,” Forno lulled in a mollifying tone.
“Hey, cut it with the ‘my friend’ crap, will you Marco?” Béla said
with considerable tension in his voice.
The outburst cast a sudden hush over the table. Everyone
lowered their eyes.
“You’ve had enough, Billy. You should pack it in and call it a
night,” Silver said in an authoritative voice.
“Don’t tell me what to do,” Béla growled.
“I have offended him,” the Italian porn star lamented. “I am
sorry. Please accept my apology. I was only talking business.”
“I’m not interested in your business, douchebag.”
“Please, there is no need for name calling. I am sorry. Please
accept my apology,” Forno insisted, extending his hand as an olive
branch. “I’ll make no mention of it anymore. It was only an idea.”
Béla stared at the porn star’s hand, but made no move to shake
it. The Italian glanced helplessly at Nick the Dick.
“For fuck’s sake, Billy. You’re making a goddamned ass of
yourself. Stop acting like a fucking jerk and shake the man’s hand,”
Silver said.
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Under the table, Béla felt a sharp pain in his ankle. Suzy had
kicked him. She gave him a cold glare; her forehead twitched
ceaselessly just above her eyes. “Shake his hand. Apologize.”
He reluctantly clasped Marco Forno’s hand and limply shook it.
“I’m sorry,” he muttered.
Forno’s trademark grin returned to his face and he embraced
Béla in a brief hug. “No, it is all my fault, my friend. Now, let’s have
another drink. Where is that waiter?” He paused and smiled dryly at
Béla. “You know, the one who wants to fuck your Suzy!”
The next round of drinks arrived, but the tension refused to lift.
Silver did his best to keep the conversation going, but after ten
minutes, Marco Forno excused himself and retreated to his hotel
room with the Verseper models in tow. Béla made a move to rise
from the table as well, but Silver grabbed him by the wrist.
“I’d like to speak to you all a little more,” he said.
Béla objected, but Silver insisted.
“Cheelog, you stay, too,” the Dick grunted casting a glance at
Csillag. When everyone representing Bonbon Media had settled
back down at the table, Silver looked at Béla angrily. “You’re going
to make that film!”
Béla sighed. “How many times do we have to go through this
Nick? I don’t do hardcore pornography; Csillag does. And there’s no
way Suzy is becoming that kind of porn star.”
“He’s filming in Budapest, you know.”
“Who? Forno?”
“Of course. Who the fuck else? Luckily, I distribute his shit. Do
you know how much his last video sold?” the Dick asked. Béla
offered his associate a nonchalant shrug. Silver’s eyes bulged farther
from his head. “Over a hundred thousand copies in the first week!
And there you are, turning him down! What the fuck is the matter
with you?”
“I don’t do pornography,” Béla reiterated.
“I don’t do pornography,” Silver echoed in a mocking, feminine
voice.
“He wanted to have sex with my fiancée!” Béla guffawed.
Silver tightened his hands into fists upon the table. “So what? I
hate to break it to you pal, but your fiancée is a porn star! She makes
a living selling sex.”
“Maybe it’s time for a career change.”
Silver snickered and shook his head. “Like it or not Billy, you
gotta start making hardcore stuff. That’s where the money is!”
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“My erotica sells well enough.”
“You think so, huh? Well, I got news for you, college boy. Leo
Starr’s productions have eclipsed Billy Trickster’s stuff,” Silver
announced. He turned to face Csillag for a second. “Yeah, you
heard right, Cheelog. You are selling more than Billy. Much more!”
The news made Csillag beam with delight. Unfortunately, Silver’s
revelation had the exact opposite effect on Suzy after Csillag roughly
translated it for her. She placed her elbows on the table and
glowered at Béla as Silver continued speaking.
“I’ll be honest, Billy; I like Suzy’s Kisses, but I’m sick of your
erotica! That boudoir bullshit you produce! I fucking hate it! When I
signed you on, I told you I wanted Budaporn. But what have given
me, you fucking pansy? You have given me Nude-a-Pest! Goddamn
Nude-a-Pest! Well, the world is getting bored of Nude-a-Pest. It
wants Budaporn!” Silver’s knuckles pressed against the skin of his
hands until they were as white as the tablecloth. “If you don’t start
producing hardcore, we’re through! I’ll drop Bonbon Media and
everyone associated with it. See how well your precious erotica sells
without Verseper distributing it! And if that doesn’t motivate you,
think about how pissed your senior partner will be! And I’m not
talking about Suzy!”
It was Csillag’s turn to put his elbows on the table and glower at
Béla. The Pioneer of Hungarian Pornography quickly translated the
gist of what Silver had said to Suzy whose face grew darker with
every word he uttered.
“Why would you drop us?” Béla said, in the calmest tone he
could muster. “We’re still making money. And the erotica – well,
consider it a niche market sort of thing.”
“The only market I’m interested in mass market,” Silver shot.
“This is an industry, not a fucking artistic movement, Billy. You get
that? An industry, which means the only things that count are
production, output, sales, revenue, and profit. You just passed up a
chance to make us all a helluva lot of money. No offence, but I
don’t need business partners like you. I need business partners who
recognize that we are an industry and act accordingly.” He stopped
for a moment and focused his gaze on Suzy. “This woman is a
potential gold mine, but you insist on keeping her trapped in your
stupid erotic magazines and softcore videos, which, by the way,
nobody buys, save for a few artsy-fartsy limp-dicks. She’s the damn
flagship of your company! Set her free! Start utilizing her potential!”
“You’re asking me to degrade her.”
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“Exactly the opposite,” Silver responded. “I’m asking you to
upgrade her. Take her out of your softcore crap and let her reach
her full earning potential in male-female hardcore.”
The delight Csillag had experienced when he learned his material
had vaulted past Béla’s in terms of sales had been quickly eclipsed
by the sudden sting of panic at the possibility of losing Silver as his
distributor. He darted his eyes back and forth and mentally
scrambled for a way to salvage the situation before it spiraled
completely out of control.
“If Béla do hardcore film with Suzy then everything okay?” he
managed to blurt in his broken English when he sensed a pause in
the conversation. After this, Csillag quickly turned to Suzy. “Silver is
threatening to drop us all if Béla doesn’t start putting you in sex
films like the one that Italian suggested! We can’t let Silver drop us!”
Suzy, who had managed to follow the thread of the conversation
through Csillag’s terse translations and her own limited
understanding of English, continued to glare at Béla. Since the
DeMaxo video shoot, she had felt nothing but love and admiration
for him. He had helped her achieve her goals, had propelled her to
the fame and success she had always desired, but as she sat looking
at him at that moment, she experienced nothing sharp stabs of
distress and doubt. Since he had arrived to Budapest, Béla had
served as a conduit for her ambitions; she feared he might be
becoming an obstacle instead. Csillag was right; losing the support
of Verseper would be a blow to them all. She simply could not allow
that happen. Despite Béla’s noble efforts to protect her from
negatives of the industry, Suzy recognized there was only one way
forward.
“Yes. I make video with man,” she managed to stammer in
English.
Silver’s bulging eyes nearly exploded from his head when he
heard this. His massive toothpaste white smile unfurled like a victory
flag. “There! You see? It’s settled.”
Béla was too nonplussed to respond.
“I had to say something,” Suzy said softly to him in Hungarian.
“We can’t lose him as a distributor. It would kill us.”
“Do you have any idea what you’ve agreed to?”
“We can’t lose him, Béla. I can understand why you wouldn’t
want me to make videos with men, especially that Italian jerk. But
we need Verseper. We have to give Silver something. And who
knows? It could end up making us a lot of money.”
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“Listen to her, Béla,” Csillag chimed in. “If Silver drops us from
his list, we’ll all suffer.”
Béla ignored Csillag and kept eyes firmly fixed on Suzy. “I’ll quit
if you ever make a video like that.” After he issued this ultimatum,
he turned back toward Silver with cold hatred in his eyes. “This
conversation is over, Nick. We’re done. I’m withdrawing the
company from Verseper.”
Silver’s tightened knuckles threatened to erupt through the skin.
His expression, which had been quite stern, transformed into one
of utter scorn. “You can’t do that on your own; you have other
partners.”
“I just did it. We’ll find another distributer. One I can work with.
If my partners disagree with me, I’ll quit the company. So consider
our partnership finished.”
“Good fucking riddance!” Silver fumed. “I’m sick of your
bullshit and your smart-assed college boy shtick. But let me ask you
this, Billy-Boy – how long do you think Bonbon will last on the
market without Verseper backing it up?”
“We’re done with you, Nick,” Béla said determinedly
László Csillag’s jaw nearly hit the table after Béla made this
declaration. After a few seconds, the jaw began to move, but it
enunciated no words.
“What’s the matter?” Suzy asked impatiently. She could perceive
the tension in the air, but she had not understood anything Béla or
Nick Silver had said.
“He’s ended our partnership with Verseper!” Csillag’s jaw finally
jabbered in Hungarian.
Suzy’s hand proved to be quicker than her tongue. She slapped
Béla on the shoulder with all the force she could muster and then
said, “How dare you? That isn’t your decision to make!”
Seeing Suzy strike Béla pleased Silver immensely. He released a
light chuckle and rose to his feet. “Looks like your partners are less
than thrilled by your decision,” he sneered contemptuously. “Well, I
gotta go. Marco invited me to a little party he’s organizing in Room
302. Good fucking luck with the business, Billy.” Before he turned
to leave, he leaned forward and kissed Suzy’s right hand. “Come see
me if you’re interested in working for a professional company,
sweetheart.”
Csillag watched in horror as Nick Silver walked away from the
table. Unable to restrain himself, the Pioneer of Hungarian
Pornography jumped to his feet – knocking his chair over in the
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process – and scurried after the American porn distributor crying,
“Mr. Dick! Wait! Mr. Dick!”
The sight of Csillag scampering after Silver cracked Béla up; he
snickered lightly as he watched the older pornographer disappear
out the door. Though his confrontations with Forno and Silver had
drained him, he experienced a sudden surge of rejuvenation – a
refreshing jolt of energy and contentment emanating from the
conviction that he had done the right thing. He allowed his
conscience to marinate in this feeling of righteousness for a
moment, and then turned around to face Suzy.
“How dare you!” Suzy said, barely able to control the anger
boiling through her veins.
“How dare I what?”
“End the partnership on your own! You’re not the only one who
has a say in what Bonbon Media does and doesn’t do.”
“Aw, don’t you start now,” Béla groaned.
“You think Vikshi is going to let this stand?”
“I don’t care what Vikshi is going to do. I’m not working with
that jerk Silver anymore.”
“That jerk put a lot of money in our bank accounts!”
“Yeah, but at what cost? Consider what he and Forno were
proposing.”
“They were just talking business.”
“Business?” Béla scoffed. “I don’t want anything to do with that
kind of business. Look, we’ll find another distributor – one we can
work with, not work for.”
“And what if we don’t?”
“Then we’ll work independently again. In fact, that’s probably
the best thing we could do.”
Suzy’s forehead exploded in a tempest of throbs and quivers.
“Verseper is one of the biggest distributors in the world! Silver
increased our sales tenfold. We can’t walk away from that!” She
paused and drew a deep breath in an effort to keep her agitation
under control. “You heard what Silver said – Csillag is outselling us
now. I didn’t set up this company to have Csillag get rich off our
backs. And we should think twice about the offer Forno made.
They’re willing to put up a lot of money upfront, and the video he
proposed would make us a lot more.”
Suzy words pushed Béla to the edge of nervous exhaustion. He
was so flustered by what she had said that he barely knew how to
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respond. “You’re kidding me, right?” he finally managed to blurt.
“You would actually consider making a film with that jerk?”
Suzy’s face became a composition of defiance and contumacy.
“Why not?” she huffed. “You forced me into those films with other
women.”
“Forced?” Béla coughed in disbelief.
“You heard Forno. It would be only be acting. I would still love
you. It wouldn’t jeopardize our relationship in any way. The same
way my appearances in your stupid lesbian films haven’t jeopardized
our relationship. And if you can’t handle me appearing in videos
with other men, then step right up and be the man who appears on
screen with me. You heard what Silver said – the world wants me!
We could make millions.”
All Béla could offer in response was soft laughter. The afternoon
had slid from the utterly surreal into the painfully ludicrous. He
crossed his arms and refused to wade further into debating the
absurdities Suzy had raised.
“Why did we start all of this?” he asked matter-of-factly.
“Start what?”
“Bonbon Media. Why did we start it?”
The simple question caught Suzy by surprise; she eyed Béla
suspiciously. “To make money.”
“And?”
“To be together.”
“We have accomplished both. So what’s our goal now?”
“What do you mean?”
“Our goal, Suzy! What is it? What are we aiming for now?”
“I don’t understand.”
“We’ve accomplished what we set out to accomplish in this
business. We have money, fame, success. Everything you desired. So
what are aiming for now?”
“What kind of question is that?” Suzy protested in confusion.
Béla looked Suzy directly in the eyes. “An important question. I
agreed to all of this because I saw it as a means to an end, but I
don’t see what the end is anymore. There’s no meaning in it.”
“We’re making money! What could be more meaningful than
that?”
“Sure we’re making money, but think about how we are making
it. Look at what we’re doing. We’re exploiting young women over
here. We’re creating products that serve no higher purpose than to
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get people horny. There’s no other way of looking at it. And look at
the people we associate with. Do we want to end up like them?”
As soon as Béla finished speaking these words, László Csillag
burst back into the dining room and marched up the table with fire
in his eyes. With his face flared red with tension and stress, the
Pioneer of Hungarian Pornography stopped before Béla and
stabbed a finger of accusation under the younger man’s face. “He
says he’ll never work with us again!” Csillag roared. “And it’s all
because of you, you stupid, selfish son-of-a-bitch. Well, I won’t
stand for it! I’m going to speak to Vilinovich about this. Imagine
how thrilled he will be to hear what you’ve done. With any luck, he’ll
garrote you and dump your miserable body into the Danube. And if
he won’t do it, I will. I swear, I will.”
And with that, Csillag stormed out the room.
“Entering into a partnership Verseper was a misstep,” Béla
continued after Csillag was gone. “Everything started to go wrong
the moment we started down that path. But even if we hadn’t done
that, I would still be asking you the same question, Suzy. What are
we aiming at? We’ve been engaged for years, but we never speak of
getting married. Do you ever think of settling down? Starting a
family? Having a normal life? Getting back to reality? We should get
out of this altogether. We have enough money to buy a house or an
apartment. We could start another business or get jobs. You could
go to back to school. What I’m saying is we should quit Bonbon
Media and start doing something meaningful with our lives. We can’t
even say we’re enjoying it anymore. Look at you. You’re making
videos you don’t want to make, and you’re still dancing. You’re
always a bundle of nerves. And me? Well, I didn’t mind the business
at first, but it’s going places I don’t want to go. I didn’t want to be
partners with someone like Vilinovich. I don’t want to end up like
Csillag or Silver. And I don’t want you to end up like Betty Ballerina.
We’re better than that. But that’s exactly where we’ll end up if we
stay in this business.”
Béla noticed Suzy’s forehead had stopped twitching; the space
above her sparkling blue eyes became still and smooth. To his relief,
she laid her head on his shoulder and gently took hold of his right
hand.
“But we have to hit the next level.”
“And what happens when we do? We’ll only yearn for the next
one, and the one after that. It’s all a pointless game, unless it has
some kind of meaning behind it.”
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“You’re right,” she said softly.
“You’re willing to consider getting out?”
“Yes. But I don’t want to talk about it now. I’m tired. Let’s go
home.”
*
“You were rougher than usual,” Vilinovich said. He pulled his
massive, naked body from the floor, stepped over to a large full
length mirror bordered by an ornate frame and looked over his
shoulder at the reflection of his hairy back marred by a crisscross
pattern of deep, red welts and lesions. He noticed a few small
droplets of blood trickling down the valley of his spine and nodded
in approval. “Yes, much rougher than usual.”
On the opposite side of the room, Suzy plopped down into one
of the leather armchairs and tossed the whip onto Vilinovich’s desk.
She looked at the large man’s naked body and admired her
handiwork. Vilinovich donned a bathrobe, wincing slightly as the
fabric touched his raw and injured flesh. With his robe on, he
walked over to his bar cabinet.
“You had some frustrations you needed to take out,” he said.
“I’m not happy, Vikshi. I’m not happy at all.”
“How typically Hungarian. You have money, fame, a nice
apartment overlooking the Danube, yet you are not happy.”
“I need a drink.”
The sound of ice clinking against glass echoed softly through
the room; a moment later, Suzy had a vodka-on-the-rocks in her
hands. Vilinovich eased himself into his chair behind the desk. “So,
what is troubling you?”
Suzy angrily lit a cigarette “Béla is not good for the business.”
Vilinovich appeared amused – then his face returned to his usual
bored expression. “Why? What has he done?”
“He won’t let me make money. Marco Forno offered me a lot of
money to be in a film with him, and Béla refuses to let it happen.”
“This surprises you?”
“If he loved me, he’d let me do it,” she said angrily. She took
another drag from her cigarette. “Do you believe in love, Vikshi?”
The question made him snicker. “Believe is a strong word.
Whenever I hear the word believe, I can’t help but think of God
and religion and other nonsense.”
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“You know what love is, Vikshi? It’s a trap. It grabs, possesses,
smothers. Sacrificing yourself for the sake of another. The whole
thing is nothing more than chains and shackles. I refuse to be put in
chains and shackles. But that’s exactly what Béla wants to do to me.
Just yesterday he told me he has had enough of the business. He
wants to get out of it and do other things, and he wants me to join
him. He says we should get married, buy a house or an apartment
of our own, and get jobs or start another business. He called it
‘getting back to reality’ and ‘having a normal life.’ I call it stupidity,
but for some dumb reason, I told him I would do it. Funny thing is
part of me wants to do it. I hate this business, Vikshi. I really do. I
mean, I like the fame and the money, but I’m getting tired of
flashing my body to the world. And I know I won’t be able to do it
forever. Five, maybe ten years, and I will be too old for most it. So
when Béla talks to me about getting back to reality, well, I can’t help
but see the attraction in it. I would lose the fame and much of the
money, but I would gain peace of mind. I wouldn’t have to degrade
myself the way I do now. Because when all is said and done, what I
am doing is degrading. But when I get to thinking about all of this, I
remember my parents and their reality. The droning monotony of it
all. It’s all so confusing. And it’s all because of love. I mean, I do
love Béla. He has been very useful to me, but then he talks about
quitting the business. Well, that’s not useful to me at all.”
The topic of love irritated Vilinovich. It was like a sliver under
his fingernail; a stomach full of indigestible food. The feeling of
freedom Suzy had beaten into him began to drain away. He
frowned.
“But this isn’t about love – this is about business. Béla refuses to
do hardcore. Hardcore is where the money is. This project with
Forno could make Bonbon a lot of money. He refuses to do
anything Silver wants. He ended out partnership with Verseper
during that meeting.”
Vilinovich laced his fingers together and rested his meaty chin
on his hands. “Nothing has been ended. I’ll call Silver and patch
things up. I will also speak to Béla. Persuade him to begin making
more videos. The kinds Silver wants.”
“There’s no point. He won’t listen. He has principles!”
“I can persuade anyone to abandon their principles.”
Suzy scowled and crossed her legs. “Well, I’m going to make that
film whether he likes it or not.”
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“I imagine he won’t be happy about that. He might leave you.
He might even abandon the company.”
“If he really loves me, he’ll understand.”
The conversation continued to dull the feeling of freedom that
had kept Vilinovich in a state of euphoria for the better part of an
hour. He glumly glanced around his opulent office and felt the
weight of the world settle back onto his shoulders. He reflected
back to the day Suzy had entered his office with the idea of
launching an erotic magazine. At the time, he believed her idea was
destined to fail. He had been mistaken. Bonbon Media was a
success; a great success. The business at his strip clubs had increased
dramatically, and he had recently opened three more: one in Prague,
one in London, and another in Moscow. The videos and magazines
Suzy and Béla produced brought another respectable stream of
income trickling into his pockets. Through creative bookkeeping, he
had been able to funnel and launder several million dollars of dirty
money through his clubs and Bonbon Media Limited. He did not
want the benefits the company offered him infringed upon in any
way; however, he also did not welcome the idea of anyone standing
in the way of increased revenue.
“Your love affair with the American is your own personal
business,” Vilinovich said. “Ensure he doesn’t quit after you make
that film. I like him. He does what he’s told and he runs the business
well.”
“He might up and quit once he finds out the partnership with
Verseper is still valid.”
“I will speak to him. He will change his mind.”
“And if you don’t.”
“Then he leaves. I can’t stand in his way.”
The ice in Suzy’s glass rattled as her hand began to tremble. She
eyed the whip she had used against Vilinovich only a few minutes
before and contemplated using again. Without a word, she slammed
the glass down on the desktop and jumped up from the chair.
“It all makes me want to scream, Vikshi. Why can’t he just do
what I tell him? Why does he have to make things so difficult all the
time?”
She was nearly out the door when Vilinovich called after her.
“Wait a minute. I have a proposition for you. You are intent on
making all the money you can; you will like this idea. It might help
soothe some of your frustrations.” He continued after Suzy
returned to the armchair. “Bonbon is a hobby for me. All of it – the
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clubs, the media company. I have other larger business matters I
have to take seriously. But I am no fool. Even hobbies must serve a
purpose, and the purpose of Bonbon is persuasion. The world is
full of men with shiny shoes and parted-hair: politicians, bankers,
judges, lawyers, diplomats. Most are no better than rats.
Unfortunately, you have to deal with these rats if you want anything
done. They are the gatekeepers and toll-collectors. On the surface
they present themselves as moral, upstanding citizens working for
the people. Most have wives and families, but when the eye of the
world turns away from them for a few minutes, they are quick to
indulge their passions. I know this and use it to my advantage. I feed
their lust to unlock their gates and pay their tolls.”
“What do you want with me? You have an army of whores here
in the city to do that.”
“You are famous now. Many of these men are aware of you.
They’ve seen you in the magazines; watched you in your videos.
They desire you. Some have even inquired about you.”
“You want to pimp me out to politicians and bankers?”
“I will pay you two thousand dollars for each gate you unlock.”
The sum made Suzy’s forehead tremor slightly. It would take the
average Hungarian six months or more to earn the same amount of
money Vilinovich was offering her to unlock a single gate. Two
unlocked gates were all it would take for her to earn the equivalent
of an annual gross salary. She thought of Béla’s insistence on
‘getting back to reality’ and frowned.
“When would you want me to start?”
“Soon. There’s a Hungarian politician who refuses to listen to
my offers concerning a factory I want to purchase. I recently
discovered he is an admirer of yours. And there will be others in the
future – foreigners mostly. The media refers to them as the ‘movers
and the shakers.’ It will all be conducted under the utmost discretion
and security. You have nothing to fear or worry about.”
“Let me know when you need me,” Suzy said firmly.
The reality Béla spoke of no longer held any interest for her. She
surmised that if he wanted to stay with her, he would have to be the
one to see her reality, not the other way around. And with that, Suzy
walked out of the room.
Vilinovich stood up and returned to the mirror where he
dropped the bathrobe and studied the lesions on his back. He
looked into the mirror and felt the gravity of the entire universe
press down on him from above. He shook his head.
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“Yes, she was much rougher than usual,” he said to himself.
*
Three days after the disastrous meeting at the Budapest Hilton,
László Csillag telephoned Suzy Kiss to inform her he had a matter
of the utmost importance to personally discuss with her. He invited
her to meet him discreetly at his sex shop on Teréz Boulevard later
that afternoon. Suzy arrived to the scheduled meeting twenty
minutes late to find Csillag standing behind the counter conversing
with Nick Silver. Silver flashed Suzy his trademark car salesman
smile, joyfully kissed her on the cheeks, and playfully pinched her
behind. Suzy contemplated rewarding the pornography distributor’s
sauciness with a brisk slap to the face, but she stifled the impulse as
Csillag led them all to one of the backrooms behind the store. Once
inside, Csillag closed the door and they all sat down at a rickety
collapsible table Csillag had erected for the occasion in the center of
cramped room. Silver began to speak; he stopped every half-minute
or so to allow Csillag to roughly translate what had been said into
Hungarian.
“Well, I have good news,” Silver began brightly. “I spoke to
Vilinovich last night. He overruled Billy’s decision. Bonbon Media is
still officially a part of the Verseper family.”
Suzy remembered Vilinovich’s assurance from the previous night
and smiled weakly as she contemplated the promise she had made
to Béla following their discussion at the Budapest Hilton.
“”I’m going to cut right to the chase,” Silver continued. “You’re
the hottest adult film actress in the universe right now. It’s been
years since I have seen so much buzz around a starlet. You gotta
take advantage of it. Strike while the iron’s hot! You gotta make that
film with Forno. If you do, you’ll hit the next level. You’ll be the
biggest female porn star the world has ever known.”
Suzy listened intently to Csillag’s faulty interpretation; the
superlative biggest made her eyes sparkle intensely.
“Preliminary projections say the film will make mid-to-high six
figures on video sales in the first few months alone. That’s huge!
Too huge to pass up. Cheelog over here has already agreed to direct
and produce it. All we need is you.”
“I can’t do it if Béla’s not on board with the project,” Suzy
responded nervously after she listened to Csillag interpret Silver’s
words.
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“Look sweetheart, I know you and Billy have a thing, and I know
he played a big part in making you the star you are today, but you
have to understand one thing – Billy is holding you back. He’ll never
let you reach your full potential. You’ll never get to next level with
him around.”
“Silver has a point,” Csillag added gruffly after he had finished
interpreting Silver’s words. “Don’t get me wrong, I like Béla, but he’s
not only hindering you, he’s hindering the whole company. He
nearly cost us our partnership with Verseper. If it wasn’t for
Vilinovich, we’d all be a lot poorer.”
“Béla is the company,” Suzy said meekly. “There would be no
Bonbon Media if it weren’t for him. I can’t make a film with Forno
without Béla’s consent. If I do, he’s liable to up and leave me and
Bonbon. And where would I be then?”
“It’s none of my business,” Silver said impatiently. “But where
will you end up if you stick with Billy?”
Suzy chewed her lower lip and thought about what she and Béla
had agreed to – getting out of the business, starting a normal life
together, establishing new goals, getting married, having a family. It
all sounded so pleasant and desirable when she was speaking to him
about it alone, but as she listened to what the two men before were
saying, Béla’s vision of the future blurred in her mind. His
aspirations suddenly struck her as commonplace. Pedestrian. She
pictured herself sinking back among the ranks of the unknown and
the unwanted, plodding away at some pointless, thankless job,
arriving home in the evening, her spirit void of all ambition. Then
she pictured herself as a mother with a sagging, stretch-marked
belly, running after toddlers who simply refused to do anything she
asked them to do. She imagined Béla toiling away at some fruitless
job or enterprise, constantly fretting over utility bills, dismayed over
the cost of car repair. Suddenly, none of it appealed to her. She
darted her eyes between the two men sitting at the rickety table and
made her decision. If Béla wanted to stay with her, he would have
to do so on her terms; his were simply unacceptable. And Suzy felt
assured he would not leave her. She knew he would be upset and
hurt by it all, but once he had calmed down, she would make him
see the light. He would eventually understand that her decision had
been the right one all along, and he would forgive her, just as he had
forgiven her indiscretion with DJ DeMaxo.
“I’ll do it,” she said forthrightly; her forehead trembled, ever so
slightly.
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Silver’s white smile lit up the room; Csillag nodded his head in
approval.
“We can film it this week and have it on the market next
month,” Silver said. “Forno’s still here. Csillag said he could rent a
mansion for the shoot as soon as the day after tomorrow.”
“Let me know when everything is ready. I’ll free myself up for
the rest of this week.”
They exited the room, and Silver bid his partners farewell, but
only after he had helped himself to another generous serving of
Suzy’s trim behind.
“I’ve never met a bigger sleaze ball,” Suzy complained to Csillag
as they watched Silver leave the sex shop.
“I have to admit, I’m surprised you have agreed to do this film
with Marco Forno,” Csillag said as leaned against the counter. He
eyed Suzy with suspicion. He always eyed Suzy with suspicion. He
did not trust any part of her.
“Hardcore is where the money is. I got into this business to
make as much money as I possibly can.”
“You’re right of course,” Csillag said. “But Béla doesn’t see it
that way. Have you thought about how he will react once he finds
out?”
“He loves me,” Suzy said plainly. “And I love him. Béla will
change his tune once he sees how much this film grosses.”
“He might say to hell with you and want to leave. If that
happens, he’ll demand his share of the company before he goes.”
Suzy waved her hand nonchalantly through the air as she walked
away. “He won’t go anywhere. I know Béla better than anyone. He
might be a little angry at first, but I’ll get him to understand. He’ll
forgive me and he’ll stay.”
Despite Suzy’s hubristic assurances to the contrary, the Pioneer
of Hungarian Pornography surmised Béla would quit the company
the moment the video featuring Suzy was released. In fact he was
counting on it. Csillag sensed an opportunity after Silver informed
him Viktor Vilinovich had reinstated the Verseper partnership Béla
had annulled. Csillag was certain Béla would quit after Silver released
the video. The young American’s absence would leave a huge
vacuum at Bonbon Media; a potential vacuum Csillag desperately
wanted to fill. With Béla out of the picture, the older pornographer
knew he could occupy a far more influential role within the
company, to speak nothing of the larger share of profits.
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These visions gratified Csillag as he watched Suzy exit the shop;
nevertheless, he did experience a temporary flash of pity and guilt
for the treachery in which he was embroiling himself.
Unaccustomed to feeling such emotions, he winced slightly as an
awkward sensation that reminded him of indigestion rolled through
his abdomen. He pushed the feeling aside by looking at the situation
from a different perspective. If he agreed to help Suzy, he would be
doing Béla a great favor. Suzy was a cold-hearted, manipulative
woman who was using the young American for her own gain. The
longer Béla stayed with her, the deeper the river of tears at the end
of it all would be. Thereby, Csillag justified his decision to help Suzy
in the following way: I’m not betraying Béla . . . I’m saving him! If I
allowed him to stay with Suzy for a few more years, who knows
what damage she would inflict! He ingested the rationalization he
had cooked up and grinned. The only thing separating him from a
larger slice of the Bonbon Media cake was time.
*
The model Béla had hired for the third scene of the latest
installment of Suzy’s Kisses was a no show. Suzy sat on the edge of
the bed the film crew had placed in the middle of the large empty
room with tall windows. She was all made up and dressed in lingerie
and had her elbows propped on her knees, her chin resting on her
small fists. She impatiently tapped her high heeled shoes against the
hardwood floor.
“What time is it now?” she asked in frustration.
“Two minutes since the last time you asked,” Béla retorted
without checking his watch.
“So how late is she now?”
“More than forty-five minutes.”
“Has she called at least?” Suzy asked; the ire in her voice
increased with each passing second. “What the hell are we going to
do?”
“Is anyone else available?” Csillag wondered out loud as he
stepped away from his camera near the set.
“On short notice like this?” Béla said in response.
Csillag’s eyes moved to Betty Ballerina who was idling near the
corner sipping away from her flask.
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When she became aware of Csillag’s imploring gaze, Betty was
quick to display her left palm. “Sorry. I can’t. That time of the
month.”
“We’ll have to reschedule the shoot,” Béla said cheerlessly.
“To when?” Suzy snapped. “I’m expecting my own time of the
month any day now.” Her forehead throbbed lightly and she
pounded her fist on the mattress. “If I ever see that bitch anywhere
I swear I’ll-”
“I’ll go downstairs and see if I can get one of the dancers to
come up and fill in,” Csillag interjected.
Béla’s face brightened a little. “As an incentive, tell them I’ll pay
double for this scene,” he shouted after Csillag.
“Fine afternoon this is turning out to be,” Suzy complained. “It
took Ilona two hours to do my stupid hair. And for what? And we
still have to pay the rest of the crew. What a disaster.”
“Relax,” Béla said soothingly. “Maybe Laci will find someone.”
To everyone’s unadulterated relief, Csillag returned to the set a
few minutes later with one of the Bonbon Club’s dancers in tow;
however, to everyone’s unmitigated surprise, this dancer was Sophie
Sapphire. Sophie tugged her wrist free of Csillag’s grip the second
he came to a halt on the set. She surveyed the cameras and lights.
Her eyes narrowed somewhat when she saw Suzy perched on the
bed decked out in lingerie.
“So what’s the emergency?” Sophie demanded. “What the hell
did you drag me up here for?”
“You didn’t tell her downstairs?” Suzy asked Csillag.
“There wasn’t time. Her shift had just ended, and she was
heading into the dressing room,” Csillag explained. He turned to
Sophie and said, “We got stood up. The girl who was supposed to
shoot this scene with Suzy never showed. We need someone to fill
in.”
Béla groaned under his breath when Sophie finally noticed him.
Suzy had managed to maintain some sense of civility in her
interactions with Sophie since learning of the photo shoot at the
apartment on Tétényi Street. He could see Sophie’s unexpected
arrival on the set was cracking this mask of civility into pieces. Suzy
stared coldly at her co-worker from where she sat. Her cheeks
flushed red, and she angrily crossed her legs.
“Fill in for what?” Sophie asked looking directly at Béla.
“We’re shooting a scene for the latest Suzy video,” Béla
mumbled. He knew it was pointless to go any further. Though she
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continued to accept offers to appear in solo nude spreads, Sophie
had expressly declared that she would not involve herself in any of
his or Csillag’s sex productions.
“You need to come and join me for this scene,” Suzy barked
from the bed.
Sophie’s eyes widened in amusement. “I don’t need to anything,”
she replied matter-of-factly. “I expressly told Béla and everyone else
that I’m interested in doing this kind of perverted crap.”
“Can’t you make an exception? Just this one time?” Csillag
begged. He sensed the tension that had surfaced between Béla, Suzy,
and Sophie, but he was utterly oblivious of its origin.
“No. It’s out of the question,” Sophie said.
“Béla offered to double the pay for the scene,” Csillag added in
desperation.
“It’s not about money; I just don’t want to be in these kinds of
things. I don’t have it in me to kiss girls.”
“But you have it in you to kiss people’s fiancés, don’t you, you
cheap whore?” Suzy spat from the side of the bed.
Béla’ was unable to face Sophie after Suzy’s outburst; he
dropped his head and experienced sudden yearning to be
somewhere else when the blonde young woman turned toward him.
“You told her?” Sophie asked in dismay.
“He told me you kissed him, but I’m no fool. I know you slept
with him,” Suzy said, seething with rage. “So what’s the big deal?
You may as well come over here and sleep with me, too.”
“I never slept with Béla,” Sophie said through a snarl. “And the
devil himself couldn’t make me touch you.”
“Maybe I didn’t make myself clear,” Suzy said, her voice
poisonously tinged with mock sweetness. “I’m not asking you to
take part in this; I’m ordering you to!”
The amused expression on Sophie’s face returned, and she
seamlessly clicked her bitchy persona into a higher gear. “You’re not
my boss, darling. Understood? You don’t order me to do anything?”
“If you don’t do this scene, I’ll fire you,” Suzy warned.
“Fire me?” Sophie sneered. “You’re delusional. I don’t work for
you. I work for Vilinovich.”
“Vikshi’s my partner. He’ll do as I say. So stop wasting our time
and get over here!” Suzy shouted, patting the empty space on the
mattress beside her. “I promise I’ll be gentle!”
Sophie shook her head in disgust and turned to leave the room.
“You’re sick,” she said.
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“And you’re fired. Your days at the Bonbon Club are over!”
“That’s enough!” Béla cut in. “Let her go. And you can’t fire her
for not wanting to do this.”
“Look who’s leaping to your defense, Sophie! Your knight in
shining armor! Come to save the day!” Suzy spat, her vehemence
poisoning every word she released. “But he won’t be able to save
you from me firing your whore ass. I can guarantee you that!”
Sophie spun around and glared darkly at everyone in the large
room. “You don’t need to fire me, bitch. I quit! Now, stop wasting
my time and go find someone else to lick your sour snatch!”
Suzy peeled off one of her high-heeled shoes and flung it at
Sophie as the blonde stomped out of the room. The shoe
harmlessly struck the wall next to the door. Suzy emitted a short,
sharp, shriek and hurled her other shoe at the empty space Sophie
had occupied a few seconds before.
“What are you all looking at?” she raged at the Betty Ballerina
and the rest of the set crew. “Isn’t obvious the shoot’s over?”
One by one, the film crew filtered silently out of the room
except for Csillag who remained frozen where he stood.
“What the hell just happened?” he demanded. “I was trying to
make things right and all hell breaks loose.” When he received no
answer, he merely rubbed the back of his neck in confusion and
followed everyone else out of the room.
“Was that necessary?” Béla asked in a weary voice when he was
alone with Suzy.
“Extremely necessary,” Suzy shot back. “And extremely
overdue.”
“You didn’t have to talk to her like that.”
“Why are you mad at me? She’s the one who quit!”
Béla grunted and began turning off the lights around the set.
“It’s a good thing we’re getting out.” His tone of voice was still
stern, but he spoke softly enough to ensure no one else would hear
him. “I’m sick of it. All of it. I mean, look at you. You’re a nervous
wreck. And for what? Because a model didn’t turn up for a shoot?”
Suzy’s shoulders slumped a little and she offered Béla an
apologetic glance. “It’s true. I’ve been high-strung lately. Please
forgive me.” She stood up and walked out the room into the hallway,
the sheer silk covering her feet sending soft whispers off the
hardwood floor as she went.
Sophie’s sudden and unexpected resignation troubled Béla for
the rest of the day. Suzy was scheduled to dance the late shift at the
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Bonbon Club that night, and Béla took advantage of her absence to
pay Sophie a visit. He hailed a cab near the apartment and asked the
driver to take him to Tétényi Street in the Eleventh District.
Unexpectedly, Sophie did not seem surprised to see him when she
opened the door.
“I’m done with Bonbon. I was going to quit soon anyway.”
The outdated rooms in the housing block apartment appeared
even more outdated at night. The cold glare of the electric lights
tragically emphasized the oddly patterned mint-green wallpaper and
the clunky, awkwardly-designed furniture. The whole apartment
echoed with the thumping of the old washing machine in the
bathroom. Béla did his best to ignore the noise and the garishly
mesmerizing patterns on the walls as he accepted a shot glass of
pálinka from Sophie.
“How will you make money?” he asked.
“I’ll go back to being an accountant.”
“You won’t make nearly as much.”
Sophie sat down on the sofa. Without any make-up on her face
and wearing only sweatpants and a white t-shirt, she looked like an
entirely different person. She curled her lips into a thin smile and
swept her hand over the interior of her apartment. “Luckily, I don’t
have expensive tastes. I’ll be fine. Sure, I’ll make a hell of a lot less,
but at least I won’t have to prance around naked every night. I’m
relieved it’s all over, to tell you the truth. It was time. If I’d stayed
any longer . . . well, who knows . . . maybe I’d never be able to buy
my soul back.”
“This is all my fault,” Béla said sadly.
“It’s okay. I’ll open my own firm, just like I planned. I’ll prove a
girl can get ahead in this country without having to flash her body.
Don’t worry about me.”
“At least let me help you, Sophie.”
“It’s Zsófi. Sophie’s dead.” She raised her glass of pálinka.
“There’s a happy event we can drink to! The death of Sophie
Sapphire! May her sequined bra and G-string rest in peace!”
Béla raised his glass and downed the pálinka. “Let me help you. I
can give you some money to start that business.”
Sophie squinted as the last traces of pálinka burned the back of
her throat. She waved her hand in a dismissive way and placed her
shot glass on the small table before the sofa. “I don’t take
handouts.” She sat back up in the sofa and gave Béla a charged look.
“You know something? Maybe I should be the one helping you.”
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The words puzzled him.
“I see the confusion in your eyes. You’re thinking, how can she
help me?” Sophie continued. “I’ll tell you how. Dump Suzy and
come move in with me. You could quit Bonbon too, and we could
start a new life together. A normal life.”
The suggestion made Béla shift in his chair.
“What I’m offering you is real. A chance to leave the fantasy
behind and touch the earth again.”
“I’m going to quit the business,” Béla said softly. It hurt him to
see Sophie’s eyes light up after he said these words. It hurt him even
more to see them dim when he added these words, “And so is Suzy.
We’re quitting together in a couple of months – as soon as our
contract with Verseper is up.”
Thin lines of tears gathered on Sophie’s lower eyelids, but she
did not let them spill over onto her cheeks. Béla found himself
suddenly wishing Sophie had spoken to him about quitting before
he and Suzy had agreed to do so. This line of thinking tore him in
two. An impulse to flee the room, similar to the one he had
experienced after he had kissed her during the photo shoot, came
over him again. He rose to his feet, placed his shot glass on the
table, took her hand into his, and gently kissed the back of it.
“I wish I had met you before Suzy,” he said. “I really do.”
Béla let himself out of the apartment. In the hallway he was too
impatient to wait for the groaning elevator and opted to take the
stairs. He knew if he did not get out of the apartment quickly, the
temptation to stay might overwhelm him. A few more words or
another longing look might push him to abandon Suzy and embrace
a normal life with Sophie. He burst through the main entrance of
the building, walked out to Tétényi Street, and scanned the road for
a cab. He dared not look back at the building, for he knew if he did,
he would see Sophie standing at her window looking down at him,
and if he saw her in the window, Béla knew his heart would break.
Luckily, it only took a minute for a taxi to come to a halt before him.
It was nearly two in the morning when Suzy came home from
her shift at the Bonbon. She complained, as she always did, of sore
feet and a stiff back, and after a brief shower, climbed into bed and
was asleep within minutes. Béla lay awake beside her for hours
afterward trying to convince himself that he had made the right
decision when he had left Sophie alone in her drab, socialist
apartment.
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*
On the twenty-sixth of October, Béla was whistling a happy
tune as he walked through the city streets toward the Bonbon Media
Limited offices. It was a glorious late autumn morning, glorious
enough for Béla to choose to walk to work rather than take the tram
and bus as he usually did. As he walked down the bustling avenues
and half-deserted side streets, he breathed in a deep lungful of crisp
air and paused occasionally to examine the colorful trees in the
parks he passed. The contract he had and Suzy had signed with
Verseper would expire in a few days’ time. After that, they would
finally be free to start their new life together. He was still whistling
when he sauntered into the conference room on the office floor.
Béla noticed a large unopened cardboard box on the table – it
was the kind of box that usually contained the newest and latest
copies of Bonbon’s video releases. He looked at the box curiously –
his latest video edition of Suzy’s Kisses was not scheduled to be
released until the beginning of November. Béla shrugged and
continued whistling as he cut the masking tape seal on the top of
the box. He reached in past the foam packing peanuts and withdrew
a sealed copy of video he had never seen before. He brushed away
the stray pieces of packing material and looked at the box cover.
The cover image depicted Suzy on her hands and knees with
Marco Forno penetrating her from behind. Béla felt a bomb go off
in his heart. In a flash, the Magyar Dream he had worked so hard to
build collapsed in on itself. He emitted a pathetic noise that fell
somewhere between a groan and a whimper. The glorious autumn
morning outside was utterly indifferent to his pain.
László Csillag strolled into the conference room a moment later.
He issued a cheerful good morning greeting and sat down at the
table. Béla spun around, gave his associate a hate-filled glare, and
tossed a copy of Marco Versus Suzy: Sexual Destruction on the table.
“You’re listed as the director on the credits,” Béla said fixedly.
Csillag glanced at the video and quickly accessed the lines he had
memorized for the occasion. “I didn’t want any part of it!” he
blurted. “Suzy made me do it. She said if I didn’t help her, she
would fire me! I tried to talk her out of it, but she wouldn’t listen.
She kept saying if I didn’t help her she would throw me out of the
company. I can’t afford to lose my job. I have too many unpaid bills
hanging over my head. I had no choice!”
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Béla snatched the video from the table, turned away from his
associate in disgust, and left the conference room. Csillag waited
until Béla was in the elevator, then picked up the phone and placed a
call to Suzy.
“He’s seen it. He’s furious. He’s on his way over to you.”
*
It took a superhuman effort on Béla’s part to maintain his
composure during the cab ride to the apartment. He looked out at
the city as the cab inched along the crowded boulevard, but his eyes
registered none of the passing scenery. The world had dropped out
from beneath his feet. He had been cast into a cold, airless void.
At the apartment building, he struggled up the stairs – the
elevator was out of order – and when he finally reached the fifth
floor, he glanced at the door and the courtyard five floors below
him and pondered which would cause him less pain, confronting
Suzy or leaping over the railing and plummeting to the marble
below. He took a deep breath, opened the door, and stepped inside.
Suzy was in the bedroom sitting at her opulent vanity table
accentuating her eyes with mascara. She paused, looked at his
reflection in the mirror as he held up the video; then without a hint
of surprise on her face, she returned to doing her makeup.
“Why?” It was the only word Béla could bring himself to say. It
wafted in the air and drifted down to the floor like a feather.
“It was too good an opportunity to pass up,” Suzy said plainly.
“You’re a real piece of work, you know that?””
Suzy inserted the mascara brush into the tube and picked up her
lipstick. “Why are you taking this so personally? It’s business. That
video has already earned us twenty-thousand. Silver says sales could
easily be in the hundreds of thousands.”
Béla greeted her nonchalance with a scoff. “We agreed you
would not do this!” he said through clenched teeth. He glanced at
the glossy image on the box cover, grimaced, and threw the video
across the room in disgust.
“What’s the problem? It doesn’t bother you when I make films
with women. How is this any different?”
“We had an agreement.”
“The only agreement I subscribe to is making money,” Suzy said
as she unscrewed the cap from a tube of lipstick. “And this film will
make us both rich. If you love me as you claim, you’ll support what
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I’ve done. It was a good business decision. It was good for Bonbon
Media and it was good for us.”
The words were too much for Béla. He sputtered, and let out
laugh. “How could this possibly be good for us? We agreed you
wouldn’t make the film and that we would get out the business at
the end of this month.”
The shimmering blue eyes suddenly turned icy. Suzy stood up
from the stool. “We can’t walk away from the company, Béla. Things
are going too well. I like your idea of living a normal life, but we
can’t do that yet. We have to get everything we can out of Bonbon
Media first. Surely you can understand that.”
“Understand what? That you lied to me? Betrayed my trust?”
“You’re selfish, that’s what it is. You refuse to think about
anyone but yourself.”
This line of thinking struck Béla as so outrageous he forgot to
breathe for nearly a full minute; he finally succeeded in drawing a
breath only when he could no longer bear the burning sensation in
his lungs. He looked at Suzy, so beautiful before the vanity table in
nothing more than a bra and panties, and felt pain in his abdomen,
as if some invisible boot had kicked him in the stomach. Without a
word, he marched over to the wardrobe, withdrew a small suitcase,
plopped it on the bed, clicked it open and began packing it with
various items from the dresser.
“What are you doing?”
“What do you think? I’m leaving.”
“You can’t leave.”
“Watch me.”
“But I still love you.”
“Save your breath, Suzy.”
Suzy sauntered around to the other side of the bed and watched
him as stuffed some boxer shorts and socks into the suitcase. “But
you can’t leave me. I did this for the company.”
Béla laughed again. “Then you and the company should be very
happy.”
“Calm down,” Suzy said, her voice suddenly tinged with
desperation. The confrontation was not playing out as she had
envisaged it in her mind. “You’re not thinking clearly. I still love you.
Don’t you understand?”
“Yeah, you still might love me, sweetheart,” Béla said with a
bemused look on his face. “But I’m certain I no longer love you.”
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She responded to this the only way she knew how – with tears.
She moved towards him, but he raised his hand and motioned for
her to stop. “No, no. We’re not doing that whole ‘forgive me’
routine again. It’s over. I can’t love a whore like you.”
The insult stung her deeply, but she continued sobbing. “We’re
all whores,” she cried. “Every single one of us. Don’t pretend you’re
any better. You put me in films where I had to touch women. What
does that make you?”
“You’re right – I crossed a line there. It all disgusts me now. I’m
disgusted with myself. But above all else, you disgust me. I wanted
us to get clear of all this, but you insist on continuing with this
disgusting life.”
“I may be living a disgusting life,” Suzy shot back through a
sneer. “But at least I will leave a pretty corpse!”
Immediately after she finished saying this, Suzy transformed
before Béla’s eyes; he looked at her, utterly appalled. She ceased
being the object of his adoration and became an absolute stranger.
All the illusions his heart had heaped upon her over the years fell
away in an instant leaving behind nothing more than what Suzy had
referred to herself as – a pretty corpse. He shuddered and turned
away.
“So where does this leave us?” Suzy asked as another crescendo
of tears erupted from her eyes.
“Us? Get it through your head. There is no us. I’m done.”
“You’re just angry now,” Suzy cried. “You’ll cool down
eventually. After you do, you’ll come back.”
“Don’t hold your breath.”
“I’ll be here waiting for you,” she sobbed. She raised her hand to
touch him; Béla recoiled in revulsion.
“You’ll be waiting for eternity,” he grunted as he click-closed the
suitcase and walked out of the room toward the front door.
“You’ll come back,” Suzy said again as she followed him out of
the room. “You love me. You’ll come back.”
“Yeah, you just keep telling yourself that,” Béla shot back.
It was only after he had left the apartment that Béla realized he
had no place to go. He exited the building and trudged down the
boulevard past Jászai Mari Square with his suitcase in hand. He
didn’t know what to do. The boulevard was bright with sunshine
and thronging with people and after a few blocks he veered off the
main road and meandered through the side-streets of the Sixth
District. He came across a dive watering hole and took a table near
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the bar. He was not sure what to do, but his troubled soul was sure
about one thing – it needed a good stiff drink.
Béla had such a good time feeling sorry for himself that he
remained in the bar until late evening, downing pálinkas and chasing
them with bottles of beer. He stared at a faded calendar
commemorating the 1980 Olympics in Moscow and allowed the
heartbreak and disillusionment to corrode him from the inside out.
He had meant it when he had told Suzy it was over – she had
trampled his dignity into the dust. There was no going back. As this
realization took hold of him, he knew the end of his relationship
with Suzy also marked the end of his work at Bonbon Media.
Thinking of these things made him even more miserable. He
thought about what he could do. Returning to New York and living
under the same roof as Reinhardt again was out of the question.
Memories of Sophie Sapphire trickled into his mind. He sipped his
beer and wondered how different his life could have been had he
accepted Sophie’s offer of an ordinary life. Regret filtered through
him, and he contemplated calling Sophie to ask her if the offer she
had made a month earlier still stood. If it did, he could abandon
Suzy and Bonbon Media without an ounce of regret and perhaps,
just perhaps . . .
Béla shook his head. He had rejected Sophie. Why would she
want him now? And a lot of time had passed since then. She had
probably already forgotten all about him. He scowled, downed the
last of his beer, and paid his bill. After he stood up from the table,
he realized he was quite drunk. He wandered back out into the city
still unsure of where he would go. The sun had set; what little
warmth the sunny day had provided was quickly evaporating into
the darkening sky. He drifted back toward the boulevard, and
contemplated getting a room at a hotel for the night, but his feet
eventually carried him to Vilinovich’s building on Váci Street. He
felt the sudden need to speak to his senior business partner.
The office door was wide open on the fourth floor, but the large
man was not there. Béla ducked back into the elevator and rode
down to the Bonbon Club to see if the bear man was entertaining
guests. Once again, Vilinovich was nowhere to be found. Béla
muttered an obscenity under his breath and trudged into the service
hallway with his suitcase still in hand. A few of the dancers greeted
him as he walked past the dressing room. He waved in response, but
did not stop to chat. Instead, he grabbed a bottle of brandy from
the dry storage room and ascended the stairs to the offices of
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Bonbon Media Limited on the third floor. Once there, he dropped
his suitcase on the floor, sat down in his office, and continued
drinking himself into the same place Suzy Kiss had blasted his
heart.
Oblivion.
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PART SIX:

LUST IN ACTION
Béla woke up to the sensation of something pounding on his
head. He opened his left eye and peered out at the all-too-bright
world outside his skull. It took him over a minute to cobble together
what the sensation was. Helena Happy was squatting next to him on
the stretch of floor he had passed out on in his office and was
tapping his temple with her index finger.
“Oh thank God,” the bubbly brunette said happily after his eye
flashed open. “For a second there, I thought you were dead!”
He groaned and rolled over onto his back. His brain felt like it
was three sizes too big for his cranium; his tongue was as dry as a
sand-dune. He stared up at Helena and remembered his break-up
with Suzy. He wished he were dead.
“What time is it?”
“Eleven,” Helena chirped. “Sorry I’m late. I got here as fast as I
could.”
“Late? Late for what?”
Helena curled her mouth into a mock frown and playfully kicked
him in the ribs. “For my shoot, silly! Remember? Sunday morning at
ten o’clock?”
“It’s Saturday,” Béla groaned.
“Is it?” she said. She looked at Béla skeptically. “Are you sure?”
The only thing he could be absolutely certain of was this – he
was in the grips of a severe hangover. But he had a clear notion it
was Saturday, despite his clouded, muddled brain. The symptoms of
the hangover became more painful when he recalled everything that
had happened the day before. He was on the verge of telling Helena
their shoot was canceled; that he had left Suzy; that he was no
longer a photographer at Bonbon Media; that he would never
photograph another nude spread again, but then he remembered the
conversation he needed to have with Vilinovich.
“Is Vikshi here?”
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“He’s away on business, but I think he’ll be back sometime
today. Or is it tomorrow?” She frowned and kicked him lightly in
the ribs again. “You got me all confused now. What day is today?
Saturday or Sunday?”
Béla sat up and rubbed his face with his hands. He glanced at the
half-empty bottle of brandy on his desk, groaned again, and slowly
got to his feet. “Forget about the shoot today,” he said, leaning
against the desk for support.
“But I went did my nails and got a pedicure!” she pouted.
“All right fine,” he grumbled. Though he was in no mood to do
the shoot, he welcomed the work as a distraction. It would help him
kill the time until Vilinovich arrived. “Just let me get a drink of
water and a coffee.”
Helena smiled and skipped out of the office toward one of the
large studios. It did not take long for him to realize agreeing to do
the shoot was a bad idea. As he snapped pictures of Helena Happy
spread eagle on the hardwood floor before a white-screen, painful
memories of his first photo sessions with Suzy in New York
flooded through him. He lowered the camera and was about to
abandon the session when one of the building’s security guards
stepped into the studio. The guard’s presence piqued Béla’s curiosity:
The Bonbon Club downstairs was closed as was the office of
Bonbon Media Limited. Aside from the handful of security guards
stationed around the building, he was fairly sure he and Helena were
the only people in the entire place. He turned to the guard and
wondered what the man could possibly want.
“Sorry to bother you,” the security guard said. “But there’s a guy
downstairs who has been banging on the door of the club for over
twenty minutes. I finally went outside to talk to him. He’s says he’s
looking for you.”
“Who is it?”
“I don’t know. He didn’t tell me his name. He isn’t Magyar. He
speaks English.”
Béla frowned. He assumed the man was Nick Silver in town on
another unannounced visit. “Is he a funny looking guy?”
The security guard considered the criteria for a second, and then
nodded. “Sure. He’s pretty funny-looking, I guess.”
“It must be Silver. Let him in.”
“Well? Why have you stopped?” Helena asked as she rolled into
a new pose. Béla sighed and lifted the camera back to his eye. He
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continued snapping shots. A few minutes later, a familiar voice filled
the space in the studio behind him.
“I know that a woman is a dish for the gods, if the devil dress her not.”
The words brought Béla to a halt. He pulled the camera away
from his face and slowly turned his head. Anthony Vergil stood
leaning against the back wall in an army fatigue jacket, a worn pair
of jeans, and scuffed military boots. His hair was long again and
hung limply at the side of his bearded face. He looked thinner and
there was a haunted look in his eyes. In his right hand he clasped a
simple wooden cane; there was a noticeable limp in his gait as he
approached Béla.
“Antony and Cleopatra,” Verge said. He looked at Helena on the
floor with a blend of admiration and approval. “Act five, scene two,
if memory serves me well.”
Béla rushed to his friend, and embraced him in a bear hug.
“Careful, my good man. I suffered a little injury during my last
assignment! Shrapnel. Upper right thigh. Part of the hip. Incredibly
painful stuff, shrapnel.”
“Is it serious?”
“A scratch, a scratch. Thankfully, it will not make worms’ meat
of me. Though it did inspire me to lash out at the Serbs and
Bosnians and wish a plague upon both their houses! But enough of
me and my Shakespearean dribble – the circumstances of your
existence strike me as far more interesting.” Verge paused and blew
a kiss at Helena. “Yes, more interesting and far more pleasurable!
Your dear father has kept me abreast of some of your shenanigans
here in Budapest. He was kind enough to give me the magazines
you sent him. Still, I never imagined the enterprise would be this
large. I’m very impressed. I’ve been planning to come visit you for
months, but . . . well, as the saying goes, work got in the way. I was
afraid I’d never meet you. This is the third time in the last three days
I have come here looking for you. It appears the behemoths
downstairs aren’t good at relaying messages.”
“Let’s go have a drink!”
“Are drinks a good idea? Pardon my bluntness, but you look like
hell!”
“That was from last night. Long story. Come on. I could use a
bite to eat, too.” He turned to Helena and informed her that the
shoot was over, then turned back and faced his friend. “You really
are a sight for sore eyes.”
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“I believe I’m more of a sore sight for your eyes,” Verge
lamented. He cast a sad glance at his attire and shook his head. “To
make an appearance in civilized society looking like this! I’ve never
been so ashamed!”
Béla slapped his friend on the back and laughed. “You haven’t
changed a bit!”
They went to a small cozy restaurant off the beaten path a short
distance from Vörösmarty Square where they had a hearty meal of
goulash soup and consumed a bottle of wine. Béla was able to
forget his troubles and bask in the warm feeling of friendship with
Verge during the meal. They reminisced about their days in New
York and made up for the large void time and distance had put
between them. They finished their meal and took a short walk to the
Gerbeaud where they ordered coffees and brandy. Béla glanced
around at the interior of the café and was instantly transported back
to the Stefánia and the lengthy conversations he and Verge used to
have after the coffeehouse closed for the night. But eventually the
fond nostalgic feelings flickered and the winds of despondency
began to stir. Béla revealed the heartbreak and betrayal Suzy had
heaped upon him. Verge let his younger friend moan for the better
part of an hour.
After Béla finished, the journalist leaned back in his chair and
looked at his friend with serious eyes.
“Tell me, what inspired you to come to Budapest and start this
remarkable journey of yours?”
“That magazine you sent me. I wanted an explanation.”
“I have a confession to make – I sent you that magazine because
I hoped it would ignite rage and indignation. My intent was to make
you forget the girl.”
“A part of me wishes I had.”
Verge crossed his legs, glared disapprovingly at the worn and
dirty denim he wore and said, “So what are you going to do now?
You stayed in Budapest and became involved in the adult
entertainment industry to be with this vixen. She, in turn, has
betrayed your trust and has you contemplating a retreat.”
“What else can I do?” Béla said. He scoffed and looked at his
reflection in the mirror. “I was in love with her.”
“Ah, that blasted love again. It would have been better if you
had merely focused on pleasure. Well, this little disaster should cure
you of the disease.”
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It took an enormous effort on Béla’s part to imagine finding
pleasure again – in the end, he failed. “Now I don’t know what to
do. I’m ready to drop everything and just go back to New York.”
“There is nothing this Suzy of yours would treasure more. Has it
ever occurred to you that this film with Marco Forno was nothing
more than a scheme to send you packing so she could keep the
enterprise and all of its future profits for herself?”
“No. She was under the impression I would forgive her.”
“Either way she succeeded in using your precious love against
you. Can you not conceive?”
Béla’s face darkened. He picked up his coffee spoon and tapped
it against the marble surface of the table. “What can I say? I’m a
fool. I thought I had found something meaningful with her,” he
muttered.
Verge slapped the table and looked at his friend with
disappointment. “Meaningful? It only becomes meaningful without
love! Without the constraints of love, one is free to enjoy pleasure!
And pleasure, my good man, is the only meaning we have left in this
world.”
Béla tapped his spoon against the table’s marble surface a few
more times. “There was a dancer at the club. I really liked her. I
could even picture a future with her. Maybe I should look her up.”
“How typical! You are spurned by love and what is your
immediate response? To rush back into love’s arms. You truly are a
fool!”
“Yeah, maybe you’re right. I should lay off the women for a bit.
Love seems to disagree with me.”
Verge cleared his throat and continued in one of his dramatic
Shakespearean flourishes. “If love be rough with you, be rough with
love. Prick love for pricking, and you beat love down!” He chuckled
lightly, and then allowed a serious expression to eclipse his smile.
“You came here for love – what did you get in the end? Will you
allow this Suzy-floozy to claim victory so easily? Prick love for
pricking! Stay in Budapest! Continue your work! Indulge in the
unadulterated pleasures this fine city has to offer.”
Nothing Verge said impacted Béla – he dropped the spoon on
the table and let out a deep sigh. “That won’t help.”
Verge was undeterred. “You whine over the loss of one woman
when you could have any woman in the city. Open your eyes, my
good man! The forces of politics and economics have placed a city
of earthly desire at your feet. The free markets and enlightened
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governments of the world will defend these earthly desires and your
enjoyment of them to their last breath. You have the chance to
experience pleasures of which others can only dream! It is all here
before you, yet you are prepared to turn your back on it because of
love!” Verge leaned back further in his chair, propped his elbow on
the table top and studied his reflection in the mirror. “My word, I
look dreadful,” he grumbled.
Béla took a sip of his brandy and considered what his friend had
said, but the suggestions left him cold. He made a lame attempt to
change the subject. “When will you go back to work?”
“Perhaps never. My reason for engaging in that vocation all these
years was very simple. But this last assignment tipped the scales, so
to speak. I do not wish to become a minion of Thanatos just yet.
From now on, I will live solely for pleasure.”
“You’re wrong about that. Thanatos was the gentle touch of
death. If you die a violent death, it will be the Keres that kill you,”
Béla interjected listlessly.
“That citadel of darkness education of yours!” Verge said,
laughing. Then in a more serious tone, he added, “Thanatos. Keres.
It makes no difference. I considered the matter carefully and after
countless hours of rumination on a bedbug-infested mattress in a
bombed out hospital in Bosnia, I have come to one formidable
conclusion – one is weak if one needs pain to enjoy pleasure. I have
a new philosophy now. Pain must be avoided at all costs.” He
paused and pointed to his right thigh and hip. “War-reporting is in
the past for me. Pleasure in its purest form is all that is required
going forward.”
“So what are you going to do?”
“I’ll be upfront with you. During my convalescence, after I had
my epiphany concerning pain and pleasure, I remembered you were
here in Budapest, and I thought to myself, wouldn’t that be a lovely
career transition!” Verge drained the last of his brandy and offered a
sheepish grin. “My presence goes beyond the boundaries of a
friendly visit. You see, I am currently unemployed. I came to you in
the hope you could provide me with a job as an erotic visionary.”
“I’d like to Verge, but I doubt I’ll stay with Bonbon Media. Like
I told you earlier, I was planning on getting out anyway. This just
expedited the matter.”
“My own selfish reasons aside, I still maintain you should not
abandon what you have created here. What are the alternatives? Go
back to New York and move back in with your father? Spend your
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life in some stuffy classroom teaching illiterates until they become
educated cretins? Write novels no one will ever read because they
offend the tyrannical sensibilities of the age? And what will you do
if you choose to stay here? Teach English as a foreign language? I
personally can’t think of anything more pedestrian.”
Béla scowled as he considered Verge’s words. He flagged the
waitress down, and ordered two more brandies. “I don’t want to go
back to New York,” he admitted. “Or do any of those other things
either.”
The waitress arrived and placed two more snifters on the table.
Verge admired the woman’s trim behind as she walked away, and
then picked up his drink and took a sip. “There’s only one course of
action that can save you, my good man. Walking away will put you at
a considerable disadvantage? Prick love for pricking!”
“I’d have to make hardcore films if I stayed,” Béla said
cautiously. “I’ve resisted the idea. My erotica is beautiful, but porn?”
“Indeed. The images in your magazines are very tasteful.”
“Some people don’t get it.”
“Ah, the eternal struggles of the artist, forever misunderstood by
the world! See what your noble virtues have brought you? You
created art and the world labeled it filth! Perhaps if you created filth,
the world would label it art! Everything is inverted, my dear fellow!
Such are the times we live in!”
“I’ve never felt good about producing adult material here in
Hungary. This is my home country after all.”
“Forget your tribal affinities. They’re terribly out of style.”
“My dad said I’m exploiting the women here.”
“Don’t be a minnow in a tide pool! Abandon your pretentious
morality and enjoy life! Can you think of a higher calling?”
The very idea of it suddenly awed Béla in the true sense of the
word. All his life he had striven to maintain a delicate balance
between the opposing forces he harbored within himself. Like a
meticulous diplomat, he had employed a seemingly endless series of
discreet negotiations, cautious appeasements, and delicate
compromises in an effort to placate his two internal armies, but he
was growing weary of his own statecraft, the adroit attempts to keep
his cities separated and at peace. The time had come to demand the
surrender of one side and grant victory to the other. He smiled and
downed the rest of his brandy in one gulp. A thought struck him as
he placed the snifter back on the table. “You’re right. Why should
Suzy have all the fun? Prick love for pricking. I’ll do it! I’ll stay in
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Budapest and we’ll make films together. I’ll talk to my partner,
Vilinovich, and tell him you’re going to be on the payroll,” he said.
A wide grin unfolded on Verge’s face. “Vilinovich? Do you mean
Viktor Vilinovich? The Viktor Vilinovich?”
Béla nodded. He had always found solace in the belief that
Bonbon Media Limited was a legitimate company, but it was a shaky
solace for he knew Bonbon Media was one of the few sparkling
jewels in the otherwise dark crown of Viktor Vilinovich’s everexpanding empire. That he had formed a partnership with a
suspected member of the underworld was a matter Béla refused to
reflect upon. He saw Vilinovich’s empire as a magnificent Persian
carpet. The legitimate business interests were the designs woven into
the carpet: an intricate pattern of factories and shopping malls and
farms and mines and construction companies and bankers and
lawyers and politicians and diplomats. But Béla knew if he lifted the
carpet up from the floor and peered underneath it, he would
discover the dust and grim of Vilinovich’s less legitimate dealings.
Béla pretended these dealings did not exist; like a lazy housekeeper,
he swept around the carpet and refused to lift it up for the simple
reason that he was afraid what he might discover.
“This opportunity becomes more intriguing every second,”
Verge said. “I’ll return to New York immediately, settle my affairs,
and come back to Budapest within a month.”
Verge’s acceptance brought a smile to Béla’s face. He looked at
his old friend and said, “I think you’ll like it here in Budapest.”
“Oh, I have no doubt,” Verge said. He grabbed his cane and
glanced out the window at the expanse of Vörösmarty Square. “A
city of earthly desire! Now, let’s celebrate with a little indulgence! I
haven’t tasted flesh in a week. Do you have any suggestions?”
“We could get some hookers.”
“Such a vulgar term! I prefer courtesans . . . ladies of the night.”
“There’s a hotel not far from here. A lot of the high-priced
hook- . . . courtesans hang out there.”
“Excellent! What are we waiting for! Forget love. Tonight, your
Uncle Verge will treat you to an evening of lust!”
The Hotel Kempinski, a luxurious five-star hotel near Deák
Ferenc Square about a twenty-minute walk from the Bonbon Club
on Váci Street, was where Béla and Verge and three ladies of the
night ended up several hours later. Verge paid cash for a luxurious
suite, and then ushered Béla and the three prostitutes into one of
the elevators. The elevator chimed the fifth floor, and they all
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stumbled half-naked out of the opening doors. They barely made
into the suite fully clothed. Within twenty minutes, the front desk
received a call of complaint from the businessman staying in the
adjacent suite.
“Can you tell Caligula or whoever the hell is in the suite next to
mine to tune down the orgy a bit? I have an important meeting to
attend in the morning!”
*
The next day, Verge left for the airport to settle his affairs in
New York and await affirmation of his job prospects at Bonbon
Media. Béla spent the day wandering around Budapest
contemplating the decision he had made. He walked along the banks
of the Danube near the Chain Bridge relishing the memories of the
previous night in the hotel. He considered the possibility that when
it came to pleasure, Verge had been right all along. He had denied
himself an ocean of pleasures because of his principles. He glanced
at a small group of attractive young women walking toward him on
the sidewalk, admiring the way the warm sunshine bathed their
nyloned legs. He firmly believed that when it came to love, he had
been a fool. He would remain in Budapest and show Suzy he could
live without her. He would abandon the pursuit of love altogether
and embrace pleasure with both arms.
Béla felt no desire to return to the apartment near Jászai Mari
Square. Instead, he spent the night on one of the sofas in the
Bonbon Media offices. At midnight, the sound of the elevator
humming in the lobby stirred him from his sleep. He crawled off
the couch and took the stairs to the fourth floor. Once there, he was
relieved to see the lights on in Vilinovich’s office. He greeted the
two Fedors who stood before the door and stepped inside the
office. Vilinovich was sitting behind his desk. He eyed Béla with
boredom and waved him into the room.
“Can we take a bath tonight?” Béla said nervously.
An hour later, they were at the Széchenyi Bath, a sprawling
complex of ornate yellow buildings located in the City Park in the
Fourteenth District on the Pest side of Danube. They sat facing
each other before a chess board, their bodies submerged in the
warm water of the sprawling open air pool occupying the center of
a massive courtyard bordered by finely sculpted statues. The two
Fedors sat on a nearby bench looking on. The baths were closed,
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but all the exterior lights in the complex blazed into the night even
though Vilinovich and Béla were the only two people in the water.
Béla revealed his break-up with Suzy and his future plans with
Bonbon Media. Vilinovich nodded as he contemplated the board.
He moved his left bishop.
“I had no idea about the film Suzy made,” the large man said.
“I’m happy you are not going anywhere. When will you start making
these new videos you mentioned?”
“As soon as possible.”
“Why the change of heart?”
“I have re-evaluated my priorities. Bonbon Media exists to make
money.”
Vilinovich grunted in approval. “When this British friend of
yours comes back, I will need his passport to secure his work and
residency permits. Is he trustworthy, this British friend?”
“He’s a class act. He’ll be a great asset to the company.”
Vilinovich dipped his meaty hand back into the water. “Is there
anything else you need to make the videos?”
“We have to find some talent,” Béla said.
“I can bring girls in from Ukraine. They will work cheap.”
Béla considered the move Vilinovich had made; a few seconds
later he moved his own right rook. “I’m sure we can find plenty of
local girls as well.”
“Good. And will you be able to work together with Suzy now
that you are no longer romantically involved with her?”
“I can handle it. If she can’t, then she’ll be the one who has to
go. I’m prepared to take Bonbon Media to the next level, despite
Suzy. After all, business is business.”
Vilinovich took one of Béla’s pawns with a bishop. “That is true
– business is business. And since you mention business, there’s
another matter I wish to discuss. I mentioned this to you the last
time we took a bath together. I have a mining company in Romania.
They have completed ground samples on a property I am leasing.
There seems to be much gold in the ground where they are
exploring. I need funds to develop the mine and extract the gold
from the ground, so I have made the company public and I would
like to list it on the stock exchange in New York. I already have Nick
Silver on board as a director along with a few prominent business
people and politicians. I need people to support the company so I
can get it out of the pink sheets and onto the stock exchange in
New York. You would do me a great favor by buying some shares.
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The shares are only worth two cents each now, but they will rise in
value over time – especially if what my engineers tell me is true.”
Béla pretended to be concentrating on the chessboard, but in
reality he was assessing the favor Vilinovich had asked of him. He
exhaled a long breath and glanced over at the two Fedors sitting on
a stone bench near the pool. The blond Fedor had a pistol in his
hand and was casually cleaning the barrel with a cotton swab; the
bald Fedor had a mobile phone pressed to his ear and was
mumbling monosyllabic Russian words. Béla suspected the mine in
Romania was shady business, but he saw no harm supporting
Vilinovich.
“You’ve done so much for me. It’s the least that I can do,” Béla
said. “I can invest ten-thousand dollars. Would that help?”
“That would give you a half-million shares. And it would be a
huge help.”
“Then consider it done.”
“Good. I will give the number of the stockbroker you need to
contact.”
“Are you going to ask Suzy to do the same?”
“I don’t involve women in business like this.”
“Could you make sure she doesn’t know about my shares?”
Because Béla was staring at the board, he did not see Vilinovich
roll his eyes. The large man nodded his big bear head and said,
“Whatever you wish.”
Béla moved the rook he had recently played farther up the
board. The second he took his fingers from the piece, he realized he
had made a fatal error. He had left his king completely exposed. He
dipped his hand back into the water and hoped the bear man would
not notice the mistake.
Vilinovich splashed some water onto his enormous, hairy
shoulders. “Where are you living now?”
“I’m sleeping on a couch in the office.”
“There’s a spare room with a bathroom and a small kitchenette
attached to it on the third floor behind the larger studio. You could
stay there for the time being until I find you a more suitable place.”
Béla considered the offer; he knew the unused rooms. For the
past three months, he had used the vacant space as a storage unit,
packing the rooms with crates of film and lamps. He could
transform it into a tidy little apartment. He welcomed the idea of
living and working in the same building. It would give him a chance
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to keep a close eye on the business and keep Suzy’s future schemes
involving the Bonbon Media in check.
“I’ll take it,” he said, keeping his eyes averted from the glaring
miscalculation he had made on the chessboard. Vilinovich took his
time planning his next move – the suspense of it all grated on Béla’s
nerves. In an effort to distract himself, he gathered up the courage
to ask his partner the question he had wanted to ask for years.
“Vikshi, how did you manage to do so well during communist
times? I mean, I thought the whole point of communism was to
deter the profit motive and end individual entrepreneurship.”
Vilinovich looked up and said, “Communism was a fortress; I
shielded myself in red.”
The cryptic answer left Béla more in the dark than he had been
before he asked his question. He looked to see if Vilinovich would
expand on his reply, but the bear man had returned his focus to the
chessboard before him.
“It is good that you are staying in the business. I like to work
with people I can trust. And I will reward you for your hard work.
That mine in Romania will make you rich.”
He stopped speaking and moved his left knight. Béla groaned.
“Checkmate,” Vilinovich said.
Béla tipped his king over on to its side.
It was well after three in the morning when Vilinovich dropped
Béla off at the Bonbon Building at Váci Street, but Béla felt too
excited to sleep. Rather than go to the third floor and call it a night,
he chose to meander down the deserted stretch of the pedestrian
street gazing at the closed shops and stores. He neared the Hotel
Mercure and noticed an attractive woman in a mini-skirt loitering
near the entrance. The urge to prove his devotion to his new creed
overcame him. He came to a halt before the woman and gave her a
knowing look.
Fifteen minutes later, he had her on one of the couches in the
Bonbon Media offices. After the prostitute departed, Béla stretched
out on the sofa and grinned. He had not thought about Suzy once
the whole time he was satiating his lust; as far as he was concerned,
things were already looking up.
*
Béla walked into Bonbon Media’s conference room humming a
happy tune the next morning. He found Csillag sitting in the
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conference room sorting through some photographs. The older
pornographer looked at Béla as if he were a ghost come to haunt
him. That Béla was in an exceptionally good mood only increased
Csillag’s dismay and confusion, but he managed a weak, thin-lipped
smile after Béla greeted him.
“My God, aren’t you the joyous fellow,” he remarked as Béla sat
down at the large table. “What did you have for dinner last night?”
“Pussy!” Béla beamed.
Csillag nodded. “Pussy, huh? Figures. That’s my wife’s favorite
dish, too.” He placed the folders full of photographs he had been
holding on the table and eyed Béla suspiciously. Normally, domestic
squabbles did not interest the older pornographer at all; he had far
too many of his own to be curious about other people’s, but he was
intensely interested as to why Béla was still in the office, carrying on
as if he we were still a partner in the business. “So . . . what’s the
situation between you and Suzy?” he asked.
“Nothing. We broke up,” Béla said in a tone of voice that
sounded terrifyingly unconcerned to Csillag.
“And now what?”
“It’s business as usual.”
Csillag felt his heart sink in his chest as all the hopes he had
heaped upon Béla leaving the company disintegrated into the air. He
clenched his teeth so hard his teeth nearly cracked. After a moment,
he relaxed a little and said, “I’m sorry about that video. I really had
no choice.”
“Apology accepted. Now, let’s get to work. Tell me, Laci – why
haven’t I made hardcore films?”
The question confused Csillag, but he stuck to his instincts and
declared the obvious. “Because you think they’re vulgar. You’re only
interested in catering to those who appreciate erotica.”
“Erotica. Porn. What the hell’s the difference?” Béla said, doing
his best imitation of Nick the Dick.
Csillag rubbed the fingers and the thumb of his right hand
together before his face. “Money, Béla. That’s the difference.”
“Let’s make some money then! I’ve had a change of heart! I’ve
hired a friend of mine to come on board and make some hardcore
videos as well.” Béla noticed the sudden look of anxiety on Csillag’s
face. “Don’t worry; you’ll still have your position. We’re taking
Bonbon Media to the next level. Like Nick the Dick says - we’re
going to light the Triple-X world on fire!”
“What does Suzy think about this?”
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“I don’t care. I’m sure she won’t object. Hardcore will increase
our profits. That’s all she cares about. Get ready, Laci! Exciting times
are ahead for all of us!”
He slapped Csillag playfully on the shoulder. “Now, let’s talk
about talent. I’m going to need a lot of girls for the videos my
friend Verge and I will be making.”
“I work with a couple of modeling agencies who specialize in
this sort of thing. You could use them.” As soon as he finished
saying this, Csillag had a flash of inspiration. “Why should we use
other agencies? They ask for a fee and a pretty hefty one at that.
Let’s skip them altogether and create our own agency right here in
the office! We could recruit our own talent and decide who we want
and how much we’ll pay them. And if the girls sign on to work for
anyone else, we’ll be the ones collecting the fees instead of paying
them.”
The idea sounded good to Béla. He was about to tell Csillag so
when Suzy walked into the conference room. Her eyes lit up when
she saw Béla sitting with Csillag.
“You’re here! Thank God!” Suzy gushed. She placed her purse
on the table and looked affectionately at Béla. “I knew you wouldn’t
leave.”
“I’ve had a change of heart,” Béla said. Suzy’s eyes brightened
even more. “About the business, at least,” he quickly added.
A sheen of confusion dimmed Suzy’s eyes a little. “Can I speak
to you privately?”
Béla coughed lightly and remembered his oath to prick love for
pricking. “There is no more privately. It’s only the business now. I’ve
decided I’m going to stay. That video you and Forno made has
inspired me. Bonbon Media is going to be in the hardcore business
from now on. Vikshi is thrilled about the idea. I’ve hired my friend
Verge from New York to help us. You remember him?”
“It’s important we speak privately.”
“Not as important as this. Have a seat.”
Suzy scowled and sat down. Her bewilderment made Béla smile.
He leaned back in his chair and placed his hands behind his head.
He felt very much like a man who did not have a worry in the world.
He said, “Laci came up with a great idea to help us recruit fresh
talent. Tell her, László.”
Csillag was too distracted by the tension between Béla and Suzy
to register the cue immediately. When he finally did, he nodded his
head apologetically told Suzy of his idea.
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“Our own modeling agency. Isn’t that grand?” Béla asked.
“Brilliant. I’m surprised the two of you haven’t discovered a cure
for cancer,” Suzy muttered. The small spot on her forehead
quivered a few times as she stood up. “I’m going downstairs. We’re
going to speak privately, whether you like it or not.”
“I need to pick up some of my things from the apartment,” he
said. “I’ll come by around five.”
Suzy frowned and walked out of the room. She made a point of
slamming the door on her way out. A framed print of the
fourteenth issue of Bonbon magazine slipped from its mount and
thudded to the floor.
Csillag looked at Béla with concern as soon as Suzy was out of
the room. He cleared his throat and said, “It’s none of my business,
but if you’re going to stay on in the company, maybe you should
kiss and make up with her. These things tend to get messy if they
drag on too long.”
“There’s nothing to kiss and make up. We’re through.”
A hopeful glint surfaced in the older man’s eye. “Then why don’t
you get rid of her? We could run this ship. Just the two of us.”
Béla eyed his associate with suspicion. “I bet you had similar
thoughts when you made that film with Suzy.”
Csillag shifted in his chair and gave Béla a look of shock and
dismay. “I resent that remark! Are you suggest-”
“How can I get rid of her?”
“I don’t know. Talk to Vilinovich.”
“There’s nothing I can do. Vilinovich likes having her in the
company. We’ll have to make the best of it.”
“Look – I don’t want to get any deeper into it, just let me say
this – don’t get into playing games with women – especially not with
a woman like her. Men are dangerous, but when it comes to love
and relationships and all that, women are infinitely more
dangerous.”
“Don’t worry. I can handle her.”
Csillag did not feel assured. He pressed on. “We’re running a
business here. We don’t need all the soap opera theatrics. Remember
what I said about women. I don’t want to meddle into your personal
life, but I also don’t want your personal life to meddle into my
livelihood. I can’t have anything screwing that up.”
Béla looked at him in a manner Csillag found infuriatingly
patronizing. “I know how to handle Suzy. And don’t you fret, I’ll
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make your wallet so fat, you’ll have to sew a bigger pocket onto your
pants.”
Csillag nodded, but he was unconvinced. Béla’s assurances
reeked of overconfidence. The Pioneer of Hungarian Pornography
suddenly remembered a moment from his childhood. His mother
took him to the circus when he was six. Towards the end of the
show, a lion-tamer and three lions entered the ring. The lion-tamer
peppered the crowd with boastful blather about how he had
conquered the kings of the beasts; fifteen minutes later, ten other
members of the circus staff, three terrified clowns among them,
were beating the lions back with canes and whips while the arrogant
tamer staggered around the ring in shock trying to locate the chunk
of flesh the lions had torn from his left shoulder.
*
Later that day, Béla returned to the apartment and briefly
outlined his intentions of remaining in Bonbon Media. Suzy stood
in the living room nervously chewing on her fingernails as Béla
spoke. At one point, she bit down too hard and a small drop of
blood emerged from underneath the manicured nail of her left
index finger. “You don’t want to be with me, but you want to stay?”
she said after Béla finished speaking.
“It’s my company, too. Why should I leave?” he said. “From now
on, we’ll be business partners – nothing more. Maybe that’s all we
should have ever been. You should be happy. I’m going to expand
Bonbon Media’s line of products and put more money in your
pocket. And you don’t have to worry about me telling you what you
should and shouldn’t make or do”
Suzy stuck her wounded finger back in her mouth and savored
the alkaline taste of her own blood. She considered his words. “It’s
no good,” she said quietly. “I made a terrible mistake. I want us to
be together again.”
“That’s out of the question,” Béla said. “I don’t want to this to
drag. It’s over between us. We’re nothing more than business
partners now. If you can’t handle that, then maybe you should quit.”
“But we’re still engaged!”
Béla shook his head adamantly. “Not any more. I want the ring
back.”
Suzy glanced at the ring. She scowled and slipped it from her
finger. Her forehead quivered slightly as she handed it to Béla.
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“You’ll give this ring back to me one day. Count on it.” Her voice
was calm and steady even as tears gathered in her eyes.
She scowled as he took the ring and walked toward the door.
“What about your things?” she called after him.
“I’ll come another time,” Béla said without turning around.
“Maybe I’ll throw all your stuff in the incinerator by then.”
“If it makes you happy.”
The front door opened and closed. Suzy remained standing in
the middle of the living room, swaying slowly back and forth as she
sucked the blood from her injured finger. The massive apartment
surrounding her seemed to expand in all directions, and for the first
time in years, she suddenly felt terribly alone.
*
Convinced he had successfully pricked love for pricking, Béla
celebrated his liberty from love by becoming a libertine. Living in
the Bonbon offices took some adjustment, but after he had fully
furnished the place, Helena Happy became a frequent guest in his
bed.
The affair began quite accidentally. A week after his conversation
with Suzy, Béla heard someone walking around in the office long
after the staff had left for the day. He came out of his small
apartment behind the studio and noticed the silhouette of a woman
with long hair. Thinking it was Suzy, he let out a groan, but when
the young woman stepped completely into the light, he saw it was
Helena Happy. The petite dancer scurried up and down between the
desks, frantically searching the area as if she were looking for
something she had lost. Béla stopped in the main office room and
made his presence known.
“I left a pair of heels up here a while back,” Helena said. For
reasons Béla could not even begin to understand, she took a
moment and scanned the ceiling above her. Assured that her shoes
were not up there, she turned and looked at him helplessly. “At least
I think I left them here. I wore them for a shoot we did a couple of
weeks ago. I’d hate to lose them. They’re my comfortable shoes. I
can dance in them all night. You haven’t seen them have you?”
“You want to check the studios?”
They went into the two studio rooms where Helena continued
looking for her shoes. Béla watched her crawl around on her hands
and knees as she peered under chairs and tables and tripods. Even
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though he had seen Helena nude at least a dozen times, he could not
stop himself from stealing a few glances at her well-formed behind.
“I found them!” she cried. She stood up and held her shoes
triumphantly in the air by their straps.
“Great! Now your feet won’t ache when you dance tonight.”
“Oh, I’m not dancing tonight. I was supposed to, but it’s so dead
down there, the manager said I could take the night off.”
Béla raised his eyebrows. As simpleminded as the young woman
was, he had always found Helena charming. She was frank and
guileless and always brimmed with bubbly energy. She was also quite
captivating, with her lithe body and her youthful allure.
“Say, Ilona, have you had dinner yet?”
Helena’s eyes became as round as coins. “No! And I’m starving!
When I get back home, I’m going to eat everything in the
refrigerator!”
“I am going to get a bite. Why don’t you join me?”
The carefree glow in Helena’s face faded a little. “I’d like that,
but are you sure Zsuzsi won’t mind?”
“Why would she mind? Haven’t you heard? We’re through!”
The news did not comfort Helena in any way; she continued to
eye Béla skeptically.
“Come on! I’m not asking you to sleep with me or marry me!
We’re just two colleagues going out for a bite.”
The carefree glow came beaming back. “Okay! Just let me run
downstairs and grab my coat!”
They ate a light dinner at a moderately priced restaurant serving
traditional Hungarian food near Deák Ferenc Square. During the
course of the meal, they emptied a bottle of Eger Bull’s Blood, and
Béla happily listened to the young woman ramble on about
irrelevant childhood experiences, her favorite flavors of ice cream,
why she preferred shampoos with fruity scents over those with
floral scents. It was all light and airy and meaningless and after an
hour the only thought in Béla’s mind was his desire to have sex with
Helena Happy. He experienced the same urges he had experienced
with Sophie Sapphire, but the urges he felt for Helena were more
elementary, carnal, and raw. A part of him had been in love with
Sophie Sapphire; he experienced no such feeling for Helena Happy.
He liked Helena, but he could not imagine living with her, planning
a future, settling down. In Helena, Béla saw only the present – the
burning allure of tempting flesh; a delectable little morsel of fuel to
add to the newly kindled fire burning within him.
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“I’m going to start making some new films. You want to star in
them? I’ll pay you double what you get now for the lesbian stuff.”
“Sure!”
“Of course, you’ll have to audition for the job.”
Twenty minutes later, he had her in his little apartment behind
the studio; Helena passed the audition easily. The next morning,
Béla woke up feeling more relaxed and lighthearted than he had in
months. He took Helena out for breakfast at Gerbeaud where he
joyously listened to his lover prattle on about her favorite zoo
animals. They left the café, and he persuaded her to join him for
another quick romp in the shower in his backroom apartment. He
sauntered into the Bonbon offices refreshed and buoyant, ready to
tackle all the work awaiting him. He was convinced he was over
Suzy, once and for all.
*
The annoying ringtone of the cellular phone, which Béla had
never been able to successfully change despite his best efforts, jarred
Béla from sleep in the middle of the night. It took him a moment to
realize the phone was actually ringing, that it was not merely part
some dream that had extended beyond the opening of his eyes. Béla
groaned mildly, clicked on the night lamp next to his bed, and
retrieved his cell phone, which he had forgotten to take out of his
pants the night before.
“Verge visited me earlier today. He told me he’s moving to
Budapest to begin working with you.”
Béla rubbed his eyes with his free hand. He hadn’t heard
Reinhardt’s voice in a long time. It sounded faraway and unfamiliar.
“You told me you would right your course; acknowledge your
wrong turn and do something about it.”
“Apa, it’s the middle of the night over here,” Béla grumbled.
“Must we talk about this now?”
“But you insist on plunging deeper and deeper into this idiocy,”
Reinhardt continued, ignoring his son’s plea. “What’s happened to
you?”
“Verge quit journalism. He needed a job. I hired him to work for
us over here. No big deal.”
“This isn’t about Verge. This is about you. You’re making all the
wrong choices. Taking all the wrong steps.”
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“No wrong steps. No wrong turn,” Béla said brusquely. “Don’t
worry about me. I know what I’m doing.”
“You haven’t the slightest notion of what you are doing!”
Reinhardt barked across the line. “Get your head out of the gutter
and consider the bigger picture. You’ve lost all sense of purpose.”
“I haven’t lost anything,” Béla replied strongly. “Quite the
opposite.”
Reinhardt mumbled a few incomprehensible words and then the
line went dead. Béla groaned and lay back on his bed wishing he had
put his mobile phone on mute the night before.
*
Anthony Vergil returned from settling his affairs in New York
and the two friends spent the better part of a week strolling about
Budapest sampling the high-priced hookers loitering near the ritzier
hotels. They scoured the bowels of the Sixth and Seventh Districts
for cheaper pleasures when they craved less refined indulgences.
The more devoted Béla became to his new life as a dissipater, the
more Suzy dissipated from his veins. After a month of unbridled
hedonism, he wondered why he had ever bothered to dedicate
himself to one woman, to morals, to principles, to anything at all.
Béla Drixler had been a fool; the debauched, carnal life of Billy
Trickster was proving to be far more pleasurable.
The apartment Verge eventually rented in Budapest was a near
carbon copy of his dwelling in New York. Located on Ipar Street in
a partially defunct industrial area near an old working class
neighborhood in Ferencváros in the Ninth District, the apartment
was a grand, loft- like space on the top floor of a gritty, dilapidated
building that had once been a factory of some kind. Like his Vernon
Boulevard apartment in Astoria, Queens, Verge’s Budapest loft was
bleak, but spacious and offered a surprisingly attractive view.
Through the grimy glass Béla could see the Petőfi Bridge and the
Gellért Hill in the distance. A week after he was settled, Verge
invited Béla over for a casual housewarming drink.
“Well? What do you think, my good man?” Verge asked handing
Béla a shot glass full of pálinka distilled from apricots. “Charming
little flat, wouldn’t you say?”
Béla nodded as he looked around at the large, vacant space. He
spotted a plant in the far corner of the room near a row of
windows. “Is that the-”
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“Yes, yes, the Devil’s Ivy! I didn’t dare leave it in New York for
fear it would hunt me down if I abandoned it. I had to smuggle it
into the country!” Verge stepped closer to Béla and, in a whisper,
added, “It’s been in a terrible mood all morning, but I think it will
like Budapest. Well, here’s to a new chapter!”
Béla clinked his glass against Verge’s and downed the pálinka in
one shot.
“I am so delighted to be a part of Bonbon,” Verge declared.
“Yeah – hey, thanks for reminding me,” Béla said. He reached
into his back pocket and withdrew Verge’s passport. “Your
residence and work permits are in there.”
“Ah, the joy of by-passing bureaucracy!”
“Don’t ever do things the proper way here in Hungary – you’ll
die just waiting in line. If you need anything done, talk to Vilinovich.
He has connections.”
“Oh, I bet he does. Good advice, I’ll remember that,” Verge said
as he tucked his passport into the inside of his jacket. “Come. There
is something I wish to show you.”
Béla placed the empty shot glass on the windowsill and followed
Verge to the opposite side of the room.
“I hope you won’t think me presumptuous, but I took it upon
myself to do a little recruiting these last couple of days. I procured
some male talent for our videos.” Verge looked at the open door
nearby and clapped his hands. “Gentlemen, if you please!”
Four naked, well-endowed men emerged from the doorway and
lined up along the wall like soldiers during a role call – spines
ramrod straight, chests puffed forward. Verge limped up to the men
and pointed to each one successively with his cane.
“Allow me to introduce Mike Dude, Richard Prince, Felix Black,
and last, but most certainly not least in any way, shape or form,
Attila the Hung. Dude and Prince are imports, American and
French to be exact. They both have over fifty films to their credit.
These fine fellows are locals – neither has any experience before the
camera, but just look at their potential! Felix Black is a fascinating
discovery. Both of his parents studied medicine here in Budapest –
his mother is Magyar; his father, from the Ivory Coast. He’ll bring a
hint of the exotic to our pornographic canvas! And Attila? Well,
need anything be said? Just look at that undercarriage!”
“So, when do we start shooting?” Béla cut in.
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“Whenever you provide the women,” Verge replied. He glanced
back at the naked men. “That will be all gentlemen. You may dress.
Have a drink, if you please.”
“And what’s the working title of the project?”
“Little Indulgences. What else?” He chuckled and poured them
both another round of pálinka. “Oh, how delightful this already is!
Be honest, have you ever enjoyed pleasure like we have these past
few weeks?”
Béla shook his head.
Verge licked the rim of his shot glass and said, “And what of
love? Does your Suzy still haunt your thoughts?”
“No. I’m done with her.”
“And what of your writing?”
Béla grinned. “The penis is mightier than the pen is! All I care
about it my happiness!”
“Quite right! Penis and happiness. I am not well-versed in
semantics, but I have a theory . . . I believe the word penis actually
forms the root of the word happiness. What do you think?”
*
An unexpected Indian summer settled over Budapest in midNovember. The dry air, sunny skies, and warm temperatures coaxed
an efflorescent display of beautiful young women back onto the
streets wearing summer clothes. Everywhere Béla turned he saw
bare legs in short skirts and heaving breasts in breezy blouses and
though he spent the majority of his waking hours filming and
photographing nude women, he could not stop himself from
turning his head every time an attractive woman on the street caught
his eye.
On one of those warm late autumn mornings, over fifty young
women waited for hours in a long, winding queue stretching from
the side entrance of the Bonbon Club to the beginning of Váci
Street. They had all responded to the tiny classified ad Csillag had
placed in one of the daily newspapers a week before. The
advertisement promised exceptional financial compensation to any
woman between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five who would be
willing to work as a hardcore erotic model. Béla had been skeptical
about the classified advertisement, but when he stepped out onto
Váci Street that morning and saw the line of mini-skirts and tight
jeans, he was astonished.
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“Who would have thought so many girls want to be in porn
films,” Béla said to Csillag after he had stepped into the office.
“Most of them don’t They’re just desperate for money.”
“You know, there are times I almost feel a little guilty,” he
admitted casually.
“It’s not our fault the country is in shambles. Where is the
government in all of this? We’re doing these girls a favor. It would
take them weeks to earn the same amount of money we’re willing to
give them for a couple of hours. And I would hardly call what we
are asking them to do work.”
The bouncers admitted groups of ten women shortly after nine
o’clock and the casting process clicked into gear. The whole thing
struck Béla as some kind of bizarre factory; an erotic model
processing plant. His station was the last – clothes drop; click; turn
to the left; click; the right, please; click; bend over; click; thank you,
please dress in the corner away from the screen. Béla was
mesmerized. The women he had fantasized and drooled over during
his walks in the city – the women waiting at bus stops, the women
strolling the sidewalks, the women stepping off the trams, the
women sitting on park benches, the women lounging at café tables,
the women shopping at the markets – all arrived at his little station
at the end of the line and revealed the glory they had hinted at, but
never completely exposed on the city streets. Nurses and teachers
and students and cashiers and bank tellers and waitresses and
secretaries and young women from every other walk of life dropped
their clothes before him all for the promise of landing a job that at
best promised to pay a hundred or two hundred dollars a scene. It
was heaven. As Verge had suggested, the forces of economics and
politics had truly created a city of earthly desire. It was a city Béla
never wanted to leave.
*
Near the end of November, Béla arrived at Verge’s loft
apartment on Ipar Street to help shoot the first hardcore scene for
Little Indulgences.
The model Verge had chosen for the scene was a shapely
eighteen-year-old blonde student; she sat on the sofa in her cotton
bra and panties awaiting the start of the shoot. Attila the Hung and
Felix Black waited on the sidelines for their cues. The two assistants
from the Bonbon Media studios scurried about setting up the lights
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and taping down the wires. Béla had asked Betty Ballerina to be at
the shoot to provide guidance and act as a consultant. She smoked a
cigarette while giving last minute advice to the model on the couch.
In the meantime, Verge loaded the tape into his camera and doublechecked his lights and microphone. Béla focused on the young
woman for a few minutes while the crew made their final
preparations. She sat as still as an alabaster statue, painfully selfconscious of her own semi-nudity.
Verge assigned Béla the task of taking still photographs of the
scene; the stills would later be used on video box packaging and for
promotional images. After everyone finished their final adjustments,
Verge gave the cue, and the action began. Attila the Hung and Felix
Black sauntered onto the set and positioned themselves before the
seated young woman. Béla snapped his first photograph and was
instantly transported back to his bedroom in Queens above the
Stefánia, to those long nights after he had discovered the
pornographic magazines in his secret hiding place. The images in
those magazines were now coming to life before him.
The young woman became the focal point of everything that
transpired over the course of the shoot, yet her presence on the set
never rose above the level of an object. Before the camera she
served one purpose and one purpose only. Nothing else about her
existence mattered. There were frequent breaks in the filming during
which Betty Ballerina comforted, advised, and translated Verge’s
direction to the young model who appeared immensely relieved for
the brief moments of reprieve. When the scene finally ended, the
male actors mugged for the camera and congratulated each other on
their performance while the girl knelt on the floor before them. Béla
took his final shots. Betty helped the girl to her feet and escorted
her to the shower. Verge had shot over an hour-and-a-half of
footage, which Béla would later edit down into a twenty minute
scene.
“What did you think, my good man?”
“Well, I’ve figured out how the men in porn last so long.”
“Frequent breaks and editing do wonders for a man’s stamina!
But was it arousing?”
“It was a real turn on!”
“Excellent. Hopefully the world will feel the same way.”
“Will this video have any kind of a story?”
“Story? I know a writer like you will find this difficult to believe,
but the world doesn’t want stories.”
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“I’ve got a bunch of ideas for my films. I’m going to make
features. Videos with a plot and characters,” Béla revealed.
“Stories require thought,” Verge said, laughing. “No one cares
about stories anymore. You, above anyone else, should know that.
The world does not deserve stories. The world deserves only this –
pleasure. See this girl? Watch her get shagged. The end. I believe the
genre is known as gonzo porn.”
Béla savored the raw energy of what he had just experienced,
but his aesthetic sense rebelled against the notions Verge had
expressed.
“Well, I’m sticking to stories. You know, when I was a kid, I used
to write little sexual stories about girls I fell in love with.”
“How typical of you.”
“It’ll be fun bringing some of those to life.”
“Scripts? Characters? Plots? Such noble aspirations!”
Béla laughed. “It’s worth a shot!”
“Forever the artist, you are,” Verge said. He sidled closer to his
friend and nudged him on the shoulder. “I say, since we are speaking
of the arts . . . how would you care to partake in a little indulgence
this afternoon? Betty Ballerina, bless her heart, has promised to
perform her own erotic rendition of Swan Lake for me. I must say,
that woman fascinates me. So hell bent on self-destruction. And let
us not forget her legendary flexibility. I cannot wait to sample it.
Stay a while. I’m certain Betty would not object to one more
audience member for her performance.”
Béla remained in Verge’s apartment after the crew, the model,
and the actors left. When everyone was gone, Betty emerged from
the bathroom wearing nothing but a pair of white stockings, ballet
shoes, and a tutu.
“Béla is going to join us for the ballet this afternoon, my dear. I
hope you don’t mind.”
The veteran porn star shrugged. “No, that’s fine,” she said in
heavily accented English. She helped herself to a shot of whiskey
from an open bottle Verge had left on the window sill and then
completed a magnificent pirouette that left nothing to the
imagination.
“Bravo!” Verge said, clapping. He rose to his feet, unbuttoned
his pants and let them drop to his ankles. “Will you look at that?
Standing ovation!” He laughed and turned to Béla. “Oh, how I do
appreciate the fine arts, my good man!”
Béla smiled, stood up, and began removing his clothes.
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*
“You’re making the wrong decision,” Stanley Lawrence said. He
gave the row of paintings lining the wall of Reinhardt’s studio a
dismissive glare. “You should reconsider. I hate seeing people make
decisions they’ll regret.”
Reinhardt lowered the landscape he held in his hand and placed
it on the floor next to some other paintings he had completed since
returning from Hungary; he looked directly at Stanley Lawrence and
said, “I’ve made up my mind. I’m not selling, exhibiting, or creating
any more communist paintings.”
Lawrence muttered a few words under his breath, rubbed the
top of his head with his gold-adorned fingers and continued
looking at the paintings lined up along the wall. “So this is what
you’ll be painting from now on?”
“I paint whatever my inner voice tells me to paint.”
“Well tell your inner voice to tell you to paint communist
paintings again. I’ve found a place we can sell them,” Lawrence said.
He turned around and paced the length of the studio to relieve the
agitation accumulating inside him. If there was one part of the art
business Lawrence could not stand, it was dealing with the quirks
and eccentricities of the artists who created the products that lined
his fingers with gold and paid the exorbitant taxes of his sprawling
home in Westchester County. Earlier that week, Lawrence had
received a call from a well-known art dealer in Poland who
expressed interest in exhibiting and selling Reinhardt’s work. The
dealer claimed there was a ready market for the paintings and the
numbers he shared with Lawrence made the New York art dealer
smile. Lawrence called Reinhardt immediately, but had been politely
turned down. The refusal hit Lawrence like a bad rash – it irritated
him, made him itch, and distracted him from other matters. He took
time from his busy schedule to visit the Stefánia and talk some sense
into Reinhardt. He had been talking sense to the artist for well-over
an hour, but Reinhardt seemed incapable of listening to reason. The
invisible rash continued to burn under the art dealer’s expensive
clothes. “There’s still a market for the communist paintings, damn it!
How can you turn your back on that?” he grunted loudly.
“They made a circus of my art. It became mired in politics.”
“You can’t paint pictures about communism and expect people
to be non-political about it.”
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“I’m not interested in people with red stars in their heads. They
have no interest in truth.”
“The hell with those bastards! They kept the pressure on me for
months. Negative press everywhere. It affected my business, but my
connections run just as deep as theirs, so they couldn’t take me out
entirely. They’re worse than the communists ever were. But who
cares about that. We wouldn’t experience those kinds of problems
in Poland. There are still thirty paintings we could sell. And you
could paint some more.”
Reinhardt glanced at the painting of the stag he had created after
Stefánia’s death and shook his head. “No, I can’t paint anymore of
those. I’ve painted all I could about that.”
“What’s the issue, here? Paint a few more and we’ll ship the
whole lot to Poland. Who knows? You could make a name for
yourself in Europe.”
“If I were to make a name for myself, I would like to do it with
these,” Reinhardt said motioning to the paintings on the floor.
Lawrence looked at the paintings again – each time he saw them,
his disgust for them grew. Landscapes, historical scenes, and scenes
of village life. An entire row of landscapes and village scenes.
Forests and hills and rivers and mountains and fields and meadows
and vineyards and pastures and shepherds and field workers and
peasants. He glanced up at Reinhardt as if the latest creations were
all a part of some cruel joke. He made a closer inspection of the
landscapes and noticed each one contained a deer – a white deer.
The same white deer that hung on the wall before him. “What’s with
the albino Bambi in all of them?” Lawrence asked in a churlish tone
of voice.
“White stag. It’s a symbol from my childhood.”
Lawrence groaned and rubbed the top of his head again. “The
Lone Ranger was a symbol from my childhood, but I wouldn’t stick
him in my paintings if I was an artist.”
“But you’re not an artist.”
“You’re damn right, I’m not. Honestly, you’re a crazy bunch, the
whole lot of you!” Lawrence waved his hand vehemently in the air
and paced back to the other side of the studio. “I don’t know what
to tell you. I can’t sell these. That dealer in Poland can sell your
communist paintings, though. Come on, Reinhardt. You’ve got
nothing to lose.”
Reinhardt stared at his paintings for a moment and then finally
nodded his head. “Fine. We can do that. I won’t paint anymore
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communist works, but we can send the completed paintings. In
return, I want to ask something of you.”
Stanley Lawrence smiled. “Name it.”
“Display a few my newer paintings in your gallery.”
Lawrence gave Reinhardt a hopeless look. “I can’t sell these! No
one will want them. Old ladies who want to put something above
their sofas are the only ones who buy paintings like these.”
“I won’t consider Poland otherwise.”
“Deal,” Lawrence muttered; then in a happier tone, he added, “It
will be much better. You’ll see. People crave this kind of stuff over
there since the collapse of communism.”
“Some do. But some don’t. I noticed that when I visited
Hungary recently.”
“Yeah? Hungary isn’t a communist country anymore, either.
Things have improved, right?”
“Some things have. Other things have become worse.”
With the self-assured arrogance typical of many Americans,
Lawrence said, “But people over there are free now. Isn’t that all that
matters? Freedom?”
“Oh they have freedom,” Reinhardt said. “A new freedom.
Strange thing is, they are allowing this new freedom to totally
enslave them.”
Whether Reinhardt’s pronouncement struck the art dealer as
simplistic or profound was unclear, but one thing was perfectly clear
– Stanley Lawrence did not entirely get it. He gave Reinhardt a
befuddled look and paced toward the wall.
“Well, I don’t know what else to say to you. I’ll call the Polish
dealer and tell him you’re interested.” He sighed and picked up two
of the landscapes. “I’ll put these two in my gallery. But don’t get
your hopes up. I doubt I’ll be able to sell them. I don’t have too
many old ladies looking to fill the empty space above their sofas as
customers.”
*
Little Indulgences was a sensation. It became one of Verseper
Video’s biggest sellers and quickly evolved into a successful
franchise that placed Bonbon Media at the forefront of
pornographic production. The fourteen films bearing the title,
released between the early winter of 1994 and the spring of 1995,
made Anthony Vergil, who referred to himself simply as The Verge
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in the directorial credits, one of the hottest adult film directors in
the business.
Over the course of those fourteen films, many of the nurses,
teachers, students, cashiers, bank tellers, waitresses, and secretaries
who had stood in line before the Bonbon Club vying to appear in
adult films were cast, and The Verge unleashed his sexual visions
upon them. The objective of each scene, Verge informed Béla prior
to the filming of the second installment of Little Indulgences, was to
reduce the model to a quivering, blubbering, lump of flesh –
whether or not she enjoyed the experience was ambiguous and left
for the viewer to decide.
Béla assisted Verge on all fourteen installments of Little
Indulgences and produced four of his own videos as Billy Trickster.
Because his videos were features, with characters and a plot, they
were more expensive and took considerably longer to make.
Unfortunately, despite the added expense and time it took to create
them, they sold poorly compared to Verge’s films. Béla did not mind
that his videos were not as popular as Verge’s gonzo porn; Nick
Silver, on the other hand, minded a great deal. Silver soon pulled the
plug on Béla’s porn epics and insisted Billy Trickster follow the
Verge’s lead and create only gonzo pornography. Béla accepted the
change with a shrug. In many ways he was relieved – the features
were very labor intensive and the end product never managed to live
up to his visions.
He kept busy over the course of the year, averaging twelve to
fourteen hour workdays as he did his best to keep up with his new
prodigy’s prolific output. When he was not helping Verge or
creating his own videos, Béla spent hours with László Csillag in the
Bonbon offices splicing videotape and selecting photographs and
designing box covers. There was plenty of work before a shoot as
well: there were locations to scout, talent to hire, equipment to ship,
payments to finalize, and the list went on and on. However, none of
it seemed like drudgery to Béla; he used the experiences to live out
his new hedonistic philosophy of life.
The provocative nature of the work fueled his lust, ignited his
fantasies, drove his desires, and made each day, as Verge had
prophesied, a glorious, extended parade of pleasure. Everything
became a vast joke to them. They invented a little competition to
see which one of them could come up with the raunchiest names
for their latest releases. This raw energy flowed over into Béla’s
leisure hours as well – when he was not working on his films and
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magazines, Béla spent most of his free time partying with Verge and
a half-a-dozen beautiful young women in tow. They danced entire
nights away in discos, tried their luck in casinos, or lounged in many
of Budapest’s blossoming upscale bars. Once a week, Verge
arranged a Little Indulgence orgy at his Ipar Street loft. On one
occasion, he and Béla spent the better part of two hours rapaciously
sampling the flesh of eight young women at once.
Before coming to Budapest, the expression living the dream had
always struck Béla as somewhat hollow and unrealistic, but during
that year, he was confident that he was, without any doubt
whatsoever, living proof of the saying. To his relief, he had
succeeded in beating love down, and he convinced himself that
what had replaced it was infinitely better.
*
Suzy did not know what to make of her former fiancé’s
unbridled descent in debauchery. After Béla ended their relationship,
she carried on at Bonbon Media comforted by the conviction that
he would eventually ask her to take him back. She danced her shifts
at the club and completed her photo shoots and patiently waited for
Béla to come to his senses and forgive her for the Marco Forno
video. At home alone in Vilinovich’s massive apartment, she
frequently found herself gazing absently at the front door, halfexpecting Béla to walk through it declaring that he had returned –
that the Magyar Dream they had created together could resume. But
Béla did not return; and after a few months, Suzy’s self-assured
beliefs about her eventual reunion with Béla began to fade.
These faded hopes wounded Suzy’s vanity and pride. Try as she
might, she could not comprehend why Béla no longer found her
desirable. She had become the object of desire for men the world
over, and could seemingly secure any man she wanted, yet the man
she yearned for, the man for whom she had once been the center of
the universe, no longer showed any interest in her at all.
To add insult to injury, shortly after he ended their engagement,
Béla announced he would no longer be her chief photographer.
Without any consultation whatsoever, he passed the projects in
which she was involved over to Csillag – the Suzy’s Kisses videos;
Bonbon magazine; all of it – and dedicated his time to making his
own hardcore features. Though competent, László Csillag’s talent
paled in comparison to Béla’s. She regarded the end products of her
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photoshoots with the older pornographer unflattering and secondrate. After a few months, she refused to do any more than the bare
minimum unless Béla become her main photographer again, but her
ex-fiancé would have none of it. He coldly waved off her requests
and pleas before rushing lasciviously into the Budapest night. She
often saw him return from his revelries in the late morning hours,
drunk and disheveled, but ultimately delighted by all the depravities
in which he had indulged. Despite her self-assurances to the
contrary, Béla showed no sign of ever wanting to return to her. It
was more than Suzy could bear.
This realization hounded her into fits of melancholy at first, but
after a while her wounded vanity demanded she move on. Seized by
a grim determination to prove her love for Béla had been merely an
illusion, Suzy doubled down on her ambitions to attain the next
level and put the world at her feet. She agreed to make two more
hardcore features with Marco Forno, both of which became massive
successes, and accepted several photo opportunities in more
mainstream publications, all of which paid handsomely. She began
to date other men – mostly Hungarian celebrities and athletes – and
even managed to engage in a three-month long tryst with DJ
DeMaxo that made headlines in gossip rags around the world.
One day Vilinovich approached her about going on a small tour
of Europe to promote the other Bonbon Clubs he had opened in
Moscow and London. He informed her that the promotional tour
would also involve several discreet visits to businessmen and
politicians in both cities respectively. Suzy jumped at the
opportunity. At one level, she welcomed the chance to put some
distance between herself and her former fiancé and the gnawing
hole he had left in her heart, but a deeper level, she had become
enamored by wealth and power she detected within the elite circles
she discreetly entertained.
Shortly after she began entertaining Vilinovich’s associates in the
Buda Hills, Suzy realized she did not have the world at her feet. She
also realized she would never put the world at her feet through adult
entertainment, despite phenomenal success she had achieved in the
industry. Being in contact with men and women who referred to
themselves as the elite – bankers, lobbyists, business leaders, and
politicians – introduced Suzy to the opulent realms existing far
above her. The world of the elite was a world of sophistication – a
world of class. An exclusive world dripping with luxury so profound
it challenged even her fertile imagination. She met the men – and on
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some occasions, women – in luxurious apartments or posh villas
and was dazzled by their wealth – the Rolex watches, the tailor-made
suits, the designer dresses, the chauffeured cars, the armies of
assistants and security men. These were the men and women who
ran the world. They could alter the course of events through a
simple push of a button, a signature on a document, a discreet
verbal agreement, a rhetorically-charged speech. They deployed
these weapons from their arsenal with unmitigated ferociousness,
razing and shaping the landscape of whole societies as quickly and
easily as average people made themselves breakfast in the morning.
However, Suzy soon discovered their power was fueled by the basest
desires: greed, envy, lust, ambition, and ruthlessness. Their wealth
and power fascinated her, and as she satiated their desires, she began
to explore ways through which she could join their ranks and
permanently incorporate herself into circle of the elite.
*
In the early autumn of 1995, Nick the Dick Silver burst into the
Bonbon Media offices with two ridiculously young-looking identical
twins he introduced as Zoltán and István Farkas. The three men
settled down at the large table in the conference room with Béla,
Csillag, and Verge. Béla eyed the twins and wondered who they were
and why Silver had brought them.
Though their surname meant wolf in Hungarian, there was
nothing wolf-like about either of the twins. Huddled close to each
other as they sat at the table, they looked no older than seventeen
and acted more like rats than wolves. When the meeting
commenced, they fidgeted with their cell phones and cast nervous
glances above them as if they were on the lookout for some
terrifying bird of prey that threatened to swoop down upon them.
They declined an offer of coffee, but timidly inquired if there was
any hot cocoa available and waited in patient silence as Béla picked
up the phone and asked the receptionist if there was any way she
could make hot cocoa. Before he hung up the phone, he jokingly
asked the two young men if they would like some biscuits with their
hot cocoa. To his amazement, they shyly told him they would accept
some if there were any to be had. The receptionist entered the
conference room a few minutes later with a tray of coffee and two
mugs of cocoa and biscuits for the Farkas twins. Béla watched them
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dunk their biscuits into the cocoa and turned to Silver utterly
exasperated.
“Bonbon Media’s products are selling like crazy!” Silver shouted.
He pointed at Verge and stared at him with bulging eyes. “And it’s all
because of this perverted son-of-a-bitch! Little Indulgences is the bestselling line of videos Verseper distributes.” Silver paused and turned
to Béla. “Where did you find this guy?”
“He’s an old friend.”
“He’s a goddamn pornographic genius. Give him complete
creative freedom. He has his finger on the pulse of the world’s
sexual desires! My customers can’t get enough of his stuff,” Silver
said. He turned back to Verge. “I need more. Lots more. Whatever
your sick brain can think of!”
“My sick brain, as you put it, is capable of conjuring up many
more delightful things, Mr. Dick,” Verge responded playfully.
“Then do it. Unleash your perverted mind upon the world. Give
the sheep what they crave!”
“With pleasure, my dear Mr. Dick.”
“Hey! Cut the mister crap! Just call me Dick!”
“With pleasure, Dick! So, Dick, my good man . . . how many
more videos would you like me to produce each month? I estimate I
could complete another two or three.”
Béla cast a doubtful glance at Verge; Silver’s eyeballs looked as if
they would explode in their sockets.
“Holy shit, if you can do it, I’ll market it. Fucking genius, this
one!” He paused for a second, snorted a few times and continued
speaking in a firmer, more admonishing tone, “But all good feelings
aside, I do have a bug up my ass about one thing. What happened to
Bonbon’s trademark girl?”
“What do you mean?” Béla asked.
Silver snorted and threw his hands up in frustration. “What the
fuck do you mean what do I mean? Suzy! Suzy Kiss! There are a
million men in America jerking off to her every day, but she hasn’t
appeared in anything for months. Do you know how many letters I
get every day from guys demanding to see more of her? Hundreds!
What’s going on Billy? Bonbon without Suzy Kiss is like
McDonald’s without the Big Mac! Why are you hiding Suzy from
the world?”
Béla cheeks grew hot and he took a moment to contemplate
how best to answer Silver’s criticism. “I have no control over her.
Last time I saw her she said she wasn’t interested in making videos
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and magazines. She was off dancing in Vikshi’s other clubs for
months. She just got back the other day,” he said finally. “I still don’t
think she’s interested in making any new material.”
“Well then figure out some way to make her interested. There’s
an army of pervs with full pockets just dying to buy anything with
Suzy Kiss in it.” He shook his head in frustration and pointed to the
Farkas twins. “That’s why I brought these guys! American-born
Hungarian computer wizards! They’ll put Suzy back in the
spotlight.”
Everyone at the table turned and faced the twins who had been
pusillanimously nibbling on the plate of biscuits while everyone else
talked.
“Zoltán and István here – don’t ask me which one is which – are
going to help take Bonbon Media to the next level.”
Béla snorted loudly after he heard this. “The next level? How
many levels are there, Nick?”
“It’s limitless moron! Like the fucking universe or a video game
that never ends!” He paused and sniffed a few deep breaths through
his nose before continuing. “The porn industry gets a lot of flak,
but people don’t realize how innovative we are. We’re always on the
cutting edge – especially when it comes to new forms of media.
There’s a big opportunity to be had right now – the internet. The
World Wide Web is busting out, baby! It’s going to be as
revolutionary as the video cassette. In the old days, if a guy wanted
to watch a little porn, he had to go down to his local adult film
theater and sit in a dingy auditorium with a bunch of perverts and
jerk off in secret. The video cassette changed all that. After that, a
guy could enjoy a good sex film in the comfort of his own home –
but he still had to go down to his local video store and hope to God
his wife or pastor didn’t see him coming out of the place with a
paper bag stuffed full of videos. And what if the guy had a
penchant for racier material? There was always that awkward
moment at the counter when the clerk eyed the tranny video the guy
wanted to buy. Mail order relieved some of that awkwardness, but it
could take weeks for the material to arrive. Well, all of that is in the
past. The internet is the next big thing. Now, a guy can stay in the
comfort of his own home and view whatever the hell he wants to
view instantly by pushing a few buttons and clicking a mouse. And
women will feel more comfortable viewing it through the computer
as well. It’s fast, comfortable, anonymous. I started a web page for
Verseper a few months ago – the response was so overwhelming, it
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crashed a server in Los Angeles! Pretty soon, every house in
America will have a computer or two; soon every house in America
will be viewing pornography online. First America, then the world.
We’ll have the whole damn planet jacking off to our stuff soon
enough. That’s where Zoltán and István come in. These two boys
are M.I.T.-trained internet technologists and they’re going to put
Bonbon Media on the worldwide map!”
Béla eyed the twins skeptically. “You guys sure you know what to
do?” he asked in English.
The two young men sheepishly cleared their throats and began
to speak in English.
“Of course. You tell us what you want-”
“And we can bring it to life. We’ve been doing this“For several years now. We’ve done work-”
“For many businesses including many major international-”
“Corporations-”
The way the two brothers finished each other’s sentences made
everyone at the table lift their eyebrows.
The Farkas brothers finished the remainder of the biscuits and
hot cocoa. Milk mustaches clung to the space above their upper lips
when they were done. Béla made some subtle gestures to hint that
they should wipe their mouths, but neither of the young men picked
up on it. Béla sighed and turned to Silver. “You want Bonbon to
make porn websites and you bring me a couple of kindergarteners?”
“Yeah, they’re young and they’re fucking freaks with that twin
shit, but trust me, they’re total pro. So, here’s the deal – these boys
are going to make a bunch of different websites for Bonbon – one
of which will be dedicated to Suzy Kiss. We’ll charge a monthly
subscription rate for the sites. Fill them with everything you have. If
all goes well, they’ll have the sites up and running within a month.
After that, we’ll link them up to the Verseper sites.”
“And what happens after that?” Béla asked.
Silver’s bulging eyes stared across to the other side of the table.
“After that, we’ll get to the next level and all get very, very rich!”
When the meeting was over, Silver pulled Béla aside for a private
word. “Are you invested in Rogold?” he asked, his eyes quivering in
their sockets.
“I bought some shares a while back. Why?”
“Vikshi signed me on to the board of directors. We finally
managed to get the stock on the NYSE, and you know what? It’s
currently trading at nearly a buck a share!”
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Béla did a quick calculation in his mind. He had purchased halfa-million shares when the price was a mere two cents per share. His
initial ten thousand dollar investment had ballooned to nearly five
hundred thousand dollars. His eyes lit up with joy. “I’m going to
sell,” he announced happily.
“Don’t be an idiot!” Silver snapped. “This is only the beginning.
Wall Street analysts predict the stock could go as high as ten dollars
within a year.”
Béla began to quiver slightly after The Dick revealed the forecast
for Rogold’s shares.
“I’ve got some people working on launching a public relations
campaign in the States in a month or two. Once we get John Q.
Public on board, the stock is going to go through the roof! That
Russian bastard is going to make both of us millionaires! Maybe we
can all go into early retirement! I’m going to meet Vilinovich later
tonight. We’re going to plan out campaign. He wants you to be there
to act as an interpreter in case there are some points he won’t
understand in English.”
Later that night, Vilinovich presided over the meeting with Béla
acting as interpreter. The plan was simple. Several prominent and
respected American gold industry experts had been appointed to the
board of directors along with a few American politicians. This
would grant Rogold – the company’s official name – the clout it
needed now that it’s shares had successfully found a home on the
NYSE. Silver estimated the stock price would increase dramatically
over a relatively short period of time through sheer speculation. By
the time the first traces of gold were extracted from the ground, he
was convinced he, Béla, and Vilinovich would all be millionaires
many times over.
Béla received the news with a mix of excitement and mild
boredom. Though he welcomed the idea of striking it rich, he was
far more enraptured by other earthly desires. That night, he was
particularly restless. Verge was organizing another one of his orgies,
and Béla could hardly wait to leave to attend it. To Béla’s relief,
Vilinovich adjourned the meeting a few minutes after Silver revealed
his plans to take Rogold stock to the stars. As the two men left the
office, Béla invited his business associate to join him at Verge’s loft.
The porn distributor’s eyes nearly popped out of his head after he
learned of the orgy, and he happily accepted the invitation. Neither
man noticed Suzy standing in the corner near Vilinovich’s open
door as they got into the elevator and made their way downstairs.
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Suzy remained in the corner for a few minutes after Béla and
Silver were gone. She had come upstairs to facilitate one of Vikshi’s
stress-relief sessions. She heard Béla’s voice drifting out from the
room. Rather than step inside, she stood by the side of the open
door next to the bald Fedor and listened in on the meeting. Once
she understood what the three men were discussing, her forehead
began to throb violently. An opportunity of a lifetime in which she
had no stake was blossoming in the gaudily ostentatious office. She
caught wind of Béla’s shares in the gold company and the money he
stood to pocket if the stock was a success. Her stomach churned
with resentment and envy. Her session with Vilinovich that night
was a particularly violent one – the whole time she thought of only
one thing: getting back together with Béla.
Though Suzy still yearned to join the ranks of the elite she
entertained in the Buda Hills and capitals around Europe, her
efforts to endear herself to any of the elite men or women she
serviced had proven fruitless. They all welcomed her, and praised
her, and appreciated what she offered, but once their desires had
been satiated, the elite men and women turned their backs on her
and seamlessly returned to their meticulously crafted public
personas.
When she returned home after her nights of entertaining the
elite, Suzy often glanced around the apartment in disgust. Her
achievements, for which she had once harbored a fierce and
arrogant pride, all seemed pale and meaningless when compared to
the world was visiting. She gazed out the bedroom window into the
predawn blackness and noticed the lights from the houses in the
Buda Hills twinkling in the distance like the stars in the sky. She
became totally disillusioned about her success and her place in the
world. It dawned on her that she was still in Pest, the grittier, more
commercial side of the city – true wealth and success existed on the
opposite bank of the Danube, in Buda. As she stared out into the
inky darkness, she furrowed her brow angrily at the scattered lights
mocking her from the hills. She did not have the world at her feet.
There was an entire plane of existence above looking down at her,
using her as its plaything, making her kiss its feet, kicking her back
down to the place she belonged when they had finished using her.
The realization cast ice around her heart. She drifted through the
higher world like a lost planet, gravitating toward the power and
wealth she had always desired, knowing that when the elite were
finished with her, they would ascend back to heights she could
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barely perceive while she tumbled back down Pest to the opposite
side of the Danube where she was forced to subsist with the rest of
the city dregs.
Suzy began to view her life as a trap. She knew she could never
make enough money to rise to the level of the elite that visited the
Buda Hills. She had well over one-hundred-thousand dollars in the
bank, and within a few years she estimated she could have triple
that, but what was that sum compared to the wealth she had seen?
Her attempts at netting one of the elite men had all failed; her
arsenal could not penetrate the thick, invisible armor they wore.
After a while, she became despondent. The men she continued to
date in her free time – the second-string athletes, local celebrities,
musicians of minor fame – would never be able to provide her with
what she craved. In essence, they were no higher than she was. The
few who did have the wealth to lift her from the gutter, men like DJ
DeMaxo, treated her no better than the men who lived on or visited
the Buda Hills. They would remain with her for a short time then
abandon her before she could sink her hooks into them. The
realization that she would never ascend any higher than the position
she currently occupied both sobered and infuriated her, and her
mind raced to discover possibilities and opportunities that could
rescue her from the prison she had built around herself.
Every once in a while she contemplated attaching herself to
Vilinovich, but she could not bring herself to do so. Despite the
power she wielded over him during their sessions, Suzy considered
Vilinovich an undetonated bomb – she had no desire to be close to
him if and when he ever chose to go off.
Béla’s involvement in Vilinovich’s gold mining enterprise
presented another possibility. She immediately saw the millions her
former fiancé stood to make through Rogold as the opportunity she
needed to unlock the gate to the next level of existence. All she had
to do was find a way to reunite with Béla. Right after her session
with Vilinovich, she set her sights on her former fiancé again. She
had missed being with him regardless, but the Rogold shares
suddenly made her miss him more. Material considerations aside,
Suzy yearned to feel loved again. No man she had been with since
Béla had truly loved her in any real sense of the word. She longed to
be the sun in someone’s life again; to have a man orbit around her
bright and warm center.
The following morning, Suzy made two important decisions.
The first involved becoming an investor in Vilinovich’s gold mining
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company. Through a series of phone calls to acquaintances, she
managed to locate a stock broker through whom she purchased
twenty-thousand shares of Rogold at just over a dollar a share. The
second was simpler and more straightforward. She would work on
re-establishing her relationship with Béla. If what she had heard
outside the door to Vilinovich’s office were true, her former fiancé
stood to make a tremendous amount of money in the near future –
enough money to lift Suzy high up in to the Buda Hills where she
could become one with the glimmering constellation of light that
was somehow always just beyond her reach.
*
Béla started working with the Farkas twins later that week. He
summoned them to the Bonbon Media office and held a
brainstorming session with the two web page designers. To help
facilitate the creative process, he brought several portfolio albums
full of photographs and every copy of Bonbon magazine ever
published into the conference room and laid them out before the
twins who ogled the geography of naked flesh like a couple of
mischievous schoolboys. They snickered and chuckled as Béla
outlined his ideas for the websites; after a half-an-hour, Béla’s
patience wore thin, and he leaned back in his chair and gave the
twins an admonishing glare.
“Shouldn’t someone be taking notes or something?”
“No need to take notes. We’re-”
“Registering every word you say. Tomorrow, we’ll begin moving
some of our equipment-”
“Into the Bonbon offices and we’ll have to order more
equipment-”
“And once we have everything we need we’ll start on the
websites.”
“Though it will still be difficult to find an ISP who could host
the site-”
“Here in Hungary. The system is developing, but there are-”
“Enough already,” Béla cried. The Farkas brothers fell silent, but
neither lifted their eyes from the open portfolios spread out upon
the table. “I’ll meet the two of you here at the offices at nine o’clock
tomorrow morning.”
He overheard them whispering to each other as he ushered them
out of the conference room:
“This will be our most exciting project-”
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“Yet. Just think, if we’re lucky we might even-”
“Get to meet Suzy Kiss. Wouldn’t that be-”
“Something?”
Béla closed the door. He shuddered as a vision entered his mind.
He pictured countless Farkas brothers all over the world, a
makeshift army of scrawny, pimply boys sitting before their
computers playing with themselves, their eyes bulging out of their
heads as they stared at images of Suzy while their overheated
monitors bathed them all in cold, blue light.
As puerile and naive as the Farkas brothers appeared, when it
came to their work, Zoltán and István were, as Nick Silver had
emphasized, total pros. Once they were both seated before their
computers in one of the office’s empty rooms, all traces of their
adolescent awkwardness disappeared, and they became cybernetic
organisms.
The twins were nocturnal creatures and preferred to do the bulk
of their work at night. They arrived to the office at around the same
time the staff was on their way out the door and remained until the
early morning. For two weeks they holed up in the space set aside
for them and seemed to subsist on nothing more than Coca-Cola,
cookies, and computer code. The only sounds their den emitted was
the occasional snippet of conversation and the ceaseless clacking of
keyboards, which reminded Béla of the noise rodents made while
scuttling across a linoleum floor.
By the time they finished their work, the twins had created six
separate sites and had uploaded thousands of photographs in each
along with information on the various models, as well as countless
fake interviews they had concocted.
*
Béla was alone in his backroom apartment late at night a week
later when he heard the sound of footsteps echoing through the
studio on the opposite side of the door. He rolled from his bed,
opened the door to the studio, and clicked on the lights. Suzy stood
in the middle of large empty space wearing one of her trademark
miniskirts and high-heeled shoes.
“I hope I didn’t wake you.”
“What do you want?”
“I thought we could have that drink.”
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“I’m tired. Some other time, maybe,” Béla said. He was ready to
step back into his room and close the door, but she refused to take
no for an answer. She slipped a small bottle of rum from her purse
and held it out before her.
“We can have one here. Do you have any cola?”
Béla winced and stepped aside to allow Suzy in. He closed the
door, went to the kitchen, and came back with two glasses and a
bottle of Pepsi. After Suzy mixed the drinks, he accepted one and
sat down on his bed. It was only then that he realized he was
wearing nothing but his boxer shorts. He shrugged and took a sip
of his rum-and-cola as Suzy took to the chair opposite the bed.
“To what do I owe this pleasure?” he asked.
“I miss you. That’s all.”
“Yeah, I bet you do. Come on, Suzy, cut the crap. What do you
want? You come in here at one in the morning all dolled up with
your ass half out of your skirt and a bottle of rum in your purse.
You want something.”
Suzy smiled a demure smile and took a sip of her drink. “I don’t
want anything. I really do miss you. Those other men I’ve dated are
nice, but they’re not like you. I want you back, Béla. I want us to be
a couple again.”
“Are you kidding me? Where is this coming from?”
Suzy’s demure smile weakened. She crossed her legs and allowed
her skirt to ride up even further on her thighs. “I messed up, okay? I
admit it. That video was a stupid idea. I’ve been regretting it ever
since. I’m not happy without you. I think about you all the time. It
drives me crazy knowing you’re sleeping around with every whore in
this city. I can’t take it anymore. I need you back.”
The words tugged at Béla’s heart, but he resisted the urge to give
into them. She moved onto the bed beside him and slipped her
hand into his boxer shorts.
“I know you think about me, too.”
All the old feelings and desires crashed over Béla, and he
teetered on the edge of surrendering to her. It was a torturous
feeling – torn between his old love for her and the pain of her
betrayal and his vow to never love again. She pressed her lips to his
and he tasted the fleshy warmth of her tongue. He pushed her away
and stood up from the bed.
“I can’t,” he said. “I don’t want you anymore.”
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Devastation descended over Suzy’s face. “You’re lying,” she said,
pointing to the erection she had coaxed to life through his boxer
shorts.
“That’s lust, not love,” he said. He stepped to the door and
opened it. “I’ll see you at work tomorrow.”
“But I love you, Béla,” she sputtered, her voice quivering. “
“I loved you, too. But that love died a long time ago. I live only
for pleasure now.”
“You can have pleasure with me.”
“There would be no pleasure in that,” Béla said coldly.
“But it would be more than that. We would have love too,” Suzy
said desperately. “I think a lot about the normal life you wanted us
to have before I made that stupid video. I think about how nice it
would be, to get out of this business soon; start a new life together.
I’m not happy, Béla. No one treats me as well as you did. And no
one could treat you as well as I could. We could make plans to start
something new.” She paused for a moment when she saw her words
were making no impact on him. “I know about Vikshi’s gold mine. I
know you have a lot shares in the company. I bought some, too –
twenty-thousand shares at a dollar a piece. The stock is worth over
two dollars now. I’ve doubled my money, but you, you’re a
millionaire, Béla. Imagine if the shares go up to ten dollars the way
people say it might. That would give us enough money to do
whatever we wanted – to be whatever we wanted. We wouldn’t have
to cater to anyone ever again.”
To her disappointment, Béla began to laugh the second she
stopped speaking. “Ah, so that’s what this all about. You smell the
opportunity of a lifetime,” he said facetiously. “You still have your
eyes on the prize, don’t you, Suzy? You haven’t changed a bit.”
“There’s more to it than that!” Suzy cried. “That’s just extra; I
would be sitting here even if you didn’t own a single share of
Vikshi’s gold company. I swear I would!”
“Yeah, I bet,” Béla said dryly. He stifled a yawn and checked his
watch. “I’d love to keep talking about our wonderful future together,
but I’m dead tired and there’s a ton of work I have to do
tomorrow.”
Suzy was walking down the cobblestone stretch of Váci Street
toward Szabad Sajtó Street a few minutes later. She wiped the last
traces of the tears she had cried on the way out of the Bonbon
Building away from her eyes. Her hands began to tremble and her
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forehead twitched incessantly. Bitter thoughts trickled through her.
How could he turn me down? Who the hell does he think he is?
Béla had done more than reject her – he had committed a sin.
He had wounded her vanity – again. It was unforgivable. The injury
he had inflicted on her pride seeped through her veins like poison.
She wondered how he had been able to resist her. In a sudden,
snapping thrust, she hurled the small bottle of rum she held in her
hand onto the cobblestone street. She tried to console herself by
imagining him crawling back to her on his hands and knees one day,
but as the image that materialized in her mind seemed weak and
hazy. Suzy gazed around at the half-deserted street and experienced
a gloominess that was blacker than the wash of night sky spreading
out above the city’s buildings. She swore she would not be content
until she had Béla’s Rogold money in her own hands. She swore
would not be content until he realized the error of his ways and
returned to her. She swore she would not be content until he loved
her again in the same way he had loved her before. Her monstrous
pride and vanity demanded nothing less.
*
Bonbon Media launched its websites a few weeks later; they
proved so popular, they crashed the local server within hours. Nick
the Dick Silver had been right – the future of pornography was
definitely online. This realization boosted Bonbon Media’s sales
exponentially and made Béla an incredibly busy man for the
remainder of the year.
The websites required an abundance of fresh material, which
meant more models, more shoots, more work. Because Béla lived in
the Bonbon Media office, the thin line that divided his personal life
from his business endeavors was obliterated. When he was not
working in the studio photographing models for the magazine or
filming scenes for his lesbian video, Béla was with Verge, assisting
Bonbon Media’s most popular director on his latest pornographic
escapade.
Verge had taken Nick Silver’s suggestion to heart – he dedicated
himself to unleashing his perverted mind upon the world. Soon, the
ex-journalist began to dabble in more provocative and shocking
themes, and Béla began to learn that his friend’s perverted mind
knew no boundaries. There were times Béla felt more revolted than
aroused by what Verge was producing, but he kept his opinions to
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himself lest his friend think him unmanly or prudish. Nevertheless,
as time passed, Béla’s distaste for Verge’s material continued to grow.
Though he was thoroughly enjoying his self-gratifying life as
Billy Trickster, he occasionally perceived an odd sensation of
hollowness. He couldn’t understand the nature of this hollowness,
but it faintly whispered to him in a language he could not
comprehend but somehow thoroughly understood. The hollowness
hinted something was lacking. When he became aware of what the
sensation indicated, he found it absurd. After all – he asked himself
– what could I possibly be lacking? But dismissing the hollowness
did little to dispel it, and it continued to linger within him as the
months and weeks went by.
On days when the hollowness was particularly acute, Béla found
himself thinking about his future. Although the hedonistic life he
had embraced provided him with vast amounts of physical pleasure,
it provided no clear objective or trajectory for the days, months, and
years that lay ahead. He mulled over these yet-to-be formed spans
of times and wondered what would fill them. Endless pornographic
shoots and little indulgence orgies were more than enough to
content him in the present, but would these decadent pleasures
continue to satisfy him to the same degree in the future? These sorts
of thoughts often made him pause and question the course he had
embarked upon. During these pauses, his mind sometimes made
attempts to conjure possible alternate futures, futures well removed
from the carnal present in which his mind and his flesh seemed
trapped. Try as he might, he could not visualize anything in his
possible future that did not include the licentiousness of his present.
The realization only exacerbated the hollowness.
In an effort to distract himself from these thoughts, Béla began
keeping tabs on Rogold’s stock prices after Suzy’s visit. Since his
initial investment, Rogold’s stock had indeed risen to nearly two
dollars a share, but as soon as Béla began paying attention to the
stock’s price action, the shares started to decline in value, decreasing
from two dollars to just above eighty cents a share, where it levelled
off and remained for months on end. Following the stock for the
better part of a year impacted Béla in two significant ways: he
relished the notion that Suzy, who had purchased at one dollar a
share, had made a bad investment: and he welcomed the idea of his
own little nest egg, which was still worth nearly a half-million
dollars. He did not know what he would do when his future no
longer included his present, but he found comfort in knowing he
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would likely face this future with a considerable amount of money
in his pocket, even if the stock never rose above the range within
which it currently fluctuated. He continued to monitor Rogold
shares for the better part of a year, but the when stock produced no
sizeable moves in either direction, Béla eventually lost interest in his
investment and let it slip from the forefront of his mind, which was
perpetually being deluged by pleasure.
*
As much fun as it had brought, Béla’s life as Billy Trickster
suffered a series of setbacks in the two years that followed. He did
his best to uncompromisingly cling to his adopted alter ego and
hedonistic philosophy, but a sequence of unexpected and rather
unwelcome events gradually wore away his resolve.
It all began with unexpected visitors in the spring of 1997. He
was sitting in the conference room with Csillag and one of the
studio assistants discussing the logistics of several of Verge’s future
projects when the receptionist entered the room and informed him
he had visitors. Béla asked the receptionist to tell whomever it was
to return at another, more convenient time. To his displeasure, the
receptionist did not act on his request; instead, she remained
standing near the door and continued looking at him.
“I’m busy. Tell them to call me or come back tomorrow.”
“I can’t tell them that,” the receptionist said. “It’s your aunt and
uncle from America. They wanted to surprise you.”
Béla did not have to pretend to be surprised when Beatrix and
Antal tottered into the conference room. Both had aged
considerably over the years; as they approached, he came face-toface with an elderly couple he would have barely recognized had he
passed them in the street. Beatrix had gained at least twenty pounds
– the additional weight dragged her cheeks down to her jawbone.
Her hair, still sculpted in the fashion of an utterly outdated beehive,
had turned completely white. In contrast, Antal had lost at least
twenty pounds and was but a fraction of the man he once had been.
His cheeks were hollow and sunken, his hands wrinkled and skeletal.
Though he still parted his hair to the side, there was so little of it
left, his efforts to keep the few strands neatly combed struck Béla as
pathetically superfluous. Antal’s posture, which had always been
upright and dignified, had become stooped and servile. He kept his
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head lowered toward the ground and needed the assistance of a
cane to walk.
Beatrix greeted Béla with two dry kisses on the cheeks; Antal
embraced Béla in a hug then patted the younger man’s shoulder.
Béla introduced Csillag and the assistant, then excused them both
and asked his aunt and uncle to have a seat in the conference room.
The Fábiáns appeared tense and fidgety once they were seated.
“To what do I owe this most pleasant surprise?”
“We’re getting on in years. I wanted to see you and the old
country one more time. Funny, I never thought I would be able to
do both at the same time,” Antal said. “But such is life! Always full
of surprises.”
“I’ve been here for years now, running this business.”
The word business made the Fábiáns uncomfortable. They
glanced about the conference room at the glass encased magazine
covers on the wall and appeared dismayed by the explicit
photographs Csillag had left spread out all over the table. Béla
gathered the photos into a pile and sat back down and picked up the
telephone at the head of the table.
“Can I get you a drink? Coffee? Tea?” He gave Antal a playful
wink. “Or perhaps a pálinka? The receptionist will get you anything
you want.”
“Oh, we wouldn’t want to bother-”
“Nonsense, it’s no bother. A coffee?”
“A coffee would be fine. Antal will have the same,” Beatrix said.
Béla asked his receptionist to bring them all coffee.
“It looks like you’ve done fairly well here,” Beatrix said,
clutching her purse in her hands as she surveyed the room with
disapproval.
“Unbelievably well. I make a lot of money.”
Béla gauged Beatrix’s reaction – her reaction disappointed him.
He had expected her eyes to glisten the way they always had
whenever the topic of money surfaced during his childhood, but to
his surprise, her eyes dulled and her mouth tightened until it looked
like little more than a thin slit between her chin and her nose.
“Well . . . that’s good to hear,” she said.
“You know, I owe a lot to you,” Béla said. He turned to Antal.
“If she hadn’t loaned me the money I needed, Bonbon Media would
have failed. When I was a kid, all she talked about was wealth and its
importance.” He looked back at his godmother. “What did you
always say to me when I was a kid? If you have nothing, you are nothing.”
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He paused, leaned back in his chair, and laughed. “Well, Aunt
Beatrix, you need not fret – I have a lot!”
Beatrix smiled; nodded; chuckled. She touched her hair and
darted her eyes about the room. The tray of coffee arrived and she
seemed relieved at the distraction and busied herself with the
tearing of sugar packets and the popping of creamers.
“We’re both glad you’re successful,” Antal said, acting a
surrogate voice for his dismayed wife. “It is good to see you happy.”
“I am happy. Very happy.”
The porcelain cup in Beatrix’s hands began to quiver. In a
sudden blur of movement, she slammed the cup down on the table
and sloshed coffee all over the pile of nude photographs Béla had
neglected to pick up. Keeping opinions to herself had never been
one of Aunt Beatrix’s strong points and she did not mince her
words as she stared across the table at her godson. “Happy? How in
the world can you be happy?” she cried. “This is perverted. All of it!
How can you sleep at night?”
His aunt’s sudden outburst caused Béla to nearly spill his own
coffee into his lap. Out in the main room of the office, a few staff
members stopped what they were doing and peered into the
conference room. At that exact moment, Verge burst into the room,
his face beaming with excitement.
“You simply must see this, my good man! I am auditioning some
talent for my next video, and I’ve discovered a remarkable young
lady who can do the most extraordinary things with a foot-long rod
of Hungarian salami!” His smile faded slightly when he noticed the
elderly couple in the room. He offered them a sheepish glance and
bowed his head slightly. “I apologize. I didn’t realize you had
company.” He turned to Béla, and in a softer voice, added, “In any
case, you must come see this when you are free. It’s simply
breathtaking.” He turned to Beatrix and Antal and bowed his head
again. “Sir. Madam.”
Béla stood up and closed the door after Verge left. Beatrix’s face
had turned a deep shade of red. Her sagging cheeks quivered as she
sat in her chair clutching her purse.
“Now Bea, you promised me you’d keep your opinions to
yourself,” Antal said. He turned to Béla, a meek apology glimmering
in his rheumy eyes. “I’m sorry, Béla. We’re of an older generation.
We don’t understand much about these new times.”
“It’s not the times – it’s him!” Beatrix shouted. “Aren’t you
ashamed of yourself, making this filth? And to think you borrowed
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money from me to build this . . . this depraved . . . You’ve brought
shame upon the family! Think of your poor mother, God rest her
soul. What does she see when she looks down from heaven? She
sees you mired in this . . . in this . . .” She paused for a moment and
cast a baleful glare at the magazine covers on the wall. “This shit!
There. I’ve said it. Shit! That’s all it is. Shit! Your dear father worked
so hard to make you a great man, and this is how you repay him? By
living a life mired in shit? You’re no better than a rat in a sewer! A
pig in a pigsty!”
The vitriolic vehemence with which Beatrix spewed her thoughts
left Béla paralyzed. He made an attempt to utter some words in his
defense, but his aunt had broken down into a hysterical fit of crying.
“I can’t stand it,” she blubbered as she clicked open her purse
and withdrew a handkerchief. “To think I helped him create this. It
eats me up inside.” She jumped up from the table and scurried to
the door. “Where’s the restroom?” she demanded before she
opened the door.
“In the reception area.”
Beatrix nodded gruffly and placed her hand on the doorknob.
She opened the door and looked at her godson apprehensively. “It is
clean, isn’t it?” she asked, her voice filled with disgust.
The insinuation stunned Béla. He stuffed his hands in his
pocket. “Of course it’s clean.”
Her nephew’s assurance did not seem to sway Beatrix, but she
thrusted open the door and bolted from the room just as a fresh
wave of tears exploded from her eyes. Béla leaned back against the
wall and groaned.
“I’m sorry, Antal,” he said softly.
Antal straightened himself out as best he could. “No, I’m the
one who is sorry. She shouldn’t have said all of that, regardless of
her opinions. She loaned you money – you paid her back. As for the
business you are in, I can’t say I disagree with her, but like I said,
we’re of a different generation. I pass no judgment.” He motioned
for Béla to sit down at the table and offered him a smile. “I’m happy
to see you and I am glad you are successful. Happiness and success
are important ingredients to a good life. In the end, that’s all that
matters – living a good life, I mean. I spent the bulk of my days
amid whirring lathes and grinding machines, but I was happy; I
made things people needed, things that helped others live a good
life. Perhaps you are doing the same here. I don’t know. As I said, I
pass no judgment.” A light cough cut off his words. He cleared his
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throat, excused himself, and then continued. “I have cancer. Lungs.
More than half-a-century of industrial dust and metal shavings
probably did the trick. I start therapy in two weeks. The doctors say
the odds are good in my case, but I know better. I’m an old man – I
won’t survive.”
The news struck Béla even harder than his aunt’s blunt
condemnation. He gritted his teeth, turned away for a short time,
then turned back and gave Antal a look of supportive sympathy.
“You’ll beat it. You’re a fighter. And modern medicine . . .” He
stopped speaking when he noticed his uncle waving his hand lightly
above the table in a feeble dismissive gesture.
“There comes a time in life when a man has to bid goodbye to
all he has known, to all he has loved, to all he has lived for so that he
can embrace something else entirely. That’s why I’m in Budapest
now. I want to say goodbye to the old city, and I want to say
goodbye to you.” He folded his skeletal hands on the table before
him and looked out at the world with eyes so joyful, it made Béla
squirm. “Life is short. You don’t want to have any regrets. If you
can leave this world without any regrets, you know you’ve lived a
good life. Your father misses you. Call him. Pay him a visit in New
York. He deserves that much.” Antal nodded his head after he said
these words and fixed his gaze on the table before him. “Listen to
me babble. I’ll say no more. I’m just happy I had the chance to see
you and speak to you again.”
Béla considered what his uncle had said about life and regrets,
but thinking about it made him uncomfortable. “I’d like to take you
out for lunch and afterward we can tour the city,” he said finally.
“What do you want to see?”
The joy continued to burn in Antal’s eyes. “When I was a boy, I
used to go up to the János Hill whenever I could. I used to sit up
there near the lookout tower and daydream. It’s sentimental, but I’d
like to go up there one last time.”
Béla nodded, picked up the phone near his elbow, and put in a
call to the office on the floor above to ask Viktor Vilinovich if he
could spare a car and a chauffeur for the afternoon. A moment later,
Beatrix came back into the room, her eyes puffy and red, but her
expression stiff and defiant.
“I won’t say anything more about what you’re doing here,” she
said tersely after she sat back down.
Béla smiled, but everything Beatrix had said continued to gnaw
away at him long after they left the Bonbon Media office to have
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lunch. Two hours later, he was in the lookout tower with his
godparents, staring out over the hills of Buda and the vast plain of
Pest on the opposite side of the Danube. It was a pristine afternoon
with sunshine, chirping birds, an azure sky filled with enormous
cumulus clouds that drifted over the expanse of the city.
“It’s just as beautiful as ever,” Antal whispered.
Béla agreed with his great-uncle’s sentiment, but as he stared
down at the city, he experienced a strange sensation. Despite having
lived in Budapest for years, he felt as if he were looking at a place he
had never seen.
*
Soon it was summer. But it was nearly over by the time Béla
became cognizant of it. The sun slipped out of the sky earlier every
evening. The days became cooler. The women of Budapest covered
themselves. The trees dropped their leaves and revealed their bare
branches. The rains came; warm at first, then progressively cooler.
Summer made a brief one week return at the end of October, and
then autumn settled in for good. Béla was so inundated with work
that he barely noticed the change of seasons.
Verge continued unleashing his perverted mind upon the world;
the more he unleashed, the more work Béla had to complete. Béla’s
long, grueling days continued, every day of the week, and by the
first light snowfall in early November, the years of long hours,
endless work, perpetual partying, and daily debaucheries began to
take their toll on him.
He slept little, ate poorly, and drank excessively. His skin became
sallow, his eyes bloodshot, his midsection saggy, his nerves tense.
The Farkas brothers, at Nick Silver’s insistence, fired up three more
websites in November, burdening Béla with even more work. There
were days Béla never left the office. To top it off, he suffered a
terrible, albeit minor, medical emergency which ended up becoming
a major obstacle in his quest to continue living life as a libertine.
Béla awoke in Verge’s loft one morning following a heady night
of little indulgences and groggily trudged into the bathroom to
empty his bladder. He stood before the toilet and noticed a milky
discharge dangling off the end of his penis. Assuming it was a drop
of semen leftover from the previous night’s escapades – a foursome
with Verge and two Slovakian girls the ex-journalist had hired for his
most recent video – Béla dabbed the milky fluid away and
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proceeded to urinate. The trickle started and a horrible burning
sensation flared up along the length of his penis. It was if someone
had filled his urethra with gasoline and struck a match. He ran into
the main room screaming with his pants still down around his
ankles.
“The clap, my good man! That’s what you have!” Verge said with
a chuckle after he completed a perfunctory examination of Béla’s
penis. “Gonorrhea! Get yourself to a doctor and have the good lady
or fellow prescribe you some antibiotics.”
Béla pulled up his pants and looked at Verge sadly. “Last month
it was crabs. Now this? Antibiotics? That’s all I need?”
“It’s perfectly curable. I’ve contracted it twice this year already.
And a case of chlamydia as well.”
“This could have been herpes or AIDS.”
“But it isn’t, so there is no need to fret.”
Béla buckled his belt, plopped down on an old ratty sofa and
stared out the warehouse windows at the Gellért Hill in the distance.
He thought about all the different women he had experienced since
leaving Suzy. During the first few months he had kept a mental tally,
like a fighter pilot marking notches on his plane for each enemy
fighter he managed to shoot down. He stopped counting after forty.
His mind began to spin when he considered the army of women he
had been with after that. He had not sported a condom with any of
them.
“There, there. It isn’t the end of the world. You’ve got the clap.
A little medicine, and you’ll be as good as new. All pleasures have a
price.”
“This is too high a price to pay.”
Verge took a few steps toward the sofa. He pointed at his thigh
and hip, which had healed well, though a slight limp still remained.
“What if the shrapnel had caught me a few inches further up? Every
occupation has its dangers.”
“Well I don’t want to catch shrapnel. I’m going to protect myself
from now on.”
“Wearing a condom during sex is like washing your feet without
removing your socks.”
“I don’t care,” Béla insisted. “I don’t want to get some awful sex
disease that might kill me.”
“The only awful disease that is guaranteed to kill you is life
itself,” Verge said. He walked over to the large table near the sofa
where he flipped through a series of photographs he had taken to
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decorate the box cover of one his latest videos. He pushed his long
hair away from his face and dropped the photographs on the table.
“It’s a risk, to be sure, but I welcome the danger. It keeps the edge
from getting dull, maintains a sort of balance. Though I must admit,
I’ve been living an incredibly unbalanced life since coming here. Too
much of a good thing, so they say. There are times I feel truly weak.
I cannot enjoy all the pleasure life offers me. There are times I miss
my old vocation . . .” His voice faded into nothingness and he stared
down at the explicit photographs on the table.
Verge’s unexpected confession moved Béla deeply. He had been
experiencing similar feelings for months, but had been unable to
verbalize them in any coherent way. “I miss things, too,” Béla
admitted finally. “Sometimes I think about getting out of this.
Getting back to writing or something like that. I mean, this is fun
and everything, but there’s this emptiness that always surfaces at the
end of it all – an emptiness that won’t go away.”
Verge shook his head and looked back at Béla with a renewed
sense of joy. “Listen to us! Complaining about having it too good!
Men would kill to experience even a fraction of the pleasure we
have enjoyed. What’s a little case of the clap when you compare it to
all the little indulgences we revel in?”
“I’m bored with the little indulgences,” Béla said suddenly. “It’s
nothing but meaningless pleasure.”
A distraught look came over Verge’s face. He looked down at the
photographs and pushed them about on the table with his hands.
“Pleasure is the only meaning we have left. It is both foolish and
dangerous to believe you need more.”
“That can’t be right. We need meaning in our lives,” Béla said in
exasperation.
“You want meaning? Delude yourself into believing you are
working to make the world a better place. Work toward social justice
or battle against oppression or join the struggle to save the
environment or some other such nonsense,” Verge said stifling a
yawn.
“That’s not what I meant,” Béla said. He paused and stared out
of the window for a moment, then added, “You want to hear
something strange? I was happier when I was with Suzy! Life
seemed fuller then. I don’t know why.”
“Ah, that blasted love again. I told you to refrain from using such
profanity in my presence.” Verge’s hands started to tremble. “Love!
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And what did that love bring you? That woman made an ass of you!
Off to the doctor with you – the clap is seeping into your brain!”
But Béla was riled up and refused to be quiet. “And I feel the
same way about the work we do. When I wrote, I created
meaningful work. But these videos and magazines we make? They’re
all meaningless. None of it will last. They provide vulgar pleasure –
that’s it. When I started in this business I wanted to create art,
capture beauty, but there is nothing artistic or beautiful in what
we’re doing now. On the contrary, our stuff becomes uglier all the
time.”
“You must give the people what they demand. What they
demand is what they deserve. Ugly, vulgar pleasures is what they
demand – that is what we must provide!”
“What about the girls?”
“What about them?”
“We’re exploiting them,” Béla grumbled. “Degrading them.”
“No one put a gun to their heads.”
Béla scowled. “If pleasure is all we have left then what’s the
point of it all?”
“That’s precisely it! There is no point to it all!” Verge stepped
out from behind the table and pointed his finger at Béla in an
accusatory fashion. “Pleasure is all we have because pleasure is all
we deserve. Pleasure is meaning. Death is lack of meaning. There is
nothing else in-between.”
“If pleasure is the only meaning, then life has no meaning.”
“Exactly! For centuries we wholeheartedly believed we were part
of divine creation. We based our entire existence around the core of
this belief. Well, I have news for you, dear chap – that belief is no
longer valid. It has been stolen from us by the same people who
fight for social justice and struggle against the tyranny of
oppression. It is they who have reduced us to the level of animals.
We are objects – commodities to be bought and sold. The quicker
you accept that imposed truth, the happier you’ll be!”
Béla was aghast. He stared at his friend in disbelief. “These
women we film and photograph are more than just objects.”
“Are they? Tell me, my good man, what were the names of the
girls we slept with last night?”
The only answer Béla could provide was a blank stare.
“Precisely!” Verge snickered. “And you have the audacity to
lecture me about objectification!”
“You can’t believe the women who work for us are just objects.”
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“I do,” Verge said firmly. “I must.”
“That borders on hateful.”
“I don’t hate, but I don’t delude myself with love either. When it
comes to people, I merely tolerate or enjoy. Those are the only poles
left to us. Tolerate and enjoy.” He lowered his finger and took a
moment to catch his breath. In a quieter tone of voice, he said,
“Get thee to a doctor. Thou art ill. Thou hast need of medicine, and
not just for thy clap.”
*
“Look at this!” Nick Silver complained to Béla one afternoon in
early January. They were standing in Csillag’s Szexypressz Centrum
on Teréz Boulevard. The Dick was in town to discuss future
projects with Csillag and Béla. The porn producer and distributor
was in a despicable mood. Béla did his best to appear interested in
what Silver was saying, but in reality he barely registered anything.
“Every day, there are more and more of them. They’re killing
us!” the Dick said. “If we get any more competition in the next year,
we’ll all go belly up, I swear we will.”
Despite Silver’s ominous warnings, Bonbon Media was still
rocketing to ever higher peaks of success. Sales, revenue, and profit
were at all-time highs. The Verge had won a Director of the Year
Award at the European Adult Entertainment Awards in France a
month earlier; and at the very same ceremony, Suzy Kiss had won
her third Best Adult Actress trophy in a row. Vilinovich had opened
another Bonbon Club in Vienna.
While the hurricane that was Bonbon Media’s seemingly
unstoppable success churned on, Béla’s slow disillusionment with
the disaster he helped create continued to deepen. His waking days
blurred seamlessly into each other in what he perceived as an
endless and pointless parade. Béla watched Silver tap one of the
shelves lined with videos from other adult media companies; the
majority of the films were shot in Budapest. Béla examined the row
of obscene box covers and recognized some of the faces plastered
on them.
“You see? Look at them all! They’re all out to kill us!”
“Budapest has become the porn capital of the world, just like
you said it would,” Béla said with a shrug. “It was only a matter of
time before all of these other producers and companies arrived. You
said so yourself. Budaporn, remember?”
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“And what are we doing to maintain our market?”
“We have eight websites. Three magazines. We put out ten video
titles every month. What more do you want?”
“It’s not enough. We have to hit the next level,” the president of
Verseper Video said. He snatched a video from the shelf and angrily
pointed at the middle-aged man on the cover. “Here, take a look at
this fucking jerk. This is a nobody from New Jersey, and he comes
over here with a camcorder and films himself getting blowjobs in
hotel rooms from gypsy whores. You know how many copies of
this crap he’s sold? Twenty thousand! It costs him less than a
thousand dollars to make this shit. He’s been in Budapest for a halfa-year and this is his tenth video.”
“You want me to grab a camcorder make the same garbage he
does?”
“We need to up our output. Fight for our market share. This is
war, baby! If we don’t start fighting, Bonbon Media is finished. It’s
not just jerks like this clown. Discreet Media set up an office here
six months ago.”
“So what? We’ll be fine,” Béla said listlessly.
“I’m glad to see you so confident,” Silver growled. “If it wasn’t
for Verge, Bonbon would have sunk months ago! And where is Suzy
Kiss? You’re still not making enough videos with her in them!”
Béla felt his mobile phone vibrate within the confines of his
jacket pocket. Happy to be distracted from The Dick’s tirade, he
reached into his pocket, and answered the call. He was shocked to
hear Reinhardt’s voice on the other end of the line.
“I tried you at that office of yours. They gave me this number.”
Béla struggled to remember the last time he and Reinhardt had
spoken. Had it been years? He rubbed his temples with his thumb
and middle finger and grimaced. He turned his back on Silver and
took a couple of steps away.
“I’m kind of busy now, Apa. Can I call you back?”
“Antal died last night.”
“I’m sorry to hear that.”
“The cancer had spread to other parts of his body.”
“How’s Beatrix?”
“Not well. They had been together for over fifty years. The
funeral will take place in Sarasota next week. I’ll be there. I told
Beatrix you would be there, too.”
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Béla wrinkled his forehead and glanced back over his shoulder at
Silver who was impatiently idling near him. In an even voice, he said,
“I can’t make it. I’ve got a few projects lined up-”
“You have to be there,” Reinhardt said firmly. “To show your
respect. That man loved us dearly. The Stefánia would not have
survived without him. You have to be there.”
“I can’t. I have-”
“You have what? I’m shutting down the Stefánia for a week.
Surely you can take a few days off.”
“It’s impossible. I have too many people depending on me.”
Reinhardt said nothing, but Béla could hear his father breathing
heavily in the phone even though the connection between them was
weak. After a minute, Béla said, “I’ll send a wreath, okay? And I’ll
call Aunt Beatrix and have a long talk with her. It’s not much, but it’s
the best I can do-” He stopped speaking when he realized Reinhardt
was no longer on the line.
Memories of Antal drifted through Béla’s mind as he clicked the
end-call button on his mobile phone and slipped it back into his
pocket. Antal had died with no regrets; Béla wondered if he would
ever be able to do the same.
“Who the hell was that?” Silver demanded.
“My dad calling from New York. My uncle just died. Great uncle
actually.”
Silver frowned. “How old was he?”
“I’m not sure. Eighty something.”
“Well, the guy lived a long life,” Silver said callously.
Béla nodded. “A good life, too. He was one of the kindest men I
have ever known.”
Silver snorted twice and nodded. “Good. Now, about the output.
I need more, Billy. Lots more.”
“I’ll speak to Verge.”
“Do that! Because once you lose a market, it’s gone forever!”
“The same could be said for people,” Béla said, his thoughts still
lingering on Antal’s death.
A pinched, impatient expression settled over Silver’s face. “Don’t
fucking depress me, Billy!” He glanced up at the shelves again and
took down Béla’s most recent hardcore film – a gonzo video
depicting Helena Happy and Lívia Lexington on the box cover.
“And what’s with these two broads?” Silver cried pointing at the
images of the women. “You put them in every damn piece of crap
you shoot.”
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Béla shrugged. “I’ve known them both since the beginning. I’m
comfortable working with them.”
“Your shit hardly sells because you keep using these two sluts
over and over.”
“They’re friends of mine.”
“Friends of yours? What are you running over here? A fucking
social club?” Silver said, his eyes popping out of his sockets.
“They’re stale, Billy. You need fresh faces. Cut them loose.”
“I can’t. They have bills to pay. Lívia has a little girl.”
“Now you’re the fucking welfare office, too?”
“They’re hardworking and-”
“Look at this cow! Are those stretchmarks?”” Silver said in
disgust as he gazed upon the image Lívia Lexington.
Béla glanced at the cover. There was no denying it; Lívia had put
on a considerable amount of weight over the years. But there was
more to it than just that. Béla found himself wondering what had
happened to the majestic redhead he had photographed in the
Bonbon Club in 1991. The natural red hair had been bleached to an
unnatural, shocking, blonde; the voluptuous, natural breasts had
been augmented into plastic mounds that made her look like a
cartoon character. She had marred her luxurious, milky skin with the
ink of a dozen obscene or cryptic tattoos and had altered the fine
lines of mouth with collagen injections until she resembled a
gasping carp. Over the years, she had become one of Verge’s
favorite starlets and had earned a reputation for doing scenes that
challenged the known limits of the female body. She had divorced
her husband and abandoned her daughter at her mother’s house in
Nyíregyháza. Though Béla was unaware of it, she also frequently
entertained the wealthy men in the Buda Hills for Vilinovich. Rumor
had it that she had also developed quite an appetite for cocaine.
“And that other one,” Silver said glaring at Helena Happy’s
image. “She looks like a dick-less, long-haired little boy. Cute for a
video or two, but after thirty?”
Béla glanced at Helena Happy’s image and was immediately
soaked by guilt. He had continued his affair with her for years,
ignoring her partially-veiled pleas that they become a couple and
establish a relationship. Just like Sophie, Helena frequently expressed
desires to quit the business and return to normal life, but Béla
always found a way to talk her out of it; to keep her on for one
more video, one more photoshoot, one more meaningless late night
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fling during which he would always lie to her and tell her he loved
her.
“Come one, Billy. Where the fuck is your common sense? Be
more like Verge. Keep it fresh. Scrap these broads! Take it to the
next level!”
“I can’t fire them,” Béla said softly. “I won’t.”
“Have it your way,” Silver said. “But I’ll tell you this. You send
me anymore shit with these two sluts in it, and I’ll just stuff it back
in the box and ship it right-the-fuck back to you. Now, let’s get
something to eat. I’m starving. And don’t forget what I said about
the output. It’s gotta go up. We gotta hit the next level.”
*
Béla sat down to the unenviable task of handing Helena Happy
and Lívia Lexington their walking papers. He called Helena into his
office first. The tiny porn star glared hatefully across the desk after
he informed her that Bonbon Media Limited had no further use for
her services. He made halfhearted attempts to cushion the blow, but
in the end, nothing he said made any difference.
“You don’t need to fire me,” she hissed defiantly. “I quit. I hate
doing your stupid sex films. They hurt my ass. And I hate you above
all else. I don’t need you. I’m going to open up my own hair salon! I
know I’m not smart, but you don’t have to be smart to cut hair.”
“Good. I’m glad for you. Get out of this business altogether.
You deserve better, Ilona. You really do.”
“Don’t be glad for me! I hope Fate screws you in the ass! I
poured my sweat and tears into this company and this is the thanks
I get: Sorry, Ilona. We need fresh talent. One day I’ll have my own chain
of salons and you . . . well, I hope you get what you deserve and end
up in a syphilis ward!”
Béla did his best to appear offended and hurt, but as his former
lover stormed out of his office, the possibility that she might settle
down and lead a normal life again made him happy. He hoped she
eventually found a man who would love her and appreciate her. He
hoped her chain of salons would materialize. One day, perhaps,
when enough time had passed, he would be able to walk into one of
them and humbly ask Ilona Tóth to cut his hair.
Unfortunately, his termination of Lívia Lexington did not go as
smoothly.
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“You can’t do this to me,” Lívia sobbed. “This is all I have. I
don’t know how to do anything else.”
“It’s for the best. You can spend more time with your daughter.”
The sentiment did nothing to assuage her. She lunged across the
desk until her face was nearly touching his. “I’ll do anything,” she
said desperately. “Anything at all. Just let me work.”
“Lívia, it’s not the-”
“I don’t have to be the main attraction. I can take bit parts here
and there.”
Béla sighed and nodded his head. “Fine, I’ll ask Verge to find
some bit parts for you.”
Lívia embraced him and kissed him on both cheeks. “Thank you!
I’m so grateful. You want me to do you a little favor to show my
gratitude?” she asked. He shook his head. “You’re a good man, Béla.
A very good man.”
After Lívia left his office, he contemplated the last thing she had
said. He certainly did not feel like a good man.
A minute later, Suzy sauntered into the room wearing some sort
of Egyptian queen costume that left very little to the imagination.
“Where’s Csillag?” she purred. “He’s supposed to do that
Cleopatra shoot with me today.”
Béla looked up at her and felt the sudden urge to wrap his arms
around her and kiss her. In the time since he had broken off his
engagement to Suzy, she seemed to have become more beautiful.
She was still youthful, but the passing years had painted hints of
womanly maturity onto her beauty, eclipsing the budding youth he
had first seen so many years before with something altogether more
desirable. With the help of tanning beds, she sported a healthylooking glow all year-round; the darker skin made her blue eyes
stand out even more. She had hired a nutritionist and a personal
trainer. The improved diet and the countless hours of aerobics and
weight-training, in addition to her occasional dancing, had sculpted
and toned her already impeccable body to the point of perfection.
As he looked at her standing before him dressed in her titillating
Egyptian garb, Béla did his best to suppress the yearnings she was
unexpectedly arousing within him.
He quickly averted his eyes and pretended to look for some item
he had misplaced on his desk. “Yeah. Cleopatra. Csillag called earlier
and said he couldn’t make it today.”
“But I’m already in costume!”
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He stopped rummaging about and looked at Suzy directly. “You
ever get tired of this?”
Suzy considered the question for a moment. “I was tired of it
years ago when I paid a visit to your room. Remember? I told you I
wanted to get out of it then. But you turned me down.”
Her words ignited sparks of regret in Béla. In spite of himself,
he wondered what might have been if he had agreed to get back
together with on that night so many years earlier. “And what about
now? You ever think of getting out of it now?”
“I try not to think of it at all. I haven’t wanted to do any of this
since I went to your room, but there’s nothing else I can do. I’m
stuck.”
“Stuck,” Béla echoed. “Isn’t that the truth?”
“What’s the matter? Why do you look so down?” Suzy asked.
“Silver wants fresh faces. I had to let Helena go. I was supposed
to fire Lívia, too, but I didn’t have the heart.”
“I’m so sorry. I certainly hope you’ll never fire me.”
“I can’t fire you, but even if I could, I wouldn’t. You’re . . . like
the . . .” he paused to find the right phrase. “Like the Big Mac is to
McDonalds.” He winced right after he said it. “Silver spouted that
once.”
Suzy giggled. “I think it’s cute. Suzy Kiss the Big Mac!”
“I’ll do the shoot for you,” Béla said at last as he rose from his
desk.
A half-hour later, Suzy was inside the studio in an enticingly
erotic take on the ancient world’s most famous and successful
temptress. Béla stood behind his camera as bewitched as Marc
Antony had ever been.
“That was fun!” Suzy gushed when the shoot had finished. “It
brought back memories. Just like the old days.”
Béla showed his agreement by nodding his head as he packed
away his cameras and tripods. “The old days,” he repeated sadly.
“It’s a shame it’s all in the past.” He regretted the words the second
they slipped from his tongue. He offered Suzy a casual look and
made an attempt to dismiss what he had said. “But what’s done is
done. We can only move forward, right?”
Rather than say anything, Suzy approached Béla and kissed him
lightly on the cheek. She gazed into his eyes for a moment, and then
left the room. A half-hour later she was outside on a segment of
Váci Street open to automobile traffic a short distance from the
Bonbon Club. A black Mercedes-Benz was parked waiting for her.
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She smiled as she thought about the look Béla had given her after
she had walked into his office room to inquire about Csillag. She
knew that look; it was unmistakable. It was a look that told her she
had stoked Béla’s desire. She stopped before the large window of a
bookshop and studied her reflection, focusing on her trim figure
wrapped in her three-quarter length winter coat and her toned and
tanned legs in her knee high leather boots. Her smile widened. She
was back in control again. It was only a matter of time. She turned
and continued toward the car and watched the blond Fedor get out
from behind the wheel, come around the side of the vehicle, and
open rear door for her.
“Who am I entertaining tonight?” she asked.
“Central banker of some sort,” the Fedor grunted.
“Where?”
“Up on Rózsa Hill.”
“Rózsa Hill. How classy.”
“You’re in a good mood this evening,” the Fedor said as Suzy
slipped into the back seat.
“Yes I am. I just realized it’s only a matter of time.”
“What’s only a matter of time?”
“The key to the next level,” Suzy said, smiling.
The blond Fedor waited for further explanation, but Suzy merely
smiled at him and said nothing more. The bodyguard shrugged,
closed the door, and made his way back to the other side of the car.
*
As the winter dragged on, Bonbon Media gradually increased its
output, but Béla’s heart was no longer in it. He spent whatever free
time he had available to him roaming Budapest’s back streets
looking for something to inspire or fortify him. One day, he
stumbled upon a secondhand bookstore somewhere in the bowels
of the Sixth District and noticed a worn copy of Anthony Vergil’s
out-of-print novel The Removed in the display window next to other
volumes of literary flotsam and jetsam that had somehow washed
up on the shores of the obscure little shop. Béla went inside,
purchased the novel, and read it over the course of the following
two nights He found it just as poignant and profound as he had the
first time he read it. He closed the book and thought about the
talent Verge had squandered. Then he remembered his own
abandoned literary aspirations. He recalled what his father had said
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about taking a wrong turn; for the first time in years, Béla wished his
life had taken a different path. He turned out the light and
experienced a black and heavy sadness that rivaled the darkness of
his small room.
*
Remembering the videos Silver had shown him in Csillag’s store,
Béla paid Verge a visit at the loft on Ipar Street a few days later to
discuss faster and cheaper methods of producing more material. He
had not spent much time with Verge outside of work since
contracting the second bout of venereal disease. He took the copy
of Verge’s novel with him as token of apology. When he entered the
giant upper floor of the old warehouse, he was unsurprised to see
Verge had company. The ex-journalist, dressed in an elegant
charcoal gray suit, was snapping photos of three nude young
women before a black curtain. Béla came closer to the curtain and
noticed something odd about the three models.
“Yes, they’re all pregnant, my good man,” Verge said.
“Apparently, there’s quite a niche for this sort of thing.”
Béla winced and looked at the three women again. They were all
attractive and their protruding bellies and enlarged breasts projected
a quality of beauty he found endearing.
“I never thought of that. How beautiful pregnancy can be, I
mean,” he said.
“Quite beautiful, indeed,” Verge agreed as he snapped off
another shot. “They’ll be even more beautiful tomorrow when I
unleash twelve lusty lechers upon them.”
The description flooded Béla’s mind with images to repulsive to
imagine. His face became pallid and he looked at the young women
again with dismay. “But they’re pregnant!”
“I’m well aware of the affliction they suffer.”
Béla shook his head in disbelief. “Where’s the turn on in that?”
“Pregnant women engage in sex quite frequently, my dear
fellow.”
“Yeah, with their husbands or boyfriends maybe!”
Verge placed his camera on a nearby table. “Would you care to
sample them with me this afternoon? Give them a little test run?”
The suggestion shocked Béla. Verge shrugged his shoulders and
dismissed the young women. In his broken and limited Hungarian,
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he told them to return at noon the next day. They smiled and started
to get dressed.
“It’s all part of my new video series,” Verge explained. “I’m
going to call it Lust in Action. Get the reference? It’s a phrase from
the immortal bard’s Sonnet 129.” Verge arched his back slightly and
lifted his right hand into the air. In the most stentorian, dramatic
voice he could muster, he recited the following, “The expense of
spirit in a waste of shame, is lust in action; and till action, lust is
perjured-”
“Murderous, bloody, full-of-blame,” Béla interjected.
“Quite right. That education of yours never ceases to amaze
me.”
Béla watched one of the women button her cardigan over her
belly. “What has that got to do with this sick crap you want to
make?”
“Nothing. Everything. You see, for this series of videos I wish to
explore the realm of the taboo.”
Béla felt his stomach turn. “I don’t want Bonbon Media to be
associated with that kind of stuff.” He turned and watched the three
women walking toward the door. A few drops of bile pushed up the
length of his throat. “Scrap the shoot tomorrow. It’s canceled.”
The ex-journalist placed his right hand on his chest and looked
at Béla with astonishment. “Whatever do you mean?”
“You heard me.”
“But I’ve promised Mr. Dick I would have the first installment
complete by the end of the month. He’ll be terribly upset. He was
the one who suggested I explore lewder genres of pornography.”
“Yeah, well Mr. Dick is exactly that. A dick. I don’t want my
company putting out that kind of material.”
“Why ever not? You do realize we are in the pornography
business, do you not?”
“I’m not in that kind of pornography business! You’ve always
been a bit of a pervert, but pregnant women? It’s more than taboo,
Verge – it’s sacrilegious.”
To Béla’s annoyance, Verge burst into a loud fit of laughter.
“Why are you laughing? This isn’t funny.”
“Not funny? Sacrilegious? To accuse me of sacrilege implies you
believe there are still sacred things in this world.”
The tiny muscles around Béla’s eyes contracted. “There are
sacred things in this world. A pregnant woman is one of them. It’s
wrong to desecrate a pregnant woman.”
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“Lest I remind you, this desecration you speak of is how a
woman becomes pregnant in the first place.”
“It’s not the same!” Béla shouted losing all sense of restraint.
The pregnant women gave him a concerned look before they filed
out the door. “They have new life inside them!”
Verge frowned. The look in his eyes reminded Béla of a wild
animal, cornered and desperate. “And this new life they bring into
the world. What is so sacred about it? What is it good for? Have
ever you looked, I mean really looked, at the people who populate
our planet? Would you rise so high as to call any of them sacred?”
“Every person is-”
“Bah!” Verge interrupted. “A terrible waste of groceries; the
whole lot of them. And do you know what’s truly tragic about the
worthless rabble? They’ve brought us to this point through their
democracies, their socialism, their liberalism, their humanism, their
great leveling equality! They’ve allowed the masters to strip the rest
of us of our dignity. Our sacredness. No, no, my good man, this
sacredness you speak of died a lonely, painless death long ago.
These videos will be a testament to that!”
Béla unfolded his arms and moved closer to his friend. “Bonbon
Media is not producing videos like that. That’s all there is to it. The
last time I checked, you worked for me, not the other way around.”
The wild look in Verge’s eyes remained for a minute – he stared
at Béla as if he wanted to lash out at him. In the end, he merely
bowed his head and made a sweeping gesture with his left hand.
“Your wish, my dear fellow, is my command.” He turned away and
picked up a bottle of pálinka from the table. “Do you fancy a
drink?” Béla motioned that he did. Verge poured two shot glasses
of pálinka. “You are tense. Why don’t you join me for an evening of
revelry tonight?”
“I’m not in the mood.”
“What’s happened to you? You don’t come for little indulgences
anymore. Why have you turned your back on pleasure?”
“The thrill is gone. In fact, I think it’s all perverted.” He downed
the liquor in one gulp and wiped his mouth with the back of his
sleeve. His conversation with Verge had aggravated him to no end.
He looked at his friend and wondered whatever became of the
genteel dandy he remembered from the Stefánia. “I’ve lived in this
city for years,” he continued. “Yet I barely know anything about it.
It’s like I’m living in a parallel universe. There’s another Budapest
out there – a Budapest I don’t know. A city full of real people living
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real lives. There’s history and culture. I’ve only visited a couple of
the museums and galleries.” He looked at Verge with eager eyes. “I
have an idea! Why don’t we take a day off and check out a little
culture instead?”
“Culture? Real people? Now who’s the perverted one? What
pleasure could I possibly squeeze out of a museum?”
“Fine. I didn’t come here to discuss pleasure anyway.”
“Then why are you here?”
Béla was unnerved and it took him a moment to remember why
he had come. “Silver wants us to make more films,” he explained
after he finally remembered. “If I had my way, I’d make fewer. In
fact, I’d make none.”
“Fewer? None? Why do you say that?”
“I’m bored with it. It’s become mundane.”
Verge stared at Béla utterly agog. “How can you say that?”
“Come on, Verge. Don’t tell me you never get tired of all of this,
at least once in a while.”
“How could I possibly get tired of it? This is all we have left. If
one tires of Eros, Thanatos is all that remains.”
“You call the crap you make erotic?”
“What would you call it?”
Béla sighed. There was no point talking to Verge about anything
involving pleasure. “Listen – Silver wants us to up our output, again.
What do you think about making cheap gonzo films with nothing
but a hand-held? It’s not exactly art, but it’s easy to make.”
“I like the idea. It’s funny that you mention hand-held, because I
have two dozen or so tapes already made. They were meant for
private consumption, but if you think we could sell them, I would
be more than happy to offer them to you.”
Verge turned to the table, picked up a few small cassettes, and
popped one of them into the Sony Handycam he had hooked up to
the television. He plopped down on the sofa, motioned for Béla to
join him, and pressed play.
“I shot this one just last week. Most of the scenes were here in
the apartment, but there are a few scenes in which I utilized a riskier
setting.”
“This is video of you?”
“Of me and an assortment of lovely young ladies. I’ve decided
to become a player in my own dramas. There’s a real market out
there for these kinds of point-of-view productions. Ah, here’s one
of the girls now.”
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“Did you pay her?”
“Of course. I even photocopied a few of those contracts you
use at the office and had them all sign before I filmed them. I never
intended to make these public, but I wanted to cover my arse, if you
pardon my use of the vernacular. Which reminds me, do you
remember that large brunette I cast a few months ago? The one
who squealed like a stuck pig during the carnal act? I cast her in one
of my gangbang films.”
“Vaguely,” Béla muttered.
“Turns out she was under the legal age limit when I filmed her.
Sixteen she was. Luckily, the law lads in the office caught it before
the video went to the presses. They paid her a little extra money to
keep the whole sorry affair hush-hush.”
Béla groaned and threw his head back. “Great! Now we’re
pedophiles, too!”
“We’re not to blame. She presented us with forged papers. She
misled us. And from what I can remember, she certainly did not act
like she was sixteen!”
It was too much. All of it. The pregnant women. The sixteenyear-old. He added these depravities to the other depravities and
corruptions they had inadvertently heaped upon their performers
over the years: venereal diseases; staph infections; drug overdoses;
nervous breakdowns; abortions; and in a few cases, suicides. Béla
focused on the television, but found little solace in the screen. His
eyes widened less than a minute into the wobbly, fuzzy film. “Is that
the inside of a streetcar?”
“It is indeed,” Verge said proudly. “And that young lady’s name
was . . . oh, who cares? Anyway, watch what Ms. Anonymous does
in about thirty seconds.”
“You shot this on a streetcar full of passengers?”
“And they were all immensely entertained, I can assure you.”
Béla grimaced. There had been a time the scene would have
aroused him, at the very least amused him, but as he sat on the
couch watching a point-of-view angle of a young woman fellating
Verge on a packed street car, he squirmed uncomfortably on the
sofa and tried to imagine the reactions of the other passengers. He
hoped there had been no children present.
“We’re not releasing those either,” Béla said grimly.
“Why ever not?”
Béla stood up and retrieved his coat. “I’ll call Silver tomorrow
and tell him we’re sticking to conventional stuff.”
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“Oh, don’t be so boring!”
“I’m not boring, Verge, but I am bored of your perversions.”
“How could you possibly become bored with this?” Verge said
pointing to the television screen. He turned and faced his friend.
“Since you no longer join me for little indulgences, what do you do
for fun?”
“Nothing. But I’m thinking of taking up writing again.”
“My word, here comes a literary liturgy!”
“Why not? I want to get back to something with meaning.”
“Enough! I will not have you using such foul language in my
house! Meaning, indeed!”
“You were a writer once. You must still read books.”
Verge cocked his eyebrow. “I read every day; books, never.”
“It doesn’t matter,” Béla said, shaking his head. He reached into
his coat pocket, withdrew the copy of The Removed and handed it to
his friend. “I found it in a second-hand book shop. I reread it. I still
think it’s brilliant.”
Verge’s hands quivered as he held his novel in his hands. For a
brief moment, his eyes seemed to moisten and a tender smile spread
across his face. But the smile faded almost as quickly as it had
appeared. He wrinkled his forehead and his expression grew dark.
He tightened his grip on the book and in one swift movement,
hurled it through the emptiness of his warehouse loft where it sailed
through the air before thudding against and then sliding across the
length of the dusty floor. “How dare you mock me?” Verge
demanded.
Béla glanced at the discarded book, shook his head, and made
his way to the front door. “It was just a thought.”
“On the contrary, it was quite thoughtless.”
Already halfway to the door, Béla turned around and shouted,
“Remember what I said about the pregnant women! You’re not
shooting that video! And we’re not using that hand-held stuff
either.”
“Yes, yes, my good man. Do not fret; I will shun the heaven that
leads men to hell.”
Verge sat back down on the sofa and watched himself on the
screen after Béla was gone. His hands began to shake. He angrily
turned off the television and gazed at the copy of his one and only
novel on the floor a short distance away. He grunted, stood up,
walked to the large wall of windows and stared out at the darkened
city.
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“I am weak,” he muttered. “I cannot survive on pleasure alone.”
He began toying with the idea of Thanatos again.
*
Béla dropped in to meet László Csillag at the Szexypressz
Centrum two months later. The older pornographer was in one of
the shop’s back rooms filming a scene for Bonbon Media’s latest
lesbian-themed release. Béla decided to wait for Csillag out in the
shop. As he made his way down the narrow aisle between the rows
of shelves, Béla happened upon a disturbing image of three
pregnant women. He recognized them immediately. To his shock,
the Bonbon Media label emblazoned the cover of the box, right
above the film’s title – Lust in Action. He clenched his teeth and felt
the veins in his neck throb.
“I thought you knew about it,” Csillag said after Béla burst into
the backroom and inadvertently interrupted the filming in progress.
“I told that son-of-a-bitch I didn’t want Bonbon to put out this
kind of crap!”
“You told whom? Silver?”
“No, Verge. He promised me he wouldn’t do it.”
“That asshole in Los Angeles must have told him to go above
your head.”
“Verge is my friend! Why would he do this to me?”
Csillag stepped away from his camera, told his models to take
five minutes, and ushered his associate into the corner.
“Look, it’s none of my business, but if you ask me, I think that
guy has lost his mind. The other day I went over there to pick up
some of the proofs he had completed and you know what I saw?
He had two women hanging upside down from their ankles and he
was beating them with a horsewhip. And when I say beat, I mean
beat. There was nothing playful about it. Those girls were screaming
and there was blood on the floor. I can’t speak much English, but I
managed to ask him what the hell he was doing. In half-English,
half-Hungarian he told me he was shooting his next film.” Csillag
stopped speaking and glanced over his shoulders to make sure no
one overheard what he was saying, and then turned back and faced
Béla with wide eyes. “But you know what? He wasn’t filming
anything. There was no camera set up. Anywhere. He was beating
those girls for some sick thrill. The girls were crying for me to call
the cops. I grabbed the proofs and got the hell of out there. I don’t
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like to judge. What people do to get their thrills is their own
business, but what he was doing in there with those girls – it was
torture, pure and simple. And these films he’s making now . . .
where does it end?” Csillag paused and made a circle motion around
his temple with his index finger. “He’s lost his mind, that one.”
The expression on Béla’s face turned darker. He glanced at the
copy of Lust in Action in his hands and dropped it to the floor. The
models clustered on the opposite side of the room drinking mineral
water and smoking cigarettes looked at him with a mix of concern
and amusement.
“I need to use your phone to make a long distance call,” Béla
said.
“To America?”
Béla rolled his eyes. “I’ll pay the damn charges, Laci!”
“All right, all right! Use the phone out in the store.”
Béla did not remember what the time difference was between
Budapest and Los Angeles, nor did he care. He secretly hoped he
was calling the Dick at a bad time. The phone rang twelve times
before Silver answered it.
“Where do you get off telling my directors what to shoot
without my knowing about it?” Béla demanded.
“Why? What’s the problem?” Silver asked brazenly.
“I don’t want Bonbon Media associated with filth.”
“Filth? What are you talking about?”
“Pregnant women, Nick?”
“Hey, there’s a market for it,” Silver said in his defense. His voice
was defiant, unyielding. “We sold over thirteen thousand copies of
Lust in Action so far. What’s the problem?”
“It’s sick! Perverted!”
“Of course it’s perverted. That’s the business we’re in.
Remember? Verseper is perverse mixed up!” Silver paused and Béla
heard the pornographer sigh into the telephone. “Look, I’m not
gonna get into another argument about erotica and porn again. If
you don’t like it, ignore it. That’s the way world works. Freedom of
speech, baby! Make your own stuff. Let Verge make what he wants
to make.”
“We’re not making any more videos like that.”
“Yeah, maybe you aren’t, but Verge agreed to make two more.”
“Hey, who’s in charge over here? You’re our distributor. I run
Bonbon Media, not you. You got that?”
“Is that a threat? Are you fucking threatening me?”
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“Bonbon doesn’t need you. I can find another distributor.”
“Yeah? Why don’t you run that past Vilinovich? He is one
hundred percent behind the idea of increasing Bonbon’s output.
And he and I have a few other ventures on the side, big ventures,
like Rogold, which you happen to be in on, too. So go ahead. Try
and pull out. Or better yet, try and push me aside again. I’d be
curious to see how that Russian bastard reacts.”
Béla gripped the phone, but could think of nothing to say. He
curled his hand into a fist and hammered the counter.
“You see Billy, you dumb fucking college boy, you don’t count
for much at Bonbon Media,” Silver said angrily. “Vilinovich lets you
think you run the company, but you don’t run shit. You’re nothing
more than a puppet on a string. And if it wasn’t for me and my
ideas, Bonbon Media would have been in the graveyard years ago, so
get a fucking grip. Keep your damn mouth shut and keep your eyes
pointed straight ahead. And if you ever call me up again and try to
give me shit for putting money in your fucking pocket, I’ll fly over
there to Budaporn and kick your ungrateful ass myself!”
“Well? What did you tell him?” Csillag asked after Béla placed
the receiver back on its cradle.
“Nothing.”
Béla picked up the phone again and, to Csillag’s unease, dialed
another number. “Relax,” Béla grumbled. “It’s a local call this time.”
He listened to Verge answer the phone.
“I told you not to do it,” Béla said tensely. “The pregnant video.”
“Mr. Dick insisted, my good man,” Verge said “There was very
little I could do.”
“Silver had nothing to do with it. It was you. You wanted to
make that video.”
“And what if I did? Does that make me a lecher in your eyes?”
Béla could think of nothing else to say after he heard this. He
hung up the phone and left the store. Outside of the Szexypressz
Centrum, Béla watched his entire life in Budapest begin to unravel
in the screen of his mind: he had lost the love of his life: his good
friend had betrayed his trust: his company had slipped out of his
control: he was incapable of enjoying the pleasures he had wallowed
in before. As he wandered down Teréz Boulevard, past the newly
opened kebab shops and cheap clothing stores, he found himself
wondering what he had left. He wanted nothing more than to drop
his life in Budapest, get on an airplane, and go back to New York.
The feeling disappeared almost as quickly as it had erupted when it
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dawned on him that had nothing in New York to go back to. He
stuffed his hands into his pocket, looked back at the street before
him, and made his way back toward the Bonbon Building on the
opposite side of the city.
*
Viktor Vilinovich was swimming a slow lap in the main pool of
the Gellért Bath when he saw his two Fedors draw their guns and
point them at the pool’s main entrance. Outside it was cold and
snowy and bleak. It was well past three in the morning. The
bathhouse was, of course, closed. Vilinovich had told no one he was
going to the Gellért Bath. He stopped swimming and watched a
solitary figure walk into the through grand doorway to the pool.
“What a delightful little place,” Verge said in Russian as he came
to a halt under a halo of light. He glanced at the two bodyguards
“Are the firearms really necessary?”
“What do you want?” Vilinovich grunted.
“I’d like to join you for a swim.”
“How did you find me?”
“I was a journalist. I can find almost anything.”
Vilinovich nodded. “Undress there.”
Verge removed his clothes. The Fedors kept their guns trained
on him the whole time. When he was naked, the Fedors lowered
their weapons, but they did not put them back into their holsters.
Verge slipped into the water.
“Oh, this is pleasant,” he said.
“Your knowledge of Russian is commendable.”
“Yes, I’m quite the polyglot. Languages have always come easily
to me. The knowledge served me well when I was a journalist.”
Vilinovich lumbered through the water, came to a halt, and
leaned his massive back against the side of the pool. “Why are you
here?”
“I wanted to speak to you about danger.”
“What do you care about danger?”
“I used to cover dangerous stories when I was a journalist.”
“So what?”
“The more dangerous the better, Mr. Vilinovich,” Verge replied.
He watched the large man lean forward and caught a glimpse of his
huge back, marred by a crisscross pattern of welts and lesions.
Verge smiled. He knew exactly what instrument had caused the
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wounds. “I’m a man who values pleasure above all else. That’s why I
joined Béla here in Budapest. When I came here, I tried to live a life
of pleasure only, but I have failed miserably. I am sick of this sea of
eternal sweetness. I miss the danger, you see. My heart requires
something bitter for a change – a sense of danger looming over
me.”
“You want danger?” Vilinovich grunted. “Leave me alone and
go rock climbing on Mount Vesuvius.”
“In order to truly appreciate the pleasures life offers, one must
have the occasional encounter with pain,” Verge continued, brashly
ignoring his employer’s dismissive quip. “Or, at the very least, the
threat of pain. Without that contrast, pleasures dull and fade.”
The strip club owner lowered his body into the water and
submerged his bald head completely. He came up spitting a stream
of water out through his mouth. He wiped the excess water from
his face and focused his lusterless eyes on Verge. “Yes, everything
has its opposite. But what does that have to do with me?”
“I have come to offer my services in other avenues. I speak
many languages. I am well-traveled.”
“You serve your purpose with Bonbon Media. What other use
could I have for you?”
“I am terribly resourceful,” Verge added. “And I have the
misfortune of being brave.”
Vilinovich sized Verge up. “My other business interests are
demanding.”
“I am – how should I say it – very morally flexible.”
“That’s a good business attribute, but I have all the men I need.”
“Are you certain there is nothing I could do?”
Vilinovich sighed. “I am bringing in women from Belarus and
Moldova. They are not coming over here of their own free will.
They will stay for a few weeks before being shipped overseas.” The
bear man paused and eyed Verge evenly. “You could help me bring
them here. Perhaps even use a few in your films.”
The lights in the pool illuminated the water from below, giving it
a soothing aquamarine glow. Verge watched the little ripples of
water lapping before him as he considered Vilinovich’s offer.
“Correct me if I’m wrong, but I believe the practice you have
described is officially referred to as human-trafficking, is it not?”
Vilinovich shrugged his meaty shoulders. “I’m a businessman.
I’m also morally flexible. Humans. Weapons. Organs. Drugs. To me,
it doesn’t matter.” He rubbed his bald head with his meaty fingers.
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“And if you are as morally flexible as you claim, you should not care
either.”
“There was a time when I cared, but no longer.”
Vilinovich swam out a little, moving in the water like a battleship.
Near the middle of the pool, he stopped and turned his hairy, bearlike body back around. “You can import those women for me. I will
let you know if and when I may require your services again after
that. If I do give you more work, you will be traveling under an
assumed name and a forged passport. I will also provide you with a
firearm. I assume you know how to shoot a gun?”
Verge nodded his head. “Of arms and the man, I sing.”
“Good. Now go. I need some peace and quiet.”
“Right you are.”
“One more thing,” Vilinovich said after the journalist was out of
the pool. “I ran your passport when you started with me. I’ve
checked you out. You seem clean. But if you turn out to be some
agent, spy, or cop, I’ll throw so much danger your way, you’ll regret
the day you met me.”
*
The first installment of Lust in Action estranged Verge from Béla.
The friendship between them, which had cooled considerably over
the years, more or less ended after Béla saw the explicit box cover
depicting the pregnant women. He ceased scouring the streets of
Budapest looking for cheap thrills or coercing his employees into
satiating his desires, and began spending the little free time he had
alone. The loneliness ate away at him like acid. He spent another
Christmas season more or less by himself and when his birthday
came around, he dreaded the idea that he had passed thirty.
Against his best instincts, Béla filled many of the empty hours
thinking of Suzy. He had seen much more of her since he had
turned her down; each time he saw her, he had the distinct feeling
that she was flirting with him. She stopped parading an endless
stream of boyfriends through the office and carried on as if his
rejection of her had never happened. She was polite, upbeat, and
positive whenever he encountered her. She complimented him on
his work and asked him about his life. He found himself wishing
she had been more like that when they had been together; if she had
been, he imagined he would have never left her.
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Even more troubling, her presence in the office continued to stir
his desire. Becoming her primary photographer again only
exacerbated his yearnings. The website that bore Suzy’s name
required daily updates to keep subscribers satisfied and lure new
prospective subscribers out of their money. Daily updates meant
dozens of shoots; dozens of shoots meant he saw Suzy enticingly
posing before him nearly every day. Béla also spent hours working
with her image: selecting, editing, retouching, finishing, uploading,
and formatting. Barely an hour went by when she was not there
before him, displaying her tantalizing figure, flashing her brilliant
smile, beckoning him with her shimmering blue eyes. On many
occasions, he had to consciously remind himself that he no longer
loved her – the problem was, his heart was starting to whisper
something else to him entirely.
*
Anthony Vergil’s perversions continued to push well past the
boundaries of anything and everything that could be considered
decent; as the months passed, his little indulgences continued to
degenerate into immense immoralities that swept away all known
limits of sybaritism. The content of his films dove to such depraved
depths that even the staunchest defenders of pornography struggled
to find anything defensible in it. Béla refused to work on most of
Verge’s material in post-production; he delegated much of the
editing and fine-tuning to his assistants. But Verge’s lechery spilled
out beyond the camera. Well beyond. During one of his infrequent
visits to Verge’s loft apartment on Ipar Street, Béla was shocked to
find several young women bound and gagged and tied to chairs.
Even more disturbing were the strange and secret trips Verge began
to take.
At some point in time - Béla had no idea when – Verge had
formed closer ties with Vilinovich, and the bear man began to send
the ex-journalist on undisclosed assignments to take care of business.
Verge would disappear for weeks at a time, and then re-emerge and
continue on with the production of his videos as if he had never
been absent at all. Each time he returned from one of these
unexpected and unannounced trips, the Bonbon Club was flooded
with a new crop of dancers – nervous, wide-eyed girls from
Moldova, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Estonia, Georgia, Montenegro, and
other countries Béla would have struggled to locate on a map. The
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girls would dance in the club for a week or two, and then vanish,
only to be replaced by a fresh wave of nervous, wide-eyed young
women.
On another occasion, Béla popped into Verge’s apartment to
discuss an upcoming project only to find his estranged friend
unpacking bricks of cocaine from three large, army-green cargo
bags. Verge dismissed the drugs as an investment and politely asked
Béla to leave. Béla left. As he walked away from Verge’s apartment
that day, he found it hard to come up with a single reason for
remaining with Bonbon Media Limited.
Béla’s existence had become trapped in a strange sort of
purgatory. His interest in Bonbon Media Limited continued to wane,
yet he was unable to decide what else he could do with his life. He
completed his work at the company by mechanically going through
the routines, but his heart and mind were no longer in it. In his
spare time, he made attempts to formulate a possible future outside
of Bonbon Media. It was like staring at a blank screen. There he
was, a miserable thirty-year-old who existed like an overgrown
adolescent, with no clear vision for anything pertaining to his life.
No matter how hard he tried, he could not conjure even a faint
notion of what he would do if he left the business.
*
On July 2, 1998, someone detonated a Fiat Polski 126 packed
with explosives parked on a busy road a short distance from the
Bonbon Building on Váci Street. The bomb successfully ended the
life of its intended victim, an entrepreneur named Tamás Boros,
who was suspected of having organized crime affiliations. The
explosion also killed several innocent people. More than twenty-five
people were also injured in the blast.
The car-bomb rocked the heart of the Fifth District and shook
the ground Béla walked on as he made his way back to the Bonbon
Building along Váci Street from the Gerbeaud café in Vörösmarty
Square where he had gone to have a coffee. After the ringing in his
ears had subsided, he glanced over the rooftops and saw clouds of
black smoke billowing up from the next block. He walked the block
to Aranykéz Street and saw the carnage the bomb had caused. His
only thought as he walked back to the Bonbon Building was that
Vilinovich had been somehow involved. As he settled back to work
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that day, the suspicion continued to linger, and it lingered on even
when he retired to his little apartment behind the large studio.
*
During the second week of August, Nick Silver arrived from Los
Angeles for an impromptu meeting with Béla regarding Bonbon
Media’s products. Béla invited Csillag to join the meeting and the
two men sat down with the president of Verseper Video in the
conference room.
“I’m gonna be blunt, Billy. Your videos suck. You gotta change
them. Make them more like Verge’s. His films outsell yours twentyto-one,” Silver barked, his eyes bulging from their sockets. “Say,
where is that fucking genius anyway?”
“He’s on a business trip.”
“Is he scouting locations? Prague’s become a real hotspot.”
“He’s taking care of some business for Vilinovich.”
Silver snorted. “It’s too bad Verge isn’t here. I’d tell him to teach
you a thing or two about making porn flicks. You know what the
latest craze is? Rape! Yeah, you heard me. Simulated rape scenes are
in high demand. That’s what we gotta start working on to hit the
next level. You can even use that Lívia Lexington cow if you want
to.”
Béla leaned back in his chair and sighed. There were very few
people in the world he would ever admit to hating – Nick The Dick
Silver was, without question, one of the very few. Though Silver had
initially promised to act only as a distributor and allow Béla to retain
complete creative control, The Dick had, over the years, completely
usurped Béla’s authority in running the Budapest-based company.
Silver lorded over Bonbon Media from his Los Angeles
headquarters like a distant dictator whose word was law. His
pernicious influence had degraded Bonbon Media Limited from a
company that had once produced top-of-the-line erotica into a
tawdry powerhouse whose products forced most supporters of
pornography and free speech to step back and re-evaluate their
beliefs. And there Silver was, wanting to push it even further,
patronizing Béla and demanding he create the same filth Verge
wallowed in for the promise of increased sales. Béla narrowed his
eyes and pictured himself strangling the president of Verseper
Video until the bulging eyes popped completely out of the man’s
skull.
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“I can’t do it,” Béla said limply. “I don’t have it in me to film
simulated rape scenes.”
Silver guffawed, snorted, growled. He slammed his fist against
the table. “Why are you such a damn pussy, Billy?” He moved his
bulging eyes to Csillag. “How about Cheelog over here? You think
he could do it? Or is he a pussy like you?”
Csillag understood enough of the conversation to recognize
Silver was going above Béla’s head. He also saw the possibility of
increased profits. He grinned and patted Silver’s hand. “I make any
video you want,” he said in broken English. “Sexy video. Rough
video. Rape video. Any video.”
Béla glared at Csillag and shook his head. Over the years Béla
had slowly become aware of the many money-pilfering schemes
Csillag ran at Bonbon Media. The Pioneer of Hungarian
Pornography practiced his propensity to purloin every chance he
got: he padded his expenses, submitted fictitious invoices, skimmed
fees from the modeling agency. Csillag’s longest running scheme
involved taking Bonbon products from the office or the printing
press and selling them at his Szexypressz Centrum without
forwarding Bonbon Media its share of revenues. When it came to
pilfering, László Csillag considered nothing petty – he even stole
soap and toilet paper from the office bathroom for his own
personal use at home.
As Béla sat in the conference room looking at Silver and Csillag,
he had an epiphany as bright and clear as the noonday sun. A
blinding vision rose in his mind – he saw himself standing on a
paved road that had abruptly come to an end in the middle of a
desert. His future was still a blank screen, but the void he saw no
longer bothered him. He no longer cared what he would do after he
left Bonbon Media – he had reached a point where he realized that
anything was better than the life he was living. He could go no
farther. His life as a pornographer was over. He could not be Billy
Trickster anymore. While Silver and Csillag bantered ideas for rape
videos back and forth, Béla made a firm conviction to leave the
company. His life as Billy Trickster was over; it was time to be Béla
Drixler again.
*
It surprised Béla that a person could emit so much blood and
still live. On a sunny morning, two days after their meeting with
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Nick Silver, Béla and Csillag were busy shooting a lesbian scene in
the larger of the two studios in the Bonbon Media offices. Earlier
that morning, Béla had decided the shoot would be his last. He was
determined to leave Bonbon Media at the end of the week. All he
needed to do was have a brief word with Viktor Vilinovich. Béla still
had no idea what he would do with his life, but he knew he had
reached a point where anything would be better – infinitely better.
Csillag was in exceptionally high spirits that afternoon as he prattled
on about a brand new BMW he had recently purchased.
“You should see it,” the pornographer said in his rattling,
machine gun voice. “Jet black. Leather interior. Heated seats. Power
steering. The whole front of the car lifts up when you hit the gas.
It’s in the underground garage. I’ll show it to you when we’re done!”
Béla smirked and tried to imagine which scheme or collection of
schemes Csillag had employed to gather the money needed to pay
for the automobile.
“It was all from the shares I bought in the gold company,”
Csillag revealed a second later in a manner that convinced Béla the
older pornographer was somehow a mind reader. “I overheard
Silver talking about it to Vilinovich about a year ago. I bought fiftythousand shares at five dollars each. I sold mine last week at fifteen
a share. I raked in half-a-million, but I should have waited. The
damn stock is going parabolic! They’re nearly twenty a share now!”
The revelation left Béla thunderstruck. He froze and gawked at
Csillag in disbelief. The Rogold shares! For months he had been
steeped in indecision and uncertainty, agonizing about how to
proceed with his life if he left Bonbon Media. And throughout this
torturous time, his shares in Rogold Incorporated had been there
waiting for him! He felt his knees grow weak after he calculated the
value of his nearly forgotten investment. Five hundred thousand
shares at twenty dollars a share meant he was sitting on a golden egg
worth ten million dollars. Ten million dollars! With that amount of
money, it made no difference that his future was nothing more than
a blank screen. Csillag was in the midst of describing his new car’s
engine, but the words went right through Béla. He stepped away
from Csillag and moved toward the door.
“Hey, are you okay?” the older pornographer asked. “You don’t
look well.”
“I need to call someone. It’s urgent.”
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“But we were just about to start shooting!” Csillag exclaimed
pointing at the two models idly sitting on the edge of the sofa in the
middle of the studio.
Before Béla could answer, the studio door swung open with a
thud and Viktor Vilinovich walked into the room followed by his
two Fedors. The expression on the large man’s face was the same as
it always was – boredom accentuated by faint traces of apathy. Béla
came to a halt; Csillag bowed his head slightly and lowered his eye to
the eyepiece of his video camera.
“Is that your BMW downstairs?” Vilinovich muttered.
Csillag’s shoulders tensed up. He lifted his face from the camera
and nodded.
“You took my parking spot,” the bear man said.
“I’m sorry. I thought you were out of town,” Csillag said meekly.
“It makes no difference whether I am out of town or not. The
spot remains mine; and mine alone.”
Csillag bowed his head several times to display his conciliation
and said, “You’re right. I’m terribly sorry. I’ll move it right away.”
He bowed once more and took a step toward the door.
Vilinovich brought him to a halt with a gesture of his hand.
“And there’s another matter we need to discuss.” The large man
paused and withdrew some folder papers from his jacket’s inner
pockets. “These invoices you submitted. They make no sense to
me.”
Csillag’s eyes widened and all the color in his face drained away.
“Those are legitimate sums,” he stammered. “I have documents to
prove each one of the expenses.”
“You have documents?”
“Yes. I can prove it all. It’s all above the table.”
Vilinovich smirked and took a step toward Csillag whose legs
had begun to quiver slightly. Without a word of warning, the larger
man exploded into a vicious whirlwind of violence. With a speed
and agility defied the dimensions of his massive body, the meaty
right hand, which resembled and inflicted the same crushing
damage as the head of a sledgehammer, slammed into Csillag’s face.
Vilinovich landed two more devastating blows before Csillag hit the
floor. The models inside the studio screamed and ran from the
room; Béla took a step back and made feeble attempts to register
what he had just witnessed. He did not have much time to think
about it because Vilinovich was far from done. He stomped the heel
of his massive shoe into Csillag’s defenseless face three times.
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Csillag, his nose broken, jaw shattered, face bloodied, managed to
roll onto his stomach and covered the back of his head in a weak
effort to defend what was left of his face. Vilinovich flipped him
over and continued his assault on the defenseless man with repeated
kicks to the head. Csillag stiffened, and then went limp.
Béla took a step toward Vilinovich in a reckless attempt to stop
the large man from inflicting any more damage, but he was held in
place by the two Fedors who clasped their hands firmly on his
shoulders. Béla winced and turned away as the studio echoed with
the sickening thuds of three more kicks to the head. Finally,
Vilinovich stopped. A deadening silence filled the vast empty space
of the studio. The bear man turned around. Though his chest was
heaving and his face was flushed, the expression on his meaty face
was exactly the same as it had been when he had stepped into the
room. Béla’s blood turned to ice as the lusterless, seemingly lifeless
eyes focused on him.
“I hate thieves,” Vilinovich grumbled. “For years I tolerated his
pilfering. But my parking space? Everything has a limit.” He
withdrew a handkerchief from his jacket pocket and wiped the
blood from his shoe. Béla glanced over the large man’s shoulder at
Csillag who lay motionless on the floor. The pornographer’s face
was an unrecognizable pulp. A growing pool of blood gathered and
expanded on the hardwood floor. Vilinovich stood up and tucked
the bloodied handkerchief back into his pocket. He muttered
something in Russian and the two Fedors released Béla’s shoulders.
They scooped Csillag from the floor and carried the unconscious
man out through the back entrance.
Vilinovich took two steps forward and placed his beefy right
hand on Béla’s shoulder. The movement made Béla flinch. He halfexpected a fist to the face. He closed his eyes and clenched his teeth.
He opened them a second later to see Vilinovich merely looking at
him.
“Find someone to take his place,” Vilinovich said. He took his
hand from Béla’s shoulder, turned around, and left the studio.
Once he was alone, Béla stared at the pool of blood Csillag had
left behind. He imagined the blood was not Csillag’s, but his own. It
took him a long time to regain his composure. When he finally did,
he remembered his Rogold shares and the call he needed to make.
The horror he had witnessed had left him incapable of
concentrating on much, yet one thing was perfectly clear in his
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mind, he needed to sell his shares and put an end to his life as Billy
Trickster.
It took Béla more than twenty minutes to find the stockbroker’s
telephone number. With trembling hands, he frantically rummaged
through the mess of papers in his desk drawer until he located the
business card he was looking for.
“I want to sell,” Béla said desperately. “All of it. Right now.”
The stockbroker’s voice was the complete antithesis of Béla’s.
Calm, relaxed, perhaps even a touch sleepy, the deep-voice on the
other end of the line effectively informed Béla it would be more
than happy to do so, but could only do so after the stock exchange
opened in New York since the stock was not active in pre-market
trading.
“And when will that be?” Béla asked anxiously.
“A little less than three hours,” came the reply.
“What’s the price now?”
There was a slight pause filled only by the echoes of fingertips
striking plastic keyboard keys. “Hmm, well it appears there was a bit
of a sell-off yesterday. The stock opened at just over twenty dollars,
but closed down six to fourteen dollars.”
Down six dollars! Béla quickly did the math in his head and
became dispirited to learn he had suddenly become three million
dollar poorer than he had been a mere second before.
“Strange,” the stockbroker’s continued. “I wonder what triggered
it.” Though Béla could not see the man to whom he was speaking,
he could intuit the shrug of the shoulders. “That’s the thing with
these gold mining stocks. Extreme volatility. You still want to sell, or
do you want to wait for a possible bounce?”
Though he was still stinging from the magical three million
dollar loss he had suffered, Béla knew any amount above his initial
ten thousand dollar investment would be more than enough for him
to sever his ties with Bonbon Media. He instructed the broker to sell
regardless of the price, hung up the phone, and then suffered
through the longest three hours he had ever experienced in his life.
To fill the time, he logged onto the internet and found a website
dedicated to business news and stock charts. Once there, he
examined the chart for Rogold Incorporated and marveled at the
hockey stick-like parabolic move the stock had logged in the past six
months. As he stared at the line before him, he mentally kicked
himself for forgetting about his investment. If only he had
remembered it a week or two earlier, he could have sold it at its
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peak; and he could have pocket ten million less taxes and fees. The
if onlys continued to drip through his mind for over an hour, but he
finally managed to console himself with the knowledge that he still
stood to make a tremendous amount of money. More money than
he had ever seen in his life. More money than he would know what
to do with. More money than he could successfully visualize, let
alone comprehend. It dawned on Béla that it made no difference if
he pocketed seven million or one million; both sums had the power
to dramatically change his course and alter his life.
As these thoughts flickered wildly through his mind, Béla
happened upon a small blurb of news concerning Rogold
Incorporated. His pulse quickened as his gaze drifted over the key
words of the short article: Security and Exchange Commission; late day
sell-off in Rogold shares triggered by serious concerns about the company’s assets,
operations, and other financial information prompts; former New York governor
grilled about financial outlook reports.
The sound of the telephone ringing next to him on his desk
nearly stopped his heart. He checked his watch as he moved to pick
up the receiver. The three hours had elapsed; his moment had
arrived.
“Trading halt,” the broker communicated. “No one can buy or
sell the stock for ten days.”
“But, but-”
“Regulatory concerns,” the broker continued. “Rogold’s is in
some hot water over there in America. Panic selling. There’s nothing
I can do on my end. Do you want to keep your sell order open?”
Béla instructed the broker to keep the order open and then
listlessly hung up the phone. A shaft of golden sunlight filtered
through the office window from the unseen sky above, but Béla was
immune to its warmth as it washed over his desk. The escape he had
been yearning for was drifting away from him as casually as the
specks of dust wafted through the sunlit air around him. Ten days.
It seemed like unbearable eternity, but as he thought about it, he
came to realization that he did not have to sit out the time at
Bonbon Media. He went back onto the internet and reluctantly
logged into his bank account. He was somewhat surprised to see he
had nearly thirty thousand dollars to his name. It was more than
enough quit; more than enough to start a new life; more than
enough to draw a demarcation line between him and Billy Trickster.
All he needed to do was rent an apartment – the rest, he surmised,
would be determined in time.
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Over the next two days, Béla enlisted the help of several real
estate agents and spent his time looking at modest apartment rentals
in the city. He found several that were to his liking, including one in
the First District atop the Castle Hill. After the second afternoon of
flat-hunting, Béla decided he would rent the Castle Hill apartment
and move out of Vilinovich’s Bonbon Building the very next day.
What came after that was still a mystery to Béla, but he deduced
whatever came would be infinitely better, both in the short term and
the long term. As he settled down for bed that night, he experienced
a rush of pleasant thoughts, and these pleasant thoughts continued
to linger in the forefront of his mind even as sleep overtook him.
His irritating cellphone ringtone jarred him from sleep sometime
in the middle of the night.
“Where the hell is that Russian bastard?” Silver shouted through
the phone. “I can’t get him on the line.”
“I don’t know,” Béla said groggily. “He was here yesterday.”
“I called him a hundred times yesterday!”
“Maybe he was busy.”
“He’s ducking me!” Silver screamed. “Well, you listen Billy, and
listen good. You tell that Russkie fucker he’s going down.”
“What are you talking about?” Béla asked, keeping the cell
phone a few inches from his head to protect his ear from Silver’s
shouting.
“You dumb shit! Rogold! I can’t sell my damn shares. No one
can! Rumors everywhere. I got the FBI and SEC all over me
screaming securities fraud. Some are saying the whole thing was a
sham. I’m listed as one of the directors of the company. That
Russkie son-of-a-bitch is trying to hang me out to dry! There’s no
way in hell I’m taking the rap for this. I’m turning state’s evidence.
When you see that Cossack cocksucker, you tell him that. I’m
turning state’s evidence and he’s going down. Do you hear me? He’s
going down. You tell him that!”
“I think you should tell him,” Béla said slowly.
“I bet you managed to sell your shares in time, didn’t you college
boy?”
“No, I just-”
“Bullshit. You’re still there all safe and sound. I bet you’re in on
the whole scam with him. If you are, you’re going down with him,
too. You hear me?”
Silver slammed the phone down so forcefully, the sound of it
hurt Béla’s ear despite the distance Béla had provided between it and
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the phone. Béla remained in bed clutching the telephone in his hand
for ten minutes. With a mild groan, he stood up and pulled on a pair
of jeans. Though it was only three in the morning, he knew he
would not be able to sleep any more that night. He had just begun
to contemplate how he might occupy himself until morning when a
loud boom, like the sound of a thunder clap, echoed through the
building.
The walls and floor shook. The small lamp on the nightstand
next to the bed toppled to the floor. Béla glanced up and noticed
glittering pieces of glass and other debris fall past his room’s
window. Another boom reverberated through the building, followed
by three smaller ones. Without a word, he ran out of the room, into
the lobby, and bounded up the stairs. He was halfway to the fourth
floor when the smell of smoke hit his nostrils. On the second-tolast step, he felt the heat of the flames. At the top of the stairs, he
came face-to-face with the burning inferno that had once been
Vilinovich’s office.
Béla was back downstairs in his own little backroom in a matter
of seconds. He grabbed his backpack and hurriedly stuffed it with
whatever he could find – his wallet, keys, his old Nikon camera, a
few pairs of socks, a spare t-shirt, his passport – but the stench of
smoke cut his scavenging short at the essentials. Convinced he had
saved everything worth saving, he set about to the more difficult
task of saving himself.
Luckily there were no signs of fire in the staircase next to his
small flat, and Béla succeeded in exiting the building without
incident. Outside, the predawn air was surprisingly cool. He joined
the huddled mass of dancers and patrons who had evacuated the
Bonbon Club shortly after the explosions had rocked the building.
Béla looked up at the fourth floor. Flames leaped out of what was
left of the oriel window of Vilinovich’s office; the blackened
windows that had discreetly veiled the interior of the Bonbon Club
from the outside world had been reduced to glittering piles of glass.
The rest of the building seemed undamaged. Amongst the crowd
gathered before the burning building, Béla noticed several of the
dancers and patrons bore injuries – cuts and bruises and burns. He
watched the smoke pour out from the strip club on the ground
floor and hoped no one was trapped inside. Suzy entered his mind,
and he breathed a sigh of relief when he remembered she had taken
the week off from dancing at the club.
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Within ten minutes, a deluge of ambulances, fire trucks, and
police cars arrived at the scene. As the immediate threat of danger
rescinded, it dawned on Béla that he could have died in one of the
explosions had they occurred closer to his small flat behind the
larger studio room. The brush with death chilled him to the core
and strengthened his resolve to quit Bonbon Media that very
moment. As the smoke continued to billow out of Vilinovich’s
office, Béla contemplated the fragility of life and all the years he had
squandered in the building upon which he gazed.
“Mr. Vilinovich wants to see you.”
Béla turned and noticed one of Vilinovich’s chauffeurs, a flatfaced man with a bent, crooked nose, had emerged from the chaos
and sidled up beside him. He grabbed Béla by the arm and began
tugging him away.
Béla struggled to break the man’s grip.
“He wants to see you immediately,” the chauffeur said.
“I’m not going anywhere.”
“Do you think it’s wise to say no Vilinovich?” the chauffeur
grunted glancing up at the burning building. “Especially after this?”
Before long, Béla found himself sitting in the passenger seat of
one of Vikshi’s bulletproof Mercedes a few blocks away.
“Where is he?” he asked after the driver started the car.
“Ukraine.”
Béla leaned back in his seat and shook his head.
The chauffeur clocked speeds of two hundred kilometers the
whole way. They crossed the Hungarian-Ukrainian border at dawn
without having to show their passports or any form of
identification. Vilinovich stood near his chauffeured car on the
Ukraine side of the border waiting for them.
“Follow my car,” the large man said before getting into the
backseat of his own vehicle.
Morning broke over the horizon and they arrived at a desolate
border village and parked before a little gray and drab, all-night
watering hole with a few ancient bicycles parked out front. Inside, a
half-dozen retirees and career alcoholics sat sullenly drinking away
what little was left of their little gray and drab lives. They were
completely indifferent to the appearance of Vilinovich, the two
Fedors, and Béla. The air within the bar was thick with harsh
tobacco smoke and the walls were stained amber by the nicotine of
a million communist-era cigarettes. The rickety furniture was
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painted a strange dark green. A yellowed portrait of Lenin gazed
out angrily from behind the bar.
Vilinovich ordered a bottle of vodka for the table and a coffee
for Béla who mildly complained of fatigue after they settled down at
a small round table near the entrance. The large man sat with his
back to the wall. He downed two quick shots of vodka and looked
directly at Béla.
“Tell me everything. Everything you heard. Everything you saw.
I need to know the details. All of them.”
Béla spoke for about fifteen minutes, pausing only to sip his
coffee. The bitter black bile in his cup did nothing to make him feel
better. Vilinovich nodded occasionally as he listened to Béla speak,
but nothing the younger man described managed to change the
expression of permanent boredom etched onto the big man’s face –
the only exception of the word explosion, which sparked a faint
glitter in the dull, lusterless eyes.
“This incident is very unfortunate,” Vilinovich said softly after
lighting a Davidoff. He exhaled a stream of smoke and eased his
large body back in the rickety chair. Strange as it seemed, the bear
man in the expensive suit looked perfectly at home in the dingy
proletarian watering hole. “I am sad to hear some people were
injured, but I am happy you did not suffer harm.” He looked Béla
directly in the eyes. “Are you certain you saw no one? Nothing
suspicious? No strange people? Not just this morning. In the days
or weeks before.”
“No one,” Béla affirmed. “Who would want to do this to you?”
Vilinovich shrugged nonchalantly and twirled the lit cigarette in
his thick, meaty fingers. He tore a lungful of smoke from the filter,
and then said, “How much damage is there to the building?”
“I don’t know. There were a number of explosions. And the fire.
It seemed like a lot of damage.”
“How unfortunate,” was all he said. Several minutes of silence
followed. Vilinovich snubbed out his cigarette in the rusty tin
ashtray and raised his open palms as a gesture of powerlessness.
“There is very little I can do. I have spoken to the police chief in
Budapest. He has assured me he has assigned his top men to lead
the investigation. They will catch the perpetrators soon enough and
when they do, justice will be served. After that, I will repair the
building. In the meantime, we will have to suspend your work at
Bonbon Media, at least here in Budapest. I will have to close the
club as well. I will sort it all out eventually. In the meantime, you are
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free to go.” After he said this, Vilinovich slid a set of key across the
table for Béla. “These are for a small apartment I own in Seventh
District. It’s a safe place. No one knows about it. The address is
written on the label in the keychain. Take them. The apartment is
nothing special, but at least you will have somewhere to stay until all
this get sorted out. I won’t be in Budapest for another week or so,
but I will contact you the minute I return.”
Nodding appreciatively, Béla picked up the keys and slid them
into his pocket. He considered revealing his intention to quit the
company, but he thought better of it as he stood up from the table.
The less Vilinovich knew about his future plans the better.
Nonetheless, Béla did work up the courage to enquire about Rogold
Incorporated. “I tried to sell my shares the other day, but I
couldn’t.”
Another small gleam flickered momentarily in Vilinovich’s eyes.
“Yes. Trading was halted. Regulatory concerns. A few idiotic rumors
have triggered a selling panic. Trading will resume eventually. When
it does, you will be able to sell your shares. I would tell you more,
but it’s complicated.”
As soon as Vilinovich finished uttering these words, Béla
understood that his investment in Rogold was sunk. Not only would
he never be able to sell his shares, he also knew he would never
recover his initial ten thousand dollar investment either. With grim
nod, he turned to leave.
Vilinovich watched Béla walk out of the dilapidated bar. He had
not lied when he told Béla the details concerning the trading halt
were complicated. Starting at only two cents, Vilinovich had
succeeded in running up the price of Rogold’s shares to just above
twenty dollars before he cashed-out of the enterprise. That had
been a complicated process itself. Though it had taken much work
and patience to accomplish the feat, Vilinovich knew the real
complications were only just beginning. He lit another cigarette,
reached into his jacket, and withdrew a copy of the prospectus for
Rogold Incorporated. He marveled at the power of ink and paper.
In essence, that was all Rogold Incorporated had ever been – there
had never been any mines, machines, crews, or engineers. The whole
enterprise amounted to nothing more than the prospectus he held
in his hand. It had been magical – a few charts, few documents, a
few bribes to some influential people, and a few years’ time were all
Vilinovich needed to turn a useless and vacant plot of land in the
Transylvanian forest into a billion dollar scam – a billion dollar scam
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from which he had personally netted well over five hundred million
dollars. It truly had been magic.
*
Béla gauged Suzy’s reaction as he stood outside the door of
Vilinovich’s luxury apartment on the Danube. The flat-nosed
chauffer had dropped him off at the modest apartment building in
the Seventh District to which Vilinovich had given Béla a set of
keys, but as soon as the Mercedes pulled away, Béla pocketed the
keys and began to walk. He meandered through the narrow streets
with his backpack slung over his shoulder, unsure of where he was
going as the mid-morning temperatures continued to rise. Within an
hour, he was on the banks of the Danube near the Parliament
Building. He gazed at the building near the Margit Bridge in which
he had once shared a home with Suzy and felt himself being tugged
towards it. Fifteen minutes after that, he found himself knocking on
the door. When Suzy saw him, glistening tears, like small liquid
diamonds, flowed over her bottom eyelids and rolled slowly down
her cheeks.
“I’m done with it all. I came here to tell you I love you. If you
don’t love me or do not want to start a new life with me, tell me
now, and I’ll understand. I’ll walk away and disappear from your life
forever.”
Suzy’s forehead trembled ever so slightly and she jumped into
his arms. The moment had finally arrived. She had endured years of
endless frustration, but Béla had finally returned to her just as she
had hoped he would. She wiped the tears from her eyes and looked
at him lovingly.
“I was afraid something had happened to you at the Bonbon
Building,” she cried. “I thought I’d lost you forever.”
“It’s all over,” Béla said. “The company. The club. The
partnership with Vilinovich. All of it. But I’m happy. It was all a
wrong turn. I want to leave this road and find a new one. I want you
to be there with me. We can start again. Put this all behind us.”
“Yes. We’ll put it all behind us,” Suzy agreed. “All of it.”
*
Sweet flesh is a common term of endearment in Hungary, but
Béla did not truly understand the profound, almost sublime nature
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of the phrase until after he had reunited with Suzy. Once he tasted
Suzy’s body again, he quickly realized why the countless women he
had experienced during his time away from her had left him so
unsatisfied. He had enjoyed them all, but he had loved none of
them. Because he had not infused their bodies with his love, their
flesh had remained flesh. Nothing more. With Suzy it was different.
With her it had always been different. Her flesh was sweet because it
was saturated with his love.
They stayed in bed together and spoke for hours afterward about
the new life they would embark upon.
“I found an apartment in the First District,” Béla said. “We’ll
move there this week. After that, we’ll look around and figure out
what we can do. But for now, the most important thing is getting
out and putting as much distance as we can between us and
Vilinovich.”
“What will we do for money?” Suzy asked apprehensively.
“I have about thirty thousand in the bank. That should last us a
while,” Béla said. He rolled over onto his side and gently caressed
Suzy’s shoulder. “What about you? How much do you have?”
“A little more than three hundred thousand,” Suzy replied.
The sum impressed Béla. He wondered how she had managed to
put so much away, but quickly surmised she had not been as reckless
with her money as he had been with his. For a brief moment he
tried to imagine all the money he had squandered on his sordid
pleasures over the years, but he found it all too depressing to
contemplate.
“What about your investment in Rogold?” Suzy asked quietly.
“I couldn’t sell the shares,” Béla admitted. “Silver told me the
whole thing was a scam. He’s cooperating with the authorities in the
United States. They’re going to come after Vikshi. No doubt about
it.”
A small intermittent tremor surfaced on Suzy’s forehead as she
looked at Béla. “You won’t get anything from those shares?”
“No.”
Suzy watched as the floor fell out from her underneath her
plans. She would never join the elite without the Rogold money.
Never. The reality of the revelation left her bitter and silent.
“Are you sure?” she asked after a moment. “Nothing?”
“Even if I could sell them for some piddling sum, I don’t want
it. It was all a fraud,” Béla said firmly as he continued caressing her
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shoulder. “What about you? You put some money into it a few years
ago.”
“I sold it all at a loss when the shares dropped below the
purchase price. I was afraid I would lose it all.”
“It doesn’t matter. It’s better this way. We have enough money to
start a new life. That’s all that matters,” Béla said. “We’ll pack up
everything tomorrow and move to that apartment on Castle Hill.
We’ll take a right turn. No more strip clubs. No more adult
entertainment. No more taking it to the next level. No more putting
the world at our feet. We’ll move out of the city of lust and find the
city of love. We’ll get married. Have a family. Start living normal
lives. And if we can’t make it work here, we’ll go back to America.
In the end, it doesn’t matter where we are, as long as we remain in
the city of love.”
The sentiments brought a fresh glimmer of tears to Suzy’s eyes.
She considered the possibility that she was not meant to be part of
the elite; that she was destined for something far more humble, but
perhaps more desirable. Sweeter. It felt good to have someone care
about her again. “The city of love,” she echoed. “It sounds so
beautiful.”
And at the moment it did sound beautiful to her. She envisioned
the new life Béla described. A life in which she no longer had to use
her body to get ahead. A life in which she could love someone and
someone would love her. A life in which she could be content with
what she had rather than be discontent with what she did not have.
It all sounded beautiful; and at that moment, there was nothing Suzy
desired more.
“Should we start packing our things?” she asked, breaking the
spell of silence that had settled over them.
“Yes, but I have to go talk to someone first,” Béla said gravely.
*
Thirty minutes later, Béla was pounding on the heavy steel door
to the warehouse loft on Ipar Street. It took some time for Verge to
open the door. When he finally did, his eyes were wide; his
expression tense. Béla noticed a cricket bat firmly gripped in a
threatening manner in the ex-journalist’s right hand. Verge’s
expression relaxed somewhat when he saw it was Béla at the door.
He lowered the bat and allowed Béla to enter the loft.
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“Bloody hell, my dear fellow. You frightened me with all of that
incessant banging.”
“What’s with the cricket bat?”
“I had a couple of unwelcome visitors last night. A boyfriend
and a brother, both thirsty to redeem the honor of some wench I
filmed a few months ago. This charming little sporting good helped
me convince them to abandon their chivalrous quest.” Verge closed
the door behind him and motioned for Béla to have a seat on one
the sofas. “To what do I owe the pleasure?”
“I’ve come to warn you,” Béla said after he sat down.
“Vilinovich is in a hot water because of Rogold. It was all a scam.
The bombing was probably some kind of attempted revenge. It’s all
going down, Verge. You should walk away.”
“Walk away? Whatever for?”
“For your life. I’m done. Done with everything. Bonbon Media.
Pornography. My partnership with Vilinovich. All of it. You should
walk away, too. It’s all coming down. Silver is turning state’s evidence
against Vilinovich because of Rogold. The whole thing was a scam
right from the start. You know what that means? No more Verseper
Video! Bonbon Media is finished. Your illustrious pornography
career is over.”
“Unlike you, none of this has caught me as a surprise,” Verge
said in a light, carefree manner. “You see, Bonbon Media was never
what it appeared to be. Vilinovich used it primarily as a front; a
conduit through which he laundered his money. Silver was in on it
from the very beginning. Did you really believe the company pulled
in several hundred thousand in sales a month? Bah! It pulled in a
tenth of that, at best. Vilinovich let you keep your meagre share of
that for your troubles. The rest was all make-believe: dreams, soap
bubbles, nonsense.”
“Walk away, Verge. Vilinovich is ruthless. He hung Silver out to
dry. You should have seen what he did to Csillag the other day. I
don’t want you to suffer any harm.”
“I doubt Vilinovich will do anything to me.”
“Even if he doesn’t, it’s unlikely he’ll want you around.”
“I very much doubt he would cast me aside. I’ve become
valuable, you see. But even if he does, it’s no matter. I can survive
on my own.”
“He might be looking to sever ties with everyone. There’s no
telling what he might be capable of.”
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Verge laughed, spun around on his heel, and strolled deeper into
his loft. He tapped his cricket bat against the top of a metal filing
cabinet that looked as if it had been salvaged from a communist-era
garage sale. “Don’t fret about me. I’m an incredibly crafty and
cunning bugger. Unlike you, I had fairly extensive knowledge of Mr.
Vilinovich and his empire before I signed on to become one of his
pawns. In the time since I was hired, I have turned my considerable
journalistic skills to amassing an impressive collection of damning
documents, any one of which could land my dear employer behind
bars for many, many years. I have created my own life insurance
policy over the years– I have nothing to fear.”
Béla gazed at the filing for a moment and then looked at Verge
directly. “What happened to you, Verge? Why did you get caught up
in Vilinovich’s crimes?”
“What’s happened to me? Nothing. I have remained true to my
philosophy this whole time. I’m enjoying myself immensely. That is
all I ever professed to caring about. The real question is what
happened to you? In New York I showed you the error of your
ways. You saw the light here in Budapest. Yet, there you sit, willing
to turn your back on it all once again.”
“I thought I saw the light. But it’s been mostly darkness.”
“Now, now, there’s no need for all this gloominess. We could
continue our little sojourn in this city. We could start our own
company – just the two of us. Wouldn’t that be grand?”
Béla shook his head. “No, it wouldn’t be grand. I told you I’m
done with it all.”
“I simply cannot comprehend your sensibilities. Consider what
you have accomplished here. You have embraced yourself as a god.
You have a city of earthly desire placed at your feet. Every pleasure
is here for you!”
“I am not a god and the city means nothing. None of it means
anything to me, Verge.”
The utterance made Verge frown. He tapped his cricket back
against the concrete floor and began to saunter through the loft.
“It’s not supposed to! That’s the whole point! Why are you so
obsessed with meaning?
Béla let his chin drop a little. “Without meaning, there is no
point to anything. I took a wrong turn. I need to right my course
while I still can. I need to rediscover my ultimate goal.”
“Your ultimate goal! How charming! Have you ever considered
that perhaps your ultimate goal was to become a pornographer?”
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“I didn’t want to become a pornographer. I took a wrong turn.”
“Saying wrong turn implies there is a right course, but there isn’t.
How can you not understand that?” Verge exclaimed. He tapped his
bat against the floor again to emphasize his point. “Whether it is
your ultimate goal or not is irrelevant. The reality is, you are a
pornographer, Béla, and you have been one for many, many years.
You have polluted the world with lust, bless your heart. Just think of
all the damage you have done. You should be proud of yourself.
You have played a part in pushing this whole sorry excuse for a
civilization closer to the brink of collapse.”
“At least I’m not a criminal.”
“Crime. Such a vulgar term.”
Béla ignored the quip. In a much milder tone of voice, said,
“Was that your ultimate goal, Verge. To become a criminal? What
happened to you over here?”
“Unlike you, I do not delude myself with phantasmagorical
nonsense like ultimate goals. I live for pleasure alone.”
“Yeah, well not me. I’m getting out.”
“Getting out for what? Look what happened to you. How easily
you were lured from your path of righteousness. You of all people;
a young man of moral upbringing and refined tastes. If you can be
conquered so easily, what hope is there for the weaker souls? None.
You speak of ultimate goals. There are no ultimate goals! Don’t you
understand? There is nothing left out there!” Verge lifted the cricket
bat and pointed it menacingly at Béla. “You yearn for goals when
none exist. You seek meaning when there is none to be had. You
desire spirit in an utterly dispirited world. There is nothing left, my
dear Béla. Nothing at all. Universal darkness has buried us all, and
there will be no rebirths or resurrections, I can assure you. The best
you can do in this time of infinite darkness is enjoy the few
degenerate pleasures that remain. That is what I have been trying to
teach you. That is what you seem utterly incapable of learning.
Pleasure – that is all you can pursue.”
“I can’t. I have to accomplish-”
“There’s nothing to accomplish,” Verge said simply. “Pain and
pleasure are all we have left. Thanatos and Eros. Can you not
conceive?”
“And what kind of pleasure do you get out of smuggling drugs,
Verge? How about trafficking women across borders? Does that fill
your heart with joy?”
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“No, quite the contrary. That is all very painful for me, but one
needs pain in one’s life. It helps balance things out, you see.”
“You said you were turning your back on pain. That you’d live
only for pleasure.”
“I was sadly mistaken. Regretfully, to enjoy Eros, a dash of
Thanatos is required.”
“Thanatos is the gentle touch of death,” Béla said, his voice
listless. “You keep running Vilinovich’s dirty errands and it’ll be the
Keres that gets you. Violent death.”
“Oh, bravo! How movingly melodramatic,” Verge said through a
sneer. He began pacing an invisible line near the sofa, turning like a
sentry after every fifteen steps. He suddenly glanced at a padlocked
door on the other side of the room as he performed his little march.
“I have three lovely girls from Moldova in there. Let’s say we share
one last little indulgence together. For old time’s sake.” He looked
back at Béla and winked.
The padlocked door brought a look of disgust onto Béla’s face.
“I’m calling the police.”
The threat inspired laughter from Verge. “You should see your
face! Relax. There’s no one in there. I merely wanted to get a rise out
of you.” He walked over to the door, leaned his cricket bat against
the wall, fished a key out of his pocket and opened the door. “You
see. Nothing but dust.”
“You’re sick.”
Verge picked up the cricket bat and came back to the middle of
the room. “I beg to differ. It is you who are sick. You are stuck in an
idealized past. You cannot give yourself over to the only thing
available to us. Wake up! They have beaten us! And soundly, too! We
are divided and ruled by one imperative – pleasure! There are no
ideals left. No values. No morals. All standards have crumbled to
the dust. We are trapped by liberal anarchism! Commercial and
financial fascism! Suicidal individualism! It’s all going to come down
soon; get your jollies in while you still can.”
“I don’t see it that way. That’s why I’m getting out.”
“Getting out for what? What do you propose to do?”
“I’m reuniting with Suzy,” Béla said softly. “We’re going to start a
new life together.”
The notion inspired a vicious bout of laughter from Verge. “A
new life! How delightful! You have a city of earthly desire placed at
your feet and what do you do? Run blindly back to love! Weeping
into the arms of a siren who loves you not!”
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“You leave Suzy out of this,” Béla warned. He rose to his feet
and pointed an accusatory finger at the ex-journalist. “We love each
other. We’re going to start a new life together.”
The look of diabolical loathing appeared on Verge’s face. “You
abysmal fool! You are the one who needs leave your precious Suzy
out of this.”
“At least I have someone. Who do you have?”
The question made Verge pause. Finally, he raised his left index
finger in the air and said, “I have Betty Ballerina!”
“You just use her to fulfill your sick fantasies.”
“Just as your Suzy uses you to fulfill hers,” Verge spat. “I have
never met anyone as obnoxiously stupid as you, my good man. That
woman does nothing but make an ass of you, yet you always insist
on returning for more.”
“I love her,” Béla said evenly. “She loves me.”
“Love! A fantasy. Another soap bubble. Nonsense. You confuse
your lust for that hellcat with love. And you have done so from the
very beginning. Oh, the efforts I have made to try to save you from
yourself and your stupid notions of love.” Verge drew nearer to
Béla and gazed upon him with condescending eyes. “For years I
have attempted to be your messiah. I sought to deliver you from
bondage and immerse you in truth, but you have spurned me at
every turn. When you met that shrew in New York, I worked
diligently to make you see the error of your ways, but you resisted
me then, the same way you resist me now.”
“What are you talking about?” Béla asked in confusion.
Verge leaned forward and brought his face closer to Béla’s until
the points of their noses were nearly touching. “It was I.”
“You what?”
“It was I,” Verge repeated, his voice barely above a whisper. His
pupils dilated until they became two black orbs that completely
eclipsed the brown discs of his irises. “The raid. The deportation. It
was I. It was I who contacted the authorities. It was I who took your
precious little Suzy away from you. Yes, it was I.”
In that instant, Béla landed a straight jab to the middle of
Verge’s face. Verge raised his left hand to his nose and stumbled
backwards as he fought to maintain his balance. Béla moved forward
with clenched fists, ready to unleash the next blow, but Verge
managed to regain his wits before Béla could descend upon him. He
took his left hand from his face, curled both of his hands around
the taped handle of the cricket bat, and swung it at Béla with all the
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force he could muster. The bat struck Béla’s left shoulder with a
deadening thud and sent him sprawling to the concrete floor. Béla
scrambled to his hands and knees, but Verge was quick to follow up
his initial strike with another swing. The second blow hit Béla square
across the back, just below the shoulder blades. He emitted a shout
of agony and collapsed back onto the floor. Verge rested the cricket
bat on his right shoulder and waited for Béla to roll over.
“Shall I hit you full force with the next one or shall we declare a
truce?” Verge asked wiping the blood from his nose with his free
hand.
Writhing in pain on the floor, Béla focused his eyes on Verge,
who remained looming menacingly above him. “Why did you do
it?” Béla managed to sputter. “None of this would have happened if
she hadn’t been deported. I could have married her in New York. It
would have been-”
“It would have been a disaster,” Verge interjected. “But you
couldn’t let her go, could you? You had to pursue your fate. Well, I
for one am rather pleased with the way it all worked out. So return
to her, my good man. Return to her and let her continue her
pernicious influence. What does it matter in the end?”
“You’re reprehensible.”
“I am merely a product of my time. A pathetic little god. The
product of two glorious centuries of social warfare. And if you
think I’m fun, wait until you see the characters you’ll meet in fifty
years’ time! Compared to them, I’ll be remembered as a monk. But
what will you be remembered as, my good man?”
“Fuck you! I’m not your good man!”
“Yes, from this point forward that may be true,” Verge said. “But
you are a good man. And perhaps that is your greatest flaw. You see,
there is no place left for good men in this world. Sniveling,
sentimental, blind fools like you. Good men, indeed! In this world,
good men are nothing more than minnows trapped in tide pools.”
Béla pulled himself from the floor and glowered at his former
friend who sauntered back to the center of the room tapping the
cricket bat against the floor. Once there, Verge turned around and
shot Béla an arrogant, patronizing glare.
“Now, bugger off back to your tide pool, little minnow,” he said
through a condescending sneer, “the ocean is far too vast and
dangerous a place for the likes of you.”
*
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That night Béla slept terribly. He spent most of the time caught
in a purgatory state between sleep and consciousness. When he
heard the sound of his mobile phone ringing in the pre-dawn hours,
he greeted it as a reprieve from the restless night. He picked the
mobile phone up from the dresser and groggily answered the call.
To his surprise, it was Reinhardt calling from New York.
“My mother died yesterday. I’m flying to Hungary tomorrow.
The funeral will take place on Saturday,” Reinhardt said. After a long
pause, he added, “I would like you to be present.”
At first, Béla considered turning his father down, but he could
not do it, despite all that had passed between them. He pressed the
phone to his ear and was soothed by the sound of Reinhardt’s
breathing on the opposite side of the line.
“I’ll be there,” he said finally. “I’ll come down before Saturday.”
“Good. I am glad. It will be good to see, despite everything.”
“Yeah, despite everything.”
They could find little to say to one another after that. Béla hung
up the phone and was immediately overcome by a wave of regret
and guilt. He had lived in Hungary for years, yet he had seen his
grandmother only once during that time.
“What did your dad want?” Suzy asked after Béla ended the call.
“My grandmother died. He wants me to be at the funeral this
Saturday.”
Suzy’s forehead fluttered lightly. “You should go.”
“Will you come with me?”
“It’s best if I stay here. I don’t want to upset your father with my
presence,” she said cautiously. “You go. I’ll be waiting for you when
you get back.”
“And we can start our new life?”
“I can hardly wait.”
A broad smile spread across Béla’s face. Despite everything, he
felt the future – that shimmering, mirage-like promise that hovered
silently somewhere in the distance before him – was still a bright
place. It beckoned, this promise, and it was impatiently waiting for
him to arrive.
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PART SEVEN:

WHITE STAG REDUX
Viktor Vilinovich was livid. His face displayed the same bored
expression it always displayed, but those who knew him could sense
the fires raging behind the calm exterior he showed the world. Suzy
perceived Vikshi’s anger the moment she opened the door of the
apartment. She had escorted Béla to the train station a few hours
earlier and had not expected to meet Vilinovich at all.
“There’s someone we need to visit,” Vilinovich said flatly. “You
will come with me.”
Suzy nervously bit her lower lip. “I’ve quit,” she said in a
determined voice. “And so has Béla. We’re moving out of here the
minute he gets back. We’re going to start a new life together.”
Vilinovich lit a cigarette and nodded, but it was unclear to Suzy
whether he had really heard or understood a word of what she had
said. The large man leaned forward, his close-set eyes smoldering
with controlled rage. Out in the city, forces were mounting against
him, threatening the empire he had worked so hard to build. “Some
think I was behind that stupid bombing on Aranykéz. I had nothing
to do with it. I did not know the man who died.” He paused, shook
his head, and took a deep drag from his cigarette. In a calmer voice,
he said, “Have you ever heard of the term persona non grata?”
The term meant nothing to Suzy; she shook her head. Her lips
tightened in frustration at the question. It had absolutely nothing to
do with information she had leveled at him.
“It’s an old Latin term. Roughly translated, it means unwelcome
person. Governments use it to expel undesirables from their
countries.” Vilinovich tore a drag from his cigarette and angrily
watched the plumes of smoke curl up around his fingertips. “My
contacts in the government inform me there are politicians who are
demanding papers be drawn up to declare me an undesirable
person.”
“Did you hear a word of what I told you?”
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“We’ll talk about that later; right now, I need to take care of
another matter. You will come with me.”
Suzy moved to protest, but ended up simply nodding. It was
obvious Vikshi would not respond to any of her issues until he had
dealt with his own concerns. Her new plan would have to wait. She
strapped on a pair of high-heeled shoes and followed Vilinovich
downstairs to his Mercedes where his two Fedors sat waiting for
them.
The Mercedes cleared security at the Parliament Building and
came to a halt near the grand entrance a few minutes later.
Vilinovich stepped out of the car after one of the Fedors opened
the door for him. He helped Suzy out of the backseat, lit a cigarette,
and stood by the side of the car gazing up at the building’s Gothic
spires. His eyes filled with disdain and cold hatred as the bright
afternoon sunlight gleamed off the rows of windows on the upper
floors.
“Nice building,” he remarked. “The nucleus of Hungarian
society – but it means nothing. It is merely a pretension; a hollow
symbol for the people. The problem is, the fools inside often forget
that.” He noticed a handful of men in light summer business suits
emerge from the main entrance. “There’s my man,” he said. He
dropped his cigarette and ground it out with his heel. “Get back
into the car. This won’t take long.”
Suzy did as she was instructed. The large man closed the door,
obscuring her from view behind the tinted glass.
The minister was shocked to see Vilinovich standing in front of
the Parliament Building in broad daylight. The politician paused for
a second, gave the bear man a puzzled look, then looked away and
continued walking in the opposite direction.
“A word with you, Minister, sir. It will only take a moment,”
Vilinovich called out. The man came to a halt and gazed over the
expanse of the parking lot with a silent question embedded on his
pale face.
Suzy studied the minister from inside the car. She knew the man.
He was one of the regulars she had entertained in the Buda Hills. A
political remnant from old communist regime, the minister was an
older man, well into his sixties who had mysteriously risen to
become one of the wealthiest men in the country since the arrival
of democracy and capitalism. He exuded an aura of arrogance as he
made his way toward the Mercedes, but the arrogance was tempered
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by a nervous darting of the eyes. Suzy let down the window a crack
so she could listen to the conversation unfold.
“What are you doing here?” the minister whispered. “You can’t
show up here like this. People will see you – see us. It’s totally
unacceptable.”
“Unacceptable?”
“Yes,” the minister insisted. Despite his hushed tone, his anger
was obvious. “Totally unacceptable. Have you gone mad? I’m going
to my car. Now, get out of here.”
“Telling me what to do is totally unacceptable.”
“How dare you? This goes against every understanding we
established. This is not how things get done. I’m leaving. I suggest
you do the same.”
“You will stop this persona non grata,” Vilinovich uttered.
The minister’s lips tightened; the eyes narrowed; the brows
descended into two curved arches. “Ignore that nonsense. The
proposal has no bite. We’re getting pressured from the West because
of your gold mine. I’ve spoken to my contacts in the courts. You
have nothing to worry about. It will all blow over.”
“I don’t care for a future I cannot control,” Vilinovich said. “I
don’t care for anything I cannot control.”
“There’s nothing I can do. My hands are tied.”
Vilinovich frowned an impatient, bored frown. “You’re
forgetting who you work for.”
“I understand your frustration. But I can’t upset the balance. I’m
like a plate spinner – I have to make sure nothing crashes to the
floor. You must understand that. Let them throw the matter about
for a bit. It will go nowhere in the end. You have my word. Now, I
really must go. It is too dangerous for us to be standing here like
this. There are cameras everywhere.”
“That is true – there are cameras everywhere. In places you
would least expect them.”
Vilinovich stepped back to the car, opened the door, and
revealed Suzy who squinted in the sunlight and gave the minister a
little wave. When the minister saw Suzy, he darted his eyes about
once more.
“What’s she doing here?”
“You remember her? Good. I have a very romantic videotape
featuring the two of you. Would you like a copy?”
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The minister’s face went chalk-white in the warm, summer
sunshine. “You can’t blackmail me,” he said through clenched teeth.
“I have people in the media. That would never see the light of day.”
“I have other methods of persuasion I could use,” Vilinovich
said. He closed the car door, hiding Suzy behind steel and tinted
glass once again. He stepped closer to the politician and said, “You
will halt the proposals that are being drafted against me and give me
the names of the people behind it.”
“I will do my best. I’m leaving now.”
“I hope your best is good enough,” Vilinovich said. He grabbed
a hold of the minister’s arm. “Before we part ways, please accept
this gift from me. A small token of my appreciation.” He reached
into his pocket, withdrew something and dropped it in the older
man’s hand.
The minister’s hand unfurled to reveal a bullet. Upon seeing it,
the older man’s pale skin became even paler.
“It is one of the two bullets I was planning to put into your skull
today,” Vilinovich said. “But our conversation has made me change
my mind. All the same, I am keeping the other bullet. If, at the end
of the week, you are holding both bullets in your hand, you will
know you are safe.”
A bold look of defiance appeared on the minister’s face. “You
can’t talk to me like that. You’ve overstepped your boundaries.”
Vilinovich stared at the minister with bored, unaffected scorn. “I
know no boundaries,” he said flatly.
The last traces of punctilious arrogance evaporated from the
minister’s face as quickly as a drop of water in a hot frying pan. His
shoulders slouched forward and he donned the air of a condemned
man. He walked away, dragging his feet slightly as he went.
Vilinovich glanced up at the towering spires again and spit on
the ground. “Fucking whores!” he said loudly. He eased his massive
frame into the backseat, slammed the door, and ordered the Fedor
behind the wheel to drive away. He reached down to the small bar
before him and poured out two glasses of vodka. He handed one to
Suzy and muttered a few words of Russian to the two Fedors in the
front seat. The car made its way across the Margit Bridge and turned
up the winding roads of the Buda Hills. “So, what is this about
quitting?” he asked Suzy.
“Béla and I are quitting,” Suzy said. “We’re going to start a new
life together.”
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The declaration drew Vilinovich’s face away from the window
where he had been gazing out at the passing street life.
“A new life?”
“I’m tired of being a whore, Vikshi!” Suzy shouted. She
slammed her glass into the cup-holder and folded her arms across
her chest. “If I don’t get out, I’ll have to work for Bonbon until the
day I die.”
“Bonbon is finished. I’m shutting it down.”
“Good. Then you don’t need me anymore.”
“Perhaps not. But I know you better than you know yourself.
You are not being honest with me or yourself.”
Suzy turned slightly in the seat and began hammering Vilinovich
with her tiny fists. “I’m done with you! You’re not whoring me out
anymore.” She stopped her assault and glowered at her former
partner. “I’m going to start a new life with Béla; one that doesn’t
include you.”
“Enough,” Vilinovich mumbled.
The day’s events were sapping him far more than he had
anticipated. He was relieved when the Mercedes finally rolled past
the gate of his villa on the highest residential peak in Budapest.
Arriving at the villa – a modern monstrosity of shiny glass, sharp
angles, and jutting terraces – had a soothing effect on Suzy as well;
her bitter lamentations stopped, and she gazed out the window at
the grand, sprawling opulence of the palace Vilinovich had built for
himself.
“You like the place?” he asked after they were out of the car.
Like was an understatement – the grandness of the mansion left
Suzy speechless. Envy and awe churned through her blood as she
walked through the glorious, expansive rooms. Vilinovich escorted
her out onto the huge balcony that opened from the living room.
Suzy stared down at the city below and tears came to her eyes. She
realized how foolish she had been when she had convinced herself
that she could reach such heights on her own or with Béla. She
turned to Vilinovich with a look that bordered on idolatry. She had
always known he was a rich and powerful man, but as she stood on
the balcony looking at him, his seemingly limitless wealth and power
overwhelmed her. Viktor Vilinovich existed far above everyone else.
There was no one above him. He looked up to no one. He truly
lived like a god. Untouchable.
Vilinovich leaned his massive bulk against the railing and peered
out over the expanse of the known world below him. “I want you to
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move up here with me. You will not need to dance or make films
anymore. Forget the American.” He swept his arms over the
panorama of the city below. “The world will be at your feet.”
Had she not been holding the handrail, Suzy was certain she
would have collapsed after she heard these words. The new life she
had promised to Béla grew hazy in her mind.
“No, I can’t” she said softly. “I am starting a new life with Béla.”
“I am offering the only new life you would want,” Vilinovich
said. “Stop torturing yourself. You will never be satisfied with the
American. He will never be able to provide you with what you truly
desire. Never.”
Vilinovich was right, and Suzy knew it. Her sentiments of
starting a new life with Béla became even more distorted. The
visions she had conjured with him melted and wavered like mirages.
They blurred and quickly slipped away. Suzy gazed down at the city
below her and noticed the Castle Hill where Béla was planning to
rent an apartment. She marveled at how small and insignificant it
looked from where she was standing. She turned back toward
Vilinovich, stared into the dull, lifeless eyes, and asked, “What about
Béla?”
“I’ll take care of the American,” Vilinovich said. “I’ll give him
what he wants. I’ll set him free.”
*
Gertrude Drixler was buried in Ószabad’s cemetery plot, a
kilometer away from the ruins of the old hunting cabin in which she
had given birth to Reinhardt over five decades before.
The day of the funeral was bright and sunny. A warm, dry
breeze rustled the leaves of the oak trees in the hills and the rows of
walnut, peach, and sour cherry trees within the village. The
mourners, Béla and Reinhardt among them, gathered at the small
cemetery plot a short distance from center of the village to pay their
respects to Gertrude Drixler who had been the oldest living
member of the community, the last surviving member of the
Drixler family in Ószabad, and the tiny settlement’s unofficial
matriarch. If a word such as lovely can be used to describe such a
sorrowful event, then one could say the funeral ceremony was a
lovely one – there were as many smiles as there were tears as the
village priest eulogized Gertrude’s life.
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The visits of condolence ended later that evening; Béla sat with
his father in the kitchen of Gertrude Drixler’s small house. They
had spent two days together before the funeral, but had said little to
each other during that time. An ocean of pain and
misunderstanding separated them from each other; neither seemed
willing to take the voyage to the other side of the vast expanse.
Worn down by the events of the day, Reinhardt sat at the table
silently staring at the wall, his eyes bleary, his eyelids red and slightly
swollen. Béla studied his father. The passing years had left their
mark on Reinhardt – his hair was a little thinner, a lot grayer; the
wrinkles around his eyes, much deeper.
Without asking Béla if he wanted one, Reinhardt put the kettle
on the stove and prepared two mugs of tea. When the tea was
finished, he placed a mug before Béla and shifted his gaze to the
small window and watched the fading light as dusk descended over
the valley. Occasionally, he glanced at his son, his mind brimming
with the million questions he wanted to ask, but he kept the
questions to himself and sipped his tea in silence and allowed
random memories of his mother and his own childhood in the
village to flicker through him as the sound of crickets and other
night insects gradually replaced the ever diminishing shrills of
birdsong.
Béla was in a similar state, but he thought not of his childhood
or of Gertrude, but of his experiences in Budapest and the new life
that promised to save him from it all. He alternated his gaze
between the window and the embroidered white stag near the stove.
He became bothered by the silence that stood between him and his
father.
“Did your mother make that?” Béla asked, referring to the
embroidered cloth.
“My grandmother. It was the village crest before the communists
took power.”
“You told me about that once. The Swabian settlers adopted the
old myth of Hunor and Magor as their own.”
Reinhardt smiled a brief, closed-lipped smile. He was happy to
talk to his son again. It made no difference what the subject was. It
just felt good to talk.
“My mother kept the white stag alive in my imagination; for her,
it represented the old world, the world that had existed before the
wars. Danube Swabian culture. Old Hungary. The Dual-Monarchy.
Tradition. It was her way of keeping it all alive. It’s all gone now.
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Some descendants of Danube Swabians remain, but the world my
mother grew up in has vanished. It took only a few decades to erase
two centuries of history and culture.”
“Is that why you paint it all the time? To preserve tradition?”
“Partly. But tradition is enigmatic. Sometimes I wonder if it
really exists at all. No, for me the stag is more of a symbol of
goodness. I keep it in the forefront of my mind to remind me of
the good, the beautiful, and the true,” Reinhardt said.
He finished the remainder of his tea and placed his mug down
on the table. The light outside the window was barely perceptible;
another ten minutes and it would be dark. An image of Gertrude in
the coffin flashed through Reinhardt’s mind and he pictured her in
the earth and his eyes moistened as he thought of the half-a-lifetime
he had spent without her presence in his life. He inhaled a deep
breath and wiped the gathering tears from his eyes with the cuff of
his shirt and reminded himself that his mother was not truly in the
ground. She was somewhere else.
“That’s why I wanted you to become an artist,” Reinhardt
continued. “I wanted to instill those values in you. I wanted you to
pursue what was right and good. I wanted you to tap into the higher
parts of your character. I wanted you to follow the white stag. Find
your purpose. Fulfill your meaning. Your destiny. To follow the
good . . .” Reinhardt’s voice trailed off and he fell silent.
Béla glanced back at the white stag above the stove and
considered the words his father had said.
“I’m done, you know,” he muttered after a considerable amount
of time had passed.
Reinhardt did not fully comprehend what his son had said.
“I’m done with it all. You were right. I took a wrong turn.”
Reinhardt nodded. They were words he had longed to hear for
years. A sliver of joy appeared in his heavy heart. “Will you come
back to New York?”
“No. I doubt Suzy would go anywhere else.”
The mention of Suzy made Reinhardt frown; the sliver of joy
vanished.
“We were apart for a while, but we’re back together now,” Béla
explained. He sensed his father’s disapproval and added. “We went
through a lot, both together and individually. We both made
missteps. Big missteps that cost us both. We’re going to the past
behind us and start a new life. Do things right this time.”
“What will you do?”
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“Maybe I’ll get into language teaching. I might start writing
again.”
Reinhardt waited for a moment before responding. Finally, he
said, “Good. It sounds like the right turn.”
The next day, shortly before noon, Béla packed his small suitcase
and walked into the kitchen where Reinhardt stood in the doorway
with his hands in his pockets.
“What are you going to do with the house?” Béla asked.
“I could sell it. But I don’t really want to. Maybe I’ll come back
here when I retire.” He took his right hand out of his pocket and
handed Béla a key. “Here. Keep it. Perhaps you could come down
here once in a while and check up on the place.”
Béla put the key in his pocket. “When are you going back?”
“Tomorrow.”
“It was good to see you, Apa.”
“It was good to see you, too.”
They embraced in a brief hug, and then Béla walked out onto
the street.
“One last thing,” Reinhardt called after his son. “Find the white
stag and follow it! It will lead you where you need to be.” He
watched Béla get into the waiting taxi, then walked back into his
mother’s small two room house, and closed the door.
*
Béla reached the train station at Pécs only to realize he had
picked a terrible day to travel back to Budapest. It was the twentieth
of August, one of the country’s most important national holidays –
the founding of the Kingdom of Hungary by St. Stephen. The
Hungarian National Railway Company was running on a limited
holiday schedule. There were barely any trains on the platform. He
waited for over two hours before one finally departed Pécs for
Budapest.
On the train he watched the dry landscape baked by the late
August sun blur past him. The cabin was stagnant and stultifying;
the open windows did little to relieve the heat. The journey was
excruciatingly slow. It was early evening when the train finally pulled
into the Déli Train Station on the Buda side of the Danube. Béla
stepped onto the street with his small suitcase firmly clasped in
hand to find the city teeming with throngs of people on their way to
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the banks of the river to secure a good spot from which to view the
fireworks display scheduled to start when night fell.
Béla made his way through the crowd, opting to walk under the
fading dusky light rather than muscle his way onto the overcrowded
trams and buses that crawled amid the congested traffic. The
atmosphere around him was cheerful: groups of teenagers horsed
around on the sidewalks, elderly couples trudged along together
arm-in-arm, children sat on their parents’ shoulders, entire families
made their way toward the riverbank. Béla absorbed the festive
cheer as he walked. The life he had lived in Budapest was over. The
pornography and debauchery were all in the past. He was on the
cusp of righting the wrong turn he had taken. He pretended the
entire city had gathered to celebrate the start of his new life. The
closer he came to the building he had once called home, the more
excited he became about seeing Suzy and beginning the next chapter
in their lives.
Béla reached the apartment, unlocked the door, and stepped
inside. Instead of Suzy, he was startled to find one of Vilinovich’s
Fedors standing on the other side of the door.
“Where’s Suzy?” Béla asked nervously as he eyed the stonefaced, bald Fedor.
“She’s in the dining room with Mr. Vilinovich. He would like to
speak with you.”
At the head of the large dining room table, looking bored and
somewhat irritated, his hands folded before him, sat Viktor
Vilinovich. The two Fedors took up positions on either side of the
door inside the room. In the windows behind the large man, dusk
continued to gather in the sky. Béla scanned the room for Suzy, but
could not see here anywhere. Thinking Vilinovich’s presence had to
do with Rogold or the Bonbon Building bombing, Béla
apprehensively walked into the room and sat down in the chair.
“Suzy tells me you want to quit,” the bear man said.
“Yes, that’s right,” he admitted.
Béla glanced up and spotted Suzy standing in a veil of shadows
that had gathered next to one of the large windows that revealed the
darkening sky over Budapest. He wondered why he had not seen her
earlier and was somewhat perturbed by her silence and aloofness.
Vilinovich nodded and said nothing for a minute. “I hear you
had a funeral in your family,” he said at last.
“Yes, my grandmother.”
“I am sorry for your loss.”
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“Thank you.”
Vilinovich placed a cigarette in his mouth and flicked his lighter.
A warm orange glow briefly illuminated his head and face as he lit
his cigarette; after the flame died out, the shadowy darkness that was
quickly conquering the room swallowed his features leaving only the
glowing tip of his cigarette completely visible. “Death is a terrible
thing,” he remarked through a stream of smoke. “But it is necessary.
Everything must come to an end. The end of our association is very
much like death.”
“It’s true. I appreciate all you have done for Suzy and me, but I
no longer want to be a part of Bonbon Media Limited.”
“You see? We are marking an end. Very much like death.”
He could not see the large man’s face because of the poor light,
but Béla was certain he detected a smile. A silence, as heavy and
thick as the ever-increasing darkness within the room settled over
the table between them. Béla removed his backpack from his
shoulder and placed it on the floor next to the small suitcase he had
placed next to the chair. Vilinovich butted out his cigarette and
exhaled one last stream of smoke. His large body began to merge
with the oncoming darkness. “This evening will be your Mohács
moment,” he said. “I told you this moment would come. Do you
remember?”
The mention of Mohács brought a faint memory flickering to
the forefront of Béla’s mind, but he could not clearly remember the
significance of the allusion. His nervousness increased slightly. He
glanced at Suzy, but she remained at the window with her back
turned to them.
Vilinovich lit another cigarette and instructed his bodyguards to
turn on the lights. The two Fedors, who had remained by the door,
nodded and simultaneously reached for the switch. In the end, the
blond Fedor allowed the bald Fedor to flip it. A second later, the
chandelier above the table cast a warm circle of light upon the table;
the periphery of the room remained in shadows and darkness.
“Tonight we part ways. I have arranged everything so that you
can walk away a free man,” the bear man said. “Several months
before he killed himself, Silver bought Bonbon Media from me-”
“What? Silver killed himself?”
Vilinovich frowned; he was unaccustomed to being interrupted.
He kept his annoyance in check and continued, “The authorities
were investigating him about Rogold. He was on the board of
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directors. He couldn’t take the pressure. Self-inflicted gunshot
wound to the head. A terrible tragedy.”
It defied logic that Silver would kill himself – true, the American
pornographer had found himself in compromising circumstances
through his involvement with Rogold, but he had been planning to
turn state’s evidence against Vilinovich . . . The thought petered out
in Béla’s mind. The nervousness, which had been a mere trickle only
a moment before, started to flow through Béla like a river. He cast
another anxious glance at Suzy.
“But you have no such connections to anything. Do you
understand what I am saying? Your name is not tied to anything
remotely illegal. You are free,” Vilinovich said.
Béla swallowed hard against the lump forming in his throat.
“Thank you,” he managed to utter after a minute had passed.
Vilinovich dismissed the gratitude with a wave of his hand. He
reached under the table, picked up a duffel bag, and plopped it on
the table.
“As I said earlier – I sold Bonbon Media to Silver months ago.
Here is your share of the company.”
Béla glanced at the duffel bag, and then unzipped it and
examined the rows of neatly stacked dollar notes within. He did a
quick mental estimate of the amount of money; he looked back
across the table in confusion. “How much is in here?”
“Your original investment. Ten-thousand dollars.”
“And when do I get the rest?”
This question confused Vilinovich; he gave the younger man a
puzzled look.
“When do I get the rest of my money?” Béla reiterated.
“The rest of your money? I don’t understand.”
Béla’s chest tightened. “Ten-thousand is not enough,” he said,
doing his best to keep his voice steady and calm. “My share of
Bonbon Media’s net sales last quarter were more than this. You
haven’t given me enough.”
Not enough? The statement offended Vilinovich. In his mind,
he was doing the American a great favor. Most of his former
business partners left with nothing – not even their lives. He raised
his eyes to the tops of his meaty eyelids and coldly stared across the
table.
“It isn’t nearly enough,” Béla said again.
Suzy turned away from the window, stepped out of the shadows,
and walked toward the table. Her approach consoled Béla; he knew
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there was no way she would let their senior partner cheat them
without a fight. He waited for her to protest.
“The money was my idea, Béla,” she said softly as she came to
halt behind Vilinovich’s chair. “If it were up to Vikshi, you’d get
nothing. I convinced him to give you back your original investment
at least. Ten thousand dollars. You deserve more, so much more.
But this is all Vikshi will give you. Please take it.”
The words hit Béla like slaps. His eyes widened and he looked at
her with disbelief.
“Please take the money, Béla,” Suzy said again.
Béla wondered if he were caught in a nightmare. He could not
bring himself to believe he had heard Suzy correctly. He watched as
Vilinovich began stroking Suzy’s right thigh. The intimate gesture
made Béla nauseous. A flash of indignation flared up in his heart.
“I should have known,” he grumbled. He let out a scoff, then
something that seemed like a light chuckle before he stood up from
the table.
Vikshi continued stroking Suzy’s leg, but he kept his lifeless eyes
firmly fixed on Béla. “Sit down,” he said.
“All that talk about a new life. I should have known you would
never be able to change.”
Suzy turned her eyes to the floor. “I want to, but I can’t. I can’t
change who I am.”
“Sit down!” Vilinovich repeated.
Béla was incapable of sitting down. He was too stiff; too tense.
“Why are you doing this?” he managed to say to Suzy. He did not
know where he found the strength to speak. He was torn between
contrasting feelings of boiling rage and utter despondency.
“You couldn’t place the world at my feet,” came the sad reply.
“I gave you all I could. You said you wanted a new life.”
“It wouldn’t have been enough,” Suzy whispered. “It sounds
beautiful, but I could never do it. I can’t help it. I can’t be the person
you want me to be. I would have destroyed things eventually. You
know I would have. It’s better this way.”
“You’re making a terrible mistake,” Béla protested. “You said
you loved me.”
“I do love you,” Suzy said. “That is why I am letting you go.”
“You don’t have to do this, Suzy.”
“Silence,” Vilinovich muttered pointing at the chair. “Sit down.”
Béla considered telling his former partner where to go, but the
more rational side of him remembered the beating László Csillag
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had suffered. Near the doorway, the bald Fedor had taken out his
handgun as a precautionary measure. Béla sank back into the chair.
Suzy walked back to the window and gazed out at the Chain Bridge.
“You will take the money. You will not speak to anyone about
Bonbon Media or our association. Not now. Not ever,” Vilinovich
said. “I know who your father is. I know everything about him. I
know that he wakes up every morning to paint in an old garage
behind the house. I have many friends in New York. One phone call
and one of my friends pays your father a visit. You don’t want to
wake up one morning and learn your poor father has committed
suicide, do you? You will never say anything to anyone about our
association. Understand?”
The powerlessness Béla experienced at the moment was so sharp
it was painful.
“Understand?” Vilinovich prompted.
“Yes.”
“Take the money.”
Béla tugged the duffel toward him, then lowered his gaze and
stared down at the floor.
Vilinovich stubbed out his cigarette. “Get your crap out of my
apartment. Tonight. The Fedors will return in an hour to lock up,”
he muttered. He stood up from the chair and looked at Suzy. “We
are finished here. Let’s go.”
Suzy nodded, but remained parked before the window sill.
Vilinovich stayed by the table for another half-moment. “I
warned you that there would come a day when you would lose
everything, the same way the Magyars lost everything when the
Turks defeated them at Mohács. But you haven’t suffered complete
defeat. Only a setback. You can recover from this.”
Béla refused to dignify anything his ex-business partner to say
with a response and remained silent with his head lowered. To his
absolute horror, he felt Vikshi’s hand consolingly pat him on the
shoulder, and then the bear man moved past him and made his way
toward the doorway.
Béla lifted his head and looked at Suzy standing in the shadowy
darkness before the window. A second later, the window behind her
lit up with a dazzling array of fireworks. The deep red and blinding
white explosions cascaded through the sky behind her, basking her
body in kaleidoscopic light. Her forehead was as smooth and
undisturbed as a tranquil pond, but her cheeks were moist from the
tears descending from her eyes.
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“I’m sorry,” she said again. After a deep sigh, she walked away
from the window and joined Vilinovich and the two Fedors by the
door. She offered Béla one last pathetic glance before she turned
away and followed the Fedors out of the room.
Béla heard the sound of the front door open and close. The
fireworks display through the window before him continued for
another fifteen minutes; he watched the show and compared the
dazzling explosions of light with the violent emotions detonating
inside him. When the fireworks ended, he could no longer contain
the hurt and humiliation. He lowered his face into his palms and
remained like that for what seemed an eternity.
After he had recovered, Béla contemplated searching the
apartment for personal items he had left behind so many years
before, but he dismissed the idea and left the apartment with only
the backpack and suitcase he had brought with him and the duffel
bag of money Vilinovich had given him. Laden down like a packmule, suitcase and duffel back in hand, Béla trudged out of the
apartment like a wounded soldier retreating from the battlefield,
utterly disoriented, with no clear idea of where he was going,
propelled forward only by the instinctual need to find safety, some
hidden place that could provide him shelter and allow him to treat
his wounds.
The last of the fireworks crowd were making their way home,
streaming across the Margit Bridge, lining up for buses and trams,
descending into the metro stations, filtering off into the apartment
houses on and near the boulevard. With his suitcase banging against
the side of his leg, Béla listlessly made his way toward the
Parliament Building, moving through the crowd like a sleepwalker,
barely aware of anything happening around him. He did not stop
until he reached the statue of Attila József.
Once there, he plopped his suitcases on the ground, mounted
the dais, took a seat next to the statue of the tragic poet, and
glanced out over the Danube at the glittering lights of Buda on the
opposite bank. But Béla’s eyes did not see the lights – they perceived
only the darkness separating the lights from each other. For years,
he had believed he had lived in Budapest. The city had been his
muse; a rough, but welcoming goddess that had mesmerized him
and embraced him with her charms. But as he peered into the
blackness before him, Béla realized it had all been an illusion; he had
never really lived in the city of Budapest at all. He had never been a
part of the city’s lights – he had only existed in its contrasting
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parallel form. In the darkness. In Budaporn. In the city of earthly
desire. He hung his head in shame and disgust. But after a moment,
he raised his head and focused on the lights before him.
For how long he sat next to Attila József, Béla did not know; it
could have been a few minutes, it could have been half of the night.
At some point a pair of cops approached him and ordered him to
make his way home or find some lodging. He picked up his suitcases
and, to the cops’ amusement, offered a sad farewell to the statue
before plodding back to the streets.
He passed the Nyugati Train Station and came to a halt before
the same hostel where he had spent his first night in Budapest. He
buzzed the hostel, made his way inside and inquired about
vacancies. There was one free bed in a dorm room shared by three
others. Béla accepted the bed and paid the nightly rate. He was not
overcharged for the bed. He spent the night on his back clutching
the duffel bag to his chest listening to the synchronized snores of
three Swiss tourists. He pondered the new beginning Suzy and
Vilinovich had forced upon him. It seemed like no beginning at all –
more of a devastating end, but it was exactly the kind of end he felt
he needed. The kind of end he felt he deserved.
But as he thought of ends, he remembered what Vilinovich had
said about Mohács and loss. Béla knew his former business partner
had referred to the First Battle of Mohács in 1526, the one in which
the Hungarians had lost their nation. But Béla also remembered that
a Second Battle of Mohács, which occurred in 1687. During the
latter battle, it was the Ottomans who were driven out of the
country by the Habsburgs, ending nearly two centuries of
occupation. Béla had suffered a defeat in his own personal Mohács;
he vowed the next battle would result in victory.
At dawn he wandered to a nearby café where he had a coffee
and made an attempt at a light breakfast. He watched teams of
haggard-looking street-sweepers cleaning up the mess of the
previous evening’s festivities and pondered his next steps. There was
nothing left for him in Budapest; he had been discarded and
trampled upon like the refuse the cleaning crews were sweeping into
small piles and shoveling into hand-drawn carts. He had no address,
no occupation, no prospects and, without Vilinovich or Suzy beside
him, precious few connections. A homeless man in an overcoat and
bare feet ambled by the window of the café. The man stooped
down to pick up a half-smoked cigarette from the sidewalk. Béla
studied the man’s sunken eyes, weather-beaten face, and scraggly,
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unkempt beard. He realized all that separated him from the man
outside was the thirty thousand dollars he had managed to save over
the years, and the duffel bag of money Vilinovich had given him.
The realization made him shudder.
He left the café and wandered down the boulevard keeping his
gaze cast down on the sidewalk before him. A few blocks down the
road he happened upon a travel agent’s office. He entered and
inquired about one-way flights to New York. The travel agent
informed him he could board a flight as soon as that afternoon. As
he sat before the agent’s desk, he dug into his pocket and felt the
key Reinhardt had given him the day before. He told the agent he
would be back to purchase the ticket within an hour, but he never
went back to the office. Instead, he went back to the hostel,
retrieved his things, and took two trams to the Déli Train Station
where he purchased a return ticket to Pécs. He felt a pressing need
to drop off the face of the earth for a while. Ószabad was the
closest place to nowhere he could think of at that moment.
*
Béla barricaded himself inside his grandmother’s house and
spent his time sitting in a chair in a kind of catatonic coma during
his first two days in Ószabad. He slept little and ate even less. As
tight knit a community as Ószabad was, not one of inhabitants had
witnessed Béla return to the village, nor had any been aware of his
presence among them for the better part of those first two days.
Béla purposefully made a point of not turning on any lights in the
house when darkness fell to avoid making his presence known;
when daylight faltered, he simply lay down on his grandmother’s bed
and let the darkness consume him. On the third day, he finally
ventured into the village to buy some food.
The villagers did not know what to make of him. Some
welcomed the idea of having a Drixler back in the village; others
frowned upon his presence because of the work he had done in
Budapest. Whatever mild interest Béla sparked among the
inhabitants of Ószabad was short-lived. Since he rarely left the
house, he offered the village gossips little meat into which they
could sink their teeth. The only time anyone ever saw him was when
he made his occasional trips to the corner market to buy groceries.
He was always polite and courteous to those he encountered, but
was incredibly reserved about the nature or duration of his stay or
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any other information of a personal nature. As the last days of
August dropped off the calendar, the villagers of Ószabad accepted
Béla’s presence among them with a shrug. “Who knows why he’s
here or what he does all day,” they muttered.
Essentially, Béla was doing nothing. He sat in the house, day
after day, and spent most of the time simply staring at the wall
before him. During his few, brief periods of activity, he cooked
himself light meals, or read a few pages from one of the many
books on his grandmother’s bookshelves, but most of the time he
simply sat in a chair or lay on his back in bed staring at some
infinite, unseen place before him desperately trying to understand
what had happened to his life and why he could not find the energy
nor the ambition to do anything but sit in a room and stare into
nothingness. As to the question of how long he would stay, Béla had
no idea. He imagined he would leave when the dead feeling within
him diminished and disappeared, but when he woke up each
morning, he was convinced that day would never come.
After two weeks in the village, Béla happened to notice the
village priest standing before the small church. Béla offered a polite
greeting as he made his way back to his grandmother’s house from
the store. When the young priest, who was not much older than
Béla, returned the greeting, Béla paused on the sidewalk.
“Do you offer confessions today?”
“I wasn’t planning to.”
“Could you? For me?”
Béla remained in the booth for over an hour, during which he
told the young priest everything. When he got back to the house,
Béla began perusing the titles on his grandmother’s bookshelf. A
thick, worn book entitled Art of the Ages caught his eye. He pulled
the book from the shelf and flipped through it. He immediately
noticed the charcoal underlining in the introduction and read the
marked lines:
Above all else, art is one of humanity’s highest callings – higher than
politics or economics. It marks the total expression of the creativity and freedom
of the human spirit and is also one of the few paths through which mankind
can transcend its earthly circumstances and begin to approach the Divine. This is
the essence that makes art eternal.
Béla closed the book and put it back on the shelf. He freely
acknowledged that he had taken a wrong turn. That he had lived a
loathsome life. The moment he did so, a cold determination seized
him. He had enough money to survive a long time before he
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experienced any pressing need to return to work. He had to make
the most of the time and money he had at his disposal. He knew
exactly what he needed to do.
The next morning, he took a bus into Pécs where he found a
stationery store. He purchased some pens and pencils and several
thick notebooks. Later that evening, he was back in the little house
on the edge of the forest where he settled down at the kitchen table
and listened to the soothing silence permeating the confines of the
house. There were no sounds of cars passing by, no subways or
trams rattling past, no shouts of people in the streets, no sirens or
alarms piercing the air, none of the usual city noises he had heard
his entire life. The only sound from outside was the chirping of
crickets. After some time, he picked up a pen, opened a notebook,
and proceeded to do something he had not done in years: He began
to write.
*
The remainder of September and all the weeks of October
passed by so quickly Béla barely noticed the change of weather as
summer slid into autumn. He spent his days writing. When he was
not writing, he took long walks in the forested hills. After the
pressures and strains of running Bonbon Media, he relished the
peace and solitude his time in the village and his writing brought
him. But it was not easy. Years of neglect made extracting words
from a pen difficult; akin to wringing water from a dry sponge.
There were days he sat at the kitchen table for hours working on a
single sentence. He wrote snippets mostly – descriptions of his new
surroundings, scraps of conversations between people, paragraphs
detailing an episode from his recent past. He had no narrative on
which he wished to work; the act of writing itself was therapeutic
enough on its own. An extensive rehabilitation exercise. He was
confident that when the time was right, stories would begin taking
shape.
He called Reinhardt one evening and during a long, occasionally
emotional conversation Béla told his father everything that had
happened in Budapest.
“You were right about the wrong turn,” he said after he finished
telling Reinhardt about Suzy’s betrayal. His voice cracked a little
under the strain. “I’m ashamed. I’m disgusted by everything I have
done.”
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There was no response from Reinhardt for several minutes; then
finally, “None of that matters now. Find the white stag and follow
it.”
“I’m writing again.”
“That’s a start.”
“It’s not easy, but it’s helping. Could you mail me the manuscript
of my novel? It would give me something to work on.”
“Why don’t you come home?”
Béla stared out the kitchen window for a little while. “I’d like to,
Apa, but I can’t just yet. I need some more time to digest it all. I
want to stay here until I find that white stag you keep mentioning.
You understand, don’t you?”
For the first time in years, Reinhardt understood.
By December, Béla had recorded over three hundred pages in
his writing journals. The writing became a form of penance, a way
of sorting through his years in Budapest, a massive confession of
the wrong turn he had taken after he gave in to the temptations of
the city of earthly desire. It was difficult and painful at times – there
were moments he missed Suzy, the lavish apartment, the allure of
flesh, the arousal of a photo shoot. There were times the sheer
loneliness of living in the small house on the edge of the forest
drove him to the brink of madness, but he accepted it all as part of
a cleansing process he needed to undergo. He was on the way to
letting go of his previous life in Budapest; however, his previous life
in Budapest did not want to let go of him.
In the first week of December, an article in a newspaper tugged
him out of the solace he had found and pushed him to leave the
safety of his self-imposed exile. Budapest police had made a grisly
discovery – a cargo van with the bodies of five young ethnic
Hungarian women from Romania inside. The authorities suspected
the women had been victims of human trafficking and had
suffocated inside the unheated delivery compartment at some point
during their journey from Romania.
Béla put the newspaper down, pushed it aside, and slid one of
his notebooks before him. He picked up a pen and made an attempt
to work on his novel. After an hour, he still had not written a word.
He stood up from the table and went outside for a walk to clear his
head. No matter how hard he tried, his head would not clear. The
image of the dead women remained etched in his conscience. He
got back to the house, picked up his mobile phone and called Verge.
He could not shake the feeling that his old friend was somehow
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involved in the horror. An automated voice told him the number he
had tried was no longer in service.
The next morning Béla went to Pécs and bought a train ticket to
Budapest. An icy rain started to fall shortly after Béla arrived to
Budapest. He walked in the rain and cast nervous glances over his
shoulders as he made his way down the depressing stretch of Ipar
Street. As he neared the broken down warehouse Verge called
home, Béla paused and peered down the street behind him to make
sure he was not being followed. The minute he had stepped off the
train, he had the eerie feeling that Vilinovich was watching him, the
large man’s unseen eyes tracing every step he made. He grappled
with these paranoid feelings as the old factory came into view. A
block away from the decrepit building, Béla came to a halt, ducked
behind the cover of a neighboring building, and surveyed the
windows of the loft for any sign of movement or activity. It took
nearly an hour of constant surveillance to convince him there was
no one at home. For several long, agonizing minutes, he wondered
what he should do. Finally, he dashed over to the building, withdrew
the key Verge had given him years before, and after a deep breath
and a silent prayer, he let himself inside.
There was no one in the huge, hangar-like space. Béla closed the
door and turned on the lights. He did a quick search of the
apartment to ensure he was alone. Everything in the loft appeared as
if it had not been touched or used for weeks. The few items of food
in the old refrigerator had all passed their expiry dates; the Devil’s
Ivy in the far corner of the room was drooping, its soil dry and
dusty.
Satisfied he was the only one inside, Béla wasted no time
opening the filing cabinet where Verge claimed to have kept
incriminating documents about Vilinovich’s business dealings. He
slid open the top drawer and peered inside. It was empty. His heart
sank after he opened the remaining two drawers. There were no
documents of any kind in the cabinet. He scowled. He had come to
Budapest on a quest to take Vilinovich down. During his walk in the
forest the day before he had remembered Verge’s filing cabinet; a
plan to bring justice for the five dead women quickly fell into place.
That plan had now failed – miserably.
The sound of the heavy steel door opening snapped Béla from
his thoughts. He ducked behind the cabinet. The door swung open
and a lone figure strode hesitantly into the room. Béla closed his
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eyes and prayed it was not Verge, or Vilinovich, or one of the bear
man’s bodyguards.
“What are you doing here?”
His heart, which had seized up the second the door opened,
began to beat again, and Béla exhaled a breath of relief. He came
out from behind the cabinet and watched Betty Ballerina walk
toward him.
“Are you here to see Anthony?” the former porn star asked. She
was wearing a sleek rain coat and her bleached-blonde hair was
matted against her head.
“Yeah. I’d like to.”
A glimmer of hope surfaced in her eyes as she looked at Béla.
“Is he here?” she asked.
“Who? Verge? No. I thought you might know where he is.”
The former porn actress’s look of hope turned into a look of
mild suspicion. “So what are you doing here?”
“I was just looking for a few papers I needed for work.”
“The company is closed. They canned you.”
“Yeah, they did. I needed some papers for my own tax purposes.
Verge said I could find them here. I have a key. Look!”
Béla dangled the key before his face.
“When did you last speak to him?”
“August.”
Betty’s face drooped slightly. She walked over to the sofa,
plopped down on its ratty cushions and helped herself to a sip of
whatever poison she carried in her silver flask. “That’s when he left.
August. The last week. He told me he would only be gone five days.
I haven’t seen him since.”
“Maybe you just missed him. Maybe he just came and went.”
Betty scoffed and looked around at the interior of the
apartment. “Does it look like anyone has come and gone through
this place?”
“Let me ask you a question,” Béla said. “He didn’t have anything
to do with the five girls in the van, did he?”
“What girls?”
“They found five-”
“How could he have?” Betty interrupted suddenly understanding
what Béla meant. “He hasn’t been here.”
The knowledge did little to assuage Béla’s suspicion of his
friend. “Where did he go?”
“Belarus. To pick up some sort of shipment for Vikshi.”
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“Maybe Vilinovich asked him to stay there to-”
“For four months?” Betty snapped. “I’ve come here every day
since the beginning of September. Sometimes I sit here for hours.
When I noticed light in the windows, I almost cried. I thought he
was back.” She took another sip from her flask and winced as the
liquor bit the back of her throat. “He was good to me. He had his
demons, but he was good to me. I told him not to do Vilinovich any
favors, but he wouldn’t listen to me. He said he welcomed the
danger. It helped him balance things out.”
“He’ll turn up. He’s a survivor. He’s seen and lived through-”
“He’s gone,” she whispered. “I know he is. I can feel it in my
bones.” She stopped speaking, wiped away the tears that had
accumulated in her eyes. “You didn’t find those papers you were
looking for, did you?”
“The cabinet is empty.”
Betty nodded. “About a week after Anthony left, Vilinovich’s
men came in here and emptied it. That’s how I know he’s dead.”
Béla thought about what she had said. He tried to shake the
image she had planted out of his mind by reassuring himself that
Verge was a survivor. Nevertheless, his gut told him her assumption
was probably correct – there was a good chance Verge was gone.
Despite the many crimes he knew his friend had committed, Béla’s
heart filled with sorrow when he considered the possibility that he
might never see Anthony Vergil again.
Betty took another swig from her flask and studied Béla for a
moment. “You know what I think? You’re lying. You weren’t
looking for tax papers.”
“Me? No, I really was looking-”
“I have some of those documents.”
“You do?”
“Anthony gave them to me a month or two before he
disappeared. He must have sensed Vikshi was conspiring against
him.” She slipped her flask back into her purse. “Come on, I’ll let
you have them.”
Before Béla followed Betty out the door, he glanced at the
Devil’s Ivy and noticed the ragged copy of The Removed on the
windowsill beside it. He picked them both up and took them with
him out into the rainy street.
At her apartment a half-an-hour later, Betty handed Béla two
thick folders stuffed with documents. He sat down at her kitchen
table and sifted through the papers. Many were as inaccessible to
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him as ancient pieces of papyrus written in Egyptian hieroglyphics
would have been, but as he flipped through the papers he found
some that made sense, even to him. Béla pieced it all together and
wondered how Anthony Vergil had managed to procure the
documents and make copies of them all.
A discernible pattern began to emerge in the papers: Vilinovich
had built his empire on a foundation of fraud and dummy
corporations. There were many documents that dealt exclusively
with Bonbon Media Limited. Béla studied the inflated figures, the
fraudulent deposits, the fictitious expenses. A wry smile spread
across his face – the ammunition he needed to launch his attack
against Vilinovich was there in his hands. All he needed to do was
give the ammunition to people who possessed the proper weapons
to lay a siege to Vilinovich’s empire.
“What kind of work are you doing these days?” Betty asked after
he thanked her for the folders.
“Nothing,” Béla replied as he stood in the vestibule near the
door putting on his coat.
“I’m glad you got out of porn,” Betty murmured. She kissed
Béla lightly on both cheeks. “It’s a shit business. I told you that.”
It was still raining when Béla stepped back onto the street.
Before he left the shelter of the overhang above the door, he
reached into his pocket and withdrew a piece of paper on which he
had jotted down the address of a small private accounting firm. The
firm was in the Eleventh District, just around the corner from the
Gellért Hotel along the stretch of Bartók Béla Street. He folded the
paper up, picked up the plastic bag Betty had given him to carry the
Devil’s Ivy and Verge’s novel, and walked out to find a taxi.
*
The accounting firm was not much: Two cluttered rooms on the
second floor of an old building crammed with two desks
overflowing with paper, but for Zsófia Székelyi, it was the
manifestation of a dream.
“What do you think of my ordinary life?” she asked Béla after
sat down on the wooden chair before her desk. “Glorious, isn’t it?”
Béla smiled. Her hair was shorter and she had put on a little
weight since the last time he saw her, but in a tight-fitting
conservative skirt and a cream-colored blouse, she still sported the
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head-turning figure of the attractive woman Béla had fallen in love
with so many years before.
“I still live in that apartment on Tétényi Street,” Sophie said.
“But it’s not as neat as it used to be. I have a four-year-old boy who
thinks he’s Tarzan.”
A flicker of regret ran through Béla’s mind after he heard this.
He recalled the offer Sophie had made to him, and could not help
but imagine how different, how common, how wonderful his life
may have been had he never gone back to Suzy and had stayed
instead with Sophie in her socialist apartment with the mint-green
patterned walls.
Sophie removed the black-framed eyeglasses perched on her
nose and gave Béla a long look. “Is this a friendly visit or do you
have some work for me? I could use the business. Despite
appearances to the contrary,” she paused and glanced around at her
tiny office, “times are tough around here.”
“I’m here looking for a favor. I’ll pay for your services, of
course, but I would consider it a favor all the same. Do you think
you can help me, Sophie?”
When she heard her old stage name, she chuckled lightly. “Ah,
Sophie. Sophie Sapphire. It’s been years since anyone has called me
that.”
“I’m sorry. I won’t-”
“No, I don’t mind. It brings back memories,” she said. She gave
Béla a knowing look. “Some of them good.”
Béla blushed.
“Still building your Bonbon empire for Suzy?” she asked.
He shifted in his chair and cleared his throat. “No. That’s the
favor I want to ask you. It has to do with her and Vilinovich.”
Sophie leaned back in her chair. “I’m listening.”
In a soft voice, to ensure the intern Sophie employed did not
overhear, Béla recounted the events leading up to his departure
from Bonbon Media. Sophie’s face grew darker the further he
waded into it. Toward the end, he described the newspaper article he
had read, the folders Betty Ballerina had given him, and the damning
documents they contained. When he finished, he looked at his
former colleague with hopeful eyes and asked, “I need someone I
can trust. Can you help me?”
He passed the folders to Sophie and waited anxiously as she
looked over the documents.
“Well?” he asked.
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“I’m hungry. Let me invite you out for an early dinner. We can
talk about it then.”
The invitation surprised Béla. “Will your husband join us?”
“I’m not married,” she said bluntly. “I was engaged for a while,
but . . . well, that’s another story.”
“I’m sorry to hear that.”
He meant what he said. It bothered him to know she had not
found happiness in love. They descended the stairs after they left
her office and he wondered how any man could leave such a
striking, intelligent woman, but he quickly remembered he had done
the same to a certain extent, and the irony of it all left an awkward
feeling in his heart.
They had a light dinner at a nearby restaurant and focused the
conversation between them on happy memories of their shared
past. A warmth Béla had not felt for a long time appeared – he had
completely forgotten what it was like to have a friend in the world.
They ordered coffee and Béla told her about the little house in
Ószabad and his writing. After a while, he glanced at the folders on
the table and felt the need to discuss them.
“What do you think of those documents?” he asked.
“In the right hands, they could cause Vikshi a lot of damage.”
A nervous smile spread across Béla’s face. “Know anyone?”
“I’ve got some contacts in the Tax and Financial Control
Administration who might be able to help. But this is dangerous
territory you’re stepping into. Vilinovich’s connections run deep.”
“Yeah, but look at those! He’s bilking the government out of
millions! Committing fraud on a grand scale. And Rogold. Well,
that’s international.”
“True enough, but he’s not doing it by himself,” Sophie pointed
out. “Plenty of ministers and petty politicians around the world are
in on the game.”
The thought had never occurred to Béla. He rubbed his
forehead with the palm of his hand and leaned forward in the chair.
“So all governments are corrupt?”
“Most. If one of his cronies got their hands on these papers, it
would all be swept under the rug.”
“There must be someone,” he said miserably.
“I have a few clients who are journalists. I’ll ask them about it.
They might be able to help”
“Vilinovich made threats. He mentioned my father.”
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Sophie looked across the table with concerned eyes. “Why do
you want to do this? Is it a way to get back at Suzy?”
Béla furrowed his brow and let out a deep breath. “Suzy hurt
me. But I blame myself for what happened between us. I was an
idiot. I deserved what I got. I’m glad she’s out of my life. I don’t
care about the money either. It’s more than that.”
“Suzy screwed me over, too, but as I look back on it, it was the
best thing that ever happened to me. It set me free; gave me a
chance to find an ordinary life. You could do the same. Vilinovich
showed you mercy. He gave you back your money and let you walk
away without any incriminating attachments to his enterprise. Silver
and that journalist friend of yours weren’t so lucky. Think about it.
You’ve walked away already. Why go back? Let it be.”
“I did that,” Béla said. “It wasn’t easy, but I worked through it. I
went down to Ószabad ready to forget about it all, and I did for a
while. Then I saw the article about the girls and . . . well, I can’t
prove it was him, but that’s irrelevant.” His eyes began to burn and
he lowered his head. “I can’t walk away without doing something. I
was involved in it. All of it. I used girls, the same kind of girls they
found in that truck. Who knows how many people I hurt? How
many lives I ruined?”
“We all made mistakes.”
“Mistakes? I wish I had just made mistakes! For years I honestly
believed I was doing nothing wrong.”
“Those were strange times. I’ve suffered because of the things I
did during those years. I’ve lost a lot of clients because of my
dancing and modeling days. That stigma will probably stay with me
until I die. Regardless, I’ve repented and moved on.”
Béla nodded and dabbed his eyes with his fingers. “Then this
will be part of my repentance.”
“You want to save the world from evil? Very noble, Béla, but
those girls in the truck had nothing to do with you. They’re gone.
This isn’t going to bring them back. Vilinovich is a dangerous man.
There’s no telling where this might end up.” Sophie sighed. “There
are safer ways to redeem yourself, if that’s what you need.”
The only answer Béla could provide was a miserable, pleading
look. “If I don’t do this, I’ll hate myself,” he said.
“You might hate yourself more if you push ahead with this.”
“I have to. My conscience demands it.”
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Sophie looked down at the documents and pushed them across
the table toward Béla. “I’ll help,” she said finally. “It’s dangerous, but
I’ll help. I’ve always been a sucker for doing the right thing.”
Béla placed his hand on the folders and pulled them toward
himself. “Can you give me the names and numbers of some of your
contacts?”
“I can. And I’ll contact a few people myself.” She reached across
the table and put her hands on Béla’s hands. Béla said nothing; he
dropped his eyes and stared at the folders before him.
“What are you doing for Christmas?” Sophie asked after a
moment had passed.
“Nothing.”
“You’re going to spend the holidays in a house alone?”
“I have a couple of people I know in the village. Maybe-”
“You’re spending Christmas with us,” she declared.
An hour later, Béla was sitting on a train going to Pécs with
Verge’s novel propped open in his lap, but try as he might, he could
not read a word. Seeing Sophie again had left a bittersweet feeling in
his heart. On the one hand, he was happy to see she was pursuing
her ambitions and that she was content despite her failed
relationship with the father of her child. On the other hand, he
could not help but feel strong stings of regret for his decision to
stay with Suzy so many years before. He imagined how happy his
life with Sophie might have been if he had decided to stay with her
instead of returning to Suzy, and he fell into a melancholic mood.
The mood lifted only after the train lurched to a stop in Pécs and he
got off to catch the last bus heading for Ószabad.
*
The journalist Béla phoned was intrigued by the papers. He gave
Béla a postal address. Béla slipped some photocopies of the
documents into an envelope and dropped them in the mail the next
day. Sophie also called to inform him that she had contacted some
people concerning the papers. Béla phoned Reinhardt and told him
everything. To Béla’s surprise, his father was incredibly supportive
and did not seem perturbed by Vilinovich’s threat.
“If you can take that man off the streets, do it,” Reinhardt said.
“I can take care of myself here.”
For the better part of two weeks, Béla could think of little else
but his desire to take Vilinovich down. He thought of his father in
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New York, recalled Vilinovich’s threat and, despite his father’s
reassurances, hoped Vilinovich would not catch wind of anything if
the papers were made public. Every day he peered out the windows
of the tiny two-room house half-expecting to see Vilinovich’s black
Mercedes rolling slowly down the road. At night, before he went to
bed, he checked the locks on the doors three or four times; the odd
time he saw headlights in the village, his heart froze. Yet, he
remained determined to see it through and hoped his actions would
bring results.
One morning, he woke up, and came to the sudden realization
that he had not written a word since his trip to Budapest to retrieve
the files. He walked into the kitchen, saw the notebooks and pens
on the table, scowled, and went out into the woods for a long walk.
He returned and settled down in the cozy confines of his
grandmother’s house, picked up his pen, and wrote until nightfall.
*
The three days Béla spent with Sophie, her son, and some of her
extended family during the Christmas holidays were heavenly. If it
had not been for the invitation, Béla was certain he would have
spent the time in his grandmother’s little house on the edge of
Ószabad alone eating cold-cut sandwiches. Instead, he enjoyed a
glorious dinner Sophie had prepared; Béla ate two platefuls, and
spent the remainder of the evening sipping wine, listening to Sophie
and her younger brother recount tales of their childhood growing
up in Budapest. As he sat at the table, he was transported back to
his own childhood and his nightly dinners with Reinhardt, Beatrix,
and Antal, and he reflected on the warm conversations and lively
discussions that had accompanied each delicious meal. He did not
realize how big a part of his life those evenings had occupied and
how much he had missed them. He looked around at Sophie’s
extended family. He was spending an evening with people who were
essentially strangers to him, yet for the first time in years, Béla
experienced a feeling that he was at home. He glanced across the
table at Sophie. She was even more beautiful than he had
remembered her. He ate and drank and talked with Sophie’s relatives
and when the festivities ended, and everyone went home, he curled
up on her old couch and fell into a blissful sleep.
On Christmas Eve, Béla awoke to find the city covered by a deep
layer of snow. Despite Sophie’s objections, he insisted on taking her
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four-year-old son, Peter, sledding. They went up into the Buda Hills
and they spent the day tumbling down the slopes. At night they
attended midnight Mass. After the service, they returned to the
apartment, and Sophie put Peter to bed. She emerged from the
child’s bedroom a few minutes later and sat down to have a nightcap
with Béla.
“Your little guy is great. Does he spend much time with his
father?” Béla asked delicately.
A tinge of sadness surfaced in Sophie’s eyes as she recalled the
happiness on her son’s face while he was frolicking in the snow with
Béla. “He’d like to, but the father isn’t too interested in spending
time with him.”
“I’m sorry.”
“That jerk has a nineteen-year-old girlfriend now. He spends
most of his free time in shopping malls and discos. The man’s
thirty-eight years old! What the hell is he doing in a disco with a
teenager?” She stopped and shook her head. “When I look back
upon it, I realize that was how he was with me, too. It didn’t take me
long to understand he loved Sophie Sapphire, not me. When I
found out I was pregnant, he demanded I abort. I suggested we get
married and raise the child. Boy, did that throw him for a loop.
Finally, he relented and we got engaged. I don’t know what was in
my head. Even after we were engaged he spent weeks trying to talk
me into an abortion. Said it would ruin my figure. We never did get
married. He skipped out two months after Peter was born. The
crying drove him crazy, he said.” She paused for a moment. “That
little boy is the best thing that has ever happened to me. It isn’t easy.
Even under the most ideal circumstances, it isn’t easy to remain
faithful to a person, to raise children, to make the money needed for
the necessities of life. I understand that. After I left Bonbon, there
were times I almost went crazy. I worked in an accountancy firm for
a monthly salary that was less than I made at the club in one night! I
thought things would change after I opened my own office – but in
many ways they only got worse. I almost went bankrupt. The old life
tempted me many times. How much easier and more carefree those
days had been! But I couldn’t go back. I had to stick to doing what I
thought was right, regardless of how difficult it was. And it seems to
me it is getting harder and harder to do what’s right.” She paused
again and shook her head. “I don’t know what the world is coming
to. My parents are still together. They raised three children. It wasn’t
always roses and sunshine, but they managed. You saw them. Forty
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years and they’re still in love. I wanted that for myself, but it seems
that kind of commitment isn’t fashionable anymore.” She stopped
speaking and focused on Béla. “What about your parents? Are they
still together?”
“My mother died when I was five,” Béla said. “The anniversary
of her death was few days ago.”
“I’m so sorry. I had no idea.”
“If she was still alive, I imagine they would still be together. You
don’t know my father, but he’s a very old-fashioned man. He loved
my mother more than anything. He named his coffeehouse after
her. Hung a portrait of her on the wall in the seating area. Every
year he paints a painting of her and lays it on her grave. He never
remarried. I don’t think he ever will. Whenever I asked him why he
never remarried he just told me it didn’t make sense to remarry
when he was still in love.”
“Why couldn’t I have met a man like that?”
All of Béla’s old feelings and attractions for Sophie rushed back
into his soul after he heard her say this. They mixed with the new
feelings she was sparking within him and he gathered the courage to
say, “You did meet a man like that. But he was stupid and turned
you away.”
The sentiment made Sophie uncomfortable. She looked away
and finished the rest of her drink in silence.
“It took me a few weeks to get over you,” she said at last.
“I should have stayed.”
“Sure. But you didn’t. Did you ever think about me afterward?”
“Many times,” Béla admitted. “I wish I could go back in time
and change everything.”
“Wouldn’t life be something if we could do that?” she said
through a mild snicker. “Well, it doesn’t matter. That was a long time
ago. We were different people then. Barely more than kids.”
Béla cleared his throat. “How about a second chance?”
A heavy, excruciating silence filled the room after he posed this
question. He anxiously sipped his wine and mentally kicked himself
in the head for the awkward, blunt question. Where had it come
from? What had he been thinking?
“Can I take Peter sledding again tomorrow? Just for a little
while?” he asked.
“Sure. If the weather is good.”
Sophie retired and Béla turned out the lights in the living room
and lay down on the uncomfortable couch. He promised himself he
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would never make Sophie feel uncomfortable again. Despite his
rekindled feelings, he sadly realized they were, and would remain,
nothing more than friends.
That night, he dreamed he had married Sophie years before and
that Peter was his son. In the dream it was as if his years with Suzy
had never existed. In the span of an hour, he lived out seven
wonderful years. When he awoke and saw the mint-green wallpaper,
he remembered he was merely a guest in Sophie’s house, and he
closed his eyes in a futile attempt to return to the joyous dream
world that had seemed so real.
*
Béla grew to like Ószabad. Initially, he had regarded the small
village as a cast-off, backward place, but he slowly began to feel at
home in the isolated little community. He became interested in the
village’s rituals: he helped the elderly residents chop firewood and
assisted them with their chores. In February, Béla overcame his
squeamishness of blood and spent an entire day participating in the
annual pig slaughter. He drank pálinka, butchered meat, made
sausages, and listened to old folk songs. It took some time, but most
of the villagers put their opinions and misgivings of Béla’s misspent
years in Budapest to rest and accepted him as an adopted member
of the community.
With the arrival of spring, Béla took a part-time teaching job at a
language school in Pécs to lessen the drain his stretch of
unemployment had put on his savings. Long hikes in the forested
hills surrounding Ószabad became a part of his weekly routine.
When he was not out in the open air, Béla relished the quaint
comfort of the small two-room house and spent his evenings
practicing his writing. For months Béla had been searching for a
narrative into which he could channel his writing, but the obvious
had eluded him that whole time. The next day, sat down and began
putting together a plot.
*
One weekend a month, at Sophie’s invitation, Béla took a train
to Budapest to spend time with her and Peter. He made a conscious
effort to avoid Váci Street and its surroundings. Though Bonbon
Media was no more, the Bonbon Building had been renovated and
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the Bonbon Club was back in business. That meant Vilinovich was
most likely still in his fourth floor office looking out over the city;
the last thing Béla wanted was to wander into the large man’s sight.
On one occasion, he traveled past Csillag’s Szexypressz Centrum
and found it empty and closed. For a brief moment, he considered
paying his former associate a visit at Móricz Zsigmond Circle, which
he passed on his way to Sophie’s every time he came to Budapest,
but he rejected the idea and continued on his way.
Whenever the weather was bad during his monthly visit, Béla
took out some paper and colored pencils and taught Peter the basic
elements of drawing. When the weather was good, they spent the
days in parks and in the wooded Buda Hills. At Béla’s insistence,
Sophie began taking Peter to Ószabad every other month to spend
some time in the country. She walked the trails in the wooded hills
with her son listening to stories of the mythical white stag, then
laughed every time Béla pointed into the woods shouting he had
seen one while her little boy anxiously demanded to know how big it
had been and how many points had been on its antlers.
Whether they were in Budapest or Ószabad, Sophie spent the
days with a smile etched on her face; when the time came for them
or Béla to depart, she experienced an empty feeling and a silent wish
that Béla had not rejected her so many years before.
The Vilinovich matter seemed to have gone nowhere. Béla
contacted the journalist to whom he had mailed the documents; the
journalist said the matter was progressing, but it was taking longer
than anticipated. Béla made some more phone calls and spoke to
anyone who would listen to him. He still yearned for justice, but
aside from going to Budapest and confronting Vilinovich himself,
he realized there was little he could do. He needed to be patient. To
distract himself, he focused most of his energy on writing and a
new yearning. He managed to complete the first draft of his new
novel and once again considered the possibility of soliciting
publishers. His new yearning was for Sophie. He agonized over the
opportunity at happiness he had lost. By the time autumn came
around again, he looked about him and realized he had to make a
few hard decisions in his life. He was past thirty and still had no
clear plans for the future. Living in Ószabad had been a blessing,
but he knew he could not live in the village and support himself as a
part-time English teacher and unpublished author forever.
He considered moving back to Budapest, but he did not relish
the idea of living in the same city as Suzy and Vilinovich. Though
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he had seen neither of them since his departure from Bonbon
Media, he assumed both lived in the city and the mere thought of
seeing them or, even worse, running into them infuriated him.
Then there was Sophie. He could not imagine being in Budapest
without being with her. He dared not admit it to her, but Béla
secretly acknowledged that he had fallen in love with Sophie all over
again. He kept his feelings hidden as best as he could for fear of
losing her friendship. Though he ached to become her husband, he
feared any declarations of the kind would send Sophie running, and
he accepted that he would rather keep her as a friend than lose her
in some futile attempt to make her his lover.
The final reason Béla questioned moving back to Budapest was
of a more mundane and material nature – no matter how hard he
tried, he did not know what he would do for work. As summer
faded into fall and the fall eventually gave way to the first winter
snowfalls, Béla toyed with the idea of returning to New York.
*
A heavy, ugly snowfall fell from the dreary, overcast sky. Viktor
Vilinovich stood before the vast windows in his János Hill mansion
and frowned as he watched the snow fall. A shudder ran down the
length of his spine as he stared into the grayness. He hated the
grayness. It reminded him of his early years in the Soviet Union
where, as a boy, and later a young man, he hungrily stalked the cold,
gray streets of Kiev and Moscow, slowly chiseling out the
foundations of his later success through determined campaigns of
fraud, intimidation, and violence. These shreds of memory fell upon
his mind as randomly and steadily as the flakes of snow falling
outside his window. Each crime he had committed had been like a
brick. He had slowly put the bricks together until he had built a wall.
As the years passed, the wall became a fortress from which he
launched the first battles of his early, bloody campaigns. He had
worked hard to get to where he was – he was unwilling to lose any
of it to anyone at any price. He knew that if he gave up even the
smallest portion of the empire he had worked so hard to create, it
would render those early, ugly, cold years meaningless. It was
unthinkable. Yet, as he stood before the window watching the snow
fall, Vilinovich considered the unthinkable and began making plans
for a small retreat.
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Forces were conspiring against him in Budapest. Small,
disorganized armies assembled along the edges of his empire. The
first round of cannon fire had already shaken the walls of his
fortress. Vilinovich’s first impulse had been to fight them, but his
life under communism had taught him about the foolishness of
such rash actions. The best thing to do was fall back; feign a retreat
without so much as a counterstrike. After he withdrew, the hostile
forces would fool themselves into thinking they had defeated him
and would step out into the open to celebrate their victory. He
would watch them pillage and divvy up the small portion of his
empire he had relinquished. As they enjoyed the spoils of his hardearned empire, they would grow smug and careless. This would give
Vilinovich a chance to see and determine just who his enemies really
were. Once he had taken down the names, he would wait until the
enemy became complacent. Then, when enough time had passed, he
would surprise them all by striking back. He would be ruthless.
Merciless. He would reconquer his lost territory, and exterminate
every person who had dared to challenge his authority. But in order
for it all to come about, he had to give up a small piece of his
empire first. The idea of it was unbearable. He had worked too
hard. Come too far. But as he stood staring out at the ugly snowfall,
Viktor Vilinovich knew there could be no other way.
The sound of someone entering the massive bedroom pulled
Vilinovich from his brooding thoughts. He turned from the window
and watched Suzy walk into the room carrying several bags. She
tossed the bags onto the king-sized bed and gave Vilinovich a dirty
look.
“When are we going on vacation?” she demanded as she
unbuttoned her coat.
“Where have you been?” he asked, ignoring her question.
“Shopping.”
“You are not to leave the house alone.”
Suzy squinted her eyes and dismissed him with a wave of her
hand. “What are you? My dad or something? I have to ask you
permission every time I want to go out?” She tugged off her coat,
threw it on the bed atop the many bags she had brought home with
her, walked over to the vanity table, sat down and examined the
damage the snow and wind had inflicted on her make-up. “Fucking
weather,” she grumbled as dabbed away the mascara that had run
down her eyelids. “Why don’t we go somewhere warm for a few
weeks? If I see more snow this month, I’ll die.”
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Vilinovich turned back the window and folded his hands behind
his back. “We will be leaving soon enough, but we will not go
anywhere warm. At least not for a while.”
Suzy made a face in the mirror and continued dabbing the tissue
against her eyes. “Why can’t we go somewhere warm?” she asked.
“It’s complicated.”
The word brought a scowl to Suzy’s face. Complicated. She had
heard the word too many times since moving into Vilinovich’s castle
on the hill. The first few months in the palace had been a living
dream. Every morning she gazed down upon the world at her feet
and smiled. Vilinovich went out of his way to spoil her and give her
the life she had always craved. He bought her expensive gifts, took
her on two lavish vacations to the Mediterranean, waltzed her
through a different pricey restaurant every night, allowed her to
come and go as she wished. In turn, she fulfilled all of his perverse,
sexual desires and expanded his massive ego with soft, sweet
whispers.
Then, quite mysteriously, the situation changed. Vilinovich
became more distant and preoccupied. He pushed her off the side.
Sometimes she didn’t see him for weeks at a time. To show her
disappointment at his lagging devotion to her, Suzy went on a oneday, twenty-thousand-dollar shopping spree. In response, Vilinovich
began to curtail her shopping campaigns, refused to let her leave the
house without one of his bodyguards, and restricted the amount of
money she could access. The weeks passed; Suzy became restless.
There were days he did not allow her out of the house at all. She
spent those days walking from room to enormous room, biting her
fingernails, tormented by the restrictions Vilinovich was imposing
upon her. The large man became even more distracted and
preoccupied. He was constantly on the phone, alternating between
Hungarian and Russian, the bored expression on his face becoming
more impenetrable with every passing hour. He drank more; spoke
less. At night, he became indifferent to sex and turned away Suzy’s
amorous advances. All of it drove Suzy to the edge of insanity. By
the time December ended, she realized that she needed to steal the
reigns of the relationship away from her former employer if she
wished to live the kind of life she wanted. The very notion of being
a kept woman was anathema to her. Much more appealing to her
sensibilities was the notion of Vilinovich as a servile man. She
focused her sights on a new goal.
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“I want to go somewhere warm,” Suzy said again. “This weather
is killing my skin.”
“We’ll leave the day after tomorrow.”
She smiled at her reflection. “And where will we go? How about
Rio? I’ve always dreamed of going there!”
Vilinovich frowned as he watched the snow swirl on the
opposite side of the window. “We will go to Moscow. After that,
London.”
“Moscow? London? Those places are even more miserable than
Budapest is.”
“I have business there. It is important. In a month or so, I need
to be in Tel Aviv. It is warm there. You’ll be happy.”
Suzy pouted and angrily picked up a tube of lipstick from the
vanity table. She watched her forehead give off three massive
throbs. “Well, you can go there alone! There’s no way you’re
dragging me to Moscow and London. Miserable fucking cities. And
Tel Aviv? Sure it’s warm, but it’s just as miserable as Moscow. You’re
going alone.”
“You will come with me.”
“There you go, trying to be my dad again,” Suzy growled. She
touched the ruby red lipstick to her top lip, and then quickly
withdrew it. “That has to stop, you know. All this ordering around.
You will this and you will that. Who the hell do you think you are?
What gives you the right? In case you haven’t noticed, I’m not one
of your dancers anymore. I’m my own person. I don’t take orders
from anyone.”
The edges of Vilinovich’s meaty lips curled up in a smile. “You
will come with me,” he said evenly.
“I got a better idea. Why don’t you go to Moscow and London
and Tel Aviv and every other shit city in the world and leave me
here to relaunch Bonbon Media? I miss the business, Vikshi. I’ve
been so bored ever since you closed it down. I need something to
do. I need to be in the limelight again. I could make it very
profitable for you. You’d be-”
“Bonbon Media is finished,” he said still facing the overcast sky
as it dropped its ugly snow upon the city. “It was just an amusement
for me. I have more pressing concerns to worry about now.”
“Then at least let me manage the Bonbon Club. I don’t want to
dance anymore, but I could run the place. It would give me
something-”
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“Shut up! You are coming to Moscow with me. Then London.
Then Tel Aviv.”
“What about when we get back?”
“We’ll be gone for many months. Maybe a half-year.”
Suzy slammed the lipstick onto the surface of the vanity table.
“There’s no way I’m leaving Budapest for that long!” she screamed.
“You’re going on this trip alone.”
“You will come. We have to leave. There are complications.”
“Fuck you and your complications! I’m staying here!”
“No, you will come,” Vilinovich said. He turned away from the
window, walked over to the vanity table and positioned himself
squarely behind the small, upholstered bench Suzy sat on. “Now
shut up and get ready for dinner.”
Suzy picked up the lipstick again and angrily traced it along the
line of her lips. She glanced with disgust at Vilinovich’s body in the
mirror; he was so large, he obliterated everything else from view. “I
don’t know what’s come over you these past few weeks, but you’re a
fucking nervous wreck,” she said through a snarl. “You know what
you need? A little relaxation. Why don’t you take off your clothes
and let me whip you until you feel like a fucking bird? Yes, that’s
what you need. That’s exactly what you need. A little bird therapy.
You could flap your arms and pretend you’re flying through the
damn sky!”
Vilinovich’s response was so swift, Suzy never saw it coming.
There was a quick blur of movement in the reflection of the mirror
and her face smashed into the mirror. She toppled from the
upholstered bench and fell to the hard, marble floor. When her eyes
were focused enough to see again, she noticed small drops of blood
splashing onto the polished surface below her. She felt his large
hand grab her by the hair and clenched her teeth in agony as he
dragged her from the floor and held her up by her hair before the
mirror of the vanity table.
“Everything has a price,” Vilinovich uttered looking into the
shattered glass. “It is time for you to pay. There is no freedom
anymore. From now on, you are the little bird. I am your cage.”
After he finished saying this, Vilinovich thrust her forward so
that she toppled onto the vanity table’s surface. He turned and
walked toward the door, the sound of his massive shoes echoing off
the floor as he went.
Suzy lifted herself from the vanity table and stared into the
shattered mirror. In the reflections from the many jagged shards
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that spread out like a spider web from the spot her forehead had
impacted, she saw the cut. There was a small, but deep laceration at
the exact spot where her spastic nerve was. Her forehead was
twitching – every time the nerve below the skin jumped, it pumped
a fresh trickle of blood onto her face. She recoiled in horror and
released an ear-splitting shriek. But it was not the cut or the sight of
the blood that had made her scream – what horrified Suzy were the
reflections in the jagged shards of broken mirror. Each shard
contained her complete image. As she looked at the fragments of
broken mirror, she did not see the one, unified, whole Suzy she
usually saw, but dozens of smaller Suzies all staring back at her with
wide, terror-filled eyes.
Another scream pierced the silence of Viktor Vilinovich’s
mansion on János Hill.
*
When Béla heard the news, he ran out onto the snowy road in
his socks, threw his arms above his head, and shouted happily at the
bright blue sky above him. He did not bother to go back into the
house to grab his coat or don his boots, but ran down the road in
nothing but a pair of jeans, a t-shirt, and the socks on his feet,
hooting and hollering as he went. The few villagers ambling along
the road thought he had lost his mind. After his victory lap, he
skidded onto the pathway that led back to his grandmother’s house,
ducked back inside, and called Sophie on the phone.
“Persona non grata!” Béla shouted when Sophie was on the line.
“I heard! Great news!” Sophie said. “Was it the documents you
found? Was it the journalist I mentioned?”
“Who knows? All that matters is that Vilinovich is an
undesirable person in the country! He’ll never be able to set foot in
Hungary again! We’re going to celebrate. I’m catching the next train
to Budapest today!”
Gundel was the place Béla chose to take Sophie for a celebratory
dinner. At the conclusion of the meal, Béla leaned back in his chair
and smiled. “It’s over,” he said happily.
Sophie, who had seemed nervous and agitated the entire
evening, dabbed her mouth with a napkin.
“So what will you do now? You’re almost finished your novel.
Vilinovich is gone.”
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The smile on Béla’s face became tempered. “I don’t know. Part
of me wants to stay here. When I dream at night, I dream in
Hungarian. I’d like to stay . . . but what would I do? To make a living
I mean? What would I do?”
Sophie took her time to respond. “That’s true. What would you
do?”
Béla glanced out of the large window beside him and surveyed
the people walking from the Széchenyi Baths a short distance away
on the opposite side of the street before looking back across the
table at Sophie. A relationship between them seemed impossible, yet
he had a difficult time picturing his life without her. He noticed his
reflection in the window and saw the hopelessness in his eyes. The
hopelessness angered him. He took a deep breath and whispered, “I
love you.”
“Don’t. It’s too difficult.”
“It’s not difficult! I love you and I love your kid! I’m crazy about
both of you. I want to stay here in the city with you – be the
husband you deserve and be the father your son deserves.”
“It’s not that easy.”
“What are you afraid of?” Béla asked, his voice tinged with
exasperation.
“I don’t want to be hurt again. I don’t want to be disappointed
again. Not by you. Not by my ex. Not by anyone.”
“I made a huge mistake not staying with you. You know that.
Please give me another chance.”
There was a long silence, and then Sophie said, “I can’t. I’m
sorry. I just can’t.”
*
The illness hit Béla suddenly. Two days after his devastating
conversation with Sophie, he awoke in the morning with the
intention of going to Pécs to inquire about a plane ticket back to
New York. He noticed a raw tickle in his throat as he dressed. An
hour later, just before he was about to step out of the house, he
started to sweat profusely. His muscles stiffened and became sore;
his brain felt like it was swelling within the confines of his skull.
Weakened, dizzy, barely able to stand on his feet, he abandoned his
plans to go to Pécs and collapsed back into his grandmother’s bed
and groaned as the illness – he could not tell if it was a severe cold,
influenza, or pneumonia – consumed him.
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His body burned for three days. The borders of his world
shrank to the confines of the bed and ceiling above it. He survived
on nothing but tepid water. On the fourth day, just after he had
convinced himself he was going to die, the fever broke. A terrible
thirst and a gnawing hunger forced him from his bed. He tottered
into the kitchen and ate a small meal of stale bread and canned soup
and drank several glasses of water. He sat in the kitchen and
attempted to comfort himself with thoughts that the worst of the
illness was behind him.
Though he still felt miserable and weak, he forced himself to
remain on his feet for long stretches of time because he thought the
movement would help his circulation and ease the pain in his
swollen joints. His appetite eventually returned and he pillaged the
kitchen in search of food. He made some tea for his raw, aching
throat, and picked away at the food he had found to restore his
depleted strength. He changed the sheets on his bed, bathed his
sticky body, and occupied himself by reading snippets from the
novels on the bookshelf. In the afternoon, he decided to go for a
brief walk outside. Three days confined to a bed and three days of
loitering around the house had left his body numb and stiff and he
firmly believed the movement and fresh air would do him good.
It was late afternoon and the sun was slowly edging its way
towards the horizon when Béla stepped out of the small house. The
skies were clear; the air, crisp and dry. It had snowed heavily at some
time during the three days he had been confined to bed in a feverish
delirium. When he saw the snow, he was tempted to retreat back
into the house, but he resisted the urge, donned his gloves, and
trudged out onto the snowy walkway. The fresh air invigorated him
as he walked around the side of the house and made his way toward
the forest. For the better part of an hour he walked slowly, but
steadily along the snow-covered footpaths that meandered through
the hills following the length of the brook that flowed along the
forest floor from the higher hills above.
As he walked, Béla thought about Sophie. She had told him,
clearly and succinctly, that she did not desire a relationship with him.
Without Sophie, he saw no reason to remain in Hungary. When he
was well enough, he would pack his things, take a train back to
Budapest where he would say good-bye to Sophie, and then return
to New York. He would leave and step back into the life he had
abandoned as if his years in Hungary had never happened. Though
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it pained him to leave Sophie, he did not know what else he could
do.
Béla stopped for a moment and glanced up at the sunlight
filtering through the trees. It would be dark in less than an hour; he
decided to turn around and make his way back to the house. As he
retraced his steps, his legs began to feel rubbery. He paused for a
moment to rest. He became dizzy. He raised his head and tried to
focus his gaze on a massive tree before him, but the forest around
him dissolved into disorienting, kaleidoscopic swirls. He sat down
on a fallen tree trunk and waited for the dizzy spell to pass, but as
he sat, he was overwhelmed by a wave of fatigue that left him
unable to move. I’ll rest for a few minutes, he said to himself, and
I’ll continue when my strength returns.
It was dark when Béla woke up; he was sprawled out on his
stomach, shivering in the snow. For several minutes, he did not
know where he was or how he had gotten there. He painstakingly
recalled how he had decided to go for a walk to clear his head and
relieve the stiffness of his muscles and joints. A faint memory of
feeling tired bobbed to the surface of his mind and he remembered
sitting down on a log to regain his strength. He realized he must
have lost consciousness at some point. He groaned and pulled
himself from the forest floor and tried to find the footpath that led
back to the house.
A full moon had risen in the sky and he used its silver light to
navigate his way through the forest. He had walked no more than
five minutes when he looked down and realized he had still not
found the path. A flash of panic rushed through him. He calmed
his nerves and remembered the brook. If he could trace his way
back to the brook, he could follow it back to Ószabad. He listened
for the sound of running water. After a half-minute, he heard the
gurgling of the brook in the near distance and he set out towards it
through the trees, trudging through a heavy carpet of snow and
tangled branches. When he did not stumble upon the brook, Béla
stopped walking. He listened again for the sound of water. It took
him a long time to pick up the sound – little more than faint
whispers in the distance – and to his irritation, it seemed to be
coming from the general area from which he had just come. He
doubled back, following the footsteps he had made. Soon he came
across trails of footprints others had left behind. The patches of
shadow the moonlight dispensed between the towering tree trunks
and the additional footprints disoriented him. To make matters
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worse, the dizziness that had immobilized him earlier returned. He
came to a halt, leaned his right arm against a tree, and faced the
stark reality of the situation he was in – he was lost with no clear
sense of how to make his way back to the house through the forest.
If he stayed out in the cold, winter night for another hour or two,
he might succumb to the elements. The thought spurred him
onward. He told himself he had not come halfway around the world
to die in a forest on a frosty night. He berated himself for choosing
to go for a walk in the forest and attempted to trace the sound of
the brook once again.
Béla made his way through the columns of trees, his eyes
scanning the labyrinth of light and shadow all around him.
Suddenly, he spotted movement in the near distance. He stopped.
At first, he assumed he had stumbled upon another person and he
experienced a brief flash of relief at the prospect, but as he
narrowed his eyes, he saw the source of the movement was not a
person at all. It was an animal. A large animal.
Having lived in cities most of his life, Béla was unaccustomed to
seeing big animals in the wild – the mere notion that there was a
wild beast a short distance from where he stood unsettled him. He
stood perfectly still and peered ahead hoping it was not a wolf. He
could not tell what the animal was; only that it was a big animal –
too big to be a wolf. The beast raised its head and gazed over at
him. It was then that Béla saw the candelabra of antlers protruding
from the animal’s head. He was standing face-to-face with a deer.
The more he looked at it, the more enchanted he became by it.
The deer seemed curious about Béla as well. They stared at each
other through the dark stretch of forest illuminated only by the
moon above. They looked at each other for a long time. The moon
cast a strange, blue glow through the trees, cascading silvery light
over some parts of the forest and casting deep, long shadows over
the rest. The deer took a few steps forward, emerging from the
thicket that had kept it partially concealed. It came to a tentative halt
in a clearing. The moonlight bathed the clearing with a luminous
shaft of silvery light. The animal snorted and breathed deeply
through its nostrils, exhaling great plumes of misty breath into the
air. As he studied it, Béla assumed it was the moonlight that made it
look so pale and colorless, but as he looked at it he came to the
realization that it was not the cold glow of the moon that made the
animal appear white. The deer before him was white – as pale and
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pure as snow – as bright and alluring in the forest as a distant star in
the inky night sky.
Béla’s mouth dropped open; he was looking at a white stag! It
was as if one of Reinhardt’s paintings had come to life before him.
He stepped into the clearing. The animal snorted again and took
two steps backward, but he continued to move toward it. The stag
gave another snort, gazed at Béla with its black eyes and trotted off
back toward the thicket. Béla followed, desperate not to lose sight it
as it made its way back into the forest.
The stag led him down the hill. It slipped effortlessly through
the maze of trees, jumping gracefully over logs and tangled stretches
of brush that jutted out from the snow. Béla clambered clumsily
behind it, slipping in the snow, tripping over fallen branches, and
running into tree trunks. At one point, the white stag disappeared
from view. Béla stopped. He took deep breaths of the cold night air
and scanned the forest around him. Several minutes passed.
When he had all but given up hope of seeing the stag again, it
reappeared in the distance, its noble form luminous in the
moonlight slicing through the dark forest. With his head swimming,
nose running, lungs burning, and legs throbbing, Béla took up the
pursuit again and floundered through the forest pursuing the stag as
if it were an elusive dream. He glanced down and noticed he was
sloshing through the brook he had tried so hard to locate only a
short while before. It occurred to him that he could follow the
brook back downstream to Ószabad and find his way back to his
grandmother’s house if he abandoned the pursuit of the white stag.
He considered the possibility that the reason the stag had appeared
was to lead him to the brook. He looked up earnestly and saw the
beast was still moving. Béla lingered in the icy brook for a second,
torn by indecision. Finally, he stepped out of the brook and pressed
forward. The brook would lead him back to Ószabad – the stag, he
was convinced, would lead him to a far more important place.
Everything in the world fell away after that. Nothing existed for
Béla except his pursuit of the white stag. He had stepped off the
face of the earth and entered a place of legend, a place of truth
beyond truth. As he pressed on after the stag, it occurred to him
that he might be hallucinating it all, that his mind, weakened and
disoriented, was making him see things that were not there, pressing
him to pursue an animal that did not exist, that was little more than
a side-effect of his dizzy, addled mind. It also occurred to him that
he might not be awake at all; that, perhaps, he was still passed out
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on the forest floor, and that this, all of this, was a hypothermiainduced dream, perhaps the last dream he would ever have. He
pushed all of these ideas aside and kept moving forward. The stag is
real, he told himself; it will lead me where I need to be. It will show
me what I need to do.
And lead him it did, through the maze of trees, over the small
undulating landscape of the forested Mecsek Hills, and into a vast
clearing. Béla looked up and saw the stag standing before Gertrude
Drixler’s house on the edge of the village. Béla followed, stopping a
short distance from where the deer stood. He noticed the lights
were on in his grandmother’s house, and then turned his attention
back to the stag. They stood looking at each other for a long time.
Then the white stag snorted, gave Béla one final glance and, in a
graceful explosion of movement, it took three leaping bounds and
vanished from view in the forest on the opposite side of the house
leaving Béla alone on the snowy street before the small two-room
house.
Béla placed his hands on his knees and tried to catch his breath.
As he hunched over, gulping down the frosty air, he looked up at
the small house and saw Sophie peering out from the kitchen
window. He had followed the white stag and it had brought him
back to the safety of the house, but as he saw Sophie open the door
and run down the walkway into the street, he knew there was more
to it than that. He was too tired and sick to think too deeply about
it, but he knew he could not go back to New York. Still too weak
and winded to move, he turned his head as Sophie drew nearer.
Shivering, exhausted, but utterly euphoric, he sank to his knees in
the middle of the road as she reached his side.
“Where were you? I drove here because I had to see you. I
knocked, but you weren’t in. The door was unlocked,” Sophie said.
She knelt down beside Béla and took his head in her hands. “What
happened to you? You’re shivering.”
“Did you see it?” he asked deliriously. “I followed it. It led me to
you. Did you see it?”
The world around Béla went black before Sophie could answer.
*
“The Altfreidorf Museum of Hungarian and Danube-Swabian History and
Culture. Not the catchiest of names, but that’s what we’d like to call
it. It won’t open for another year or two, say 2005 or 2006, but we’re
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working on it,” Béla said as he stood before the old Drixler family
home, the same house that the AVO had taken from the Drixler
family after the war.
Reinhardt stared up at the letters of his family name and felt his
eyes begin to burn with tears. He chuckled, looked at his son
apologetically, and wiped his eyes dry with his hands. “You bought
it?”
“With some of the money from Bonbon Media. I wanted to
spend the money on something redeeming,” Béla said. “I’m going to
convert it into a museum and a bed-and-breakfast. Sophie is going
to get the rooms inside renovated and refurnished to recreate the
living accommodations of a typical Danube-Swabian family before
the Second World War. We’ll have display cases filled with examples
of Swabian dress, tools, furniture, folk art, crafts, glass, ceramics,
and embroidery. There will be a room dedicated to photographs,
letters, books, and journals. I’d like to put some of your paintings in
there too. We’ll also have some traditional Hungarian items from
this region. Could you help us put it all together? You’re thinking of
retiring soon, and I could use the help.”
“I would love to.”
“Come on, there’s something else I want to show you,” Béla
said. He took Reinhardt to an empty room at the back of the house.
In the middle of the room stood a large, thick wooden board. “It’s
not quite done yet,” Béla explained. “I’m using the embroidered
cloth as the model for this. I hope I’ve done a good job. When it’s
finished, it will go on the side of the road, next to the village’s sign.”
Reinhardt looked at the image painted on the wooden board. It
was the old crest of Altfreidorf, the emblem the communists had
outlawed and changed when he was a boy. It stood before him just
as he had remembered it – two green hills below a dark blue sky
with the sun on the right and the moon on the left and in the center,
a noble white stag.
“It’s wonderful,” he said again, patting his son on the shoulder.
“Just wonderful.”
They left the old Drixler home and walked down the road
toward the small two-room house on the edge of the village.
Reinhardt reflected on how skeptical he had been in the late-winter
of 1999 after his son had called him on the telephone. During that
conversation, Béla had announced that he wished to stay in
Hungary, and that he had asked a woman to marry him. Reinhardt
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went to the wedding, a small but joyous affair held in Budapest. A
year later, Sophie gave birth to his first grandchild.
Father and son continued down the village’s only road. It was a
lovely late-spring day. Bright blue skies. Warm sunshine. A mild
breeze. Along the sides of the street, the fruit trees still clung to
their blossoms, scenting the air with perfume. Reinhardt took it all
in as they walked, reliving moments from his childhood and his days
as a young man in the village. They arrived at the two-room house,
sat down on chairs on the small covered porch, opened a bottle of
wine, and gazed out into the yard, tracing the flight paths of the
swallows that weaved and dove through the air before them.
Reinhardt turned and looked at Béla. His son was not a boy
anymore; there were flecks of gray in the auburn hair and fine lines
were developing around the eyes. Much time had passed, but there
was still much time before him.
“What prompted you to move down here?” Reinhardt asked.
“We wanted a fresh start. We considered moving to America. A
lot of Hungarians are still leaving the country, but neither of us
wanted to. I’ve grown to love this country, Apa. It’s gone through a
rough time since the collapse of communism, a rough time I and so
many others like me selfishly exploited, but things are slowly
changing – for the better. The adult entertainment industry has
peaked and is in slow decline here, as are many other unsavory
things. Anyway, in the end, we decided to come down here instead
of stay in Budapest. Sophie sold the business and her flat and
opened a new office in Pécs shortly after we moved. The language
school I opened in Pécs is growing. We’re going to build an addition
onto this house in a month. Next time you come to visit, this will be
a five-room house,” Béla replied.
“Are you making enough?”
“We’re not rolling in the dough, but we live comfortably. We
have peace and quiet and fresh air and sunshine. What more do you
need?” He paused for a moment. “So, when are you going to retire
for good?”
The thought of giving up the Stefánia was a bittersweet one for
Reinhardt. He took a sip of wine and squinted against the bright
sunlight in the yard. “Soon,” he said finally. “I’ve got an apprentice
now, a young Hungarian fellow from Romania. He’s a very talented
pastry chef, and he’s expressed an interest in taking over the
business. I told him I would lease it to him at a reasonable price on
one condition: he doesn’t change the name of the coffeehouse.”
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“Sounds fair to me. Maybe after you retire you could come stay
with us for part of the year.”
“That would be nice. I’d like that. I would like to move back for
good. I have stayed to be close to your mother, but the truth is I’m
lonely in that big city. I might buy a place in the village here. I
noticed quite a few places are for sale.”
“You don’t need to buy a place. There are three empty rooms in
the old Drixler house. You are more than welcome to them,” Béla
said patting his father on the shoulder. “And what about your
painting? Does Stanley Lawrence still represent your work?”
“There was the exhibition in Poland, which lead to an exhibition
in Moscow, of all places. He managed to sell every one of my
communist paintings here in Europe. He keeps some of my newer
paintings in the back of his gallery in New York. Surprisingly, he
sells a few every year. Apparently, I have a small, but loyal following
who actually like my newer paintings,” Reinhardt explained. “And
what about your writing?”
“I’m working on a book, but over the past two years I’ve
concentrated more on translating. I’ve translated mom’s poems from
English to Hungarian. And I translated The Removed into
Hungarian.”
“Verge’s novel?”
Béla nodded.
Memories of the dandy journalist’s visits to the Stefánia weaved
their way through Reinhardt. He looked at Béla with a sad
expression on his face. “Have you heard anything?”
Béla pursed his lips and shook his head. “No. And I doubt I ever
will. He lost himself in Budapest. The demons he had battled all his
life finally won. You wouldn’t have recognized him. I told him to
stop working for Vilinovich, but he wouldn’t listen. One day he just
vanished. Last year I received a phone call from London. Verge’s
parents. They told me they had given up hope and were in the
process of dealing with Verge’s will. I can’t believe he had even
written one, to be honest. In any case, he left most of his
belongings to Betty Ballerina, a model who was the closest thing he
had to a girlfriend. But my name appeared in the will, too.
According to his parents, Verge insisted I get the rights to his outof-print novel. After I accepted he was gone, it bothered me to
know he might only be remembered for his journalism and his work
at Bonbon Media. And I think deep inside somewhere, it bothered
Verge, too. Why else would he have insisted I get the rights to his
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book? I’m going to republish his novel at my own expense. It’s a
great story. That’s the legacy of Anthony Vergil I want the world to
remember. With any luck, he will live on through his writing.” Béla
paused, turned and pointed at the Devil’s Ivy in the windowsill, large
and healthy in the shade. “And that plant.”
Reinhardt laughed when he saw the Devil’s Ivy.
“It’s good to see you with Zsófia.”
“I thought I knew what love was with Suzy, but I was wrong.”
Reinhardt reflected on Suzy and the Russian who had been
Béla’s business partner. He wanted to ask Béla what had happened
to them, but was afraid his questions might tear open old scars. It
was all in the past; Reinhardt had no real desire to dwell upon those
years. He kept the questions to himself and sipped his wine.
“Vilinovich was arrested a year after he was declared persona
non grata in Hungary,” Béla said, sensing his father’s unspoken
question. He kept his eyes focused on the walnut tree in the yard as
he continued speaking. “They nabbed him in Moscow for tax
evasion and fraud and a slew of other charges. The trial was a real
circus apparently. He got nine years. He served three and they let
him out on parole. The empire he built was picked apart by his
former associates while he was serving his sentence. Two months
after his release, he suffered some serious injuries in a failed
assassination attempt. Car bomb. Seems his former associates prefer
him in jail or dead. He’s still alive, but I have no idea where he lives
or what he is doing.”
“What about the girl?”
“It’s a long story,” Béla said. He shifted in his chair, before he
continued speaking, “Suzy returned to Hungary shortly after
Vilinovich was arrested. She came back broke. She did a few more
adult films for Discreet Media, then married a Hungarian television
executive who gave her a bit part in some soap opera. Last I heard,
she was divorced. Apparently, she took the executive to the cleaners
because she managed to keep his house in the Buda Hills. I saw it
on a television program dedicated to interior decorating. Suzy’s still
on television here – she hosts an erotic talk show during the late
night hours. People call in and describe their fantasies or ask her for
advice. She also started up another adult entertainment company,
but I don’t know much about it.”
“You never met her again after . . .”
“Once,” Béla said softly. “By accident. I was in Gerbeaud in
Budapest with Sophie and the kids. We noticed her before she
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noticed us. It took me a moment to recognize her. She has had
some work done on her face and breasts and she looks a lot
different from the girl I was infatuated with so many years ago. I
mean, the foundation is still there somewhere, but age and all that
plastic and all the stress she must have gone through has changed
her. Anyway, we pretended she wasn’t there and continued eating
our cakes and pastries hoping she wouldn’t spot us. She did. She saw
me with Sophie and her forehead starting twitching. After a minute,
she frowned and approached the table. Oddly enough, she told us
she was happy for us. Funny thing, I think she meant it. She had this
strange blend of sadness and happiness in her eyes. It’s difficult to
describe. Anyway, she left after she said that and I haven’t seen her
since.”
Reinhardt took a sip of wine and turned to face his son again.
“All I ever wanted of you is that you do what is right and good.”
Béla nodded his head and frowned. “And I took a wrong turn.
For years, I lived in the wrong city. And I don’t mean Budapest.”
“You’ve righted yourself these past few years.”
“Sure, I suppose. But you know what? Now and then, I come
across one of my magazines or videos. Don’t get me wrong – I
don’t seek them out. I find them accidentally, stuffed into the
shelves of some second-hand bookstores I frequent. Or I see
images on the internet every once in a while. When I see the work I
did, I am overcome with shame. I was a fool. A big-”
Reinhardt cut his son off by reaching over and patting him on
the knee. “You found the white stag. You followed it to the right
city. You’ve made me proud.”
Béla nodded thoughtfully. “Thanks, Apa. That means the world
to me.”
The sound of the door nearby opening and closing brought an
end to their conversation. Reinhardt glanced over to his side and
watched Sophie walk towards them holding her four-year-old
daughter’s hand. The little girl saw her grandfather sitting on the
porch and broke free of her mother’s clasp. She ran up to the chair
and leaped into his waiting arms.
“Stefánia has been chattering about that walk you promised her,”
Sophie said to Reinhardt.
Reinhardt brushed away the girl’s auburn hair and looked at the
child’s fawn-like face. “She looks like your mother,” he said to Béla.
Béla nodded. “That’s the reason we named her Stefánia.”
“You promised we would go to the forest,” the little girl said.
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“Then I better keep my promise,” Reinhardt replied.
Fifteen minutes later, Reinhardt and Stefánia were in the forest.
He lifted her up and placed her on his shoulders and held her ankles
as he navigated the footpath that wound along the side of the
brook. Deeper in, they reached a clearing in which the remnants of
the old hunting cabin stood. Only two of the walls were still
standing; the forest had reclaimed the rest. Reinhardt stared at the
broken pile of timber for a while, then took Stefánia from his
shoulders and sat her down on a log. He opened his small knapsack
and laid out the modest picnic he had brought. They ate their
sandwiches and drank apple juice and listened to the twittering of
songbirds overhead.
“I was born here, you know. Those ruins used to be a cabin.”
Stefánia looked up at Reinhardt. “Tell me a story,” she said.
“What kind of story?”
The little girl shrugged her shoulders. “A good one.”
Reinhardt glanced at the ruins of the hunting cabin, cleared his
throat, and began. “Once there was or once there was not a
frightened hungry Danube-Swabian woman who gave birth to a boy
in a forest. A magnificent white stag appeared after the boy was
born . . .”
The boy grew up in a small village, he told her. When the boy
became a man, he followed the white stag to a faraway distant land
where he created his own kingdom and had a son of his own, a
young, talented prince. The narrative swerved and meandered after
that as Reinhardt included many quests and mythical creatures the
young prince had to overcome. The prince’s greatest challenge was a
beautiful yet wicked sorceress who managed to cast a spell over him.
After years of enslavement, the young prince eventually freed
himself from the sorceress. Soon after, he married a beautiful
princess and reclaimed the kingdom his own father had abandoned.
Stefánia sipped her juice-box and looked at her grandfather with
inquisitive eyes after he finished telling the story. “What’s the
ending?” she asked.
“I don’t know,” he said. “How do most stories end?”
Stefánia rubbed her nose with the back of her hand and said,
“They are still living happily, unless they have died.”
Reinhardt looked at the thicket in the distance from which the
white stag had emerged after he was born. He realized that the old
priest who had been present that day had been correct – the
appearance of the white stag truly had been a blessing from God.
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He turned back to Stefánia, “And they are still living happily,
unless they have died. That sounds like a good ending to this story,
too,” he said finally.
“And have they died? The people in your story?”
“No.”
“They are still living?”
Reinhardt smiled. “Yes, they are still living,” he said softly. He
kissed his granddaughter gently on the forehead and added one final
thought: “And they are living happily.”
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